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LiGR AR Y 

NEW YOR! 

REPOKI -OF THE SECRETARY 

OF THE 

SslrATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE 

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, July 1, 1905. 

To HonoraBLe Frep M. WARNER, 

Governor of the State of Michigan: 

Srr—I have the honor to submit to you herewith, as required by law, 

the accompanying report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1905, with 

supplementary papers. 

Very respectfully, 

ADDISON M. BROWN, 

Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture. 





Ua EE BO AIND OF AGRICULTURE 

CHARLES J. MONROE, South Haven, 
PRESIDENT OF THE 

HENRY F. BUSKIRK, Wayland, 

WILLIAM H. WALLACE, Bayport, 

AARON P. BLISS, Saginaw 

ROBERT D. GRAHAM, Grand onde 
THOMAS F. MARSTON, Bay City, - 
FRED M. WARNER, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE, 

JONATHAN L. SNYDER, PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE, 

A. M. BROWN 

STANDING 

. Agricultural College, Secretary. 
B. F. DAVIS, Lansing, Treasurer. 

COMMITTEES. 

Term Expires 
1907 

1907 
1909 
1909 
LUE 
LOE 

Be Officio. 
x-Officio. 

The President of the Board is ex-officio a member of each of the Stand- 
ing Committees. 

Borany AND HorTICULTURE, 

BUILDINGS AND COLLEGE Seems 

CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL, BACTERIOLOG- 

ICAL AND OTHER DEPARTMENTS NOT 

OTHERWISE PROVIDED FOR 

EMPLOYEES, - - 

ENGLISH AND MATHEMATICS, 
EXPERIMENT STATION,” - 
FarM MANAGEMENT, 
FINANCE, - - 
Forestry, : 
Farmers’ INSTITUTES, 
LaNnpD GRANT, - 
LIBRARY, - 
MECHANICAL Danian 
MiviraRy AND ATHLETIC, 
WoMEN’s DEPARTMENT, 

R. D. Graham, H. F. 

A. P. Bliss, W. H. Wallace. 

A. P. Bliss, T. F. Marston. 

R. D. Graham, H. F. Buskirk, 
Snyder. 

Suskirk, 

Jet 

W. H. Wallace, T. F. Marston. 
H: EF. Buskirk, A. P. Bliss: 

T. F. Marston, R. D. Graham. 

R.'D. Graham, A. P. Bliss. 

A. P. Bliss, H. F. Buskirk. 

T. F. Marston, R. D. Graham. 

H. F. Buskirk, W. H. Wallace. 
W. H. Wallace, A. P. Bliss. 

We Ee WV, allace, R. D. Graham. 

T. F. Marston, W. H. Wallace. 

H. F. Buskirk, T. F. Marston. 



STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 

(Under control of the State Board of Agriculture.) 

FACULTY AND OTHER OFFICERS, 

JONATHAN L. SNypmErR, A. My Ph. D., President; 25°¢ Feb. 25, 96. 
Wm. J. Beat, A. M., M. S., Ph. D., Professor of Botany and Curator of 

the Botanical Se ae ab July 9, 70; © Sept. 1, 702. 
Frank 8. Kenzie, M. S., Professor of Chemistry; # Sept. 15, ’80; » © Sept. 

1, 702. 
WitiraAm 8S. Hortpsworru, M. 8.., pe ssor of Drawing; * Feb. 22, ’81; 

b Aus. 22, 78%3" oer de 
Bove R. Tarr, M. §., ins cone of Farmers’ Institutes and State 

Inspector of Orchards and Nurseries; ® Aug. 1, 88; > © July 
15702, 

Howarp Epwarps, A. M., LL. D., Professor of English Literature and 
. Modern Languages; *» ¢ Aug. 25, ’90. 

Herman K. Vepper, C. E., Professor of Mathematics and Civil Engineer- 
ing; 2 ¢ Sept. 15, 91. 

Crryron D. Smiru, M. 8., Dean of Short Courses, College Extension Lece- 
iurer;, +»: Sent, 1.93 * July a, 702. 

Cuartes L. Wein, B. 8., Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Di- 
rector of the Mechanical Department; ?>¢ Sept. 1, °93 

Wartrer B. Barrows, B. 8., Professor of Zoology and Physiology and 
Curator of the General Museum; 2” ¢ Feb, 15, ’94. 

Grorce A, Waterman, B. S., M. D. C., Professor of Veterinary Science; 

abe Sept. 1, 798. 
Cuartes E. Marsuaty, Ph. D., Professor of Bacteriology and Hygiene; 

a Sept. 1, 98; 2 Sept. 1, 702. 
Utysses P. Hepricx, M. 8., Professor of Horticulture and Landscape 

Gardening and Superintendent of Grounds; ® Sept. 1, °99; 

be July 1, 702. 
Josern A. Jerrery, B. 8. A., Professor of Agronomy and Soil Physics; 

& Sept. 1, 799; be ep LE, 202: 
Mavup Gitcurist, B. 8., Dean of the Women’s Department; 2° Sept. 

Lr Oas 
Appison M. Brown, A. a Secretary; 2»¢ June 1, ’02. 
Rozert 8. Suaw, B. 8. A., Professor of Agriculture and Superintendent 

of Farm; 2? °¢ Sept. 1,702; 
Ernest E. Bocur, M. 8., A. M., Professor of Forestry; *¢ Sept. 1, 02. 
Masor Wittiam H. Keri, U. 8S. A., Professor of Military Science and 

Tactics; 2>°¢ Feb. 24, ’04. 



FACULTY AND OTHER OFFICERS. v4 

Arrour R. Sawyer, E. E., Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineer- 
ings &# bc ee 1.704" : , 

WIxBur O. Hepric x, M. S., Assistant Professor of History and Political 
Economy; 2° aoe 24° 791 =-¢ Sent. 45793 

Warren Bascock, B. 8., Assistant Professor of Mathematics; #° June 
305791 s.€ Sept. 1793. 

IX. SYLVESTER KING, Assistant Professor of English; * Jan..1, ’00; 
Sept. 1, ’02. 

*HrermMan W. Reynotps, B. 8S. in M. E., Assistant Professor of Mechani- 
al Engineering; * Sept. 1, ’00; © © Sept. 1, ’02. 

JAMES B. Danpeno, A. M., Ph. D., Assistant Professor of Botany; 2°°¢ 
Sept. 1, 702. 

The names of instructors whose resignations took effect between June 
30 and Sept. 1, 04, do not appear below. 

Tuomas Gunson, Instructor in Floriculture and Foreman of Greenhouse ; 
prAprit deel March? 1. 70, 

ee Linpa E. Lanpon, Librarian; 2¢ Aug. 24, ’91. 
W.S. Leonarp, eee eee in Mechanical Engineeri ing; be Sept. 1.796: 
re BHeParcrr, B.S, A., Instructor in Zoology ; abe Jan, 1, 97. 
Mrs. Jennie L. K. Haner, Instructor in Domestic Art; ¢ Sept. 1549 
CHacr Newman, Instructor in Mechanical Drawing; 2” Sept. 1, ’97; 

Cesuly 23, 701: 
EH. C. Baker, Foreman of Foundry; 2¢ Nov. 1, ’97. 
CaRoLINeE L. Hott, Instructor in Drawing; *¢ Sept. 1, 798. 
BertHa M. Wetiman, B. §., B. Pd., Instructor in English; 25° Sept. 

e700: 
SaraH B. 8S. Avery, Instructor in Physical Culture; *>°¢ Sept. 1, ’00. 
Jusse J. Myers, B. S., Instructor in Zoology; 2% ¢ Sept. 1, 701. 
** JENNETTE C. CARPENTER, B. S., Instructor in Domestic Science; ? Sept. 

17025 er Sent. 2, 204: 
Louise FreynHorer, B. S., Instructor in Music; 2°¢ Sept. 1, 02. 
ie W.SAWTELLE, B. S., Ph. B., Instructor in English; *> “Sept: 1, ’02. 
L. G. Hotsroox, Ph. Bs, Instructor in Physics; #»¢ Sept. 1, ’02. 
Harry S. Reep, Instructor in Chemistry; 2° Sept. 1, 
ANbREW Krenter, Foreman Wood Shop; ®?¢ Sept. 1, °02. 
H. W. Norton, Jr., B. S., Instructor in Animal Husbandry; 2° Sept. 

03% 
RicuHarp Hopkins, B. S. in C. E., Instructor in Civil Engineering; 2>°¢ 

Sept. 7038: 
Grorce W. Harrwe tt, Ph. B., Instructor in Mathematics; *>¢ Sept. 1, ’03. 
Warp R. SHepp, B. 8S. Instructor in Mechanical Engineering; *°°¢ Sept. 

i203; 
Harvey L. Curtis, A. M.; Instructor in Physics; 2¢ Sept. 1, ’08. 
Hewen E. St. Joun, A Saectaetg in Sewing; #¢ Sept. 1, °03. 
Cuerster L. Brewer, B. 8., Director of Physical Culture; 2» ¢ mee 1, 7038. 
ALBERT E. Jones, A. B., SE ovr in Mathematics; 2? © uu. 15, 703. 
C. A. McCuz, B. S., Instructor in Horticulture; 2° Oct. 1, ’03. 
Lesitie B. McWerny, B. S., Instructor in Agriculture; 2° °¢ Te 1, “04. 
Apert G. Craic, B. S., Instructor in Horticulture; 2 ¢ Sept. 1, *04. 
ArrHour Peters, Instructor in Physics; #®¢ Sept. 1, ’04. 



8 STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

CarL GUNDERSEN, A. M., Ph. D., Instructor in Mathematics; 2° Sept. 
1, “O04. ° 

Watter G. Sacxett, B. S., Instructor in Bacteriology and Hygiene; #>° 
Sept. 1, “04. 

W. W. Wetts. B. S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering; #>°¢ Sept. 
108: 

Witiiam F, Lamoreavux, Instructor in Chemistry; ®*¢ Sept. 1, 04. 
Epwarp Boyer, brea ng in Chemistry; 2° Sept. 1, 704. 
*GeEORGE R. SWEET, - . Instructor in Mathematics : abe Sept. 1, 04. 
ELLEN B. Bacu, M. uae in Botany; #”°¢ Sept. 1, ’04. 
ARTHUR E. Pacarmey. estate, in Mechanical Drawing; 2"°¢ Sept. 1, ’04. 
CHARLES 8. ee ede M. S., Instructor in Chemistry; 2” ¢ Sept. 1, 704. 
FrLoyp E. Mitts, B. _ Instructor in Civil Engineering ; "ade Sept. 1, ’04. 
ViRGILIA PURMORT, Instruction in Cookery ; abe Sept. iM *O4. 
CHARLES H. SWANGER, B. S8., Instructor in “Chemistry ; abe Sept. 1, 704. 
Ons N. Brain, B. S., ees in Mechanical Engineering ; ab ¢ Sepa: 

1, 704. ; 
Fioyp O. Foster, ff S., Instructor in Dairying; *¢ Sept. 1, ’04. 
Lewis F. Birp, B. &., Assistant Experimenter in Live Stock; #¢ Sept. 

1; 704. 
Mrs. Minnip A. W. Henpricx, A. B., Instructor in History and Econom- 

ics; 2>¢ Sept. 1, 704. 
Mary Wernore, M. D., Assistant in Bacteriology; 2°¢ Sept. 1, ’04. 
L. T. CuarK, B. 8., aren in Bacteriology; 2>¢ Sept. 1, *04. 
W. R. Wricut, B. S., Assistant in Bacteri ology; ; abe Sept. 1, ’04. 
ARCHIE R. ALGER, B. S., Instructor in Mathematics: aD eo Noy sal by, ee 
Frep C. Kenney, Cashier; 2 Sept. 18, ’95; © Oct. 1, ’97. 
tLena M. Maxwe tt, Bookkeeper; #°¢ July 1, ’02. 
S. Atice Ear, Clerk to Secretary; #°* Oct. 1, 702. 
Cowan H. McGuean, Bookkeeper, 2° June 1, ’05. 
Evia YAKeEey, Secretary to President; 2°¢ July 15, 703. 

B. A. Faunce, Clerk to President and Editor M. A. C. Record; 2° Sept. 

1, ’04. 
L. F. Newe tt, Engineer; #°°¢ Jan. 1, ’98. 
EB. A. Bown, Architect; 2>¢ Jan. 1, °02. 
Rowena Kercueg, in charge of College Hospital; abe Sept. 1, ’00. 

CAROLINE BaLpacu, Assistant Librarian; | abe Jan. 1, 704. 

a First appointment. 
b Present appointment. 
c Present title. 
* Resigned, Sept. 1, ’04. 
** Resigned, May 1, ’05. 
+ Resigned, Nov. 20, ’04. 
t Resigned, June 15, 705. 



AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
OF THE 

MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 

(Under the control of the State Board of Agriculture.) 

STATION COUNCIL. 

J. L. Snyper, M. A., Ph. D., Pres., | A. J. Patren, B. S:, - Chemist. 
Ex-officio Member. | CuHas. E. MarsHatu, Ph. D., 

Crinton D. Smits, M. S., Director. | Bacteriologist and Hygienist. 
i kK. Tarr, M.S., - Horticulturist. | Ris. SHAW, b.Sack., Experimenter 
Re. Peri, Bas. Ac, Entomologist. | with Live Stock. 
*F, W. Rostson, B. S., - Chemist. | A. M. Brown, A. B., - Sec. and Treas. 

ADVISORY AND ASSISTANT STAFF. 

F. 8. Kupzin, M.S%., Associate Chemist. | W. R. Wricut, B. S., Asst. in 
Gro. A. WaTERMAN, V.S., M. D.C., Bacteriology and Hygiene. 

Consulting Veterinarian. | T. A. Farranp, - In Charge of South 
Mrs. L. E. LAnpon, - Librarian. | Haven Sub-Station. 
W. G. Sackett, B. S., Asst. in | Leo. M. GEIsMAR Chatham, In Charge 

Bacteriology and Hygiene. of Upper Peninsula Experiment Station. 

SUB-STATIONS. 

Grayling, Crawford County, 80 acres deeded. 
South Haven, Van Buren County, 10 acres rented; 5 acres deeded. Local agent, T. A. 

Farrand. 
Chatham, Alger County, 160 acres deeded. Local agent, Leo M. Geismar. 

STANDING COMMITTEE IN CHARGE. 

Hon. H. F. Busxirx, - - - - - - - - - Wayland. 
Hon. A. P. Buiss, - - - = = = = = - Saginaw. 

STAGE WiEA THERNGSER VICE 

(Under the control of the State Board of Agriculuture.) 

C. F. Scunerper, Director U. S. Weather Bureau, - - - - Grand Rapids. 

*Resigned April 1, 1905. 
») 



ACCOUNTS. OF | (PRE STATE AGRICUL FEU 

COLLEGE 

FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1905 

RAL 

SECRETARY’S FINANCIAL REPORT. 

Drs Cr. 
Eee O04. NO! CASH SOM. NAN Oak, qt Aaya io ctereus arepi cee wees irnelets stole $1,163 00 
July 1,1904. To cash on deposit, college treasurer.................. 7,165 96 
June 30,1905. To special appropriation receipts.................+--- 112,821 79 

rom) State vLreasurer ces opaane caste « $92,300 00 
From United States Treasurer 15,000 00 
From institution and other sources...... 5,521 79 

June 30,1905. By special appropriation disbursements..............0..eeeceeeeecece $108,436 60 
June 30,1905. To: current account receipts...2. 2.5. fn. ce.a od ecaee eee 211,180 61 

From State Treasurer, land grant interest... $72,035 32 
From State Treasurer, one-tenth mill tax.. 64,000 00 
From United States Treasurrer........... 25,000 00 
From institution and other sources. 5 49,197 00 
From South Haven Experiment Station. . 624 91 
From Upper Peninsula Experiment Station 216 40 
From: Parmers’ Institutes.<52+--.-...-. 106 98 

IBY. general account, GISDUTSEIMENTES coc coe «cre oie «occ We fele sec cio ene el ereie 201,382 93 
From icurrent “AcCOUN tes. ot.ec< oee cisrs cis $185,577 56 
From supplementary accounts........... 15,805 37 

iBycash on deposit,, college freasurercy1:. eonck ma heis'- ai eens ie core 20,517 18 
BY. CASH AON (HANG ici. cle ahs c aoais 2 ereuncayete tae ste ycce Siew © Ceemeominiersce ars ake 1,994 65 

$332,331 36 $332,331 36 

TaBLeE No. 1.—Tabular exhibit of secretary’s report. 

| | 
Balance sheet, Transactions, July 1, 1904, Balance sheet, 
July 1, 1904. to June 30, 1905. June 30, 1905. 

iy 220. Sa ara fren ne 

rs Dr. | Geo el Dry co PCr. Dr. Cr. 
= ae -——— | | = ee 

ARM etacse 6 co ays.8 cleo $1,163 00 | i ee EN REE NS os es ca cs $831 65 $1,994 65 
College freasurer*®..|° 7,165.96 ooo... ete oe | 13,351 22 | 20,517 18 
Special appropriat’ns.|.......... $5,418 26 $112. 821 79 | 108,436 60 |............ $9,803 45 
Gurrent, accounts.;..)2+. 60.06) 2910.70 | 210,207 61 U5 suds HO | cma ne emente 2,708 38 
Supplementary hcg | nae a [eteueertt oetateee 973 00 | 15,805 37 

i 2 ey ORR | wes ar _ a. Sen 

Totals...........|$8,328 96 |$8,328 96 |$324,002 40 8324, 002 40 | | $22,511 83 |$22,511 83 

*Treasurer’s statement is greater July 1, 1904 by $13,143.03 and June 30, 1905, by $9,35 
outstanding. 

Balance on hand July i 

Interest on deposits, 
Warrants paid July 1, 

TREASURER’S ACCOUNT. 

NOC testa a) « e)v at open eG eases, rela area te, os $20,308 99 
Receipts from State Treasurer and BSCCIGLALY wi sus cathe Gh we caves. e.ais ous acl 322,825 44 

12months at 24 per Centickin aicicc ce ce ee cee 345 85 
L903; to ime 30; LOGOS Axirericls ay carte Wes wines is: sn 0 RENEE? Se ee 

MODY, sis nicts:svaies dS ce Sere ae Oe relies ohana dae ol dsa sec 3. eRe hs Spore Balance on hand June 30, 

Total..... $343,480 28 

7.57 warrants 

$313,605 53 
29,874 75 

$343,480 28 



11 AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE ACCOUNTS. 
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12 STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

TaBLE No. 3.—Current account, July 1, 1904, to June 30, 1905. 

On account of— 

U.S. Treasurer, fifteenth annual payment under act of congress of August 
30, 1890 

State ‘creasurer., one-tenth’ mill staxsssn cs wawen 0 1c tee eels caste oe 
State treasurer, interest on proceeds of sales of U.S. land grant 
Salaries 
Farm -department 
PIOCLICULENTal GepartmMen ter. coe a te eet ae aco ele wins stair OLE paral b lela tebwrwss | 
Mechanical department 
Heating department 
MiearimecCepartmenits.. occ sho camereielols, 21 1 More Gpern tehulereac cobs ores oie cebale Oebvesaenann 
Electric lighting department 
Office 
Advertisin 
M. A. C. 
Special courses 
Academic departments 
Contingent building 
Miscellaneous 

ab ecnary amounts: 
ulletins 

Farmers’ institutes 
South Haven experiment station 
Upper Peninsula Experiment Station 

Balance at beginning of period, July 1, 1904 
Balance at close of period, June 30, 1905 

Dr. 
To disburse- 

ments. 

$76,711 01 
13,456 12 
6,990 O07 
6,638 81 

17,447 18 
1,972 31 
5,846 12 
1,955 66 
2,259 54 
1,051 84 
3,247 52 

20,582 77 
21,163 19 
3,368 82 
2,886 60 

$185,577 56 

2,338 91 
7,029 76 
2,585 59 
3,851 11 

12,708 38 

$214,091 31 

| 
| 

Cr. 
By receipts. 

$214,091 31 

TaBLE No. 4.—-Experiment station account, July 1, 1904, to June 30, 1905. 

On account of— 

Balance from fiscal year, July 1, 1904 
U. 8S. Treasurer for fiscal year 
Fertilizer license fees 
Salaries 

Horticultural department 
Chemical department 
SO UATOH) SCLOTIAL ICN Ec csiene:o:<ie:s-e Sia) aie’ do axe oiclg eta ont ears eee voy 8 oie wrale leone 
Entomological department 
Library 
Sundry 

Secretary’s office 
Veterinar 
Live stoc 
Bacteriological department 
Director’s office 

0.6 Delo a 2610s D6 0 6 eee DB winis a6 va 8 6 He 06 pee OS Melee dle ¢ 0.U Bm, ee 0 ale win a 

Dr. 
To disburse- 

ments. 

OSIM] toe s1Ore =I Conary 

$20,945 47 

Se | 

cee eer re sene 

$20,945 



AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE ACCOUNTS. 

TasiE No. 5.—Regular employes and salaries. 

Grade. 

President’s Office. 
PBYGRIGE Mb atictets clean o.cbsdal eapirete 

Agricultural Department. 
IPTOLE SOR rata: rare aysvet 

_ Professor of Agronomy.......- 
Inst’r Animal Husbandry...... 
Ass’t Inst’r Animal Husbandry... 
HSER AIT VAD Pe cts elle. pe eters 
MSE eASricultwyTce: fc... //ctean sss 
Foreman of College Farm...... 
Wlenk=barm Wepty .- 25.5 

Bacteriological Dept. 
BATINEECROT A RAR eae: ste sek a 
MIS HINI CLOT No.9 5 cxdisteraes ede @ Scr ai sels 
ITISLEUGLOR SS cetice code « dieters | 
WA SUPUGCOL ie c.ste se ou aneeue ake Sesas 
IS TTUGLOM Ss waces tS Oe oat tons, olep ees 

Botanical Dept. 
LTO RAS SOR. Gale niet lola. caie ae a | 
ASS EOE TOLESSOR. .anise sisi se we © 
RISTLUCLOL A so as cook ees 

Chemical Dept. 
IBTOLESSOR ie) cele = wre 3 Seat scone Ke, ops 
MIS UGA CLOM ees necls as SE chess tel ens 
MIS HGUIG LORE ciate sc. eel ie ae oan 
Ma SC CTOLS esate toe ects aes ies 
APS ELUICHOLD Sal Sa cle ct tats ie oleae 
Instructor..... Se DOR ORES Oe 
Chemist Exp) Station..i.4.<-). .. 

Drawing Dept. 
Professor... 
Inst’r Mechanical Drawing..... 
Instructor Drawing..... cies 
Inst’r Mechanical Drawing..... 

English Dept. 
PTO LESSOT I Aa chs ote, Grenson ene get se 
NG Sti PE ROLCSSOL semis or Os 
HOE TTC LOLS chs fsiortus se. 3:3 ible oreo a, sie 
MUSTRUGTOI.- sicsis) tien otek eae 

Forestry Dept. 
IP POLESSOL SS cic ashe fol ois ysls. sys a-euspesars 

Horicultural Dept. 
PPTOLESSOT secon ie Tone eleree arose 
Instructor....... AO Ga eke Pacioe 
MNS GRCHOL A inere eae veh oe Suereceiete 
MAS EMMICHONS feia.ct= ss 5 Se es ccs ane 
Foreman of Grounds.......... 

History and Pol. Economy Dept. 
ANS ie IeMOLESSOTR ae sete users eer 
RS te INSEIICCOR. vie eld ose eer 

Institutes and Nursery Insp’r. 
PMPETINTENGENG. ccs. - oe ths cists es | 

Library Dept. 
BOURDEUERANY Srey ta == © m1 ays eo olaliavin oT s 
AGRE OUT PAPTAN «ios, olete carchsuerena tee « 

Mathematical Dept. 
PPTOTESSOE ceil x oid Me scaiieusiae Sele 
PAGE METOLESSOR. c 01. deere istcnts oe | 
Inst’r Civil Engineering........ 
Inst’r Civil Engineering........ 

ee 

Classification. 

Current. 

os to or zs (=) o 

Experim’t 
station. 

13 

House. 

Rooms 

House 
Rooms 

House 
ouse, 

Rooms 

Hous 

Rooms 

House 
Rooms 



14 

Mathematical Dept.—Con. 

Mechanical Dept. 

Miscellaneous. 

Dept. of Physics. | 
. Prof 

Secretary’s Office. 
Secretary 
Cc ashier Peete. Sie cis ca Sees aes 

Veterinary Dept. 

Grade. 

a 

Mathematics............| 
Mathematics............| 
Mathematics............ 
Mathematics.............| 

Inst’r 
Inst’r 
Inst’r 
Inst’r 

HATE SSOU SG = nceta.e niet agty erie ~ = 
WGIRULHECEOL: Scis,ae.c sistent ee cel 
MAR EEMCLOL re o.ciai- ssecsiace she) wieiec.s =e 
Instructor.. cian, She 
Foreman Machine Shop........ | 
Foreman Wood Shop.......... 
Foreman Foundry........ eee: 
Clerk 

Military Dept. : | 
EE OLOSSON ss aehtoes epee ene So he 

Dean Short Courses........... 
PRCHIME CL as cae sb sials bone wis ees 
PIITIICENS oreo Saclcceie<ihrs > @ adhe ee) s0e 
iP) Ei trel o(-\ okies een nae See 
Night Watchman. ............ 
WNIT Gicorctone ficve ole ave ke sors ats Suche 

occas = SSS Sos a eee 
LETS MLC 10) oR ie eee ae 
MS UDUIGLOlee ee gio oie tu tee ee | 
AAISETUICLOV Ne oichs syne aie ety. 0 2 tices | 

es of Physical Culture. 
iPy Tie 10) ey ee io See eee 

PIOLOSSOL So orc/svnie, ctoceter < eiatermieie at's 

ID TEC SSA OL ae Cn ae 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Instructor 

Darieeite Science. 
Physical Culture .... 
Music 
Cookery. .... sae 
BOWLES... 0 ction ats 

Zoological Dept. 
POLeSSOL Ge to cwuieee cena aa | 
Lislz)ny0 (ito) Qe a eee eee 
WHSEELICUON wer s,> 6 cicuaha scm cu vein yes 

SEOUGl DAY. TOMA... «2:26 eee aus nie 

*TIn lieu of quarters. 

$91, 

Rate 
per year. 

1 
ca) 
o o 

———EE SSS SSS sss 

STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

TABLE No. 5.—Concluded. 

Classification. 

Current. 

_ 

bo S S oO 

Experim’t 
station. 

Other 
sources. 

$1,000 00 

tee eee eee 

a 

ee ee 

see e teen ee 

eee eee e eee 

House. 

eC ac at) 



AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE ACCOUNTS. 15 

TasLE No. 6.—Income of the State Agricultural College from all outside sources from 
the date of its foundation to the present time. 

Year. 

Totals.. 

From State Legislature. From U. 8S. Congress. 

Land sales, 
For current | For special | salt spring 
expenses. purposes. | and swamp 

: land grants. 

| 

seh (le i $56,320 00 

SAGA OOO SOON Staci. ce oh eta |enc oe? Hee 
Str cet ery cacy On leecher MoanS Sateocal tomar thdrcdemenrtadee | eacicr nae: erermieie oe 

Cire FRADE (O10) ies ARE Pee Toe 8 a Se TE | Ne ea gte e 

Nie 500MM ee 152 25) 
WO COO) WN Seb see one 218 97 
DUOC TOON ia. hues 407 80 

QOOOROO ori Sesncele xo 726 09 
1 FOOOMOOK oem cee 1,156 61 
T5MOOOLO0| seme one 1,094 27| 
ADVAN DO hy ooacteme dee 7,608 oe 
HANNON ON ts oes On wees 592 
20, 000 bo $30,000 00, 17858 00) 
20 000800\ snes ee | ,320 02 
18,250 00} 10,500 00; 4,135 72 

18,250 00, 3,000 00. 217 05 
21,796 00, 15,602 00 10 13) 
13,000 00) 15,602 00 150 13 
7,638 00| 7,755 50| 144 53) 
7,638 00} 6,755 50| 1,773 09| 
6,150 00 30,686 80 979 06 
6,150 00, 5,686 80 826 60) 
4,971 80} 16,068 32| TAD 22 

| | 

4,971 80| 7,068 32| 797 55 
7,249 00| 43,720 50| 461 95 
7,249 00} 8,945 50| 358 46] 
8,385 00} 23,793 00| 391 95 
8,385 00 tg P26 00 1,259 90 

a tee 5,1 87 50 
STE Seay. 33 61? | 
Pa a ais *44,040 00. 198 20 

pee ero he 30,752 50} 144 20 
ee hipaa *20,973 00) 10 50 
ae, *27,172 00) 238 50 
a: ee ar a 22,947 50| 7 38 
SE PES Ay 22,947 50| 137 38 
ae eee 18,862 50 10 50 

ep ee 18,862 50 433 59 
ke £19,000 00 10 50 
Py arate FIG: 000%00|"....22.5% 065 
2 ies Raa ive OOM NO |Sacmacenaas 
EA FE 500K 00a ae 2. 
Bett Ai { 8,750 00| 705 00 

Br ts | 972,500 00) 175 00 
SPR See Bol [ah 25500 00l4eeeee sae | 
100,000 00] **1,000 00|........... 
100,000 00) **1,000 00)........... 
100,000 00) **1,000 00 61 19 
100,000 00} **1,000 00}........... 

$762,083 60'$727,937 74/$101,723 66 

Morrill act of 
1862, interest Bee 

from Coes 
land grant experiment 

and trespass. station. 

FeO eae Biel | Sak ace tas | 

PSE OOIm aero em 
PAO OSIE cpa she ets eee 
SATS De DA WetaiMers cliche cic 

Phen Le ATI ts | ne See te ee 
TUS OS9R OG iste er eee 
V4 OGUSOS aah Clete 
VA, 446, TA A. tas od cuore ts 
LG FSSO RUA sees crece wees 
Tate 7/77 ts1o] Pere eeeNe o Dea 
15 SOCsOGaryshe cy cvcaeie cts 
TGs OG Sw2 Zia ers, cuscaterts 

7p Seale A other racetepeterens 
PAU 8 15) e215) We CA a ee a 
22 OGL ach, nw oot 
303749"60|\" eee 
LE GOO NI2 Sein wee 
PAYEE AU EC 0) heater Seperor ceeee 
SOs461e O4\aocn ctor 

Pes Ole Si7i| sees ctenarayeterey< 

32,406 60) $15,000 00 
31,322 69; 15,000 00| 
32,360 64) 15,000 00) 
34,750 54) 15,000 00} 
34,948 12. 15,000 00 
37,927 04 15,000 00) 

44,527 26) 15,000 00 
45,301 85 15,000 00) 
43,886 40) 15,000 00 
43,779 54, 15,000 00) 
47,508 28) -15,060 00! 
52,526 11) 15,000 00 

| | 

72,298 38) 15,000 00} 
63,976 79; 15,000 00 
64,081 81) 15,000 00) 
65,573 90) 15,000 00) 
67,312 37; 15,000 00 
72,035 32} 15,000 00 

$1,209,402 31/$270,000 00! 

*Including appropriation for weather service. 
+October 1, 1886, to June 30, 1887, nine months. 
tIncluding $5,000 for institutes and $1,000 for weather service. 
§Including $5,500 for institutes and $1,000 for weather service. 
Including $5,500 for institutes and $1,000 for weather service. 
{Including $2,750 for institutes and $500 for weather service. 
+tTo June 30. ** Weather service. 

otal. 
Morrill act 

of 1890, sup- 
plementary | 
endowment.) 

Sait ane Loar 28,470 
38,730 

30,674 
(2, 
39,060 

53,078 
68,849 

78,303°30 
67,306 19 
89,771 
88,735 
90,033 
89,800 

$15,000 
16,000 
17,000 
18,000 

19,000 
20,000 
21,000 
22,000 
23,000 
24,000 

25,000 
25,000 
25,000 
25,000 
25,000 
25,000 

100,981 

184,973 
176,476 
205,081 
206,573 
208,373 
213,035 

$345,000 00 

| 

| 
‘$3,416,147 
| 



16 STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTORY, JUNE 30, 1904, 

elleve farm and park; 671, acres (@jceis-s:te sc secs vais sapere iinet ove veel $46,970 00 
Athletic field and ae. TS. ACTESIG SOOO el oah fe oo: k5is sb cn. teeta creme create 1,137 50 

Buildings— 
Library and museum, built 1881.................6. $22,000 00 
Rollere Heil bil. ISG seks da ead Sees ae 17,000 00 
Willmaros-hall, built 1860.2... ave cock oe heath 30,000 00 
Wrells hall “built S72 welts c eve ne terete le trade desteye gee eae 20,000 00 
Abbot hall, built 1888, add. in 1896................ 15,000 00 
Chemical laboratory, built in 1871, south end add. 

BRB EE othe Siiate kins Me ER Mees Sete ee ie eae eevee 18,000 00 
Machine shops and foundry, 1885, south end add. 

MIT seth na Rog sttsce ee RES» aha on ne eee auanars 15,000 00 
Veterinary laboratory, built 1885.................. 5,000 00 
Horticultural laboratory, built 1888................ 7,000 00 
Agricultural laboratory, built 1889, imp. 1897....... 7.500 00 
Botanical laboratory, built 1892................... 10,000 00 
PPETAONY:,. PUNY LS Oins, visti ced ciate OF oud leg tke Maite wae oe 6,000 00 
Greenhouses and stable, built 1873, 1879; rebuilt 

MS9Z and WOOD. .svev ot eee ae eases Ree ome 6,000 00 
Boiler house and chimney, built 1893-4. . are 3,000 00 
President's and two frame dw vellings, built 1874...... 12,000 00 
Six brick dwellings, built 1857, 1879 and 1884....... 18,000 00 
One frame dwelling, built 1888 EOS Seg ea aah 3,500 00 
Howard terrace dwelling, built 1888................ 13,000 00 
Farm house dwelling, built 1869................... 2,000 00 
Herdsman’s dwelling, built 1867................... 400 00 
Seven barns at professors’ houses................-- 1,050 00 
Horticultural barn and shed, built 1868, °75, ’87...... 1,200 00 
Gatuieibarnm and shed. puiltlS62ia...26 oe sane 1,500 00 
bce are: DULG VOD... tc. tecucic nil. Sage sate oes 1,000 00 
forse; barn) uit US (ies. scien eevee <3 Were sels oe 1,000 00 
Bro barn Ulli VST Ls ek ye ekectiic tase Stl eae cre. a ofe 1,000 00 
Corn bam, builty Sis es saeeewraces ot est Ass roe eae 400 00 

. Graini barn: bil pisses cess. cn eecry eer eimow sicueane 1,600 00- 
- Horse Sheds burlipl 89435 1255 cht ect eel fhe 2 mse 200 00 

Hooli parma Umi esse cous <)., ct ete, = 5 tetnasts teases nest A. Ae 1,000 00 
Brickwork snopes DUUt 1807’. 72: a.s.csy.- sumer ye a Me 500 00 
Opsersatory, uilt 1880022; i 3s lr tide ste hg 100 00 
Bath house and fittings, built 1902-3............... 17,000 00 
Tgerhouse; ‘built: 1879...2 <A iam a acs nde es Stade atae oie 100 00 
Pert Bhop,. DUNST. «ska ores; haptiie etic Gunes 150 00 
Hospital; bail 16940 i o.tr er in. 0 ss mee 3,000 00 
Dauryabarm: built S97. aan caters pete one oetegs <l oueie le S00 00 
Waiting room street car terminus, built 1902........ 1,700 00 
Street car track and fixtures, 600 ft., built 1897...... 360 00 
Lumber shed, mechanical department.............. 250 00 
LOMA M EERE eT it ai, SE RE rate so salle 210 00 
Goal stied) built L890... 0)... oie koreans oinie 0 « & eee 700 00 
Women’s pullding, built 1900.25 2 :6e wade «oon: + cre cle 91,000 00 
Farm barn, puiltidQ00....:: 1s: . 2. 0M ween eter. 4,000 00 
Dary:building, pailt'in 1900. Sr 9e ee ee Sas oe lk 15,000 00 
Bacteriological laboratory, built 1902............... 27,000 00 

—_————— 402,220 00 
aron bridge over Cedar river, built 1888... nkieed cs io aes 5 3a ee ape 1,500 60 
enamo at Apricultural laboratory ........: <0 csaiae sce xo gente > ace cage MO ee 280 00 
Bridge ito athletic felis ssuctc 5 pes ,0 15 wat aca NL eu siame eiee at Seeman 516 50 

Amount carnied. forward) Ot. ee ee en ete a ci. en toe $452,624 00 
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BPE LOU LenOUVAEG 7 o/b ox ack ss old's oxo 5s «se «exhaling PRRs Oo oe 8's $452,624 00 

Heat, light and water department— 
Water works equipment Ce eee ine Cpe 8s * $6,164 40 
Electric light equipment Tile dai a eden te hy a mee ete 7,319 70 
Sreammbonpino lant INOs Wea, oi. bins ale g co wie tee axes 8,457 00 
Steam heating PLAN GANG ee tehts aii: cs vic ee aes 1,212 50 
SHeamahegine plant NO. coms. oll< ec a ecco ee es 698 00 
Steam and water stock..............sseeeeeeee ees 360 06 
Steam and water tools and fixtures................. 484 45 

24,646 11 
Bacteriological Department— 

Apparatus........ SSA SRY, oo ER GA ne Ca SRE a $2,852 31 
ibhemiealsen sero vases etic Rivas ales hee os 171 68 
OTC URGES ie, os ess sea Pere gfe 5 ae Sie Aotews te ave 1,210 45 
Booksarid, pamphlets... 0 vances. cess odect es eee 56 80 

4,291 24 
Botanical Department— 

ELON ALM eed lens fs aie ease eee eyS, wuverve eps ttye soho ayes $9,461 85 
MSGI ayy enc Seehewa ips es ees poe hsb Fo ee wie ets 803 35 
BOOKS et secre iran ache nie cee ees Gels se lea desd re 290 80 
Wry ORG UAT DS. ae oy ain, scoala here ie k Rn es waxes alates 403 51 
INREFOE A TINEGISG aoe aapehie oes at ee ae ee one nC tek eee c 220 40 
Photogtaphs.and Enperavings. .... 6.6. 1. cee tee ene 943 05 
faritemuslicesh.© wry oe aes oe.) ccsiett A sae vache elses 254 50 
Microscopes and” accessories... - <= <2 sso o- 0 ose 1,489 28 
CUASS WAN Cline ASR ssee: es SN My. vate aha Highs thaws A acl onl ens 326 49 
Ghemicalssstains, eleG-t yee soe emus be casos 32, 22 
Office and class-room equipment..................- 751 95 
GAL CEMBLOO Seer yyy. rere sim sk Bie Veet o's aye Stee? sane ae 73 26 
eneraeqMIPMeH b: so. A idle cits ed ew ee poles a 69 29 
Pee ORALOT A LOOLs = eric ak tye ately ciielese owas Saree Pld 105 83 

15,225 78 
Chemical department— 

(GASES aN GMhEGEURE Sie ao. eee ee eke eile cranes $2,932 37 
PIPECEMGTIGy Stes be Sei Sarai Geore: Grote =e a rie ae 324 00 
PSH AM COGS avs Peres. So ace Pine ay che oA ey Slee 673,25 
eee is rae couse Poa) Ae ARE eo ee 2 ER Soto Nts te 670 20 
Glassware, ungradunted. 3... os 2e...-c ac as bse meres 2,740 27 
Glasswarejoraduateds 25 tin. we thacctee east esi wetaye « 798 00 
Roncelainp wares sero o cye sb ing eee os pee en ci nieke 311 56 
WOOGENCADPALALUSi a0: sail. Sagas = Suda 2 we. Mere he yee 166 95 
PMO Der UMiaberlabe 2.0! ch eas ade Suk. Pee Figs ee ete ws 70 00 
Platinum wane: & act sth ee oe mis tac wl apm, nde See oP 1,745 70 
Bilectnicaleapparatis tec net. : 2 eels oso a' eres aaa 1,178 40 
IELotimamapparagls ies oe, bela adel ah ark a cele a/apo is serge 140 00 
Miscellaneous spparnus Sahai cre ogai« <tr 1,781 25 
ARS riLOOIMUSUDDNES: Soa. ope hy eee pe so Fas Sayupersee 220 05 
OeMmICHIS CMON EATEG |. oe ae see pm oe 2 5 =, hed adage 8 77 
MIEMNIGAIA Oro TAI. a saben oti oe oo 2 + si Sn zope 243 03 
GOS mes er te ioe ee ae. 6. hee oo ee 49 35 
I WAGE: os ente orders eerste 2. es a0 dee ean 652 33 

16,415 48. 
2 Department— p 

Uline SEO eK CALLIC ra. eter t -(s< >. > <n 1 ah $8.795 00 
ive SOC SWINGS eet te .'S 6s en Cee 851 50 
Live stock, SRCCPa a eee eos co ss a <1, een fe 1,469 00 
AGIVELSUOCK MOESCS septs oie ss smn ss cp ee eee * 1,250 00 
Ol sMlamOrabOly: sete ol qrk eos ccna a.a'n Cite eet 1,192 06 
BOWER GIGS TOO ere a oly = F<. ree ee ete els 184 05 
Load OG a Oe RS oe a ee Bea 808 20 
Bauigents $00) TOGMive4 2... 4 Ps 36 5 oe ee =e 165 83 
Premintered Nerd) paniias oe os. -~ smd ee ee 77 70 
LOTSen arian ane tee en, oe OL os 214 37 

FATOO UNIT MCALTICOELOLWEEO ian. Hee Lo fos avca.S eetpenhe ets es. beens $513,202 6L 

3 
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Amount brought forward.:<.3.-% . vite soe ieebateubeccnde me ee 

Farm Department—Contiqued. 
DG ST sc Sait ot Lo Sy cee eth et Menke Aste $28 55 
Graiti barticet sok. ice a eee dt seas Bon eee 434 33 
Nscallaneous nt }. Suc Satan ae eh ise cocae de ee 126 00 
Meat BOUS6 sf. occs\. sw cnteeautabten ce ots oo 6)s Sarl eee 112 20 
BariA HaUSE Sos 25. Foe EN ned aes Sik foc ots 102 93 
CEELIGE SSSR: sola til nt eI eee ME ci A ates ee 732 56 
Qihee Boaksiand library x05 on 55 ce ie ee Se Ree 1,261 85 
BEG cine en eae re vero Maite aa he ie eee hee te 896 25 

Horticultural Department— 
BD OGIS cir ee tere Aa coo hh ceo Leva Seal ae $201 00 
LCR VG MODIS eras fh oe cicys reckons ala es avant ae ee 462 40 
Mearns WArMess |CtC fx. 40a eo ce helo. eee ae 490 05 
Grafting and pruning tools, etc.... 2.0... 0.2... eee 20 90 
WAN PENUCTPGOOIS at en eee. ae Oot ya re cet a ee ae 18 85 
PCR RDO oe Serb tee 95,2 Nate nha NS hake hie Sug et 38 50 
PIES SAOG Gen Se hc area Heke ie. Sic taevae Mee a 140 00 
Spraying outfit....... A DSO Se hee Phe & 426 SO 
NQUAMCIDIAMUSS, Seale ia's So 6 Aes aii had een ee 45 00 
EVER ATAU: eee «at stocks otek Pe aoe fe kat ee 145 00 
OIASSEROGIN: or aces Sse alc, Ag eerie a oh een ee 543 00 
CCU MOOME SS eine fs chad den dL aad eh ee 22 50 
Spey ine [ADOTALOTY. 62. od 6 acon dy wollte eee me 66 95 
Marve VADOEMUOLYs «0 c3-uiw acecise thn Poh ae eee 338 80 
EOE RUT PS Og. SOS cocs's aceite on sae es ete hee 766 15 
Sereen house TOO. y eet ons aic8.. 3c» aes eee ee 268 91 
SmeenhOuse: WIANISE Sit cicrsnks ORE eee et hase 2,232 24 
IMIR CONAN COUR crass tics ogee sd wics Sencesat Na ceo Cees 78 90 

Department of Mathematics and Civil Engineering— 
SHEE PIN AOSETUINENGS se esa ae oe alee dg on iosemee $3,220 16 
Photographic PIVSVPALIAN Seuss ee tit oe ciaegicn oo eos Me 59 25 
ploolsvand*apparabus:..gn yeas tec ee neers ee 646 13 
MOAN ROOTS ee censin gla dene <(Opei eas id ete eis Oe oy 3. 242 50 
Mitice Mumniine 1-7. Sohvewne s ccke aes. cite tole AeA wre ie 411 86 
BM PINCering’ CLASS FOOWLAL. wy Girls it. 28 aera ae Fetes 192 55 
AStronomicaMlabOrabOny + ciao oe eye =i) meu oie ole 838 50 

Mechanical Department— 
Oficeanayelasserooml {1k GUreSsee cen. | oe esese ee ne $2,474 77 
Experimental laboratory instruments...........4... 2,228 36 
Experimental laboratory APPARAEUS (2.5 «toc dof awaken « 3,370 88 
Drawing and mathematical instruments............. 171 13 
Tron-yworking MsAChINGrY... 5% pagel dances «sehen acon «lpn 4,975 79 
Smiallimron-working: tools®.4..cseeee ies + fe. 6c aa 1,896 85 
WV odd-WOLkIRS MACHINE) .:.5 eckey wee cies piole nn eis, oeom 1,440 77 
Small wood-workinp’ tools... "settle Gers ci aac oa Se 840 53 
HOTERISUOD., accls s vial Srcz 4 OEE EROS as ee 677 61 
HOUNGI eee att eeiere iss slousne cag MMM eee leree rs, aa eee 665 41 
Belimne spulloya, shafting® Cie je. ssaene sox. ee x ns «ees 382 44 
Office supplies amd. stock». icin 5. be pee oe a6 a sw aa 644 06 
Sundry supplies. . ee Sa eat es he 205 67 
Machine shop, stock. AieitE)scayes) A ees are 1,905 57 
WOUNATY, “BLOCK ares sic Soi sis cred oats inte ares Tec 344 05 
Wood Shop, Siggiins. 2'..icc.0 ase ate nied aac 261 74 
Forge Shop, SiOekes. 2 se t,2.. ace, Sees wal erele eked 8a0 5 34 73 

Amount carried forward...... srascia “sR AN eRe atone tole eu can cle aie Cael eee 

$513,202 61 

18,702 38 

6,305 94 

5,610 95 

22,520 36 

$566,342 24 



AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE ACCOUNTS. 

PAAR IE LOUM ME LOPWALG rot gdelviies cy eis 0 +n ob CRUG ewes Me «eee oa 

Department of Physies— 
ROTC SN RIAI PV aicie fovea Yeas ooh ceacin: +(e 9) «Once Uv age ate $768 80 
IME CHAI CSA mwa.) cc ET PP PLO UINY Soca hose Revetcra 1,011 30 
WLC s camer sera iret ais chia ». « SRM ONETE aishstechio tinea si 6 0 +S wuehalate 468 40 
NSO ULLETS SR a ey ERROR 5 PC A ea 9 185 50 
Tee a. oN MONEE Nia Es ole aiced 1,494 95 
MEU bist parent, ccs 2) al evita key opi Seite ean Boe as ae 65 OO 
Diya KeleCETICily s3\-c. Sop ma fete 8 wicye Siase worse es sts 2,491 30 
SION! Co mah Re hr Aa ee eee D119) 75 

Women’s Department— 
Furniture, musical instruments, etc................ $5,041 30 
Coolinotschoolinn ..:.. hock oer Phe ie celelanes 534 20 
Wy Gods Workin © OOII E52 oncartas Shae elle ks Bees she Atos 432 00 
Gries hicyanu a.m. Monika eyes vile Soe ake IS connate 26 27 
Tianna ar eye ava cf ois in oc eae ett Dyce avate apes au se athe 102 39 
OTH CES rece hays Mae eee NAS cinta dk Cel ace 8 ees 330 85 
LN LAS (731 ESTOYEYG TH TSH ae oP ee OR Pe Ral RAE AR Bre Esa ne 88 25 
Gy SgUaEZCHT a0 Np ope MUR AR Da at oe 483 77 

Department of Zoology and Geology — 
GEMeralgMUSEUIMN A snes ator nis AS bike Ses ee SIS: $17,853 75 
Furniture and general apparatus................... 1,838 10 
NO See Ra sie oa eRe oP crak ete. oa rein whens  g a Elastane 22 10 
DISSECEIMOVINISE UCN (Stare eso oF 5 Se chlsoe Dente anyon « 360 53 
ACO as PLIGS stare ais scary, once pia th Aet ea doa a one 549 11 

Ln [DELDILBIP GING) OS SR oe re ee A 
Drawing Department—Furniture and equipment.......................05 
English Department—Furniture and equipment......................... 
Forestry Department—Furniture, tools, etc...............0 00 0c eee eee 
Pepentnent or History, and! HCOnOmies. 2. od: veiw sii aie bing dG we dees a ads 
we ND PEI. cee O95 NE ae AO a alee eae, Gate i eae Seo ear ae ae 
Weeeeriprtovee Wer) AGERE Acs cag. Sos bo sa scart + G8 = 9 vs, teen einen OR Regphesg oe Bi ayn, aise eels 
Physical Culture and Athletics................... Pe itera ices ene a ae ea 
EateemE Erm CCML Reis AS NO Te hee ee A. osha bls Sens nat he ee 
SUES ETIIAY EG UVOES 2 @ ae fete eaten Rane IN RON AN CONE a a hea esa eee gare GS n t 5 
Veterinary Department—Apparatus and equipment....................-. 
DALLES Mle se pea RNS anit ae ne fie Mig i Cee AS: Se he eer See ge Ce 
LP ETSALGTEST J SINSUT ADA ISIS Ss a Oe Cra ee ath A A ee a Ae a 
ESDIMREMLOOUIS re cretrys ee SIN setae, en eae Tm. cp Ne ee nc Maeamiacy sat 
LODE) UEC Ee oo Geo Se Ce, SAL eee ae nn le Peer a EM AE OTN PT AE a ee 
OTS SPL TST d SURE TRAM NR a ie re crs ae gee eLee cre 
FLEET LOOT io ROM A AR RMI a ie a Seedy Eee SP | 
Cleaning supplies................. Bee IN MEN Pwo ie: cd le eat a 
PLUTO) 018 [eae OR a ne ee A ee neta me Oa, 
LDhil? SOG QS DAC Se ON See aD aa te ee rere SoCo k ret See ae 
SRECILLL CITERSCS I 8 pa Ie Mbt a reais et eae NR one 

TUE cece: ily Coe ete aR occ UR A OE She en ea 

7,605 

7,039 

) S 

ho 

TH OWN Od oe MONS oles AO) ha Ol 
for) J 

DOPE ROO MW [=7) wo OO 

$661,583 

00 

03 
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT STATION INVENTORY. 

Lands donated to the Station— 
80 acres at Grayling, fenced and improved at cost.... $1,000 00 
5 acres at South Haven, fenced and improved....... 1,000 00 
160 acres at Chatham, including buildings........... 4.000 00 

Buildings— ‘ 
Baeteriolopieal stable.9: i502 ..89e. osteo $3.700 00 
Prpermeny teed. Darn: ccs 5 hel coe sie ie eee S00 00 
Veterinary laboratory, experimental rooms.......... 250 
REN citeaseat Sic Sishaxes bo bi ols nicer: oe ote Eee me 1,000 00 
Reece IAN. . 20 Bn 2.5 ce Wg WA, ce aoe oa" «eee 100 00 
station, Perrace bit diy ccc) occ, aaleomies a sls Dodge ee 3,000 00 
SEGUSTOONLS crate, os ha sae 2/0! Seiad OR ae ae cea ot 500 00 
Poultty house and yards.25-. a4eeca. fs Lo oe 625 00 
DLOMAMOUDATEG One 5 coke acta lus cha: Oe Aa 24 rie 600 00 
Coldistorare, fruit, house... 6620. <add ao edn 500 00 

Bacteriological Department— 
PUPP ARAUUE jue: Mirae co's s = eee Senet Ace Nes $1,756 60 
RIAN CRU Se ooo is) al on tase Sis Ra, Soe Cage ae LT nae 406 SS 
MENGE tae ite Succ FS cay nite tie teas oekn ee eae 36 50 
BETA Bou arcingiiiets we 4500 aahaee ta. meee aes eee 412 75 

Botanical Department— 
I ELOSGOPICS. 3.5 is (acerca Reine ores tga hee ake ee os $430 92 
RAPT AE UMS A: F's ipa cden cet Satie INGLE Loot he ae 134 68 
GUGM cae age. 3s kee co ied ete apes coke ne re ae 56 00 

Chemical Department— . 
Ee EVCRINULENY WW ALON shies" yen Sows oly ol «kaka oh ee cic eae Re, $373 52 
IPOLCELAR WARE wi. w txis esa ths Cte Sia ori ee 65 17 
5100) 00 (cs) pean nee Meee el Lyte Seren Urs eed ee ek eee | 213 S84 
ADP REAGUES: seraicte ge nts cant hie na etiam. Stee chee tak 1,012 40 
GLASS WATES 57a ee Meee wie hs abe Se eet A ee 424 69 

Entomological Department— 
Oferewaurpmenitt... 54535 akan by ote. ake Meee ei Meaty $737 46 
BEERS ft 2 Sarit Cae at dele create oe Me ee 485 50 
Ghenhesls ee ton ot Ce ee La he 44 19 
BOOMS 6) lc cyigcc ls 5 aig eM oan eme dg Ne Merge Seek ae 149 33 
SpPrayane CQUIPMEN hh... 5.0 done sie esas tos ee AC ek eter 59 82 
Muscellamcous: .'..:.ctuis cee Seeteaerent.,  . Sae ang eee 75 68 

Farm Department— 
ools and equipment.....¢ cic, Agaeeatia © os.2 = » we Boeke $1.239 90 

at (Ci ee eee: ef) aan Fe 394 45 

Horticultural Department— 
General apparatus... « ...\.\e ssn geeenis exo ee aes $457 00 
ORCeTeqIMIENt, . ... «cA ak anne 2 ae 2s Doug 223 87 

BECTELANY. 8 OMGCLyirte ninstc.s oss + 5 on a RNS alle Ses, eas ete 
RADIAL a gies ce ne 2 Oe ».« u.0.s' ss «Spee Uta IY Va.» « a « paeee r 
South Haven Station, equipment 
Upper Peninsula Station, equipment 

NoTE.—No inventory taken for the year ending June 30, 1905. 

$6,000 

11.075 

621 

2,089 

1,551 

1,634 

680 
246 ; 

3.629 
169 
396 

$30,707 

00 

00 

60 

62 

35 

80 
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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT. 

To The Honorable State Board of Agriculture: 
Gentlemen—I have the honor to submit herewith, my report as President 

for the year ending June 30, 1905. 
The prosperity of the college during the past few years shows no signs of 

abating. The enrollment during the year passed the one thousand mark. 
This is an increase of about one hundred over the preceding year. 

The trend of education in this-state seems to be strongly toward the type 
fostered by this institution. This would indicate that the growth of the 
college in the future would depend very largely upon the liberality of the 
state in providing teachers and equipment. “We have reason to feel grate- 
ful for the kind interest and substantial aid given by the state in past years 
and it is to be hoped that even a more liberal policy may be followed in the 
future. Why should not those who expect to follow industrial pursuits be 
given equal opportunities to prepare for their life work with those who ex- 
pect to follow a profession? If the state will furnish equal opportunities 
this institution will be required to do a great work in the future. 

By the opening of our next school year our new heating and electric light- 
ing system will be ready for use. This system will be very complete and 
is so designed and constructed as to anticipate the needs of the college for 
many years. It is not the purpose at this time to give a detailed descrip- 
tion of this plant. It is to be hoped, however, that our engineer, Professor 
Chas. L. Weil, will issue later, a report of this plant accompanied with de- 
scriptive plans and illustrations. 

An entire new water system was constructed at an expense of about 

$9,000, also two new wells were added to the two already in use. These 
wells are about 360 feet deep and furnish the college community with an 
abundant supply of excellent water. 

I regret to record the destruction by fire of Wells Hall. This occurred 
in the early morning of February 11th. The fire was first discovered in 
the basement partition between the rooms occupied by the Hesperian So- 
ciety and a boarding club. The hallways of the west ward were so full of 
smoke when the fire was discovered that the students living on the third 
floor were compelled to come down the fire escapes. In a short time, not 
more than five or six minutes, our volunteer fire department had the hose 
stretched and was ready for action. Great credit is due to our fire depart- 
ment for prompt and efficient work and had not the partitions been honey- 
combed from the basement to the roof, their services would have been 
effective. 
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Our volunteer fire department consists of twelve young men, six for each 
line of hose. They drill one hour a day for three days per week. This 
work is taken in place of military drill and is under the direction and care 
of Mr. Thomas Gunson. 

In our power house a large pump is kept in readiness for fire emergencies 
and our water system is so arranged as to be readily connected with the 
river. On this occasion a water pressure of 150 pounds was immediately 
at the service of the fire department. But in the secret hours of the night 
the fire had made such headway that with all this equipment at hand, it 
was impossible to check it. Every precaution was taken to guard against 
accidents to students and it is a pleasure to record that no one was injured. 

A few weeks before this fire, all the students had been given explicit in- 
structions as to the location of the fire escapes. This precaution was well 
taken as many of them had to feel their way in the dark and smoke through 
the hallways. 

Immediately after the fire, a student relief fund was raised. It was in- 
tended at first to distribute this money among students who had lost their 
clothing and books in the fire. It seemed, however, to be the desire of the 
students that the money be loaned to them with the expectation that it 
be returned after they were through college. About $1,100 was: contrib- 
uted to this fund, of which amount $297.25 was contributed by Lansing 
friends and $490.00 from Book Buying Association, and will be used as 
a basis for a student loan fund which will be used in aiding worthy stu- 
dents. It is to be hoped that alumni and others who desire to help a worthy 
cause, will contribute liberally to this fund. 

STATE AID. 

In addition to our regular appropriation of one hundred thousand annu- 
ally from the state, the last legislature made the following appropriation: 

$9,000 for Northern Peninsula Experiment Station. 
20,000 for experimental work in live stock. 

$15,000 for new barn and moving and repairing old ones. 
$55,000 for new dormitory. 
$115,000 (estimated). This amount is appropriated by the removal for 

two years of the limit on the one-tenth mill fund and will be used for the 
erection and equipping of an additional building. 

GRADUATING CLASS. 

Seventy-five young men and women were graduated on June 21, twenty- 
three from the ‘Acricultural Course; twenty four from the Women’s Course; 

twenty-six from the Mechanical Course; one from the Course in Forestry, 

and one received the Master’s Degree in course. In appreciation of the 
high standing each in his respective field of labor and also of the great ser- 
vice rendered to this institution, the honorary degree of D. Sc. was con- 

ferred upon Dr. William James Beal who for thirty- four years has held the 
chair of botany in this institution, and Professor A. J. ‘Cook of Pasadena 

College, California, who for twenty-seven years was professor of zoology 
and entomology in this college. 

The Baccalaureate sermon was delivered by the Rev. W. B. Jennings, D. ib ee 

pastor of the first Presbyterian Church of Detroit. The commencement 

address was given by the Honorable Charles E. Townsend, Member of Con- 
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egress from the 2nd District, this state. The subject of his address was 
“The Panama Canal.’”? The names and addresses of the graduating class 
are as follows: 

Adams, Ethel Mae, w, Armada. 
Anderson, Arthur J., a, Shelby. 
Auten, Clyde I., m, Clyde. 
Baker, Helen, w, Agricultural College. 
Bell, R. Floyd, m, Mason. 
Bemis, Bessie E., w, Lonia. 
Bennett, Frane C., w, Lansing. 
Bennett, Bon C., w, Lansing. 
Bennett, Wilmer C., m, Bad Axe. 
Benton, Zoe, w, Washington, D. C. 
Bolte, John Willard, a, Lakeside, Ill. 
Bos, William M., a, Forest Grove. 
Brown, Jessie, w, Grand Rapids. 
Burk, Oliver W., m, Smith. 
Burrell, Orange B., a, South Haven. 
Bushnell, Leland D., a, Bronson. 
Butterfield, Mary A., w, Detroit. 
Campbell, Clara 8., w, Lansing. 
Carl, Roscoe J., a, Bath. 
Coad, Kate M., w, Williamston. 
Davis, Elva R., w, Ionia. 
Dunks, Fred S., a, Union City. 
Feldcamp, Cora L., w, Ann Arbor. 
Ferguson, Robert Earle, a, Lansing. 
Fisk, Alexander A., a, Colling. 
Ford, Clem. C., m, South Haven. 
Fowler, Richard C., m, Detroit. 
Fryman, George R., m, Berrien Springs. 
Gardner, Victor R., a, Lansing. 
Gunnison, Alta, w, Dewitt. 
Gunnison, Eddy J., Dewitt. 
Hach, Charles A., m, Saginaw. 
Haftenkamp, Joseph P., m, Grand Rapids. 
Hinds, Sherwood, m, Stanton. 
Hinkson, Bertha, w, Lexington. 
Howard, Frederick B., a, Ionia. 
Hunt, Horace 8., m, Jackson. 
Jackson, Bernice M., w, Gregory. 
Johnson, C. Ernest, m, Lansing. 
Johnston, Frederick L., m, Reading. 
Jordan, William F., m, Morrice. 
Kenny, E. Gerald, a, Chief. 
Kratz, Frank J., m, Albion. 
McAlpine, Bruce, m, Jackson. 
McNaughton, Katherine, w, Middleville. 
Newton, Robert S., m, Jonesville. 
Nichols, George W., m, Grand Rapids. 
Oven, Harry C., a, Dearborn. 
Paddock, Bessie K., w, Three Oaks. 
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Palmer, Joel G., a, Orleans. 
Phillips, Bessie, w, Davison. 
Pickett, Anna E., w, Okemos. 
Place, Edward C., a, Lansing. 
Raven, Paulina, w, Brooklyn. 
Reed, Clarence A., a, Howell. 
Richardson, Sadie, w, Bath. 
Robinson, Walter ey m, Detroit. 
Rupert, Edna, Ww, Dunkirk, Ney: 
Schaefer, John E. , a, New York, N. Y. 
Smith, Nelson Jig a, pega 
Southwick, Sophia I., w, Houseman. 
Stephenson, Mark G.. ; m, Memphis. 
Sterling, Clarence D., m, Detroit. 
Stevens, Ralph T., a, Santa Barbara, Calif. 
Stimson, Clarence A., m, Mackinaw City. 
Stringer, Clyde W., m, Otisville. 
Strong, W ilfred, m, Kalamazoo. 
Swales, Charles E. a , Detroit. 
Taft, Lillian, w, Aericultural College. 
Talladay, George F., f, Auburn, N. ve 
Thomas, John L., a, ’ Hopkins. 
Tuttle, H. Foley, a, Detroit. 
Wessels, Phillip H., a, Flint. 
Wilcox, Ernest A., m, Washington. 
Moore, James G., B. S., ’03, received the degree of Master of Science in 

course. 
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Following will be found statistics concerning our last entering classes. This data is taken 
from the blanks filled cut by applicants for entrance, and, in some respects, is not very 
reliable. 

Male. | Female. Total. 

bi 

| | 
MCI IA IONS TUT EN UT 2xiccra wy We cnbiiatedsi ss; aha ara ra/a Petet State ce 8) Sek wesc ere e ale late s 270 81 351 
PEA CRC ee ae rey cra a rearat cial ss © Sioa aie eaole aw © Coeie die, « 19-5 20=8' \; ererieratens 

Schools attended: 
LSUWE a. CLC (0) aa tae coe oa ce ea ti ae a 198 51 249 
LDV RTTRWG hd oi’ germ e Ee iets DP arc eRe ERR) yey ern 37 17 54 
RONNIE. oy aes ST PER ee yt nt ARES a Po ge 31 11 42 
BESET VCE RE ee eis ney eS hoe a oan ro SHS er aden BE Sfa Pike oa Buea + 2 6 

Entered college on: : 
HIGH MSEN OOM GIDlOM Al). Gere wooo): Aarwe.e peat ates ov sete ed eels 95 38 133 
Minne rece Ce uulinc auc deta mrcacietersectutoce ch Ott acter eae che ere 18 9 27 
COME HORNA UI Seen at elon, shel an kahdicee labeler itisialentistere evoke sence 18 9 Pip 
Peco TIAL Oe Re cen onsen atin ae cies he co cote eek 19 1 20 
ENEE sotalol rie osha Gites LUO CRC Ie OR ee ae 19 1 20 
Hich BCHOOM SLAM GINS erin eer ae deacons Meters « viacetane ecdutns 41 4 45 
PS on ade LDL OMa nse Nien cue Aes dale Gis tree ialeeeranloteele auaetenaiens 7 23 97 

Su port here: 
APE aT Steers erent Roe A Ss eek Cote vcoe Lacey, MULaLe ahd Aas Cegseve orks ea ws 129 53 182 

TELE 5 Gacct SA mete ORES reco eel ana Mac ym ee 72 16 88 
PETG, DING CTS eed are Sweat ak BONN cee ny Ae lee gn aw ea 30 2 32 
ANA OYILEIEIT = ssc. hey crete Ghee oe a SN ap NRO af ee a 11 8 19 
INKOY), (EURY SEITE hoe nee Oe eye 5 a 10 | 0 10 
NEGIN ATCT LAT eee atenees ray. Se A wen ie bee Beet Lee See. keys) AEE be chats Seas 1 
CONLAEER” (STREETER 8) Sore RL gee dO SN eae Caine a Re eT WA 2 19 

Father’s occupation: 
LBPOURERT oF sis, 0) netic. cae 5 ec a Re ce Sra a i 3 4 
CETDETIIGTE 0 28 G5 Blakey S:C Rear tae, Sea aR a a oor a neh orl AK ie a) cievaenege 4 
oman RR eee CRS he eT ae EH hey che teensy sped ok abs po latclich otis to teehe 3 3 6 
CUBES calle 2 Gi eS UR ir AUR nam sel i OEM, Ie gi te a 4 2 6 
LDYEXD ESTHET |e oe Sa a Arc cor Oe Pe i arr Pa Ni aereee leita cunts ekiarones let» 19 10 29 
LDIBURIGD ge ctlcpacerat Eola ti te it se cei tau i Ro ene ev Ce aC ea Sw [shies ees ces - 3 
RICE Te pie pepo yar eis, carina ee a Cal Try A yon erect Th om, clokeetveclmt> my Oe eves lues ome 5 
[DCTIORNITs 5 ieeghichs AEN ESSER: ok ME ARIE preea par ne acct apt i iataed ce ed» MIT ie ete 98 18 116 
LShOREIL Jgeteh ofS) CMe cate 4 ahaa ie Minter ok ere a New oR et Ce hfe es a Zooomr Sea ec 2 
TPO ORC Taner ee (es eo eM Siac ie alae e clots areawahs abe ERIE no Sere 4 1 5 
LEIA EDo be So Pe Ree eR TES Reape Rete a at enn he te gS db. | Votenors serie ka ee ih 
MVC REIL O Tem eit tye 8 MT, one ois Cinmaier bee cau Lasts esos ei the 6 6 12 
AUIS CIRET TINGS Ge SET win 9 On oO ee Fs a ae 9 5 14 
RUE" C DEAT Sire ck ce MOOR SE Th Er REM Oe OHNE os tee ce ety sear ie at 39 fy? 56 
MISCCHaneGussa: ooo ean tees Se ee Cte ae 40 13 53 
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Church membership. 
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Other States Represented. 
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Information concerning the work of the various departments of the Co- 
lege will be found in the following reports of the heads of departments. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Je i, SNYDER 

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE. 

To President J. L. Snyder: 

The following is the report of the Department of Practical Agriculture 
for the year ending June 30th, 1905. 

_ DIVISION OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. 

During the year the head of the department was ably assisted by Mr. 
H. W. Norton, not only in the live stock instruction work, but in the con- 
duct of live stock experiments and compilation of data from the same, as 
well. His work also comprised the keeping of various herd records and 
registration of live stock. At the beginning of this year Mr. L. F. Bird, 
of the M. A. C. graduating class of ’04 was appointed to assist in this de- 
partment, his duties comprised the supervision of part of the live stock 
investigation work and also some instruction work in live stock. 

At the beginning of this year there was a very marked increase of four 
and five year agricultural freshmen entering the institution, the numbers 
registering in these courses being 49 and 57 respectively, making a total 
of 106 in addition to 11 specials. The registration of short course students 
in live stock was also unusually large, numbering 78 men. These large 
classes rendered it very difficult to do satisfactory work in the study of 
breeds and live stock judging with our present inadequate equipment for 
this work. The following data indicates the number of students who re- 
ceived instruction in animal husbandry subjects and the amount of time 
devoted to each subject. 

STUDY OF BREEDS AND STOCK JUDGING. 

For freshmen, sub-freshmen, specials and others. Fall term 119 men, 
10 hours per week for 12 weeks. 

ADVANCED STOCK JUDGING. 

_ For seniors, specials and others. Fall term, 15 men, 10 hours per week 
for 10 weeks. 
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METHODS OF REGISTRATION, MEAT CUTTING, AND COMMERCIAL LIVE STOCK. 

For seniors, specials and others. Winter term 20 men, 10 hours per 
week for 12 weeks. 

STOCK BREEDING. 

For sophomores, specials and others. Winter term 54 men 5 hours per 
week for 6 weeks. 

STOCK FEEDING. 

For juniors, specials and others. Spring term, 12 men 5 hours per week 
for 12 weeks. 

SPECIAL LIVE STOCK SHORT COURSE. 

Seventy-eight men, 10 hours per week for 6 weeks. 
The work given in the live stock course has been greatly strengthened 

since the subject of animal nutrition has been taken up by Prof. Kedzie, 
as those taking this subject now not only receive lectures but conduct or 
follow live stock experiments actually. working out the essential features 
in the form of laboratory investigations. — 

In numbers the live stock equipment is much the same as the preceding 
vear, though the general quality of the herds and flocks has been improved; 
this is true of swine and sheep in particular, in both instances the breeding 
females have been carefully selected and new rams and boars of the various 
breeds have been purchased. About the middle of the year twenty grade 
cows were purchased as a foundation for the establishment of a grade dairy 
herd to be used for breeding and feeding experiments. In order to properly 
handle the grade dairy herd and their progeny the original grade herd barn 
and silo located within a few yards of the new dairy barn were moved and 
the barn refitted with new floor and stall fixtures, so that it will now accom- 
modate over fifty head of cattle, young and old. 

The farm building equipment consists of over a dozen structures of vari- 
ous shapes and sizes promiscuously located. Some of these buildings and 
their fittings are very old, in some instances forty vears or more. As a 
result of their scattered locations the work of feeding and caring for the 
animals is greatly increased, much fertilizer is lost because of excessive 
vardage, and those who visit the institution seldom see but a part of the 
live stock equipment or experimental animals. For these and several 
other urgent reasons we felt justified in asking for a special appropriation 
to move the barns back from the campus, centralize and remodel them 
with up to date practical equipment. As the. last state legislature appro- 
priated funds for this purpose the plans have been prepared and the actual 
work is about to begin. We regret that owing to the late date of the ap- 
propriation this work cannot be completed during the present vear. 

As a large amount of the college farm was fenced with woven wire and 
other sorts of wire fencing at one time, some ten or twelve vears ago or 
more, we find that the earliest of this fencing needs replacement which is 
being accomplished in part each year. This year nearly three hundred 
rods of new fence has been erected. 

Field No. 5 which was set aside last year to be used exclusively for forage 
soiling and root crops has been more thoroughly underdrained and platted. 
into two acre lots so that records relative to the various crops can be made 
and kept. The various forage, soiling and root crops started in field No. 5 
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and also in the hog lots were almost totally ruined by the unprecedented 
flood which occurred early in June. Smaller areas of other field crops as 
corn and oats were also destroyed by standing water. As far as possible 
these areas were resown. 

DIVISION OF AGRONOMY. 

Prof. Jeffery reports the following relative to his division: 
The year just closed has been a very busy one for the Division of Agron- 

omy. Seventy-nine students receiv ed instruction during the fall term, 176 
regulars and 90 specials during the winter term, and 110 during the spring 
term. 

Instructor L. B. MeWethy has done good work during the year. A part 
of the work has been entirely in his charge. In the rest he has to a greater 
or less degree assisted. 

Our work in field crops and soils is being extended along practical lines 
and the results have been gratifying. More room is needed for our work 
with seeds and grains and it is earnestly desired that a part of the old 
machine barn may be put in shape in the very near future for this purpose. 

The organization of the Michigan Corn Improvement Association in the 
spring of 1904 has resulted in increasing demands upon us for assistance. 
Three large corn meetings were attended this year. These called for talks, 
instruction and corn judging—this in addition to the annual meeting of 
the association. Already a number of calls have been made for help for 
the coming vear. Corn growers are asking for seed of pure breeds of corn 
that may be grown in Michigan. As time and means will permit we are 
studying the breeds of corn grown in the state and are working to estab- 
lish pure breeds suited to Michigan conditions. The experiment station 
is co-operating with us in this matter. 

The usual amount of institute work has been done. 

DAIRY DIVISION. 

Mr. F. O. Foster reports the following relative to his division: 
The figures on the quantity of milk handled, butter and cream sold, sup- 

plies purchased, expenses for labor, etc., you already have on file. 
The number of students given instruction in dairying during the year 

was as follows 

In the Pace: courses: 
Hlementary Dairying... 7S oP... oS. 59 students, 12 weeks 

f 1 student, 33 weeks 
Advanced Dairying...../...-....... 4 lL student, 12° weeks 

| 1 student, 9 weeks 
Eomsenold WMairyine Avacse:s ao. se 4 students, 12 weeks 

In the short courses: 
Creamtery courses. Jic...¢...-.-.....t O2- students, 8 weeks 
(hieece GOUrses acs acest.) . See 28 students, 4 weeks 

A few lessons were given to the class in live stock and gen- 
eral farming. 

‘As the work was placed in new hands at the beginning of the year it would 
seem fit to give at this time, the present plan of instruction in dairying. 
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The work was arranged to suit the time allotted to dairying, no change 
in hours being asked for. For elementary dairying the time allowed is 
six hours a week for twelve weeks. It seemed desirable to introduce either 
a series of lectures or a text book as a part of this work, and the schedule 
was changed so that the class came for two lectures and four hours of lab- 
oratory work weekly. The course in household dairying was arranged in 
a similar manner. 

Because of the fact that only a few of the students get the advanced 
work in dairying, the endeavor is made to give under the head of elemen- 
tary dairying, not only a thorough study of, and practice in, farm dairy 
work, including the hand separator and other methods of creaming, the 
Babcock milk test, cream ripening and butter making under farm condi- 
tions, handling milk and cream for city consumption and for delivery to 
creameries and cheese factories, ete., but also a general knowledge of the 
whole subject of dairying, taking up briefly, factory methods of making 
butter and cheese, how factories are organized and operated, city milk 
plants, condenseries, the use of modified milk and special milk products, 
butter judging, the detection of adulteration and preservatives, ete. 

Under the advanced dairying is taken up in detail what was but briefly 
mentioned in elementary dairying. The fall term’s work is divided into 
two parts, one-half of the term being devoted to creamery work, including 
pasteurization and the use of pure cultures in cream ripening, a study of 
ereamery machinery and methods, the operation of creameries on the whole 
milk and gathered cream system, etc. The other half of the term is given 
to a study of the city milk and ice cream business, preparation of modified 
milk, pasteurization, ete. 

A trip of inspection is made through a separator factory, milk condensery 
and creamery. Text book and lecture work occupy four hours and lab- 
oratory work six hours weekly. 

During the past year, as has been the custom in previous years, the entire 
winter term was given to the advanced dairy student for experimental 
work. Judging from the work done and from the instructor’s own expe- 
rience, a part of this term can be more profitably spent studying dairy 
literature, methods of inspection and detection of adulterations and pre- 
servatives in dairy products, and the work is so planned for the coming 
year. 

The spring term is devoted to cheese making, three hours a week in the 
class room and seven hours in the laboratory. Decker’s cheese making is 
used as a text supplemented by lectures and bulletins. 

Michigan, Cheddar and Cottage varieties are made and foreign kinds 
studied. 

For the class in household dairying the subject is treated from the stand- 
points of both the producer and the consumer. 

A series of lectures is’ given dealing with the composition and properties 
of milk and milk products, the food value, economic use and care of dairy 
products on the farm and in the home, methods of producing and handling 
milk, cream, butter, cheese, ice cream and special milk products, the ee 
fication of milk for infant feeding, the testing of milk for butter fat, 
purities, adulterations and preservatives, ete. 

Laboratory work in creaming, buttermaking, testing, ete., accompanies 
the lectures. 

During the winter term the instructor’s time was largely taken up with 
special course work. 

ott 
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In addition to handling and testing the milk from the college herd con- 
siderable testing of milk and cream has been done for creameries and dairy- 
men, and all correspondence faithfully attended to. 
We are glad to report that the progress of the work of the entire depart- 

ment has been very satisfactory and the support the department has re- 
ceived during the year has been very gratifying. 

Yours respectfully, 
R. 8S. SHAW, 

Professor of Agriculture. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

. REPORT OF THE MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. 

To the President: 
I have the honor of submitting the following report of the work done 

in the Mechanical Department during the year ending June 30, 1905. 
The work in the class rooms, drawing rooms, etc., has been conducted 

as follows: 
Fall Term. 

Subject. 

Carpentry and wocd turning.... 

Carpentry and wood turning.... 

Chipping’ and) filing............ 

PHSUITEUUIS Vite ep trucscieeeia eae eects: 
LO SINE Sis ea ee eae 
Machine shop methods......... 

Metal turning, iron, etc 

Machine! design:..:.c0.o2e ses. 
IMG@TANTIEZ Yes cc 6 oo Gonepate sie wis» 
Experimental laboratory....... 
Elementary kinematics 
Steam engine design.......... 
Phermodynamics:.25. 02... . so 
Machine tool work............ 
Graphical statics mechanism... . 

| 

> 

5 |& 
ox a 
_ ad ce. 

BS le Method _——! a e oO 

lig esl hg Reet 
a Be instruction, 
ES) io} 2 

ee ics 
S2\/ a5 

Ss |e 

Oa): EXO SV aXoy oe ae ecto eee 

4 8 | Visits and lectures.. 

GPs Sale Shop sera vet. ose eae 

TO eLORESHOD aes cin. sais ae 

LSM OAR TESHOD Ms esses olere 

TQ SAM eShODs site a eiore ay ss.e 
| LORE SHO De sccin syerecs dieters 
2 Bo IBC CHUTES. ws oe o eich 

Gul SUSE ESHOPeds. sccvls oie eee 

6Griy [61 |EDrawing.o... sss 5: 
1 Qe Ctures:.:7.1- 15 «mts 
4 Sele Maboratonyiecs «1. 
2 AM PRE CitAtiONs....0 -<t1. 
6 Grip Drawing. <s.-ckae 
5 Ey MXC CLUALION .-. .c shelcbe 
6 GI SNO Dist re. cvsttey ale satin 
4 APD) TA WIN is 57) of eee 

© | No. of students. 

co (or) 

Year. | 

| Sub-freshmen..| 5 

Sub-freshmen.. 

5-yr. freshmen. 

4-yr. freshmen.| 

Sophomores... 

Sophomores... 
Sophomores. . . | 
Sophomores... 

JUDIOTSS rere oye 

Juniors 
DUITHOVS. 5 wre: 2.0 
Seniors 
Seniors 
Seniors 
Seniors 
Seniors 
Seniors....... 

Q 

Instructor 
in 

charge. 

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 

J Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. B 

. Chappell. 
. Leonard 
. Leonard. 
. Chappell. 
. Blair. 
. Shedd. 
. Blair. 
. Shedd. 
. Shedd. 
. Wells. 
. Leonard. 
. Wells. 

Krentel. 
Baker. 
Shedd. 
Balbach. 
Chappell. 
Smith. 
Krentel. 
Baker. 
Leonard. 
Crawford. 
aker. 
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Winter Term. 

2 | ~ = 
a) e 

a 1a 
Zz Su a F 

’ ie Method = Instructor 
Subject. 8. al zag wiron-. te Year. in 

Sy instruction. = charge : 

Ey| 26 P =0 =} ~ 
30/39 ° 

| ZE/ Ss ls 
2 Z 

; a . Mr. Krentel Carpentry and wood turning....| 8 | 16 | Shop............. 80 | Sub-freshmen.. Wir. Balan 

Carpentry and wood tnrning¥.../ 10 | 20 | Shop............. | 45 Sub-freshmen i va bs 
agricultural. . 

PED Bis ahs ser shes 6 | 12 | Shop... .....:..-. 48 | 5-yr. freshmen. - a ell 

Pattern Work nciss ss. senso 62) 123|sShopiece. oes 57 | 4-yr. freshmen. = rig 
Carpentry and wood turning*...| 10 | 10 | Shop............. 53 | 4-yr. freshmen Mr. Krentel 

; : | : agricultural..| | Mr. Baker. 
Machine design............... 6 | 12 | Drawin@y........ 81 Sophomores... Mr. Blair. 

Chipping and filing............ So) ie aaShon so vee cet 57 | Sophomores... (e eta 
GUN G@eve ern sie cetoces fa Seas soe OS Sa SEG aN SDOP sees ike aes 25 | Sophomores...| Mr. Baker , 
MOOKELHE Certs i. sider 00% eae ek SSE SOHO D Ss caeettaa sk errs 23 | Sophomores...) Mr. ae 
Steam engine design........... 8 S| DEMWINE 5 essere 2A. |) JUNIORS: . cen es Mr. 
Machine design’ 7205. os i... =). 83) US) |e Lawn. war. 2.0 eres 21) SUBLOFS is . seine Mr. Wells. 
Steam DOMCTS’..0 0 ss. 5s sa sel oe 4 | Recitation. .--.« .. 57 | wUMIOTs.cs se Mr. Wells. 
RI VOLP RAIN Wt tans dbs meters ste. - 2 4 | Lectures, drawing..|'45 | Juniors....... Mr. Wells. 

Machine tool works... << .12| 12 1-24-] Shop. eens ee me 37. \|..uniors.. 2... - { bs Toners 

Machine design.........--..--: 10 | 10°) Drawing-.-. ..,)-'.- 13) | Seniors... ..... Mr. Leonard 
Advanced kinematics..........| 5 bal Drawineen sec oss 28 | Seniors....... Mr. Shedd. 

Steam engineering laboratory...| 8 | 16 | Laboratory........| 23 | Seniors....... { ae eee 

*Agricultural student. Six weeks. 

Spring Term. 

s | 3 
> 

5 ise Method a Instructor 
Subject. rm aS : of | = Year. in 

[ Bir instruction. = charge. 

B.| 2 4 
'Se)/-8 S) 
e2/ 23 
e le z 

"ye ee ee a — -— 

Pattern work............... Pale O! (S20 aSHOR se srask Gs ibsse 64 | Sub-freshmen.. { Mr ee 
Chipping and filing........... seks ae O Da fee cs ccna 40 ! 5-yr. freshmen. | Mr. Crawford. 

Pattern work................- 13 Gos eShOpWE. 700. 4c aan 45 | 4-yr. freshmen., Ke ais 

Chipping and filing............ | 12 | 12 SBOP ies om fas ea 31 | Sophomores... es Lens 
ROUMCT Oe ciaras cea as Setielse ah | 12" POS shop ere es ola oe os 39 |{Sophomores... ty oe if 

Rete er a0 Mg eted oo <2 78 | eoasl shone sts a: iss 31 | Sophomores...| 4 yfr° mite 
: E a -* Mr. Shedd. 

Sieam.engine: .j.5 een spies <i. | 4116 | Recitation........ 70 | Sophomores... Mr. Blair. 

Machine design............... | 4 8 ER WAUR s <'F les coo a 72 |[TSophomores... (A ee 4 

Machine tool work.,..........| 8 | 8 | Shop............. 11 | Juniors..... 2. i Me. Chappell 
Theory. of Gesiepic....s ve... o's | 2] 2 TIBCUUTCS. . se e's +0 s 18 JUDIOIS! . jx oe Mr. elle 
Strength of materials......... | 5 | 10 | Recitation........ 47 | Juniors = Wells. 
Strength of materials, aed 2%) 15 | Laboratory........| 46 | Juniors....... r. Shedd. ' 
Engineering practice.. 2°) 2A Wheehiines: trois ant. < 28,7] Seniors... ~...: wor Weil. 
Original designs: -o wae fate «0% 6 | 6 IDTROINE atic css os 13 | Seniors....... Mr. Lee 

NCSSy sos ween he aa ae 10 | 20 | Laboratory........| 21 | Seniors....... { Frot ad. 

Nore: The actual number of hours of instruction exceeds the hours required per student in the 
case of certain subjects on account of the necessity of handling classes in these subjects in sections. 
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The total number of students enrolled in the Mechanical Department 
during the year was three hundred and eighty (380). 

In June, 1904, Mr. George Tryon, after serving the Department efficiently, 
as instructor, during the year following his graduation, resigned in order 
to engage in practical engineering work. Mr. O. N. Blair, a graduate of 
the Kansas State Agricultural College, was engaged in September, 1905, 
to take the position vacated by Mr. Tryon. 

Mr. Paul Theodore, who had been connected with the Department as 
foreman of the forge shop for a period of over fifteen years, and who had 
made a most excellent record as an instructor both in’ the forge shop and 
machine shop, resigned his position in August, 1904, and entered the employ 
of a Lansing manufacturing concern. Mr. Theodore’s resignation was 
exceedingly regretted, not only by the officers of the Department but by 
the faculty as a whole,—his long period of service having led to a general 
appreciation of his ability as an instructor. In September, 1904, Mr. Lee 
Chappell, of Detroit, was engaged to take the position vacated by Mr. Theo- 
dore. 

The latter part of August, 1904, Mr. Herman W. Reynolds, assistant 
professor of mechanical engineering, tendered his resignation in order to 
accept a professorship at the University of California. Mr. Reynolds had 
been with the department over a period of four years, during which time, 
he served the Department efficiently as instructor, senior instructor and 

_assistant professor. 
Mr. W. W. Wells, formerly an instructor at this college, but recently 

with the Ball Engine Company of Erie, Pa., was retained as an instructor 
in this Department, in September, 1904. 

In our last report, we stated that owing to the number of students han- 
dled and the consequent necessity of carrying on the Department pay roll 
several special assistants, the yearly increase in equipment could be but 
limited under the apportionment allowed. During the past year, we regret 
to say, there has been no important addition to the equipment of the De- 
partment. 

As a matter of record, we must again refer to the Just need in the De- 
partment of additional room for classes. The failure to provide such room 
will, in our opinion, lead to a material decrease, in the immediate future, 
in the attendance of engineering students at this ‘college. 

During the past year a large amount of work has been carried forward 
in connection with the central heating, lighting and power plant planned 
by the writer. The system of tunnels called for by the plans has been 
completed. Murray & Ayres of Saginaw, Michigan, were the contractors 
for the tunnel work. The power house has been practically completed, 
Hoertz & Son of Grand Rapids, Michigan, being the general contractors 
and the Russel Wheel & Foundry Company of Detroit, Michigan, being 
contractors for the structural steel work. Four boilers with stoker equip- 
ment have been installed in the house. The steam piping has been installed 
in the tunnels and practically covered, this work having been done by the 
College. Numerous details in connection with the work has been finished, 
such as making a river connection for pumps, also well connection for 
pumps, etc. 

I take this opportunity to express my appreciation of the services rendered 
5 
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the Department by my immediate associates during the year, also my appre- 
ciation of the co-operation of Mr. L. F. Newell in carrying out the many 
details of the work in connection with the new central plant. 

Respectfully submitted, ~ 
CHAS. L. WEIL, 

Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
and Director of the Mechanical Department. 

Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE WOMEN’S DEPARTMENT. 

_ To the President: 
The Women’s Department has enrolled during the year 1904-’05 about 

the same number of students as in each of the past two years,—two hun- 
dred seven being the.total number. 

The courses which have been carried are shown in the following table: 

Fall. Winter. Spring. 

MISSMCGQHENTISU. ccc nie 6 sys sls sc Pe EUDIGS scrap cele sata eyes Bi MiCSht sao ease gers History of edfication. 
(Sewing. 428.3 hes ce oso ae OWING ve Peis es) oie eer Sewing. 

LORS Ry 13 (10 ge ee J) Wood works. 26). o e.cpeye ere Wood work......../: Wood work. 
MiSs Sie OHN).... <4 2.02 |) anid) S@wink?... Sek. Hand sewing..... .Art needle work. 

|) Dress pmalking sa 2 sits ya ace ate bala ae Millinery. 
Miss Carpenter.......... ’ Cookery. COOKERY «ae sta cic. ok ener Cookery. 
LO TRS] LEE ly eee ORONO { Advanced cookery. oe fenetle Home economics..... House architecture. 
WIRSRGLOISS ter et. nhs cities SULE wo cicte cok itte othe etivoiars eyaiwn'e House keeping....... Invalid cookery. 
PNAS ALOIS sv cides Saws aerete.s *.Home nursing. 
MIR GETEVHOLCE ss, 5 oc basis bho (BHC ORY VOL GIMUSIO) sci) 0 Sy sia, Stet ate: oes Sle,» Beers hee History of music. 
Milese Mack os.) 2 leu oh ss VY PIANO ser af. sien eee es PIanOnak ty ewes eee Piano. 
RVNRSPATU ODI eon Pets wreye.eTels 5 oe GyMNaslumsen ch sree fe al Gymnasium.......... Gymnasium. 

Mrs. Haner, after a year’s study at Drexel Institute and a summer abroad, 
was warmly welcomed on her return in September to resume her work in 
Domestic Art. 

At the end of the winter term the resignation of Miss Carpenter went 
into effect. Her marriage in May to Capt. Mark Wheeler of the United 
States Army, whose regiment is now stationed in the Philippines, was one 
of the events of the college year. The department regrets to lose her, but 
at the same time, extends hearty good wishes to her for the future. Miss 
Purmort at once assumed the duties of senior instructor, in charge of Do- 
mestic Science, and carried the work most efficiently. She was ably as- 
sisted by Miss ‘Bessie Bemis, of the class of 1905, who had practically fin- 
ished the work required for the degree and could give most of her time 
to teaching. 

The department is sorry to lose from its corps of instructors Misses St. 
John, Purmort, and Mack, who have all done excellent work and made 
many friends while with us. As they look forward to positions with larger 
responsibility and better salary, we can but wish them the highest success. 

Night classes in cookery and physical training have been carried on dur- 
ing the year, while work in sewing has been given by some of our students 
to the 5th and 6th grades of the Lansing City Schools. Reports of this 
work have been very satisfactory, and it is of great value to the students 
who do the teaching. 

Twenty-four women were graduated in the class of 1905, the largest 
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number in the history of the department. We believe these young women 
are as well equipped for life and its duties, as any in the land, and better 
equipped than many of the womert graduates of the year. The value of 
practical training is becoming more and more apparent and we look for- 
ward with hopeful anticipation to the establishment of courses in Home 
Economics in all the higher institutions for women. 

Respectfully submitted, 
MAUDE GILCHRIST, 
Dean of Women’s Department. 

Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY. 

To the President: 
I have the honor to submit herewith the third annual report of the De- 

partment of Forestry for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1905. 
In August a visit was paid to Allegan county and as a result forestry 

has been much encouraged in that county. A small company has been 
formed for the purpose of growing timber. This is the first organization 
of its kind in the state according to the best of my information. Forty 
acres of land have been purchased for the purpose, one acre of which has 
been planted and seed has been sown for growing more trees. 

Improvements in the College timber land has been continued. In num- 
ber 20 some thinning has been done to encourage the more valuable growth. 
Several of the larger injured trees have been cut out and sold in cord wood. 
In November four bushels each of black walnuts and butternuts were planted 
in the more open places where trees had been removed. 

The timber on number 19 is all cull stuff and poor at that for the most 
part. One acre of this timber on the east end was cut off last winter. The 
yield was 98} cords of 16-inch stove wood. Although this is an inferior 
class of wood the net returns are 90 cents to a dollar per cord. For hard 
wood the net value is $1.25 to $1.40. The acre has been stocked with white 
ash from our own nursery. The trees are at this writing growing rapidly. 

Experimental planting has been continued on the west end of number 18. 
A row of trees following the course of the Red Cedar river and 25 feet 

from its west and south bank has been planted from the bridge leading to 
the athletic field to some distance beyond its intersection with the farm 
lane along the north line of field number 7. It is expected in time to carry 
out the plan of a drive from the bridge above mentioned through number 
20, which is to be made into an arboretum, to the pinetum, a distance of 
considerable over a mile, which will be the most pleasant drive in the neigh- 
borhood of the capital of the state. 

The vacancies caused by failure in the rows of trees along the farm lane 
have been supplied. The trees for both these purposes were volunteer 
stock from the side of the highway south of number 19. Thus these valu- 
able trees which would cost 25 to 50 cents each if purchased from the nur- 
sery have been utilized and the roadside improved. 

White pine seed was secured from cones shipped from N. H. In this 
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way the seed cost $1.44 per pound which is considerable below the market 
price. 

Nursery work has been continued and extended. The nursery at present 
contains about 60,000 coniferous and 100,000 hardwood seedlings. The 
nursery now supplies nearly all the stock used in our planting. About 
8,000 trees were planted into permanent situations this spring. No trees 
have been purchased except 1,250 small arbor-vitae. A tool-room at the 
nursery has been erected at a cost of about $40. 

The number of photograph plates has been increased to 447 and lantern 
slides to the number of 105. 

The collections have been greatly increased during the year. We have 
acquired over 700 different numbered pieces of wood from the Philippine 
Islands; 56 pieces of wood from Venezuela; 15 pieces of wood from Hon- 
duras; 14 pieces of wood from Haiti; 11 pieces of wood from Cuba; 22 
pieces of wood from California. From Japan numerous specimens of timber 
and forest products. Numerous specimens of woods from our own state 
have been secured. The number of herbarium specimens has been increased. 
We are greatly in need of more room in which to exhibit these specimens. 
They are now placed in four different buildings in no one of which is any- 
thing like suitable quarters. 

The entire schedule of classes in this department has been carried, out 
as far as time would permit. For lack of assistants and on account of the 
large number of students in elementary forestry it was found impossible to 
give the class the full amount of work designed. There were fifteen stu- 
dents registered for forestry in the fall of 1904 as against four the fall of 
1903. The total number of different students that have received instruc- 
tion in this department this year is 67. The number of hours per week 
of my time for class work has varied from 22 to 29. 

The correspondence of this department is increasing and takes no small 
amount of my time. Attempts have been made to secure assistance in 
this but no satisfactory arrangement has been made. 

Respectfully submitted, 
K. E. BOGUE, 

Professor of Forestry. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE. 

To President J. L. Snyder: 
I herewith submit the annual report for the Horticultural Department 

for the college year ending June 30, 1905. With this report my third year 
in charge of this department is ended, and with it I shall sever my connec- 
tion with your institution. It is fitting, in thus concluding the term of 
work, that a brief sketch of the progress of the past three years be given. 

During the time the department has been in my hands, the chief aim, 
almost the sole aim, has been to build up the work of instruction, which, 
it seemed to me, had fallen behind that of other departments of the col- 
lege, and behind other lines of work which came into my hands. A fair 
measure of success has attended the effort, as manifested by a greater num- 
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fhe 
ber of students taking the work in horticulture; by far better facilities for 
teaching; by the successful change from the wholly unsatisfactory system 
of student labor to a system of laboratory courses; and by a much better 
erade of work from the students. 7 

The chief changes in the equipment of the department during the past 
three years have been in the laboratory, the interior of which has been 
practically remodeled. For the old tool-room, carpenter shop, and post- , 
office, which occupied the main floor of the building, two good laboratory 
rooms have been substituted. A third laboratory room has also been added 
in the basement. On the upper floor a small laboratory for plant diseases, 
an herbarium and stock room, and the club room for the student Horti- 
cultural Club, have been furnished. Possibly the most valuable addition 

to the building, however, is a small, but perfectly equipped greenhouse, 
the generous gift of the Lord & Burnham Green House Construction Co. 
The main range of greenhouses, built and chiefly used in the past for show 
and commercial purposes, has been almost rebuilt to adapt the various 
houses to laboratory purposes, for which they are now used almost ex- 
clusively. 

But the most satisfactory improvement, has been the addition of a num- 
ber of courses in horticulture, and the increased number of students taking 

them. Fifteen courses are now offered by the department. These are, 
with the number of students taking them: 

Plant Propagation and Vegetable Gardening............. 70 
Laboratory Work invAbove Course). 2: . .. i225 5...) Sa. 4 55 
EGIL Oo yee Bat er hth CREE NS Ua ARS Ss 2 Ue Aeon eae 25 
Laboratory: Work:in\ Pomologys:£/ 4.) 04.7403 see ee me 
WencdscapexGanrdenimay P8200) es SF 2 katate eiadelns eae 18 
Blonicuhture tar WWomentiie. cei s 0 ae tee ceca ces 18 
Floriculture and Vegetable Foreing............0.+...--- 8 
Laboratory Work in Floriculture and Vegetable Forcing...  § 
‘SOLED A aIUCRTOIEN GI Wa Sry teats EA Ay ae ER LE dic et! oe + 
Laboratory Work in Spraying of Plants.::2/..).....7.. 94 
lesley etter Buwere(6 Ut o¥sonky a pst ty Cee PAE Ren RU de nL 2a 16 
EManyesting andiMianketined. Ao Nelo Alaie sajuie etek. ee eee 
Hvolutiontot MorticultumalsPlants . Ni: 12701 3.pants ol trac eetone 14 
Experimental Horticulture) 5/13.) 8. 2S se oe an eR 14 
Forest Tree Propagation............ (Added this year) 

4 Rove Ae oe ce ae PR CDR OB Ie a lc 2B 295 

To handle the above number of students the time and attention of the 

head of the department, and of all the assistants has been very fully occu- 

pied. At the beginning of the school year the services of Mr. A. G. Craig 

were secured as an additional instructor. In the spring term still more 

help was required, and Mr. J. G. Moore was secured as a student assistant. 

With these exceptions, the personnel of the department remained the same 

as in the past year, Mr. Thomas Gunson, Mr. C. A. McCue, and Mr. Clifford 

Gibson constituting the other members of the department staff. It gives 
me pleasure to say that all the men with whom I have been associated 
have performed their duties faithfully, and have added much to the pleas- 
ant running order of the work in teaching. 

But few changes have been made in the orchard, garden and campus 
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worthy of note. During the past winter about 1,500 loads of mulch were 
hauled from the pond in the rear of the Woman’s Building and spread on 
the campus and garden, with most excellent results. By draining the 
pond in the fall, this can_ be repeated from year to year w ithout creat ex- 
pense, thus obtaining a fertilizer quite as valuable for the lawns at least, 
all things considered, as barnyard manure. During the year the eround 
disturbed in putting in the tunnel system the year previous has been re- 

‘converted into lawn. The building erected several vears ago for the cold 
storage of fruits, and which was well-nigh worthless for the purpose, has 
been remodeled and the Cooper system of refrigeration installed. It has 
not been possible to test the plant thoroughly as yet, but it seems to work 
perfectly and the department will have added to its equipment a means of 
keeping fruit for class and commercial work. Early this spring a hydraulie 
ram was placed at the dam in the river to supply the artificial pond with 
a suitable amount of water. 

As stated before, the efforts of the department have been largely devoted 
to teaching, possibly somewhat to the neglect of other matters. It is hoped 
that the teaching is left in such shape that my successor will be able to 
give more time and more of the funds of the department to the other lines 
of work in the department than I have been able to do. 

In handing you this report, Mr. President, I must express my very great 
satisfaction with the relations which have existed between this department 
and the government of the college. In all that relates to the teaching of 
students , the relations have been ideal, as they have indeed in most other 
respects, "put I have to record for the good of the department in the future, 
my very great dissatisfaction with one or two phases of the work. 

‘The non-professional work of delivering ice, hauling coal, caring for garb- 
age, and doing the general utility work of the college community, has ‘been 
most annoying and burdensome at all times. Nor can such matters be 
attended to by assistants, as you have so often suggested to me, for requests 
and complaints will be thrust upon the head of the department as long as 
the work is in his charge. Much of my time for the past three years has 
been spent in bickering with people of the community over their affairs as 
related to the above tasks required of this department. I again protest 
against the continuance of this disagreeable, non-horticultural work. 

I must call your attention also to the fact that the instruction of the 
students in the greenhouses is most seriously interfered with and the finances 
of the department greatly depleted by the custom of furnishing the Legis- 
lature, State, and college officials with flowers and plants. In my opinion, 
this custom should be almost w holly stopped; or failing in this, it should 
be regulated by the State Board of Agriculture. In the latter case my 
recommendation is that the college be asked to pay the department for 
all such donations, and that no presents whatever be made of flowers or 
plants to state or college officials except upon the written order of the Pres- 
ident of the college. 

In closing this brief report, I must express my thanks to you and to the 
State Board of Agriculture, for the hearty and generous support you have 
given to me to make the Horticultural ‘Department more helpful to the 
students of your college and more valuable to the people of the state. 

Respectfully submitted, 
U. P. HEDRICK, 

Professor of Horticulture. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY. 

President J. L. Snyder: 
I hand you this my report for the year ending June 30, 1905. A sum- 

mary of the classes and number of students receiv ing instruction is as fol- 
lows: 

. Hours Stu- 
Class. Subject. Term. per dents 

week | enrolled. 

DOMiGrsmuwOMellcs teat seen cae co: 6 ys tie ee Plant physiology...... Halll ee aietier 6 9 
Seniors, agricultural and forestry.......| Plant physiology...... Springescoe 6 8 
PSMIOES AL TICUIUEUT AN s..1.42 42) oiah sree at's’ oles, 0 2 Ree Parasitic fungi........ Hallas 9 19 
Juniors, agricultural and others........ Grasses and weeds..... Winters =2 0 4 14 
Juniors, RGONESID VE ea eee te cece Note otshe Wood technology...... Winter...... 8 2 
Juniors, APTICN Final eee eae een es oe Trees and shrubs......| Spring...... 20 5 
Sophomores, agricultural............... FVIStOlOR Yat ees ke cle Winter, ..:. 9 49 
SODHGMORES) WOMEN 5, )556.. 1. see de es Trees and shrubs....... Spring: ss... Pe ts 26 
Sophomores, agricultural............... ICOLOSW tani ote alee SPLINE es «oy 3 55 
HOPHOMOTES:| WOMEN... . be eee) cca share SVSHGIMA LICH seria cetetelenets Spring...... 3 25 
Hreshmen, agriculfural.....:....:-..+.< Pruitsand seeds.) mally eek 4.5 71 
Meeshanen; womlen.....:...-.../o..s0. Fruits and seeds...... FON ES era yets 4.5 47 
Breshmen, agricultural,...... 0.2.2... Systematic........ ota MSDLINE. 66.444 3 60 
iNeshinen, women.....-.:...c.2...-. 0. HisfOlOmyeseinle teenie. Spring ses.,. 7 26 
prt Shey CTO koi veeke sun TeVeferhouaboavee isc Gece em GEN Lalllub owe es 2 6 
SMO Peshimenseeee cts seen. ears a tet Beginning. He cds Ghaectovaleh ten | eS DELS oes, ich 2 58 
SLEOIT COTTE SANE Se ee Dee eee ee eee BELTING Sei oe oe on Wilber er D0: 10 
IORUGOUESC. soa tysreieyaishs cast cyeuslohe Ulesecs cir BCLINNIN Pacer sero. etl WIN beMeee ee ide 76 

BUC call eager Nee cent sted Stays Pes evareres sete | TeMBRETS. © preys chars See le cecs tee Nar da aren rere ly een oe 566 

THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION AT ST. LOUIS. 

After considerable correspondence, I sent for the exhibit of colleges of 
agriculture and mechanic arts and experiment stations the following items: 

1. A syllabus of our teaching in botany. 
2. Six charts showing In variety our method of exhibiting grasses, weeds, 

and the like. 
3. Four jars of seeds of weeds, showing our plan of exhibition. 
4. A number of photographs, about 35. 

The space for the exhibit was very limited, and although I sent but very 
little material, such as they accepted, yet there was not room to display 
all that I forwarded. Some photographs were sent to the U. 8. Depart- 
ment of Farmer’s Institutes. 

THE BOTANIC GARDEN. 

In 1870, when the present professor of botany began his work at M. A. 
C., he set to planning, in a modest way, and in the spring of 1877, 27 years 
ago, without any endowment, moved a few wild plants from neighboring 
fields, woods, and bogs, and set them on the sloping bank and the low land 
northwest of the present greenhouse. 
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I thought a very small garden just as well to experiment with till expe- 
rience had enabled me to make few mistakes. By a slow process at little 
cost, I have learned that a garden cannot be planted once for all time, with- 
out a great cost of changing the earth about the plants. Herbaceous plants 
need a rotation, a change from one place to another. The soil becomes 
depleted of certain elements, or the physical conditions are not right; in- 
sects and fungi find their favorite plants and settle down in great numbers 
to feed and multiply. 

Had I waited for $5,000 a year or possibly even $500, the garden would . 
have been delayed for many years, if it were begun to this day. I had 
read a great deal about growing plants in pockets on a shady slope, the 
pockets surrounded by boulders. Rockwork and pockets were thoroughly 
tested during several seasons, till I became eonvinced that, however well 
these might answer for the cool, damp summers of Great Britain, they are 
not successful in Michigan. Most herbaceous plants thrive better on level 
ground, and when trees and shrubs are near, the latter get nourishment 
that the cultivated herbs suffer for. During twenty-seven summers the 
garden has had no change of management, and has gradually been much 
improved as the director acquired more experience. Evolution is the word 
which emphatically applies to this garden. 

One horticulturist in particular has claimed that the area now under 
cultivation is not a botani¢ garden, because there is not included under 
the same management greenhouses, a library, a botanical museum. The | 
museum we once had, and have’ not despaired of having another. It is 
true the greenhouses managed by the horticultural department, while they 
are useful to that department, are of very little use to the botanical de- 
partment. 

The spot for the location of our garden was very fortunate. Most of it 
is situated on both sides of a brook, and portions of it on a raised flat of 
Cedar river. In this place, depressed eight or ten feet, the whole may be 
seen to good advantage from the surrounding banks. ‘The soil of the flats 
is good, suffering little for ‘moisture. Before used for a garden, the spot 
contained two or three rubbish piles, and was otherwise unsightly by grow- 
ing coarse grasses, sedges, thistles, wild parsnips, and briars. While such 
a place is most suitable for a garden, it is also likely to insure permanence, 
as no college authorities are likely to covet the ground for buildings. . 

The area of the garden is now just about an even two acres, and con- 
tains very nearly twenty-three hundred species and varieties of seed-plants 
and ferns. The garden is approximately the shape of a capital letter T. 

Not counting considerable of my time, especially during the long vaca- 
tion, the annual expenses of the garden, with its present size, are not far 
from $900.00, by far the cheapest garden of its size and quality of any within 
my acquaintance. Our good Professor of Horticulture says that it ought 
to be much extended, and should cost not less than $5,000.00 per year. 

For convenience there are at irregular intervals seven foot-bridges ex- 
tending across the brook. These as well as the location of paths, bogs 
and ponds, are indicated on the map. In my report for 1882, printed in 
the Report of the Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture, appears a 
neat map of the garden, then consisting of about one-third of an acre, on 
which were cultivated not far from 700 species of seed-plants. The map 
was prepared by W. S. Holdsworth, ’78, then instructor of drawing. 

I briefly quote from that report. 
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“In the north part of.the garden, a rustic foot-bridge, some seven feet 
high spans the ravine. In several places rustic seats have been constructed. 

“The garden is divided into wards, each of which is numbered, and oppo- 
site the numbers appear the names of the families occupying that special 
area. 

‘“‘A label of locust wood stands near each plant. 
‘The labor has all been done by students under my oversight.” 
An alphabetical list of the plants closes my report for 1882. 
In my report for June, 1895, appeared a new map of the garden, then 

containing 1,335 species, and varieties of plants, double the number grown 
thirteen years previous. The excellent map was prepared by B. O. Long- 
year, then instructor of botany. 

’ I quote from this report: 
“In visiting this garden, a farmer can compare some of the newer untried 

sorts of grasses or other forage plants by the side of his old favorites, or 
he can see behind a label containing the name of some weed-pest that has 
lately found its way into his neighborhood. The beekeeper looks for the 
plants and their names where honey is gathered in most abundance. The 
entomologist learns to look for certain insects on the plants of a certain 
family or species. At a farmers’ institute, last winter, no topic attracted 
greater attention than the mention of a family of mints represented by 
some sixty species in our botanic garden. Several present expressed a 
determination to pay the garden a visit for the purpose of looking for some- 
thing new and promising for distillation. They hoped we would extend the 
list by introductions from other countries. 

‘Many kinds of pretty wild plants are not well known by people in gen- 
eral, especially since the woods have been cut away or pastured and the 
swamps drained and placed under cultivation, or frequently burned over. 
Even along the roadside, in many places the fences have been removed 
and grasses, grains, and potatoes come nearly to the tracks of the wheels. 

“Tn the vicinity of a college or high school, the herbarium fiend ransacks 
the wild places for choice plants which he removes root and branch in large 
numbers. Sometimes the roots are removed to supply the eastern market. 
By these methods the choicer plants are driven farther and farther over 
the hills or back into remote swamps and small patches of forest. A botanic 
garden of some extent is now becoming almost a necessity for supplying 
students of school or college with suitable materials for illustration and 
study.” 

Under a lath screen raised six to eight feet above a rich bog, an effort 
was made to grow mosses and a few seed-plants. My effort to grow mosses 
was not crowned with success and the project was soon abandoned. I 
grow successfully patches of a considerable number of bog plants near each 
other, by diligently weeding out all suckers every week or two during the 
growing season. Among such plants are arrow-head, bur-reed and 
bulrushes. 

The garden at this date contains 2,200 to 2,300 species and varieties, 
including no greenhouse plants, and no bedding plants. Most of the plants are 
obtained by making excursions to the neighboring districts, but many are 
purchased from nurserymen ranging from Colorado to Georgia, and a few 
are obtained as gifts or by exchange. The directors of several botanic 
gardens, including those of Kew, England, have sent me their catalogs of 
seeds for free distribution. For seeds from these gardens we are very 
thankful. 

6 
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At one time, I grew the worst weeds, a hundred or more of them, in 
patches five to six feet in diameter, each species by itself, but recently the. 
weeds are grown with others of the family to which they respectively be- 
long, where any one may see at a glance what are the weed-families, and 
what families supply plants that are ornamental. 

The tool house is a little north of the pond, and is partially screened by 
evergreen trees. It is made of logs, with the bark remaining, neatly put 
together. Back of this house, are stored, under shelter, the numerous 
stakes used for supporting plants during the summer. 

At long intervals, we have freshets, that cause the river to overflow its 
banks, covering portions of the garden. If a freshet comes in the growing 
season, and covers plants for a few days, many of them perish outright. A 
freshet coming at the time when the plants are at rest causes no injury, 
except as it washes some of them out by the roots. When the snow went 
off a year ago this spring, the water was nearly two feet higher than I had 
ever seen it before, completely covering all the flats of the river and the 
brook. As noticed elsewhere, the lower portion of the garden within the 
past two years, has been much raised by adding dirt. In. the lower part 
of the garden, three years ago, in a space about three by four rods, I set 
posts extending over six feet above the ground, and on the tops of these 
were nailed horizontal poles over which were spread small brush, and brush 
was put about the sides, making a very good imitation of a forest under 
which to grow plants impatient of shade. The structure is not ornamental, 
but evergreens on the north conceal it from view. Seedlings, as well as 
certain other plants thrive much better under such an arbor, than in the 
forest, because there are no woody plants to rob them of nourishment. 

Under this brush arbor are grown small quantities of many choice things 
usually of little interest to most visitors. Here grows some ginseng, con- 
cerning which recently many are beginning to ‘seek information. Here 
grow some orchids, Shortia, Galax, wintergreen, violets, columbo, pip- 
sisewa, Trillium, wild ginger, Dutchman’s breeches, squirrel corn, holly, 
pinweed, lousew ort, straw berry blite, firepink, lop-seed, enchanter’s night- 
shade, tick trefoils, wild blue phlox, and its white variety, leaf-cups, and 
many others. 

A very few have criticised the arrangement of the families as neither 
following DeCandolle, nor Engler and Prantl., but I do not think they real- 
ized the difficulties that must be overcome to perfect such an arrangement. 
So far as I thought practicable, plants are grown, each family by itself, 
though there are exceptional species which must be grown in shade, in bog 
or pond, or in dry sand. I selected a spot with suitable shade, light, size 
and soil to accommodate a family; for example, there was only one spot 
suitable for growing ferns where they would be sufficiently shaded and 
screened from wind. The ferns went into that spot and have thrived. A 
sunny, sandy slope facing the south is used for cacti, species of sempervivum, 
Sedum, and plants liking such a place. By these illustrations, you will see 
that no two areas for two families are of the same size or exactly the same 
shape. In this way, monotony of shape and size is avoided. 

In a few instances, a family was located, as now to be seen in the garden, 
for the following reason: The cherries and plums, Drwpaceae, were so 
placed as to include a large black cherry as one of the species already in 
place; another spot was dev oted to the apples, Pomaceae, because a good- 
sized tree of Juneberry occupied a place there. The sumachs were placed 
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on a bank near a pond, because it afforded an opportunity to place the 
two poisonous species on an artificial island, where no one would be likely 
to handle them. 

The limited area of the garden precluded the growth of large trees among 
the smaller plants. As soon as the soil in the vicinity is enriched and cul- 
tivated, the trees spring into vigorous growth as though the extra care 
was for their special benefit, and this growth is usually very detrimental 
to the success of the herbaceous plants and shrubs. For this reason, a con- 
siderable number of fine ornamental trees have been from time to time 
removed. In no case has a tree been removed unless there were plenty 
of other good specimens elsewhere at the college. The only chestnut oak 
on the campus is to be found in this garden. The same may be said of 
three kinds of locust, two kinds of red bud, honey locust and others in the 
garden. It doesn’t seem worth while to spare a group of basswoods, a 
large red oak, a Wisconsin weeping willow, a well-grown American elm, 
a large Norway spruce, a silver maple, any one of which w ould make it 
impossible to grow to perfection twenty or more kinds of honeysuckles, 
spiraeas, a fine selection of phloxes, goldenrods, daisies, mints, legumes, 
or roses. 

The slow brook that winds about through the garden passes between 
sloping banks that are rather artificial and monotonous. For many years 
these banks were mowed every two weeks during the growing season, and 
the labor of mowing was far from easy. During a pressure of w ork, these 
banks were left for a month or six weeks, without mowing, and then I real- 
ized for the first time, that the banks looked better for apparent neglect. 
Since then, we have mowed the banks but once a year, and that time is 
late in October when we are cutting off the dead tops of many plants. 

On the banks of the brook grow to perfection, blue violets, anemones, 
cicuta, great-stemmed angelica, wild vetch, wild pea, ground nut, hog- 
peanut, swamp saxifrage, wild balsams, blue lobelia, swamp lousewort, 
bitter cress, water cress, blue flag, fringed loosestrife, grasses, sedges, rushes, 
wild asters, goldenrods, and very likely others not recalled at this moment. 
Among the improvements ‘of the past year are the addition of some ce- 

ment steps in four places to go down from the high land to the garden. 
At the upper steps near the Physical Laboratory and those northw est of 
the greenhouse, hand-railings have been put in, consisting of gas pipe. 

Seven spots were selected on the banks about the garden from which 
the best views were to be obtained, and here were placed oak benches, set 
on cedar posts. 

For many years, the paths in the upper part of the garden have been 
covered with a good erowth of grass that was mowed as often as needed. 
Well trimmed paths seem to delight visitors. During the year, nearly all 
the paths in the remaining portions of the garden have been seeded to grass. 
Until this year, many of the paths were marked by margins of cobble-stone. 
A small amount of the grass-paths was sodded over, all the rest put into 
grass by inoculation, a quicker plan than to sow grass seed. This process 
consists in scattering small fragments of sod on well- prepared land which 
was then rolled or pounded down. Wood ashes and commercial fertilizers 
are freely applied, nearly every year to help grow a turf sufficient to 
stand the tramping of many visitors. Throughout the garden pipes have 
been laid, which enables us to irrigate in dry seasons. When aspot in the 
path becomes conspicuously worn, a small stake two feet high is driven 
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into the worn place, where it remains for a week or two. Visitors go around 
the stakes, thus sparing the thin grass in the vicinity. 
be To grow many interesting wild plants, there have been added two rich 
bogs near the upper pond. 
|» Last year, and year before, the garden was considerably enlarged. Top 
soil was scraped off into piles, the high banks adjoining used to fill in; and 
deep and extensive excavations were made on the lower side, after which 
the top dirt was replaced. In this way, some of the lower portions of the 
garden have been raised four or five feet and brought up to or above high 
water mark. When the excavations were made, it was understood that 
the holes could be filled in a year or two by surplus dirt, when the tunnels 
were put in. Without expense to the college, I was in autumn glad to see 
great quantities of earth dumped in to fill all these holes save one small 
place reserved for rubbish. 

High water removed some of the foot-bridges, one of them going down 
the river half way to Lansing. As the timber and planks of such struc- 
tures need renewing frequently, the five bridges of wood have all been re- 
placed by surplus pieces of artificial stone paths taken up where tunnels 
were to be put down. ‘Two pieces of steel plate were used as a portion of 
two of the longest and highest of the bridges. The steel and stone are 
supported by good cedar posts well set into the ground. 

The places occupied by plants are dug over once a year, when composted 
manure is turned under. For many years, a hundred bushels or more of 
hardwood, unleached ashes per year were applied to the ground under cul- 
tivation. Surface clay from an old pasture, muck from a well-drained 
cat-hole, and sand have been applied liberally where these materials were 
most needed. Late last year the low spot south of the wild asters was 
raised by taking advantage of some surplus dirt from the tunnel. 

During the year, plants of the family Ambrosiaceae were moved by them- 
selves to a spot south of the asters, and the Cichoriaceae were moved across 
the brook near the lower bridge. These two transfers of plants formerly 
considered tribes of the Compositae, left more room for the tribe Helian- 
thoideae, which had become much crowded. * The grape-vine family was 
transferred to the central portion of the lower part of the garden, where 
the vines will screen the unsightly compost heap. The moon-seed and 
trumpet-creeper families were moved to the southwest near the grasses. 
The Solanaceae were also moved to a new place near the grasses, leaving 
more room for mock oranges. As the rose family became much crowded, 
the Spiraeas were placed on the north bank next the legumes. The Phlox 
family went to a sandy bank, sloping to the north, by the greenhouse, where 
they find a congenial home, while an increased number of Irises have been 
placed between the upper bog and the brook. Some of the ferns at the 
east, artificially screened by mosquito netting since the removal of two 
large Norway spruces, were moved west of the remaining ferns into the 
shade of blue-beeches. Aristochia macrophylla and all species of Asarum 
were moved into the brush arbor, as were all plants of squirrel corn, and 
Dutchman’s breeches. 

The perennial grasses were all moved north by the path, leaving room 
for annual grass on the south side of the garden. Our seven species of 
Silphium took the place formerly occupied by the Cichoriaceae, while the 
six species of balsams occupy the bank of the brook near the borage family. 
The species of Vaccinium have been transferred to the upper bog. The 
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removal of many herbaceous plants once in two to four.years enables them 
to thrive all the better, and the labor and risk is of little moment. 

Late in October, the garden is hoed over thoroughly, thus doing spring 
work in autumn. Some plants every fall, and this year an unusual number, 
are covered with a little barnyard manure, over which is usually heaped a 
small pile of earth. Over the bogs are placed quantities of autumn leaves, 
a foot or more in depth, and to hold the leaves in place, we use coarse wire 
netting and lath screens. <A load or two of coarse marsh hay, consisting 
mostly of sedges, constitutes the chief material for mulch during winter. 
It is cheap, tough, dingy in color, so that a few straws left on the ground 
in spring are much less conspicuous and objectionable than straw of wheat, 
rye, or oats. 

Much to my regret, owing to partial failure of the artesian wells to supply 
all the numerous demands of our increased population, we have been com- 
pelled to resort to the use of river water to keep the ponds and _ bogs well 
supplied. This water, as you know, during a portion of the spring, is al- 
most as dark as coffee. 

To keep in check the water-snails, worms and insects and to prevent 
the multiplication of mosquitoes, a few sun-fish have been kept in the ponds, 
and they do their work most effectually. From early August to late Oc- 
tober, we usually trap about a dozen muskrats, which show no respect for 
our tenderest and choicest aquatics. Red squirrels and chipmonks receive 
the same kind of attention as the muskrats, for they are very mischievious. 
Ground moles are annoying and our efforts to exterminate them usually 
avail little. This year we used in their runways perhaps ten pounds of 
pulverized condensed lye, with little evidence that it reduced the number. 
There are not a few other annoyances to contend with, such as surface 
water from the sloping banks and quantities of earth from the banks of 
the roadway passing across the brook above the garden, this earth cover- 
ing our plants and choking the brook. 

The worst weeds in the garden are quackgrass in a few of the newer por- 
tions, and seeds of plants that we grow in some of the plots, including an- 
nual spear grass, narrow-leaved dock, and a few others introduced with 
the compost. Ten or twelve years ago, I introduced into the deeper pond 
an aquatic from the South, a plant allied to the water lilies, and known as 
Caboba Caroliniana. It thrives and spreads rapidly. It is fished out with 
hoe, rake, and dip-net, but small fragments of stems break off, float about, 
take root, thrive, and multiply. . To kill quack grass on a sloping bank of 
the brook, where cultivation is impracticable, three years ago, I used two 
barrels of salt on an area about four rods long. This cost too much and 
took too long. This year, at a trifling cost, I spread tarred building paper 
closely over another portion of a bank of the brook, killing quack grass 
with perfect success. 

To keep all plants plainly and correctly labelled is no small task. At 
different times, I have in turn, adopted the style of labels of the two oldest 
gardens in this country, to soon abandon both for something different. 
Both of the gardens referred to have made a number of changes in style 
of labels. For a few years now, the label used may be described as fol- 
lows: A straight piece of iron one-eighth by three-fourths of an inch in 
section and eighteen inches long; across the top is riveted a piece of thick 
sheet steel two and a half by four inches, when the whole is galvanized. 
For some reason, the names painted on these labels, vary much in dura- 
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bility, from a year to five years. Possibly the rapid failure of some letter- 
ing may be due to the presence of a little acid left in the galvanizing pro- 
cess. Sets of labels were lettered with coach or carriage paint, Eureka 
bicyele enamel, and lampblack, mixed with boiled linseed oil. The last 
kind of paint here named was the most enduring. Another test was made 
by placing a thin coat of paraffin over the label after it had been lettered, 
to find, after a year or more, some of the paraffin scaled off, some blackened 
by fungus. Another test was made by coating a label with spar varnish, 
to find in a year or two, the varnish cracking off. Still another test was 
made by placing two very thin coats of boiled linseed oil over the label, 
the first coat being well dried before applying the second. Of all the tests 
made, labels painted with lampblack and boiled linseed oil and then coy- 
ered with two coats of this oil, were the most satisfactory. 

Very few persons pay any attention to the labels by the plants, but some 
complain if everything is not labelled. In most cases the common name 
appears with the scientific name, if the plant has any common name of 
any definite significance. Plants are usually arranged by families, as before 
mentioned, and a tall, general label is placed in each bed. These general 
labels or family labels set forth the uses of some of the plants with their 
common names. 

I am making a few inexpensive experiments, one of which is a test of 
seedlings of a number of peculiar plants of Rudbeckia hirta L., often known 
as Black-Eyed Susan. The ray flowers of one plant in some instances 
were six inches from tip to tip on the head. 

Considerable pains is taken to transplant from outside the garden anything 
that shows some marked peculiarity, especially when it is more ornamental 
than the ordinary plants of the species. I have twelve of the best varie- 
ties of Timothy, obtained of Prof. A. D. Hopkins, formerly connected with 

the Experiment Station of West Virginia. One of these varieties flowers as 
early as early red clover, but lacks vigor and size. For three years I have 
grown seedlings from the strongest of the early plants, weeding out the 
weakest from time to time. I now have a hundred of the strongest of the 
last generation, from which I shall select, at time of flowering next May or 

June. In like manner, I am selecting and testing nine sorts of orchard 

grass, four of meadow foxtail, three of sweet vernal. Some of these tests 
should be of value to the farmer and horticulturist of this state. They 
are certainly of interest to all who see and understand them, especially so 
to the director of the garden. 

PLANTS AND OTHER FEATURES MOST ADMIRED. 

First must be included the pink water-lily and perhaps the large white 
European water-lily, and, in season, the wild rice in the pond, where it 
grows to twelve feet high. 

In early spring, the crocus, hyacinths, tulips, harbinger of spring, he- 
paticas, spring beauty, trillium, adder tongues, squirrel corn, Dutchman’s 

breeches, willows, and the young growth of large numbers of shrubs, such 

as lilacs, honey-suckles, spiraeas, and young ferns, not omitting the green 
grass of the paths, which is bright because it had been closely mowed the 
previous year. 

In general, everything considered, the garden is most attractive in July 
and August. It seems a great pity that our students in botany cannot be 
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in attendance during the summer to avail themselves of what may be learned 
from the garden at that time. Early June is the time for roses and grasses, 
lilacs, and spiraeas. 

On July 15th, I took notes of plants of most interest to visitors at that 
time. The list may interest a few: Crimson wild bergamot, lasting nearly © 
two months, foxglove, large blue clematis, red and white hollyhocks, ferns, 
young mixed erowth on the banks of the brook, several kinds of foreign 
mulleins, two or three sages, one kind of catnip, hyssop, a group of sumachs, 
a bed of mixed poppies, several chrysanthemums, loosestrife, wild peas, 
hydrangeas. 

On August 4th were the following: Crimson wild bergamot, a patch of 
cardinal flower, a number of mints, Rocky-mountain bee plant or Cleome, 
if you are not afraid of scientific names, Bocconia, several wild sun-flowers, 
and rosin weeds, black-eyed Susans and their cousins. 

On August 20th, the following were noted: Cardinal flowers, several 
kinds of Hibiscus, four-o’clocks, scarlet-runner beans, Tamarix, wild indigo, 
Hercules’ club, spikenard, snow-on-the-mountain, castor bean, button 
snake-roots, several kinds of Clematis and Statice, Cleome, teasels, four 
or five kinds of flax, dodder, Indian corn, Arundo, Celosia, hydrangeas, 
zinnias, balsams, cat- tail flags, especially the species with narrow leaves, 
and a large number of plants “of the aster or sun-flower family. 

On September 20th, were the following: The green tops of many things 
that endured frost, purple barberry, Clematis paniculata, wild asters by 
the brook, Hibiscus, Meibomia pendulifolium, scarlet-runner pea, Pitcher’s 
sage, broad-leaved pea, Asperula setosa, sumachs, castor bean, two kinds 
of Martynias, ten-weeks’ stock, Kochia or World’s Fair Beauty, Arundo, 
Pennisetum, Eulalia zebrina, prince’s feather, Petunia, three Boltonias, 
Rudbeckia trifolia, Helianthus orgyalis, H. multiflorus, H. Kellermanii, 
China asters, three kinds of poke weed, long flowered tobacco. 

On October 29, after severe frosts, were the following: Four kinds of 
Tamarix, rue, cacti, broad-leaved pea, Potentilla tridentata, house-leeks, 
bear berry, periwinkle, Geum, Sanguisorba, Indian strawberry, prairie 
rose, Rosa lucida, R. Witchuriana, R. spinosissima, Kerria Japonica, Rubus 
xanthocarpa, Ajuga reptans, Genista tinctoria, Stachys lanatus, Astralagus 
maximus, Mentha crispa, thyme, Origanum, gill-over-the-ground, green 
briars, asparagus, five kinds of yucea, Ampelopsis arborea, Torrey’s Pent- 
stemon, Symphoricarpos pauciflorus, Lonicera Morrowi, L. Japonica, L. 
Standishii, L. Halleana. Viburnum plicatum, V. dentatum, V. Lantana, 
V. molle, V. prunifolium, ten or more kinds of barberries, two phloxes, 
evergreen ferns, such as Dryopteris marginale, D. Filix-mas, D. aculeatum, 
D. acrostichoides, Polypodium vulgare, Scolopendrium, hepaticas, green 
hellebore, ground hemlock, sweet fern, a dozen kinds of Iris, swamp blue- 
berry, Acanthus spinosus, Polygonum dumetorum, mignonette, daisy of 
Europe, pansies, several kinds of privet, purple oxalis, Alyssum Wierz- 
backii, Erysimum rupestre, a dozen sorts of Dianthus for foliage, Arenaria 
graminifolia, Cerastium arvense, Geranium sanguincum, Saxifrage cordata, 
S. erassifolia, horned poppy, Rhus Canadensis, Euonymus obovatus, two 
St. Johnsworts, Anchusa officinalis, three wild Senecios, milk thistle, two 
species of Acanthus, eleven cudweeds in variety, Coreopsis delphinifolia, 
C. tripteris, Aster multiflorus, Rudbeckia trilobata, golden pyrethrum, 
Scandix, Heracleum asperum, furze, Psoralea Onobrychis, and a great 
many more almost as good. . 
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In the garden we grow only one plant or a bunch of one thing, which 
is labelled and in this way much less confusing than to view scattered about 
ten to fifty plants of one species or variety. 

This season, I chanced to meet, as strangers to me, two men, one from 
Lansing, one from Mason, who told me they visited the garden at least 
once a month because it was a pleasure to them and because they wished 
to make the acquaintance of desirable plants that they might grow them 
about their homes. 

Below are enumerated a few expressions that were gathered by three 
persons, who overheard remarks made by visitors while in the garden: 
“Oh, the lovely pink water-lilies!” ‘‘Isn’t this old log cabin cunning?” 
“T think this is just the loveliest place.” ‘‘No use talking, this is a very 
interesting place.” ‘Just beautiful.” ‘‘Isn’t this pretty?” ‘This is the 
prettiest place I ever saw.”’ ‘Here is another plant I don’t know.” “This 
garden is the dearest little spot!” “It is certainly lovely.” ‘What a 
beautiful place!” ‘These grass walks are so nice to walk on!” ‘Oh, 
here are some pink water-lilies, the first I ever saw. How sweet!” “How 
fine and large these white water.lilies are!” [referring to the large white 
lilies from Europe.] ‘‘One can find everything in this garden.” ‘‘See the 
grass walks!” ‘‘My, but this is a swell place!” ‘Oh, what a pretty poppy 
bed!” ‘“Aren’t these grass-walks fine!” ‘How clean and trim everything 
is kept here!” “The little log cabin in the garden!” “I would like to 
live here.” ‘‘Ain’t them nice!” ‘‘How lovely these ferns are!” ‘If you 
want to see a pretty place just go down into the botanic garden.” ‘They 
ought to be prosecuted for letting these thistles go to seed,’’ [supposing they 
were Canada thistles, which they were not.] ‘I wonder if there is anything 
they haven’t got here.” ‘Look at the pond lilies!’ Here are some pink 
ones!” “The pretty poppies!” ‘‘Them labels are jaw-breakers, ain’t 
they?” ‘The little log cabin!” ‘What a delightful place this is!” “Just 
see these old-fashioned daisies!” ‘‘Them pink lilies are just like wax.” 
‘“‘T wish I could spend a week here.”’ Visitor to gardener: ‘‘What are you 
making?” Gardener: “A rustic bridge.” Visitor: ‘I guess it will be 
rusty, all right.” “Oh, Dr. Beal; I have found you at last! I want to 
thank you for planting this beautiful garden.” “I have never seen any- 
thing like it, either in the United States or Europe.” ‘I can truly say that 
I have been struck speechless at the sight of plants so foreign to this coun- 
try.” ‘‘Isn’t this a lovely view? I believe these benches were placed 
right where we could get the best views of the garden.” ‘I didn’t know 
that there were so many kinds of timothy and orchard grass.” ‘Is that 
the way you start these grass walks? I never thought of that before.” 
[Referring to small bits of sod scattered over the place and then rammed 
down.] ‘This little garden looks as if it would keep one man busy most 
of the time.’’ ‘‘Come around this way and see the ferns; they are lovely.” 
“Look here, they are raising mulleins! I wonder if that is educational?” 
“My, those morning-glories are fine. I wish I could pick some seeds.” 
“Say, Mister, is this bridge safe?” 

B. T. Galloway, Chief of the Bureau of Plant Industry at Washington, 
after spending a half-day in the garden, said: ‘I want something as nearly 
like this as I can make it, only larger.” 

During four months or more of the year, this plot of two acres attracts 
more visitors than any other one thing or department of the college. 
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THE NEW ARTESIAN WELL. 

As previously intimated, there has for many years often been trouble in 
securing a perpetual supply of good water for keeping the ponds full and 
the bogs in good condition; besides, the engineer was annoyed in coming 
to our aid every little while to remedy the evil, if it were possible to do so. 

Very much to my satisfaction, during April of this year, the State Board 
employed Packard & Edgerton to drive a three-inch well with galvanized 
iron pipe into the rock below. The whole depth from the surface of the 
upper pond was 177 feet and 4 inches. ‘The water will rise in the pipe a 
little over five feet. The supply is abundant and satisfactory. 

L Sree 

THE JUNE FRESHET. | 

Twenty-four hours preceding the morning of June 6th, 5.82 inches of 
rain had fallen, causing the highest water during the growing season of any 
in at least thirty-five years. When the snow and ice melted the year pre- 
vious, the water rose in the botanic garden from four to five inches higher 
than it did this year. A heavy freshet when plants are resting in cold 
weather does little if any harm, but many plants succumb when they are 
submerged for three or four days during the growing season. A large pro- 
portion of the garden was from a foot to two feet under water for over three 
days. Some damage was done by strong currents of water. Nearly all 
plants were checked in growth and were left in forlorn condition, spraw]- 
ing on the ground and covered with dingy sediment. Of the 2,200 kinds 
of plants, 243 were killed, saying nothing about a large number that were 
nearly killed, and many more that were rendered unsightly by the pro- 
longed application of muddy water. The aquatics were not injured. It 
was interesting to note that the leaf-stalks of Potamogeton natans during 
the days of the high water had increased their length eight to twelve inches, 
and the stems of white water lilies had elongated twenty to thirty inches, 
all in the attempt to keep the leaf-blades and flowers at the surface of the 
water. f 

Before the high water had retreated, plans were already made to pre- 
vent a recurrence of another disaster of this kind. The scheme is, briefly, 
to plant on low land nothing that will not endure a summer overflow, and 
to raise all other land, if not already high enough, to high water mark or 
above it. 

THE HERBARIUM. 

* The additions that have been mounted and installed during the year 
past are here enumerated: 

SEED PLANTS, FERNS, AND THEIR ALLIES. 

iihacnWelzom Species:of Antemaria .-..,....).. dees dey cess 13 
BAMA OCC LIONS rate 2. .hy aie a et eea © v «+i o's: =: tel eee ale ahaha) oes 148 

=e 

*Collections still on hand and not installed nor yet reported in inventory (about 2,500) to appear 
in next report. 

7 
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FUNGI. 

W. A. Kellerman, Ohio, Fascicles 161-200...............00.. 40 
E. Bartholomew, Fungi Columbiana, Century 20............. 100 
Seymour & Earle, edited by G. P. Clinton................... 50 
Micshy: Fup WMachipa ns 31% 5. Gee a cidleia's &. Seal arte ata se 100 
Remains of the: Hicks Collection: 2.030. js 026.i0 Me. Ce. S00 

——— 1,090 

ALGAE 

etaee MOGULS, SH AACICIES OC Vo, ol e,sje-cu4 34 bie o's Seen RS FE A re ee 50 

Fotaliadditions forthecvyear. <4. so. 6. oe ist pera ee ee 1,296 

GENERAL SUMMARY OF PLANTS IN THE HERBARIUM. 

mend fiants hems and Their Allies... s,s 0)... whok eset 67,116 
PONE SGS) Ste ed VOR WORUS s <5 acl ie teas oh sad vse, ape eee! os he ocean eek 1,974 
UOTE TES ota ele A he, De ee ee Ee OA AB cal TOtt. a 1,186 
Pini tome OONeCONS 55 2. Ae iW. ase dante f Aarne 16,845 
MO ee ee its she ALIc RRs VEIT ea ive peat Tk) Ash Mh ae eae te 2,070 

LU inet RED eA SE Pee Mabe meth TRE ERIE FURR ASS 89,189 

DONATIONS TO THE BOTANICAL DEPARTMENT. 

From C. F. Wheeler, Washignton, D. C., 13 Antenaria, distributed by 
Elias Nelson, Laramie, Wyoming. 

From H. C. Skeels, Joliet, Ill., 29 kinds of living plants. 
From John M. Dye, Lansing, Mich., 1 pkt. Heath Seed; 1 pkt. Dwarf 

Furze. 
From U.S. Department of Agriculture, 10 Fiber Plants. 
From B. O. Longyear, Fort Collins, Colo., Seeds of Mentzetia nuda; plants 

of Euphorbia marginata, Artemisia frigida. 
From Mrs. Helen W. Paul, Ontonagon, Mich., Plants of Moneses grandi- 

flora, Mitchella repens alba. 
From Charles E. Barnes, Battle Creek, Mich., Plants of Cypripedium ecan- 

didum. 
From L. L. Kelley, Lansing, Plants of Cypripedium spectobile. 

GIFTS TO OTHERS. 

To State Normal College 200 lots of weed seeds. 
To Alma College, 144 lots of weed seeds. 
To Miss Alta B. Chase, for the Monroe schools, 144 lots of weed seeds. 

W. J. BEAL, 
Professor of Botany. 

Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH AND MODERN 

LANGUAGES. 

To the President: 
The work of the Department of English and Modern Languages for the 

year just closed has not differed materially from that of the year previous. 
My report for that year (1903-1904) was quite elaborate and detailed, and 
I have deemed it sufficient, therefore, merely to refer to my former report 
for information concerning the nature and extent of the work. 

The main point of difference lies in the steady increase in the registra- 
tion of all the classes, necessitating a further sectioning of the German 
classes and the English of the sophomore year. This division has, in turn, 
compelled the employment of another teacher in place of the essay-reader 
previously kept at work, and has also forced us to lessen the amount of 
written work required of the student. The change has increased the ex- 
pense of the department by about $200. The decrease of the written work 
is, | am sure, something to be greatly deplored. 

With the increased enrollment in the classes in literature comes the ne- 
cessity for duplicating and multiplying our resources for reference work 
in the library. The work in these classes is carried on by inductive study 
of the masterpieces of literature, with subsequent reference to standard 
criticism for confirmation and correction of the conclusions independently 
reached. It is not feasible to ask classes of fifty or more students to pre- 
pare reference work from the single copy of an author accessible in the 
library, and it rarely happens that a body of really valuable criticism sufh- 
cient for distribution to such a class is available. 

To obviate the difficulty, I suggest that we begin to create a department 
library consisting of an adequate number of copies of carefully chosen books 
bearing upon the courses to be given. I respectfully recommend that the 
sum of one hundred dollars be placed at my disposal for the purpose men- 
tioned. 

The work of this department is distributed over the whole four years 
of the courses in portions ranging from one hour to five hours per week 
per term for each student. It is thus impossible, without a somewhat 
elaborate system of records, to keep track of all details of each student’s 
progress. These records are in existence, but the department lacks ade- 
quate and necessary conveniences for filing them. I respectfully request 
that the department be provided with a suitable filing cabinet, and that 
it be given a part of the time of a clerk at stated intervals, for the purpose 
of entering grades and remarks on the records mentioned. 

Respectfully submitted, 
HOWARD EDWARDS, 

Professor of English and Modern Languages. 
Agricultural College, Michigan, June 30, 1905. 
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND CIVIL 

ENGINEERING. 

To the President: 
Sir—The year just past is entitled to record as one of fairly satisfactory 

results and marked by an efficiency out of proportion to our provisions 
for the work. This means that although the arrangement of class-rooms 
has not been improved since my last annual report, and although a number 
of other recommendations have not yet been acted upon, there is no dis- 
tinct item of failure to be directly traced to what we lack in facilities. Har- 
mony in the department, good fortune in securing teachers who are able 
to interpret and carry on their work as demanded by our courses, and an 
exceptionally industrious spirit of endeavor among the members of our 
classes, have all conspired favorably. 

The above should not be taken as in any sense lessening our needs. The 
recommendations of my last annual report might be more strongly urged 
in this one, and a re-reading of that report is respectfully suggested. 

At the beginning of the college year the staff of teachers in the depart- 
ment included the following: Assistant Professor W. Babcock and In- 
structors R. Hopkins, G. W. Hartwell, A. E. Jones, C. Gundersen, F. E. 
Mills, and G. G. Sweet. On November 15, Mr. Sweet resigned, and Mr. 
A. R. Alger was appointed instructor in his stead. After this date the 
personnel of the department remained without change to the end of the 
year. Without exception, these men have labored faithfully for the wel- 
fare of the department, and are entitled to all the eredit which attaches 
to efficient well-directed teaching. Instructor R. Hopkins has resigned to 
engage in similar work at Cornell. Instructor Hartwell has received a 
scholarship at Columbia University, and will spend next year in study 
at that institution. 

As usual, a table has been prepared in which is shown the class work 
of the department, the assignments of instructors, and other information 
which might be called in question. An examination of the table and a 
comparison with similar ones for earlier years will show that we have dealt 
with a larger number of students than ever before, that we have met a 
larger number of sections in every term, but that the average number in 
a section has been smaller. 
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Class work of the department of mathematics and civil engineering jor the college year 

Class. 

Fall term: 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 

Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 

Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 

Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 

Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen......- 

Sophomores..... 
Sophomores.... . 
Sophomores..... 
Sophomores.... . 

UEMIOTS 509) i212 
DunOrses sy. 2.6 

UMIOKS So 45/8550 

peniors.......... 
S211 (0) ¢: Dee ae 
Seniors.......... 

DeDIOTS-senics =< 

Seniors.......... 

Totals...;... | 

Subject. 

M. 
M. 
M. 
M. 

Ag. & W. algebra...... 
Ag. & W. algebra..... 
Ag. & W. algebra..... 
Ag. & W. algebra..... 

salpebraiicecictelvwiecre 
pPAlpebracschcacte celts 

Beal pebrasssia ae creas ls 
LO aIFEDTALs: tcc cree oer 

Ss algebrascin.\osscre se 
sralpebra sae -jscrte se 
. & W. algebra..... 
SAPD ra csc ave ete 

Analytic geom........ 
Analytic geom........ 
Analytic geom........ 
Analytic geom........ 

Mech. of eng.......... 
Mech. of eng.......... 

Surveying (class)...... 
Surveying (class)...... 

Surveying (field)...... 

Surveying (field)...... 

Ag. Civ. eng. (class)... . 
Ag. Civ. eng. (field)...... 
Graphicesese cesta ace 

R. R. Surveying...... 

BPs SULESSES ale ciereleleyere.> 

BO SeChlOnSses anes esc. « 

1904-05. 

Sep een Bi 

Number Hour 
of Teacher. Class-room. of 

course. | meeting 

Math. Ic..... My Al gGr) oe. + aia'e's)|| IORITY eletes clots eect 8-9 
: MrzeAlgerssoey sole s\| DAIL te Acwtac ee ale 9-10 

Dr. Gundersen....| Abbot Hall....... 9-10 
Dr. Gundersen....| 6, College Hall.... 2-3 

Math: Ui iereic Mr. Jones.........| 8, College Hall.... 8-9 
Maths Usccere Mr. Jones......... 9-10 
Math: Lick... Mr. Hartwell...... 10-11 
Mathive Lies Mr. Hartwell...... 11-12 

Math. le..... Mr. Hopkins...... 6, College Hall... . 9-10 
Math. le..... Mr. Hopkins...... Bote Bldgs scence. 10-11 
Math. le..... Mr. Jones.........| 8, College Hall.... 10-11 
Math. le...... Prof. Babcock.....| 6, College Hall... 1-2 
Math. le..... Mr. Hartwell......| Abbot Hall....... 2-3 

Math. Ib..... Dairya acees’ isi 10-11 
Math. lb..... .| 6, College Hall.... 3-4 
Math. 1b..... ...-| 8, College Hall.... j-2 
Math. lb..... Dr. Gundersen....}| 8, College Hall.... 3-4 

Math. 2d..... Mrs Hartwelliesyo2 |) Dairy: oe ascice es 2 8-9 
Math. 2d.....|- Mr. Hartwell.. Abbot Hall....... 1-2 
Math. 2d..... Mr. Mills... ..| 2, College Hall 11-12 
Math. 2d..... Mrs All perscaire ste DSIEV Aye siaereveriese 11-12 
Math. 2d..... Mr: Jones: css ts oa) Dairy «0s ser sens 1-2 

Maths. 5... Prof. Babecock..... 6, College Hall.... 8-9 
Math aeotecsi Prof. Babcock..... 6, College Hall.... 10-11 
Mathivoe snes Dr. Gundersen....| Abbot Hall....... 8-9 
Math Geass Dr. Gundersen....| Abbot Hall....... 10-11 

Math. 7a..... Prof. Babcock..... 6, College Hall.... 11-12 
Matheirans ox Mr. Hopkins...... 8, College Hall.... 11-12 

Civ. eng. 1b..| Mr. Mills......... 2, College Hall.... 10-11 
Civ. eng. 1b..| Mr. Mills......... 2, College Hall.... 10-11 

5 Prof. Vedder, 
Civ eneaitbes|ijebrsMollsfandiy pitiless (so -siai</eiere 1-3 

Mr. Alger. 
Prof. Vedder, 

Giveceng al bes | 4p Micee Malls) ancl mipllincclateray<tetelersters dele o/ere 1-3 
Mr. Alger. 

Civ. eng. 2...] Prof. Vedder......} 2, College Hall.... 9-10 
Givarenee gana is brotanv ca derten -araillatcleratetelacinersiae/acesiet= 1-3 
Civ. eng. 4...| Mr. rare Sen 2, College Hall.... 8-9 

Civ. eng. 7. (Me Hopkins, \) 9, College Hall... 1-4 
Civ. eng. 8a rof. Vedder...... 2, College Hall and 

basement........ 0-11 

No. of students 
in class. 

| No hours per 

week 

BO POND CLOW CHONENS CUCM ENN Sr CT rt TOT HOT Orr or ot 

~) ow a 

Ownme 
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Class. 

— -——_——_. 

Winter term: 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 

Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 

Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 

Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 

Sophomores..... 
Sophomores..... 
Sophomores..... 
Sophomores..... 
Sophomores..... 

Juniors......... 
MUMOIS. 0.2 4.6 

Seniors.........- 
Seniors.. 
Seniors 
Seniors... 

Totals...... 

STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

Subject. 

Ag. & W. algebra..... 

Class work.—Continued. 

Number | 
of 

course. 

Math. 
Ag. & W. 
Ag. & W. 

Ag. & W. 

M. algebra 

algebra 
algebra... .. 
algebra..... 

MS algebras. acts 
WM. algebra--\ ioc. 3.25.2 
M. algebra....... Woes 

. & W. Dif. Cal... - 
By DIL Cale slerare si areas 
5 LO Bi ON Ee Aas bess 
ee Dite Wali. getter 
of Diss Callzer santccrs 

Mechanics............- 
MECHANICS:.n.02:0c.te oie 

Hydraulics (class)..... 
Hydraulics (Jab.)...... 

30 sections............ 

Math. 
Math. 
Math. 

Math. 
Math. 
Math. 
Math. seen) 

Math. 
Math. : 
Math. : 
Math. 2 
Math. : 

Math. 
Math. 
Math. 
Math. 
Math. 
Math. 

Math. 
Math. 
Math. 
Math. 
Math. 

Teacher. 

. Hartwell...... 
POMMIS... sete Ace 
SAIBED... 2 ashy « 
PAU ET cook: cet 

. Hopkins...... 
B d{ui(:: peneartuae 
weAlger.. 0:2 Jae 
AB Ors 4 un mite 

. Hopkins.:...,: 
SATS eo eee 
BOOTIES cassie 
MINE id 32 hs 
. Hartwell...... 

Prof. Babcock..... 
Mre-Jones:..a 2 0h 
MritJones. ccs. oe 
Mr. Hartwell...... 
MreMalls:o1. Serres 
Dr. Gundersen.... 

Prof. Babcock..... 
Dr. Gundersen.... 
Dr. Gundersen... . 
Dr. Gundersen... . 
Mr. Hartwell...... 

Prof. Babcock..... 
Prof. Babcock...... 

Prof. Vedder...... 
Prof. Vedder...... 
Mr. Hopkins...... 

‘| Mr. Hopkins...... 

Class-room. 

Basement, C. H... 
2, College Hall.... 
8, College ‘Hall... 
8, College Hall.... 

Basement, C. H...| 
8, College Hall... . 

Ge 

Basement, C. H... 

6, College Hall... .| 
8, College Hall.... 
Abbot Hall....... 
Basement, C. H... 
Abbot Hall....... 
8, College Hall.... 

6, College Hall.... 
Abbot Hall....... 
8, College Hall... 
8, College Hall... .) 
6, College Hall.... 

6, College Hall.... 
6, College Hall.... 

Offices. 35 0 nee 
2, College Hall.... 
2, College Hall.... 
2, College Hall.... 

Hour 

of 
meeting. 

eal 

per 

week. 
No. of students 

o, hours 

| N 

Herr Cre SCeOrSrorGe Croc ororGr SrOrorOroe GrSro1Gr Oro or 

in class. 



Class. 

Spring term: 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen..... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 

Sub-freshmen..... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen.... 
Sub-freshmen..... 

Freshmen 
Freshmen. . 
Freshmen.. 
Freshmen... 
Freshmen.. 
Freshmen. . 
Freshmen.. 

Freshmen....... 
Freshmen....... 

Freshmen....... 

Sophomores..... 
Sophomores..... 
Sophomores..... 
Sophomores..... 

Juniors. ........ 
Juniors 

DeNIOS ta cs ce. 

Benmiors-cces aici 

MENIOTE, 5a.oja\0)-1-/- 
MIEINOLA Sesercics:e.cts 

DENIOLS eset .2 + 

Totals... ..... 

Grand totals. 

Subject. 

DEPARTMENT REPORTS. 

Ag. & W. geom....... 
Ag. & W. geom.. 
Ag. & W. geom....... 
M. geom 

Mensuration 
Mensuration.... 
Mensuration.. 
Mensuration.. 

Ag. Surv’g (class) 
Ag. Surv’g (class) 

Ag. Surv’g (field) 

see 

eee 

Ag. Surv’g (field)... 

calculus 
caleulus.. 
calculus 
calculus... 

Integ. 
Integ. 
Integ. 
Integ. 

Dif. equations......... 
Dif. equations 
H. Surv’g (class)...... 

H. Surv’g (field) 

H. Surv’g (class)...... 

H. Surv’g (field). 

Masonry and arch 
Pavements....... 

WUNEBIS Ss cies cle rea 

35 sections....... 

OS... 

104 sections.........:. 

.| Math. 

Class work.—Concluded. 

Number 
of 

course. 

Math. 
Math. 
Math. 
Math. 
Math. 
Math. 
Math. 

Math. 
Math. 
Math. 
Math. 

Math. 
Math. 
Math. 

Math. 
Math. 
Math. 

Civ. eng. la.. 
Civ. eng. la.. 

Civ. eng. la.. 

Ciy. eng. la.. 

‘ Prof. Vedder, 

i 

Teacher. 

BA) eee ee 
. Hartwell...... 
. Alger.... 
. Jones... 
. Hartwell. ; 
. Gundersen... . 

BAI ZED Ys cays carers 
. Jones.. 
. Jones.. 
. Hartwell...... 

. Gundersen. 
r. Gundersen 

Prof. Babcock..... 
Mr. Jones........- 

Mr. Mills. 

Mr. Mills and 
Mr. Alger. 

Mr. Alger. 

Prof. Babcock..... 

Mr. Hartwell...... 

Prof. Babcock..... 

Mr. Mills......... 
Me Babcock, 

Prof. Babcock, 
Mr. Mills and 

Prof. Babcock..... 
Dr. Gundersen... . 

Dr. Gundersen... 
Prof. Vedder...... 

Mr. Mills and 
Mr. Hopkins. 

Prof. Vedder... 
Prof. Vedder, 
Mr. Mills and 
Mr. Hopkins, 

Mr. Hopkins...... 
Prof. Vedder.. 

‘| { Prof. Vedder, |. 
‘| | Mr. Hopkins. 
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| 

S | 8 

Hor |. | 3 
Class-room. of £ Ss i atte 4 

meeting. a Fe} gj 

oF| §3 
A Zz 

8, College Hall.... 9-10 | 5 26 
8, College Hall.... 8-9 5 21 
Basement, C. H... 2-3 5 23 

11-12 | 5 16 
airy 11-12 5 18 
& College Hall... 11-12 | 5 17 
8, College Hall.. 2-3 5 17 

10-11} 5 19 
10-11 | 5 17 

6, Tices Hall.. 1-2 5 13 
Basement, C. Hee, 1-2 5 19 

2, College Hall.... 8-9 3 23 
2, College Hall....); 10-11) 3 21 
Basement, C. H... 8-9 3 32 
Abbot Hall....... 9-10 | 5 24 

.| 8, College Hall.... 1-2 5 14 
6, College Hall.... 11-12 | 5 24 
6, College Hall.... 2-3-4 5 22 

2, College Hall.... 8-9 2 25 
2, College Hall.... 10-11 | 2 31 

2, College Hall.... 1-3} 2 25 

2, College Hall.... 1-3 2: 31 

6, College Hall.... 8-9 5 19 
6, College Hall 9-10 5 22 
Abbot Hall....... 11-12 5 14 
8, College Hall... . 10-11 | 5 17 

6, College Hall.... 10-11 | 2 23 
Abbot Hall....... 10-11 | 2 23 
2, College Hall.... 9-10 | 3 37 

2, College Hall... . 1-4 6 37 

2, College Hall... 9-10 | 3 9 

2, College Hall... 1-4 6 9 

Basement, C. H.. 10-12 | 8 15 
2, College Hall.. 9-10 | 2 28 

2, College Hall... 1-5 | 12 7 

diag sipaacteee Ae lhoe ee eee 156 739 

meta rcbare che voles foxcte ytica let fateebor rake 475 | 2,156 
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The following text-books have been used in our classes during the year: 
Beman & Smith’s Higher Arithmetic for classes in mensuration; Beman 
& Smith’s Academic Algebra for all beginning classes formed by women 
and agricultural students; Van Velzer & Slichter’s University Algebra for 
all engineering students; Wentworth’s Geometry; Ashton & Marsh’s Trig- 
onometry; Tanner & Allen’s Analytic Geometry; Taylor’s Calculus; Hodg- 
man’s Surveying; Johnson’s Surveying for all classes in higher surveying; 
Church’s Mechanics; Merriman & Jacoby’s Graphic Statics; Merriman & 
Jacoby’s Bridge Stresses: Merriman & Jacoby’s Bridge Design; Allen’s 
Railroad Curves and Earthwork; Baker’s Masonry Construction; Murray’s 
Differential Calculus; Baker’s Roads and Pavements. . 

The total expenditure by the department during the year for all pur- 
poses has been $2,020.46, of which $95 was turned in for special exami- 
nations. , 

Respectfully submitted, 
H. K. VEDDER, 

Professor of Mathematics and Civil Engineering. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND ELECTRICAL 

ENGINEERING. 

To President J. L. Snyder, Agricultural College Michigan: 
Dear Sir—I have the honor of submitting herewith the following report 

of the year’s work in this department. Through the generous action of 
the board we have been able to add materially to the equipment of the 
department, also two additional rooms in the basement of College Hall 
were fitted up and placed at the disposal of the department. One as a 
recitation room and the other as a laboratory where the Sub-Freshmen 
work was carried on during the year. We feel that we have made many 
improvements over the conditions last year and have not been quite so 
crowded as last year, yet we are looking forward to more permanent quar- 
ters as soon as they can be provided. We believe the instruction has been 
very efficient both in the recitation room and in the laboratory. We pro- 
pose, however, to put the laboratory work on a different basis for the com- 
ing year which will enable us to use the present laboratory rooms more 
hours in the day and thus give the effect of having more room. There is 
a considerable demand on the part of the students for more instruction in 
electricity, not necessarily Electrical Engineering, and if two more rooms 
can be fitted up during the summer in the basement of College Hall it will 
enable us to meet that demand without increasing the amount of appar- 
atus materially. 

- Total number of students enrolled in the classes for the past year has 
been 751 as against 723 last year and 429, 1902-3. 

Yours very truly, 
A. R. SAWYER, 

Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND POLITICAL 

ECONOMY. . 

To the President: 
It gives me pleasure to submit the following report of the work done 

in the Department of History and Economics during the school year 1904-05. 
The total number of enrollments of studefits in this department during the 
year was 575, distributed as follows: 
By terms—Autumn, 150; winter, 165; spring, 260. - 
By classes—Sub-freshmen, 110; sophomores, 230; juniors, 150; seni- 

ors, 98. 
By subjects—History, 275; political science, 130; political economy, 

130. 
_ The total number of hours taught was 986, divided among the three 
terms as follows: Autumn, 24 per week; winter 25 and spring 34. Whole 
number of classes conducted throughout the year, 18—averaging six per term. 

While this number of hours is unequally distributed among the terms of 
the year—as may be easily inferred from a comparison of the hours in the 
spring term with those of the autumn—rather to the embarassment of the 
department, it is hoped an opportunity, that transfers of subjects may be 

. made with other departments conducive to greater equality. 
It still remains—as was noted last year—that one of the greatest hind- 

rances to efficient work in this department is the lack of a permanent class 
room. More classes are being taught than in former years and each in- 
crease of the work augments the confusion of moving about from class 
room to class room. 

I cheerfully commend again the efforts of Mrs. Hendricks, who has been 
my assistant for another year. Her painstaking industry and teaching 

ability have done much toward enhancing the worth of this department. 
Very respectfully, 

WILBUR O. HEDRICK, 
Ass’t Professor of History and Political Economy. 

Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 
8 
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DRAWING. 

To the President: 
Dear Sir—As you have been informed in detail each term of the number 

of classes, students, subjects, etc., assigned to each instructor in the de- 
partment it seems unnecessary here to repeat such report. It is sufficient 
to say that every one in the department has been busy during the year. 

Arthur E. Palmer, a graduate of Pratt Institute, in the department of 
science and technology, has been added to our force and has proved him- 
self an earnest and efficient instructor. 

At the risk of being compared with the hypochondriac I wish to say that 
the crowded condition of our class rooms grows more serious each year. 
It could not very well be worse, “still, I don’t complain.” 

The lighting of two drawing rooms has been somewhat improved by the 
installation of some small arc lamps. Aside from this there has been no 
material addition to the equipment. 

A new subject has been added to the work carried by the department. 
The elective in Horticulture of the spring term, senior year (Hort. 10), in- 
volves training in drawing, designed as a part of the preparation for land- 
scape architecture. This is in charge of Mr. Newman, and the initial work 
has been quite successful. 

In general our work has been fairly satisfactory, but in one instance ° 
the quality of the work done was noticeably inferior to that of previous 
classes. This was due apparently to the overloading of the course at that 
point. It is very desirable that this condition be changed if possible. 
A very decided improvement in the matter of filling orders for drawing 

outfits has been inaugurated by the College Co-operative Bookstore. By 
placing with one firm an order for pretty nearly the full number of outfits 
used a very material reduction in’ price has been secured. The work of 
supply was never before carried out with so little trouble to all concerned, 
and with such uniformly satisfactory results. 

Respectfully submitted, 
W. S. HOLDSWORTH, 

Professor of Drawing. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF BACTERIOLOGY AND 

HYGIENE. 

To President J. L. Snyder: 
The year which is just closing has been the most successful in the history 

of this department, both in respect to what has been actually done and 
what has been projected. These satisfactory conditions may be attributed 
to added assistance, to adjustment in our new quarters, and to enlarged 
facilities. 

Our class work may be summed up as follows: 

Fall term: 
EAMG eT OPV aml ue] CUT OC Sete etayatees apetela rata) taieds cles eh avel ots aie aie aiet cla staretet cy e[ nay etal 
HA LETIOLOL MAG LADOFAUOLV. a cie pia cis ote ciate id Cee: ede doce) cee avereha cle -ege coke eye ete 
Hygiene PPLE CUTE Sry re ene eters ita yahes avevel © Sea iba: moayeya eet ay cieuelave so) avavchavayoter susiete'e 
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Number of 
students. 

NOwe 

Totals. 

234 

116 

183 

~ It may also be pertinent for me, even in this report, to refer to the work 
of the college hospital, so carefully and capably conducted by Miss Ketchum. 
With nearly one thousand students, housed largely in dormitories, it is an 
ever recurring gratification to know that there is some place where the sick 
may be nursed properly at small expense. This year has been marked by 
few contagious diseases and yet there have been registered in the hospital, 
as patients who have remained there for an average period of six and one- 
half days, sixty-nine students. 
eare. 

its Mission most pleasingly and satisfactorily. 

Fully as many more have called there for 
It has become a rendezvous or home for the ailing and has fulfilled 

Without it, contagious dis- 
eases could not be readily controlled or the sick properly cared for; even 
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with it the dangers from without are growing on account of the rapid set- 
tlement of adjacent territory with inadequate sanitary control. 

No greater privilege is mine than to testify to the efficient services of 
Messrs. Sackett, Wright, Clark, and Dr. Wetmore in carrying forward the 
work of instruction offered by this department. They have not only shown 
an active interest, but have carried into their work “the will to‘do” and 
deserve the credit for what they have accomplished. 

Very respectfully submitted, 
CHARLES E. MARSHALL, 

Professor of Bacteriology and Hygiene. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY. 

To the President: 
I have the honor to submit the following report of the Department of 

Zoology and Physiology for the year ending June 30, 1905. 
There has been no change in the teaching force or equipment of the de- 

partment during the year, and but little change in the number of classes 
and of laboratory sections, although the number of students handled was 
somewhat larger than during the preceding year. The work of the de- 
partment has been seriously hampered, not only by the lack of instructors 
but by the lack of laboratory room and of equipment. I desire to repeat 
here what I have several times stated, that there has been practically no 
change in the facilities for teaching tn this department during the past 
jour years, while during the same period the number of students has more 
than doubled, and the number of laboratory sections has almost trebled. 
It is useless to pretend, under these circumstances, that the instruction 
given now is as good as that given five years ago; every effort has been 
made to keep the work up toa fair standard, but in spite of careful plann- 
ing, hard work, and accumulated experience, the results show conclu- 
sively that students do not now get the thorough preparation in this de- 
partment which they used to have, and which they have a right to expect. 

Following is a list of the classes given during the year, with the number 
of exercises and hours for each student, and the names of instructors in 
charge. In the classes in Zoology and Geology the Agricultural and Women 
students have received lectures together, but the laboratory work has been 
in separate sections. In the classes in Anatomy separate classes have 
been held for the women, the 4-year freshmen and the 5-year freshmen. 
The Mechanical sub-freshmen were so numerous that it was necessary to 
divide the class in Physical Geography and put the two sections under 
different instructors. 
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CLASSES IN ZOOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT FOR THE COLLEGE YEAR, 1904-5. 

Fall Term. 

Zoology 3—Agr. Sen.; 3 lect. (Prof. B.), 4 hrs. lab. in 2 sect. (Prof. Bar- 
rows; Inst. Myers). 

Zoology 3—Women Sen.; 3 lect. (Prof. B.), 8 hrs. lab. in 2 sect. (Prof. 
Barrows; Inst. Myers). 

Zoology 1—Women Jun.; 3 lect. (Prof. B.), 2 hrs. lab. (Prof. B.; Inst. 
M.). 

Zoology 1—Agr. Soph.; 3 lect. (Prof. B.), 4 hrs. lab. in 3 sect. (Prof. B.; 
Inst. M.). 
Anatomy 1—Agr. 5-year Fresh.; 2 lect. and 1 hr. lab in 3 sect. (Inst. 

M.). 
Winter Term. 

Geology 1—Agr. Sen.; 5 lect. (Prof. B.). 
Geology 1—Women Sen.; 5 lect. (Prof. Barrows). 
Zoology 2—Women Jun.; 3 lect. (Prof. B.), 4 hrs. lab. in 2 sect. (Prof. 

Be inst-M.). 
Zoology 2—Agr. Soph.; 3 lect. (Prof. B.), 4 hrs. lab. in 3 sect. (Prof. B.; 

Inst. M.). 
Anatomy 2— Women Soph.; 4 lect. and 2 hrs. lab. in 3 sect. (Inst. 

Myers). 
Anatomy 2—Agr.. 4-year Fresh.; 4 lect. (Inst. Pettit), 2 hrs. lab. in 2 

secu.) (Last. M. and P.). 
Anatomy 2—Agr. 5-year Fresh.; 4 lect. (Inst. M.), 2 hrs. lab. in 3 sect. 

(inst: M. and P.). 
Phys. Geog.-Mech. Sub-Fresh.; 3 lectures (Instructor Myers). 
Phys. Geog.-Mech. Sub-Fresh.; 5 lect. (Inst. Pettit). 
Short Course Entomol.—5 lectures (Inst. Pettit.) 

Spring Term. 

Geology 2—Agr. Sen,; 5 lect. (Prof. Barrows). 
Geology 2—Women Sen.; 5 lectures (Prof. Barrows). 
Entomol. 1—Agr. Soph.; 3 lect. (Prof. B.), 4 hrs. lab. in 2 sect. (Prof. 

fae Pnsts M. and P.): 
Anatomy 1—Women 5-year Fresh.; 2 lect. and 1 hr. lab. in 2 sect. (Inst. 

M.). 
Phys. Geog.—Women 5-year Sub-Fresh.; 4 lect. (Inst. Myers). 
With the large amount of class work that has fallen on the head of the 

department during the past year it has naturally proved impossible to make 
very much progress on the bird bulletin mentioned last year. A stenog- 
rapher has been employed about half the time on this work, and with his 
help and the little time at my own disposition the large mass of notes on 
Michigan birds which had been collected has been systematized and ar- 
ranged in card-index fashion to facilitate ready reference, and the work 
of preparing the final copy for the bulletin will be largely completed, it is 
hoped, during the summer. 

I have little to add to the recommendations made last year for the im- 
provement of the department; but I would suggest the more complete 
separation, in this department, of the academic work and the work of the 
Experiment Station, believing that the results obtained in this way will 
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be decidedly better for both parties. When it becomes possible, as I hope 
it may at once, to put the department into first-class working condition 
I would recommend that at least one of the new assistants be selected with 
a view to special work as a preparateur of specimens for the Museum and 
as demonstrator for the Zoological and Physiological Laboratory. 

THE GENERAL MUSEUM, 

The general Museum, including the insect collection, has suffered neces- 
sarily from the neglect which was unavoidable under the circumstances; 
but every effort has been made to protect specimens from deterioration, 
and from the attacks of insect pests, and we have been fairly successful, 
we believe, in the attempt. No special effort has been made to increase 
the collections, but a number of valuable accessions have been made, mainly 
by donation, a very few by purchase. In making additions to the collec- 
tions, particularly by purchase, the principle has always been followed 
that the local collection, and certainly the collection of Michigan speci- 
mens, should invariably receive first consideration. We welcome dona- 
tions of natural history material from any part of the world, but are es- 
pecially glad to get good specimens from surrounding regions, seldom buying 
anything not native to the Great Lake region. We have also discouraged 
the collection or display of mere curios or objects of simply historical inter- 
est, lying entirely outside the pale of natural history. There are other 
museums in the state where such objects should find a more natural resting 
place and prove more useful. 

Respectfully, 
WALTER B. BARROWS, 

Professor of Zoology and Physiology 
and Curator of General Museum. 

Agricultural College, Yich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE VETERINARY DEPARTMENT. 

To the President: 
Dear Sir—I have nothing new to offer in making the report for the Vet- 

erinary Department for the year ending June 30, 1905. The work has been 
the same as in previous years. During the fall term with the seniors the 
anatomy of the farm animals was studied. In the forepart of the winter 
term twenty lectures were devoted to materia medica, considering the 
sources of the medicines, their physiological actions, and doses, also the 
conditions in which their use is indicated. The remainder of the year was 
spent in discussing the various diseases to which the farm animals are sub- 
ject; in this discussion they are considered as to the causes, symptoms 
and treatment. 

During the first half of the winter term the sophomores received thirty 
lectures treating of some of the most common diseases, emphasizing espe- 
cially prevention. 

The short course students received forty lectures, covering in a practical 
manner the common diseases, the care of animals to prevent disease, also 
the dressing and treating of wounds. 
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At the request of Prof. Shaw I gave to the regular, and also to the special 
students, a course of lectures upon the breeds of horses, and also tgok charge 
of the practical work in horse judging. 

Respectfully submitted, 
GEO. A. WATERMAN, 
Professor of Veterinary Science. 

Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN. 

To the President: 
Sir—I have the honor to present the following report on the library for 

the year ending June 30, 1905. 
There have been added to the library during the year bound volumes 

as follows: By purchase, 342; by gift, 126; by binding, 294. We are 
indebted for bound volumes as follows: From 

Mrs. T. C. Abbot (Abbot collection) 1. Holstein-Friesian Ass'n, 3. 
American Hereford Cattle Breeders’ Ass’n, 1. Hampshire Down Ass’n, 1. 
American Short Horn Ass’n, 2. Iowa State Board of Agriculture, 1. 
American p rceens sinus Ass'n, 1. Iowa State Horticultural Society, 1. 
Bridge, J. H., Illinois, 1. 
Beal, Dr. W. ‘i J. J. Case Threshing Machine Co., 1. 
Cambria Steel Go. apie Kansas State Board of Agriculture, 1. 
Canada, 6. Knee Profhis:s ls 
Cranefield, F. C. (Wis. Hort. Society) 10. Maine, 2. 
Harper, Pres. W. J., 1. : MacMillan Publishing Co., 1 
Hartford Inspection Insurance Co., 1. 

Michigan reports— 

Board of Agriculture, 1. Superintendent Public Instruction, 1. 
Attorney General, 1. Supreme Court Reports, 6. 
Board of Health, 1. National Conference of Corrections and 
Board of Corrections and Charities, 1. Charities, 1. 
Dairy and Food Commissioner, 8. Red Polled Cattle Club, 1. 
Pioneer Collections, 4. Smithsonian Institution, 4. 
Superintendent Institutes, 4. Stubbs, W. C., 1 

United States reports— 

Agricultural Department. 6.. Librarian of Congress, 5. 
Bureau of Education, ‘4. Labor Bureau, 2. 
Census Bureau, 3. Navy Department, 1. 
Coast and Geod. Survey, 1. Treasury Department, 16. 
Geological Survey, 2. War Department, 7. 
Interstate Commerce Commission, 2. 

Unbound volumes and pamphlets to the number of 477 have been re- 
ceived, and in all cases gifts have been acknowledged. We therefore omit 
individual mention. 

Forty-one foreign publications and one hundred thirteen American peri- 
odicals are purchased by the college, and placed in the reading room for 
the use of faculty and students. In addition to these are the following 
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publications which are regularly received, either in exchange for our own 
publications, or through the courtesy of publishers. 

Hillsdale Leader. 
Adrian Times, Hillsdale Standard. 
Agricultural Advertising. Hoard’s Dairyman. 
Agricultural Gazette, New South Wales. Holstein Friesian World. 
Allegan Gazette. Home and Farm. 
American Blacksmith. Homestead. 
American Botanist. Horse Shoer’s Journal. 
American Dairymen. Horse World. 
American Grange Bulletin. Horticultural Visitor. 
American Missionary. Improvement Era. 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Pro- Indiana Farmer. 

ceedings. Tonia Sentinel. 
American Swineherd. Johns Hopkins University Circulars. 
American Thresherman. Journal of Agriculture, Australia. 
Arboriculture. Journal of Agriculture, Victoria. 
Ann Arbor Argus. Kalamazoo Telegraph. 
American Sugar Industry. Kansas Farmer. 
American Phil. Society, Phila., Proceedings. Lansing Journal (daily). 
Armada Graphic. Livestock Journal. 
Battle Creek Journal. Michigan Mirror. 

. Bay City Tribune. Michigan Presbyterian. 
Belding Banner. Midland Republic. 
Big Rapids Herald. Moderator-Topics. 
Boys and Girls. Mystic Worker. 
Bear Lake Eagle. Mark Lane Express. 
Capitol City Dem. Michigan University News Letter. 
Christian Herald. Mining - Magazine. 
Christian Science Journal. National Farmer and Stock Grower. 
Christian Science Sentinel. New Voice. 
Church Helper. New York Meteorology. 
Congressional Record. New York Produce Review. 
Chicago Daily Drovers’ Journal. New York Weekly Witness. 
Civic News. New Zeeland Dairyman. 
Detroit Farm and Live Stock Journal. Official Gazette, U. S. Patent Office. 
Deutsch American Farmer. Orange Judd Farmer. 
Electrical Trade. Oregon Agriculturist. 
Farm and Fireside. Petoskey Independent, Democrat. 
Farm and Home. Pinckney Dispatch. 
Farm, Field and Fireside. Practical Farmer. 
Farm Home. Publicity Magazine. 
Farmers’ Advocate. Republic. 
Farmers’ Guide. + Rural Advocate. , 
Farmers’ Tribune. Saginaw Evening News. 
Farmers’ Voice. Salt Lake Herald. d 
Farming World. State Republican (daily). 
Farm News. Stockbridge Brief. 
Florist’s Exchange. Sugar Beet Culturist. 
Fruit Growers’ Journal. Sugar Beet. 
Fruit Grower. Traverse Bay Eagle. 
Farm and Floral World. Wallace Farmer. 
Gas Engine. Western Swine Breeder. 
Gleanings in Bee Culture. Western Society of Engineers, Journal. 
Good Health. Williamston Enterprise. 
Grand Ledge Independent. Woman’s Home Companion. 
Gleaner. Ypsilantian, 

The M. A. C. Record exchanges are placed in the reading room, and in 
exchange for our catalogue, the Library receives the year books, catalogues 
or registers from all the leading institutions of the country. We also re- 
ceive the bulletins of the various state experiment stations, and of the U. 
5. Department of Agriculture. 
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During the year fines to the amount of $36.23 have been collected. The 
library hours remain unchanged. 

To the library of the experiment station, 87 books have been added, 10 
of which were purchased, 17 were presented, and 60 from the bindery. This 
library now numbers 2,192 volumes. The college library contains 23,630 
volumes; total in both libraries, 25,822 volumes. 

The work in the library has gone on about as usual. The assistant, Miss 
Balbach, has been untiring in her efforts to further the interests of the 
library. We take pleasure in commending her, and regret that she finds 
it necessary to sever her connection with the college. We wish for her all 
possible success in whatever work she may engage. 

Respectfully submitted, 
LINDA E. LANDON, 

librarian. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENT. 

President J. L. Snyder, Michigan Agricultural College: 
Sir—I have the honor to submit the following: The oustide work in 

this department closed June 9th, 1905. During the Spring term the weather 
has been such that the work has been very much retarded. 

Captain Francis E. Lacy, Jr., U. S. Army, inspected the department, 
May 22, 1905. These inspections are entirely too early so far as this col- 
lege is concerned to make a proper showing. On this occasion the men 
did fairly well, much better than I expected to see when it is taken into 
consideration how little practice they had during the term, yet they did 
not come up to my ideas of what a Battalion of College Cadets should be. 

I desire to call your attention to the fact that in my opinion the hour 
for Military instruction is too late in the day. Students who have been 

-at their studies or in the shops all day, when they report for drill are tired 
and worn out, and do not feel much like drilling for an hour. Cadet Offi- 

*cers have informed me that they believe if the instruction was held at an 
earlier hour there would be much more interest taken in the drill. The 
present hour is especially bad in the Fall. The Companies have to enter 
the Armory too early on account of darkness while there is fine weather 
on the outside, in consequence each company has but one hour during 
the week for this instruction. 

General Orders No. 57, dated War Department, April 7, 1905, amending 
G. O. No. 65, series of 1904, with reference to Colleges of this class is a change 
that has been much desired. As it was heretofore it was impossible to carry 
out the War Department orders, as it covered so much and there was not 
sufficient time to do it. As it is at present the orders require but three 
hours per week, two-thirds of which at least must be practical. This is a 
much better arrangement both for the Faculty and the Commandant. 

The burning of Well’s Hall during the past year was disastrous to the 
Military Department, forty-seven men lost their uniforms, and it was con- 
sidered to be a hardship to require these men to purchase new uniforms 

9 
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immediately, so they were transferred to the Hospital and Signal Corps 
temporarily. This instruction is just as important as any other. Those 
that return in the Fall will be required to furnish themselves with uniforms. 

In the fire referred to there were two officers’ swords lost, also four rifles 
and equipments. 

During the period I purchased six officers’ swords, two to replace those 
that were lost, and four for the company that was organized last winter. 
I also purchased for the Hospital Corps, five Hospital Corps Pouches, these 
containing everything that is necessary for “First Aid to the Injured.” 
The War Department Instructor was very complimentary in observing 
the work of this Corps. 

I also purchased some new instruments for the band, which leaves this 
organization very well equipped, but there will be other instruments that 
will be required in the near future. 

Fifty new rifles and equipments were received from the Ord. Dept., 
U.S. A., during the term. They so far have not been opened, but are sealed 
and stored in the Armory. They may not be required in the immediate 
future, but it is well to have a surplus on hand, for they are liable to be 
required at any time. The Battalion has been fortunate in having a fine 
lot of young men for officers; they all have taken a great deal of interest 
in the work. I wish to thank them for the assistance they have given me. 

Very respectfully, 
W. H. KELL, Major U. S. Army, 

Professor of Military Science and Tactics. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS. 

To the President: 
Sir—I have the honor to present the following report of the Department 

of Physical Culture and Athletics for the year 1904-1905. 
The general plan of the work of the department has been very similar 

to that outlined in my last report. The only change of note has been that 
the amount of indoor work was largely increased during the winter months 
and the interest taken in it much greater than during the previous year. 
Instruction was offered in Indian clubs, dumb-bells, bar-bells, free arm 
work, apparatus, tumbling, wrestling and the several indoor games such 
as hand-ball and basket ball. The work proved popular and was very 
largely attended although entirely optional on the part of the students. 
Several exhibitions were given by the young men during the winter, under 
the supervision of the department, all of which were successful. 

The indoor work was greatly aided by the addition, at the beginning 
of the winter term, of considerable apparatus to the gymnasium equipment. 

The usual amount of out door work was carried on during the fall and 
spring and the following athletic teams were regularly organized and main- 
tained: Football, baseball, track, tennis, basket ball, relay, indoor, and 
tumbling. All of these were successful both in the spirit and good will 
shown in the work as well as in the victories won. The football team won 
nine out of ten games; the baseball team won twelve and lost four, the 
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basketball team won a majority of its games; the tumbling team won the 
state college championship, as did the indoor team; the track team was 
unusually successful, winning all of its contests, of which those especially 
worthy of mention were the victories from the ‘University of Notre Dame 
and Armour Institute of Chicago. The track team also won the state inter- 
collegiate championship, scoring again, as last year, more points than the 
five other state colleges combined. The relay team, not only won the state 
inter-collegiate championship, but in the race for that honor broke the state 
relay record which had stood for seventeen years. 

The athletic field has been materially improved during the year. The 
entire field has been tile drained, the track resurfaced and a cement and 
sand stone curb added, while the seating capacity of the field has been 
largely increased by the addition of a new block of bleacher seats. The 
most important work done, however, in connection with the field has been 
the making of a survey and plat so that all improvements made ouiee 
the year and outlined for the future will be permanent. 

On June 3d and 4th the Michigan State Inter-collegiate Field Meet was 
held on the field, under the management of the department. It was un- 
usually successful and proved an excellent thing for the college as it attracted 
some three or four thousand visitors to the college grounds during the two 
days. 

4 Respectfully submitted, 
C. L. BREWER, 

Director of Athletics. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1095. 

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF SPECIAL COURSES. 

To the President: 
The numbers in attendance at the special courses given in the winter 

of 1904-5 were as follows: 
Creamery aya iconic sea: PMSA 8 As Aare to Sere ei 49 
ORS COC Rm ise nla hia aU eae ode ty oes AEE Bete AV 2 Pe a 80 
WNees ee ety eee A OR Re al SiGe pee be ee eae 26 
OSU eee BY laa Pa) RA Sele REE NS RENE 7 

EPC Gate eh ctr ake eves oy ind 2) Ad Tea eo 162 

The courses are all eight weeks long except the cheese course, which 
followed the others and was but four weeks long. 

The work in the creamery course did not differ from that of the previous 
year except that the attendance was restricted to men who had had a year’s 
experience in a creamery and, as a consequence, less emphasis was placed 
upon the work in the practical butter room and more upon bacteriology 
and kindred studies which supplemented or explained the methods used 
in the butter room. The intelligence of the class was of a high order and 
their energy and hunger for knowledge, exceedingly satisfactory. The 
college has certainly done a great deal of good to the dairy interests of the 
state by thus training a lot of intelligent and energetic men to manage 
her factories. 
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At the completion of the special course in live stock husbandry a majority 
of the students expressed a desire to continue their connection with the 
college by taking an advanced course next winter in which certain new 
features, including farm mechanics, work at the forge, and at the bench, 
and more extended dairy work, should be prominent, but in which stock 
judging should still form an essential part. Such an advanced course 
should certainly be given to satisfy a demand of which this is but one ex- 
pression. In the course as given there is little opportunity to bring any 
one subject to a definite conclusion. The time given to stock judging is 
as great as the demands of other studies could possibly allow. It could 
not be carried far enough to make experts of the students although it gave 
them a sufficient insight to make them hungry to carry the work farther. 
In stock feeding time allowed but for an elementary consideration of nutri- 
ents, a brief review of the theories of nutrition and the merest statement 
of the composition and values of certain food products. The students 
were prepared to make practical application of what they did learn but 
there was left much of the essentials for a supplementary course. 

Viewing the live stock course as a whole, it cannot fail to appear as one 
of the most promising avenues through which the usefulness of the college 
is to be extended to the state at large. It is my desire, therefore, to put 

- forth every effort for the development of this course which is less technical 
than the others and wider in its promise and scope. We should have an 
attendance of several hundred to this course alone, but here the limitations 
of the equipment are felt. Several distinguished men visited the college 
to address our classes but there was no room large enough to hold. all of 

the students in the special courses, save the chapel, and that was not adapted 
to the purposes of the lecturer. At the regular classes some of the students 
had to be perched upon stools and most of them were seated upon benches 
without arm rests or places for note books. Until larger class rooms and 
more of them are provided it seems an injustice to the public to widely 
advertise the course. 

The fruit course had an attendance of seven. These young men were 
thoroughly interested and enthusiastic but had the energy and money used 
in advertising this course been devoted to advertising the live stock course, 
it would have attracted many more students to the college. 

Hereafter the nymber of students allowed in the cheese course should 
be limited to twenty, since the cheese room cannot accommodate more 
than that number without great inconvenience. 

The college is to be congratulated upon both the numbers of students 
in attendance at the four special courses and upon the interest and enthu- 
siasm displayed. 

Respectfully submitted, 
C.D. SMITH, 

Dean of Special Courses. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE FARM HOME READING 

CIRCLE. 

To the President: 
During the past year the college has exercised about the same influence 

over the farming methods of the state as in years gone by as far as this 
branch of the service is concerned. The work has not been at all satis- 
factory as there is entirely wanting a personal influence. 

For this reason I offer the following somewhat radical suggestion based 
upon the personal experience of the Secretary of the Circle: I recommend 
that an appropriation not to exceed $200.00 be made to the Secretary of 

the Farm Home Reading Circle to pay for postage, paper and mimeograph- 
ing. 

I recommend farther that the Secretary be authorized to edit a systematic 
series of articles on soils, plant life, farm crops, and feeding domestic ani- 
mals. 

I recommend farther that these articles be sent to one paper in each 
county for publication. 

I base these recommendations on the results of an experience during 
the past winter. I solicited the cooperation of certain county papers in 

an investigation of the value of local papers as channels through which 
information could be furnished farmers and their families. I paid the 
postage and all expenses as well. A series of articles was furnished. The 
subject chosen was one supposed to be the driest and most difficult of suc- 

cessful handling. Forty-five papers published the series. Reports coming 

to me indicate that as a result of the work, many thousand readers gained 

a much clearer knowledge of the soil than they had had or than they had 

other opportunity to secure. Unfortunately, comparatively few young 

people answered the questions sent out, and I have no means of knowing 

how exact the knowledge derived from reading the articles really was. In 

view of the success of this preliminary test, I recommend that the matter 

be tried in the Farm Home Reading Circle, in cooperation with selected 
newspapers in each county in the state. 

Respectfully submitted, 
C. D. SMITH, 

Be Secretary of Farm Home Reading Circle. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF STATE INSPECTOR OF NURSERIES AND ORCHARDS. 

Hon. C. J. Monroe, President State Board of Agriculture: 
Sir—The work performed by the state inspector and his deputies has 

been upon a larger scale than in other seasons especially so far as the orchard 

inspection is concerned. Most of the work of inspecting nurseries was, as 

in previous years, done during the months of August, September and Oc- 

tober. A comparatively small amount of nursery stock, however, was 
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examined in November and April in nurseries that made no fall deliveries. 
The nursery stock examined during the year compared well with that 

inspected in other years and as the season was favorable for its growth, 
it was very free from the attack of plant lice and similar insects. The 
San Jose scale was again found on a few trees in the nurseries reported 
last year and the usual steps were taken in the way of destroying the in- 
fested trees and fumigating all others before certificates were granted. It 
was also found in two other nurseries but in both cases the infested trees 
were in small detached blocks away from most of the stock and compara- 
tively few trees were involved. In both of these cases as well as in all other 
in which nursery stock has been found to be infested with the San Jose 
scale, the insects had spread to the nursery stock from neighbéring orchards. 
This emphasizes the importance of separating nursery business and fruit 
growing as far as possible and of not planting blocks of trees in close prox- 
imity to orchards. 

I am glad to report that in all cases the nurseries have cheerfully carried 
out the instructions in the way of destroying infested trees and in the fumi- 
gation of the stock. 

For the most part, the proprietors of nurseries in the state were quite 
prompt in taking out their licenses but the dealers were in some instances 
rather slow in giving the matter attention. About the usual number of 
foreign nurseries took out licenses to cover business done in the state by 
their agents. 

During the year visits have been made to all of the counties in which the 
scale has been reported. New areas infested with the scale have been found 
in Kent county, in Van Buren, Berrien, Oakland and Ionia. In other coun- 
ties where infested orchards have been found in previous years, the areas 
have broadened in most cases. The owners of infested orchards are be- 
coming impressed with the injury that may be caused by this insect and 
in a great majority of cases have taken measures to control it. Although 
every effort has been made through bulletins, letters and horticultural 
gatherings and farmers’ institutes to - show the necessity for thorough treat- 
ment, comparatively few have given the orchards the attention they should 
have ‘received. In some cases ‘the trees should have been carefully pruned 
before the spraying was done and in others examination of the trees showed 
that considerable areas upon the branches had not been touched. The 
imperfect spraying was due to the fact that the wind made it a difficult 
task, while in others the spraying outfits were not adapted to the purpose. 

The remedy that has been relied upon in most cases has been 15 pounds 
of sulphur, 25 pounds of lime and 8 pounds of salt in 50 gallons of water, 
boiled for at least one hour. This has been very effectual, especially upon 
young trees and others with a smooth bark that are not so large but what 
they “could be thoroughly sprayed. The results upon large “apple trees 
have been less satisfactory as the rough bark makes it difficult to reach all 
of the scale and as hand pumps are used in most outfits comparatively 
few of the trees have been thoroughly sprayed. The fuzzy growth upon 
the young twigs of many varieties also serves to protect the scale. It can 
be said, however, that the remedy has been very reliable whenever the 
applications have been thoroughly ‘made and the results have been espe- 
cially good when the applications have been made during the early part of 
April. 

In some cases other remedies have been used. Caustic soda when applied 
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at the rate of from 5 to 8 pounds in 50 gallons of water has shown very 
little effect, but when from 15 to 25 pounds have been used in 50 gallons 
of water, the scales have been very thoroughly eradicated and the beneficial 
results upon the trees have been very noticeable, the rough bark falling 
off and the surface taking on a yellowish-green, glossy appearance. A 
patent preparation known as ‘‘Con-sol” was also tried in some orchards. 
The results in 1904 were not satisfactory but the manufacturers claim that 
the mixture has been strengthened and that it will now give good results. 
It is now too early to speak definitely regarding it. In a few places kero- 
sene, either.in the form of a soap emulsion, or the K-L (Kerosene-Lime) 
mixture has been tested. While less desirable than the sulphur and lime 
mixture for most purposes, a spray prepared of the kerosene makes it de- 
sirable for use upon apple trees both young and old. 

While winter and early spring applications should be relied upon for 
the control of this insect, it often happens that its presence was not noted 
in time, or perhaps owing to a lack of thoroughness or other causes, the 
results were not effectual. Under these conditions it becomes desirable 
to spray the trees during the summer months in order to prevent serious 
injury to the trees and perhaps the loss of the fruit crop. Although it is 
difficult to reach the insects as readily at this time as during the dormant 

period, much good can be done if the treatment can be given soon after 
the broods appear. At this time the use of kerosene emulsion, K-L, or 

other applications that will be effectual against the young scales without 
injuring the trees may be made to advantage. 

The work that was referred to in the report of last vear relating to the 
control of the disease known as “little peach” which has prevailed for a 

number of years in the orchards of western Allegan county and in other 

sections along the Lake shore has been continued in cooperation with the 
Bureau of Plant Industry of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The 
work was in charge of deputy Horace G. Welch. Although representatives 
of the Department of Agriculture have again spent several weeks studying 

the disease in the field and laboratory, they have no additional light re- 
garding the nature of the disease. The orchards in the section where the 
work has been done were examined three times during the season and all 

infested trees removed. As compared with last year, the results have been 

very satisfactory, as the number of trees showing symptoms of the dis- 

ease was only one-fourth that found in 1903. This indicates that there 

is a prospect that the disease can be controlled by the prompt removal 
of infested trees. 

DEPUTIES. 

The deputies reported as in service one year ago still remain on the list 
subject to call except Mr. J. M. Rankin, who resigned August Ist to accept 
an appointment with the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington. 
The greater part of the work of inspecting nurseries was performed by the 
remaining deputies, T. A. Farrand, South Haven; H. G. Welch, Douglas; 
E. W. Allis, Adrian; and R. G. Stahelin, Bridgman. Mr. Farrand and 

Mr. Welch also devoted considerable time to the inspection of orchards 

but the work along this line performed by Messrs. Stahelin and Allis was 
for the most part in their own counties. 
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LEGISLATION. 

In previous reports mention has been made of defects in the state law 
relating to the mspection of orchards and nurseries and at the suggestion 
of the State Horticultural Society and many nurserymen and fruit growers 
of the state, a bill was prepared by myself, and introduced by Senator Crop- 
sey of Kalamazoo County, to correct the imperfections. For the most part 
it merely combined the three laws previously upon the statute books and 
unified the requirements. The principal changes were to make the spraying 
and yellows laws applicable to cities and villages as well as townships, and 
to give the state inspector of nurseries and orchards authority to enforce 
the law so far as orchards are concerned. 

I append a list of the firms licensed to sell nursery stock in Michigan. 
Those first named include such as are engaged in the propagation of trees 
and plants for sale, to which is added the list of dealers in nursery stock, 
and the foreign nurseries that have agents selling stock within the state: 

MICHIGAN NURSERIES LICENSED IN 1904-05. 
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MICHIGAN DEALERS IN NURSERY STOCK, 
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Spauldimp) Nursery andy Orchard) Ooje..i 6 ities esos a obedient. coals se mpAulding,, Ma, 
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Respectfully submitted, 
Ls RAR 

State Inspector of Nurseries and Orchards. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

President J. L. Snyder: 
Sir—I submit herewith the report of the Farmers’ Institutes held in the 

State during the year ending June 30, 1905. 
The series of institutes held during the past year have, for the most part, 

been even more successful than in previous years despite the fact that se- 
vere snow storms seriously interfered with the attendance in a large number 
of counties. It so happened that at the time the weather was most severe 
a considerable portion of the institutes were being held and they were lo- 
cated in counties where the attendance has been very large under favorable 
conditions. Judging from the attendance in other counties, it is probable 
that the number of persons in attendance at each of the institutes held 
during the stormy period was from 500 to 1,200 less than would have been 
recorded as present had the weather been reasonably pleasant. 

The institutes in nearly all of the counties have been unusually good. 
In a few cases sufficient care was not given to the selection of a secretary 
and other officers and it was difficult to perfect the arrangements for the 
meetings. Last year institutes were held. in seventy-three counties and 
in 1904-05 the number of counties in which one or more institutes were 
held was the same. For various reasons no institutes were held in Bay, 
Houghton, Montmorency and Oscoda counties but the organizations have 
been kept up and meetings will probably be arranged for the coming year. 
The following counties organized institute societies and held one or more 
institutes during the season: Dickinson, Delta, Luce and Missaukee. 

The county institute societies have been maintained and have proved of 
great service in arranging and conducting the institutes. All of the local 
arrangements have been cared for by the executive officers. At the present 
time there are county organizations in all of the counties in the Lower 
Peninsula except Roscommon, and there are county societies in nine coun- 
ties of the Upper Peninsula, in eight of which institutes were held during 
the last year. 

Within the year 200 one-day institutes were held. A large number of 
the counties asked for a considerable increase in the number of these meet- 
ings, but in order to bring the expenses within the appropriation, it was 
necessary to reduce the number even below that granted in 1903-04. The 
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attendance at the one-day institutes was relatively larger than last year 
and even with the smaller number of meetings, the total number in attend- 
ance would have been greater had it not been kept down by severe storms 
which made it impossible for the people from a distance to reach the halls 
where the meetings were held. 

Owing to the fact that the time of the members of the faculty of the 
Agricultural College and the staff of the Experiment Station is very fully 
occupied and that they are only able to devote at most, one or two weeks 
to attendance upon farmers’ institutes, it has, as in previous years, been 
found necessary to secure a large number of outside speakers. Of these 
a very large proportion had been upon the force of institute workers for 
several years. Two speakers were secured from other states, namely, W. 
W. Farnsworth, of Waterville, Ohio, President of the Ohio State Horti- 
cultural Society, and D. Ward King, Maitland, Missouri, the Good Roads 
expert of the Missouri State Board of Agriculture and well-known as the 
inventor and advocate of the King road drag. As a partial recompense 
for the time devoted to the making of arrangements for the county insti- 
tutes, quite a number of the secretaries of county institute societies were 
utilized as speakers at the meetings in other counties. 

The appropriation for the holding of farmers’ institutes would have been 
far from sufficient to defray the expense had it not been for the active and 
efficient cooperation of a large number of persons who in several cases de- 
voted three or four weeks of their time without pay to attending the meet- 
ings. Especial credit is due as follows: From the Department of Public 
Instruction, Hon. P. H. Kelley, Superintendent, Professor W. H. French, 
Deputy Superintendent and Professor A. Hamlin Smith, Chief Clerk; from 
the Central Normal School, Principal C. T. Grawn, Professors F. L. Keeler 
and Larzelere; from the Western Normal School, Principal D. B. Waldo 
and Professor Ernest Burnham; from the State Forestry Commission, 
President Chas. W. Garfield and Professor Filibert Roth, State Forester; 
from the State Highway Commission, Hon. H. 8. Earle, State Highway 
Commissioner and Frank IF. Rogers, Deputy Commissioner; from the State 
Dairy and Food Commission, Colon C. Lillie, Deputy Commissioner; Pro- 
fessor R. D. Bailey of Gaylord; Professor H. C. Lott, of Elk Rapids; Pro- 
fessor Clarence E. Holmes, of the State School for the Blind; Hon. D. E. 
McClure, Lansing; and Professor Delos Fall, of Albion College. 

Much of the interest and value of the two-day institutes and to some 
extent of the one-day was due to the many valuable papers presented by 
local speakers and to the discussions that followed. 

THE ROUND-UP INSTITUTE. 

The Annual Round-up Institute was held at Battle Creek upon the invi- 
tation of the Calhoun County Farmers’ Institute Society and the Battle 
Creek Business Men’s Association. The attendance was good from -all 
parts of the state and especially from the neighboring counties, while the 
local attendance was the largest for some years. A conference of the insti- 
tute lecturers and county secretaries was held on Monday evening, Feb- 
ruary 27 and on Tuesday morning and afternoon. Reports were received 
from the work of the past year and plans for the future were discussed. 
Several of the lecturers and secretaries who have had a number of years’ 
experience in institute work, gave short talk upon such topies as adver- 
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tising the institutes, securing members, getting up the program, the women’s 
section, interesting the young people, the ideal institute lecturer, ete. 
Among the topics discussed at the institute proper were, Poultry, Farm 

Crops, Potato Culture, Beans, Corn and Its Improvement, Alfalfa, Legumes 
and Soil Inoculation, Good Roads, Forestry, Insects and Diseases Injurious 
to Plants, the Selection and Feeding of Steers, Sheep and Hog Raising, 
Dairying, the Silo, Fruit Growing, Agriculture in the Public Schools, Rural 
Schools and Their Improvement. 

The faculty of the Agricultural College took a prominent part in the 
program and the assistance rendered by the Department of Public Instruc- 
tion, Western Normal School, Forestry Commission and the Good Roads 
Commission aided materially in the success of the meeting. Quite a num- 
ber of the regular institute lecturers filled prominent places upon the pro- 
gram in an acceptable manner. Several speakers from other states were 
also secured. Among them were Prof. Herbert W. Mumford, of the Uni- 
versity of Illinois, Prof. A. G. McCall, Ohio State University, Prof. S. H. 
Fulton, of the U. 8. Department of Agriculture, Prof. O. J. Kern, County 
Superintendent of Schools, Rockford, Tires and D. Ward King, the High- 
way Expert of Missouri State Board of Agriculture. The addresses of all 
of these gentlemen were well received and brought out warm discussions. 

On Thursday evening the speakers, delegates and visitors were the guests 
of the Battle Creek Sanitarium at a banquet and the evening program was 
given in the large gymnasium at the Sanitarium. This was the largest 
session held, fully one thousand being present. 

Much of the success of the Institute was due to the work of the officers 
of the Calhoun County Farmers’ Institute Society and of the Battle Creek 
Business Men’s Association in arranging for and thoroughly advertising the 
meeting. Especial praise should be given to the officers of these associa- 
tions and the chairman of the various committees having the arrangements 
in charge. Miss Clara EK. McDermid acted as chairman of the Women’s 
Congress which met in the Baptist Church on Wednesday and Thursday 
afternoons. The attendance and interest was good upon both occasions. 

The committee on resolutions, in addition to the usual thanks to all con- 
cerned in promoting the success of the institute, made several recommen- 
dations, all of which were unanimously adopted; among them were the 
following: 

The holding of the Round-up Institute at the Agricultural College at 
least each alternate year; the extension of all lines of agricultural instrue- 
tion such as farmers’ institutes, correspondence courses, reading circles, 
and study clubs, or other methods for rural improvement, and recommend 
that all such college extension work be organized under one management; 
commending Governor Warner’s efforts in fostering the dairy interests of 
the state; favoring National, State and local cooperation in public wagon 
road building and - improvement; urging the establishment by the National 
Government of a parcel post system. and the further extension of the rural 
mail delivery service; favoring an appropriation for the erection on the 
Agricultural College erounds of an auditorium sufficiently large and com- 
plete to serve for college commencement and other public meetings. 
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PROSPECTS FOR THE COMING YEAR. 

Plans are already under way for the institutes to be held in 1905-06 and, 
from the correspondence with the officers of the local societies, it is evident 
that the interest in farmers’ institutes is on the increase. This is shown 
particularly in the calls for one-day institutes. The appropriation last year, 
$7,500.00, made it impossible even then to hold all of the institutes that 
were asked for. At the present time, requests have been received for at 
least fifty per cent more meetings than were held in 1904-05, and many 
counties would have asked for a larger number had they not already reached 
the limit set in previous years. The increase in the number of requests 
comes not only from the counties that have held one-day institutes in pre- 
vious years but a dozen or more counties that have never held one-day 
institutes are asking for from two to six each. As the holding of an in- 
creased number of institutes in each of the counties will merely add to the 
cost for the per diem of the speakers with little or no increase for traveling 
or board bills, it being the rule that the speakers at one-day institutes shall 
be entertained while within the county, it will be possible to hold fifty per 
cent more one-day institutes than last year without adding more than 
twenty-five per cent to the expense. In view of the increased interest and 
calls for one-day institutes, I would suggest that provision should be made 
to hold not less than three hundred such meetings during the coming year. 

oa take 
Superintendent of Farmers’ Institutes. 

Agricultural College, Michigan, June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF MICHIGAN WEATHER SERVICE FOR THE YEAR 

ENDING JUNE 30, 1905. 

The work of the Michigan Weather Service during the past fiscal year 
has been carried forward on lines similar to those of preceding years. 

Mr. C. F. Schneider, Section Director, U. S. Weather Bureau, has con- 
tinued in charge and the location of the headquarters of the Service has 
remained at Grand Rapids. 

The Service has in operation a total number of 121 voluntary observers’ 
stations. In addition there are eight regular Weather Bureau Stations in 
the state, which makes a total of 129 places at which meteorological records 
are made. As a whole, the reports of the voluntary observers have been 
very satisfactory, but in spite of our utmost efforts the personnel is con- 
stantly changing. It should be remembered that the observations are taken 
entirely without remuneration. During the past year great efforts have 
been made to overcome this defect by enlisting the cooperation of the mu- 
nicipal authorities and having them in turn make it a part of the duties 
of some municipal employee to take the necessary daily observations, which 
requires not more than ten minutes at the most to make and record. Our 
policy has been not to disturb any voluntary observer who is doing good 
work. A large number of stations in the southern part of the state have 
been re-established during the past year at Water Works Pumping Plants 
through the cooperation of the municipal authorities. We find this an 
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admirable scheme for many reasons, principally because the location of a 
City Water Works Pumping Plant usually affords an ideal location for the 
exposure of the thermometers and rain gauge and secondly, because there 
is always someone on duty at such a station day and night throughout the 
year whose time will permit of a short diversion lengthy enough to make 
an observation carefully and promptly. Finally, by making a business 
arrangement with the municipal authorities my office is reasonably assured 
that the work will be carried forward properly and, additionally, the ser- 
vices of the men thus secured are always intelligent.. From the stand- 
point of the municipal authorities the arrangement has its advantages, 
because it secures for their city a meteorological record from reliable and 
accurate instruments and the work is carried on under the competent super- 
vision of the U. S. Weather Bureau, making it comparable and homogene- 
ous with all other work of this kind in the U. 8. The record to the mu- 
nicipality is very valuable.in many ways and supplies information for cur- 
rent and reference use that is coming into demand more and more every 
day. In fact, the meteorological records now being accumulated are being 
used in so many ways that there is hardly any branch of modern business 
that does not consult them at one time or another. 

Recently the U. S. Weather Bureau officially changed the designation 
of these stations from ‘Voluntary Observers Stations” to ‘‘Cooperative 
Observers Stations,” thinking that the term was more comprehensive. 

In the distribution of forecasts and special warnings we have made a 
decided advance, owing to the wide and general increase of farmers’ tele- 
phones. We now have an arrangement with the principal Telephone Com- 
panies of the state whereby our forecasts are distributed, without cost, 
to nearly all of their various exchanges before 11:00 a. m., each morning. 
By advertisement in their directories and otherwise their telephone sub- 
scribers are advised that by calling up ‘‘Central” any time after 11:00 a. m. 
they can secure the weather forecasts for ‘tonight and tomorrow.” At 
present over 43,000 telephone patrons are thus supplied with forecasts and 
I hope to be able to perfect arrangements during the coming year whereby 
every farmer who has a telephone will be able to secure the weather fore- 
casts by simply calling up his “Central.” 

The Weekly Climate and Crop Bulletin has been published during the 
planting, growing and harvesting seasons as in the past and continues to 
meet with the favor of the public generally. We have a weekly mailing 
list of about 1,300 of these bulletins, which is greatly extended and ampli- 
fied by the metropolitan newspapers and a large number of the smaller 
weekly and semi-weekly newspapers. We consider the information very 
reliable. It is obtained from a corps of about seven hundred correspond- 
ents who report weekly to this office. Their reports are mailed so as to 
reach the Grand Rapids office by Monday noon and the Bulletin is issued 
to the public Tuesday noon. 

The monthly and annual publications contain statistical meteorological 
data, reported by voluntary observers and regular Weather Bureau Stations 
and have been published in the same style and form as in previous years. 
The data is all displayed in detail and tabulated homogeneously with re- 
ports published in the other states in the Union, so that it can be readily 
compared with any other report issued in any other state. These monthly 
and annual reports are very widely sought for. 

C. F. SCHNEIDER, 
Director. 
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EXPERIMENT STATION. 

REPORT OF SECRETARY AND TREASURER. 

The following account shows the receipts and expenditures of the Experiment Station 
for the year ending June 30, 1905. 

Dr. Cr, 
duly. 1, 1904—Torbalance on hand... 2. .23.0.....22-0.2-% $3,881 87 
July 9, 1904 received: trom” Us Ss glreasuny..a.. 1-6 ae © = 3,750 00 
Oct. 6, 1904 received tromiU., Ss lreasUry...-6 «015. 3,750 00 
Jan. 4,1905 received from U. S. Treasury............. 3,750 00 
April 10, 1905 received from U. S. Treasury............. 3,750 00 
June 30, 1905 license fees’on 124 brands commercial fer- 

TUTZETS ee cteret crete: siete no Sapavs earls follage syane ven eves 2,480 00 
MiIScCeHANeOUus FECEIPtS./<. =. «so aie shoes 3 298 80 
PATI TECEOES 0.575, cy geics choy sTeieue have, a siayonetohe ele 1,718 51 
from State appropriation, So. Haven........ 1,000 00 
from State appropriation for U. P. Experi- 
MET GMO tATLONE cin aricleon cian ctor ele Saas ce 2,500 00 

U. P. Experiment Station, receipts.......... 216 40 
South Haven Experiment Station receipts. . . 624 91 

June 30, 1905—By disbursements as per vouchers filed in the 
office of the State Auditor General........ 0 .......... $26,461 22 

June 30, 1905 plane cour Hamer. Naciarcre aa teks cleicw 3/cue Sie sca, sete sy oven never 1,259 27 

$27,720 49 $27,720 49 

Forty-two thousand copies of each regular station bulletin are now issued, and the 
demand is increasing as tarmers learn of their value. Several press bulletins have been 
issued and special information in bulletin form has been sent out by the station. 

DISBURSEMENTS ON ACCOUNT OF U. S. APPROPRIATION. 

Salaries: 
Director and administrative officers, No. employed 7....... $2,262 95 
Scientific; stall, No. employed: 7......-.5-..2.0..0ec0e8 2,999 80 
Assistants to scientific staff, No. employed 5............-. 1,021 03 

tO, ose a 

Labor: 
Monthly employes, 2; average rate, $45.00............. $1,080 00 
Monthly, weekly, daily and hourly employes........... 2,349 77 

- ——_—— 3,429 77 

Publications: 
Ebatnetones. mating list t@bGe jascecs. ss <<.» dS sckolelenstenars $191 50 

—————_———- 191 50 

(Ohunateyal diary nen lis Wee ty as ch Aes eae Ieee enon creo 2c ae oraioh ine aeera eee $9,905 05 
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BYOUCUE TOPWATE ..W4.ihy- wiser tye Cacieeh aids fe Rede cinaiccase 5 eR oy $9,905 05 

Chemicals: 
ChanHcal SUPPHES:.....1 b/s as dog eis the adsl Neen Cs PREC. mes get 190 90 

Seeds, plants and sundry supplies: 
PRETURA CUTS Se pays ey am, eee DEES a Ried bia e eeeee $146 53 
PEREGO DTC Bese. 2' 5,522 os Ate Pees a2 alee bane alee 56 35 
ECON a ae ps Ficceyt nie SRE as ce ae 16 25 
MbInpC ANE OUBG. J.)- 6 <8 b.IN cs Peg A ght Se ah wn eae 364 96 

SS 584 09 
Tools, implements and machinery: 

Resa ee 2 oe cr ela on eth cn eayitetih ets toe ME AGE $93 51 
BTEITAIUROUIASES «nip nie eae, tN Eta ein omits oes Nae 107 60 

SS 201 11 
Furniture and fixtures: 

DTTC AE memes AN a te, cen Nao ods Te via ae BG Bea oe hn: $30 68 
SRIRAM? Spt ed tle ii i oS cnt sh eo lens toe. Site 6, wot alee 63 80 
ROME UTIE WRLEGE! fh lt Meee air Sl cfu Sot eBid ed ona ulate om te 90 00 
SSS EEE UMAR ELIDER 2h IN. acs cv ues <2 x oie oeran hes ak eccoe Win Sogo 25 41 

SSS 209 89 

Scientific apparatus: 
ins VARISS’ SAICTOSCOPE? 2 3hp5 Hibs ols sien ae soya s <n atte Be agen $368 98 
SUUNEREREDY | BUGIS So 72 fh tien) Pen spnc/Otedehenve tins c Neen chol set hatee aed 589 81 

—_—_——_——_ 958 79 
Live stock: 

REPRE ae Cane ncn wl at Soir R cherie © mete athe atone ts ee ME $961 75 
RVC EL rsh NG to cll cded (ci Ochs oles whee Mapai aioe eae: Mela 221 39 
SICLTIER septs hh Risen hat HRC gy IEE, SOP Chews BOs oe Teeth 15 70 

1,198 84 
Traveling expenses: 

In supervision of station work..................00006- $99 84 
For other purposes connected with station work........ 111 98 

————- 211 82 

PCIE BANG MEDEIES (2. o's fs coish Masia ee hE ae detest eh ade dhol de cetmmnhs o7 eae 227 
ESTAS TANG -SUALIOBETY © <flo 2 !s pres F wiel ible main valet Seared ue slat] sik Sh As parcel arate 583 38 
rePPHIRSAG \OXPTORS 9 2.40. 2 04 eke. fe -fale ble ae ee ole a pba rd Rio ae Pn fabs ehlars 201 44 
RAEN AMR PARSTILTS 5. 2c ates g(a SSE eae tet thE credo ean hc Bhd eSB eRe eke ek 332 22 
RO Nr ea an eRe Eig Ee ei Ieode enacts ee inde SRA i eee 303 48 
Pepoatee eps cid’ WAbEE. nA Ke i ak tee cin slag OBS Wclg Uw aie Sh eaepeees osu eens 96 24 

(0 iC a ae Se Seid hak nok ae Ee, Ee oe TMC Cece cae si $15,000 00 

DISBURSEMENTS OF EXPERIMENT STATION—MONEYS OTHER THAN RECEIVED FROM UNITED 

STATES TREASURER. 

BS ELSA OR RM eas ers A Ed on RE at RS FA ANay te Nd opty ny ales $3,176 21 
TLyP]SYore ge ec bet ER Ren TCR xeon ic arene in ne RE tea 5,339 73 
CIA e HONG AbALIONELY:: «214, pole fen iene ate vin ol eee 113 05 
Mueiptit wind empress: 6.0.00 foe outer ae slen « ae OY eee 163 33 
Prt MPG Ny WOLEE soo = as is wa a Beate me dente el she ade eae eis 93 97 
OPER AVIP)MLOR. 2. cc tase te cheue, chm re i, eaoy Bie ce, RUE -cy aes 2 rt Gan 48 30 
Recds slants and sundry SuUpphes 60.0% .o-h. ees lie oes 1,219 35 
Loteye it Ty dey igs Pe ie eR Se ie ke Oth ec er. Re RoR ecR Goats ny SECs 98 20 
RNOTEMB grok: tei -Uer4 i bsuece ahs ee eben vie Byer osiiele + ope at ale 52 05 
Hools, implements and machinery. :.. <4 51s 66's. pens sus em 163 31 
Scientific apparatus.............. Beira ebe ices tots Shae eee cae ene 101 49 
aren EAR AE PERERA URNS es gr 5s 14. ven nd chisel os ee wil Wire lenwierpert ye kee sue 111 14 
SRA VEU OT OX PCUBES: ae ws tylcrsn rte lds eee ere Sect catre Oe atau eets 300 45 
BiReaVETOe ALUN G8. 0 yim ion, 3 4 ke pie Ee eee ee &.0m, eka 480 64 

: $11,461 22 
TBS Dl he Te CMe(a) alt oF: 100s CRM ret ERE erect re rie 8 en par Lae edn PES itn Sur. Ait 1,259 27 

fo): pean et EE ort eters opty Ae EAE reset eros cura © Ae $12,720 49 
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR AND AGRICULTURIST. 

To the President: 
There have been issued during the year ending June 30, 1905, the fol- 

lowing bulletins: 

l 
No. Title. Author. | Department. Pages. 

ete = } —— — = — 

Dene Rerowizer Bulletins sei. wx levelee shese cersss 96 We Wiel ERODISOM st.) wei. oe « | Chemical.....-. 23 
218 | Some Essential Changes Brought About | ‘ ; 

in the Soil by Micro-organisms. . Se Hud wardsemtaeeias a2 | Bacteriological... 7 
219 | Soil Moisture, its Importance and Manage- | | 

TOT Ae sis e sictare crea che cllouc en si ecopaiheliobeeusl sce Us HNs, USS Ape Odin om EOE eoebneleoage eee al 10 
220 | Dried Beet Pulp and Dried Molasses | 

Beet Pulp for Fattening Sheep.........| R. S. Shaw............. 1 RSM erne eeeesteg eas 10 
221 | Care and Handling of Milk............ C. E. Marshall, W. R. | 

Wright, John Michels... | Bacteriological... | 
222 | The Codling Moth, in Michigan.......... RE Pettit. la as Entomological....| 
223 | Swine Equipment and Feeding. Fac Seheiere| |) CEUs ID EDIW). veo: fe evecare | Live Stock......| 
224 | Influence of Nodules on the Roots upon 

the Composition of Soy Beans and Cow- } 
DODGE LID Rome Pye tiation Meee el ie Se CG: D. Smith and F. W. | 

EVODISOM erect ote ro rege arate rorey | betes 
Dia mA Lara Oe MIT CHTS ATI. chavs o tolleds excited ote as one are CAD a Smitha: seers aries cen cme venereal 
226 | Review of Special Bulletins... Sop ncos|| CheIDs Sint nei eng, Gall Wbhaols oa sok b | oo] 
227 | Legumes Other than TAIPEI pe a FiCkoD2sSimithioee ccm ae (Deore earoyie Ss | 

Special Bulletins: 

30 |Report of the South Haven Sub-station. . ee Ac. BATT aT ine. oie ote eel sr cilcysacheke Cha erate eae aeomede 
31 |Report of the Upper Peninsula Sub-stationt |: Iu: Mo Geismar...) o220 ileus ae temeen ee 
32 |Investigations in Animal Nutrition...... i. W., Robison... s6 4 4|) Chemically 7.72 oe: 

| 

It is pleasant to report that there have been few changes in the station 
staff during the year. Prof. B. O. Longyear resigned as botanist of the 
station in midsummer 1904, to undertake similar work in Colorado. Mr. 
Longyear brought to the work of the station a mind well equipped with a 
knowledge of systematic botany and histology and a thorough training in 
station methods. He had the investigation well in hand when he was 
called to a better position in Colorado. Mr. Longyear was associated with 
this college and station for a great many years. He has performed the 
work which fell to his department with precision, accuracy and enthusiasm. 
His study of edible fungi was especially conspicuous not alone for its im- 
mediate practical value but for the addition it has given to our knowledge 
of this interesting class of plants. 

Prof. Floyd W. Robison resigned as chemist of the station in April, 1905, 
to become state analyst and chemist of the State Dairy and Food Com- 
mission. I wish to record here our appreciation of the ability and enthusi- 
asm of Professor Robison. He came to us from the noted Columbus Lab- 
oratory of Chicago in which he had done most excellent service for several 
years since his graduation. His work at this station was characterized 
by originality and initiative as well as by accuracy and faithfulness in exe- 
cution. While his connection with the Dairy and Food Commission will 
assure the state that it is not to lose his services, his departure from the 
college will be a distinct loss to this institution. 

As his successor, Andrew J. Patten of the Geneva, N. Y. Station has 
been selected. 
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The report of the Superintendent of the Upper Peninsula Experiment 
Station shows that while good work has been done in demonstrating the 
adaptability of certain cereals to Upper Peninsula conditions, still the small 
area of cleared land limits not only the number of experiments which can 
be undertaken but their efficiency as well. It is demonstrated annually 
that until the cleared area shall be increased to at least 60 acres no definite 
experiments of permanent value on cultural methods can be undertaken. 
I am glad to report that at the close of the year the state legislature has 
appropriated the sum of $9,000 to add to the equipment of the station and 
to clear-and drain more land. The present plans include the proposition 
to cut off the timber from the next forty west of the present cleared area 
and to put in necessary drains, to add live stock and live stock experiments 
to the present equipment and to enlarge the present barn and house room. 
No conspicuous results are to be recorded for the work of last season. The 
practice of planting potatoes in the fall still continues with unvarying good 
success. All root crops do well in the central section of the Upper Pen- 
insula and fall wheat is to be reeommended in every respect save that the 
harvests come at a season of the year when wet weather is certain. Oats 
succeed most admirably giving a good yield of grain with stiff straw. The 
early varieties only are to be recommended since rust is always present. 
As a grain crop for feeding swine or'even for horse feeding, barley is used 
wherever corn finds a place in the ration of the live stock of the farmer of 
southern Michigan. 

As to the garden vegetables the broad statement may be truthfully made 
that all of them that are successfully grown in the central part of the south- 
ern peninsula succeed at Chatham with the exception of sweet corn and 
tomatoes, which do not mature in this latitude, far enough to warrant at- 
tempts at their growth. The orchards, although growing thriftily, are 
threatened by the annual excessive snowfall which, on the level, amounts 
to at least four feet at some season of the winter. This snow drifts in the 
orchards breaking down the limbs from the trees which must be headed 
low to prevent injury to the south side of the trunks by the bright sunshine 
on the crust of the midwinter snow. Of the apple trees seven varieties 
have borne fruit the past year, all Russians. There is a good promise of 
successful apple culture in central northern Michigan to supply the imme- 
diate needs of the markets during the fall. The winter sorts will necessarily 
be imported from some more favored section. The cherries are not doing 
well. It was assumed that sour cherries would be a certain crop but a 
disease of unknown origin and unknown character has seized upon the 
roots and the base of the trunk of many of the cherry trees and their lives 

even are threatened. Plums have also suffered from diseases peculiar to 

that northern climate. The present experiments do not indicate that these 
two sorts of stone fruits are to play an important part in the fruit supply 
of the upper peninsula. Late sour cherries are produced in some consider- 
able quantity about Marquette and it is hoped to secure trees that will 
withstand the rigors of the winter and will live to produce paying crops 
for many years. 

The strawberry has succeeded at the station against all sorts of adverse 
conditions. Late frosts have caught them while in bloom and later when 
the fruit is fully formed, yet the yields have been surprisingly large. The 

aim is to secure late varieties which shall come into the market after the 
supplies from southern Michigan have been exhausted. 
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The trees at the South Haven Sub-station are now in full bearing and 
are teaching the lessons to be drawn from the battles of the varieties. In 
peaches the station has definitely pointed out the leading varieties which 
can be planted with certainty, to furnish a succession of fruit throughout 
the possible season. There are also extensive plantings of cherries, plums, 
and small fruits. The narrow boundaries of the area controlled by the 
station prevents more extended trials. The work already accomplished 
fits so admirably into the needs and present condition of the orchards in 
the fruit belt that no change in method or policy is recommended. 

At the home station the work on the plots has been devoted largely to 
a study of the lessons taught by legumes. There have been investigations 
with sugar beets, with wheat, and with ‘the cereals generally, but the em- 
phasis has been laid upon legumes. Chief among these legumes has been, 
of course, alfalfa. Bulletin 225 attached to this report gives the results 
of the work. Alfalfa has been a treacherous crop rather more full of prom- 
ise than of performance. It is not yet out of the experimental stage. It 
has been tried from Lake Superior to the Ohio line. In less than half of 
the cases has it succeeded, even for a single year. Cultural methods are 
being investigated and a true value determined for inoculation. Among 
the other prominent legumes studied were soy beans, cow peas and vetches. 
Part of the work with these important plants has been reported in bulletin 
227. It is not at all probable that either soy beans or cow peas will ever 
become as prominent a field crop as clover or even as alfalfa, but, it is prob- 
able that they will find an extended use as green manures. The station 
has practically demonstrated that the amount of nitrogen to be furnished 
by one of these crops is dependent upon the number and vigor of the nod- 
ules on the roots. 

As to vetches, the work to date has shown that it is a dangerous plant 
to introduce in fertile fields but that it will furnish a large amount of nitro- 
gen when the roots are inoculated. 

The work with sugar beets has been mainly directed toward the supply 
of better seed to the factories. At the harvest of 1902 certain mother beets 
were selected, first by their form and next, by the polariscope. Those that 
tested high in sugar are set out, in 1903, and from them seed was harvested. 
This seed was sown in 1904 and the resulting beets tested. It was found 
that the great majority of the mother beets did not produce seed which 
would in turn grow beets as rich as the mothers themselves. Naturally 
no mother beets were saved form the plots in which the average test was 
not as great or greater than the test of the mother beet which produced the 
seed. In a few cases the beets were fairly uniform in sugar content and 
the per cent was as high or higher than that of the mother beets. From 
these plots the mother beets were selected in the fall of 1904, for setting 
out in 1905. 

In the meantime, the United States Department of Agriculture, donated 
to the station selected seed of several varieties for use in this work. These 
varieties were sown in the spring of 1904. In the fall of that year the plots 
were so harvested as to place all of the roots of a given variety side by side 
with the tops on. By making the first selection according to the type of 
root most prevalent on the plot it was found that the tops of these selected 
roots were quite similar and the form of top thus pointed out was taken 
as the type of the top for that variety. Practically all of the beets of typ- 
ical form were pitted. In the spring of 1905 the pits were opened and the 
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roots subjected first to a test in a solution of common salt, generally a ten 
per cent solution. All the beets that floated in this solution were rejected. 
Those that sank were tested by boring a half-inch hole diagonally through 
the center of the beet from above downward. The core thus obtained 
was tested by the polariscope. The few beets which tested 19 per cent or 
above were set apart for a special plot. Next, those between 16.5 per 
cent and 19 per cent were set out in another plot and finally those testing 
above 16 per cent in a third plot. These plots were separated from each 
other to prevent cross fertilization. A record is kept of the pedigree of 
each beet and in some cases a record also of the form of the root and top. 
Sufficient seed will be produced in 1905 to make a somewhat extended 
test of it in comparison with imported seed. 

The work on the Davenport plots still continues. The rotation experi- 
ment is peculiarly interesting and will reach definite conclusion in each of 
the next four years. It will be remembered that one series of these plots 
has been devoted to a test of the influence of rotation upon the yields and 
upon the fertility of the soil. It will be out of place in this report to men- 
tion some of the very interesting indications. Another series of plots is 
devoted to a comparison of fertilizers singly and in combination on yields 
and on the composition of the soil. It is proposed that beginning next 
winter all of the plots be planted to corn, the next year to oats, the third 
to wheat, and the fourth to clover, and that the appearance and yields of 
these crops be the guide as to the final effect of the rotations or the fer- 
tilizers. ha 

The work in selecting improved strains of wheat was roughly interrupted 
by the adverse climatic conditions of 1903 and 1904. The work, however, 
is being continued, aimed to develop strains with better milling quality 
and giving better yields. In this connection samples of wheat of known 
origin were sent to a good many farmers, some on clay farms and others 
on sand, to test the influence of soil upon the composition of the wheat. 
Former experiments in another state had shown a very fundamental influ- 
ence of the character of the soil on the quality of the grain. In that case 
it was spring wheat. We are carrying forward the same work with winter 
wheat on a slightly different plan. 

The floods in the spring of 1904 and again in 1905 have stopped the very 
interesting series of experiments on muck, planned to discover not alone 
the best fertilizers for improving yield of crops for such soils, but also for 
improving the physical condition. The plots have been completely sub- 
merged for weeks in both years. 

The departure of Professor Robison in the early spring of 1905, makes 
it necessary to omit the formal report from the head of that department. 
The work accomplished by the chemist covers the completion of a diges- 
tion experiment reported in special bulletin 32; the analyses of commercial 
fertilizers reported in a bulletin nearly ready for the press; an examination 
tion of soy beans, cow peas, alfalfa, vetch and clover as to chemical con- 
tent in the work of determining their relative values as green manures and 
determining as well the influence of inoculation on the chemical composi- 
tion of the entire plant. and of the ripened seed; investigations of water 
and plants from the sandier sections of the state to aid in the solution of 
problems concerning the Grand Traverse disease of cattle. 

After the departure of Professor Longyear, the work of the botanist was 
transferred to Professor R. H. Pettit, the entomologist, his previous ex- 
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perience in microscopy and in plant growing generally, having especially 
fitted him for the cryptogamic portion of the work. The examination of 
beet seeds in the early spring for several of the factories falls to the station 
and is now performed by Professor Pettit. A good deal of old beet seed 
is foisted upon the country and it is difficult to detect whether seed is new 
or old. It is possible that the decrease in per cent of germination may 
be an indication although that fact is not yet established. Farmers are 
coming more and more to look to the station for identification of plants 
and for advice about plants and the correspondence of the botanist seems 
to be increasing daily. 

The year has been marked by the appearance of important bulletins 
from the entomological department. The loss to fruit growers brought 
about by the depredations of the codling moth, is enormous. The experi- 
ments and observations of Professor Pettit go far to suggest methods of 
fighting the pest which will greatly reduce this damage, since he has dis- 
covered the range of objects upon which the eggs are laid and has noted 
as well the time and material of successful spraying. ‘The department is 
also doing a vast amount of good in replying to questions concerning all 
sorts of plant diseases and insect enemies. 

In the live stock division of the station Professor Shaw has continued 
his studies with beet pulp raw and dried. He has also carried forward 
another year the work with fattening steers with silage, comparing results 
with other lots fed husked corn, ground, mixed with stalks or unhusked 
corn fed from the shock. The results have not been satisfactory and have 
partly contradicted the work of previous years, the steers fed silage showing 
neither a more rapid or more economical gain. 

The veterinarian has been confronted with the disease of cattle on sandy 
soils and reports progress in the discovery of the cause. 

The reports of the bacteriologist, chemist, horticulturist, entomologist, 
experimenter with live stock and veterinarian, are attached hereto and 
made part of this report. 

Respectfully submitted, 
C. D. SMITH, 

Director of Experiment Station. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE HORTICULTURIST. 

Prof. C. D. Smith, Director: 
Sir—The work done during the past year by the Horticultural Depart- 

ment of the Experiment Station has included, in addition to the experi- 
ments carried on at the college and at the South Haven sub-station, a con- 
siderable amount of cooperative experiment work along various lines. 

Professor U. P. Hedrick has continued in charge of the station orchards 
and the small fruit and vegetable plantations, and notes upon the behavior 
of the various crops have been furnished by his assistants, C. A. MeCue 
and A. G. Craig. 

The strawberry experimental plots in 1904 included a considerable num- 
ber of English varieties obtained from Laxton Brothers, Bedford, England. 

12 
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From the start these made a weak growth and produced a very small amount 
of fruit; in very few cases ranking above thirty on a scale of one hundred in 
either vigor or productiveness. Among the varieties tested’ were Aber- 
deen, August Nicaire, Bush Cluster, Climax, Dr. Hogg, Fillbasket, Elton 
Pine, Jas. Veitch, Jubilee, Royal Sovereign, Sir Joseph Paxton and Tra- 
falgar. While ranking fairly high in quality, most of them are small in 
size, light in color and in flesh, and slightly lacking in firmness. With 
these many weaknesses there is little possibility that they will prove of 
value for this section of the country even for home use. 

In addition to the above, one hundred and twenty varieties of American 
origin were tested. This list included a large number of the newer sorts, 
as well as many of the older and standard varieties in addition to a con- 
siderable number that were planted last spring but were not allowed to 
fruit. Among the more promising early sorts were Dewey, Excelsior, 
Hathaway, Haverland, and Springdale Beauty; Globe, Parson’s Beauty, 
Mary, Sample, Pride of Cumberland, Shepherd and Stone were among 
the more productive mid-season sorts, while Benjamin, Bobolink, Enhance, 
Gandy, Mrs. McDowell, Nettie, Satisfaction and Wm. Belt made the best 
showing of the late sorts. A considerable number of kinds that were under 
trial, ordinarily compare favorably with most of those mentioned, but for 
various reasons proved less satisfactory last year. Among these sorts 
are Brandywine, Bubach, Clyde and Wolverton. The new varieties, Ben 
Davis and Downing’s Bride are among the more valuable of the recent ad- 
ditions to the collection. 

The recently discovered disease of the raspberry, known as cane-blight, 
made its appearance and did considerable harm in the raspberry planta- 
tion, especially upon some of the older planted varieties. The Turner 
and Loudon were among those least affected, but the last named sort was 
seriously injured by the crown gall. The Cumberland and Munger are 
among the more valuable of the blackeap varieties. Ridgeway, Haymaker 
and Brilliant are desirable, new, red varieties. 

Of the currants, while Red Dutch, Versaillaise and Victoria are still very 
largely grown and generally successful, there are numerous other candi- 
dates for a place as commercial sorts to take the place of the Cherry and 
Fay, which have proven failures in most places owing to the injury from 
cane borers. Perhaps the most desirable is the Wilder. ‘This slightly 
resembles its parent, Versaillaise, but the fruit is noticeably larger, and is 
borne on a stout, heavy and rather short fruit stalk. It is an early ripen- 
ing and a very promising variety. Comet and Pomona are among the newer 
sorts. Neither of them have shown themselves very productive but the 
Comet in particular has very large berries and a mild, pleasant flavor. 

The Perfection, a new sort originated by C. G. Hooker, of Rochester, 
New York, although not fully tested, bids fair to become one of the best 
varieties either for market or home use. The berries are very large and 
borne on long fruit stalks and are produced in great abundance. If the 
canes escape the attack of the borers, it will be likely to supersede the old 
sorts. 

While the Downing gooseberry is now more commonly grown than all 
other sorts combined, the Pearl originated by Dr. Wm. Saunders, of the 
Central Experimental Farms, Ottawa, Ontario, seems to be equally valuable 
and in some cases surpasses it, being fully as hardy and productive, with 
a thinner skin and a tender, melting flesh which has a sweet, pleasant flavor 
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The Josselyn, which was introduced as Red Jacket, seems to be very pro- 
ductive and being of large size and having a pleasant, sub-acid, tender 
flesh, is a valuable sort either for home use or market. It seems to do es- 
pecially well in cool, moist summers but even in dry weather, it can be 
kept free from the attack of mildew by one or two applications of liver 
of sulphur. 

The trial plots of vegetables included a general assortment of beans, beets, 
cabbages, cauliflower, corn, egg plant, lettuce, peas, potatoes and toma- 
toes. While the list included a considerable number of new sorts, com- 
paratively few of them excelled the carefully selected strains of the older 
varieties. It may be mentioned, however, that the Harliana as an extra 
early tomato is well worthy of first place, being of good size, globular and 
slightly flattened and quite productive. The flesh has a rich, pinkish red 
color and with thick cell-walls. The fruits are produced in clusters and 
seem to be quite free from the attack of rot. The Jewel as a second early 
sort will also take a high place. The fruits are tegular, very solid and of 
a pleasant but acid flavor. This variety also seems comparatively free 
from rot. 

A test of seventy-five varieties of potatoes was also made by Mr. Craig. 
They were given ordinary good care and, although the season was not fa- 
vorable for large yields, gave fairly satisfactory results. Of the well-known 
early sorts Early Michigan produced 190.57 bushels per acre; Early Ohio 
130.68 bushels; and White Ohio 191.78 bushels. The following were some 
of the more productive of the earlier kinds: Benaiah, 169.4; Cole’s Early, 
160.32; Coos No. 1, 173.03; Columbia, 184.52; Dewdrop, 175.45; Crine’s 
Lighting, 134.37; Pioneer, 199.66; Silver Crown, 215.98; and Trumbull, 
154.27 bushels per acre. Among the medium early kinds, Hewes produced 
219.01 bushels; Irish Cobbler, 143.38 bushels; and Prince Edward, 154.27 
bushels per acre. The following late varieties gave in bushels per acre: 
Coos No. 2, 257.12; Columbia, 210.54; Dewey, 202.67; Governor Yates, 
187.55; Green Mountain, 302.5; Heavy Weight, 211.75; Home Comfort, 

190.56; Million Dollar, 178.47; Michigan Beauty, 196.62; Red American 
Wonder, 278.30; Rural New Yorker, 278.32; Rose Beauty, 257.12; Sweet 
Home, 270.43; Sir Walter Raleigh, 294.63; Neshannock, 426.54. 

There are several varieties that ordinarily make an excellent showing 
but. last year the yield was smaller than was taken as the minimum for the 

varieties selected. Of the early varieties Triumph and Norther might be 

mentioned while of the late sorts, Carman No. 3, Maggie Murphy and Hiler’s 
Choice have generally been included. 

ORCHARD FRUITS. 

The late spring frost destroyed the blossoms of the sweet cherries and 
only a small amount of fruit was set by the sour varieties. Early Richmond 

and Dyehouse were about the only kinds that yielded anything like a crop. 

The pear trees set a full crop of fruit but it was of rather an inferior grade, 
although it was quite free from the attack of insects and, with the excep- 
tion of the White and Gray Doyenne, they were but little troubled by blight 

and other diseases. Only a moderate crop of apples was harvested. The 

seab was almost entirely controlled by spraying with Bordeaux mixture, 

but considerable damage was done by the second brood of the codling moth, 

Of the new varieties of apples fruiting, Nero should have special mention. 
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It is a large, late-keeping variety of a dark red color. The flesh is crisp and 
juicy and of very good quality. 

All of the trees in the station orchards were sprayed three or four times 
with Bordeaux mixture and an arsenite during the season, except that 
from fifteen to thirty trees of each class of fruit were used for a comparative 
test of dust versus liquid applications. Seven applications of the dust 
spray were made, but in all cases the results were in favor of the liquid 
applications. This was especially noticeable so far as the codling moth 
of the apple and the curculio of the plum are concerned. Very little scab 
was noticed on either the apples or pears but, as all of the trees had received 
two applications of Bordeaux mixture in the spring before the applications 
of the dust spray were made, the result could not be entirely ascribed to it. 

THE SOUTH HAVEN SUB-STATION. 

The work at South Haven has continued in charge of Mr. T. A. Farrand 
and has been conducted along much the same lines as in previous years. 
The results so far as complete have been published in the annual report 
of the sub-station as Special Bulletin No. 30. 

Considerable injury was done to the trees by the severe winter of 1903-04, 
especially to the peach trees that had come through the freeze of 1898-99. 
Most of them blossomed and started into ‘growth in the spring and the full 
extent of the injury was not realized until later in the season. The loss 
was quite small in the cultivated orchards of the station as compared with 
many others in the vicinity that had received less care, especially if upon 
high or rolling land where the snow blew away so as to expose the roots. 

Most of the trees in the older peach, plum and cherry orchards have pro- 
duced several crops of fruit and have thus given some idea of the value 
of the different varieties. The apple and pear orchards planted from 1890 
to 1895 are just beginning to produce full crops of fruit, although of course 
some of the varieties that naturally bear young have fruited for several 
years. In order to economize room the trees were planted one rod apart 
each way. By keeping the trees well headed back, this has answered fairly 
well up to the present time for all except the older apple trees. Most of 
these were planted so that it is possible to remove every other tree and 
still have at least one tree of a variety. The work of removing the dupli- 
cate trees where they are crowding badly was commenced last year in two 
of the apple blocks, but in the third block in which the trees are from twelve 
to fourteen years old, the experiment is being tried of growing the trees 
as dwarf standards by heading back the ends of the main branches during 
the month of June. This prevents the forcing out of water sprouts, but 
it at the same time promotes the development of fruit spurs and the results 
thus far have been quite satisfactory. While it is probable that one-half 
of the trees will have to be removed in the course of ten years, they will 
by that time be from twenty to twenty-five years old and will have pro- 
duced quite a number of crops. As there are four trees upon dhe ground 
that would be occupied by one if the orchard was planted two,rods apart 
and nearly six times as many as when the trees are forty feet square, there 
should be a considerable increase in the yield obtained. 

The experiment with cover crops was continued last year but no new 
results were secured. The plots, however, were examined with much inter- 
est by the many visitors, and as most of them made a very satisfactory 
growth a considerable amount of humus was provided by all of them, as 
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well as a large amount of nitrogen where leguminous crops were sown. 
Mammoth clover made a much stronger growth than crimson clover which 
did not make a very good stand and was somewhat injured by the winter. 
While winter vetch made a slender growth in the fall and was of little value 
as a winter cover crop, it developed very rapidly quite early in the srping 
and covered the ground. with a thick tangle which furnished an abundance 
of humus as well as nitrogen. This crop, however, has two serious draw- 
backs, first, it is very difficult to plow and turn under, as it can only be 
handled by using either a very sharp, rolling coulter, or by first working 
it down with a disc harrow; second, it may become a noxious weed if any 
of the plants are allowed to form seed. These are produced in great abund- 
ance and remain for a long time in the ground. Especially upon farms 
where grain is grown it cannot be safely used as an orchard cover crop and 
it is of no value as a forage crop as it does not seem palatable to most farm 
animals. 

Various spraying experiments were carried on during the season. These 
in many respects duplicated the work done in previous years, but especial 
attention was given to a test of the effect of a late spray upon apple trees 
for the prevention of the attack of the second brood of the codling moth 
and of applications made to peach trees late in the fall for the prevention 
of leaf-curl. Very noticeable results were secured from an application 
made in early August in controlling the codling moth and, while the benefit 
from the fall application of copper sulphate in preventing leaf-curl was 
less marked than can be secured with spring applications, from the fact 
that many orchardists find their work so distributed that they can more 
readily give attention to the spraying in the autumn than in the spring, 
it will be of value to the owners of large peach orchards in the Lake shore 
districts, especially as high winds from the west generally prevail during 
the spring months, making thorough spraying at that time practically 
impossible. 

CO-OPERATIVE EXPERIMENTS. 

Several lines of horticultural experimental work have been carried on 
in various parts of the state during the year. Especial attention has been 
paid to the use of several of the more common remedies for the San Jose 
scale, with the idea not only of destroying the scale and at the same time 
learning the comparative merit of the different materials but that it should 
serve as a sort of object lesson for the people in the vicinity upon the bene- 
fits of spraying and the methods that should be pursued. Particular atten- 
tion has been paid to the importance of first pruning the trees and of making 
sure that the spraying is very thorough. These points are too commonly 
overlooked by the average fruit grower and a failure to see that they have 
proper attention accounts for a majority of the instances where imperfect 
results have been reported. 
Among the other co-operative experiments are several in connection 

with the use of Bordeaux mixture and various arsenites for the prevention 
of apple scab and to destroy the canker-worm and ecodling moth. Various 
cultural experiments with orchards have also been undertakep. These  in- 
clude the trial of different cover crops and methods of handling the orchards. 
In the main, the results with cover crops do not differ materially with those 
reported at the South Haven station, but they will have fully served their 
purpose if they merely call the attention of fruit growers in sections where 
the experiments are being carried on to their desirability and the compara- 
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tive merits of the different kinds. In the case of apple orchards, while the 
best growth of trees has been secured where regular cultivation has been 
given during the early part of the season, fairly good results have followed 
in a number of orchards where the trees are in sod but the grass has been 
cut and allowed to remain, or has been packed about the trees to serve 
as a mulch in young orchards. 

The experiments with remedies for the San Tae scale have up to the 
present time shown nothing better than a winter application of the sul- 
phur, lime and salt mixture. prepared by boiling. When used upon a large 
scale, this work is simplified by employing steam for the purpose but if 
only a small quantity is required, the mixture may be cooked in a kettle 
or feed cooker. It answers fairly well, however, when the boiling is pro- 
duced by slaking the lime in hot water, or by the chemical action pe 
by the addition of caustic soda. apes 

Numerous patented mixtures have been tested during the past winter 
and spring, among them were ‘‘Con-Sol,’’ ‘‘ Kil-o-Seale,” and ‘Anti-Scale.” 
The former is said to be a concentrated form of the sulphur, lime and salt 
mixture, while the others are soluble petroleum compounds. Up to the 
present time, the results seem to be about equally beneficial from these 
mixtures, as very few live scales could be found two months after the ap- 
plications were made. As a half-dozen scales left upon a tree will quickly 
re-infest it, the real benefit of the application cannot be determined until 
the second brood has developed. All of these remedies are readily pre- 
pared and, if they prove effectual, the only drawback to their use will be 
the cost, which ranges from three to six times that of the expense for ma- 
terials required for the sulphur, lime and salt mixture. 

Other experiments with fertilizers for orchards and various vegetable 
crops are under way, as are tests of fungicides for the control of potato 
blight and the diseases of cucumbers. 

Respectfully submitted, 
le Re A, 

Horticulturist. 
Agricultural College, Michigan, June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE CONSULTING VETERINARIAN. 

Director C. D. Smith: 
Dear Sir—During the past year as in previous years much of my work in 

this connection has been the answering of inquiries with regard to the vari- 
ous diseases of live stock. There have been no serious outbreaks of the 
contagious disorders. There seems to be much less trouble fromthe in- 
ternal parasitic disorders of sheep than was experienced three or four years 
ago. 

Circumstances over which we had no control, to a very great extent, 
destroyed the value of the work we had hoped to do in discovering a pre- 
vention for the so-called ‘‘Grand Traverse” disease. We hope ‘to continue 
the work the coming year under more favorable circumstances. While the 
disease is confined to a comparatively small portion of the state, yet the 
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people of these portions feel their losses keenly, as the sections where the 
disease occurs are not the best from an agricultural standpoint. 

Respectfully submitted, 
GEO. A. WATERMAN, 

Consulting Veterinarian. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF THE BACTERIOLOGIST. 

To the Director of the Experiment Station: 
There is much work which cannot be reported out this year, still it can 

be safely stated that no year previous has placed us in as favorable a po- 
sition to do experimental work as this, owing largely to the adjustment 
to our new quarters and to the allowance of extra assistants. 

It is customary to report upon work under investigation and state pro- 
gress; but concerning such work I beg leave to refrain from saying a word, 
because I realize that many times it causes mischief and fails to contribute . 
any good, and I invite critical investigation at any time. What can be 
discussed with perfect propriety and what has been accomplished may be 
considered with frankness. 

The lines of work which have been completed sufficiently to warrant pub- 
lication and those lines which are well under way but are not yet ready 
to give to the public may be best reviewed separately. 

The manuscript for a bulletin, entitled “Extended Studies of the Asso- 
ciative Action of Bacteria in the Souring of Milk,” is now ready for the 
press. In it are embodied the results of much work extending over a year, 
and taken together with two previous bulletins constitute our results upon 
“Associative Studies.” How significant these technical studies are can be 
measured only by the future; even now, however, it is possible to point 
out their application with the limited knowledge and very meager experi- 
mental data at hand. The principal lines of application may be stated as 
(1) the importance of this knowlegde in the production of pure milk for 
consumption, a broader subject for my personal work for some years past, 
(2) the value in estimating the worth of starters in the making of butter 
and cheese, (3) saying nothing of the most evident fact, the keeping of milk. 
These facts are suggested and it is too early to enter into any discussion, 
for our enthusiasm at present may outweigh our wisdom. 

This work will be continued, especially with the intention of ascertain- 
ing its practical bearing. 

During the past year, but not really started until the year was consider- 
ably advanced, have been conducted by Messrs. Sackett and Clark some 
experiments in which they purpose to demonstrate the action of micro- 
organisms in rendering soluble some of the insoluble constituents of the 
soil. They are nearly ready to publish a preliminary bulletin covering 
the results of their experiments to this time. Mr. Sackett and Mr. Tuttle 
expect to continue this line of investigation in the future. 

Besides the above work of Messrs. Sackett and Clark, another field of 
investigation has been forced upon their attention through the revival of 
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enthusiasm over the tubercle bacteria associated with leguminous crops. 
In order to rationally present the matter to the farmers of Michigan, much 
work is necessary. It is unfortunate that this subject should reach the 
farming classes before it is firmly secured in its application by abundant 
experimentation; but the very excitement created may perhaps be the 
means of earlier conclusions. In the meantime, there will be many who 
will try inoculating and will fail; as a subsequent action these individuals 
will condemn through ignorance, which is the worst form of condemnation 
to counteract. The future will establish the worth of these soil or seed in- 
oculations; the present should be devoted to detailed observations and 
very careful experimentation with suspended judgment. I am glad to 
report that Mr. L. T. Clark has prepared a bulletin in which will be given 
some facts and the present status of the work. 

Mr. W. G. Sackett has prepared a bulletin of a popular character in which 
he calls attention to some of the bacterial diseases attacking plants. This 
has been called out by a general unfamiliarity with these diseases. Inci- 
dentally, in connection with his other work, Mr. Sackett is able to carry 
on limited studies with some of these diseases and he looks forward to a 
closer or more intimate knowledge of these troubles found in this state. 

While Mr. Wright is not ready to report out any technical work, I am 
able to say that he is studying Michigan cheese and has already accumu- 
lated some data. It is hoped that by this work our know ledge will be more 
intimate and our respect greater for this highly prized article, so much 
praised and so much condemned, before it has passed into various mongrel 
forms through inbreeding and foreign admixture. It seems to me that 
it deserves consideration and its individuality should be maintained at 
least in part. 

During the past year it has become apparent that there is a desire to 
know about the management and manipulation of starters. This is a some- 
what difficult matter to explain, because it implies technical operations 
which are essential to complete success. Last winter Mr. Wright succeeded 
so well in presenting this subject to the short course students by labora- 
tory methods which he has made practical that I have asked him to give 
his work in the form of a popular bulletin. This I shall take pleasure in _ 
presenting at the time of completion. 

Some interest for the last two or three years has been manifested in the 
inhibitive action of fruit and vegetables upon germs, both from its bearing 
upon hygienic problems and from its significance in connection with their 
preservation. Dr. Wetmore has been studying this problem and has inter- 
esting data at hand, but she has not progressed to the extent where pub- 
lication would seem warranted. There are valuable lessons to be secured 
from these studies and we trust that at least a preliminary statement will 
be possible at no distant date. 

It will be seen from the foregoing that many thanks are due Messrs. 
Sackett, Wright, Clark, and Dr. Wetmore for their loyalty, patience, and 
persistency in the work of this department. It would also be unfair to 
neglect the contributing and most useful value of Mr. Parker. I take this 
opportunity to publicly acknowledge the gratitude of this department, 
and my personal gratification for being associated in work with them. 

Respectfully submitted, 
CHARLES E. MARSHALL, 

Agricultural College, Mich., June 30, 1905. Bacteriologist. 
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REPORT OF THE ENTOMOLOGIST. 

Prof. C. D. Smith, Director: 
Following is a brief report of the work done by the Division of Entomology 

during the year ending June 30, 1905, also of the work in botany since the 
appointment of the writer acting botanist. 

One bulletin has been issued during the year, viz.: “The Codling Moth 
in Michigan.” The work on mosquitoes was carried on during the latter 
half of the summer of 1904 with very gratifying results. The fish intro- 
duced in 1903 multiplied to such an extent that the numbers of the pests 
were reduced very noticeably, also many new breeding places were mapped 
and treated with oil, resulting in a marked abatement of the mosquito 
nuisance, inasmuch as almost all of the pests present on the campus came 
in from outside. 

The work on the codling moth was completed and the results published 
in bulletin No. 222. One orchard is now under experimental condition in 
order to check up and prove the results once more. 

Quite an extended course of experiments have been carried on during 
the last two years against greenhouse and forcing-house pests, with very 
good results; green-fly, chrysanthemum aphis, and the lice on lettuce have 
been controlled very cheaply without the nuisance and odor attendant on 
smoking. Several of the greenhouse scales have also been killed by means 
of sprays. The results of these and other experiments will be published 
at some time in the future in a bulletin on greenhouse and forcing-house 
pests. 
A bulletin on garden insects is well started, after the plan of Special 24, 

on fruit insects. It will include results of a number of experiments made 
in our small experimental garden. 
A number of pests new to the state have appeared during the past year, 

also some old enemies have made themselves conspicuous. Among these 
are an engraver beetle, which has attacked grape during the first part of 
the summer, namely Xyleborus pyri. This insect ordinarily attacks felled 
hardwood trees but occasionally works on fruits. 
A nematode or thread worm in wheat threatened our fields but seems 

to have failed to withstand the vigorous spring growth. 
The pale-brown byturus, B. unicolor, a small beetle about three-twentieths 

of an inch long, has attacked the flowers of our raspberries, and the straw- 
berry weevil (Anthonomus signatus), has seriously injured the blackberry 
flowers in one locality. 

Joint-worms (Jsosoma) have worked in great numbers in grain all over 
the state. 
The strawberry root-louse has recently made its appearance. ‘This insect 

has come to stay, and one more serious enemy of the strawberry is now 
present in our state. It is usually indicated by the presence of ants in 
large numbers. 
A tiny beetle, Clivina impressifroms, attacked the corn seed in the hill 

this year in one locality. So far as known to the writer, this is the second 
time that serious injury has been inflicted by this beetle. The first record 
comes from Indiana where Professor Webster found it at work. 

13 
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Mole crickets, Gryllotalpa borealis, have added their quota to the injury 
to potato in damp mucky soil near Detroit. 

Graphops pubescens appeared on grape leaves in quantity in one vineyard. 
An unusual number of hair snakes have appeared in cabbages causing 

some little fear of poisoning by the so-called cabbage snake. It is unneces- 
sary to add that such worms are entirely harmless. 
A very destructive larva, new to the writer, appeared on strawberry 

pea Specimens have been placed in cages in hopes of obtaining the 
adults. : 

The present wet season has proven very favorable to scale insects, es- 
pecially those known as soft scales or Lecaniums. Great numbers are 
received daily on all sorts of host plants. 

During the season the writer attended the Round-up Institute at Battle 
Creek as well as the winter meeting of the State Horticultural Society at 
Benton Harbor. Several trips have been made to different parts of the 
state to study special cases of insect trouble. 

The botanical work has not been so extended nor has the correspondence © 
been so voluminous, although it has taken up considerable time. The 
work has been, for the most part, confined to identification of plants 
sent in by correspondents, to weeds, fungous diseases, seed tests, ete. 

During the year blue prints were made of the negatives, both botanical 
and those relating to insects. These were filed and systematized. This 
has made available a Jarge amount of material for illustrating purposes. 
The Zeiss Photo-micrographic outfit has been extremely practical and useful 
in recording small insects, ete. 

During the early part of the year the card catalog of references to Michi- 
gan insects has been brought nearly up to date, so far as was at first planned. 
All references to insects in the reports of the State Board of Agriculture as 
well as those in the reports of the State Horticultural Society have been 
entered on cards, making it possible to obtain easy access to this mass of 
material. So far as possible, references from other sources will be added 
as acquired, in hopes of making in time a nearly complete index of the in- 
sects of our state. It hardly seems necessary to mention the present cramped 
quarters occupied by this department or the lack of such facilities as in- 
sectary, photographic room, or space for collections as are desirable. It 
remains to thank the assistants who have done much to make the work 
of the department efficient. Mr. V. R. Gardner, a senior student, has been 
particularly helpful in every way, as has also Miss Katherine Gunn in sys- 

_tematizing the records, etc., and Mr. Moses Craig in botanical work. The 
writer wishes to convey his appreciation and thanks for their painstaking 
and careful aid. 

Very respectfully submitted, 
BR. E, PERE, 

Entomologist. 
Agricultural College, Mich., June 30; 1905. 
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR THE MONTH OF 
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JANUARY, 1904, AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, LANSING, MICH. 
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR THE MONTH OF 
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i 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR THE MONTH OF 

Thermometer, BS eae Barometer reduced to Registering 
in open air. of saturation. freezing point. thermometer. 

Day 
of 

month 

E E 
Me . . uF . . we . . | = | 

= = a a | = a a = a=! 5 

< rH ry < RS py < ry AS a r= 
bb a ro K a Fon bt a roy = = 

as 41 44 40 100 92 : 100 28.726 28.840 28.845 45 38 
Daas 34 35 30 100 100 100 28.945 29.000 29.093 39 22 
aes 2p 34 28 100 100 100 29.360 29.390 29.451 35 23 
a 32 48 35 100 85 100 29.488 29.465 29.321 49 23 
ares 38 55 46 100 93 100 29.275 29.185 29.095 56 31 

Giecas.) 40 50 43 100 100 100 28.965 28.928 28.911 51 38 
eM iaetata bre 36 58 46 100 88 100 28.973 28.980 28.913 59 31 
Pe cielaucyas 46 46 42 100 100 100 28.582 28.604 28.648 57 39 
eat < state 45 45 34 100 100 100 28.449 28.469 28.407 46 21 

TORS x tells Sb 37 33 100 100 100 28.500 28.549 28.599 45 42 

ee erets se] OD 45 36 100 100 100 28.635 28.660 28.702 37 32 
Oe. tse]. joe 36 28 100 100 100 2S S14) SR See ola ees 45 30 
tects |, 26 35 32 100 100 100 29.013 28.992 28.978 36 26 
tae wes. | 29 39 34 100 100 100 28.963 28.958 28.965 40 22 
Poise. |. 32 30 25 100 100 100 28.892 28.820 28.868 33 21 

AGheoees «|, 18 27 24 100 100 100 29.262 29.260 29.275 31 15 
it a ee 46 34 89 92 100 29.178 29.058 28.992 47 20 
Tee tl) Oe 50 32 100 93 100 28.937 28.938 28.936 53 32 
Deere) 28 28 24 100 100 100 29.098 29.151 29.241 30 23 
Ieee. te | 223 38 31 100 100 100 29.249 29.256 29.274 40 18 

2 eee 31 48 36 100 93 100 29.383 29.345 29.327 50 23 
22:5 37 50 44 100 93 100 29.301 29.211 29.166 52 28 
23.5 48 73) 52 100 90 100 29.095 29.007 28.900 78 46 
24. 65 65 50 100 100 100 28.720 28.765 28.881 67 50 
26. 42 46 43 100 100 100 28.906 28.872 28.871 47 40 

OATES 37 48 41 100 100 100 28.958 28.985 29.023 49 36 
27. 42 53 46 100 100 100 29.082 29.062 29.095 55 35 
28.:. 46 56 48 100 94 100 29.060 28.995 28.945 60 37 
29... 48 62 50 100 94 100 28.900 28.892 28.847 66 44 
30.. 46 55 49 100 100 100 28.842 28.863 28.868 56 38 

Sums....|1107 [1384 |1136 | 2989 2907} 3000 | 840.737 | 840.500 | 840.437 | 14.54] 9.24 

Means...|..... atotatedlleceteneks 100 97 MOQ Gece lacie teratel| cicversaicheberatl clove rmrchemeiere 48.47| 30.80 

|, | | Se Ss —)s iS OO | 

ee Sara ivil Peatel QO UD FR RO A ieccre lagers: sar tos] aoetere.c cremated] ite cenieneetelleicieteee 17.67 



METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 107 

.APRIL, 1904, AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, LANSING, MICH. 

Clouds. Winds. Rain and snow. 

Wee cae ue | ~ 
iC) co} 
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“o| g jee] 2 [ee] 2 [Ble e ise is) a8 | 36 | 23 | 3 oa As) Fey AS ol i B =| # = ae Ss S 
See lect B leo hoe. fa jela lea jee g® |) g2 | 88 |) a4 
a STN Sa (fe ses a 

100) St 100] St. 90) St nw Ww SW IOUS Eevctepete troll opal ctetocousbes] ctahouer smell 
100) St 100/} St. 100; St Ww nw TW fits pellets kel «co ete Nahe, aeatten uate: [le anererenet its 

OU se hacks OH heals oleae Qi seerate s n sft ounce ftcheltl sits tolted a: ofc © | tallalist alee altel hohe al etene 

OW Ae ocreae ORR ee Ol hiskafervees SWE reS: Wel Ra Sow Poe kL sat 5. ore" [eget othe ray ofe:|l momar aten || lareeneriame 
5} Ci. Oiheaskiven. Oe s s A WAP oth cS NN aleve ceNshore ce. [take ate ste eet heat cone iy | eee 

100) St 100] St. 100} St s e|..|s w area ok, oS ee ee 
70| St 15| St. Oligmetarte e e ae Mh Ire (oS eM Sl ienvis Pris)! archer. ac 

MOORS te |i. cheesy tt 100| Nim e Ss e]..|s ¢€ i OssO0 am Wel pe Wie eee eeeeeerane 
90) St 50} Cu. 100} St |S €|..|s €}..Is w}..| Night |....-...]...-.-|.-.--: 
90| Nim 100} St. 80} Cu WwW ae wi..| 8 vitesse eee | Caste, elise Yo" site Ilo: 'ol'ey'ohoy| tavemencne 

30) St 50} Cu. 80; Cu. s e|..|/s w Ww I SNOW Nretete cove fate trace’ ts Shier 
100) Cu 50} Cu O'live titeae nw n n PRE Wea). | gt ake- sane [teens ole | ter arene 

Oleg Es: 60} Cu 30/ St. Ww Ww We || ese a ets 5 cteifianecueoe cols letehe oleae |e nea 
100) St 90} St. (OA ios cane is W Ww Ace SNOW | |age shateveiszeilnatorene ee trace 
100} St 100] St. 100] St. se se nee 6a.m. | 3 p.m. |...... 

ONS ance ORR tr. Oblate «hte nw nw He ocl haere Beevoht is lolafel lle sie etevell anaeae ene 
Oh k0.... 20| Ci. Oe st ee s Ww aces a, es Rn Lane Seti e J 2 

95) St 40] Cu. 100| St sw sw Ww Night =: [4 286 a. eee cee trace 
70| Cu 100] St. 10} St n n Ts. c/lheee cake rasalell Mags ere tev enctte || epenere olla area te 
OS SARA OWURK ary. ct Ole ij Sectate n Ty I iek ss) ho%e & ||! Srds| Revere takes feta «i ltekebiene Pete totey lel hate temel le cens rete 

Oley Parone Olas aie kt (0) hea goes TUG: |e Ten Fee Gini, aie aes tee Te PE El eknie Se* 
51 (Gi OVP er 100} St. Seles: | =e 4a.m 9a.m | ae eed 

10} Ci 20] Cu. 10} Ci Swit. s s Dieter oaae [pee 2.11 As ee | caper 
100) St. 90| Cu Ole sees nd le Polen. PES So ae a pee oe eae 
100; St. 100| St 95| St. TUE) pets 1h (|) | TUNE: | en erareys occa « WPaveveve¥s.4 fe lle: ee) asors\|euataretate 

100) St. 20| Ci. BON Stes) vn e[e4ln, el ocl'n, | sake. <a. 2. ade ee 
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75) St. 50} St. 100} St. nw]/..jn e]..jne Nights, |e. ater. svat. trace ly. eee 

100) St. 100} St. 100] St. cet = ool) aks een Coal sree | RAHI Al loi callacis~ ol 

GAO chev cuersjats AGS Mechel weiss DAB OH 2 ctetatrte |tovores {vee |[v.s.4, 11-010! [eraucDh aah] ous eet eos) Meeke covet oketete aike-s\|tetekevarota 
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*10:30 snow in night. 
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR THE MONTH OF 

Thermometer, 
in open air. 

sel eens 

Relative humidity 
or per cent 

of saturation. 

- hy ey a z 
ry ry < oy Ay 
N la>) - NX a 

62 48 | 100 94 100 
69 ail O00 90 100 
73 59 100 95 100 
72 59 | 100 90 94 
75 | 63 | 94 77 78 

75 56 78 Cre 81 
76 62 75 86 83 
74 65 79 95 100 
58 46 100 100 100 
48 40 83 100 100 

siweyete AD EN Sohan yoveliltay <ce Oats 91 

74 63 82 81 100 
67 50 73 100 100 
56 44, 100 100 100 
46 41 100 100 100 

55 46 83 93 100 
58 48 93 88 93 
48 49 100 100 100 
55 52 |} 100 100 100 
70 58 94 85 88 

77 64 Zhe 75 89 
76 68 79 91 100 
74 54 94 86 93 
71 64 | 82 85 94 
82 71 86 83 85 

66 48 | 81 100 100 
76 58 | 87 82 94 
73 60 | ad 81 82 
78 60 73 91 88 
62 53 100 88 86 
62 55 | 75 87 93 

./1716 |2008 |1655 | 2645 | 2700 | 2912 

| 88 | 90 94 

Barometer reduced to Régistering 
freezing point. thermometer. 

Bi ee 
a 2 z BE] & 
< oy ps S| = 
i nN o | = 

29.008 29.027 29.082 64 46 
29.151 29.160 29.181 cas 40 
29.222 29.225 29.228 75 39 
29.236 29.231 29.156 74 48 
29.154 29.092 29.070 77 50 

|} 29.040 28.987 28.918 | 77 54 
28.860 28.790 28.732 81 54 
28.640 28.524 28.439 77 52 
28.462 28.579 28.855 | 58 45 
28.977 29.002 29.111 | 50 35 

Bott oath e575 4] Koh apetage ene tenal | Ra ate epnete 60 30.5 
28.996 28.970 | e 28.925 7 57 
28.828 28.787 28.808 67 40 
28.841 28.802 28.816 58 38 
28.879 28.878 28.888 47 33 

28.922 28.898 28.903 56 31 
| 28.890 28.880 28.858 61 36 

28.816 28.730 28.668 | 50 40 
28.602 28.584 28.644 55 43 
28.872 28.940 29.010 73 50 

29.033 29.055 29.068 79 49 
28.845 28.712 28.607 79 59 
28.662 28.802 28.908 76 58 
29.005 29.022 28.975 72 46 
28.870 28.794 28.702 85 56 

28.717 28.658 28.663 76 67 
29.003 29.025 29.040 78 43 
29.073 29.097 29.098 74 52 
28.958 28.815 28.852 7 55 
28.958 28.957 28.925 65 56 
28.948 28.918 28.925 64 44 

867.468 866.941 867.055 | 2132 1446 

Tove pow ehevetayl oteatte cane iovero le ckere Meometons 168.77 | 46.66 



METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

MAY, 1904, AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, LANSING, MICH. 

Clouds. 

7 A.M 2 Pp. M. 9 P. M. 

=3 23 od 
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5) St. 100} St. Ole. choles 
85} Ci. (O)l) Aan aE i OH Rs ee 
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100} St. 100] St. 100} St. 
90| St. 40] Cu. OL aeee 

OVS seo. Oia 100] St. 
20| Ci. 90/ St. 100} St. 
75| Ci. St. 70| St. ONS Fae 

(ON A ee 100| St. Ot aera 
25) Ci. St. 20] Ci. St. 5 |, Gil St: 

35| Ci. St. 100} St. 100} St. 
OR FSeS.%.. 10] Ci. Ollie se rerys | 
ORG cs % TOW SES SM O'live | 
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100| Nim 80] St. 80] St 

Le Aare 100] St. 100| St. 

E280 eS os es 3 MS OSilyeve clei see TDP severe, ete erate 

ABN Eve totese GO! leah ee ET heehee Aare rea 

*Heavy frost. 711:30 a. m. 

Beginning rain or 
snow. 

Winds. 
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Ending rain or 
snow. 
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR THE MONTH OF 

{ 

Thermometer, Reece Barometer reduced to Registering 
in open air. of a eatiae freezing point. thermometer. 

Day | 
of | 

month. | 

| oe E g 
3 <¢ | x 19 Oe ee Ma 3 | 3 5 = 
Oa a cael Ga 82 Wi ee bs tee reads! a) Bee cas aed EB = 
nt a ro nN ro bX a | fon) = = 

1 52 62 58 86 88 94 28.933 28.933 28.928 63 49 
2 56 66 59 100 84 88 28.918 28.918 28.923 67 51 
3 66 78 68 84 82 84 28.900 28.892 28.915 81 54 
4 71 79 72 85 82 85 28.925 28.927 28.922 81 64 
5 69 76 60 90 82 88 28.830 28.837 28.850 79 67 

GO... 60 67 54 94 89 87 28.870 28.872 28.890 69 55 
7 56 63 56 87 94 100 28.898 28.915 28.923 63 49 
8 54 62 58 100 88 94 |} 28.951 28.972 28.998 64 52 
Sr ais one 62 ral 61 88 85 - 94 29.095 29.108 29.133 73 54 
Uses al. OD 70 62 100 80 88 29.164 29.161 29.158 72 53 

11 62 78 65 lke 82 89 29.164 29.185 29.206 79 50 
12 60 84 69 82 79 85 29.176 29.140 29.115 86 56 
13 70 82 69 90 79 70 29.107 29.042 29.000 84 58 
14 61 74 63 94 76 83 28.962 28.962 28.967 (Ke 59 
15 59 70 56 82 80 87 28.998 29.012 29.058 72 56 

16 57 ipl 55 75 75 81 29.151 29.125 29.125 73 48 
17 63 78 61 62 73 77 29.135 29.097 29.098 80 47 
18 70 83 61 75 pil 77 "29.078 29.032 29.045 86 52 
19 63 80 67 67 59 89 29.030 28.929 28.938 83 58 
20 67 80 63 89 70 78 28.857 28.827 28.815 83 61 

21 64 74 60 83 72 88 28.843 28.867 28.913 76 56 
22 53 70 58 86 85 88 29.005 29.032 29.078 Wo 50 
23 64 79 71 78 58 75 29.130 29.077 29.030 81 50 
24 76 ttl 76 82 100 100 29.017 28.967 28.974 88 62 
25 74 78 77 95 91 82 28.974 28.912 28.892 81 67 

26 66 73 61 89 72 94 29.040 29.092 29.168 76 61 
27 60 70 59 88 80 82 29.233 29.155 29.102 72 53 
28 62 69 66 88 90 89 29.015 28.892 28.822 73 47 
29 69 67 64 90 89 94 28.752 28.715 28.647 74 60 
30 66 75 61 95 Ch 94 28.690 28.662 28.702 76 54 

Sums 1887 |2206 |1890 | 2581 2412 2604 | 869.841 869.257 869.335 | 2285 1653 

AAG See orl RRS OCS 86 80 BT at aaoe wt ke ved| tats haccta rote soso Re 76.17 | 55.10 

| 

A TO Ra | 84 Heh oe ht cveeat| tone ks ee ee ee | eae a DO, 



METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 111 

JUNE, 1904, AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, LANSING, MICH. 

| 

Clouds. Winds, Rain and snow. 

a we | 3 — 

aa M, 12 P. Ms 9 P. M. 7 A.M./2 P. M.|9 P.M. be 2 - 
5 : Se | & ee a a (ee a qs | #5/| 8 

nf B 5 a . bo ‘3 a D a 

gs |" re Pe Seles! | alcs k= - on | 2 =i gS AS i a. to. i Seay ise foo WSS tie eas! Carlie ls), lil Ee eet eh ee 
ter | S| ben AI ae SBS [EEE (5 2 8] be ge oe ag 
ae |i aks |e, ° Map) en M |AlelA lala ls! a2 gq A= an 

100) St. 100| St. 100} St ne ne MOG) le tatiere ele Rerelo,| ica ahora © Ipeetenel encanta eee 
100} St. 100} St. 80] St. Sw}..|js e Sed! Fen lOmcaneaicl pick: ictal logge 1 |0.0 ona 
15} Ci. 10| Ci. 30] St. see s Tal Neher (CCID GN RTO Ce foe co challboacko 
40 St 30] Cu Ol astsces s Ss SoG ore Gol eo bac aay cellass coc 

100) St 15} Cu LOW aes nee, Ss Ss SiWikssitterewess eo celine Haves lie ol ls cePeumhoteall tebe es cates 

100) St 100] St 100} St Sw]|../S w SP Willece ills.) 47s 0ce,e:01|leverevel ote, 47) tele aiera [opel 
100) St 100! St 100} St S300; fltsean Sis V Ihe tey| LNVT || Seal sree c cascte aires iarctietet wat rel Senses | eae 
100; St 90] St 50] St w |..jnw]..jnw Night 9 a m OAc ce 
OlSaeee. U5 | Ci Ol atee er n PEM) © Il PEM (OM) SEs hate: orauas s sve.| a euetiet o1/ote oil vere teueee a | ameeeemenas 

100) St. 15] Cu Osa te ne n Ss LOTT HazS|ISrecevs cyetele Ile eletete, otalce |b oleewa Hates | Caeea eae 

(O|Grteerern ts. < Olieyeveispe os Ose. Sate evens pa = Niches |p UK =H eae) |P SUN MARS ice IG Ono GIO ci ono cocoa 
Ol s avctets 10} Cu. 5| St TH (ON veya |y OG | rag | OL Icy [Pe atc. ore and [Pav ote teh opete cell here ie denne | eee nee 
5} Ci. 20] Cu. Ore SW tere |S) We she Wgl eallta escape oilaiecotahan cs alltel eras! eee 

90| Ci. St. 15)|) C1 Osean S e/../S e]../S e|..|5:80am. |6:30 am. Osi shes 
20) Ci. 15} Ci. St Oa ee SOWA RSIS Wl ea| Si Wallies liatoyoye steve olla eveber cle ec lhevenenel aie Ihren 

15] Ci Ossie es Olea eats ne A eed baa Pe ee iaie IO erioinie lace ocllac on = 
Dist = Site, sys Ollickewhereteve Opesscaae se se. FECN SE \CaeNC CRAG (CHORE CARROL Ve IO Ear fences cat 
OlGs eran Olliiceenst ste Olli anaes Ww SSAA HOSE AKA | on iC CIO al oOIeic olor laiaiceces |e Aceon 

10} Ci 15 Ci. 40/ St s s We = Peed (6 ceteaeions mites icl| octane s bf 
90; St 60] St. 35] St sw SW SPWilea Silene ‘eve tate.'e at sel een er ey ot cllcull ay evte seh et eReN enol 

60; St 20| Cu ON se seek Ww WwW We |otAlhncye oletets ollie of@tehecs atailtcrsie one\et l eeeneters 
100) St 40} Cu Outre ass n n TG) sathiltece ste atelea ley eca las cays || RNa | eee eene 
10} Ci 60} Ci. St Ole se sere SEUSS [te.4 80. '| . Se ceyend cles illersweeeee cast ol eieecen repr | ieee eee 
15| Ci. St 95] St 30] St s |..jne]..jne SS 7:30 DESAI Sens Ox 
30| St 90] St. 10! Ci Sw|..|S w]. Ww 2:30 4:00 ESE webenevene 

15} Cu 25) Ci. 95) St Swl..| w «, « [Sta [totieriens “ane rox ah lah etelioras 9 Ihedeicere towel eieneer eee 
80} Ci 30] Ci. 40} Ci. St. |n e]../s e Hak el a CREE fo o.cld lois Bilao balla dac ok 
20| Ci. St 100| St. 100} St eb PAlsie Si Gi] Leillovereke sole Gil erm oh ore | es oes eee 
10| St 90] St. Cu 100} St Seaisiw sw T 2 1 an OA eS io 
80) Cu. St 70| Cu. St Ol Riefeyseehs Sw|..|w oo: |cbelRRa ore ated oll tepedeitens «rete lhere erenere | ereeeeamts 

TAOS) |fhereuete ras USO Sano oe AD) sey cretete ce |totev-es |i atel| ta, eo! |ere|| rer <t fice rails) sire ob. act oa | eb snaworanees 2.49 = 

Ai casvs AA Foci sis 0.3 SLU esc. re total terest [eras a 'sh 04] (ce, al ettaven | yatle ll abateres serene plaigis so tal | iotretere at 

a a nny | | | Lf | SS 

A Reais) ies’ te seve! Ihe pelle cots ireutss[lags."e. Sin cotelelllevetaetetstet onl terctoke tere] | ie teiemrete 
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR THE MONTH OF 

Thermometer, sige Ae Barometer reduced to Registering 
in open air. of saturation. freezing point. Thermometer 

Day 
of 

month 

. E E 
= a 2 FA z r Fo rs s | z 
< wy oy < a py < ry ry a 9 
bX a ro-) bk nN ror) bt a roy a 3 

idee wie 58 60 58 88 94 94 28.865 28.930 29.025 62 56 
ye 58 71 52 82 ral 93 29.179 29.171 29.204 73 45 
Been 63 72 67 83 80 84 29.211 29.117 29.002 76 47 
4. 73 71 66 85 100 100 28.825 28.830 28.925 76 65 
TEge 73 81 73 85 74 95 28.967 28.939 28.960 83 60 

sei 62 wit (a) 94 KA 100 28.968 28.967 28.990 78 61 
ice 61 75 69 100 86 95 29.013 28.995 28.997 78 59 
AE 69 79 70 85 82 100 29.010 28.892 28.877 80 58 
hee 66 fe 67 100 95 100 28.900 28.827 28.865 76 65 

ill SSCS cia) (Ope RS BZ Gare relaterl ions foletersl thats: ease hl veuey aiehe ie 28.832 28.767 28 GT. || 5 0) < evngel| Chere 

1.2... WA aren Alot: 22% 81 vhale \famacre Der AD ||: ayavtta leis fevered uate fereticleas 84 80 
ii ee A ae 72 (at Ud |e ee 54 ok: Caisse eoiels ib lliencpebere) o's! Sraillieve Stele aliehedall ieteue c:aal eer 
UG RAR 69 80 64 65 59 94 28.940 28.914 28.970 80 51 
if ee 67 78 73 79 69 81 29.005 28.884 28.857 81 59 
1 USP 73 81 72 76 67 85 28.912 28 .932 28.970 82 59 

163. 7Aay) | US Be cal Felipe Gil icrens, cetct| erate eens POS LL lil tale reid sie & Al tet rene tec ete 91 57 
UA Sees Renee Oe Vata ste oil ist avey tered |nehee eyed lNexate te, coed Venopeter ct aveis es | rlwbeienel steueretl | eve Perera 93 69 
1d ye cute ole oe ASG OG | ADORE! IGE BS Ben [onr rs. 56 | (oe ieiriol (eaterens chosti Ranckrceonc chee Kener 94 65 
LOSS: SSO Bel Shere ce coll tevaretoe « TA [eRe roll hale ohotarell (Mecoh ccetaae as oil (s Beatecets mreeenl tadeue eienene 88 54 
20 he's WOM ws 68 GE lees OO Wiseiscdyere ccatea| ardaicrote Siete iain re rouge 86 58 

21. 70 79 66 80 70 84 28.950 28.879 28.890: 80 56 
22.. 69 60 56 85 94 94 28.879 28 .887 28.942 a 51 
23. 63 68 58 83 84 88 29.018 29.042 29.098 70 54 
24.. 67 75 61 84 64 88 29.143 29.092 29.09 77 47 
21a) eee 67 77 63 84 69 94 29.128 29.065 29. 81 54 

PAAR 66 80 66 79 59 95 29.078 + 28.982 28.98 83 56 
Wx ase | 67 76 66 95 91 95 28.987 28.914 28.940 81 61 
280=. 65 76! 62 78 75 88 28.987 29.007 29.017 75 59 
7d ea 60 De 65 88 69 84 29.108 29.080 29.075 79 49 
30... 65 79 79 100 74 87 28.995 28.892 28.844 80 61 
3 70 82 79 95 cpl 95 28.847 28.849 28.894 83 69 

Sums -/1521 |1722 |1523 | 2260 1903 2274 | 682.747 694.854 695 2327 1685 

SSEANAS poten art iis) pillica toys, oe | ohare eve 84 76 EL Bliciccks ceekare cori! ae oo muel abaaeh lies cow rene 80.24 | 58.10 

| ef | te ——— 

Average...) Steareics oll eetoteicn flavors isis oY Dae ee SARS Scie) PNG ReY tore [Sore ab Sead| Imig se 22 14 
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’ 

JULY 1904, AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, LANSING, MICH. 

Clouds. Winds. Rain and snow. 

—! 
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a ° Ss = 
we pea Sees) | hee 
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95| St 85| St. O'l| Saeore Ss s s All cis tab ol oi'ay afl cee ices 2S oe oe ee 
Oleiaee.s-< Ola ON Sera cners s Ww Wig! |fers, |Ietettels: ote, 2: 51] coueNonctateee’ lteter ie ha ateteere 

ONE terars aicsall ereterercn lobe beseveverelltecerend alll eres eters Ww BNO IOC Matas laddadal le ce sc 
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Oo onmohollp anon (3 gene icercl lig eamecencis ne TL W, ]\5.705| cc evsfoies orohei|ve te seieiere/e ol foRe ore eel Canaan 
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30| Ci 95] St. Cu Ollaao see e .nw bt ao ene ec tel G Siac ical (oink oe 
10| Ci. St 80] St. Cu Oleras acne n n Ty | eee. Sa. nil R oe one eee eee 
20} Cu. 55] Cu. OVossnes Jin eee | Bere ban eel jaricectn Otol >. octttod) aco a 
10} Ci 65] Cu. 10} Cu Inw)]..|S W S| tei| ayer etottevet » wi| le leRenete tate rel] eeyate fete Melee 

(O)l-25 eta 90} Cu. St.; 100] St Ww AISW JES SSG | ecailceeaite: ovale «le cePe etsy pal lewere pect || eee ene 
Olenes ss. 100| St. i 100) St Hie biol Maes) 5 ISOW [sal Syspaye 01 s0s,s'| bi Meee oll ono ocie | en orem 
5| St Dilmste 30] Cu TUS ee TUE lies Kas w: | ell ayetegee ale, = [Re Ieee Nea ae eee | eee 

25) Ci. 50| Ci. 10} St MD ees aa ers Ge fie villsvenaies ‘oo wo eral net abe: sl rice eee ||| or semee 
100) St. 100] St. t s SHANSE Whe | SS: © | snyrell Suatelten o> 2) onci| le penpe cayenne uate cone eee ee 
100| St. 35) Gi. 25\ Ci. St. |s w|..|/S w|.-|s w ¢@:30\am. | Svagm. ‘trace: \saceee 

== eS SE ee ee ee eee a ee ee Se a 
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Thermometer, 
in open air. 

Day 
of 

month 

HL eee ake 
< rv ry 
b nN o 

es 65 79 63 
ee cs 59 wh 59 
es 62 80 61 
4.. 67 84 74 
Sace 70 79 66 

iod 67 74 64 
Teves 71 72 50 
8.. 51 69 56 
Oe re 61 80 71 
OSes 63 69 56 

51 BE 56 73 56 
ipa 61 78 66 
Lo «s 72 Sad eletexes 
14.. GUA eceverche I veucissoke 
USE sac eno fees Le | Eee 

LBs UO P| ssctororet | isis .oxs 
Miietteteets 'a)lKcveysint =| cicsase "| aie ie tee 
My rete chat lions sina, [lovers coke] \e wie ou 
19... BG; i See ollita eles. 
20.. Gifallic, crcteta (esate res 

7A SO Miecsia coed] Sener 
BZ De| sie 64°} 69 56 
PBT 58 73 62 
24. 63 79 69 
AES 74 76 56 

26... 61 zal 56 
ills s 58 74 61 
28.. 64 78 63 
29.. 59 61 56 
30... 54 Te Nl Betete 
Pa eedttersteta || Seid 25 | \.010:%0) |<: ath abe 

Sums....|1254 [1489 |1221 

DL SAATIN stctell ee taverall| weveta/sc la cate ce 

Relative humidity 
or per cent 

of saturation. 

2 2 z 
4 Py e 
~ Nn o 

s9 | 66] 94 
76 | 75 | 100 
ss | 74 | 94 
794): it 81 
80 | 66 {| 89 
84 | 63] 83 
71 62 | 100 
86 | 80 | 100 
71 55 75 

100 |/ 96 | ‘100 
94] 72] 94 
86 | 69 | 95 

bynes 7G Al ste s siok 
eee ae Cigale te b 

Fm eae ete maser 

ON een ae 
Ob cereale. Ha 
SO) eae ore co 

100 | 80 {| 94 
S84 St 88 
83 66 | 80 
90 | 64]. 94 
B2ala ze}! (87 
S248 72 94 
78 | -73)| 83 
g2 | 94] . 94 
STH SOL Fone 

2111 | 1669 | 1819 
sa) vat 91 

83 

Barometer reduced to 
freezing point. 

aa 2 2 
4 | Py ei 
~ oO a 

28.952 | 28.939 | 29.005 
29.090 | 29.070 | 29.080 
29.095 | 29.050 | 29.040 
29.010 | 28.899 | 28.854 
28.925 | 28.889 | 28.887 
28.830 | 28.827 | 28.830 
28.835 | 28.852 | 29.021 
29.167 | 29.176 | 29.236 
29.216 | 29.072 | 29.005 
29.015 | 28.995 | 29.098 
29.206 | 29.198 | 29.221 
29.244 | 29.158 | 29.065 
28.887 | 28.894 | 28.922 
28040 lyn ics chal Soe meen 

"28.935 | 29.100 | 29.223 
29.306 | 29.225 | 29.173 
29.143 | 28.977/| 28.915 
28.752 | 28.810 | 28.995 
29.204 | 29.148 | 29.166 
29.186 | 29.165 | 29.169 
29.080 | 29.042 | 29.017 
29.125 | 29.122 | 29.154 
29.146 | 29.085 | 29.103 

639.349 | 638.693 | 639.179 
Cr i 

re 

Registering 
thermometer. 

Epp 
8.) Be 
3 = 
= = 

81 58 
73 55 
80 46 
85 56 
81 59 

76 61 
77 52 
7 43 
82 49 
72 61 

75 51 
80 50 
86 60 
85 47 
82 55 

84 55 
80 53 
86 60 
81 51 
68 57 

83 59 
71 61 
75 46 
80 54 
78 67 

73 44 
75 48 
80 51 
64 52 
73 49 
76 53 

2412 1664 

77.81 | 53.68 

24.13 
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AUGUST, 1904, AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, LANSING, MICH. 

Clouds. Winds. Rain and snow. 

ad be 

7 A.M. 2P. M. 9 P. M. 7 A.M./2 P. M.|9 P. M 5 iz b z 

ry S ° 3E iS) 
ares ij é g | ®e|g 

< - pe H oo os | wD 

ae #3 | 23 8/ /2|J/8]1 4 mois. fee eee Sei sa)) a Peel = lelels ise iat Se | ge | 32 a8 
ieee | | te S| bra S |ElE ETS E/5] be ee | 3g | Be 
Bren) tae) beac a SRS Se a te Ch eH liek ey eer ig an 

10} Ci. 20} Cu 80] Cu. sw Ww n 
Olle. 20) Cu. Olle crabtree ne n aap 
(0) | oi eeee AG CUS ie 5 ylO)| bape emetyces SW sw ete 

15} Ci 30} Ci. Cu 35| St s SW SW 
Oleic. 100| Cu. St (Ol aceice Sw|..| w s 

OlReserers < 65] Cu Olfietaesen Ww w w 
40| Cu 45} Cu 5] St w Ww Ww 
Olfaemnate sis Olleuae eee ONS 6 abiond nw n n 
Olea oaess 20] Ci 80| Cu. St.|s e Ss s 

100} St 100} St Ollinccrconee SW w Sane 

*10:30 a. m. 
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR THE MONTH OF 

Thermometer, Ree es Barometer reduced to Registering 
in open air. of saturation. freezing point. thermometer. 

Day 
of 

month 

A ite Z z 5 | & 
a a a a a a a | = 5 5 

< em ey < ey a < ey | rH is 5 
bt nN ror) é ae oS i AQ ro = = pee ee py Seren? 

Leis 70 79 64 100 100 89 28.987 28.932 28.908 80 62 
Devs 76 80 66 95 91 89 28.830 28.867 28.910 82 63 
“a ate GAT iVorote.et | cleo exc SOo Micelael’s ae nok 285928) || Have vic faire! ote cect well aah 58 

"5, Coke el PRBAGA BIS (eens ges) aaa Et ce RIG LNT RRM Ei e553) 

Bpeentiee ta [ie teiciche stereo. e [Sic tale w |lcyersvslie Ul] tetedener er]! cvesave Suella Sieln oo eve bho 6 ec louetwres|\GteMeval ale o ol evetalet oth en 
Peet Meal | euetic vein Waiwier csi ||,Sie tesa te lls: e o.cueis I ate cote ane) | acc atane  |elevere’auets-o tat | cose qeue tobe lageel latte ccc talecets|| erate tree eae 
Pa er ell /ctetetlo ter llters:.c fetal lie to te ca boi Ufo. nu wire seve |] eb evedarrov’<t'| wks. efontore (6 too @ueite wierll ‘efettcteanure fone ol [ te Wekteratityaueti ove | tae aeons | eee 
CS erbape etal es footie cilore te. o.| -Caananwic [id dee fe ve Mbebeickavete ||| shatarte tcshialvrc. a Mrakelove) tote catzen efce Ko) une. 1 come yerrene tohfeicn re || eae enna en 
rarer erell te tabe leben icicle sctei|i sie e ote'liscous @ceveulue eWeualehar | Sdec sieves Viotele w: cra ate w ili shaiatelc latede le ,] letersi adaitepete (| PATS eeeeneten | ean 

Huet aterell orels sede! | \etcvaheles| Sais’ aie | fare eh loss §[.eespelcle’ |recetereie lo |verohe sce alco oie Ill otene tof'ete fel oviwall icone enotepte) onieike! | infer aetna 
Terme e WEN ce ol |) Se ccatiasl| en nas rol Mekeacveme,a pe tev stobel ed cele baire, niet aie se anc cue eos) GPtereies tedeve lets tera ere 84.) Ae 
13.. eB dae ico Reveies irs 7 er cate is | Pe awiacd ic Gate ioey| PAIN act Mao sa ae.d 69 42 
Cee 19 Beall RE he es| eee MOO. His she sees wilds a Sosa ist wcler a whet oheuil Ser at otte ctetetey |farebokebener shone Biba eaers 50 
MEST eral love fecal arms ohatie’ | he Gods Gell are exe teal cen veroy ale [heat ete elNtevetcusicitera shou care eretels nul oteserecomedorsts 

663) Seance 
16 60 74 57 dis, \leisishedole hots: oles. oi] 'Gianens breve teal] sts; weeds voxel] tsyenexertteme kee 74 49 
17 55 80 73 81 78 90 29.013 28.845 28.827 82 45 
I SSeeeee estate (a oie totel || cvetexeves |: scene & illeyakerersie dl uevctader eta |i s/ere une DATE tS Y (ial WOO ar cee sao 73 53 
19 61 75 68 94 86 90 29.033 28.997 28.98 75 54 
20 55 58 45 87 94 100 29.061 29.092 29.26 59 54 

21 39 53 40 91 80 100 29.438 29.421 29.459 55 32 
22 45 57 45 84 75 100 29.530 29.395 29.351 58 32 
23 49 efi 68 85 80 90 29.110 29.070 29.002 71 42 
24 67 72 63 95 90 100 28.845 28.787 28.858 iE 63 
25 56 64 60 100 94 94 29.036 28.973 28.848 69 55 

26 58 62 58 100 100 94 28.813 28.845 28.875 64 55 
27 57 70 62 94 95 94 28.971 28.938 28.980 72 54 
28 62 65 67 88 94 95 29.035 28.992 28.925 69 58 
29 | 73 75 64 95 81 89 28.827 28.852 28.852 78 64 
30 -| 57 64 53 81 73 87 28.991 | 28.933 28.905 66 56 

Sums....| 940 |1099 953 | 1719 1311 1401 | 435.520 | 434.939 434.944 | 1269 933 

eng We ills, oc | Ea! 90 87 ha eee | Sct, eee 70.50 | 51.83 
| et Ta ol ae fee) AR ES eh | 

AMET ACR. | sieieil are ste nillipiaicio.e ome 2 7 el een otro i leaee &idedall clot 5 eee does 18.67 
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SEPTEMBER, 1904, AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, LANSING, MICH. 

Clouds. Winds. Rain and snow. 

aetiee vies 5 
7 A.M 2 P.M. 9 P. M. 7 A. M.|2 Pp. M.|9 P.M. A A Se 

hy =iPe - 
3 ° Hiee= |) ° 

a erie a |g | Seg 
a5 =e eS i) S g iN op. 1 eee 
3g : $a ; $3 ; Silsl Sis sie z ge os | a2 
Org Ls) oS se] O96 3 Se ea ee elmo Nic is m0 AOD S05 
fee | | ee iE aoe SB (2a 2/5/28 ]5) we 32 Se | 32 
eal Me | | an Rah igs, 4 |AleIAJe/A le; a” ae | ie ar 

100) St. 100/ St. 90| St nw Ww SAW cts eerie ectettay slot aitellotts .o teh.s/ RONG stra howl canara 
95) St. 100| St. OE as SW Ss Sw Day Day Od) meee ee 
SAOW (OPE ul || RR Se Ab ies ice Gi igh ard icolod] | oles chico sw lst To Sella ias ail ote epee ale Rte | tabhecraelte a, ato ete (6: onel’el emeEMCNe Rs 

EI ORRIN be PAR) el al RR ES OP I eS ee De i: Remenek Bi te e 

UNM ratem reat Sams SNe als &[taatita cdeadts. lie \Day | Night |e) (45\ecceae 

Tees ale ccc lee cleo) Iitavetateye. © cillereracehetillis eatihsyece Ss Ww Si eususil see Neyer eicyelebarslll she tevchesotel « |foheyetede ol eGR een 

Beare eoclt reas acl TOOH Sta le e ise eltclissa Soe cae Raniea. leks a Cee 
HOO WS Gos ae eels etecetea hoes tote ofall si nveh sen ee aerenens) © nw oes Night Night | JO8i Stas 

see [rceceee|ecses as ae ie 20| St. Sow eed Si wil m!| Sis wall cael cane och ollie ous clek elltetenoreheaell Lewes 
5, 6. 'cti| jot ahA CUNO) (BIC |S oaototarro 50; St. e Shaw leet «ll eere INT STG ep rert renee tAL aa Ss 
Ra [PR Pal re |i scchades hate ohave cteilgistatsna hes atsivanals 5 We [tated [Pevavcstkeate’ | cntcl bate | Pas cuentas, oll OL abe Reteteey cl Rete syaiesc}| | eneeme 

OO) Pars a ccallin otajetel istic. Sens) asi|lereventis, [leis sisjere. 6 S fe: EIS Gi] ce. SHKGil vant lEl a otatent rc | [Copel save vance’ fede eneere) | laneneenes 
COO |farensteievess lyn ots tese!l|veve chee, exe Ollyesaterstae n BN Pa ees || Sco’ © WU | oscil: ayene otra oillehe teeebton net ol Pekeircirettens| | ioustaneners 

Olistersyaiev sv 5| Ci. Cu. 5| Ci. n SMT rssill (Ge e'] 5 . |levenevaeker ave [ohare reap ell kedote loterl | ISienenoe 
Ol isprateie cee Ojlfets <0 <teil)y — AOe eas 5 5's TD FE )| eye Sl) |ieraill (Sis @ |feveteverers «|| ef ol etattan cleo ela] a¥otetsl|[uatagalate 

40| Ci. 60] Ci. LOOM Cus. Stas] mS! wi ler tS Wi] <.- [ce cee clue, «lla euetteberevers Vowel) tera] lie teteneners 
100| St. 100] St. 100| St. w |.-|S Ww Ww 5a.m. |10a.m HAL 25.488 
100) St. 100] St. 100| St. Dw|..|nw|..jow 9p.m. | Night OT ow svotee 

100} St. 100] St. OO Sts Cusii war |e iawi | 2 We|). </l)sepetsiots «=| SerePeperecy hare ianatel ol ertpoete 
80) St. Cu. 40} Ci. Cu. 10] Ci. Cu.jnw]..| e Cod Rl fo in amen icon's Setelltclo a cha||45 cic" 
80| Ci. St. | 100] St. 60/) Ci St.is\ ef-.is e}:.| s|..j°12gm., |2:30)}psm $28 |e cence 
90} Cu. St $5), Cit Cu: Olas w|..| w Wil eae Night |/\ ote. 202 \0 Secee 
25) Ci. 20| Ci. 20] Ci. nw nw Ww “hi SC OO cbmc ob ela doe aollde. dos 

i SOR CY a eae GEA chi a 279 (eV Uo est ek ec = O-Sh\ aan ame 

Fle eekatvor sci Gs le evenevs: « AGN tes st lleva) Lieto s| Storer: | autsl| xe al Sowell euaN ojrel-cy oy 1 10i| Uae eWortel eventos ol | ol eBetteReihel iE esas 
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Thermometer, 
in open air. 

Day 
of | 

month. 

eae) 0] Magli 
< Bs a < 
- Nn a | - 

tes, 52] 61] 56/| 86 
2.. 50 56 43 100 
3.. 39 53 42 91 
4... 46 51 54 92 
ayes 56 55 47 100 

6... 35 47 35 | 80 
‘Ge 35 52 45 90 
Svae 52 63 60 93 
Deus | | (OL 67 72 100 

Oeics cel @ OO 77 61 95 

Mieka Ga| 66) G1. 93 
abe 46 53 40 100 
1 ESS ace 41 55 42 100 
14.. 39 52 46 | 91 
LD sie 42 57 44 91 

16s 52 65 51 79 
Uy ae 51 72 61 86 
1S. 55 76 58 87 
iN Re 52 74 61 86 
A reser alee 52 49 45 86 

2 os 41 47 42 91 
Beier le evs 41 45 37 91 
23.. 39 46 35 73 
24.. 43 56 47 67 
25. 42 46 40 100 

SGeser. »:| 30 36 32 100 
ARE 33 43 35 100 
ZSsccsiecte| “ot 51 42 90 
29.. 43 60 40 83 
30.. St) | AAs 35 82 
Sites ee 130 58 30 61 

Sums....|1366 |1679 |1394 | 2764 

Means...|..... 4 siorete 89 

2492 

Relative humidity 
or per cent 

of saturation. 

2685 

93 

Barometer reduced to Registering 
freezing point. thermometer. 

Be 
. - a & g 
<‘ Pe PY 4 a 
bt N ro = = 

28.866 28.752 28.725 64 47 
28.668 28.688 28.818 58 49 
29.029 29.028 29.086 55 32 
29.106 28.978 28.935 54 41 
28.863 28.963 29.202 57 52 

29.393 29.396 29.394 49 30 
29.382 29.206 29.061 53 30 
29.023 28.995 29.008 64 44 
29.053 28.940 28.808 73 56 
28.685 28 .622 28.700 rtf 65 

28.863 28.968 29.011 56 51 
29.180 29.238 29.284 54 40 
29.335 29.333 29.336 58 38 
29.406 29.356 29.352 55 33 
29.322 29.224 29.212 61 38 

29.175 29.110 29.091 67 36 
29.063 29.005 29.005 75 45 
29.063 29.007 28.988 78 51 
28.953 28.812 28.718 75 49 
28.980 28.564 28.527 54 45 

28.418 28.294 28.362 49 39 
28.575 28.689 28.873 47 37 
29.028 29.038 29.039 47 31 
28.878 28.784 28.915 57 33 
29.095 29.087 29.098 48 41 

29.095 29.102 29.185 39 32 
29.279 29.183 29.146 44 29 
29.081 29.012 29.025 57 32 
29.068 29.222 29.271 62 35 
ZO OOD! || .rats tevevaseceuell \.o! ate ena 48 29 

Fla RPP vate ovace-ateteh | taveleroe eererel | reer 22 

841.925 840.596 841.175 | 1729 1210 

Bie Re erestete' | oetceeieta aie\|' + evelgs ee hc [Od s OCU Omen 

eee Torre oie ier (oon allerscinac 17.30 
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‘ 

Clouds. Winds. Rain and snow. 
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Barometer reduced to 
freezing point. 

2 2 
pa Ps 
a =) 

29.143 29.162 
29.112 29.095 
29.014 29.005 
28.853 28.881 
28.878 28.933 

28.934 28.936 
28.930 28.918 
28.880 28.905 
28.847 28.960 
29.178 29.212 

29.168 29.086 
28.652 28.610 
28.623 28.801 
29.027 29.068 
29.007 29.086 

29.227 29.322 
29.124 29.083 
29.020 29.028 
28.935 28.808 
28.565 28.630 

29.050 28.943 
28.847 28.938 

"29.010 | 281535 
28.539 28.713 
28.845 28.842 

723.408 | 723.500 
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Relative humidity 
Thermometer, or per cent 
in open air. of saturation. 

| 

Day 
of 

month 
| 

P| Z z a 3 3 FI 
< ry ry < oy Hy < 
~ nN o ~ i | for) ~ 

MO eis 2 £co)!'s,3.3, 2% 66 ESS iavolav state 79 100 29.154 
ives 45 65 49 100 89 100 29.190 
mies 43 67 50 83 95 100 29.118 
4... 40 66 39 100 100 100 | 28.933 
crore 39 46 38 100 (Hh 100 28.893 

Ge. 34 44 33 90 92 100 28.984 
(ee 34 39 29 90 82 100 28.936 
Sie. | 28 43 32 100 100 100 28.903 
Oe cee 700 43 35 100 100 90 28.860 
HOs wastes | eo 40 32 89 82 100 29.141 
ac 

Die eel) 24 i) 44) at 87 84 100 | 29.232 
HSS Apel Mee 5 45 37 90 100 90 28.895 
aeeeccoe.| oh 39 35 100 100 90 28.563 
14,. 34 39 31 100 91 100 29.023 
Noise. 32 50 36 100 86 100 29.079 

Lee Wl) rae 56 36 100 81 90 29.254 
1 (Re Ah exe 54 47 90 74 85 29.272 
1 Fae 3|' «39 61 49 91 thie 93 | 29.083 
19.. ..| 44 66 49 92 79 78 29.026 
20... 52 54 46 86 87 92 | 28.673 

21, 29 46 38 100 Vie 91 29.089 
22. 39 50 36 100 79 100 28.871 
Zo SEDs Gael loco FA! | octets oy Roe 28.730 
24.. Hessians wil crave oil coheinceve |\e ave toreten las ete Ciel xe cbecetall acchsteenchetere 
pa charts On| s{eyehava|| ateveya’a'| ‘siete, seerell|faferete7e te lets s| <ere Jeecceseee 

MN a0 fale Moin cece tele sl o's eee PRE os oll eas akaxe eects 
7 ES 740) || Weep |e oc eee LOO etree recsi|'s\s ate eve Porcetts Sewers 6 
28.. 18 23 34 100 60 61 29.115 
29... 37 35 29 100 80 100 | 28.470 
30 27 27 24 100 100 100 28 .822 

Sums....| 835 |1142 | 895 | 2460 | 2151 | 2360 | 724.579 

ITE ATIE crellicic era's! | se ass] olece, che 95 86 94 |.....eeee 
a 

Average.. 92 Ce 

Registering 
Thermometer. 

f | ¢ 
Boob 
3 = 
= = 

68 34 
66 42 
69 40 
66 36 
52 34 

45 25 
39 29 
43 25 
44 27 
42 32 

46 21 
47 28 
39 29 
40 30 
51 29 

57 27 
54 32 
62 38 
68 43 
57 46 

47 27 
52 36 
48 31 

oie ca 8 

34 15 
41 29 
29 24 

1332 827 

49.33 | 30.63 

ithe ele 18.70 
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Per cent 
of cloud 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

Clouds. Winds. 

2 P. M. 9 P. M. 7 A.M.|2 P. M./9 P. M. 
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121 

Rain and snow. 

Beginning rain or 
snow. 

eee eco es 

snow. 

a 
°o 

des eS 
ae 5 

i=) lon: 
a 2 

—_— On oi 

o= | a2 
Feta) || ai: 
of Ag 
es of £ A= 

arokeidh ais 25 

foe? awe 25 

*Snow 10 a. m. 

16 
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Thermometer, 
in open air. 

Day 
of 

month 

2 2 2 
< Ay rH 
’- N fo>) 

hts 25 30 22 
Deas 20 23 21 
a pea 18 24 23 
ee 19 25 13 
Dale 22 28 18 

Gree 15 32 ae 
Tipe 31 32 30 
S45 28 27 21 
9.5. 12 22 13 

10... 16 28 20 

Wilvene 19 23 21 
12e 21 26 13 
Woe —2 15 —2 
14... -9 45 12 
15. w 14 23 18 

Las. -5 20 13 
i Be ut 24 9 
133; 20 28 26 
LO) 29 26 20 
205K. 27 24 22 

21 19 26 23 
22 29 38 42 
23 50 48 28 
24.. 20 Oa tote ee un 
25%. cco hac uano| Reveiceor 

ieee tl ion ccs || «slau at 
27 3. AVAP Raeroe |hercee 
28.. 4 Ne | Rene | hs Dae 
29.. a Ee RR | Nr dace 
| Uae SR toes 37 
Slice. 38 45 38 

Sums 467 677 496 

MLBATISEE. Sill, cfuctes | stots c-0 i somie «s 

ee 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR THE MONTH OF 

Relative humidity 
or per cent 

of saturation. 

' 

a 3 a 

< a rv 
b a ro 

100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 

100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 

100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 

100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 

100 100 100 
100 100 83 
86 92 100 

100 COOP weer 

Bia (i) (Pa I 
MOO Mia tes ic Mtoe eras 
VOD Rete ciliate 
TOO, | ees 90 
91 84 91 

2877 | 2476 | 2464 

99 99 99 

99° 

Barometer reduced to 
freezing point. 

eC We ee mC) 

see ee eee 
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—_—————_— | -— | 

Registering 
thermometer, 

Ee = 
a & E 
ro 3 & 
o = Ss 

29.083 32 18 
29.248 23 19 
29.275 | 25 17 
29.182 26 17 
29.136 30 pip § 

28.722 33 9 
28.555 33 26 
28.846 29 21 
28.935 | 23 9 
29.060 26 12 

28.842 | 23: 15 
28.964 | 26 13 
29.306 17 -3 
29.204 47 -18 
29.058 24 12 

29.000 21 -—7 
28.845 24 6 
28.652 31 4 
28.889 29 25 
28.920 30 14 

29.180 | 27 16 
28.815 42 19 
28.910 52 28 

SAAS GREE 23 Uiry 
RG cei [is prevent 15 

via Wuetelie «te 5) Morsteteters 22 
Wana face 45 22 
ey Or aCr Qi one ee 
a tao mie kets 30 10 
ambgeee Pee eid 37 13 
28.745 45 35 

695.372 853 380 

aLekevateiers a 30.46 13.57 

odes A kats | eeeeeree 16.89 
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DECEMBER, 1904, AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, LANSING, MICH. 

Clouds. Winds. Rain and snow. 
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* Snow all day. +tRain, cold wave. §Snow in night. 
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EPAPERIMENT SEATION BULLETINS. 

FERTILIZER ANALYSES. 

BY FLOYD W. ROBISON. 

Act No. 26 of the Session Laws of 1885 provides for the inspection and analysis 
of all brands of commercial fertilizers on sale in Michigan. In order to have 
these analyses serve the purpose best, it has been considered advisable to pub- 
lish the results of analyses as early in the summer as the work will permit. 
These analyses cover goods shipped into the state in the spring of the current 
year and also in the fall of the previous year, The analyses are made upon 
goods selected in the open market in all cases when they may be found. 

WHAT GOODS ARE SUBJECT TO LICENSE. 

- This division interprets as subject to license any fertilizer, so-called chemical 
sold as fertilizer, bone products, salts, ground rock, etc., the retail price of which 

exceeds $10.00 per ton. 
The manufacturer’s license extends over a definite period of time and does not 

cover a definite brand of goods for all time. Because a certain brand of fertilizer 
is legally on sale during 1903 is no reason why it is legally on sale in 1904. As 
soon as the time limit of a fertilizer expires, that fertilizer is illegally on sale 

and is subject to all the provisions of the statute relating to unlawful goods. 
If dealers have such goods on hand they must either return them to the manufac- 
turer or pay the license fee. 

THE OBJECT OF A LICENSE AND ANALYSIS. 

It is manifestly impossible by a simple, microscopic examination of a fertilizer 
to tell anything about its value. Something may be told concerning the purity of 
food by a physical examination of the food, but the chemist himself can tell 
little of the value of a fertilizer except he analyze it in his laboratory. It is the 
recognition of this fact that caused the passage of the fertilizer law and placed 

it in the control of independent hands. To protect the user of fertilizers in a 
matter in which he is clearly and wholly incompetent to protect himself was 
the object of this law. Suppose a farmer decides to buy a fertilizer for his own 
use, the same fertilizer nct being licensed, and as an inducement he is offered it 
at one or two dollars less per ton. The manufacturer gives him a guaranteed an- 
alysis, but he has nothing except the manufacturer’s guaranty to assure him that 
the goods are what they are claimed to be. This station cannot analyse them 
for him for they are not licenscd. He may be using a good fertilizer or he may 
be using one without value and he has no redress. On the other hand if the 

fertilizer in question is a licensed one the meaning is clear that the correct an- 
alysis of the goods is shown in the Annual Fertilizer Bulletin alongside the 
manufacturer’s guaranty and the farmer knows that he can depend upon it. 
Neither the station analysis nor the fact that a fertilizer is licensed is proof 
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that the fertilizer is an especially good one. The object of the analysis is to reveal 
just what the goods are and just what they contain in fertilizing ingredients and 
the fact that they are licensed is simply evidence that they have been analyzed and 
their composition as compared with their claim can be ascertained by consulting 
the Bulletin. To render this work fully effectual farmers and granges who club 
together to secure reduced rates should insist before any such goods are bought 
that they bear the state license. This license requires an open, guaranteed state- 
ment of the composition and insures a chemical analysis of the Fertilizer. 

LEGAL GOODS. 

The fertilizers, the analyses of which are given in this Bulletin, are the only 
fertilizers that can be sold, lawfully, in this state. They may be sold from May 1, 
1904, to May 1, 1905, and if a license is not issued for same on or before the 
latter date, then the goods must be withdrawn from the market. Dealers, as well 
as manufacturers, should co-operate with this division in securing evidence of 
goods unlawfully on sale. Any such evidence will be held in strict confidence and 
speedily investigated. 

REGARDING SAMPLES, 

Most of the samples analysed were composite samples obtained by mixing in 
this laboratory fertilizers obtained from widely different sources. It is consid- 
ered that the greatest possible fairness is secured by this method. In some in- 
stances the same brand has been twice analysed and reported to show the vari- 
ation to which the gocds are subject. This has not been possible on all brands 
but only on those found in greater quantities. 

The following is a partial list of persons and places visited during the past 

spring. Samples of fertilizers were taken from all or nearly all of these dealers 
and these samples, gathered in this way from the open market, are the samples 
the analyses of which appear in this Bulletin. It was formerly a custom to print 

the name of the dealer opposite the analysis of the sample obtained from him, 
but so many samples of the same fertilizer are now obtained that such a pro- 
cedure is no longer feasible. 

Adrian—Nathan Smith & Son. 
Albion—F. Steele. 
Allegan—Schuler & Bourne, B. F. Foster. 
Alma—Alma Sugar Co. 
Bad Axe—William Rapson & Son, Cosgrove, Freeman & Co., B. A. & Grain Co., 

A. T. McDonald. 
Battle Creek—I. EH. Stiles, W. N. Dibble. 
Bay City—Jenison Hardware Co., R. C. Bialy, Bay City Hardware Co. Ltd. 
Benton Harbor—H. P. Boehn, B. N. Nowlen & Co. 
Birmingham—E. R. Smith & Co., J. L. Truax. 
Blissfield—M. Wolverton, A. G. Root. 
Big Rapids—LaClair & Egglesson. 
Capac—Wesley Nye, Colling & Co., Lang Bros. 
Caro—M. H. Vaughan, Kelsey & Co., Caro Sugar Co, T. W. Vantyne. 
Carsonville—C. J. Walker, A. H. Baird, Hartshorn & Anderson. 
Carleton—Geiermann Bros., C. H. Reiser. 
Clio—J. Wellman & Son, Fred Houghton. 
Charlotte—Webster Cobb Co, Garber & Gibbe. 

Coloma—Stratton & Blackman, Peck Bros. 

Coral—N. B. Atwood & Co. 
Clifford—Clifford Elevator Co. 
Decatur—D, Trowbridge. 

Denton—J. B. Schlicht. 
Detroit—S. Baldwin. 
Dowagiac—F. J. Reshore. 
Durand—Hamilin Bros. 
Eaton Rapids—C. D. Weisner. 
Farmington—C. B. Pettibone. 

—— 
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Flint—Dane & Vermilya. 
Grand Haven—James Locke, George Hancock & Sons. 
Grand Rapids—Jones Seed Co., Brown Seed Co., Perkins, Hess & Thompson. 

Greenville—M. Ludlow, Callahan & Ames, 
Grosvenor—W. J. Rogers. 
Hartford—k. D. Goodwin. 
Hastings—R. K. Grant. 
Holland—Keplar & Son. 
Holly—McLaughlin Bros, Co., T. P. Morgan, M. N. Hudson. 
Howard City—W. F. Nagle. 
Hudson—Mr. Reed. 
Ida—Silas Crane, Weiper & Cousino. 
Imlay City—J. W. Green. 
Ionia—Hubbell & Son. 
Jackson—J. E. Bartlett Co., S. M. Isbell & Co. 
Lansing—C. D. Woodbury, H. P. Gladden. 
Lapeer—Robert King, Chase & Mitchell, Lapeer Mercantile Co., J. A. Porter, 

E. C. Roberts. 
Ludington—Mr. Rasmussen, 
Marlette—Kerby & Spring, W. L. Mathews, W. H. Wilson, Nelson Nichas. 
Marshall—Hubbard & Beckwith. 
Maybee—Leidle & Gramlich. 
Milan—W. H. Hack, W. P. Lampkin. 
Monroe—Gheckly & Martin. 
Mt. Pleasant—Kennedy Bros. 
Niles—S. E. Bolton, J. S. Tuttle. 
Owosso—J. Brooks & Son, Parque & Graham. 
Palmyra—J. EH. Rouget, John Miller. 
Petersburg—B. W. Spencer, C. J. Cilley. 
Pigeon—Charles Schultz. 
Pontiac—E. Holland & Sons. 
Port Huron—M. D, Baldwin. 
Royal Oak—Jacob Erb, J. M. Lawson. 
Saginaw—Saginaw Beef Co., J. C. Derby. 
Sebewaing—I. C. Liken & Co. 
St, Clair—W. R. Kemps. 
St. Johns—Byron Hanley, L. G. McKnight & Co. 
St. Joseph—G. K. Pixley, E. Burton. 
Temperance—A. H. King & Co., Sol Onsted. 
Three Rivers—J. E. Griffiths Hardware Co. 
Ubly—Thomas Richardson, D. H. Pierce, Sparling, Pierce Elevator Co. 
Vassar—F. Miller, L: M. Gage. 
West Bay City—Mohr Hardware Co., George L. Mosher. 
Wyandotte—Wyman Coal & Ice Co. 
Ypsilanti—C. EH. Thompson & Son. 
Zeeland—Henry DeKriuf, Isaac Vandyke & Co. 

BARNYARD MANURE AND COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS. 

There are few subjects which it seems can with propriety be discussed more 
frequently than the relative importance of barnyard manure and commercial 
fertilizers. There is abundant evidence to show that commercial fertilizers can 
never, on the American farm, entirely supersede the use of barnyard manure. 
Pound for pound most fertilizers contain very much more nitrogen, phosphoric 

acid and potash than does barnyard manure, but in most instances the growing test 
is in favor of the manure. There is unquestionably an influence physical, chemical 
or bacterial or all together that has a favorable effect on plant life and which can 
not be attributed solely to the nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash present. Where 

all the products of the farm are fed on the premises and cared for properly there 
should be sufficient manure to keep the farm in a high state of fertility and on 
such a farm, in our opinion, the use of commercial fertilizers would be uneconom- 

17 
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ical. However, on small truck farms and on others where but little barnyard 
manure is available the use of commercial fertilizers is commendable. It is 
reasonable to suppose that no system of farming can be permanent that con- 
tinually robs the soil of nutritive material without returning something to it. 
There is no question but that barnyard manure is the best source at the disposal 
of the farmer, to permanently increase the productivity of his land. No other 
fertilizer is so lasting in its effects. The great difficulty with a large number of 
Michigan farms is that it is impossible to obtain enough of this manure. On such 
farms commercial fertilizers have been used with a great deal of success and as 
the system of farming becomes more intensive the use of commercial fertilizers 
must likewise increase. All farmers cannot be dairymen and stockmen. Some 
must sell the wheat, fruits and garden products to support the rapidly increasing 
city populations, and such farmers must replenish in commercial fertilizers the 
equivalent, at least, of that which the exported crop removed. The use of com- 
mercial fertilizers is not a fad and it will not down. The man who has plenty 
of barnyard manure, however, will not buy fertilizers extensively, for they are 
clearly in a class below the natural manures, but the farmer who has not barn- 
yard manure and cannot get it is compelled to use commercial fertilizers if 
he would keep pace with his neighbor in the productiveness of his land. On a 
still too large number of Michigan farms the great value of farm manures is not 
appreciated, neither is there exhibited great familiarity with the constituents 
and properties of these natural manures. The farmer who would use manures 
to the best advantage must become a student of the conditions causing the produc- 

tion of manures and the sources from which they are obtained. Comparatively 
few indeed are the farms where special effort is made to preserve the liquid 
manure from the stock fed and yet that is the most valuable portion of the 

animal excrement. The author is thoroughly familiar with countless examples 
of stables wherein the liquid excrement of animals instead of being saved in 
the manure, seeps through the cracks and holes in the floor and soaks into the 

ground beneath the barn, where, instead of being of value to the farmer, it be- 
comes a constant menace to the health of the animals and the inhabitants of the 
near-by dwelling. Some way of saving this material as well as the solid manure 

should be found and then in most cases let the manure be applied as fresh as 
possible to the land. It is quite generally conceded by practical men and scientists 
as well that the maximum effect is produced by the application of manures as soon 

as made. This is not always possible and yet it is usually found that the difficulty 

is apparent rather than real. 
It does not seem to be a great task for some farmers to get into the habit of 

removing a wagon load of manure to the field as soon as it is ready and a habit 
of this nature, once formed, is productive of untold benefit. Let no farmer 
neglect the natural farm manures for the more easily handled commercial fertil- 

izers but rather let the user of commercial fertilizers secure and use therewith as 
much barnyard manure as he can obtain. 

LEGUMES, COTTON SEED MEAL, ETC. 

It is quite generally conceded that a first rate method of reviving some lands 
is to plow under a crop of clover or some other legume as a green manure. It 
has been considered one of the best ways of applying a nitrogenous fertilizer to 
the soil, and it has the advantage over commercial fertilizers that ordinary barn- 

yard manure has in that it is quite lasting in its effects. The benefit due to a 
leguminous crop is far beyond the actual composition of the plant for the effect 
of the decomposition is to materially change the climate and physical condition 

of the soil. On a farm well provided with barnyard manure, due to the feeding 
of much stock, it is doubtful if the benefits derived from the turning under of a 
leguminous crop are sufficient to counterbalance the value of the crop for feeding 
purposes. The application of the manure in large quantities would undoubtedly 
serve as well or at least nearly as well as the green manure, and at the same 
time the crop of clover will have contributed to the food of the stock. On farms 
or in orchards where no stock are kept and where the supply of barnyard manure 
is very limited the green manuring with a leguminous crop will be found a 

valuable contribution to the fertility of the soil. 
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In the southern states cotton seed meal is much used as a nitrogenous fer- 
tilizer, being applied directly to the land. It serves the purpose admirably and 
has an influence similar to that of barnyard manure and clover. Its great value 
for feeding purposes will prevent the use of this material on stock and dairy 
farms in Michigan for in this case as with ‘clover, its value after feeding will be 
nearly as great as before and the intermediate product— milk or beef—will be 

an added source of wealth. 
On smail farms, gardens and orchards where no barnyard manure is available, 

cotton seed meal should prove a valuable manure.- It contains a much higher 
content of nitrogen than do most commercial fertilizers and besides contributes 

much to the humus supply of the soil. 

WOOD ASHES, 

Much has been said regarding the value of unleached wood ashes—too much 
it would seem in some instances, for in many cases wood ashes have been used 
with quite detrimental effects. On some soils, not already light and sandy, wood 
ashes are valuable, for, besides supplying about 5% of water-soluble potash, the 
lime present in the ashes aids materially in producing a better physical condition 
of the soil. However, it is doubtful if in most cases ashes can be considered 
to have any commercial value above that of the potash they contain. In general it 
may be said that wherever lime is desirable on a soil there ashes will also be 
beneficial. 

CONCERNING FERTILIZER BUYING, 

Fertilizers should be bought according to the needs of the soil and crop and 
not because they are cheap. A farm that is well nourished with barnyard manure 
would not return the value of even the cheapest fertilizers. On the other hand 
on a farm which is in a run-down condition the dearest fertilizer available may be 
the cheapest in the end. Fertilizers are usually bought on the ton basis and yet 
that means little regarding their actual values. The bulletin gives the results of 

the analysis expressed in parts in a hundred. To get the parts in a ton it is 
only necessary to multiply these figures by 20 and the actual amounts of nitrogen, 
phosphoric acid and potash expressed in pounds in a ton will then be found. 
That a ton of one fertilizer can be bought for $20.00 is by no means a reason that 
it is cheaper than another that sells for $30.00. It is the analysis that tells and it 
is more frequently true that the fertilizer selling for the higher price is really 
the cheaper because it contains a correspondingly larger amount of the desired 
ingredients. 

THE USE OF FILLER IN FERTILIZERS. 

It is assuredly true that high grade goods containing little or no filler are 
much cheaper than low grade goods. A filler is used by the manufacturer to 
supply the farmers’ demand for a cheap fertilizer. The filler may be dirt or any 
other substance not injurious to the soil. It costs the manufacturer a considerable 

amount to import the filler, mix it with the raw goods and transport it again to 
the farmer and it is of course the user who eventually stands all this expense. 
If the farmer will use high grade fertilizers or even the pure chemicals and 
salts themselves he will obtain his nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash at a con- 
siderably reduced figure. By so doing he will not be paying the manufacturer for 
mixing and transporting a useless material as a filler and he will also save him- 
self much labor in distributing the fertilizer on his land. 

VALUATION OF FERTILIZERS. 

The following prices may be used as representing quite closely the retail cost 
per pound of the ordinary forms of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash in 
chemicals and raw materials in our large markets. This cost does not include 
mixing nor transportation. 
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Suiteowen ani mitrates . 5%. isc ./e wpiemaioehs ies aves eo eaibele in ates costs about 15¢ per lb. 
Nutrogen mn aramonia isaltes( . J.T .20 2 beg celeo & «teeta e Ce ROR Fs ““ 174¢ per lb. 
Hecoven inj orpanic matter. 01/1/55 Aes Sts kes «on bE DI ‘ “<) 17e ppente 
SEregonorio acid: (available) $15: coin bs os od Sess Avinash eee 4s (de: sperib: 
Pmeeapnorie acid msalubla i: cis yisjds tek sean Owe Sah eee et a ‘<  24e per Ib. 
Patash ‘in’ the form. of smuriate, iy). d.c- kis aie's iblels ewe Fe we ae “<  44e per lb. 
Eeisan an the form-or sulphate, S554 5... tsi 5 ew aes ‘ Hy 5¢e per lb. 
Potash in the form of carbonate (ashes) .....................- es «Be *perias 

HOW TO CALCULATE VALUES. 

The value of a commercial fertilizer depends entirely on the values of the 
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash present. The following is an example:— 

Analysis. 
Per cent. Valuation. Total value. 

ROMER os Lime scr takes iota clei e0) « o's o. AER's Peinlocanipan Hoa mnt 7/740 a by — $16.22 
Buvaable PHOSPHOTIC ACIG. «2... ..'s sis css eis ves w/c00 ee «=e X ZO -0,04— 1.92 
PEAONIDIG DHOSPHOTICIACIC, «6.5. minions nist Sine os eee, =210K 20% -.025— 1.05 
1 E/TyHSELNE Soe EO TS a a te ee eed Sad =O x 20>. 05 1.00 

Po palecomImerciale values. SON crstegs cklcs Sele ae tele lea Ore aie Oe ei =$20.19 

As may be seen above all that is necessary to obtain the commercial value is 
to multiply the amounts shown in the builetin by 20 and then by the price per 
pound of that ingredient as recorded in the table of values. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT. 

The analytical data recorded in this Bulletin have been much accelerated by 
the efficient assistance of Miss Dorothea Moxness, the assistant in chemistry. Mr. 
E. A. Boyer assisted also in the work of inspection and analysis. 

*Notre—According to the present methods for the estimation of available phos- 
phoric acid, considerable not strictly available is included. This is due to present 
imperfections of the methods for estimating phosphoric acid. For example, in 

bone meals and phosphate slags varying amounts of phosphoric acid go into so- 
lution in the citrate reagent according to the temperature and degree of agi- 
tation of solution and also according to the degree of fineness of the fertilizer. 
These varying percentages appear in the analytical tables as available phosphoric 
acid. It is easily seen that a finely ground bone meal must furnish more real 
available phosporic acid that one coarsely ground. It fact, it might be con- 
sidered that with a bone meal ground to a flour nearly all of its phosphoric acid 
would be available. The Association of Official Agricultural Chemists through 
its referee on phosphoric acid, is investigating this matter and it is expected that 
a method will soon be formulated doing away with this imperfection. It seems 
probable that the'value of these goods must be estimated on the total amount of 
phosphoric acid together with the degree of fineness. 
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SOME ESSENTIAL SOIL CHANGES PRODUCED BY MICRO- 

ORGANISMS. 

S. FRED EDWARDS. 

Bulletin No. 218. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The object of this bulletin is to review simply and briefly the present knowl- 
edge of soil bacteriology in its relation to agriculture with a view to em- 
phasizing the close relationship between bactericlogic principles and the com- 

mon operations of tilling the soil. 
The problem of rendering his poor soil more preductive, and his good soil still 

better, is one in which every farmer of today is interested. We venture the 
statement that of all the “run down” or abandoned farms in the United States 
there is not one which cou]d not be made productive again if proper methods of 

handling the soil were employed. 
The failure of land to yield a crop is not due in most cases to a lack of plant 

food in the soil. Results of chemical analyses show that in average soils through- 

out the country there is in the first eight inches, enough nitrogen to last 90 years, 
enough phosphoric acid to last 500 years, and enough potash to last 1,000 years. 

Why, then, if the soil contains such stores of plant food, does it fail to support 
crops? Simply because these elements are locked up in such chemical combina- 
tions that the plants are unable to utilize them. 

The great problem, then, of modern agriculture, is not entirely the conservation 
of plant food in the soil, but rather the unlocking of the rich stores already in 
the soil, and placing them in a condition to be assimilated by plants. This un- 
locking process is carried on naturally by the soil micro-organisms. 

Plants, from the mightest forest tree to the tiniest blade of grass, consist of a 

complex combination of microscopic cells, each cell containing protoplasm. This 
protoplasm is continually changing, taking up food which is brought to it in the 
sap, and casting off its waste products in much the same manner as the protoplasm 

in the animal body. 
Bacteria are also plants, consisting, however, of but a single cell filled with 

protoplasm, which, like that of the higher plants, is continually active in assimi- 
lating from the surrounding medium the food elements necessary for its main- 
tenance. These myriads of little plants, invisibie to the naked eye, in taking their 
food from the chemical compounds of the soil, produce in those compounds just 
the changes necessary to render them useful to the higher plants in making their 

growth, : 

CONDITIONS OF GROWTH. 

In order that bacterial activity may go on with undiminished vigor, there are 
certain conditions of the soil which must be provided, certain requirements of 
the bacteria which must be complied with, namely: temperature, moisture, re- 
action, respiration, and food supply. 

TEMPERATURE. 

Soil bacteria are most active at a temperature of 60° to 80° Fah., although 
some will grow at temperatures as low as 35° and as high as 98° Fah. Hence 

the different soil processes induced by bacterial action are carried on most 
rapidly during the summer months, and cease with the setting in of cold weather, 

proceeding again with the opening of spring. 
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MOISTURE. 

As it is impossible for animals and higher plants to exist for any length of time 
without water, so it is impossible for bacteria of any kind to exist and be active 
without water. In the soil there must be moisture present, or the bacteria fail 
to grow and carry on their functions, in fact many of them will die; hence the 
necessity of conservation of the soil moisture by frequent and thorough culti- 
vation, not only for the benefit of the crop, but also for the benefit of the soil 
bacteria. 

REACTION, 

A third essential point in furnishing a proper environment for soil bacteria 

is to have the soil exhibit a proper reaction. Laboratory experience has shown 
that soil micro-organisms will not develop in an acid medium. It must be about 
neutral or slightly alkaline to litmus. If too much humus is present in the soil 
the decomposition of the same may result in the formation of various organic 
acids which prevent further growth of bacteria. Such soil we say is “sour,” and 
vegetation is scarce because the bacteria are checked and are unable to change 
the plant food to a form in which it may be assimilated. Such a condition may 
be remedied by the addition of lime to the soil in amounts of 1,500 to 2,000 pounds 
per acre. Considerable discretion should be observed, however, in the liming of 
soils, as actual tests often show that soils seemingly sour are, in reality, not acid, 
but rather are very perceptibly alkaline. On such lands the addition of lime 
would only aggravate rather than alleviate the trouble. 

RESPIRATION. 

One of the first essentials for the vigorous growth of soil bacteria is a bountiful 
supply of oxygen, as most of them are checked in their growth in proportion as 

the oxygen supply is reduced. About one-half the volume 
%, of average soil under ordinary conditions is “pore 

\ space.” The soil water is gathered in films round the 
soil granules, thus leaving air spaces of greater or less 

y size according to the amount of moisture in the soil. 

, This may be represented by a diagram such as is shown 
(+ in Figure I. The soil granules are represented by the 

ruled spheres, the water films by the dotted areas sur- 
rounding them, and the air spaces by the clear areas, 

Pp, Pp, Pp, Pp, connected with each other, forming an: intri- 
cate and complex system. It is through these openings 
and channels that the bacteria get the necessary supply 

of air for their growth. Here is further demonstrated 
ee eens eaiton of he value of tillage in keeping the soil well aérated as 

soil particles, surrounded byWell as to conserve the moisture present. 
capillary water films, air spa- 
ces, p, p, p, p, after Chester. 

~ 

FOOD SUPPLY. 

Before discussing this requirement, it will be necessary to classify the soil 
organisms, as each ‘class requires different food materials for its development. 
They may be broadly divided into four groups: First, the common saprophytic 
germs acting upon organic matter, which may be designated as the ammonifiers. 
Second, that group whose especial function is the destruction of nitrates, or the 
denitrifying organisms. Third, those which build up nitrates or the nitri- 

fiers. Fourth, those whose sole function is to extract free nitrogen from the at- 
mosphere. 

AMMONITFICATION. 

It will be remembered from the statements of the amount of plant food stored 

up in the soil, that there is enough nitrogen to last only 90 years. Hence the all 

important question is that of the nitrogen supply. 

When dead organic matter falls upon the ground, it immediately begins to 
undergo a process of decay. Dead animals left upon the ground or buried in it 
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are decomposed, and the elements of the animal tissue are incorporated into the 
soil. Manure placed upon the land rots and enriches it. Dead plants decay and 
become again a part of the earth from which they sprung. All this decay is 
brought about by micro-organisms assisted by the elements. The first change that 
takes place is a breaking down of the complex nitrogenous substances. The 
albuminous matter is reduced to peptones by certain types of bacteria, and the 
peptones are reduced to free ammonia and other simple compounds by the same 
or other types. The starches and sugars meanwhile are undergoing fermentation 
into various organic acids and gases, as is also the cellulose or woody fiber of 
plants. Thus the organic matter becomes entirely decomposed, some of the 
different elements escaping in the form of gases, and others becoming a part of 
the soil where we shall meet them again later. 

The organisms concerned in these different processes may all be placed among 
the ammonifiers. The life requirements of this group are of importance as touch- 

ing some of the common soil operations. 
A series of laboratory experiments demonstrated the advantage of a bountiful 

air supply. ‘Flask cultures were made in mineral solutions having potassium 
nitrate for a basis and containing all the other elements necessary for bacterial 
growth besides some organic matter in the form of peptone. Four sets of cul- 
tures were inoculated with organisms found in different soils on the college farm. 
One set was placed in an atmosphere from which the oxygen had been completely 
removed; in the second set the flasks were sealed with wax; in the third they were 
simply plugged with cotton wool; and in the fourth they were thoroughly aérated 
After eleven days the cultures were tested for decomposition products. The cul- 
tures which had been kept in an atmosphere devoid of oxygen showed only slight 

traces of ammonia; while the other cultures all showed ammonia in larger quan- 
tities, the amount increasing steadily and consistently with the increased amount 

of oxygen supplied. These results are significant as indicating the effect of the 

aération of the compost heap. Manure and litter well packed down so that air is 
excluded will be much less liable to loss through decomposition and escape of 
ammonia than that which lies loosely packed, thus affording conditions for such 

decomposition. 

DENITRIFICATION. 

There is a process going on in the soil differing from the latter, which results 
in a direct loss of nitrogen. This is the phenomenon of denitrification, or nitrate 
destruction. This process is carried on by the denitrifying organisms, which 
attack the nitrates already formed in the soil, reducing them to nitrites and free 
ammonia, the fermentation sometimes going still farther to the liberation of free 
nitrogen. If the soil be abundantly stocked with nitrates, the denitrifying bacteria 
under favorable conditions would be capable of destroying a considerable por- 

tion of them. It is claimed by some workers that as high as 75% of the nitrogen 
applied to the soil in the form of nitrates is lost by this process. The results of 
recent investigation, however, tend to prove that this estimate is far too high. 

Research work upon the oxygen requirements point to the conclusion that the 
-denitrifying organisms develop best when oxygen is excluded. From this 
conclusion, we obtain another clue to the proper handling of the soil and the 
compost heap. If the soil is allowed to become packed and hardened through lack 
of cultivation, the air is excluded and one of the conditions favorable to denitrifi- 
cation is furnished. Again, if the compost heap is packed down the same result 
follows. But we have seen how probable loss would ensue by leaving the 
manure loosely compacted. How shall we avoid a loss? 

By drawing out the manure as fast as it is made, and spreading it on the land. 
The loss from leaching is inconsiderable since much of the organic matter com- 

posing the manure is insoluble in water; and little decomposition would ensue 
owing to the dry condition the greater part of the time during the summey and the 

low temperature at other seasons of the year. 

NITRIFICATION. 

Opposed to the process of nitrogen waste through denitrification is another 
process going on simultaneously with it in the soil; a synthetic, rather than an 
analytic process, whereby simple nitrogen compounds are built up into more 
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complex bodies. This is the process of nitrification, or nitrate building. In most 
species of plants the nitrogen necessary for their growth must be in the form o 
nitrates in order to be dissolved and carried in the sap for ready assimilation by 
the plant cells. The nitrifying organisms seize upon the ammonia which is formed 
by the degradation of the complex nitrogenous bodies by the ammonifiers, and 
by the addition of oxygen to it, they form nitric acid which combines readily with 
chemical bases in the soil to form nitrates, thus placing the nitrogen at the dis- 

posal of the plant. 
The nitrifying organisms differ from the preceding classes in their food re- 

quirements in that, whereas the denitrifying and ammonifying organisms require 

at least a trace of organic matter for their best development, the nitrifying 
organisms do not require organic matter; in fact, they are incapable of growing 
in the’same, although its presence in the soil to a certain extent does not prove 
fatal to their existence. Hence the advisability of putting too much manure on 
the land is to be doubted, inasmuch as there would be danger that the reducing 
bacteria, together with the leaching, would cause the loss of considerable nitrogen 
before a condition was arrived at under which the nitrifying organisms would be 
able to thrive. 

Another point which is just as essential to the rapid development of the 
nitrifying organisms as a proper food supply, is that they should be furnished 
an abundance of oxygen, as they fail to perform their functions in its absence. 
Here is further shown the necessity for thorough cultivation in order to afford 
this supply. This fact would also suggest caution against too frequent fallowing 
of the land. If it is plowed, rolled down, and allowed to lie in that condition, 
nitrification would be diminished by lack of aération and the reduction in moisture 
content. On the other hand, experience has shown that fallowing with frequent 
and thorough cultivation often gives beneficial results, due possibly to increased 

nitrification, with the result that, in the absence of a crop, the nitrates thus 
formed would be conserved. 

NITROGEN-GATHERING BACTERIA. 

When seeds of plants not belonging to the clover family are placed in soil 
entirely destitute of nitrogen, but containing all the other chemical elements 
necessary for plant growth, they Will start to grow, but as soon as the food 
material stored up in the seed itself is exhausted, the plants will wither and die. 
On the other hand, if seeds of the legumes be placed in the same soil, they will 
also make a start. Then they begin to wither, and undergo a period of “nitrogen 

hunger,” after which they revive and make a vigorous growth. It is only in com- 
paratively recent years that this phenomenon has been understood. If examina- 
tion is made of the roots of peas, beans, clovers, alfalfa, and other plants belong- 
ing to the same family, there will be found on the roots, small tubercles’ or 
nodules. When cut open and examined under the microscope, these are found 
to contain myriads of bacteria which, by experimental investigation, have been 
proven to possess the property of extracting free nitrogen from the air. Thus it 

is that the clovers, themselves so rich in nitrogen, enrich the soil by DEGAS to 
it so much more nitrogen than they use up. 

This phenomenon of extraction of nitrogen from the atmosphere is often suc- 
cessfully made use of in a practical way in reclaiming fields deficient in nitrogen. 
Fields that are badly run down through successive cropping, may be again made 
to yield by inoculating with soil from a field which has recently borne a good 
crop of some legume, and sowing a leguminous crop. A good stand may often be 
secured in this way when other methods fail. 

Whether organisms from one legume will produce nodules on other legumes 

and extract nitrogen from the air is still somewhat of an open question. At first 
it was thought that each species of legume would grow only one species of 
nitrogen gathering organisms. However, the results of recent research indicate 
that the nodular organisms from any host may produce nodules on any other host, 
but that they undergo more or less morphologic change in the transfer. 

It is supposed that the nitrogen-gathering organisms utilize the free nitrogen 

of the air only in proportion to the poverty of the soil in available nitrogen. In 
other words, the plant does not extract the free nitrogen from the air to any 
extent unless it is forced to do so. Hence it would be unnecessary to use a fertil- 
izer containing nitrates on a field intended for a leguminous crop. 
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CHANGES IN POTASH COMPOUNDS, 

Potash is quite insoluble ,in water in the form in which it is usually found in 
the soil. One of the end products of the decay of humus in the soil is carbon 
dioxide gas, which, dissolved in the soil water, has a certain amount of solvent 
action upon the insoluble potash salts producing carbonates, which, in turn, act 
upon the silicates in the soil, forming an important class of bodies known as 
potash zeolites (Chester). In this form the potash is less stable and although not 
strictly soluble in water, it is readily so in dilute organic acids such as result 
from the decomposition of organic matter. 

SULPHUR BACTERIA. 

The formation of sulphates in the soil may also be carried on through the 
agency of micro-organisms. In the dissolution of proteid matter, hydrogen sul- 
phide gas is set free. The sulphur bacteria in the soil and soil water seize upon 
the hydrogen sulphide, using it as a source of energy, oxidizing the gas and 
setting the sulphur free. The same bacteria, as well as others, oxidize the free 
sulphur to sulphuric acid, which unites in the soil to form sulphates. Hence the 

cycle is complete, the total result of the action being that the sulphur is reduced 

to soil sulphates in which form it may be utilized by the plant. 

IRON BACTERIA. 

Iron compounds in the soil are also changed by the activity of micro-organisms, 

certain bacteria making use of these compounds as sources of energy just as the 
last group makes use of the sulphur compounds. The iron is found originally in 

_the soil, and is also formed in the destruction of organic matter, the liberated 
iron combining with carbon dioxide gas present to form carbonates. The car- 

bonates are oxidized by the bacteria, forming iron hydroxide, which is an active 
chemical agent, and readily unites with phosphorus or silica which may be in 
the soil, to form phosphates or silicates of iron. These salts are important soil 
ingredients and contribute to the mineral food of plants. 

In discussing the biological changes of the soil we have to consider the relative 
influence of one process upon another. We may isolate a single species of micro- 
organism from the soil and study it when growing alone, supplying the same 
conditions, so far as possible, as are met with in its natural habitat. We find 
that it produces certain changes. Now, if we isolate another species, and combine 
it with the first, different products may result. One organism may delay or 
hasten the growth of another, as is sometimes the case in milk, where it is known 
that the different kinds of bacteria present exert more or less influence over each 
other. Further, one organism may precede and pave the way for another, as in 
vinegar making, where yeasts first change the sugar of the cider to alcohol, 
making ‘hard cider,’ the fermentation being carried on from this point by bac- 
teria which convert the alcohol into acetic acid. So in the soil, the different 
species undoubtedly are influenced in their products by this associative action, 

one species, perhaps, by the changes it produces, preparing food for another 
species or otherwise establishing favorable conditions for its growth; one species 
in the ascendency at one time, another at another time, the whole result being 

the maintenance of suitable conditions for the growth and development of plants. 
In closing, the author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor Marshall 

for valuable suggestions, and to Professor Jeffery, of the department of soil 
physics, who kindly consented to review and criticise the manuscript from the 
practical standpoint. 
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SOIL MOISTURE, ITS IMPORTANCE AND MANAGEMENT. 

JOS. A. JEFFERY, PROFESSOR OF AGRONOMY AND SOIL PHYSICS. 

Bulletin No. 219. 

COMPOSITION OF SOILS. 

Soils are composed principally of two materials, mineral matter and organic 

matter. 
The mineral matter consists of fragments of rocks, sand and clay. All these 

have come from the breaking down of larger masses of rock. 
The organic matter consists of decomposing leaves, stems and roots of plants, 

and of the remains of the bodies of animals. When these materials are so far 
decomposed as to lose their form the resulting organic mass is called humus. 

In addition to these materials there are found in soils yarying quantities of 
salts of potash, lime, etc., which, dissolved in water, are taken up by plants 
through their roots, usually as food. 

While not forming a part of the soil, strictly speaking, there are in it great 
numbers of very small plants, especially in the upper six or eight inches. They 
are spoken of as bacteria, molds, and algae. Many of them are very important 
because, by their action, some of the plant foods and perhaps most, if not all of 
them, are prepared for the use of our higher plants. So important are they that 
the wise farmer handles his soils with a view to keeping their numbers as great 
as possible. 

The mineral matter and organic matter in our soils are found in varying quan- 
tities. In our cultivated upland soils the organic matter will amount to from 
3% to 6% of the total dry weight of the soil. In our muck soils the amount of 
organic matter is much greater, some times reaching 97% or 98%. Such a soil is 
worthless for cropping purposes. 

All soils contain moisture in some condition. 

THE WATER OF THE SOIL. 

A soil may have in it too much water, or it may have too little water, or it 
may have just the right amount of water for the best germination of seeds and 
the best growth of plants. 

To discuss the management of soils so that they shall hold the most nearly 
proper amounts of moisture for crop production and at the same time retain 
these amounts as far as possible from unnecessary losses is the object of this 
bulletin. 
When water stands upon the surface for any considerable time at any season 

or within three feet of the surface during the growing season, the land should 
be drained—preferably tile drained. When soils take on the appearance and feel 
of dryness, although they may still contain a measurable amount of moisture, they 
have reached a point where they will no longer yield moisture to the growing crop. 

CAPILLARY MOISTURE. 

Capillary moisture is the visible moisture which clings to the walls of the soil 
grains or remains suspended in the smaller openings between the grains. Capil- 
lary moisture does not occupy all the pore space of a normal soil and therefore 
leaves room for the entrance of air into the soil. But there may be too much 
capillary moisture in a soil or too little for the best growing of crops. 
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Cut 1. 

The reservoir in Cut 1 is 100 feet high, and 37.25 feet in diameter, and will hold 3,400 tons of water. 
This is equivalent to 30 acre-inches of rainfall. 13.75 acre-inches, the average rainfall of our growing 
season, fills the reservoir to the point indicated. : 

Nine acre inches, completely utilized, would produce a yield of: 

30 bushels of wheat, or 
57.45 bushels of oats, or 
107.14 baskets of corn, or 
42 bushels of barley, or 

437.9 bushels of potatoes, or 
2.03 tons of clover hay, or 
4.33 tons of corn fodder, or 
11.4 tons of ensilage. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF SOIL MOISTURE. 

The plant obtains all of its food, excepting carbon, from the soil or through it. 
In nature all these excepting a part of the nitrogen are derived from the soil 
materials, both mineral and organic, of which they form a part. These foods 
are dissolved in the soil water and the water with its dissolved materials is taken 
in through thé roots of the plant and thence conveyed to the leaves where the 
food materials are reconstructed and much of the water thrown off into the air 
From the leaves the remaining water with the reconstructed, food moves out 
through the plant to the growing parts where the food is transformed into plant 
tissue or is stored for future use, 

But the food materials in the soil before they can be dissolved by the water 
must undergo a change by which they are made soluble. Whatever this change 
may be, water is one of the agents by which it is produced. 

Water then is important: 
1. In the changing of plant foods into soluble form. 
2. To dissolve and convey plant foods to and into the roots of the plant. 
3. To convey plant foods from thes roots te the leaves for elaboration. 
4. To convey the elaborated foods from the leaves to other parts of the plant 

for use. 

Nothing has been said of the importance of water in the germination of seeds. 
Without water the seeds would not swell to burst the coat, nor could the food 
stored in the seed be transformed, dissolved, and transported to the different 
parts of the young plant. 

It requires large quantities of water to dissolve and convey the food to plants. 
To produce one pound of dry matter of crop requires the passage into the plant 
of from nearly 300 pounds to nearly 500 pounds of water. See Table II. 

An inch of rain on an acre of ground (one acre-inch) weighs about 113.4 tons. 

CONDITIONS INFLUENCING AMOUNT OF CAPILLARY WATER. 

The amount of capillary water a soil will hold will depend upon: 
1. The size of the mineral particles in the soil. 
2. How these particles are combined into compound grains. 
3. The amount of organic matter in the soil. 
4. The degree of mellowness, or the tilth of the soil. 

1. The finer the grains in a soil the greater is its water-holding power, other 

things being equal. This is true because the finer the particles of soil the larger 
the total surface the grains of a given weight of soil will present for the moisture 
to gather upon. For example, one pound of marbles one-half inch in diameter 
will present just twice as great total surface as one pound of marbles one inch 
in diameter, and theoretically would hold twice as much water on their com- 
bined surfaces under the same conditions if not in contact. If in contact they 
would probably hold more than twice as much. 

If the surfaces of all the grains in a cubic foot of some of our finer soils 
could be measured they would be found to amount to as much as four, five and 
sometimes more than five acres—five acres of surface to which water may cling, 

and all this in a single cubic foot of soil. 
Cut II shows in a graphic way how the total surface varies with the size of soil 

grain. The four squares represent the exact total surface of one-tenth of a gram, 
=.0035 of an ounce, respectively of a typical truck soil, a typical potato soil, a 
typical wheat soil, and a typical grass soil. The average diameter of the soil 
grain is indicated in each case. A,millimeter (mm.) is about one twenty-fifth of 
an inch. 

The small cube in each square represents closely the volume of one-tenth gram 
of the soil indicated. 

The figures in the squares indicate the actual areas of the squares. 
A cubic foot of the truck soil would have a total surface of about .3 acre, 

while a cubic foot of the grass soil would have about 4.12 acres. 
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| 10.3 Sy.Cim 

Type of Soil Truc kK Potato : 

Diam. of grein 07555 nm 02197 In.m. 

45-7 5G. C 77. 

26.33 Jg-- C 2072. 

5 : 

lhe at. Grass. 
0956 770.70. | 004956 37.777. 

Cur II. 

2. What appear to be grains of soil in mellow loams and clays are usually 
not grains, but crumbs—composites consisting of tens, hundreds, and even thou- 
sands of individual or simple grains, held together partly by cementing materials 
in the soils and partly by water contained in the composites. Not only does the ~ 
water help in developing this crumb-like condition, but a soil in this condition 
will hold naturally the largest possible amount of water for the use of crops, 
and at the same time will retain larger amounts from loss by percolation and 
evaporation. 

3. The organic matter in a soil and especially the humus acts as a sponge 
would act. Its relative capacity for holding water is considerably greater than 
that of the mineral matter as you may have observed. Hence the importance 
of returning to our soils, especially to our loams, clays, and sandy soils, as much 
of the roughage of the farm as péssible, and hence, also, the importance of follow- 
ing a careful rotation which shall result in part in an abundance of root material 
in the sub-soil. 

Good applications of barnyard manure increase the watér-holding power of soils. 
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Experiments in our laboratory show that when water is passed: 

through 100 ozs. of an air dry clay’ soil, 56 ozs. were retained, 
through 100 ozs. of an air dry loam soil, 49 ozs. were retained, 
through 100 ozs. of an air dry sandy soil, 36 ozs. were retained, 
through 100 ozs. of an air dry muck soil, 170 ozs. were retained. 

In the first three cases the differences are due largely to the size of the soil 
grains. In the fourth case the great capacity of the soil for water is due to the 
large amount of organic matter present. The organic matter in this particular soil 
amounts to over 69%. 

The presence of organic matter in a soil favors the development of the crumby — 
structure discussed above. 

4. The importance of the manner in which the simple grains of soil are com- 
bined into composites, or crumbs, has been discussed under (2). The manner in 
which these composites are arranged in the soil mass—whether the soil is loose 
and open or whether hard and compact—is even more important. 

If one takes the trouble to examine a productive virgin soil, he will find in ita 
natural mellowness, which still exists for a time after the soil is brought under 

cultivation. To this mellowness is due in no smail degree the large crops which 
such a soil yields. 

On the other hand a soil cropped continuously and carelessly handled for some 
time, is found to be lacking in this mellowness. It no longer produces good 
yields, and largely because it lacks mellowness, and largely because in this condi- 
tion it is unable to gather and retain the moisture needed for crop production. 

In a mellow soil each crumb becomes a reservoir filled with food-laden moisture, 
and through the openings or archways separating these crumb masses from 
each other the roots of plants may readily travel, thus finding ready access to the 
moisture and food stored in the crumbs. 

The really productive soils are those possessing the mellowness found in our 
virgin soils and they possess it because proper methods are employed in their 
tillage. These include a proper rotation of crops, the incorporating of an abund- 
ance of organic matter in the soil, and the wise use of tools. 

Nature, left to herself, provides a crop, and usually a rotation; for the soil in 
which: 

1. The soil is filled with roots—often perennial roots which, with frost action, 
develop the crumbed and mellow or arched structure. 

2.. The bulk of the growth is returned to build up and enrich the soil. Bees 
may remove the nectares, birds may remove the seeds and grazing animals may 
crop off the grasses, but after all the roughage with much of the fertilizing ma- 
terial is returned to the soil. The wise farmer profits by the object lesson. 

Nature, however, has need of no’other tools than the roots and frosts and 
the multitude of animal forms which burrow in the soil,—earth worms, ants, ete. 
The farmer must use the plow, harrow, roller and other tools. With the proper 
moisture conditions these tools may be made to help develop the mellow condi- 
tion sought. Every farmer should learn to recognize this proper moisture condi- 
tion and to appreciate its importance. If the soil be too wet the use of these tools 
may prove injurious rather than helpful. If a cultivated soil be allowed to 
become over dry, the drying often produces a degree of compacting that the use 
of these tools cannot overcome.* 

RAINFALL. 

The average annual rainfall for Michigan is about 30 inches. This equals 3,400 
tons of water on every acre of land. See CutI. 

Our average rainfall during the growing months—April, May, June, July and 
August, for the fifteen years, 1888 to 1902, inclusive, was 13.75 inches and was 
distributed as shown by Table I.+ 

* See article ‘‘ The Puddling of Soils,” p. 85, Farmers’ Institutes 1902-1903. 
+ This data was obtained through the courtesy of Mr. C. F. Schneider, in charge of the U. 8. 

weather observing station at Grand Rapids, 
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Taste I.—Showing the distribution of rainfall during the months of April, May, June 
July, and August, 1888 to 1902. 

z [ | 
, P Total for 

Section of State. April. May. June. July. August, locality. 

Upper Peninsula ........... 2.20 2.96 3.10 2.94 2.82 14.02 
Lower Peninsula........... 

Northern counties........ 2.04 2.91 2.95 2.75 DY 13.37 
Central counties.......... 2.03 3.28 Zee | Zee 2371 13.48 
Southern counties........ 2.11 3.37 3.43 2.91 2.36 14.18 

Average of sections....... 2.09 3.13 3.05 283 2.65 13.75 
¢ 

CROP POSSIBILITIES IN THE RAINIFALL OF OUR GROWING SEASON. 

From tables given by Professor King in his Physics of Agriculture and in the 
Wisconsin Experiment Station. literature, Table II is deduced for the purpose of 
indicating the size of crops possible if our rainfall could be completely utilized. 

According to the table the average rainfall for the growing season is completely 
utilized for crop growing would produce much larger yields than are those now 
grown on the average farm of Michigan, but it is not utilized completely by our 
crops because: - 

TaBLE II.—Showing crop yields possible for different amounts of rainfall completely utilized. 

‘ Tons of Tons of 
Bushels Bushels Baskets Bushels | Bushels Tons of 

Rainfall. ~ wheat oats corn barley | potatoes cloves ensilage Baee a 
per acre. | per acre. | per acre. | per acre. [per acre.\ 4 gore,| Per acre.) “acre. 

4 inches..... TS a5) As} 583 47.62 18.69 194.1 .90 5.07 1.92 
5 inches..... 16.66 31.91 59.54 23000 242.7 1-128 6.44 2.40 
6 inches..... 20.00 38.30 71.44 28.04 291.2 1.354 7.60 2.88 
7 inches..... DRESS! 44.68 83.34 BPA (al 339.8 1.58 8.87 3.36 
8 inches..... 26.66 51.06 95.24 37.38 388.4 1.80 10.14 3.84 
OMNCHES)., -1--2)- 30.00 57.45 107.14 42.05 437.9 2.08 11.40 4.33 

12 inches..... 40.00 76.59 142.76 56.07 582.5 PAT (Al 15.21 BEY (t 

1. A portion is usually lost by surface drainage. 
2. A portion sinks into the ground beyond the reach of the roots of the crops. 
3. A portion rises again to the surface by capillarity, evaporates, and is carried 

away by the atmosphere. 
4. The rainfall is often unevenly distributed. 

If the soil were in proper condition, as. set forth above: 
(a) The losses by surface drainage and by percolation would in many cases be 

entirely prevented, where they are now considerable, while, 

(b) In all cases the losses from all four sources would be materially lessened. 

We have already spoken of the capacity of some soils for capillary water as 
determined in the laboratory. But these amounts would probably vary greatly 
under field conditions. Some data given by Professor King in his Physies of 
Agriculture indicate that after draining a few days after heavy rains the first 
five feet of a sandy loam might contain the equivalent of 10 inches of rainfall, a 
clay loam 15 inches and a muck soil probably considerably more than either. 
It hardly needs to be said that not nearly all of this supply is available for 

crops. At the same time, even in rather sandy soils, intelligent tillage will 
accomplish some remarkable results with this store of soil moisture. 
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In 1897 the writer visited a field of rather coarse soil, which yielded 9.15 bushels 
of spring wheat per acre. The rainfall during the growing season was: 

1% inch in May, 
34 inch in June, 

1-16 inch in July, and 
1-16 inch in August. a 

The rainfalls of July and August were hurtful rather than helpful. 

THE IDEAL MOISTURE CONDITION. 

When a soil contains about (usually a little more than) half the greatest 
capillary quantity it is capable of holding, it is in the best possible moisture con- 
dition for both the germination of seed and the growth of crops. 

PRACTICE. 

We have already indicated what may be done to give to the soil its maximum 
capacity for capillary water. But after this is accomplished certain methods of 
moisture management are necessary. These call largely for the intelligent use of 
farm tools.’ This is an art and a great art which every farmer should master. 

TO DISPOSE OF EXCESSIVE MOISTURE, 

1. As has already been stated, a soil may contain an excessive amount of 
capillary moisture and it is not always desirable or convenient to wait for its re- 
moval by natural means. The farm tool must be brought into use. It is presuined 
that the land is drained—best tile drained. If it is not and this excessive moisture 
is common, not many seasons should pass before it is drained. 

(a) If the land has not been plowed, then the plow will probably be the tool 
used. If the soil be a clay or a clay loam. 

1. Use a plow with a slanting mold board and do not plow deep; for the abrupt 
mold board and deep plowing will both have the effect of unduly packing the 
soil when over wet, which should be avoided. 

2. After plowing, do not allow the soil to dry too long before it is gone over 
with a spike-tooth harrow or better, under some conditions, with a roller followed 
shortly by a spike-tooth. The object of the harrowing is to prevent the forming 
of hard lumps at the surface in the drying of the soil, as is almost sure to occur 
in the soils named if allowed to dry too long before a mellowing tool is used. It 
is easy enough to tell by feeling or even by the eye when this mellowing process 
should.begin. It is not practiced as much as it should be. 

The use of the roller as suggested will often improve the quality of the mellow- 
ing, but in any case will bring the newly plowed soil in more complete contact 
with that below which is a thing to be desired in spring plowing and wiil at the 
same time improve the capillary conditions of the newly plowed soil. 

(b) If the soil has already been either fall or spring plowed, then the use of 
one of two tools may be suggested: 

1. If the soil is loose the roller may be used. Its use will more thoroughly 
compact the soil grains, and moisture will rise more rapidly through a reasonably 
compacted soil than it will through a more open one. When a roller is so used, 
care should be taken not to allow the drying to go too far, for in such a case 
the surface may become over dry and even cloddy. At the proper time some 
stirring tool should be used. The use of the roller for this purpose should be 
exercised with much care. 

2. The disc harrow may be used. The use of the dise will bring the more 
moist layers of soil to the surface and thus expose them to the action of the sun 
and wind. 

There is less danger in using the disc than in using the roller, but even here 
intelligence needs to be exercised and the spike-tooth used at the proper time. 

TO PREVENT MOISTURE LOSSES BY EVAPORATION. 

A more importaht question with most farmers, though one not always appre- 
ciated, is how to prevent losses of moisture by evaporation. These losses are 
often greater than most of us realize. 
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Losses by evaporation, when the upper soil is well supplied with moisture, may 
amount to an inch of water in four days. In our laboratory with little sunshine 
and no heavy drafts, moisture evaporates from an uncultivated surface 24 inches 
above standing water at the rate of one inch in 13 days. Reference to Table II 
will show what such a loss means to crop production. 

Cultivation is the means usually employed to prevent evaporation losses. 
The experiments conducted at the Wisconsin Experiment Station and described 

in their report for 1898, show how different the results of the same series of 
cultivations upon clay and muck soils.* 

By cultivation is meant any stirring or loosening of the upper layer of the soil, 
and may be accomplished by means of the plow, harrow, weeder or cultivater. 

Water cannot rise so rapidly through a loose soil as through a compact one. 
Generally the deeper the stirring the more complete the saving of moisture. In 

a laboratory experiment in which the soil surfaces were 24 inches above stand- 
ing water one cultivation 1 inch, 2 inches, 3 inches and 4 inches deep respectively, 
resulted in savings over no cultivation, as shown in Table IIL, 

In this case it is seen that the deeper the cultivation the greater the saving 
of water. This will be true for all soils probably. 

/ 

Taste III.—Showing effectiveness of different depths of a single cultivation during a 
period of 21 days. 

Losses in . Per cent 
Depth of cultivation. tons Losses in inches, moisture 

per day. saved. 

COMIN CHES. cratarchayate, sus, 4-5 & ect ais esis ge She G HOE | PainchyinviOisodavsla. «1 ses sence 0 
MBTTROLD See sca susce hues oe era ahaolaicre eye r 5SeLOM teinchines SSidays-.. « osceriee ole 50.6 
PTTACIES NS oie cide Da reyspaitanal okd Qpendael cre lepeus ls SeSGuielNnGh soe) Gays sa s. sereniee ate: 67 .7— 
3}, TANS 6 odagedon an doo moe nad Cos SeLGh | en chimes 5285: day). sich iet chore eee: 69.6+ 
ck TRAKELAGE NGS 2616 cre OICROR TT ORERERORD EOI ROREIC trou OES6e lam chwins OG] “dayst ...ick acre aaa 72.5 

It is generally believed that the more frequent the cultivations the greater the 
saving of moisture. Gnerally speaking this is true so far as studied for clays, 
loams, and possibly for sandy soils. it is not true for all soils. Soils rich in 
organic matter, such as the muck soils, profit by single cultivation, but so far as 
studied frequent cultivations do not promote the further saving of moisture.7 

In practice it is found that, with cultivated crops on the soils indicated, fre- 
quent cultivations with cultivator, harrow or weeder, not over 2 inches deep, prove 
most satisfactory. 

It is found, too, in practice, that those who are most persistent in frequent 
shallow cultivating find it profitable practice. 

HARROWING GRAIN, 

The harrowing of grain crops is coming a good deal into favor. Going over 
the winter wheat field one or more times in spring with a spike-tooth harrow is 
fcund to give good results. Some farmers in the west practice harrowing their 
grains until they are so high as to be apparently considerably broken down by the 

harrow bars. 

THE DRY EARTH MULCH. 

A layer of dry soil is much more effective in preventing moisture evaporation 
than a layer of like depth of moist soil, and so it is Sought by many, in practice, 
to develop by frequent cultivations a shallow dry earth mulch or “blanket,’ using 

the harrow, weeder, and later, the many-toothed cultivator. 

* Michigan Farmers’ Institute Report (p. 12), 1900-1901. 
7 See Michigan Farmers’ Institute Report, 1990-1901, p. 12, and current report (1903-1904). 

@ 
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USING THE ROLLER ON GRAIN. 

The use of the roller upon a field of grain after the grain is well up gives ex- 
cellent results in cases where the surface is lumpy and dry. The reason lies 
largely in the fact that in crushing the lumps a dry earth mulch is developed to 
lessen the evaporation while the packing of the soil may have the effect of improv- 
ing capillarity below. 

TO BRING MOISTURE NEARER THE SURFACE. 

It sometimes happens that because of the looseness of the soil, water is not 
brought up sufficiently rapidly into the seed bed, or it may be that the evaporation 
from the surface is so rapid that the moisture from below cannot move upward 
rapidly enough to balance these evaporation losses. The result in either case is | 
an insufficient amount of moisture in the upper soil. 

1. A well developed mulch would reduce the evaporation losses, and since 
water moves more rapidly through moist soil than through dry, the tendency 
would be to accelerate the upward movement of moisture and in time to accumu- 
late an abundance of it in the upper soil. 

2. Rolling the land would compact the soil and thus increase the upward 
movement of moisture from below. The roller should be followed by some mellow- 
ing tool to develop a surface mulch and thus to lessen surface evaporation. 

3. Had this soil received good dressings of manure, and the same been well 
incorporated in the soil, its presence would have had the effect both to gather 
moisture from below and to prevent its loss by evaporation. 

DRIED BEET PULP AND DRIED MOLASSES-BEET-PULP FOR 
FATTENING SHEEP. 

BY R. S. SHAW. 

Bulletin No. 220. 

Two years ago dried beet pulp was placed on sale in large quantities in various 
Michigan markets. One year later dried molasses-beet-pulp was also offered 
for sale to stock feeders. The wide distribution of these materials and the large 
quantities used have created a demand for information concerning their feeding 
value for various classes of animals. 

The objects of these experiments have therefore been as follows, viz.: 
' (1.) To determine the feeding value of dried beet pulp compared with corn. 

(2.) To determine the feeding value of dried beet pulp when used in conjunc- 
tion with grain rations. 

(3.) To determine the relative feeding values of dried beet pulp and dried 
molasses-beet-pulp. 

. Two of a series of tests have been completed. In the 1902 and 1903 tests, dried 
beet pulp only was used; in the 1903 and 1904 tests, both kinds of pulp were used. 

The following is a detailed description of the tests of 1903 and 1904. 

THE ANIMALS USED. 

On December 18th, 1903, ninety western lambs were purchased in Chicago, 
averaging 61.1 lbs., at a cost of $4.60 per cwt. When delivered at the Michigan 
Agricultural College, on December 20th, these lambs averaged 58:8 lbs., having 
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shrunk 2.3 Ibs. in transit. On January 19th, 1904, when the experiment proper 
began, these lambs averaged 67.38 lbs.; at the close of the experiment, April 12th, 
eighty-five days later, they averaged 96.03 lbs. On April 16th, the lambs were 
shorn, producing an average of 6.56 lbs. of wool per head. On May 16th, at the 

time of shipment, the lambs averaged 99.88 lbs. During the time stated, no less 
than 47.6 lbs. per head was added to the 58.8 lb. lambs with which the feeding 
operations began. 

METHODS OF FEEDING AND HANDLING. 

The lambs were enclosed continually, there being no access to yards, each lot 
of eighteen being confined in a space 14x16 ft. Both grain and hay were supplied 
twice daily, the latter being fed in the same racks after the former had been 

consumed. Constant access to rock salt and water was provided, plenty of fresh 

air was supplied, and the proper temperature maintained as far as possible. From 
the beginning of the preliminary period, December 24th, 1903, the lambs were 
started on the rations used during the test proper. They were first given .25 Ib. 

concentrates per head daily, which was gradually increased, ¢ slight increase being 

made each day. From January 19th to February 16th, the first twenty-eight days 
of the test proper, the lambs consumed an average of 1.01 lbs. concentrates per 

head per day; during the second twenty-eight days, from February 16th to March 
15th, the amount reached 1.24 lbs., and during the last twenty-nine days, extend- 

ing to April 13th, 1.60 lbs. We consider the gradual increase in the grain ration 

from day to day, and light feeding during the preliminary period, to be two of the 

most important factors in successful and economical sheep feeding. 
Clover hay was supplied according to the needs of the lambs after consuming 

their various rations of concentrates. The weights hereafter given consist of the 
average of three consecutive days’ weights, and date from the second weigh day. 

Of the ninety lambs used in this test, not one was off feed for a single meal 
during the eighty-five days, nor could any ill-doers be found among them. 

THE RATIONS. 

The following are the rations used during the experiment, the proportions being 

given by weight: 

For Lot I. Corn 4 parts, bran 2, linseed meal 1; cost per cwt. 97c. 
For Lot IJ. Corn 4 parts, bran 2, linseed meal 1, beet pulp 7; cost per cwt. 77c. 

Yor Lot III. Dried beet pulp 4 paris, bran 2, linseed meal 1; cost per cwt. 78c. 

For Lot IV. Dried molasses-beet-puly 3 parts, linseed meal 1; cost per cwt. 86ce. 

For Lot V. Dried beet pulp 3 parts, linseed meal 1; cost per cwt. 78c. 

The following food valuations represent the actual cost of the food stuffs, nearly 
all of which, with the exception of the clover, were purchased in the open market: 
Linseed meal, $28.00 per ton; bran, $18.00; corn, $18.00; dried molasses-beet-pulp, 

$13.70; dried beet pulp, $11.60, and clover hay, $5.00. 

,. 

THE PRELIMINARY FEEDING PERIOD. 

During this period of twenty-six days from December 24th, 1905, to January 

19th, 1904, the rations used for the five lots of lambs were the same as those 
heretofore described, and the following amounts were consumed by the various 

lots of eighteen each: 
« 

Lot I. consumed 744 lbs. clover hay and 2955 Ibs. concentrates. 
Lot II. consumed 744 Ibs. clover hay and 295.5 Ibs. concentrates 
Lot III. consumed 744 Ibs. clover hay and 295.5 lbs. concentrates. 

Lot IV. consumed 698 Ibs. clover hay and 295.5 lbs. concentrates. 
Lot V. consumed 730 lbs. clover hay and 295.5 Ibs. concentrates. 

During this period the consumption of concentrates was the same in every case, 

amounting to .63 lb. per head per day. Where, however, the two kinds of pulp 

were used in largest proportion for Lots IV and V, these lambs failed to consume 
as much hay as the others. The total cost of the food consumed during this period 

21 
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was $21.42, and, considering the large gain made, the cost of production was small. 
The fact, however, that the first weights were taken after a shrink, tended to in- 
crease the apparently normal gains. 

Food consumed by the various lots during the 85-day experiment jrom January 19th to and 
including April 12th. 

Clover hay, 
Pounds. pounds. Cost. 

— 34 a 
. 

Lot I. Concentrates (corn, bran, and linseed meal)............. 1950.75 | 2353.00 $24 82 
Lot II. Concentrates (corn, bran, linseed meal and dried beet ; 

PUID) rowan Rahat fecal clin fare atetetes PP Rea wees: 1950.75 2147.00 20 48 
Lot III. Concentrates (aried beet pulp, bran and linseed meal)....| 1950.75 2301.75 21 12 
Lot IV. Concentrates, (dried molasses-beet puip and linseed meal)} 1950.75 1987.00 21 80 
Lot V. Concentrates (dried beet pulp and linseed meal) ........ | 1950.75 2143.75 20 67 

The amount of concentrates consumed in each case was exactly the same, 
averaging 1.27 lbs. per head daily, for the period. The variation in the actual 
amounts of roughage consumed is apparently due to the presence of pulp in the 
ration, less hay having been consumed where the most pulp was fed. The average 
daily consumption of hay per head ranged from 1.27 lbs. in Lot IV to 1.53 Ibs. 
in Lot I. 
The above figures represent the actual amount of clover hay consumed. After 

each feed, the racks were carefully cleaned and the refuse roughage collected and 
weighed at intervals. The waste, which consisted mostly of grain stubble and 
some woody stems, amounted to 6.58% of the entire roughage supplied. As the 
clover hay was of good quality, it was almost entirely consumed, much care being 
exercised in supplying about the proper amount at each feed. If the hay is coarse 
and of poor quality, too close feeding may become forced feeding and interfere with 
the gains. 

Weights and increase in live weight during the 85-day test. 

| 

Weight Weight Cost 
Jan. 19, | April 12, Grain. cr ewt 
1904, 1904. Pounds. | PF 2 oe 

Pounds. Pounds. ean. 

Lot U1 REDS Eh eo 0 ARE ote tee NATES oe Coe eer 1189.3 1695.6 | 506.3 $4 88 
eer Peel SS LAINIDS vo. 222 crebayste he clere eis oicrer ase © wlelebocs 8 1226.0 1759.3 533.3 3 84 
PSI ET LATIN) So ois forsale, 5 crcueeroseis} =. ate'ele oho sPnte @ ae 1218.0 1722.6 504.6 418 
Lot IV. RS eNOS NS YA cr IS arene eee cid clNe bP she ep et Oe: «lite 120500 173033 525.0 415 
Lot V. SVS Ware evens cre casos pey ere syatva pa) ole sha atm we uelotors 1226 3 1735.3 509.0 4 06 

Daily, weekly and monthly gains. 

| | | Per 
| Per day. | Per week. | month of 
| Pounds. Pounds 30 days. 

Pounds. 

i | | 

a POSES DCL GAG 51.5 ol oisinissvetere o'e wiv, alerdin'n a aleveyples > ele ss 0% | .330 2°31 9.90 
EE CR HATLEIEL CAC 9 .\0 5% « +s sje lelaie' fide aye dig timwheveletels (ei sieve,o-% .348 2.43 10.44 
A me OTANTINDEr CAG: 3.04 5 o.0\5 ove cies o Sets e clad vid miata: Weise e 4 fae N 329 2.30 9.87 
RRA SLD PICT MTICHAL u's ova 5 o.< te Qaiaye ein, she Gla UBNER Cole le eco (oie 's 9 eel | .343 2.40 10.29 
eV CHALE OR UCHOS sj 015),<'s:0 0 0 'o)o 31s %01si5 ea oie My </ale\ aie ote, hee Looe 2.382 9.96 

CORN AND DRIED BEET COMPARED. 

The concentrates of the ration for Lot I consisted of corn 4 parts, bran 2 and 
linseed meal 1, while those for Lot III consisted of dried beet pulp 4 parts, bran 
2, and linseed meal 1. Exactly the same amount of concentrates was consumed in. 
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both cases, but Lot I consumed 51.25 lbs. more clover hay than Lot III, a slight 
advantage in its favor as to total quantity of digestible nutrients consumed, but 
even this could not have made a difference of more than four or five pounds in 
the increase in live weight. As the total gain from Lot I was 506.3 lbs. and that 
from Lot III was 504.6, the former exceeded the latter by only 1.7 lbs. When we 
consider that thirty-six lambs were used in this part of the test, and that the 
feeding period continued eighty-five days, this small difference in gain in live 
weight cannot be considered. The only inference we can make in regard to the 

relative feeding values of dried beet pulp and corn, judging from the results of 
this one experiment with lambs, is that they are practically equal. As to the 
cost, one cwt. of increase in live weight from the corn ration cost $4.88, while 
the same increase from.the pulp ration cost but $4.18, a difference of 70 cents in 
favor of the latter, but as the values of corn and pulp are subject to fluctuation, 

this is not a stable basis on which to fix a comparison. 

GRAIN MIXTURES ALONE VERSUS GRAIN MIXTURES PLUS EQUAL AMOUNT OF DRIED BEET 
PULP BY WEIGHT. : 

The ration of Lot I consisted solely of grain and grain by-products, viz.: corn 
four parts, bran 2 and linseed meal 1, while the ration for Lot II consisted of 
corn 4 parts, bran 2, linseed meal 1, and dried beet pulp 7, or, in other words, 
equal parts of grain mixture and beet pulp. Precisely the same amounts of con- 
centrates from these two rations were fed to the two lots of lambs during the ex- 
periment, but Lot I receiving the grain mixture, consumed 206 lbs. more clover 
hay than Lot II, one-half of whose ration consisted of beet pulp. As Lot I gained 
but 506.3 lbs. and Lot II 533.3 lbs., the latter produced 27 lbs. more mutton, and 
at a cost of $1.04 per cwt: less than the lot receiving the grain ration without pulp. 
In fact, a perusal of the data given shows the lot of lambs receiving the grain and 
pulp mixture to have made not only the largest gains of the five lots, but to have 
produced these gains at the lowest cost. This is quite in accord with the popular 
belief that the sheep gives best returns from a variety of foodstuffs, and it is 
possible that the beet pulp may have acted as a stimulus to the vital functions 
of the animals. 

Along this same line, the data from a. preceding year shows similar results. 
During the winter of 1902 and 1903, two lots of wethers of fifteen each and also 
two lots of lambs of ten each were fed on a similar plan. 

TEST WITH THE WETHERS. 

Fifteen yearling wethers comprising Lot I were fed forty days on a grain 
ration consisting of corn 4 parts, bran 2 and linseed meal 1. Of this grain mix- 
ture they consumed on the average 2.48 lbs. per head per day, and 1.41 lbs. clover 
hay. The fifteen wethers of Lot II received a ration containing the same grain 
mixture, to which dried beet pulp was added to the extent of eight-nineteenths 
of its weight. Of this combination they consumed 2.48 lbs, per head per day, 

~ and 1.41 lbs. of clover hay. Lot I in the forty days gained 256 Ibs. at a cost of 
$7.87 per cwt., while Lot II, receiving the grain mixture containing pulp, gained 
275.3 lbs. in the same time at a cost of $6.35 per cwt. 

TEST WITH THE LAMBS. 

The two lots of lambs of ten each also fed in 1902 and 1903 consumed rations 
duplicating those just described for the wethers. The lambs of Lot I consumed 
1.9 lbs. of the grain mixture without pulp and 1.42 lbs. of clover hay daily. 
Lot II, receiving the grain mixture with pulp added, consumed 1.9 lbs. of con- 
centrates and 1.39 lbs. of clover hay daily. The first lot gained 160.3 lbs. during 
forty days at a cost of $5.33 per cwt., while the second lot gained 140.6 lbs. during 
the same time at a cost of $5.29 per cwt. In this one instance, the largest gain 
was made by. the lot of lambs receiving the grain mixture without pulp, but the 
cost of production was less where pulp was used in the ration. In the 1902 and 
1903 tests, the rations of concentrates were so exceedingly large that comparative 
results with striking differences were not expected. In these earlier tests the 
foods were valued at practically the same prices as in the later ones. 
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DRIED BEET PULP AND DRIED MOLASSES-BEET-PULP COMPARED. 

Referring again to the data secured from the 1903 and 1904 experiments, we 
find that the eighteen lambs of Lot IV received a ration of concentrates consist- 
ing of dried molasses-beet-pulp 3 parts and linseed meal 1 part, while the ration 
of Lot V containing the same number of lambs consisted of dried beet pulp 3 parts 
and linseed meal 1 part. During the eighty-five day test, the lambs receiving 
dried molasses-beet-pulp gained 525 lbs. and those receiving dried beet pulp 509 
Ibs., an increase of 16 lbs. in favor of the former. The amounts of concentrates 
consumed were exactly the same, but the lambs receiving dried beet pulp con- 
sumed 156.75 lbs. more clover hay. The cost of grain per cwt. was $4.15 where 
molasses-beet-pulp was used, and $4.06 with the dried beet pulp. Though the 
former made slightly the larger increase in live weight in this instance, it was not 
sufficient to offset the additional cost of the molasses-beet-pulp. Observations 
concerning the relative palatability of these two foodstuffs have been made from 

time to time in which sheep seem to show a preference for the dried molasses-beet- 
pulp. 

ANALYSES OF DRIED BEET PULP AND DRIED MOLASSES-BEET-PULP, WITH COMMENTS ON 

THE SAME BY MR. FLOYD W. ROBISON, EXPERIMENT STATION CHEMIST. 

(The samples taken for analysis were secured by saving a small amount of 
pulp from that used each week during the experiment in mixing the rations. The 
composite sample therefore, contained material from twelve different lots.) 

No. B 466, dried molasses-beet-pulp. 

No. B 467, dried plain white beet pulp. 

No. B 466 No. B 467, 
per cent. per cent. 
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“It will be noted that the molasses-beet-pulp carries a slightly lower percentage 
of water than does the plain white pulp. It should be a trifle more economical 
and desirous from this standpoint. It will.again be noticed that the molasses pulp 
contains more total protein than does the plain pulp. This seems to be caused 
by the high percentage of amido bodies in the molasses, such an amount, in fact, 
as to make the per cent of true proteids in the molasses pulp considerably less 
than in the white pulp. It has been customary to consider the amido bodies to have 
practically no feeding value and from this standpoint the plain white pulp would 

of course be superior. It has seemed to me, however, that, inasmuch as many of 
the amido bodies make good culture media for bacteria, they might be considered 
as ‘sparers’ of true proteid in which case we should be compelled to give them 

a value in the ration. This value cannot, however, equal the value of a true 
proteid. From the standpoint of fiber, the molasses pulp is again somewhat 
superior to the plain pulp in that it contains a less amount of this material. It 
seemed quite reasonable to suppose that the higher the fiber content in a feed the 
less will be the net available energy of that feed.” 

“The other point in which the laboratory analysis shows a difference is in the 

amount of sugars present in the samples. It will be noted that the molasses pulp 
contains slightly more than twice as much total sugar as does the plain pulp. 
This should tend to increase the net available energy of the molasses pulp. It 
is doubtful if the presence of a greater per cent of sugar in the molasses pulp 
can be said to in any way increase the digestibility of that pulp. Whether the 
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carbohydrate bodies are partially digested or not seems to make but little differ- 
ence, if any, in the total per cent of digestible matter. It is certain, however, 
that the feed showing the higher content of soluble carbohydrates would furnish 
more available energy to the animal. It is surely certain that such feed must 
be utilized at less cost to the animal system. On the whole the analysis seems 
to indicate a slightly higher value for the dried molasses-beet-pulp. It would 
be difficult to express this difference in actual money values, but the fact that 

all or nearly all of the differences are in reality but slight ones would not justify 
the giving of a very much greater value to molasses-beet-pulp.” 

SLAUGHTER TEST BY ARMOUR & CO. 

Armour & Co., in submitting the figures, state: ‘The yield (dressed weight) 

is figured on the basis of 3% cooler shrink and the tallow is not considered in 
this weight, the figures given being net.” 

Result of test. 

| 
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Only seventeen lambs from each lot were placed upon the market, one average 

individual from each pen being slaughtered at home in order to secure illustra- 

tions from the carcasses and cuts. These lambs sold on the market at $6.10 per 
ewt., $6.15 being the top price for the day. The day before shipment, the ninety 
lambs averaged 99.8 lbs. Highty-five of these were sold on the market at 92.2 
lbs. There was a large shrinkage, due, in part, to the twenty-four hours or more 

in transit. The ninety lambs netted a profit of $106.65, or $1.18 per head, after 

accounting for feed and every expvense except cost of feeding, which is commonly 
offset by the vatue of the manure produced. 

AMOUNT OF WOOL CLIPPED FROM THE VARIOUS LOTS ON APRIL 16, 1904. 

The shearing was done by machine, by one individual, resulting in uniformity 

in the work done. 

| = ay Average 
| W eight weight of 
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The concentrates of ration I contained no pulp, those of Lot II were one-half 
pulp, Lot III four-sevenths pulp, and Lots IV and V three-fourths pulp. With 
the exception of Lot IV, the production of wool increased with the increase in 

the amount of pulp consumed. There were, however, other variations in addition 
to the relative amounts of pulp consumed. Lot I contained corn 4 parts, bran 2 
and linseed meal 1, while Lot II contained corn 4 parts, bran 2, linseed meal 1, 
and dried beet pulp 7; the ration of Lot III, though consisting of four-sevenths 
pulp, contained no corn. The dried beet pulp of ration V contained more true 
protein than the dried molasses-beet-pulp of IV. Of course such influences as 
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slight differences in breeding would tend to affect the wool production, but if 
these differences existed they could not be detected; the lambs were westerns and 
consequently were uniform. We have not produced these figures as proof of the 
fact that the beet pulp stimulated wool production, for our experiment does not 
prove that fact. These, however, are the results in this instance. 

CONCLUSION. 

1. These tests seem to indicate that both dried beet pulp and dried molasses- 
beet-pulp are possessed of feeding values comparing very favorably with corn. 

2. That grain mixtures containing dried beet pulp produce more mutton at 
less cost than similar amounts of grain mixtures alone. 

38. That dried molasses-beet-pulp possesses a somewhat higher feeding value 
than dried beet pulp, but in this experiment the difference was not great enough 
to offset the difference in price. 

PART I. 

MILK, ITS PURITY AND ITS IMPURITY. 

(How to care for and handle milk.) 

CHARLES E, MARSHALL AND W. R. WRIGHT. 

Bulletin No. 221. 

I. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PURE OR IMPURE MILK. 

Successful dairy farming or successful milk production, as dairy progress be- 
comes better defined, is more and more dependent upon ability, for, with con- 
stant and technical dairy development, dairying is fast growing into an exacting 
profession and those who attempt to play at it or simply to meddle with it will 
lose in the end. Farmer A may be able to produce good milk, while farmer B 
gannot; in the former instance, the man is qualified and understands the care- 
ful and correct production of milk; in the latter case, the man is not qualified, 
he is ignorant of the management of milk, and perhaps he is prejudiced in favor 
of, and determined to adhere to, old usages. I 

Good milk, good butter, and good cheese are acknowledged to be in great de- 
mand, and each brings good financial returns; the production of every quart of 
good milk and every pound of good butter or cheese is dependent largely upon 
the care and management of the milk, as well as the condition of the animal from 
which it is obtained. We shall commonly find that the difference existing be- 
tween cheap milk and high-priced milk, cheap butter and high-priced butter, cheap 
cheese and high-priced cheese, lies in the difference in the care and management 
of the milk. Doubtless the production of good milk costs more than the produc- 
tion of poor milk; still there is generally more profit in the good milk than 

there is in poor milk. 
It will be found, too, that where trouble exists between producer and consumer, 

between producer and butter-maker or cheese-maker, and even where trouble arises 
when the farmer tries to sell his butter to the grocer, that the contention is en- 
tirely founded upon the improper care of milk; for with good milk we shall find 
good consumers, with good milk we shall obtain good cream and good butter, 
with good milk it is possible to make good cheese. 

(In Fig. 1, the authors have endeavored to illustrate by actual measurement 
the germ-content of different milks. Those familiar with estimating the number 
of germs in milk will appreciate the difficulty of securing numbers which are 
representative of all conditions and places, but will agree that the plate is ap- 
proximately true.) 
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If, on the other hand, milk is poor, the butter-maker or the cheese-maker will 
have to act the part of a physician who attempts to fight small-pox. He may 
be able to cure in some cases, but he will surely lose in others. If small-pox had 
been warded off, as it should have been, the physician would not have had trouble 

and a distasteful experience, and all would have gone well; in the same manner, 

if poor milk had been kept from the milk of the creamery or cheese factory, 

neither the butter-maker nor the cheese-maker would have had trouble in manufac- 

turing good products. Consumers will not find fault if the milk is good. Poor 
milk may be eliminated and good milk substituted, but to do this it is necessary 
first that the individual be willing to make the effort, and second, that he must 

know how to direct his forces. it is our purpose to throw out a few practical 

suggestions. Do not understand that these suggestions must be followed exactly 

as stated in order to secure favorable results. The man who will be successful in 
obtaining profit will be able to take this bulletin as a whole, digest it, and utilize 
its contents under his own conditions. If he cannot do this, it is safe to say that 
he cannot produce good milk. The man who can pick out the principles and apply 
them in his own way, being able to cut out the wnnecessary things and put 

into practice the necessary, will be the man who can produce good milk with little 
increase in expense over the production of poor milk. 

In order to arrive at the full significance of milk, whether pure or impure, it will 
be desirable to enumerate certain subjects which might fall into the domain of 

pure milk produttion. These subjects are: the condition of the animal, whether 

sound or unsound; the condition of the stable, whether sanitary or unsanitary; 

the character of the water supply, whether good or poor; the nature of the feed, 

whether it is nutritious, whether it contains aromatic substances or whether it is 

unsuitable in any way. Then again, such things as the dust of the stable, the 
kind of stall, the individuality of the milker, the cleanliness of the pails, the 
straining of the milk, the aeration of the milk, the cooling of the milk and its 

further handling—all these matters will have to be taken into careful considera: 
tion and dealt with pertinently, rather than exhaustively. 

Il. TRANSMISSION OF DISEASE IN MILI. 

Diphtheria, tuberculosis, scarlet fever. typhoid fever, cholera, choleraic disturb- 
ances, sore-throat epidemics have all been traced not infrequently to milk supplies. 

Those milking or taking care of the milk are generally at fault, for such in- 
dividuals may be suffering from the disease or may be in communication with 
some one who has the disease; accordingly, a means of conveyance is provided. 

There is also the water supply or wash water which may be contaminated with 

sewage germs or the specific micro-organisms of typhoid fever, or those germs 
which may produce diarrhoea or sore throat. . 

The evidence in establishing the transmission of disease through milk is so 
abundant and so clearly defined that doubt cannot exist in any open mind. ; 

(Fig. II illustrates cheese made from ordinary milk, really better than that 

usually furnished cheese factories. Nete the gas holes produced by micro-or- 

ganisms.) 

(Fig. IIT iliustrates cheese made from good milk secured under practical con- 
ditions. Note the absence of gas holes.) 

Our suggestion, therefore, relevant to this subject, is that those having com- 
municable diseases, or in any way associated with others having any of these 
diseases, should neither milk nor handle milk which is consumed by the public. 
This is a common regulation for the control of public milk supplies. 

TY. THE INFLUENCE OF FEEDING UPON MILK PRODUCTION. 

It is not in our province to discuss the economical methods of feeding milch 
cows. Rational methods of feeding are fairly understood, or access to such methods 
may be easily had, and what we have to say applies only to those feeds which may 

influence the character of the milk. We do find certain food substances which 
may influence the flavor and aroma of milk. Such substances are ensilage, turnips, 

rag-weed, leeks, chicory, rape, rye, cabbage, willow, fresh spring grass, potatoes 

and beet-pulp, and probably many others. It is true that ensilage, turnips, and 
other food substances may be fed to milch cows without causing any of these 

obnoxious results, and it is again true that they may be so fed as to produce them. 
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Ensilage, for instance, is highly recommended for milch cows and it is doubtless 
one of the best foods that is known; consequently, feeding must be governed by 
one’s experience, and he can soon learn that there are certain times when 
these aromatic foods may be taken into the stomach without causing any dis- 
turbance in the milk flavor. The quantity fed to each cow, or the time of feed- 
ing these foods have to do with milk conditions also. We call attention to these 
feeds because many times it will be found that some particular odor or flavor in 
milk may be traced directly to this source or even the character of the milk may 
be altered. 

A certain milk company’s regulations may serve to illustrate the significance of 
feeding for milk production. “All brewers’ grain, refuse from distilleries and 
every kind of fodder which is not in a fresh or good condition is forbidden. Tur- 
nips and rutabagas are absolutely forbidden; no kind of turnip leaves is allowed. 
Vetches are forbidden. Rape-seed cake is the only oil-cake allowed. One and 
one-half pounds is the furthest limit, and along with it must be at least five 
pounds of corn and bran. Milch cows furnishing milk for infants must have no 
oil-cake.” 
From this it will be understood that attention should constantly be directed 

to the food given to milk-producing cows because such food may influence the 
aroma or flayor of the milk or may convey or cause to be conveyed to it substances 
which may make it unpalatable or even injurious to the drinker. The mother 
is usually familiar with the facility with which her food may cause disturbance 
in her nursing child. What is true of the mother is doubtless equally true of 
the cow. It is only necessary to recall the drastic poison in the cow’s milk in 
milk-sickness or the possibility of poison secretion in milk when animals are 
bitten by poisonous snakes. While this subject may not be as definite as might 
be wished, yet there are sufficient facts to guide us in this matter of feeding. 

Usually the feeding materials mentioned will not influence the milk seriously 
if fed two or more hours before milking or immediately after milking, and some- 
times if fed in limited quantities. 

IV. THE CONDITION OF THE ANIMAL, WHETHER SOUND OR UNSOUND. 

Much is said, and many inquiries made concerning the production of milk from 
animals which may be afflicted with disease. This question is legitimate when 
the disease involves a race rather than individuals, but is not legitimate when 
it involves only individuals of a herd or individual herds. Tuberculosis is so rife 
among milch cows in some countries that it is practically impossible to eliminate 
all diseased animais without doing serious injury to the dairying industry of 
that country. Under these condtions it may be well to consider very carefully 
the best means of manipulating milk so that the disease will be curbed among the 
cattle, and at the same time will not endanger mankind. But when the disease 
is confined to a single cow of a herd or to a single herd of a community, then it 
appears that the most rational method would be simply to eliminate the sick 
animals from the milk-producing list. 

Whether it is possible to establish an exact relationship between the disease 
in the bovine species and in man, is of little moment. It is. fair to conjecture 
that no human being cares to run the risk or to even entertain the thought of 
drinking milk from a diseased animal. It may be in one case tuberculosis, where 
transmission through milk has been established, or it may be a case of lumpy 
jaw where transmission has not been established, or in some other diseased 
condition of the animal; but whether we know anything at all about the trans- 
mission of the disease to man, no matter how we view it, the thought of drinking 
milk from such diseased animals is obnoxious. No one should be obliged to 
drink milk from an unsound animal, and no one ought to be so inhuman as to 
think of it. The first assumption, therefore, is that in order to secure good milk 
the animal must be sound. It is a regulation of many cities of the United States 
that cows furnishing milk for the city supply must be sound and free from 
disease. The tuberculin test in many instances is recommended, but not enforced. 
The time will probably come when the milk producers will see the economical 
value of such a test and will voluntarily submit to its application. 
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V. THE CONDITION OF MILK IN THE UDDER. 

For a long time it was supposed that milk in the udder of the cow was free from 
micro-organisms. This belief was founded upon the fact that some samples of 
milk drawn under methods which would eliminate contaminations from without, 
maintained their normal appearance for months. The results, of course, were not 
always uniform, but if the milk changed, it was supposed that these changes 
were wrought by accidental contamination. However, upon a closer study of this 
subject, it has been found that any milk in the udder of a cow contains a variable 
number of micro-organisms. Ward has made an extensive study of the bacterial 
content of milk in the udder. He finds several species and a variable number of 
micro-organisms. Conn, of Connecticut, in estimating the number in a series of 
tests, places the average number at 267 per cubic centimeter of milk in his so-called 
aseptic milk, Such milk is doubtless open to outside contamination to some 
extent. Others, working under similar conditions have gotten results much the 
same. These germs which are found in the udder belong to different species, and 
the species are not constant, either in number or kind. We may find germs which 
do alter milk, and those which do not alter it. Moreover, the number of germs 
present in milk as it is drawn, will not, as a rule, materially influence the changes 
in the milk, because it has been found, under practical conditions, that the germs 
which tend to alter or change the milk are those which enter from without, and 
the number of contaminating micro-organisms is, of course, in inverse proportion 

to the cleanliness practiced. 
Usually, therefore, the germs which are present in the milk as it is drawn, may 

be considered in number as negligible, because those who produce pure milk have 
demonstrated that the keeping qualities of milk are not seriously interfered with 
by the germs present. 

VI. THE CONTAMINATIONS OF MILK FROM WITHOUT. 

1. Hairs—Those who have studied micro-organisms found upon hairs of ani- 
mals are well aware of the baneful influence they may have upon the changes 
in milk. A clean hair may have on its surface from fifty to two or three thousand 
micro-organisms; a dirty hair, almost any number above this. A dirty hair, there- 
fore, entering the milk, may provide micro-organisms by the thousand or by the 
million. If the milk is strained, and the hair kept on the strainer, the micro- 
organisms go through just the same, and the surface of the hair is simply washed 
off. If, accordingly, a milker permits a dozen or two hairs to enter the pail 
during the course of milking, it means that probably millions of micro-organisms 

have been introduced into the milk. 
Any one at all familiar with the stable is familiar with the character of the 

dirt on the surface of a hair. There are the micro-organisms which may cause 
trouble, and are usually capable of producing a variety of changes in milk. They 
may produce taints or fermentations of any kind. 

In order, therefore, to eliminate micro-organisms from this source, it may 
be necessary to groom the cow thoroughly or to «lip the hair on her udder. If 

the cow is kept clean, and is thoroughly groomed, the necessity for clipping is 
not so great. Further, by dampening the udder during the milking process, 
the hair may be made to adhere so that it will not fall into the milk. 

2. Dirt—The dirt that is usually found upon the cow, about the stall, or in 
the stable, or even on the milker, may contain as many as 80,000,000 germs per 
gram. About fifty per cent of the dirt that goes into the milk is soluble, the 
other is insoluble. This latter settles to the bottom. It has been estimated by 
Backhaus that the people of Berlin consume three hundred pounds of this filth 
in milk per day. This statement, of course, will assist the reader in understand- 
ing the amount of dirt that finds its way into the milk. Whether this dirt comes 
in the form of little particles of dust, or is adherent to straw, hair, hay or food 
—no matter how it enters, it is this kind of dirt and filth that contains the 
greatest number of obnoxious micro-organisms. Even in the seams of the milk 
pail it is possible to scrape out dried dirt and filth thoroughly loaded with these 

micro-organisms. 
It therefore follows that in order to secure good wholesome milk, we must 

provide some means of keeping this dirt out. This can be done by means ot 
clean clothes and clean hands for the milker, clean dairy utensils, careful man- 
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ipulation of the pail and the selection of a clean place to milk; in short, by 
removing the cow and the milker from an uncleanly environment, the dirty 
stable, into the open air or a dustless room. 

At the present stage of development, many of these maneuvers may be 
looked upon as impracticable and employed only by those having a single cow 
in the city; yet these methods have been practiced by actual milk producers, 
who have aimed at high standards. All that can be said in regard to the 
practicability of such methods is, if it can be done, the value of the milk will 
be enhanced; if it cannot be done, have the stable as free from dust as possible, 
make no disturbance by bedding and feeding previous to milking, exercise as 
much caution as consistent, and even under these conditions one will be sur- 
prised at the results he can obtain from a little effort. Dirt can be eliminated 
in a degree even in the filthiest places. It rests with the milk producer to de- 
termine how far he can go in this matter, and his ability to introduce these 
desirable methods will depend upon his ingenuity and his sales. 

3. The Stall—It is not pertinent or necessary to discuss the different kinds of 
stalls in this connection. It is patent that the less surface exposed in the stall 
the better the stall is for milking purposes. Therefore, a half partition stanchion 
stall is frequently selected by dairymen because it enables them to handle them- 
selves while milking. There are some closed stalls having iron piping for the 
partition walls, which, of course, is expensive, but reduces the amount of ex- 
posed surface. If one has to milk in the stall, he needs a roomy place and it is 
quite desirable that the milker should not rub up against other cows, or the 
cow which he milks or against the surface of the stall, or, in short, come in 
contact with anything that tends to create a disturbance in the atmosphere 
or stir up the dust. : 

The plan to follow, therefore, is to select a stall which has as little surface 
as is required for the separation of the animals, have the stall roomy and 
make it as convenient for the milker as possible. Again, if the cow can be 
removed from the stall, undoubtedly the best results will be obtained. Mr. 

Michels will illustrate some stalls found by experience the most satisfactory in 

the production of milk. 
4. The Milker—lIt is not possible to place too much stress upon the condition 

of the milker, for through his individuality may be found the answer for or 

against the production of pure and wholesome milk. If he is an individual who 

is naturally clean and tidy, the milk will accordingly be as good as can be 
produced under the conditions furnished; but if he is untidy and by nature 
filthy, the milk likewise will be found very dirty. The cleanliness of clothes 
and hands is a matter which the farmer occasionally abhors. He finds it some- 

times troublesome to don a clean suit of clothes and wash his hands for the pur- 
pose of milking a few cows which supply his own table. Perhaps where so few 
cows are involved, the custom could be regarded as impracticable, especially if 

the aesthetic feeling is at a low ebb; but where dairying is looked upon as a 
business, and the milk and its products are sold to the public, considerations of 

cleanliness and care in the handling of milk cannot be despised or overlooked. 

Dirt will manifest itself, and it is easily washed off from the hands into 
the milk by an occasional stream of milk impinging against their surface; or, 
it may fall from the clothes in a dry condition or be brushed off in one way 
or another and thus contaminate the milk. The hands of the man who works 

about the stable and fields are net, as a rule, fit to handle food, and he would 
not be expected to go into the kitchen and prepare a meal without washing his 
hands, nor could he be expected to come in close contact with food without 

changing his clothes, or, at least, donning an over-suit. If this is true, why 

should he be expected to milk cows and handle milk without being as cleanly 

as if he were preparing some appetizing food in the kitchen? Clean hands, clean 
clothes and clean habits are as essential to the production of good milk as they 
are to the housekeeper who prepares our meals; or as they are to society con- 
sidered from an aesthetic standpoint. 

There is another aspect of the milker which deserves careful review. He 

should be a sound man, free from any infectious disease, because it is an easy 

matter for a milker to transmit the germs from himself to the milk by means 
of his hands or his clothes or in various ways. Imagine a man suffering in the 

last stages of consumption handling the milk for sound individuals or that 

which is to be used for babes! - Do what he will, he cannot free himself from 
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contamination with those germs which, if they once find their way into the milk, 
are capable of setting up disease. What is true of tuberculosis is also true of 

' diphtheria, scarlet fever, and other diseases. These are facts, fully established, 

and the significance of which is well known. 
Again, the milker should never come in contact with any one suffering from 

an infectious disease, for he may be the means of conveying the germs and 
thus cause a communicable disease to spread. Such instances are known, and 
it is easily understood how this may be the case. We conclude, therefore, that 
in order to have good, pure, wholesome milk, it is essential that the hands be 
washed; that a clean outer suit of denim, duck, or something similar, be donned; 
that freedom from disease exist, and that there be no communication with in- 
fectious diseases of any kind. The milker must observe these strictures upon 

his freedom, and should enter into their execution with zest if good results are 

to be obtained. 
5. Milking Utensils ——Perhaps one of the most common sources of trouble, 

although it is not usually admitted, is the polluted condition of the utensils 
which are employed in the care of milk. Even in this civilized country, with 
its accumulation of knowledge, there are many milk producers who do not yet 
appreciate the fact that in order to have good milk it is essential to have clean 
utensils. From 500,000 to 50,000,000 of germs have been counted in each gram 
of dirt taken from the creases in a milk pail; while from its surface have been 
taken many thousand per square inch. This should never occur in a clean 
pail and one that is carefully cared for. Pure milk is impossible under such 

conditions. 
It is not sufficient to wash out or rinse out a milk pail or any other milk 

utensil with warm or cold water and a cloth only; a brush is necessary, and 

it should be used with zeal and with a goodly amount of warm water at first; 
then it should be followed by a wash with a solution of sal-soda or lime water, 
or something akin, for the purpose of removing the fat. After this is done the’ 

utensil should be thoroughly rinsed with boiling water, then steamed, which 

will have a tendency to kill all micro-organisms present. Such treatment is the 
least to be done in cleaning milk utensils. If the milk producer does not believe 
in the thorough cleansing and its effectiveness, let him add milk from a sample 
lot, half of it to a dirty pail, and half of it to a properly cleansed pail, and 

watch the results. He will convince himself by this simple act. 
A word might be said about the scientific significance of the sanitary milk 

pail so commonly mentioned at the present time. It is true that, if filthy condi- 
tions exist in the stable, also with the cow and milker, an open pail makes it 
possible to collect much dirt and filth; and that, if the opening were reduced 

in size, a certain amount of this filth would be eliminated. On the other hand, 
if the stable is clean and free from dust, the cow properly kept, the milker clean 
and tidy, and the pail sterile, the ordinary pail will give nearly as good practical 
results as the sanitary pail. If filthy conditions exist, it were better to milk 

through a pin-hole; but if proper conditions are established, one need not spend 
his energy in trying to strike the hole of the pail. Thus far, sanitary milk pails 

are not especially successful. This is true also of automatic milkers. Such 

things cannot overcome the real cause of the disorder. Usually these attempts 
amount to about the same as trying to cleanse the body by putting on a clean 

garment. The appearance may be a little better, but the results are not very 

satisfactory. If the pail_is left open in a stable filled with dust, Marshall has 
estimated that as many as 3,600,000 germs may fall into that pail during the 
eourse of five minutes. In an ordinary room, free from dust, the number of 

germs would be comparatively insignificant. 
6. Water Supply.—Water is a source of contamination too frequently over- 

looked. Some years ago an opportunity was offered for analyzing several 

samples of water, coming from dairies, creameries, and cheese factories. It was 

found that some of the samples furnished were veritable starters of an obnoxious 

character, such, in fact, as would produce bad results in milk and butter or 

cheese manufacture. Doubtless, therefore, if it were feasible to go through the 
country and ascertain the exact condition of the water supplies, the analyses 

would be more or less startling. 
Typhoid fever epidemics have been traced to water employed in the washing 

and rinsing of dairy utensils. Other infections also have had such water supplies 
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for their source. Besides the direful effects of water in the conveyance of disease, 
there are the numerous serious fermentations which may be caused by the micro- 
organisms in the water supply. Traces of sewage, filth, or dirt, may be in the 
water, consequently the water may be as undesirable as the substances found 

in it. 

-VII. AERATION OF MILK, 

The discussion concerning the aeration of milk is becoming a thing of the 
past. Practices are becoming quite uniform. Our readers are more or less 

familiar with the work of Special Bulletin No. 16, of this Station. We mean 
to quote a few paragraphs which will place before the reader some of the 
essential points concerning this phase of milk management. 

“Tf agitation of milk therefore aids aération and if during the few moments 
immediately after milking the interchange of gases between the air and milk is 
greatest, it follows that where milking is in process the air must be pure, other- 
wise the foulness of the air will be incorporated in the milk. Milk absorbs 
gases. What must be the condition of the air of a stable in which all sorts of 
fermentations are going on and in which are odors of diverse kinds? These 
obnoxious substances are in the air and must pass into the milk with the air. 

“In addition to milking, frequently the milk is further agitated in the stable 
by passing it from pail to pail or even straining it and also sometimes aérating 
it. Such methods are rightly condemned and the reasons for such condemnation 
are conclusive. Milking and the handling of milk should be carried on in pure 
air. It is sometimes the practice of milk producers to pour milk directly from 
the milking pail into a ten gallon can. From the foregoing even this must be 
considered reprehensible, for filling the can excludes the oxygen, and, if the 
milk is not cooled, a temperature most suitable for the development of germ 
life is present—conditions, in short, which favor harmful fermentations. This 
is why there are recorded so many cases of poisoning as due to the improper 
care of the milk, eliminating the factor, filth, a common evil. 

“It has long been known that animal odors and taints may be removed by 
aération. Proper aération will do it; however, aération and cooling must not 
be confounded in this matter. Cooling apparently removes odors and taints, but 
such disappearances are due to the chilling of the milk, under which condition 
the milk gives up the volatile substances with reluctance, doubtless owing to the 
reduced power of volatility of the substances themselves when cold. When 
such odors and taints are removed by aération the removal is permanent unless 
they are generated by bacteria which continue to grow after aération. Odors 
and taints may be due to any one of the following causes. 

1. Absorption of gases from the air by the milk. 
2. Physiological processes of the cow. 
3. Disease processes of the cow. 
4. Bacterial growth in the milk. 
5. Introduction of odoriferous substances into the milk. 
“Odors in the air emanate from fermentations, foods, etc.; aromatic substances 

are likely to pass through the body and be secreted in the milk; a high tempera- 
ture in an animal is likely to reveal itself in the milk; and frequently sufficient 
filth gets into the milk to give it a distinct flavor—all of these or any one of 
these causes may be the immediate producer of odor or taint. 

“How aération should be conducted is a matter of considerable importance, 
consequently we have added a few suggestions: 

1. Aération should be conducted at body temperature. 

2. Aération should be carried out over the most extensive surface possible 
and as slowly as possible. 

38. Aération should take place only in a pure atmosphere. 
4. Aération is best accomplished immediately after milking. 
5. Aaeration should precede cooling. 
6. Aération and cooling simultaneously conducted cannot yield the most 

satisfactory results.” 

VIII. THE COOLING AND THE KEEPING COOL OF MILK, 

No one factor will contribute so much to the welfare of the milk producer 
as a knowledge of cooling milk and its real significance, for in this process we 
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have the key to the management of either good or bad milk. Good milk will 
remain good indefinitely if kept sufficiently cold and bad milk will not grow 
worse if kept under the same conditions. Conn has done the most recent and 
most exhaustive work along this line. His table in Bulletin No. 26, of the 
Connecticut Experiment Station, illustrates this very graphically. 

Number of bacteria per c. cm. in milk kept at different temperatures. 

\ In 50 hours, or at |No. hrs. to/No. hrs. to In 12 hrs. | In 12 hrs. | In 50 hrs. F ; : F 
Number at outset. 1 time of curdling | curdling 

at 50°. | at 50°. | at 50° curdling at 70° at 50°. | at 70°. 
: pt se i, BEES p- | 

ETUC a eravetel onsve] susvel« 39,000 249,500 |1,500, 000 | 542,000,000 190 | 56 
MNO) eeicshecrel sife).o 50h 44,800 360, 000 127,500 792,000,000, 36 hrs. | 289 | 36 
AUK OGL a Baron Wamic ce 6 35,000 800,000 160,000 |2,560,000,000, 42 hrs.| 172 | 42 

It is easily seen from the above how important it is that the milk be cooled, 
that it be cooled as soon after milking as feasible, and that it be kept cool until 
‘consumed or used for the manufacture of milk products. 

Cold checks the development of micro-organisms. The freezing temperature 
is, of course, better than 40° F.; 40° F. is better than 50° F.; 50° F. is better 
than 60° F.; 60° F. is better than 70° F.; and 70° F. is better than 90° F. for re- 
tarding the growth of micro-organisms. It follows from this that milk should be 
cooled at as low a temperature as possible immediately after milking and be 
kept cool. 

To accomplish the cooling of milk, any cold, extensive surface over which 
the milk may run will be satisfactory if in a clean room. Ice should be used if 
possible; if this is not available, employ running cold water. If coolers, such as 
the Starr or Champion, are not procurable, a tank of cold running water into 
which sets the can of milk, may be very advantageously substituted, but it is 
not so valuable. Under such conditions the milk should be stirred continuously 
until cool, otherwise an hour or two will be necessary for lowering the tempera- 
ture of the milk to that of the water. Time should not be wasted in this 
manner, for the micro-organisms are usually very active at this stage. 

IX. MILKING IN THE STABLE, 

Little need be said concerning this subject because what has already been 
hinted at in the discussion of the dust and dirt of the stable will be applicable; 
and, further, the absorption of gases has been mentioned under aération and 
will furnish pertinent material. These are matters which serve as our reason 
for condemning the common practice of allowing open pails and open cans of 
milk which are still warm to stand in the stable. Such practices are especially 
bad after feeding or bedding because at such times the amount of dust and 
dirt is materially increased. If 3,600,000 germs can fall into a milk pail during 
five minutes, we may ask how many will fall into a ten gallon can exposed in 
the stable while it is being filled by one milker? 

Again, we have learned that milk absorbs gases. We know that constantly 
there are going off from fresh milk gases which are noticeable to our olfactory - 
nerves. It must not be supposed that these gases pass off without others of the 
stable taking their place. It is an interchange of gases rather than a simple 
elimination of the cowy odors in the milk. Therefore, either from the stand- 
point of eliminating the germs, or from the standpoint of absorbing obnoxious 
gases from the stable, the practice of exposing milk in the stable is reprehensible. 

X. STRAINING OF MILK. 

Too much energy is expended upon the straining of milk. Does it seem rational 
to the milk producer that it is possible for him to intercept germs which are 
one ten-thousandth or one twenty-five thousandth of an inch in length by a copper 
Sieve with a one-sixteenth or a one-fortieth inch mesh; or by cheese-cloth, with 
its loose texture, even when used in folds four thick; or even by placing layers 
of cotton over the sieve? One might pertinently ask the question, “Is it possible 
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to catch fish with a net whose meshes are large enough to allow a whole school 
of fish to pass through at once. or even intercept them by filling the stream with 
brush?” This is what is attempted with strainers of copper, cloth or cotton 
wool. What dirt is soluble will pass through, and*it is true that what is in- 
soluble will remain upon the filter, usually. Yet all the dirt which may be 

found upon a hair that has been arrested by the filter, has been washed off 
and through by the impinging streams. In other words, dirt which is in- 
soluble or particles of hair, straw, hay, etc., which will not pass through the 

sieve or strainer are thoroughly washed upon the sieve by the impinging stream 
of milk, and the result is that all the dirt goes into the milk and these sub- 
stances are left clean upon the sieve. 

Conn, in his exhaustive work upon straining has shown by actual count that 

the number of germs in milk strained or unstrained is practically the same. 

It is fair to consider that straining removes what is visible to the eye, and 
-one feels some satisfaction in not having particles of dirt, straw, and things 
of this nature passing down his throat while drinking milk. He does not think 
further and consider whether ithe objectionable features are in the milk or not- 

XI, SANITATION OF THE STABLE AND DAIRY. 

This old subject may not ke so well defined as many newer ones, yet it can- 
not be passed over without giving it due consideration. It is important he- 

cause several factors are involved, which, although not immediately perceptible, 

have a marked bearing upon some dairy practices. 
Light should be admitted to the stable in abundance because it causes physi- 

ological vigor of the animals, checks fermentation and induces cleanly habits. 
This action of light is likewise useful in the dairy, for direct sunlight uvon 
dairy utensils and the dairy room is as good as the best disinfectants. 

Ventilation is necessary for perfect respiration of the animal, for the ex- 
change of the gas laden atmosphere of the stable with the pure air from with- 
out, that the animal may profit thereby and that absorption of obnoxious g7ses 
by milk may be eliminated. 

Drainage is essential io reduce the amount of fermentation to the minimim, 
as well as to enable cleanliness and health to be maintained, for it is in the 
accumulated filth of the stable that fermentation is possible, consequentiy un- 
savory odors, gases and unsightly conditions. 

CUTLINE FOR MILK MANAGEMENT. 

1. The cow should be sound,—no disease should exist in the animal. 
2. The feed should be good and free from aromaiic substances. If these 

aromatic foods are used they should be employed according to those methods 

which will not cause odors or flavors to appear in the milk. 
3. The cow should be groomed and hair about the udder preferably clipyed. 
4. The udder should be moistened during milking. 

‘5. The milker should be a neat tidy person. 
6. The milker should be free from disease and should not come in contact 

with any communicable disease. 

7. The milker’s hands and clothes should be clean while milking. 
8. The pail should te sterilized. 
9. The stall shouid ke such as to reduce the amount of disturbance of dust 

and dirt. 
10. There should ke good light, good ventilation and good drainage in the 

stable. 

11. The stable should always be kent clean. 
12. Feeding and bedding, unless moist. should be done after milking. 

13. A dustiess milking room is desirable. 
14. Milk should not stand in the stable. 
15. If milk is a#rated, it should be done before cooling and in pure air. 
16. The sooner the milk is cooled efter milking, the better. 
17. Keep the milk as cold as possible when once cooled. 

Laboratory of Bacteriolory and Hygiene. 
August 8, 1904. 
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PART IT. 

PRACTICAL CONDITIONS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MILK. 

JOHN MICHELS. 

There is nothing of an original nature claimed for this bulletin, neither is it 
considered to be an exhaustive treatise of the subject under discussion, its aim 
being merely to throw out a few suggestions as they appeal to the practical 

dairyman. It is pertinent to the discussion to add that some of the phases of 
the subject as treated herein have been previously considered by Director GC. D. 

Smith, not in bulletin form, but in the 1895 Report of the Board of Agriculture, 
which is now out of print. The increasing attention that milk production is 
receiving makes it exceedingly desirable that practical hints and cautions be 

sent out from time to time, regarding the economic production of pure milk, 
and this bulletin is submitted with this in view and in response to a demand 
that has of late become quite urgent. 

In view of a persistent demand at present for the production of cleaner and 

purer milk, it has been deemed desirable to present in this bulletin some prac- 
tical methods of securing it upon the average farm, in other words, under ordi- 

nary conditions. To aid in making the discussion of this subject as practicable 

as possible, the writer has visited the farms of several of the leading dairymen 
of the State, and has made a careful study of the methods in vogue. It is not 
proposed here to enter into a discussion of the methods employed in each of these 

dairies, for too much space would be required to set forth all that may be said 

to advantage, but it has heen the purpose throughout to draw from each 

those lessons which may furnish to milk producers hints for their own prac- 
tices, and to recommend those methods which are found to be employed by the 
best dairymen. That the material secured might be systematically arranged, we 
have endeavored to divide it as fcllows: 

I. Utensils Used in the Dairy. 
II. The Wash-Room. 

III. The Stable. 
IV. The Barn-Yard. 
V. The Cow. 

Vi. The Milker. 
VII. The Care of the Milk after It Has Been Drawn. 

I. UTENSILS USED IN THE DAIRY. 

Ail utensils used in the handling of milk should be made of good tin, with as 
few seams as possible. Wherever seams occur, they should be flushed with solder. 

Unflushed seams afford excellent breeding places for micro-organisms, and are 
doubtless the source of much trouble in the dairy. Figure I illustrates the 

character of the unflushed seam. 

Figure II represents a flushed seam, which fully illustrates its value. This 
figure also represents a sanitary milk pail, with a partly closed top. It is 
modeled after that used by Gurler. The sanitary milk pail is further repre- 
sented in Figure III, where it can easily be seen with its spout, which permits 
ready emptying, and it wil also be noticed that it is covered with a cap during 

the process of milking. The cap is shown at the right. The ring at the left 

fastens the strainer, which should consist of a double layer of cheese cloth en- 
closing a layer of absorbent cotton. The vurpose of the cotton is to retain 
fine hairs and any particles of dirt that are not dissolved by the milk. It should 
be renewed at each milking. The value of a partially closed pail is evidenced 
by the reduced surface, which has a tendency to keep out many of the micro- 
organisms, which would otherwise drop into the pail during milking. To illu- 
strate, a half closed top would have the effect of reducing the contamination 
from this source about fifty per cent. 

It is well to say in this connection that there are many objections to the so- 
called sanitary milk pail. It without doubt reduces the contaminaion when the 

23 
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contamination occurs, but when cleanliness is rigorously practiced, no doubt the 

disadvantages exceed the benefits. (See Part I, page 173.) However, many of 
our best dairymen use it continually. 

Il. THE WASH ROOM. 

A room for the purpose of washing the dairy utensils is a very important 
part of the equipment. It should be provided with shelves, some good washing 
substance, as sal soda, hot and cold water, and, if possible. steam. The shelves 
should be placed near a large window where the tin-ware is exposed to the dis- 
infecting action of the sunlight. The cleaning of dairy utensils is best conducted 
as follows. 

First, rinse with warm, or perhaps preferably cold water—never use boiling or 
hot water at first or the milk will become cemented to the utensil. Second, scrub 
with moderately hot water containing some sal soda. The washing should be 
done with brushes rather than cloth because the bristles enter into any crevices 
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present which the cloth cannot possibly reach. Furthermore, it is very difficult 
to keep the cloth clean. Third, scald thoroughly with steam or hot water, after 
rinsing out the water in which the sal soda was used. After scalding, the 

utensils should be inverted on the shelves without wiping and allowed to remain 

in this place until ready to use. This will leave the vessels in a practically 
sterile condition. Fourth, if it is possible to turn the inside of the vessels to 
the sun, in a place where there is no dust, then it is desirable to expose the 
utensils during the day to the strong germicidal action of the direct sun’s rays. 

In washing strainers, or cloth used for straining, care should be exercised in 

placing these in boiling water a few minutes after thorough cleaning. From 
the boiling water they are spread out to dry in a clean and dustless place. 

Ill, THE STABLE. 

Light, ventilation and ease of cleaning are essential to a sanitary stable. In 
order to secure light, underground stables must be avoided, and when the stables 
are above ground, a sufficient number of windows should be inserted. Remember 
that there is vigor of physiological growth and reduced decomposition by the 
introduction of sufficient light. Good ventilation is not secured unless better 
facilities are offered than the occasional admittance of air through doors and 
windows. This is especially true in the winter season. A continuous ventilating 

system, such as has been devised by Prof. King,* may be recommended with much 
confidence, because it has been successfully employed in many of the leading 
dairy barns of the country. This system may be briefly described as consisting 
of air shafts in the outer wall, which admit fresh air. An opening near the floor 
carries it up to a point near the ceiling, where it is discharged into the barn. 
Impure air is removed by flues opening near the stable floor, and extending 
through the roof of the barn. 

That easy and thorough cleaning of floors may be assured, it is desireable 
that the mangers and gutters be built of concrete. The floor of a truly sanitary 
stable must not only be daily freed from manure, but must also receive a daily 

_secrubbing. The walls and ceiling Should be kept free from dust and cobwebs 
and should be whitewashed at least once each month. Lime is a good absorbent 
of odors, and may be advantageously employed in the gutters. It checks fermenta- 
tion, also. 

Should any fermented foods, decomposed substances, or highly aromatic foods 
be left about the barn, or stable, the odors or aromas arising from such materials 
are likely to be absorbed by the milk. The surroundings of the barn should be 
kept perfectly clean, for cleanliness means pure air, better stables and clean 
milk. 

The stalls of a stable are a very important item. They should be built for the 
purpose of keeping the cow clean, of protecting her, and of giving her as much 
comfort as possible. It is also desirable that the stall be of such a nature as 
not to cause any disturbance to the milker or produce dust by his movements. 
That the cow may be kept clean, her position in the stall should place her hind 
feet on the edge of the gutter. In order to have comfort, she should not be 
confined in a rigid stanchion. These purposes may be accomplished by a stall 

closed in the rear with a chain, as shown in Figures IV and V, or tied in a half 
stall, after the faShion shown in Figure VI. 

Figure IV illustrates an iron stall, in which the cow is not tied in any manner, 

but held in position by means of a chain in the rear. This is known as the Drown 
stall. While possessing all that is desirable in an ideal stall, its cost, which is 
about $9.00, makes it quite impracticable upon many farms. The wood stall 
of similar construction, by the same patentee, costs less than half this amount. 
The patentee receives a royalty of fifty cents. It should also be mentioned that 
the gates shown in the illustration may be raised up as well as moved out. 

Figure V shows a stall quite similar to this excepting the wood which is used 
in its structure. This is known as the Bidwell stall. The manger is movable, 
and the stall may be adjusted to suit small as well as large cows. This stall, 
including a fifty cent royalty, should not cost above $3.50. 

Both of the above stalls are comfortable, and will keep cows clean. The cows 
stand close to the gutter, but, owing to the chain in the rear, cannot step into 

* See ‘Physics of Agriculture,” pages 355-357, by Prof. F. H. King, Madison, Wis. 
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JEKE Ds Wai. 

it. It should be stated, in this connection, that where the partition is complete be- 

tween the cows, there is a serious objection arising because the milker entering 
a stall of this nature, may cause more or less dirt to fall into the pail, or will 
cause dust to rise which will get into the milk during milking. A precaution 
necessary in constructing these stalls is to have the posts as close to the edge 
of the gutter as possible. 

Figure VI shows a half stall which has been endorsed by many leading dairy- 
men. With this stall, however, cows will occasionally step back into the gutter. 
especially when tied in front with chain or rope. 

There is also a possibility of the cows treading on each other and doing injury 
in these stalls, as well as when the stanchions alone are used without the 
presence of any partition. 

IV. THE BARNYARD. 

A clean, well-drained barnyard is an essential factor in the production of sani- 

tary milk, for where cows are cbliged to wade in mire and filth, it is easy 

to foretell what the quality of the milk will be. In order to secure a good barn- 

yard, the slope should be away from the stable, or at least not towards the 

stable, and it should be covered with gravel or cinders. If the manure is not 

taken directly from the stables to the fields, it should be placed where the cows 
cannot have access to it. ° 

¥. THE COW. 

Ordinarily, when milking, a great number of bacteria will find their way into 

the milk through the dust and dirt and hairs which fall from the cow. This 
may be largely prevented by wiping the flanks and udder with a moist sponge or 

cloth just before milking. It is still better to wash: however, this procedure 
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requires more time, as it must be followed by careful wiping to prevent dripping. 
Cows should not be bedded, fed, or carded, just before milking, as any one of 
these acts creates dust which will certainly find its way into the milk. If pure 

milk is sought, it is desirable to reject the first streams of milk from each teat, 

as these contain thousands of bacteria. The reason for this rich development of 
germs is found in the favorable conditions provided by the milk in the milk- 

cistern of the udder, and also. by the possible access of the germs through the 

milk-duct. 

VI. THE MILKER. 

Clothes which have been worn in the fields during the day are not suitable 
for milking purposes. Every milker should be provided with a clean, white 

naff * 
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milking suit, like that illustrated in Figure VII. Such clothes can be bought 

ready-made for less than a dollar; and, if frequently washed, will aid in securing 
clean milk. Milkers should also wash and dry their hands before milking, and, 

above all, should keep them dry during milking. To wet the hands with the milk 

is a filthy practice. 

VII. THE CARE OF THE MILK AFTER IT IS DRAWN. 

Immediately after milking, the milk should be removed from the barn to a 

clean, pure atmosphere, where it is aérated and cooled by running it over a 
combined aérator and cooler of the type shown in Figures VIII and IX. If it is 
possible to aérate the milk while warm, should aération be desired, better results 

will be obtained than where aiération and cooling are attempted in the same 
process and at the same time. The barrel shown in Figure VIII is filled with 
cold water, which circulates between the two tinned surfaces of the cooler, over 
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which the milk flows in thin sheets. By this means it is possible to reduce the 
temperature of the milk at least to within five degrees of the temperature of 
the water used for cooling. The cooler shown in Figure IX allows cold water 
to enter at the bottom and the warm water to overflow at the top, while the 
milk flows in a thin sheet over the outside of the cooler. If ice is at hand, 

it is desirable to use it in both cooling apparatus. 

Always keep aérators and coolers as clean as any other dairy utensils. 
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THE CODLING-MOTH IN MICHIGAN. 

R. H. PETTIT, ENTOMOLOGIST. 

Bulletin No. 222. 

Fig. 1.—Codling-moths. the upper and lower ones enlarged. From Slingerland, 
Cornell University Experiment Station. 

While the present bulletin will be found to contain very little that has not 
been worked over before, it is based on observations made in Michigan. Very 

careful studies have been made by Professor M. V. Slingerland of Cornell 
University, by Professor J. M. Aldrich of the Idaho Agricultural College, by 

Professor Fred W. Card, formerly of Nebraska, and more recently, by Mr. C. B. 
Simpson of the Department of Agriculture, who has published an extensive and 
exhaustive monograph on the subject. 

The field work has been done almost entirely by student assistants, Mr. H. F. 
Tuttle during the summer of 1903, and by Mr. V. R. Gardner in 1904. Their 
careful and painstaking labor has made it possible to carry on the work. 

The present activity in horticultural circles and the recent work of Simpson, 
Slingerland, Aldrich, Card and others, has brought the question of the control 
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of the codling-moth very forcibly to our notice. Furthermore, in making recom- 
mendations for the treatment of trees, it became apparent that many points in 
the life-history of the creature were only to be guessed at in this, the most 
northerly State of the middle United States, where the pest is common. It is so 
important indeed that the depredations of all other apple insects sink into insig- 
nificance when compared with it,—so serious that half or more of the apple crop 
is sacrificed annually to its inroads. Furthermore, conditons vary so widely in 
the great apple growing regions of our country, that data collected in different 
localities and in different latitudes, might be so widely at variance that they 
would be of little value except in the immediate regions where they were 

obtained, 
Early in the spring of 1908, it was decided to start a series of observations 

which should, if possible, give us reliable information on the number of broods, 

the times when they occur, and the effects of a spray applied just when the 
second brood of larvae were ready to enter the fruit. These observations have 
been carried on over a space of two seasons, and the following results obtained: 

In order to understand clearly the sequence of the broods, it will be necessary 

to review briefly the life-history of the creature. 
The winter is passed in the larval condition enclosed in a cocoon of white 

silk, in which is bound considerable frass or chewed up fibre. This winter cocoon 
is quite thick and heavy and ordinarily is to be found neatly hidden away under 
loose pieces of bark, beneath fence-rails, under branches and in similar places. 
Often the cocoon possesses only a very thin film of silk next the wood and the 
bark, most of the material being used in making a ring between these two sur- 

faces. The cocoon is about half an inch long and oval in form, just occupying 
the space allowed. Often, a tube extends from the outer more roomy part under 

the flake, down to the thin part of the wedge-shaped opening where the cocoon 
is placed, the larva in such a case, having commenced to spin where the space 

was too large, had crowded in toward the narrower part as it built. 
Diligent search was made for these cocoons, in the spring of 1903, and two 

in good condition were found. A quantity of empty ones came to light, the 
larvae having been picked out by birds during the winter. These two cocoons 
were placed in cages and while their transformations may have been somewhat 
hastened by reason of being brought into the house, there is reason to believe 
‘that adults out of doors emerged soon afterwards. The two emerged on May 
22. On June 12, I found eggs and young larvae. It may be well to state that on 
May 25, the blooms on the trees had practically all fallen, for on that date the 

spraying of the College orchard commenced. 
The codling-moth, as everyone knows, has very poorly defined broods, the 

members of a single generation becoming adults over a considerable range of 
time, and not emerging all together as in the case of the canker-worm and many 

other insects. The most that could be hoped for would be to ascertain the top 

of the wave of prevalence of the insect in each stage, thus it is very desirable to 
know just when the greatest number of the eggs hatch, when the spinning of the 
cocoons is most actively carried on, etc., and these things for each generation. With 

these facts at hand, it is much easier to so time the application of the sprays as to 
catch the greatest number of young larvae just entering the fruit. 

Simpson, in his bulletin number 41, of the Division of Entomology, gives 
fifty-five to fifty-eight days as the average time required for the moth to com- 
plete its life cycle, and counting backward from June 12, the time when the 

eges and young larvae predominated, we find that our two moths probably emerged 
before the majority of those out of doors. We have set June 1 as about the 
right time. Counting ahead 57 days, we get the date of the emergence of the 
adults of the second generation on about July 27, and in our cages containing 
freshly collected cocoons, we get the greatest number of adults at this time. 

A schedule made up partially from our observations in 1903, and partly from 
calculations, using fifty-seven days as an average time for the completion -of 
the life cycle, would look something like this:— 

FIRST GENERATION. 

First adults, May 22 (blooms falling about May 25). 
Most adults, June 1. - 
Most eggs, June 9. 

24 
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Most eggs and young larvae, June 12. 
Most larvae, June 15. 

Most spun up in cocoons, July 12. 

SECOND GENERATION. 

Most adults, July 27 (shown in cages from fresh cocoons). 
Most eggs, August 6. (Spray at this time.) 
Most larvae, August 11. (Young larvae shown in orchard.) 
Most cocoons just spun up, September 2. 

POSSIBLE THIRD GENERATION, FROM COMPUTATION, AND NOT FROM OBSERVATION. 

Most adults, September 23, (due at this time). 
Most eggs, October 1, (due at this time). 
Most larvae, October 6 (due at this time). 
In his work on the codling-moth, Mr. Simpson refers constantly to the bands 

placed about the trunks of trees for the purpose of providing suitable places for 
the larvae to pupate. By the use of these bands, he was able to get reliable 
and indisputable data on the time of pupation at least. By daily counts he 
readily determined the exact times when the larvae went in as well as when the 
adults came out. We tried these bands made of burlap, but with very indifferent 
success in 1903, over half of the larvae not caring to utilize them but preferring 

Fig. 2.—Codling-moths. From Slingerland. 

for the most part, to pupate under loose flakes of bark instead. For this reason, 
we were obliged to substitute some other plans for keeping counts. The orchard 
which we used was a large one, and one that contained trees of all ages, so 
we determined to spend about the same amount of time and labor each day in 
searching for the larvae which were just spinning up in cocoons, and for the 
eggs and young larvae on or in the fruit. This plan would seem at first to be 
very crude and to promise little in the way of accuracy, but when we consider 
further that each count is double in character, and that cocoons are compared 
each day with larvae, and that eggs are compared with young larvae, that the 
emergence of the adults is checked by cage experiments, we will find that while 
the method may be inferior to that of banding, it does readily give us useful 
facts and with a fair degree of accuracy. Our bands failed because the flakes 
of bark offered more desirable quarters. During 1904, we selected ten trees in 
an old orchard which was not to be sprayed, and scraped off all flakes and scales, 
thus driving most of the larvae under the bands. We also obtained more accurate 
information relating to the time of the first appearance of the adults in the 
spring. 

In order to collect evidence relative to a possible third brood, two trees, un- 
sprayed except for the first spraying, in the College orchard, were carefully 
gone over and all wormy fruit removed on September 18 and 19, just before the 
adults of the third brood might be expected, if at ail; a glance at the schedule 

a? 2 
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will show September 23 as the estimated date for the adults of the third brood. 

On October 17 and 24, the apples were picked from one of these trees and each 

examined for larvae. Many tiny larvae were present as well as a number of 
quarter grown ones of various sizes ranging between. It was therefore im- 
possible to determine in this way, whether the larvae found, were the offspring 
of belated moths of the second generation or members of the third generation. 
We know that there is a wide range of time over which the adults come out 
and it is not at all impossible that these larvae were the late arrivals of the 
second generation which were getting ready to pass the winter in the barrels 
after picking. An examination of the wormy apples picked on September 19 
showed that out of 800 larvae, 150 entered at the calyx, and about 650 else- 

where, or a little under 19% at the calyx or blossom end, as against 26.1% obtained 
by Simpson from a more extended series of counts, for the second brood. Our 
counts for 1904.give a very different result. 
When the point of entrance is other than at the calyx, the commencement of 

the tunnel is often where two apples touch or where an apple and a leaf touch. 
In our cages, the eggs were laid indiscriminately on glass, foliage and some on 
fruit, the moth seeming to greatly prefer glass. 

The experience of 1903, led to a modification of the plans in 1904. The use of 

ten trees in an old, unsprayed, but bearing orchard was obtained, and these 
trees were carefully scraped, all the loose bark being removed with a steel 
seraper while moist, and bands of burlap were loosely fastened, one or two 
about the trunk of each tree. These were utilized by the larvae for shelters 
under which to spin cocoons. Under these conditions, it was easy to find with 
precision, the dates when the larvae spun up, and by collecting the cocoons, and 

placing them in cages, it was easy to find just when the adults emerged. Counts 
were made from time to time,—every one, two or three days, and each time 
a count was made, the total number of cocoons found was divided by the 1umber 
of days intervening between that count and the one immediately preceding, so 

that a very good average was obtained, 
The season of 1904 was at least ten days late. Furthermore, at the time of 

the first spraying, the weather was wet and the stamens were slow in drying 
and curling up, remaining instead and filling up the calyx so that poison could 
not penetrate. Everything was delayed throughout the season, so that dates 

obtained: this year may with safety be put back about a week. 
The calendar for the codling-moth for this season would look something like 

this. — 

FIRST GENERATION (1904.) 

Pupation most active, May 16, (about half larvae and half pupae), 
Sprayed, June 3. (Petals falling or fallen.) 
First adult, June 4. 
Most adults, June 10-12. 
First larvae entering apples, June 22. 
Most larvae entering apples, July 5. 
First cocoons, July 11. 

Most cocoons, July 20. 

SECOND GENERATION. 

First adult, July 30. 
Most adults, August 5 (in cages). 

First eggs, August 3. 
Sprayed trees, August 9. 
Most eggs, August 26 (well marked). 
Larvae entering in large numbers, August 26 to September 7 
Most cocoons, September “28-30. 

This table has been compiled from a mass of data collected in various ways 
from the field and laboratory, breeding-cages, etc., and there is reason to believe 
that it will not come far amiss for 1904, in our State. Of course each brood 
extends over a long period of time and the broods overlap very badly. 

Following is a table giving the results of the examination of bands for the 
season. It gives the number of larvae that enter the bands each day for the 
purpose of spinning cocoons. Each cocoon as soon as found, was, of course, re- 
‘moved or destroyed. 
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From July 13 to August 5, hogs were in the orchard, also from September 6 to 
October 7. Considerable brush lay on the ground under the trees from early prun- 
ing time until about September 6 when it was removed. 

BAND RECORD FoR 1904. 

Number of Average 
Date. cocoons. number daily. 
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In order to get an estimate as to the times when the larvae entered the apples 
in greatest numbers, examinations of the fruit were made at short intervals. 

Fifty apples were picked at random from an unsprayed tree at each examination, 

and these were cut open to make sure-whether they contained larvae or not. The 

variation is accounted for when we consider that the apples were picked from 

various parts of the tree. 
Following is the result of these counts for 1904:— 

NUMBER! OF LARVAE ENTERING APPLES, 1904. 

Number Just 
Date. found. entering- 
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On September 10 a change was made in the tree from which the counts were 
made, it being impossible to obtain more apples from the original tree used (a 
Shiawassee). The rest of the counts were made from a russet in the orchard 

where the bands were placed. 
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Toward the latter end of the season, great numbers of the wormy apples fell, 
thus reducing the count very materially. The tree being a russet. This accounts 
for the apparent discrepancy between this count and the count from the entire 
trees, which latter was made from spies. 

THE PLACE OF ENTRY. 

During the season of 1903, a large proportion of the whole number of larvae 
entered at the calyx or blossom end of the fruit in the first brood, and 19% was 
the proportion of the second brood entering at the calyx, as based on a count 
of 800 larvae made on September 19, 1903. Strangely enough, in 1904, a similar 
count for the first brood, made from 450 apples, gave 28 from the side and 64 
from the blossom end or about 30% from the side. On the other hand, a count 
of 1,000 apples, taken on August 31 and afterward, gave 235 from the side and 
440 from the blossom end, or nearly 35% from the side. These counts were, of 
course, made on a small number of apples, but at the same time, they are sug- 
gestive. 

THE EGG. 

Description—The egg is flat and scale-like, being less than 1-16 of an inch im 

diameter. It is first, pearly, later becoming yellowish. It requires at all times 
close observation to find it. 

In order to make the calendar of the moth more’ complete, a short series of 
observations were made on the times of greatest activity in egg laying. In 
interpreting the counts given it should be remembered that some of the eggs were 
probably hatched. Then, too, those found very late in the season may have beem 
laid some time before, the cool weather preventing them from hatching at all. 
The following table gives also some comparison as to the relative number laid 
on the fruit and on the leaves. The number of leaves and apples examined, was 
fifty each on each date, except August 3, when 100 leaves were examined. 

THE EGG LAYING OF THE SECOND BROOD, 1904. 

No. of eggs No. of eggs 
found on found on 

Date. fruit. leaves. 
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A comparison between these figures shows that in an equal number of fruits 
and leaves, viz., 1,150 each, nearly 19% of the eggs were laid on the leaves. 

In order to get an idea of the proportion of eggs that were laid on the foliage 
as a whole as compared with the number laid on the fruit, a count was made 
of the leaves and fruits on a part of a good bearing tree in the College orchard. 
On September 15, 1904, a limb 314 inches in diameter, which had been split from 
the tree by the wind, was removed from the tree and each leaf and apple picked 
off and counted at the time. The result was as follows,—986 apples and 26,395 
leaves, or 26.8 times as many leaves as apples. A count of 1,150 leaves and 1,150 
apples, gave us 69 eggs laid on the leaves and 295 eggs laid on apples. This gives 
us 13.76% of the eggs laid on the fruit as against 86.24% on the foliage. Further- 
more, the young larvae were found to feed on the underside of the leaves, re- 
moving small patches of the soft tissue. This helps to explain why the August 
spray is so efficient, for it is much easier to make the spray cover and stick to a 

leaf, than to an apple. 

EXPERIMENT IN SPRAYING FOR THE CODLING-MOTH, 

In order to put to a practical test, the effect of two sprays, applied as indicated 
by the calendar, permission was obtained to spray an orchard of about forty trees, 
in the vicinity of the College. Accordingly a spray of paris-green and bordeaux 
was applied, using four pounds of copper sulphate, six pounds of lime and 40 
gallons of water, to which was added four ounces of paris-green. This was care- 
fully put on on June 3, 1904. A second spray was applied on August 9, using four 
ounces of paris-green and eight ounces of lime to 40 gallons of water. Examina- 

tions of 60 apples made on July 13 showed three larvae or 5%; there were evi- 
dence of more which had’ entered into the calyx, but had died there. Another 
examination on August 31 showed three live larvae with three more that had 
died in trying to gain entrance. 

On October 15, 1904, three trees were picked and the fruit sorted as carefully 
as possible without cutting open each apple. One tree (No. III) was unsprayed 
because of its location, being difficult to get at. This tree was the best one of a 
group of four unsprayed trees standing near together. It had borne well and 
would have produced a fine lot of fruit had it received the same treatment as 
the others. The fruit was, however, scabby, and a large number of wormy apples 
had fallen. The variety of trees I to V was Northern Spy. A count from this 
tree gave the following result: 

TREE III. UNSPRAYED, IN SPRAYED ORCHARD. . 
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The reason for the vastly superior yield of this tree over that of trees IV and 
V, in the unsprayed orchard is easy to see. The sprayed orchard was better 
pruned, cultivated, and fertilized, and the percentage of sound fruits was raised 
because great numbers of the moths from this tree spread themselves over the 
rest of the orchard, while few moths from other trees came to this one. The 
difference in the yield was largely due to culture, but the difference in the per- 
centage of wormy fruit was largely due to the fact that the surrounding trees 
were well sprayed. 
Two other trees that had been sprayed twice, as previously described, were 

examined on the same day. Tree I was considerably further away from tree 
III than tree II. An examination of tree II gave the following results. There 
was little scab. 

TREE II.—SPRAYED TWICE. 
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Tree I gave the following results. It was in the same orchard but more distant 
from tree III than tree II. There was little scab. 

TREE I.—SPRAYED. 
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This shows great superiority in salable fruit in the case of the sprayed orchard. 
Counts made from two trees in an unsprayed orchard, the one in which we 

had banded trees, were made on October 8. Two Northern Spy trees were selected, 
as this was the only variety common to both orchards, which had trees of approx- 
imately the same size, and also because the Spy is standard in Michigan. The 
outputs of these two trees were classed together, being rather light.’ The result 
was as follows: . 

TREES IV AND V.—UNSPRAYED, IN UNSPRAYED ORCITARDS. 
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There was much scab on the fruit and many windfalls. This helped to pull 
down the yield very appreciably. The fruit in no case was cut open, but judged 
as well as possible from outside appearances. 

THE THIRD BROOD. 

The work of the present season seems to indicate two annual generations rather 

than three. It was at first thought that the presence of young larvae in the 
apples in October, which had appeared just when the third brood would have 
been due, was very suggestive of a third brood, but the counts made in 1904, 
showing the waves of pupation, etc., do not bear out this theory. If there were 

a third brood, one would expect to find a corresponding wave of pupae and adults, 
furthermore, in our observations, the October larvae were not of a uniform size, 
grading instead from very small individuals to those of considerable size. The 
fact remains, however, that larvae do enter the fruit late in the season, working 
in considerable numbers even after the apples have been packed and sold. 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

Besides a number of parasites which infest the codling-moth, we find here a 

fungus disease (Isaria farinosa) which was separated out and grown in pure 

culture by the writer during the season of 1903, and which fungus killed other 
larvae that were brought in contact with the culture. An attempt to collect winter 
cocoons called attention to the fact that birds play an important part in keeping 

down the insect. Most of the cocoons found in the spring were concealed beneath 
flakes of loose bark, and in almost every case, a hole through the bark flake to 
the inside of the cocoon, showed an opening through which the larvae had been 
extracted. 

Such pierced cocoons are the common thing in our orchards, especially is this 

true in all cases where they have been placed high enough to be above the snow 

line. Those placed below the level of the snow are more or less protected and 
are more likely to escape. For this reason it will be good practice to scrape off 
in the fall all loose flakes below the level of the snow. . 

Some parasitic hymenoptera were bred from cocoons collected from under the 
bands. 

Large numbers that winter under fences, brush, etc, are doubtless eaten by 

shrews, which are quite plentiful in Michigan orchards. 
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Fig. 3.—Inner surface of a flake of bark, showing cocoon of codling-moth, enlarged, and 
the hole pierced by woodpecker in extracting the larve. 

FUMIGATION OF STORAGE HOUSES. 

Great numbers pass the winter in storage houses, in cellars where apples are 
stored, in old barrels, etc. Fumigation with sulphur, at the rate of three pounds 
to 1,000 cubic feet of air-space should rid a cellar or storage house of the pests. 

SPRAYING. 

Spraying is an old remedy but one that is very effectual, and by far the best 
means at hand. A spray of paris-green put on while the apple stands upright 
and before it turns down, after the blossoms fall and the stamens wither, will de- 
posit a small amount of poison inside the calyx cup, which poison after a short 
time, dries and remains indefinitely. Now as the majority of the first brood and 
sometimes the second brood as well, enter at the calyx, the poison could not be 
better placed. Early in the season, fruit tunneled by the codling-moth, falls to 
the ground, thus thinning the fruit and saving the tree from the drain of sup- 
porting damaged fruit, but later, in the case of the second brood, the case is dif- 
ferent. The larvae get into the fruit, much of which rots, while some appears to 
be healthy until after it is packed and stored-away, where the larvae finish their 
development slowly and spin cocoons in the barrels or bins. The first brood 
does less damage than the second, but the size of the second brood depends largely 
on the proportion of the first brood that lives through. A spray applied just 
about the time that the young hatch owt, during the first week of August, should 
and does reduce the second brood very materially. The reason for this is found 
in the fact that the majority of the eggs are laid on the leaves, which readily 
take and retain the poison. The fact that the larvae feed, for the most part, on 
the underside of the leaves, makes the advantage of under spraying apparent. If 
more than two sprays are to be applied, they may be put on, one soon after the first 
application and the other about ten days or two weeks after the first August 
spray, the period midway between the two, being a time of comparative inactivity. 

Clean culture pays without question. Clods furnish places for the larvae to 
pupate, and brush and prunings furnish favorite quarters for such purposes. 
Many cocoons were found under brush, and trees under which brush was allowed 
to lie, showed a corresponding decrease in the number of cocoons under the bark- 
flakes and bands. 

25 
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PREPARATION OF INSECTICIDES. 

Any one of a number of arsenical sprays may be used in connection with 
bordeaux mixture for the codling-moth, but paris-green is rather a favorite with 
the writer because of its cheapness and because its color does not permit it to 
be mistaken for flour, baking-powder or any other common household commodity. 
In the case of large growers, the cost of paris-green would be considerably more 
than Kedzie mixture or of white arsenic and lime. Directions for making these 
insecticides can be found in special bulletin 24, which is to be had for the asking. 
Disparene is purchased ready prepared and is said to have a great advantage in 
that it sticks longer than paris-green or any of the other arsenicals. Its cost is, 
however, somewhat greater. 

The writer makes bordeaux and paris-green as follows: Four pounds of copper 
sulphate (blue vitrol) are dissolved in a wooden pail filled with hot water, and 
six pounds of stone lime (quick-lime) are slaked as finely as possible in a metal 
pail, with hot water. When ready stir the contents of each pail in a separate 
barrel containing twenty gallons of water. Now pour one pailful at a time, into 
a spraying barrel, taking alternately from these two half filled barrels, stirring 
well all the time. In this way a bordeaux of fine quality is made. To prepare the 
paris-green, place one-fourth to one-half pound of the unslaked lime in a small 
pail or crock and slake it with hot water. When reduced to the consistency 
of cream, add one-fourth pound of paris-green and stir with care, while the lime 
is hot. Add this to the forty gallons of bordeaux, stir in well and spray. 

The copper sulphate should always be kept in wood as it quickly spoils if it 
comes in contact with metal. The easiest way to dissolve it is to suspend the 
erystals in a cloth bag just under the surface of the water. It dissolves much 
faster than if placed on the bottom of the vessel. When large quantities are 
to be made, it is well to make up a stock solution, dissolving a pound of the 
sulphate in each gallon of water in a separate barrel, so that a gallon of the 
liquid contains a pound of the crystals, in each case. This saves time, for we 
simply have to dip out four gallons of the stock solution, dilute to twenty gal- 
lons, and proceed as before. Several crocks or small pails may be kept going 
all the time, so as always to have a prepared stock on hand. 
When large tanks are used of course larger amounts must be used, in the same 

proportion. - 
Use a fairly fine nozzle like a Vermorel, and stop spraying just before the tree 

commences to drip. When using the paris-green alone, mix with freshly slaked 
hot lime as described, only put it directly into forty-two or three gallons of water 
instead of forty gallons of bordeaux. 
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Bulletin No. 223. 

ROBERT S. SHAW. 

PART I. 

EQUIPMENT OF SWINE DIVISION INCLUDING BUILDING, COST, YARDS, 

FENCES, ETC. 

The Building.—Fig. 1 represents the ground plan of the College piggery as it 
is now fitted for use. The building itself was among the first erected at the im- 
stitution for housing live stock and was constructed almost solely by student 
labor. It is a very old building but, nevertheless, today it contains some excel- 
lent material in almost perfect state of preservation. The excellent pine 
siding and the oak posts, studs, joists, rafters, sheathing and _ lining, 
bespeak of days-when these materials were plentiful and so inexpensive that 
nothing but the choicest was used even in the construction of a piggery. The 
quality and value of these materials, combined with the necessity for making 
the best use of the material at hand, were some of the conditions requiring the 
refitting of the old rather than the erection of a new building. In planning and 
constructing a new building there should be nothing to interfere with the develop- 
ment of the most perfectly desirable plans; in refitting an old building conditions 
are sure to arise to thwart the execution of desired plans or changes. It is also 
possible to figure very closely on the cost of erecting a new building while esti- 
mates on reconstruction, or refitting, seldom fail to fall short owing largely to 
the inability to determine exactly what material must be replaced, particularly 

that which is covered up. 
We do not present these plans desiring our readers to accept them as models 

for the Michigan swine raiser, for the conditions at the college are very different 
from those surrounding the average breeder or pork producer. While few private 
individuals keep more than one breed of hogs, the College is maintaining no less 

than seven distinct breeds for a double purpose. The primary object in keeping 
so many breeds is to furnish plenty of good specimens to give our students an 
opportunity to study, in the most practical way, the breed type and characteristics 
of each breed; the secondary object is to furnish stocks of desirable types for ex- 
perimental breeding and feeding purposes. At present we have nine pens of ex- 
perimental feeder hogs comprising fifty-two heads. The number of breeds enu- 
merated, requiring the maintenance of several boars, and the numerous lots of 
experimental and breeding pigs, demand a structure with a large number of pens. 

The plan of the remodeled building and added equipment are therefore presented, 
not aS models, but with the hope that here and there suggestions of value may 
be thrown out. 

During the past few years there has been a marked increase in the advocacy 
and use of cots for sheltering swine during the entire year. On first thought our 
plans may seem to oppose this method. but such is not the case. We are using 
all the pens in this building and also a dozen cots in yards during the entire 
year, the former for boars, young pigs and experimental feeders and the latter 
for brood sows and young animals being grown for breeders. Both methods have 
their merits and demerits, but we are becoming convinced that under Michigam 
conditions, with our rigorous winters, a combination of piggery and cots is more 
desirable for the swine grower than either alone. 

The ground plan in Fig. 1 shows the form of the original building 34x80 feet, 
consisting of a main structure 24x80 feet with a-lean-to 10x80 feet on the south 
side. Originally this building was fitted with a passageway 8 feet wide all the 
way across the north side. The remainder of the enclosed space was divided into 
ten pens of various widths extending from the passage way on the north to the 
south wall of the building. These long narrow divisions were divided in the 
center forming inner and outer pens; the former were used for feeding and 
sleeping quarters and the latter as sort of covered sheds. By this arrangement 
with the pens proper running down through the center of the building, there was 
no possibility of sunlight ever reaching the sleeping apartments. According to 
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the present plan the building is divided the long way through the center by an 
alley 6 feet wide, thus leaving 14 feet of pen space on each side which is an ideal 
length for pens. The pens on the north side of the building are used for boars 
and the more mature feeder hogs, while those on the south, admitting an abund- 
ance of sunlight, are used by pigs, younger feeders, and to a limited extent by 
brood sows and their litters. Each pen has access to yardage enclosed with 
woven wire except the partitions between the boar yards which are constructed 
of boards; the outer ends of the boar pens are, however, enclosed with woven 

wire. The yards are the same width as the pens within and are 16 feet long on 
the north side of the building and 22 feet on the south side. A pair of platform 
scales is located in the alley at the feed room having been set down in the cement 
flush with the floor; this is one of the most necessary and most used conveniences 
about the equipment. There are many who prefer that a piggery cut through 
the center by an alley with pens on both sides, should be placed on a north and 
south line in order to admit sunshine on one side in the forenoon and on the 
other in the afternoon. Many of the simplest, most useful and most inexpensive 
piggeries are long narrow buildings with but one row of-pens; in the use of this 
form of piggery the pens should invariably face the south.° 

Cross Section of Piggery.—Fig. 2 shows a cross section of the piggery at ihe 
section line indicated by A B in Fig. 1. The foundation, as shown by the illu- 
stration, consists of the stone wall originally placed under the building. Had 
it been necessary to replace this foundation, concrete would have been used, 
being easier to build and less costly. The piers on both sides of the alley sup- 
porting the posts, are constructed of concrete. The entire floor is made of con- 
crete, and is four inches thick; the lower three inches consist of coarse gravel 
seven parts and cement one; the upper inch or top-dressing, consists of sharp 
sand three parts and cement one. The alley running through the center of the 
building its entire length, is six feet wide; this width rather than being a waste 
of space, is one of the greatest conveniences about the building. An alley placed 
along one side of a long narrow building need not be so wide but should not be 
less than four and one-half feet in the clear. Feeding alleys are almost invariably 
made too narrow. The six-foot alley shown in the illustration is crowned over, 
being one-half inch higher in the center to insure its being kept perfectly dry, 
and was given a rough finish to prevent animals from slipping while being 

driven to and from the weigh scales. A rough finish can be given by hrushing 
the cement lightly with a steel broom after it has been laid and troweled down. 
The floors of the pens were given a fall of two inches from the alley to the outer 
doors, but this is not as necessary as was first supposed, the urine being com- 
pletely absorbed when the pens are cleaned and bedded as frequently as they 
should be. We consider some fall to the floors desirable, but not more than has 
been given in this instance; the fall is necessary when the pens have to be 
flushed out and the whole house given a thorough cleaning and disinfection. Pen 

_ floors should also be given a rough finish. 
The partitions are constructed of one and a quarter inch oak boards, the 

material used for similar purposes in the original fittings. The boards were 
cut into three foot lengths and placed in an upright position, the bottom ends 
resting on a two-by-four and the tops capped with similar material. The two-by- 
fours were not guitered to receive the ends of the upright boards as this would 
make it difficult to replace one should repairs be needed; the ends of the parti- 
tion boards are held in place by inch strips nailed on the two-by-fours on both 
sides. When partition boards are placed on end with the wood fibre in a vertical 
position, hogs cannot gnaw them so easily as when they are placed in a horizontal 
position. The partitions are raised three inches above the cement floor to prevent 
them from rotting quickly and to permit of thorough disinfection and the main- 
tenance of good sanitary conditions. The raised sill may become dry and can 
be disinfected, the one on the floor cannot. The objection to the raised sill is 
that pigs will work manure underneath it and care must be taken to remove this 
when the pens are cleaned. In order to prevent manure from accumulating under 
these sills, we are planning to fill this space with concrete by first tacking a board 
on one side and then filling the space with concrete held tightly in place by a 
board tacked on the other side until dry. We feel sure that this will remain 
in place and can be done much-more easily than at the time of the floor construc- 
tion. The two-by-fours forming the partition sills are fastened to posts at each 
end and are supported between by two pieces of gas pipe set in the cement and 
resting in holes bored in the wood of the two-by-four above. The top of the parti- 

‘ 
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tion need not be more than three feet six inches above the floor. With the 
possible exception of the boar, a hog that requires higher fencing than this is 
an undesirable one to have. 

The yards on the north side of the building where the boars are kept during 
a part of the season, are separated by board fences, this being the only safe 

material for the divisions between them; the ends of these pens are, however, 
enclosed with woven wire. On the south side the pens are constructed of woven 

wire, the method of construction being fully described later in this publication. 

On the north side of the building, the slope of the ground was such that the 
desired fall could not be given the yards but on the south side a fall of a little 
more than a foot was established in the twenty-two feet of length, giving most 
excellent results. The possibilities for securing a good fall in every direction 
from the piggery should be one of the most important factors in determining its 
location. Wallows in pig yards, containing the drainings from the manure pile, 
putrid water and other filth, are prolific breeders and distributors of disease. On 
both sides of the building strips of cencrete three feet wide, were laid next to 
the walls. This has served an excellent purpose in preventing the hogs from 
rooting holes and forming wallows against the foundations, thus injuring them. 
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FIG 3. 

The loft above is about eight feet high at the posts and furnishes an abundance 
of room for storage of straw, crates, crate materials, overlays, troughs, etc. No 
meal feed is stored in the loft. In general food stuffs stored in piggery lofts are 
continually exposed to extremely impure, foul smelling air. 

A system of ventilation was started but still remains incomplete. In this 
piggery there is an average of one door, one window, and one trap above, for 
each pen. The traps above are seldom shut and the doors are sufficiently loose to 
swing. With all these openings we have not yet found an insufficient circulation 

of air. 
This illustration also shows the ropes and pulleys by which both doors and 

ventilators are opened and closed from the central alley, there being no doors 
opening into the pens from the alley. The opening A A from loft show how the 
bedding is supplied to the pens. ; 

The Pens and Their Fittings—Reference to Fig. 1 shows the pens to vary 
from six to ten feet in width. It also shows that the doors opening into the yards 
are not all regularly located either in the center or corners of the pens. This is 
due to the fact that the original openings were utilized and could not be readjusted 
without completely reconstructing the south side of the building. The doors of 
all pig pens should be located in one corner; there are two reasons for this, in 
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the first place, if placed in the corner most remote from the direction of the 
prevailing wind, greater protection is afforded the pigs in the pen when the door 
is open, and second it allows the proper construction of overlays. 
Overlays.—What they are and the necessity for their use leads to a short, but 

necessary, discussion of flooring materials. The plank floor which has been so 
universally used in the past for piggeries, has now become almost impracticable 
owing to the scarcity of such material and its high cost; the use of hard wood is 
entirely out of the question and pine floors are short lived. It is almost impossible 
to construct a wood floor so as to make it water tight and provide good sanitary 
conditions. Dry earth floors would be ideal for the sleeping quarters for pigs 

FIG 4. 

if they could be kept dry and clean. At the present time there is no floor in 
use in piggeries more desirable or inexpensive, considering durability, than one 
properly constructed of concrete nor can as good sanitary conditions be main- 
tained by the use of any other. And yet, notwithstanding these good qualities, 
cement floors are strongly objected to, and justly so too, on the ground that pigs 
become crippled if required to nest in beds on them during the winter season. 
Even though an abundance of bedding is used on cement floors, bad results seem 
to follow just the same. There are few worse places for a brood sow to farrow 
than on a cement floor. She gathers the small amount of bedding allowed her 
into a small pile, beds on it and the newly born pigs wriggle off on the bare 
floor, which being slippery, prevents them from getting on their feet, the cold 
floor soon exhausts them, and they perish. It was with the object of overcoming 
these objections to the cement floors that overlays were used. 

Figs. 8 and 4 show two pens, each ten by fourteen feet but with two different 
forms of overlay. Fig. 3 shows an overlay running across the center of the 
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pen; this form was used because of the outer door being in the center of the 
pen, thus leaving insufficient room for the overlay in the corner. This overlay 
is in two sections, each two and one-half feet wide so that it can be lifted easily 
in cleaning out the pen or thrown out in the sun to dry, or put in the loft for 
storage during the summer. The two sections are held in place by four blocks 
tacked on the two-by-fours at the bottom of the partitions. This arrangement 
leaves plenty of room for feeding at the trough and space for the manure near 
the door. The greatest objection to this form of overlay is that because of its 

mi 

es sia eR 
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ILLUSTRATION 1 

location between the trough and door, the pigs have to cross it frequently, thus 
not only soiling it but dragging the bed off on the floor as well. This objection 
is sufficient to urge strongly against this form of overlay. Fig. 4 shows an over- 
lay 6x8 feet in one corner of a pen with the door in the opposite corner. This 
plan is possessed of the advantages of providing more shelter for the bed when 
the outer door is open and the pigs can go in and out without crossing the bed. 
The accompanying Jllustration 1 shows nine 180-pound pigs bedded down com- 
fortably on this overlay. This latter form of overlay is hinged to the wall so 
that when the pen is cleaned out it is tipped up, bedding and all, and any filth 

26 
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which may have accumulated underneath is cleaned out. When the floor is 
cleaned, the overlay is let down and the bedding thrown off on the floor for 
absorbent being replaced by fresh straw at least once a week. When the overlay 
is placed in the corner of the pen, that portion of the floor should be raised 
somewhat. 

Both forms of overlay, now in use in the piggery, were constructed from second 
hand inch lumber; they are raised off the floor by inch cleats which hold the 
boards together. A two-by-four was set up around the outer edges of the overlay 
to hold the bedding in place. (A two-by-six may be used.) These were nailed 
to the boards below and strengthened by triangular pieces of scantling fastened 
in the angle formed by the two-by-four and the board floor. In the use of these 
overlays three facts have been strikingly noticeable, viz.: First, pigs invariably 
use the overlays, by preference, sleeping on the bare board if there should be 
no straw on them; second, of the three or four hundred hogs that have been 
housed in this piggery there are few instances where the bedding on the over- 
lays has been befouled by excreta and the tendency to this is much less in the 
case of the overlays in the pen corners where the pigs are not trampling over 
them; third, we have not had a crippled hog in the piggery since these devices 
have been in use. We dislike the plan of boarding or planking over the entire 
cement floor surface of a pen during the winter even for farrowing, as dung and 
urine work in between and under the boards or planks producing very unsani- 

tary conditions. 

Figs. 3 and 4 also show one of the two forms of doors used in the piggery. 
These doors swing inward from the top and are opened from the central alley 
by a small rope operating over two pulleys as shown in Fig. 2. A light steel 
rod shaped door spring, fastened to the casing and top of door, forces it shut. 
Both the:door casing and sill are widened by a two-by-six inch boxing which 
prevents the pigs from getting their noses under the bottom or side of the 
door to get out. A pig can come in but cannot get out if the door is closed. The 
only objection to this form of door is that an extremely severe southerly gale pushes 
them open a little and lets in too much cold; this is prevented by the use of small 

bolts for emergency cases. On the north side of the building the doors were 
constructed to slide up and down, but these could not be used on the south side 
without shutting off some light, the windows being directly over the doors. In 

addition to a door, each pen on the south side has a window above it and also a 
hinged panel to one side of the window which may be opened in suitable weather 
to admit additional sunshine and fresh air. 

Troughs. Fig. 5 shows the feeding troughs with swinging partitions suspended 
over them in such a way that when swung back the pigs are shut away from 
the troughs while the feed is being supplied, and when swung forward again in. 
place, they have access to them. This is no new invention for the device, with 
many modifications, is used in numerous farmers’ piggeries. The only wonder 
is that it is not more universally used. The top of this swinging partition 
consits of a two-by-four from which the three-foot partition made of inch boards 
swings by hinges. This partition is held in place at all times by a half-inch 
iron rod which slips up and down in staples, being received at the bottom in 
holes bored in a hardwood cleat nailed across the center of the trough. This 
fastening prevents the pigs from moving the partition at any time. If the pens 
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are over ten feet in width the swinging partitions are too cumbersome to work 
well. They should not be made to swing into the pen past the edge of the 
trough when fastened or the pigs will soon gnaw the edge of the bottom board 
off. These partitions are made to swing back until they stand straight up over- 
head resting at the ends between the posts. This permits pigs to be driven 
out or in, or the cleaning of the pens from the alley. In this case doors con- 
necting the alley and pens were purposely omitted. 

The troughs are made of two-inch hemlock constructed in a V shape, one side 
being two-by-ten inch material and the other side and ends two-by-eight. These 
troughs are simply toe-nailed in between the division posts so that they can be 
removed easily and replaced when necessary. We like the V shaped troughs 
in preference to any flat-bottomed sort, in the piggery, because the pigs can 
clean them more readily and thoroughly and there is practically no contact at 
the floor except for the short end pieces; as a result filth and moisture do not 
accumula beneath them. On the under side of the V shaped trough, next the 
alley, the floor is always dry and on the pen side it can be cleaned thoroughly 
and is always exposed to the air. Hemlock troughs last from two to five years, 
or even longer, particularly if protected by a strip of band iron on the inner 
edge. Sloppy feed does not chill or freeze in wood troughs as readily as im 
cement or metal. We like flat bottomed troughs for out door feeding where 
they are moved about frequently, they are not upset so readily as the V shaped 
ones. We also like low sided, flat bottomed troughs for weanling pigs. 
Hog Cots.—Reference has already been made to the desirability of hog cots te 

use in connection with the piggery. When climatic conditions are not too rigorous, 
cots only are employed for handling the entire herd. In general, the climatie 
conditions in Michigan are too extreme to permit the use of cots for all classes of 
hogs for all purposes during the entire year. They are especially desirable, how- 
ever, for dry brood sows and young males and females being reared for breed- 
ing purposes; it is in this way we are using them. They are desirable because 
an abundance of fresh air, sunshine and exercise are provided. During the sum- 
mer season cotting and yarding nearly all classes of pigs cannot be excelled. 

Fig. 6, 7 and 8 represent three forms of cots now in use at the Michigan Agri- 
cultural College. Figs. 6 and 7 are forms which have been in use at the institu- 
tion for some years. The form of cot shown by Fig. 6 is desirable in that it is 
warm in winter but objectionable in that it provides little protection against the 
extreme heat of summer. It is aiso considered a good form of cot for the brood 
sow to forrow in in moderate weather as she cannot lie down close enough te 
the sloping roof to crush her pigs as against a wall. A general mistake is made 
in fastening this form of cot permanently to the skids, or runners, on which it 
is built. ‘These are the first to decay and along with them the lower ends of 
the boards, thus making repairs impossible even though the balance of the struc- 
ture remains sound. A separate pair of skids should be constructed for this or 

any other form of cot so that they can be replaced. Its own weight will hold the 

cot in place on the skids while being moved. 
Fig. 7 shows a form of hog cot, six by eight feet with perpendicular sides and 

a flat though slightly sloping roof. This form of cot is made in five separate pieces, 
the four sides and top, so constructed as to bolt. together at the four corners. 
This form of cot is warm in winter and too warm in summer with its flat top 
exposed to the sun’s rays, and though it may be planned so that the top can be 
raised in summer, there is trouble from the wind occasionally unroofing it. It 
is also objectionable in that the Sections are too heavy for one man to move and 
as a result it is not moved as frequently as hog cots should be. Ali cots should be 
furnished with skids so that they can be moved frequently by a team and one man 

and not taken to pieces and moved in sections. 
Fig. 8 represents a form of cot recextly designed and constructed and now in 

use in our hog lots. It is six by eight feet at the foundation with the sides 
raised perpendicularly three feet before receiving the half pitch roof boards. 
The center boards on the sides are hinged so that they can be swung open iB 
hot weather; the opening thus made is covered with strong woven wire, clamped 
above and below between inch boards; the inner clamp boards project an inch 
beyond the outer ones, thus breaking the joints and preventing any draught when 
the openings are closed. The two ridge boards are also hinged so that they can 
be opened during hot weather. These openings permit a free circulation 
of air which not only lowers the temperature but greatly relieves the oppression 
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of the pigs seeking shelter. These openings close down tightly leaving warm 

quarters during the coldest weather. The cots proper are supported on skids 

to which they are not attached, being held in place by the blocking of the ties 

across both ends. A two-inch bottom is used or not, as desired; this flooring 

is cut in lengths to fit crosswise and rest on the skids which are wider than the 

sills. This form of cot is not desirable for the farrowing sow without the addition 
of a railing around the perpendicular walls a few inches from the floor to prevent 
her from overlaying her pigs. Probably the chief objection to this structure is the 
expense of material and cost of construction. It contains 160 feet stock lumber, 
60 feet matched, 20 feet four-by-six, 12 feet four-by-four, and 44 feet two-by-four 

and required two days labor in construction. 
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FIG. 8 

Yard Fences—The question of cheap, durable, and serviceable fencing for the 
small yards adjacent to the piggery is an important problem. During the past, 
lumber in various forms has been converted into fences of different styles for 
this purpose, but now its scarcity and high price renders its use almost prohibitive. 
A tight board fence probably makes the most perfect one for turning hogs. We 
have attempted to make a suitable substitute, in large part, for the lumber except 
in the case of the divisions between the boar pens. The fences forming our small 
pens are constructed of woven wire with two-by-six inch material at bottom 
and top. The plan is shown in Fig. 9. Cedar posts are placed, in this case, a 
little less than eight feet apart. (They should not be more than this distance for 
pen fences.) The posts were notched out at the bottom and top one-inch deep 
and the width of the two-by-six. Thus, the two-by-sixes, when firmly spiked in 
place, instead of being flush, projected an inch out from the surface of the post. 
The 26-inch woven wire was placed on the posts with top and bottom wires just 
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touching the two-by-sixes. The woven wire was not stapled to the end posts but 
each strand brought around the post and wrapped on itself. The wire fencing 
was also stapled to the intermediate cedar posts and the top and bottom wires 
to the two-by-sixes against which they rested. 

The woven wire used was special hog fence with seven lateral wires, top and 
bottom wires No. 9 and intermediate No. 12. There are twenty-eight No. 11 cross 

FIG. 9. 

wires to the rod. The woven wire and two-by-sixes make the fence thirty-eight 
inches high. This has furnished a cheap fence and after three seasons’ use we 
are perfectly satisfied with it. But one repair has been made and that at a point 
where a flaw occurred in the wire. The openings of these pens consist of doors 

which slide up and down in grooves at the sides, dropping into slots at the bottom 
to prevent pigs from opening them. 

Lot Fencing—The term lot is here used to designate larger enclosures, such 
as those furnishing pasture and forage crops. In pursuing economic methods of 
swine husbandry, pasture and forage crops are essential throughout the greatest 
possible portion of the year. Few crops provide continuous pasturage throughout 
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the growing season and even those which do may require resting spells for re- 
cuperation. Continuous’pasturing and foraging by hogs is largely dependent on a 
succession of these two classes of crops. As a small area can be made to produce 
sufficient green crop for large numbers of hogs, this fact, in addition to the two 
already stated, would seem to require either a number of small lots or one large 
one subdivided by portable fences or hurdles. Portable fences constructed of 
light lumber have been commonly used in the past, but this material is no longer 
practicable under general conditions. If the number of hogs on a farm will 

FIG. 10. 

justify the growing of say six acres of forage crops, this should be enclosed and 
divided through the center by permanent fences. Division of the two halves can 
then be made by means of a portable woven wire fence as follows: Set a row of 
posts two rods apart across each half for the support of the portable fence; owing 
to the distance between the posts they will not interfere seriously with cultiva- 
tion. Fig. 10 shows a contrivance devised for the attachment of a portable woven 
wire fence at the ends. Two posts cleated together at both top and bottom about 
four inches apart, are set in line with the fences at each end. If the woven wire 
is stapled to the end posts firmly enough to hold it, the fence will be badly 
damaged in withdrawing the staples to remove it, so that it would soon be de- 
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stroyed. In order to overcome this difficulty, we bolt two pieces of one-by-four 
inch oak in the fence in the form of clamps, placing these clamps one on each 
side of an upright wire to prevent slipping of the laterals. This is then drawn 
through between the two posts at one end and blocked by two-by-fours. A wire 
stretcher is then attached to the other end; the fence is pulled up tight; the 
end drawn through between the end posts and clamps and blocks used as hereto- 
fore described. The stretcher can then be slacked back and removed. The wire 
fence is held in an upright position against the intermediate posts by staples 

only partly driven. It required but two hours to release, move and again set up 
358 feet of fence this way. In some cases it may be necessary to pin the fence 
down between the posts, but the*occasion for this seldom occurs till the feed be- 
comes too short. Occasionally sags will occur in the ground where pins would 
be lifted by the tension of the wire. In such cases the fence can be held down 
in the following manner, viz.: Wrap a short piece of wire around a rock, bury 
this underneath the fence and fastens the bottom strand of the fence down to the 
wires which project above ground from the rock. For portable fencing we have 
used thirty-inch woven wire which seems to be plenty high enough. A strand of 
barbed wire affords effective restraint when placed underneath a woven wire fence 

and is particularly desirable beneath permanent ones. 
The Dipping Vat.—Fig 11 represents the form of dipping vat in use in the 

piggery, the.location of which is shown in Fig. 1. This vat is constructed entirely 
of concrete. It is three feet deep, seven feet six inches long on top and three feet 
six inches long on bottom. It is eighteen inches wide on the bottom and thirty 
at the top. The end next the passageway is perpendicular, requiring the animals 
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to plunge in; the other end is sloping with creases in the cement forming little 
steps to enable sheep and hogs to walk out. Adjacent to the vat and separated 
from it by an eight-inch cement partition, is a dry chamber five and one-half 
feet long, two and one-half feet deep, and eighteen inches wide, for an attendant 
to stand in and hold or handle sheep, as the vat is used for both sheep and hog 
dipping. One end of this chamber is raised nearly a foot to enable the attendant 
to assist sheep up the incline. The cement floor around the vat is so graded that 
the drippings are returned to it. This illustration shows, also, the drain pipe 
leading to an underdrain with the valve in the dry chamber below the floor level 
of this part. This vat was easily constructed, inexpensive, durable, and is entirely 
satisfactory. 

PART ET. 

FORAGE CROPS FOR SWINE. 

Fig. 12 represents the arrangement of the lots for swine. In 1903, lot 1 produced 
rape, lot 2 succotash, lot 3 peas and oats, and lot 4 sugar beets; in 1904, lot 1 
produced succotash, lot 2 peas and oats, lot 3 sugar beets and mangolds and lot 4 
rape. No. 5 is a permanent June grass pasture and No. 6 furnishes yardage for 
sows and young pigs housed in the brooder house C. No. 7 grew cow peas, soy 
beans and carrots in 1903 and rape in 1904. The lots numbered 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 
are used almost exclusively for yardage for exercise. 

The permanent fences surrounding this area consist of forty-eight and fifty-eight 
inch woven wire; the inner divisions vary from thirty to thirty-six inches as 
heretofore described. The gates are ten and twelve feet in width, wide enough 
to permit the passage of a team and the necessary implements of tillage, as well 
as the movement of hog cots. The gates A A and B B are hung to overlap so as 
to turn hogs either one of two ways without inconvenience. This arrangement 
of lots permits of the production of a variety of forage crops and the carrying 
out of a very intensive system. Such minute subdivision and the growth of all 
the varieties we are using, may not be necessary under the average farmer’s 
condition. We desire it to be emphatically understood that this report of forage 
experiments is merely preliminary. It is the purpose to continue these lines of 

work until unquestionable results have been secured. 
Succotash for Swine 1903 and 1904.—In 1903 lot No. 2, Fig. 12, was sown to a 

suecotash mixture on May 8th; the ground was spring plowed. This mixture 
consisted of corn 1 peck, peas 1 peck, oats 1 peck, and barley 6 quarts. The mix- 
ture was sown by an ordinary grain drill at the rate of 2% bushels per acre. 
This crop was not pastured off by hogs as intended, owing to inability to finish 
the necessary fencing before the succotash got too large to pasture. It was cut 
and weighed immediately after the time of cutting, between June 24th and July 
6th, yielding 7,629 pounds of green fodder from the one-third acre. At this rate 
one acre would have yielded 22,887 pounds, or 11.44 tons. The growth was dense 
and tall; all the grains showed well except corn, which was from poor seed. 

In 1904, lot 1 Fig. 12, was sown to a succotash mixture, differing slightly from 
the previous year; this crop was sown May 7th and was preceded by rape in 1908. 
In this case the mixture consisted of corn, oats, peas, rape and millet sowed 
in the following manner. After the ground had been prepared for seeding, a mix- 
ture of millet and rape, equal parts, was sown broadcast on the land by hand using 
a pint of each to the one-third acre. The corn, oats and peas in equal parts by 
measure, were then mixed and sowed by a grain drill at the usual depth, the same 
operation covering the rape and millet lightly. All the plants of this mixture made 
a good even start except the millet which grew slowly, but some soon out- 
distanced the others. Jllustration 2 shows the relative size and proportions in 
which these five plants grew in the mixture. The plants were secured by cutting 
out two or three small areas, representative of the lot, and then separating out 
the plants ef the various sorts which were photographed for this illustration. 
These samples were taken July 12th, at which time the entire crop averaged 
three feet in height, but many of the pea vines were much longer than this. 
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This lot of succotash was foraged off by sixteen young pigs turned in on June 
20th, at a weight of 1,208 pounds; they foraged on the lot thirty-two days, receiv- 
ing at the same time some supplementary grain food. IJllustration No. 3 shows 
some of the pigs foraging. As this was the first of a series of experiments with 
three different classes of hogs, the detailed results will be given later. Where 
this crop was grazed off, the rape plants were bitten off so close to the ground 
that they failed to grow again. On another lot, however, grown in exactly the 
Same way but cut and used as a soiling crop for dairy cows, the rape made a 
second growth which some six or eight weeks later was about knee high. This 
mixture proved to be an excellent one for dairy cows; the small amount of rape 
present in first cutting, did not appear to effect the milk at all, while the peas 
furnished considerable of the much needed protein. 

Through the courtesy of F. W. Robison, Station Chemist, we received the fol- 
lowing results of the analysis of the 1904 succotash mixture with the results ex- 
pressed on “dry air’? samples as follows, viz.. 

TVOISEUEG rerio cain wretere ele iete kero aiefol see sles (schon his ofeleieeieore 8.30% 
RSE bis thio hetarn'n, iets cbs oheben tices oy eTAWNGT ihe Male = heveree wiped gh ohd Gln ane eae 10.35% 
BLOLeIny (LOCAL MNICROL EM: )iscrercieyekot. foleiatelov~ sieserailols) syeiorel =) eh atedetors 15.09% 
PROUGIES: (ERIC) Oe wie pine avec mvs > e, ete m jaralelatalsretp mide terete! teh atin 14.50% 
POET WOGICS, mr btete Ri ore ereisle ip rave eatin) Sls oyete cle ote ah aie ioh aint Oat - 79% 
MIUNCL JOSLTACh “ater ec eer. Me Mer eb «6 5 Minne cfelsyn el o)afatonel aatge 5.45% 
Ose Ketes they On ee Sb Ap oad CO TOUS ce cominas CMa aac ae 27.01% 
CarHohydrates = WnOtaHDOr) i wes er iel clei sre cre erese ice ene elev enetcnearere 33.8% 

The sample analyzed consisted of the remixed materials shown in the illustration 
No. 2. 

Peas and Oats as Forage for Swine, 1903 and 1904.—In some localities peas are 
quite commonly grown until they nearly reach maturity, when hogs are turned 
in to feed upon the grain and such of the forage as they may desire. Our tests 
of 1905 and 1904, to determine the feeding value of this forage crop for hogs, 
gave the following results, viz.: 

Test of 1903—On May 9th, 1903, lot 3 Fig. 12 was sown to a mixture consisting 
of peas three parts, and oats one part, by measure, at the rate of 2144 bushels per 
acre, a seed drill being used. Oats were used along with the peas to hold them 
up off the ground and prevent miidew. On August 14, 1903, when the peas were 
just past the cooking stage, seven pigs weighing 780 pounds were turned in the 

lot to forage. By September 10th, the peas, most of the oats and some forage, 
had been consumed and the pigs had received no other food though water was 
regularly supplied. On this date the hogs were removed at a weight of 850 pounds. 
This one-third acre of peas and oats, therefore maintained 780 pounds live hogs 
27 days and produced a gain of 70 pounds. At this rate one acre would maintain 
2,340 pounds live hogs 27 days and produce 210 pounds pork. 

Test of 1904.—In a manner like unto that just described, peas and oats were 
srown in lot 2 Fig 12, in 1904, which had produced succotash in 1903. The mixture 

‘was sown May 7, 1904, and seven hogs weighing 1,321 pounds were turned in 
August 4th with the grains at about the same stage as the preceding year. On 
August 17th, after thirteen days, these hogs were removed weighing 1,376 5 pounds, 
making a gain of 55.5 pounds. This one-third acre of peas and oats, therefore, 
maintained 1,321 pounds of live hogs thirteen days and produced a gain of 55.5 
pounds. At this rate one acre would maintain 3,963 pounds live hogs thirteer 
days and produce 166.5 pounds gain. 

These two tests were conducted under exactly the same conditions. Both years 
the growth of pea vines was excessively heavy at the expense of grain production, 
due, largely, to the exceeding richness of the soil on which the crop was grown, 
and the very wet season. Some of the oats were apparently smothered but suf- 
ficint grew to hold the peas up fairly well; these oats matured and were not quite 
all gleaned by the pigs as shown by the appearance of a vigorous volunteer crop 
later in the season. No peas were left, however. These results in pounds of 
pork are considerably less than we should expect from an acre of peas, producing 
twenty bushels of grain and the small gain is no doubt due to the soil ang 
climatic conditions which stimulated vine and leaf growth at the expense of the 
grain. 

Sugar Beets and Mangolds as Forage for Hogs 1908 and 1904.—During the past 
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two years, sugar beets and mangolds have been grown for hog forage, the plan 
followed being to turn the hogs into the lots early in the fall and allow them 
to do their own harvesting. Some supplementary grain was fed while the pigs 
were consuming roots because of their inability to consume sufficient of these to 
get the required amount of dry matter. 

Test of 1903—Lot No. 4 Fig. 12, previously used as ‘a hog run, was sown to 
sugar beets May 12, 1903. This lot was spring plowed and did not break up 
good and a portion was water-logged late into the season. After the ground was 
prepared, it was marked off into rows two feet apart and sowed with a hand 
garden drill; the time required for these two operations was two hours time of 
one man. The crop was hand wheel hoed as soon as it came up and as often 
thereafter as ncessary. The roots were thinned to eight inches in the row and 

grew to a much larger size than those desired for factory use. 
On September 29th, sixteen hogs weighing 2,049 pounds, were turned in upon 

the sugar beets. These were removed November 7th, at the weight of 2,633 pounds, 
having gained 584 pounds. During these forty days, however, 350 pounds 
middlings and 1,205 pounds middlings and corn meal, equal parts, was fed to 
these hogs. According to W. A. Henry’s “Feeds and Feeding” the meal fed would 
nearly account for the maintenance of these hogs, 1.88 pounds of meal being sup- 
plied each day per 100 pounds live weight, or the 1,555 pounds meal fed would 
account for 34514 lbs. of the increase and part of the maintenance, allowing 
41%4 pounds meal per pound gain. And the sugar beets would account for a part 
of the maintenance and the production of 238.5 pounds pork. Thus, if one-third 
acre produced a gain of 238.5 pounds, one acre would produce 715.5 pounds, which 

valued at 5 cents would equal $37.77, return from one acre of beets in the form 

of pig feed. 
Test of 1904.—On May 7, 1904, lot No. 3 Fig. 12, which has produced peas and 

oats in 1903, was sown to sugar beets and mangolds, there being eleven rows of 
each. This crop was cultivated in about the same manner as that grown the 
previous year. In order to get at least some idea of the relative yields of the 
mangolds and sugar beets, the two adjacent rows of each were pulled, topped 
and both roots and tops weighed the day before the experiment began; these were 
afterward thrown back to the pigs. These two rows of roots were 308 feet long 
and the distance between them was two feet. The row of mangolds weighed 
1,060 pounds and their tops 430 pounds, which estimated gives 37.4 tons roots and 
15.2 tons tops per acre. The one row of sugar beets weighed 560 pounds and 
their tops 510 pounds; the estimates from these figures give 19.7 tons beets and 
18 tons tops per acre. We recall the fact that these lots, which had been hog 
yards for years previous, were very rich, the conditions being especially conducive 

to the growth of tops 
On October 3d, twelve cross-bred hogs weighing 1,329.75 pounds, and four pure 

breds weighing 438.5 pounds, making a total of 1,778.25 pounds, were turned in 
upon the roots where they remained till December 12th. The ground, of course, 
froze up before this but the then remaining roots were pulled, piled and covered 
so that the hogs still had access to all they could eat. On December 12th, the 
twelve cross-bred hogs weighed 1,840.5 pounds, and the four pure breds 537 
pounds. (The light gain of the four was due, in some measure, to the uncongenial 
spirit manifested them by the twelve.) In 70 days, therefore, these hogs gained 
598.25 pounds, but 752 pounds middlings and 752 pounds corn meal had also been 
fed them during this time, or about one and one-fifths pounds meal mixture per 
day to each one hundred pounds live weight of hogs turned in the lot, or about 
one-third grain ration daily. Allowing 414 pounds meal for maintenance and the 
production of one pound pork, the 1,504 pounds meal would be responsible for 
334.2 pounds of the gain; this would leave a part of the maintenance and the 
production of 246 pounds of pork to the credit of one-third acre of roots, or 792 
pounds pork per acre, worth at 5 cents, $39.60. In this last experiment the pro- 
portion of meal furnished to the live weight of the hogs was less than in the 

first case. 
It was observed that the pigs consumed the mangolds first, as shown by Iilu- 

stration No. 4; it may have been because they could be secured more readily. 
Owing to the fact that the mangoids stood up high out of the ground, they were 
soon tipped over and left exposed to the sun during the day and the frosts at 
night; for this reason and the fact that sugar beets are less easily damaged by 
frost, it is fortunate that the mangolds were consumed first. Pigs scour con- 
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siderably when turned in on roots in this way unless considerable dry feed is 
given the first few days. Butcher hogs come off this kind of feed paunchy and 
require three or four weeks grain feeding to fit them for market. This method 
should bring breeding stocks into winter conditions in strong vigorous shape. 
The pigs will dig all roots out even to the very tips, unless the ground freezes. 
We did not use sufficient hogs in these tests, nor turn them in quite early enough. 

Maintenance of Brood Sows on June Grass and Rape, 1904.—It is now generally 
conceded that it is very desirable to keep brood sows on pasture and forage crops 
as much as possible during the growing season. There are two reasons why 
this practice is desirable; in the first place it is the cheapest food of maintenance, 
and in the second place, the exercise required to secure the food and the fresh 
air and sunshine, are conducive to physical conditions favorable to the production 

of litters of strong, vigorous pigs. Owing, however, to the bulkiness and watery 
condition of these foods, care should be taken to supply, in addition, some sub- 
stanial grain foods or mill by-products, as the period of pregnancy advances. The 
following very satisfactory results have been secured from the maintenance of 
brood sows on June grass followed by rape. 

WEIGHTS OF FIVE DRY SOWS DURING TEST OF 105 DAYS. 

Weight | Weight | Weight | Weight | Weight Gain 
May 27, auly Ss July 25, | Aug. 6, | Sept. 9, or 

4. = 190 190 1904. 1904. 1904, loss, 

ECV ANTORROTRETESD oF oho iol wud vic.c wieierere eters e.cfevw 298 283 281 183 291.5 —6.5 
BUIGMUAIMWOLENe: «cing crs Siujsiclecceths ce .esve 366 358 359 353 379.5 +13.5 
Fee TITIAN On Dons co cvesn pc iat or etevetfeveve 194 180 173.5 176 180 —14 
GIANG CHINAUNG: 2c clk ee ce cc ces oa tue 159 wel 163 177 174 +15 
“EO ENT PUG) AT Ey a ee ee ee 170 163 155 157.5 164 —6 

These five sows were turned on June grass May 27, 1904, rape July 9th, June 
grass again July 25th, and returned to rape August 6th, where they remained 
till September 9th, in all covering a period of 105 days. No grain or supple 
mentary feed of any sort was given during the entire period, though the sows had 
access to water and shade. During these 105 days there was an increase of two 
pounds in the weight of the bunch. Owing to the smallness of this gain the only 
inference we can make is that June grass and rape provide only for the main- 
tenance of these animals. The shortness and dryness of the June grass toward the 
end of the period, ending June 9th, accounts for the slight shrinkage at that time. 
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE INFLUENCE OF NODULES ON THE 

ROOTS UPON THE COMPOSITION OF SOY 

BEANS AND COWPBEAS. 

BY C. D. SMITH AND F. W. ROBISON. 

Bulletin No. 224. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The appearance of the very timely article on “Bacteria and the Nitrogen Prob- 
lem” in the year book of the Department of Agriculture for 1902, page 333 
and of Bulletin No. 71 of the Bureau of Plant Industry, entitled “Soil Inocula- 
tion for Legumes,” has placed in the hands of the farmer somewhat full infor- 
mation as to the present knowledge of the significance of nodules on the roots 
of legumes. It is not the purpose of this bulletin to discuss the micro-organisms 
involved in the production of these nodules nor to treat of inoculation of seed 
and soil. That phase of the subject is left to another department of the station. 
This bulletin is designed to put on record the results of certain investigations 
made on the station plots, as to the influence of nodules upon the appearance 
of the growing crops and upon the quantity and quality of the harvest. The 
bulletin reports progress and not conclusions. 

I. THE INFLUENCE OF THE NODULES ON THE ROOTS UPON THE APPEARANCE OF THE 

PLANTS. 

The notes upon the station plots for three years record a great many occas- 
pon which a very decided difference in color and thrift could be noted 

en plants in the same plot. Some of the plants would be dark in color 
ther more thrifty in general appearance than others. In the case of soy 
where limited areas were thus noted, examinations were made of the 

root? “In no case could the difference in color be ascribed to the presence of 

( ne 3. On a certain series of plots, marked G on the station map, a very con- 
cugus instance of this kind occurred. A certain area with well defined mar- 
“Was conspicuous for its dark green color. About it the plants were of a 

light color. An examination of more than a dozen plants in the dark colored 
area, failed to disclose the presence of nodules. 

A field of soy beans was growing in another part of the station grounds 
when a Similar small area of dark colored leaves was noted. Here, as in the 

other case, there was no relation between the color and the presence of the 
nodules. In this case the plants were inoculated but the number of nodules 
was no greater per plant where the color was dark than where the color was 
light nor were the nodules larger. 

On several occasions equal areas were sown,to soy beans and cow peas, 

one area inoculated and with nodules on the roots, the other area not inocu- 
lated. As far as quantity of crop is concerned the results have not shown 
a large and notable increase due to inoculation. 

II. THE INFLUENCE OF THE PRESENCE OF NODULES ON THE COMPOSITION. 

On the 28d of September, 1903, there were growing on the station plots, 
two areas of soy beans. On one of them the roots were practically free from 
nodules, on the other the roots were well inoculated and nearly covered by 
them. The variety of beans was the Medium Green, a late sort ripening its 

28 
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seed but rarely and in favorable seasons only, but affording an abundance of 
leaves and stems. On the date mentioned, the pods were well formed but the 
seeds hardly more than well started and much less than half grown. 

The seed had been sown in rows eighteen inches apart. From one of the 

rows, which, in appearance, fairly represented the plot, there was measured 
off eight feet in length. An area eighteen inches wide, with the row in the 
middle and eight feet long was left standing while the earth about it was re- 
moved to the depth of eight inches. The plants in this eight feet of row were 
then carefully removed, the dirt being washed away by a gentle stream of 
water. Each rootlet was thus saved and the entire weight of the plants in the 
eight feet of row, or twelve square feet of ground, was determined. The total 
yield of the twelve square feet, including roots, stems and leaves, was then 
taken to the laboratory, the roots separated from the stems at the point where 
the mower knife would have cut at harvest and the weights of roots, nodules, and 
stems and leaves separately taken. 

Exactly the same thing was done with a row of soy beans having no nodules. 
The stems and leaves weighed 5.125 pounds from the area with nodules and 5.562 
pounds from the area without nodules. The roots of the beans with nodules 
weighed but .4838 pounds and of those without nodules .625 pounds. The nodules 
weighed but .16 pounds. 

In the early spring of 1904 ground was prepared for a repetition of the work 
of 1903. After plowing and harrowing two plots were laid off, each a square 
rod in area. Upon one of them there was applied a wheelbarrow load of soil 
from a field which had borne soy beans for several years with roots well covered 
with nodules. The other plot was left without inoculation. As the season 
advanced, examination showed the roots of the soy beans on the inoculated area 
to be well covered with nodules while the roots on the area not inoculated re- 
mained free from them. 

The variety was again the Medium Green. The seed was good and the stand 
perfect or nearly so. During the growing season no difference was noted in the 
growth of the two plots, nor in the color of the foliage. The soil was fairly 
fertile. It had borne sugar beets the year previous and clover the year before 
that, receiving a coat of barnyard manure upon the clover sod. 

On the first of September, eight feet of row was taken from each plot for com- 
parison. As in 1903, the roots were taken for nine inches on each side of the 
row and to a depth of eight inches. The dirt was carefully removed and all the 
rootlets and nodules saved. There were 52 plants, weighing 4 lbs. 5 oz on the 

eight feet of inoculated row 49 plants weighing 3 lbs. 12 ozs. on the eight feet of 
uninoculated row. The roots and nodules weighed 9 oz. inoculated and th 
but 6 oz. from the uninoculated plants. 

The next table gives the chemical composition of the dry matter of th 
- parts of the plants mentioned. 

COMPOSITION OF DRY MATTER OF SOY BEANS, WITH AND WITHOUT NOD 

With nodules, leaves and stems. Ash. Protein. | Nitrogen. Fpogiions Potash. 

I a lets arc ate a ta lole ec hae ssslo ds Site ntanis She oioih mates 8.86 18.53 2.97 “Do 1.98 
LUNES dan IS CE a Re ean ner a eae aE ee, Sh CS eR 8.79 16.23 2.60 65 2.23 

PRCNE MES Gi aisNo oo cso cd ale'n, sia Ste as tyelaela alotereys gree vaceescceinnee 8.825 17.38 2.785 60 2.105 

Without nodules, leaves and stems. 

DENS We ACe ta OES Gs nin Bite owe « din’ Corda dec Selec Smncotre Metneiaie 8.04 9.55 1.53 57 1.76 
ES ASS EL ne a I es Rea Ay OR | 10.25 12.60 2.01 65 2.17 

PIPAU cselaspu bad slo ta:d Mop Wiecs-c1s dVieiajes sbicehn tine bic berceeionare: 9.15 11.08 ty i | 61 1.965 
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With nodules, roots (nodules removed). 

POU Sareea ase aida tas Cesc ainme sasnovlneemardinlnale qaieaieeeediale 6.58 6.92 Fb 35 .87 
DP areteeeaeta te bie utente ateiataic cia alotutale ais clcie oislelelsictemieisisie sininie © cle,e/s 0's 7.14 5.72 91 1.29 

WHELAN AR Sriin SO Oee TE COOOBUG SET CADCAC DONDE A DCRDOCOReObe 6.86 6.32 1.01 .3875 1.08 

Without nodules, roots. 

UM Lge | falta feterel t crorercicie aicicioaicieveislsfejain a/e}afela, c\elorsla/efaleta alsio/aleisreioieiet« 4.74 \ WSt 1.81 -30 44 
TMD ae SINC ec eve hsiins aie ialcreteicie aievcietoiegn o1ssse evaqe imiesehs ele) 12.08 | 6.60 1.05 .39 1.27 

MM OTe eee a aera eres Siete loieveic cictels eloletea Volos talelerstereiseimers steels 8.41 8.955 1.43 345 .855 

In 1904 a similar investigation was carried forward with cowpeas. The re- 
sults are inserted here before comments on the foregoing table are made. 

GOMPOSITION OF THE DRY MATTER OF COWPEAS WITH AND WITHOUT NODULES 
ON THE ROOTS. 

| : 
Leaves and stems. Ash. | Protein. | Nitrogen. Fhosplorte Potash. 

} 

WERE TTIOC eS aaiscielete, «otc: eve. <i claro Prius ate lale tins ateisisisieteys siaveia'e sisisievelesishe.s 14.39 22.50 3.60 at (| 2.47 
BVT E DOUG TIOGIIIOS sack" cide ce ce ve crete erelane aie inte. cteiotole rec aie. shekelolais/efetoiete’s = 13.42 15.22 2.43 .84 1.67 

Roots 

PRUNING eS eae ct cattle Here eic’sidre.cietale ete cicisiole sisis tel asi itsialec (ofa/sveretels 5.38 5.61 .89 .62 12. 
PWEGHONENOGUICS. 15.0 5.0:0 s1eiisc oc isrersinere abosenpcesaasRoseenodr 8.57 12.34 1.97 -61 2.53 

COMMENTS ON THE TABLES. 

The attention is first directed, naturally to the relative amounts of protein in 
the forage of the inoculated and not inoculated plants. The leaves and stems 

together of the inoculated soys carry 17.38 pounds of protein per hundred weight 
while the not inoculated have but 11.08 pounds per hundred weight as the mean 
of the two years. Note that in both years the per cent of protein was higher 
with the inoculated and that when both years are taken together the content of 
protein was 56.86 per cent greater in the inoculated plants. 
With the cowpeas the inoculated plot was 47 per cent richer in protein thar 

the one with plants free from nodules on the roots. 
The importance of this fact is apparent. While little difference could be de- 

tected between the several plots during the growing season, either in color or 
general thrift, the chemist found a wide variation in the values of the harvests 
as to either feeding or manurial. constituents. If the presence of the nodules 
insures no greater yield of these legumes on a fairly fertile soil, if the farmer 
reaps no heavier harvest where the nodules are, he may expect a richer harvest, 

better alike for his cattle and his soil. 
It is notable that the roots of the uninoculated plot are richer in protein than 

those of the inoculated. The nodules were removed, of course, from the roots 
of the inoculated specimens. These nodules have the following composition:— 
Protein, 26.19 per cent; Nitrogen, 4.19 per cent; Potash, 2.05. The nodules of 
Cowpeas were analyzed separately and were found to be made up as follows.— 
Protein, 2439 per cent; Nitrogen, 3.90 per cent; Phosphoric acid, .96 per cent. 

As to why the roots of the uninoculated legumes contain a greater per cent of 
nitrogen than those of the inoculated, the answer is not obvious. It may be that 
the material furnished by the germs in the nodules is more quickly carried by 
osmosis through the cell walls and therefore sooner transferred to the growing 

parts of the plants. 
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In the following table there is given the grams of dry matter in the leaves. 
stems and roots of inoculated and not inoculated soy beans and in inoculated and 
not inoculated cowpeas. In the columns following there is given the composition 
of this dry matter in per cents: 

COMPOSITION OF DRY MATTER, OF LEAVES, STEMS AND ROOTS. 

| 

| Dry | | Phos- Yield 
matter, ;Protein.| True | Amids. Ash. Nitro- | phoric | Potash. | of nitro- 
grams. % proteids.| % % gen. acid. % gen per 

| % ly | % % acre, lbs. 

. “a ar a = ae 

Soy beans, inoculated. | 

RRO Cee On oc mais lay oe. 0's:ceclate 205.98 22.71 18.44 4.27 11.26 3.63 2 2 
SSEAIOIN er tetec ate aio ois  avssale vale Nile a 284.37 11.54 5.81 5.73 7.02 1.85 60 2.21 113.55 
NGG eee ths ocore sate 5) lataiawlciteteeleie < 55.2 5.72 5.23 AT 7.14 91 40 1 

Not inoculated. 

WCU EHrretare cecal Stare a etcle.e sre.srevivinwte 198.92 17.89 | 13.77 4.12 13.86 86 65 2.29 
STEMI tos Pee eia sit baicwiaws saciaie’e he's [2467-48416 98-35)'|. 5228 ||, 43.07 (iii) 1.33 68 2.07 75.98 
ORIG fesevetecacateva @ sisia W'sP%: aro: cforeter ons 49.00 6.60 5.41 1.19 12.08 1.05 39 1.27 

Cowpeas, inoculated. 

LODIGT Aya ae Reese ee Be en R eee 220.61 27.08 22.59 4.49 16.38 4.33 mit 1.63 
SSBC stein Siete re olin ctaicte ofa. ster 220.21 17.93 sb lahat 6.82 12.40 2.87 65 3.32 139.21 
List SAAR AS eee Cee. £8 171.15 5.61 4.94 .67 5.38 89 .62 1.32 

Not inoculated. 

WHERE oy. Se oot ea iais oth acotelowerere SG ieee 238.41 21.52 ACRE Ie Seeceae 18.30 3.48 87 1.20 
RINE tele lo arete ar tholt oss we 315.44 TORE Sn Ae selina 9.73 1.67 .83 2.04 118.45 
15171) 08 ae ne 62.75 12.34 VB Sel i awecese | 8.57 1.97 61 2.53 

The first column, in the above table, reports the weight of the dry matter of 
the yields of 12 square feet. The weights are given in grams. Because it is 

unsafe to calculate acre yields from areas so small as 12 square feet, two adjacent 
plots of soy beans were harvested at about the date of the taking of these samples 
for analysis. One of these plots contain .8 of an acre, the other 1.29 acres. The 
former yielded at the rate of 3517.6 lbs. of dry substance per acre and the latter 
4214 lbs. Calculating the yields of dry matter per acre from the figures given 
in the table above we have 3924 lbs. as the yield per acre of dry matter of the 

inoculated plot and 3572 lbs. for the uninoculated. These amounts are midway 
between the actual yield of the larger plots. For this reason it is evidently safe 
to calculate the yield of nitrogen per acre from the factors given in the table. 

This has been done and in the last column of the table is found the calculated 
yield of nitrogen per acre expressed in pounds. The yield of the inoculated soy 
beans is 113.55 lbs. of nitrogen per acre. These figures include not only the 
leaves, stems and roots as stated in the table but the nitrogen in the nodules on 
those roots. Unfortunately the weights of the nodules on the roots of the cow- 
peas was not taken and the 139.21 lbs. includes no nitrogen resident in the 
abundant nodules. ; 

It is interesting to note that the inoculation has increased the amount of 
nitrogen in the soy beans almost exactiy 50 per cent. It is not yet demonstrated 
that the 37.57 lbs. of nitrogen found in the inoculated soy beans more than in 
the uninoculated comes entirely from the air through the intervention of the 
nodules nor is it known that the 37.57 lbs. measures all of the nitrogen taken 
in by the inhabitants of these nodules. In any event the increased amount of 
nitrogen returned to the soil by plowing under a crop of inoculated soy beans 
is amply sufficient to induce every farmer to see that his crop is inoculated if 

he intends to use it as a soil renovator. 
The fact that the per cent of protein is so much greater in both leaves and 

stems of inoculated soy beans must lead to the determination to inoculate the 
crop if it is to be cured as hay. It is worthy of note that in the soy beans the 
increase in protein is mostly in the true proteids and not in the amids. The 

inoculation does not seem to notably affect the phosphoric acid nor the potash. 
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What has been said of the soy bean is true of the cowpea. Here, however, the 
difference in yield of protein per acre is not so wide and significant. 

ill. THE INFLUENCE OF TITE PRESENCE OF NODULES UPON THE COMPOSITION OF TIE SEED 

OF SOY BEANS. 

In 1904 some investigations were conducted to test the influence of the nodules 
on the roots on the composition of the ripened seed of two varieties of soy beans. 
The Medium Green is not certain to mature its seed in this latitude, but did so 

in 1904. 
year. 

The Ogemaw is an earlier sort, fairly certain to ripen in an average 

forth in the next table. 

Seed was gathered from each of four plots, two inoculated and two not 
inoculated and were submitted to the chemist for analysis. The results are set 

| Other 
Moisture, | Protein, | True Fats, Fiber, carbohyd- Ash, 

Ogemaw. per cent. | per cent. | proteids, | per cent. | per cent. rates, per cent 
per cent. per cent, 

ING ERINOCUIALEU crm cre nc\s srciercice sic’aedo << 8.08 35.39 22.69 15.66 5.18 30.52 5.17 
MMO CUIACER seis clarcbleisicipevetsie s;ss'siere serie 8.88 42.20 31.28 13.36 5.20 26.13 4.23 

Medium green. 

Wotanoculated ys cassis eee ciectnss > 8.12 31.23 21.46 17.38 5.92 32.22 5.13 
MING CHUA LEC Sanit eiaieictais tress ei vilavececiess 8.80 36.45 24.51 16.27 5.40 27.96 5212 

FERTILIZER VALUE. 

Phos- 
Ogemavw. Nitrogen, |phoricacid,} Potash, 

per cent. | per cent. | per cent. 

ENN caicprsicuet Late espetety eye oeees atone tate Tane ttctove) So coycvoncnhorathre/asals cfelevehsealalers.cjave siereie ele aiatejave 5.66 172: 2.09 
_ ne Rie becdosbocessiee coQnpsescsGuT4500 snd soneor cc hes. Soo nore AoaSannppenenese 6.75 1.43 1.56 

Medium green. 
INotinmoculated s sc).c <lmiecre 6 seree ve cle dice PPPS tale PORE Te otal so cialis seis ieisalea Meiahic 5.00 1.78 2.38 
Miraescsta sa sec ee tent ety etter eye rates ate eee aya aisle sabe Sree shes 21 cephasSv siete s ote Sis Ghoeatarsret iva stetslerenstasaue ats 5.83 1.66 2.43 

The influence of the nodules had not spent itself on the growing plant, but 
carried itself throughout the period of growth, making the ripened seeds of the 
inoculated soy beans fully 16% richer in protein than the product of uninoculated 

areas. 
Whether this increase in protein content will give greater vitality to the seeds 

affected or cause the growth of a more vigorous crop the next season remains to 

be investigated. 
In conclusion of the work of the two years it has been learned that the nodules 

on the roots, while, on fairly fertile soil, they may not notably increase the yield, 
do increase the relative and absolute amount of nitrogen in the plants. This in- 

crease is very important and pronounced. 
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ALFALFA IN MICHIGAN. 

Cc. D. SMITH. 

Bulletin No. 225. , 

INTRODUCTION. 

There were discussions concerning the value of alfalfa to Michigan farmers 

as early as 1888, when the crop was editorially recommended for trial, especially 
on the lighter soils of central Michigan and on worn lands in the southern part 
of the State. Not much was written on the topic, however, and there were few 
successes recorded. Some correspondents in Eaton, Lenawee and Oakland counties 
reported trials but usually the winters were found too hard for the crops as 

they were then handled. 
On the other hand the rural press for the last five years has been full of re- 

ports of trials of alfalfa under all kinds of conditions, some correspondents re- 
porting success, others failure. Clover has failed occasionally and there has been 
an earnest effort to secure another forage crop richer still in protein. Alfalfa 
has succeeded in western United States and has yielded abundant crops of hay 
rich in protein and very palatable. It is therefore to be expected that it should 
be extensivly tested in Michigan. 

The first mention of alfalfa in the publications of the station occurs in the 
report of Professor Samuel Johnson, Agriculturist, in 1889, page 271 of the Annual 
Report of the Secretary, 1889. Professor Johnson says: “Plat 2. (one acre) was 
sown with twenty pounds of alfalfa seed. This came up in one week from the 

date of sowing and continued to grow, and June 9 covered the ground fairly 
well. The highest plants were four inches above the ground and the roots extended 
more than this below the surface. A frost on the night of June 1 injured the 
alfalfa to quite an extent. The alfalfa was dark green, and until affected by the 
drouth in July when it turned yellow, made a fair growth; although some of it 
seemed dead, the roots were not affected and later in the season it revived and 
made a fair growth. The alfalfa feeds mainly from the subsoil, and for this 
reason many fail to get as good results as they look for. It thrives best on an old 
soil, that which has received deep thorough tilling for some years.” The farther 
history of the field is not given, beyond the fact that the crop did not withstand 
the winter. 

On each succeeding year, small fields of alfalfa have been sown on the college 
farm or the station plots, studying the adaptation of alfalfa to Michigan condi- 
tions. In 1893 and 1894 special efforts were made to bring this forage crop 
into prominence because the depredations of the root borer had made the suc- 

cessful growing of clover impossible. z 
Early in the year 1894 the station issued a brief press bulletin in which alfalfa 

was recommended for further trial and at the close of the same year Bulletin 
125 was issued giving facts in regard to alfalfa with the preliminary statement 
as to the kind of soil on which it might be expected to do best, and directions 
for sowing and caring for the growing crop. In 1896 Bulletin 141 was sent out 
in which the history of alfalfa in Michigan for that year was recounted. 

A two acre field on the south bank of the Red Cedar River was sown to alfalfa 
in 1895. The soil varied from a stiff clay to a light coarse sand of low fertility. 
The seed was purchased in the open market and was said to be fresh and 
American grown. It was sown on well prepared ground at the rate of 20 pounds 
of seed per acre, in May. The crop survived the winter in good shape and four 
cuttings were made in 1896, May 28, June 29, August 17 and September 26. The 
total yield of dry hay per acre was 9,987 pounds. After the last cutting the 
alfalfa made a good growth and the field was green and very promising. In the 
spring of 1897, however, not a living alfalfa root could be found on the entire twe 
acres. Although the winter was not extraordinarily severe, and although the 
field was fairly well covered with snow the destruction of the alfalfa seemed 
to be complete. 
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In 1897, not discouraged by former reverses, farther sowings of alfalfa were 

made. On some very light sand some seed of the variety called sand lucerne was 
sown. A good catch was secured. The yields of this acre in successive years 

were as follows:, In 1898, 6,800 pounds; 1899, 10,000 pounds; 1900, pastured; 
1901, 13,839 pounds; 1902, 12,034 pounds; 1903, 5,820 pounds. 

The plot was plowed up in the spring of 1904, June grass having crowded the 
alfalfa so far that few plants were left. 

In the years between 1897 and 1901, alfalfa was sown both on the strip reserved 
for new and peculiar plants, called the “Curiosity Strip” and on other parts of the 
station grounds. It was observed that in nearly every case, on a majority of the 
plants, nodules were present. In no case was artificial inoculation used, nor was 

Alfalfa roots showing normal nodules, small and near Peculiar nodules on Alfalfa roots, in groups and distant from 
large roots. large roots, on small rootlets. 

soil brought from a former alfalfa field to the new plot. It is possible that the 
germs were carried on the seed or were already, resident in the soil. In 1897, 
for instance, a plot of alfalfa was sown on a distant field, number 14 of the college 
farm, fully a half mile from any other alfalfa or from any plot that had borne 
alfalfa for many years, yet the roots were found to be well inoculated and have 
remained so until date, 1905. In 1904 some clean seed was sown on an area in 
field 6. In 1903 the field had borne vetches. The crop was not gathered but was 
allowed to lie on the ground during the winter to be plowed under in the spring 
of 1904, shortly before the alfalfa was sown. 'The accompanying cut shows the 
abundance of the nodules and their peculiar grouping. No artificial inoculation 
of either seed or soil was used. 

A study of the work accomplished with alfalfa and the lessons to be drawn 
from the many tests on the station plots is reported in this bulletin. 
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SUMMARY. 

I. Alfalfa belongs to the family of legumes, along with clover, peas and beans 
and therefore may entertain on its roots micro-organisms which have the power 
of converting the nitrogen of the air into forms which plants can use. For this 

reason it would be a valuable addition to the list of forage plants in Michigan if 
it should prove hardy and capable of withstanding the severe winters. 

II. The leaves and stems of alfalfa are very rich in protein. The average 
protein content of the hay gathered in May, June and August was 14.48 per cent, 
while that of clover hay is not far from 12 per cent. Alfalfa furnishes a first crop 
ready to harvest, on ordniary seasons, the last of May. Two other crops usually 
follow, the second in July and the third in late August. For this reason it makes 

an excellent soiling crop. The yields of dry hay per acre on good soil vary 
from three to six tons. 

Ill. Alfalfa is peculiarly adapted to arid sections under irrigation. Whether 
it will become a permanent and valuable crop for Michigan is yet to be determined. 
It has met with little or no success in New England outside of Vermont, where, 

out of fifty-six trials, fourteen farmers report failure, twelve permanent success 
and ten temporary success. In Quebec, Ontario and New York it has succeeded at 
several points. 

IV. The station has distributed alfalfa seed for trial to over one hundred and 
fifty farmers. The United States government has also distributed seed to many 
farmers in the State and the records of these plots have been turned over to this 
station. Of seventy-six reports from farmers who have tried alfalfa, thirty-two 
record absolute failures, due generally to winter killing; twenty-four record par- 
tial success, for a Single year; sixteen record success for two or more consecutive 
years. The chief enemies of the crop in Michigan, after winter killing, are June 
grass, and dodder. The latter is a parasitic plant introduced with the seed. No 
alfalfa seed should be sown until approved by the station. 

V. Alfalfa seed is expensive and the temptation to adulteration is therefore 
strong. No seed should be sown until its per cent of germination is determined. 
The Turkestan variety has given less yields than others, but has withstood the 
winters better. As between the so-called Salauer seed from Utah and Colorado 
grown, there seems to be but little difference. The variety called sand lucern 
seems to withstand the winter as well as Turkestan and to give larger yields. 

VI. Alfalfa has been sown on all kinds of soil on the station plots and seems 
to do equally well on the light sand and on well drained clay. It does not do 
well on undrained land, on soil with a stiff subsoil near the surface, on acid 
soils nor on muck of the kind on the station grounds, 

VII. Alfalfa responds to fertilizers whether barnyard manure or commercial 
fertilizers. Of the latter those containing lime, phosphoric acid and potash, with- 
out nitrogen, seem to be called for. 

VIII. The repeated sowings at the college have scarcely recorded an instance 
where the roots have been free from nodules although no artificial inoculation 
has been used. The germs giving nitrogen-fixing power seem to have been trans- 
ferred to the new crop on the seed. 

From some parts of the State reports come that nodules are not present. It 
is therefore prudent to inoculate the seed or soil with the proper germs 
when sowing. 

IX. Prudence dictates that twenty pounds of seed per acre should be used 
providing the per cent of germination is above eighty. If the seed has a lower 
per cent of germination, even larger quantities per acre should be sown. 

X. The date of sowing depends on the season, the month of May being pre- 
ferred, in southern Michigan, and possibly the month of August north of the 
line marking the southern boundary of a permanent snow cover during the winter. 

XI. If weeds threaten the tender plants in the first season they should be 
clipped but the last clipping should not be later than the last week in August. 

XII. Although large crops are secured where the alfalfa makes a good stand, 
hard winters are certain and the crop is not yet entirely beyond the experimental 
stage in Michigan. 
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THE INVESTIGATIONS. 

SOILS. 

Alfalfa has been tried on many varieties of soil from the light blowing sand 
to the heavy plastic clay and on muck. On the latter the stand has been neither 
good nor permanent, the crop usually dying off within two years from winter 
killing combined with injury from frosts. The adaptability to muck has not been 
sufficiently studied to warrant a final statement. Experiments are now in progress 

to answer questions on this topic. 
On stiff clay the crop made a good growth in 1895 and 1896 but was totally 

destroyed in the winter of 1896-7. The roots were not short, notwithstanding 
the stiffness of the clay but extended for distances of five to eight feet into the 
subsoil, where plenty of water was found. 

On a dry gravel bank, alfalfa has made a stand from 1897 to 1905 and is still 
vigorous although the stand is not thick enough for a profitable crop. A deep 
excavation has been made at one side of the plot and the roots of the alfalfa 
discovered at a depth of fourteen feet below the surface, the roots being at that 
point one-fourth inch in diameter. 

On loams of all kinds, some almost pure sand and others approaching the clay, 
alfalfa has almost invariably made a good start. Severe winters have killed 
off the plots in almost every case, but loams seem to be the types of soil on 
which the crop does the best. 

On sands that are carried by the wind which therefore are lacking in adhesion 
and in humus, alfalfa seems to be rather more permanent than elsewhere. Plots 
sown on such soil in 1897 produced good crops until 1903. It cannot be said 
therefore that alfalfa is a crop unusually fastidious in the matter of soil. It is 
true that stagnant water near the surface is fatal. It is probable that a very 

-stiff and impenetrable hardpan within a foot or two of the surface might make 
success impossible, but the station records give no notes on the latter point. 
Because of its long tap root, alfalfa seems especially adapted to a deep soil with 
the water table distant from the surface. The root hairs on slender rootlets are to 
be found to a depth of several feet showing that the plant takes its food from 
layers of the soil below the reach of the cereals. This fact may partly account for 
the success on light sands. 

PREPARATION. 

It has been assumed that the crop with which we are dealing does not differ 
from spring grain in demanding a suitable seed bed, hence it has been the in- 
variable custom to sow the seed on ground plowed to a good depth, but not deep 
enough to bring up a cold and unaired subsoil, well harrowed and rolled to break 
up lumps. To compact the surface soil to establish capillary connection with the 
subsoil is, of course, essential. 

The influence of the previous crop on the growth of alfalfa has been observed, 
although the data is not sufficient to warrant definite statements. Where alfalfa 
has succeeded itself after four years of cropping the new seeding has made a very 
slow growth, possibly by reason of the exhaustion of the potash and phosphoric 
acid. Where alfalfa has followed vetches a peculiar segregation of the nodules 
was noted as has already been stated, page 137. So far other crops seem to have 
been neutral in their effects on the succeeding alfalfa. 

Experiments have been undertaken to note the influence of various fertilizers. 
None of the college soils are acid yet lime is invariably applied before the seed 
is sown. On one series of plots a strip was sown to air-slaked lime and the next 
to the lime cake from a sugar factory. The crop is the same over the two plots 

showing absolutely no difference between them. The application of nitrate of 
soda did not seem to either hasten the growth or increase its magnitude. In 

another case the nitrate gave a visibly darker color to the alfalfa than did an 

excess of either phosphate or potash, but the growth of the young plants is no 
more rapid where the nitrate is applied than elsewhere. An examination of the 
roots showed a larger number of nodules on the plot to which phosphoric acid 
was applied and the nodules were larger. 

29 
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METHODS OF SOWING, 

In the earlier work the seed was sown in rows 18 inches apart and cultivated. 
The results were entirely satisfactory, although the plots were too small to make 
the record of yield valuable. Where it is desired to be sure of a catch, the method 
is to be recommended. Under usual field conditions the seed might better be 
sown broadcast because, if rain follows when the crop is cut, it is difficult to cure 
on the raw ground. The wheelbarrow seeder or some similar appliance may be 
used. A harrow follows, burying the seed to a depth of half an inch. If a nurse 
crop is used the seeder may he put in front of the grain drill when the hoes of the 
drill will cover the seed fully deep enough. Some correspondents recommend 
this method but it has not been tested at the station. 

A nurse crop is not recommended. If the season should turn out to be one with 
the rain well distributed it is possible that the nurse crop will not only do no 
harm but will help the alfalfa. In 1903, an area sixteen rods north and south 
by fourteen rods east and west was sown to alfalfa in strips one rod wide, the 
strips running east and west. The question of a nurse crop was here studied. 
Plot 9 had 15 pounds of American grown seed per acre, sown April 18 after oats 
had been drilled at the rate of one bushel per acre. Plot 16 was treated in the 
same way except that 20 pounds of seed was used. Plot 9 had the oats removed 
as they began to head out, while plot 16 carried the oats to maturity. The sea- 
son was a wet one and the oats lodged badly. All plots stood the winter well 
and were cut three times in 1904, on June 7, July 11, and August 30. The results 
of a comparison of the plots bearing a nurse crop with adjacent plots having 
none do not show an injury from the nurse crop, Plot 9 with a nurse crop gave 
a total yield of 641 pounds of dry hay, while plot 8 gave 574 pounds and plot 
10, 664 pounds, neither having a nurse crop. Plot 16 with a nurse crop yielded 
696 pounds of dry hay, plot 15 without, also 696 pounds. It must not be for- 
gotten that the rainfall in 1903 was evenly distributed through the growing 
months and the nurse crop did not have the usual effect of reducing the amount 
of moisture in the soil below a sufficient supply for the alfalfa. 

AMOUNT OF SEED. 

A comparison of two quantities of seed was made on the station plots. On the 

18th of April, 1903, two plots were sown at the rate of fifteen pounds per acre 
and two at the rate of twenty pounds. In the spring of 1904 the stand was 

equally good on all four plots. The yield of hay was practically the same where 

fifteen pounds were sown as where twenty were used. The season of 1903 had 
the rainfall distributed all through the season and there was no drouth. Where 
the seed has a high per cent of germination, where the ground is well prepared 
and well fertilized and where the rainfall is so distributed as to leave no drouth 
during the season, fifteen pounds of seed is evidently enough; but since no man 
can foresee what the season will be, it is wise to sow twenty pounds. 

VARIETIES. 

The varieties tested has been American grown, locality unknown, Colorado, 

Utah, Sand Lucern, and Turkestan furnished by the Department of Agriculture 
at Washington. The American grown seed was purchased in the open market. 
Its color was good and the seed perfect in brightness and freedom from dodder 
and other weed seeds. The Colorado was also a good sample, clean, bright. and 
free from impurities. The Sand Lucern was not free from weed seed nor had 
it as good color or as bright appearance as the American. The Turkestan was 

somewhat peculiar in color but was a fair sample. 
No great difference in appearance of the crops was noted in 1903. The seed 

was sown on April 18 and 21. On May 30 it was noted that there was a geod 

stand, the American grown rather taking the lead. On June 8, June 29, July 20, 
and August 7, the plots were clipped, the guards of the mower set six inches high. 

Naturally the clippings were left on the ground. 

On the fourteenth of September it was noted that the Sand Lucern was not as 
high as the Colorado or American grown. The Turkestan was notably small. 

The observations in 1904 began April 21. The alfalfa was growing nicely on 

all plots and with some poor spots on the plots with American grown seed. The 
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Utah had a good stand without poor spots. The same was true of the Colorado. 
The Turkestan in one plot was poor, in the other fairly good. It was farther 
noted on the fourth of May that the Sand Lucern was making a rather more rapid 
growth than the other varieties. 

On the eleventh of May, after a hard frost on the night of the tenth, the 
alfalfa drooped but soon straightened up and showed no permanent injury. There 
were hard frosts on the fifteenth and sixteenth of the month. The alfalfa leaves 
turned yellow on the edges and some of them shriveled up and dropped but the 
plants soon recovered. The crop was cut June 7, July 11, and August 30. The 
plots were one rod wide and fourteen rods long. There were sixteen plots in the 
experiment altogether, numbered consecutively from the north to the south. The 

whole area was lacking in homogeneity and it was necessary to separate the 
plots of each variety that the comparison might be fair. The following table 
records the height of the alfalfa on the date of the cutting and the weight of 
dry hay on each plot: 

g os June 7. July 11. August 30. 2 5 
a for) > ky 

Variety. 5 a, Pal ae a 2 
us mes £’e |Height,| Hay, | Height,| Hay, | Height,} Hay, a 42) = 
2 Sa on ins. lbs. ins. Ibs. ins. lbs. a) 22 
i) nD wa o Pal 
— Ss | [fats | 

2.| Salauer (Utah)....... 20 212225 288 |! 20.3 222 lp 8 135 645 

10.| Salauer (Utah)....... 20 18))) 22-55 287 | 19.1 244 | 13.2 133 664 | 7,480 

Sul COlLOTAGO! cieic ues sels esis 20 21 | 23.0 200 | 18.7 2147 | 1153 121 535 

A COLOTAGON. (2)5 005 ies) «riers 20 18 | 22.5 301 | 19.7 262 | 14.7 150 713 | 7,131 

4.) Sand Lucern......... 20 215) 2150 252 | 18.5 195 | 11.0 105 552 

Vai Sand Lucern\.. 3.2. oe \ 20 18 | 22.5 266 | 19.3 228 | 13.9 120 614 | 6,663 

De | UIEKeStamls.rs\s sisters sie 20 21 |) 20.5 320 | 18.2 162 | 12.0 83 475 

DSU KeStaI sts s)cisssis <lore 20 18 | 21.5 258 | 18.6 198 | 12.8 107 563 | 5,931 

15.| American grown...... 20 18 | 24.0 298 | 19.6 235 || 161 163 696 

1.| American grown...... 20 21 | 22.5 280 | 19.2 171 | 13.2 | 185 | 586 | 7,326 
| | : u 

These are the yields of a single season and do not represent conclusions as to 

the relative values of these varieties. 
In the spring of 1905 the Sand Lucern and Turkestan plots are quite notably 

better than the others. Plot 15 was badly winter killed while plot 13, Turkestan, 
maintains an almost perfect stand. Plot 3, Colorado seed, is visibly poorer than 4, 
Sand Lucern, or 5, Turkestan. A glance at the heights of the plots on August 30 
does not indicate that up to that date the Turkestan alfalfa was much shorter 
than the other varieties, but after the last cutting it seemed to recover more 

slowly and was much shorter throughout the rest of the season. In the late fall 
it was the least promising of any of the varieties tested, but in the spring of 
1905 it gives evidence of greater hardiness than its competitors. It did not yield 
as much as the Sand Lucern and much less than any of the American varieties. 
Which of the many kinds of alfalfa shall be finally selected for general use in the 
State is an open question. 

LATE CLIPPINGS. 

In 1904 the season was wet after the last cutting, August 30. There was. 
consequently, a tall and fairly thick after-growth. By the seventh of October 
this after-growth was fully knee high. The question then arose whether for the 
sake of the crop in 1905, this growth ought to be clipped. To test the matter 
the west half of all plots was clipped, using the mower with the guards set as 

high as possible. The clippings were left as a mulch. They were not thick 
enough to smother the plants. 
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At the date of this writing (May 10, 1905) it is very evident that the clipping 
was a serious injury to the field, since, although the ground is poorer where the 
clipping was not done, the alfalfa is taller, stronger and a better stand. 

COMPOSITION OF THE THREE CUTTINGS. 

Samples of the harvests of June 7, July 11 and August 30 were taken for 
analysis with the following results: 

Ash. Total protein, True proteids, 
per cent. per cent. per cent. 

SUING) TM oh facrehate iach heiete <lcchorare eee 10.39 14.39 8.60 
AME Vp) NS Coote tepals vere Seeker 10.00 1467 8.78 
PVUSHSE (30) 2:ct- ns oes sys ereaterioets 8.91 16.57 2.02 

The small per cent of true proteids in the third cutting is very significant 
as it is to the true proteids, not to the amids that the total protein owes its feed- 
ing value. The hay from the third cutting ought to have less feeding value than 
that from either of the earlier harvests of the year, notwithstanding its apparent 
greater richness in total protein. 

HARVESTING. 

The harvesting of the crop has not presented unusual difficulty. The first cut- 
ting, coming as it does early in June is rather difficult to cure because full of 
juice and the weather usually wet. Here is the place where hay caps are called 
for and are used at the station. They are not expensive and will last, with 

reasonable care, for many years. The alfalfa is cut after the dew is off on a 
bright day, stirred up with a tedder or a side delivery rake, left in loose wind- 
row until the dew begins to fall in the late afternoon when it is piled up into 

rather large heaps and covered with hay cap. The hay is then allowed to sweat, 
is shaken out carefully to prevent loss of leaves, is allowed to dry as other 
hay and hauled to the barn with as little handling as possible and in a condi- 
tion rather more moist than is usual with clover hay. The danger of hauling 
too green is that spontaneous combustion may result as is shown by investiga- 
tions in Kansas. At this station no bad results have followed hauling alfalfa 
hay when in the tough stage, where it may be twisted into a rope. The danger 

of allowing the hay to become too dry is that the leaves are lost and the leaves 
are the part of the plant richest in protein. 

EXPERIENCE OF MICHIGAN FARMERS, 

The Experiment Station has distributed small quantities of alfalfa seed to a 
large number of farmers and has repeated the distribution for two or three con- 
secutive years. Seed has also been obtained by enterprising farmers from other 
sources and experiments have been widely scattered over the State. In 1904 and 
1905 the farmers have reported their success to the station. Extracts from some 
of these letters will be of interest and value. Of seventy-six reports, thirty-two 

record failures, twenty-four record partial success for a single year and sixteen 
cases where the alfalfa had lived at least two years. 

The failures are ascribed to many causes, chief among which were the severe 
winters of 1902-3 and 1903-4. In these cases the damage seems to have been done 
by coats of ice in the spring rather than by extreme cold weather. It is significant 
that alfalfa seems to do well in the upper peninsula where the thermometer falls 
lower than in the southern peninsula, but where there is a certainty of a good 
cover of snow from early fall to late spring, though even here it is seriously 
if not fatally injured by the winter. 

In Special Bulletin No. 31, Superintendent Geismar of the Upper Peninsula 
substation, says: “The yield of the alfalfa plots has increased each vear and 
the large yield of the past season shows that the plants are now fully established 
and that this valuable crop is well adapted to Upper Peninsuia conditions.” A 
later report from the substation, written in April, 1905, since the snow has left 

the ground, shows that the plants are nearly killed. There was a good coat of 

snow over the ground all winter and the injury to the plants is not easily ac- 

counted for unless the dense covering with a hard crust for part of the winter be 
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the cause. The fact remains, however, that even under conditions as favorable as 
those surrounding the plots at Chatham, alfalfa is still in the list of crops to be 
experimented with rather than among the established certainties, 

It does not seem to have been difficult to secure a stand, but either the drouth 

or the winter kills the crop when established. 
A. H. Foster, Allegan, reported in December, 1904, that four acres of alfalfa 

sown at the rate of 20 lbs. per acre in the spring of 1903, was winter killed, the 

German seed standing the winter rather better than American grown, and that 

a field of common red clover sown in winter wheat beside the alfalfa lived 
through the winter almost perfectly. 

F. L. Church, of Antrim County, reports the sowing of sand lucern furnished 
him by the college in 1903. He sowed part of the seed alone and part of it with 
Telephone peas. Where sown alone it was so weedy that he mowed it on the 
fifth of July. The patch did not grow much afterward. In mid-summer of 1904 
the alfalfa sown with the peas was better than where sown alone. One-eighth of 
an acre sown in the peas in 1903 yielded at the first cutting of 1904, 286 Ibs., or 

2,288 lbs. of dry hay per acre. 
Cc. C. McDermid, Calhoun County, reports that he sowed alfalfa May 1, 1901, 

at the rate of 16 lbs. per acre, which was lightly covered. One-half was Turkestan 
and one-half was sand lucerne. He could see no difference in the plants as they 
grew side by side. ‘Both have made a moderate growth each year since (April 
19, 1905), have never seriously winter killed, and are looking well now, but are 

too ‘thin on the ground for best results.” 
“They have never yielded a profitable crop of hay, the clover alongside beating 

them more than three to one. The crop last year was better than ever before, 
probably the result of gradual soil inoculation with the alfalfa bacteria from some 
unknown source. The plants, or some of them, now have small nodules on the 

roots like those on red clover in size and general appearance.” 
“My field is high and well drained, soil mixed sand and clay loam; good 

garden soil.” 
Alexander Watson, of Dowagiac, writes that he has an eight acre field of 

alfalfa standing through six years and looking sound in the spring of 1905. He 
says: “I have never used my field for anything but a pasture field, but it is 
great for that. In all these years it has never killed out in any way, neither 
winter nor summer. All the original planting is still there. My land is sandy 
with a hard pan within a few feet of the surface.” 

H. C. Hatch, of Dowagiac, writes: “I sowed my alfalfa August 22, 1899. It 
stands the winter all right. I cannot do without it now, although I have always 
pastured it. I shall sow ten acres more this fall (1905).” 

Earl W. Durfee, of Litchfield, writes: “In May, 1902, I sowed sixteen acres to 
alfalfa. It started as nice as a person could ask. No weeds grew on the piece 

to choke it out, but it kept getting thinner and thinner. I was so in hopes that 
it would come on that I left it. I clipped it every year, but never cut any of 
it for hay till last year, when I mowed about half of the piece and the other 
half I have plowed up this spring. In some parts of the piece that I have left 
the alfalfa is nice, in other parts it amounts to almost nothing.” 

“In 1903 I sowed twenty acres of alfalfa. This came up very nice also. The 
following winter was very severe and the most if it winter killed. I plowed it 
up a year ago this spring. Alfalfa has been quite extensively sown in this 
vicinity, but it did not do well and the most of it has been plowed up. I know of 
only one piece, a neighbor has three acres, which was sown three years ago.” 

Dennis Miller, Eaton Rapids, writes: “My experience with alfalfa has not been 
very successful. I sowed two acres, using 25 lbs. of seed to the acre, about May 
25, 1903. The ground had been plowed early in spring and worked frequently 
before sowing the seed. It was a good stand in 1904, with the exception of a 
touch of the yellows along in August. In the spring of 1905 I find that it is all 
winter killed, with the exception of about a half acre lying next the woods. The 

soil is sandy with a little clay.” 
W. B. Williams, of Charlotte, writes, under date of April 9, 1904: “Some fifteen 

years ago a friend gave me a few quarts of alfalfa seed with directions for sow- 
ing. I must not sow oats or any other crop with it. I had a small piece, about ~ 
a third of an acre, sandy loam. I manured it thoroughly, and sowed the seed. 
The alfalfa did not make much show the first year. The second year there were 
fewer weeds and more alfalfa. The third year I mowed it three times, and this 
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I continued to do for many years. I think it was in its prime the fourth year. 
The first crop of the season was always the heaviest, the second, six weeks later, 
a little lighter, and the third was quite light, though it paid for cutting. I think 
I kept it some eight or ten years. Frequently in the spring the roots were so 
few and scattering it seemed to have failed, but in a few weeks it would come on 
quite thick. It did not show much sign of dying out until I allowed a man to 
stake his cow on it for pasture. When I plowed it up I found roots five and six 
feet long, although it was not hard to exterminate. I am inclined to think it 

would do well on the sandy pine lands. I have my doubts whether it will stand 
pasturing.” : 

In Huron County two correspondents tried alfalfa for two consecutive years, 

but in both cases it was killed by a hard winter. 
Three correspondents in Jackson County report attempts to grow alfalfa, but 

winter killing has prevented success. In one case the alfalfa survived for several 
years, but is now extinct. 

J. B. Duncan & Son, of Vicksburg, write under date of April 13, 1905: “On 
a few spots in our piece of alfalfa it appears to have been partly killed out during 
the winter. The amount of loss will probably be about 20 per cent. The parts 
not killed are now looking well and we hope will make a fair crop. The nodules 
are just beginning to appear on the roots. 'The seed was inoculated by cultures 
obtained from the Department of Agriculture at Washington and was sown last 

year.” 
In Lapeer County it was tried on muck, sandy loam and clay loam, but in éach 

case it was a failure. Another man had had reasonably good success with it for 

several years. 
In Lenawee County, alfalfa wintered well on some pieces while on others it 

was killed in the winter of either 1903-4 or 1904-5. A. J. Allen, from Clinton, 
writes, May 20, 1904: ‘Alfalfa is pretty well killed, as are clover and wheat, 
except near the fences and in low places where there was a covering of snow. 
In 1899 I had some alfalfa frozen to death also. Last year I had twenty-two 
acres, all on clay. It was cut three times and yielded from two to five tons per 
acre. I believe it would do well on any soil if the water is not too near the 
surface of the ground.” 

“T have had good success in seeding on corn stubble, if enough dirt can be 
scratched up to cover the seed. That is all that is necessary. It has caught and 

done as well this way as where the ground has been plowed in the fall and sub- 
soiled. I believe it is the best feeding crop that can be raised on the farm if 
the killing winters do not come too often. I used a side delivery rake and hay 
loader. Last year I put in some alfalfa under circumstances where red clover 
would have spoiled. The alfalfa came out in good condition. I filled a silo six 
feet in diameter from the last cuting for chickens. It kept well. There was no 
waste. It seemed to dry out a little, but did not spoil.” 

A farmer near Tipton notes that June grass is the worst enemy of alfalfa 
in that section, with the possible exception of the hard winters. 

Concerning the experience of farmers about Tecumseh with alfalfa, Mr. J. R. 
Keeney, of Tecumseh, gives important testimony, writing in May, 1905. He has 
two acres of alfalfa, cut three times in 1904 and twelve inches high in places on 
the 7th of May, 1905. He reports that Mr. Howard, of Tecumseh, has a small 
field looking fine. Mr. William H. Osborne, of Tecumseh, has cut a certain field 
for several successive years. This field has plenty of nodules. It is along the 
road where there is plenty of sweet clover, to which plant the inoculation may be 
due. Mr. Abner Wilson, of Tecumseh, has five acres sown in 1904 with inoculated 
seed. No nodules yet discovered. R. D. Harrison, of Tipton, has ten acres which 
look fine. William Fisher has five acres near Tecumseh, now in excellent condi- 
tion. John T. Clark, of Clinton, has grown ten to thirty acres for years with 
success. His Turkestan alfalfa has plenty of nodules. Charles Clark of Clinton 
has a large field which is in excellent condition, sown last season and yielding a 
crop of hay the season when sown. 

Mr. Keeney states that there are many other fields about Clinton which have 
withstood the winter successfully and are in good condition now. There is so 
much sweet clover in the vicinity, especially along the highway, that he is inclined 
to think the soil is well inoculated. He has known of no failures where the 
alfalfa has had a chance. 

This testimony, combined with what precedes and follows, seems to indicate 
that alfalfa is a very promising crop for Lenawee County. 
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C. A. Jewell, of Hudson, reports his experience briefly, as follows. Two experi- 
mental fields were sown in the spring of 1903. One was a strip across a corn 
field, rolling and uneven, the soil varying from light sand to heavy clay. The 
seed was sown without a nurse crop early in the spring. A heavy rainstorm came 

on, on the day of sowing, preventing harrowing and making the stand very uneven. 

The second field was an old pasture cut off from the farm by a railroad. It had 
not had manure for years. It was plowed early and frequently harrowed until 

after corn planting, when the ground was in perfect tilth. Twenty pounds of seed 
was sown per acre after two barrels of air slaked lime per acre had been applied. 
The seed came up quickly, thickly and evenly, and made a very rapid growth. 

“Following the orthodox teaching, I clipped it with a mowing machine, I think 
three times, whenever the heads began to blossom, running the mowing machine 
four inches high, cutting off the plants mostly below the leaves and checking the 

root growth every time. A few handfuls of alfalfa seed being left, it was mixed 

with red clover and timothy and sown on the small, irregular shaped patch out- 

side of this acre. It was not handy to mow and was left to take care of itself 
throughout the season. The winter following, 1903-4, was the severest in some 
ways ever known in this section. A thick sheet of ice lay upon the earth through 

December, entirely destroying the red clover and injuring the alfalfa very badly, 

killing it-all in the hollows and at least half the plants in other parts, except the 
little patch not clipped, which was entirely uninjured, every plant seemingly 

alive, though all the clover amongst it was killed. I shall never clip alfalfa the 
first season again.” 

Alfalfa has been tried in Manistee county and in other sections of the State 
in that latitude. It has not done very weil notwithstanding the fact that the 
ground is usually covered with a good coat of snow. Reports from Mecosta county 

indicate that the same statement is true for that region. 
From Newaygo county the reports are quite discouraging. One farmer near 

Fremont reports success for a single year while others agree in condemning alfalfa 
when grown under present methods. 

In the upper peninsula, besides the reports from the State Station at Chatham, 
there are letters from Menominee county showing that the crop is doing well 
there. Ira Carley of Ingalls reports that he has one and a half acres of alfalfa 
which was sown with oats in 1908. Three crops were cut in 1904 on June 19, 
July 24 and August 28, the last crop being the best. The hay is fed to all kinds 
of animals including hogs, which do well on it. He also sowed a field in 1904 
which survived the winter in good shape and both fields are promising in the 
spring of 1905. 

From the letters and official reports from the upper peninsula it is safe to draw 
the conclusion that alfalfa is a safe crop to experiment with north of the straits 
and that there is reasonable assurance that it will become a leading forage crop 
for as much of the upper peninsula as has good soil and a certainty of a con- 
tinuous cover of snow during the winter. 

In Oakland county alfalfa has been tried a great many ‘years. Mr. C. W. 
Bennett of Milford sowed one-half acre of alfala twelve years ago on rich, well 
drained clay loam. It has been cut two and sometimes three times each year 
since, furnishing good yields of hay. The June grass is crowding out the crop 

to such an extent that the field will be plowed this year. Mr. Harper Gardner of 
Oxford has a small field which has been mowed three times a year for six years. 
The alfalfa hay has proven invaluable. Fred M. Daines of Farmington reports 
success with alfalfa both for hay and pasture. He recommends the crop for situa- 
tions where the field is to be permanently seeded. 

Perhaps the man who has had the longest and most successful experience in 
Oakland county is A. D. De Garmo of Highland. He writes under date of March 
29, 1904: “I have sown a little alfalfa seed nearly every year for twenty years 
to see what it was like and to learn if it would withstand our winters, and con- 
clude that it is as hardy as our June clover. Neither will stand severe cold after 
being pastured short, on our light soil. At one time I had thirty acres of alfalfa 
and the same amount of red clover. I pastured this field one season; then came 
the hard cold winter of six or eight years ago and killed the whole area, both 
clover and alfalfa. 

Some six years ago I sowed one and one-quarter acres of alfalfa on the first 
of June at the rate of twenty pounds of seed per acre. The field is a sandy loam 
near the barn and was in good tilth. The seed germinated readily and grew 
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nicely for a time until the drouth came. We had no rain all summer hence the 
alfalfa only attained a height of four to ten inches. Few weeds grew and these 
were pulled out by hand. The alfalfa was not cut the first season. 

The following spring that alfalfa grew first and faster than any other crop on 
the farm, rye not excepted. On June ist we cut three good loads of nice hay. 
Forty days later we cut two large loads of hay. The plot was cut again, about 
the last of August but was not raked. The following year the alfalfa patch pro- 
duced about the same sort of crop. The third year it was pastured. The low 
temperature of the following winter with the ground bare killed half of the 
plants.” 

In Wayne county a correspondent writes from Belleville under date of April 
5, 1905, that he sowed ten acres to alfalfa in 1903, rolling and top dressing with 
fine manure. He secured a fine catch; ran the mower over it twice in 1903. The 
next winter killed nearly ali of it. 

Mr. George C. Peterhans of Plymouth reports that in 1903 he seeded a plot of 
ground at the rate of sixteen pounds per acre, but regrets that he did not apply 

twenty pounds. On the tenth of April, 1905, the crop was in fine condition. 
He had a good crop of hay in 1903, cutting it in September. 

Mr. Fred Rocker, also near Belleville, cut thirty tons of alfalfa hay from ten 
acres of sandy soil in one season and then pastured seventeen head of cattle on 
the meadow all the fall after cutting this hay. As a result he found the alfalfa 
in bad condition in the spring of 1904. N. A. Clapp of Northville reports on April 
1, 1905, that the field of alfalfa of which he was proud in 1904 was entirely de- 
stroyed by the winter. 

William H. Bailey of Hart, in Oceana county, reports good success with alfalfa 
after five years’ experience. He finds the worst enemy to be the June grass. 

Mr. P. B. Reynolds of Shiawassee county reports that he sowed an acre at the 
rate of twenty pounds of seed and secured a good stand, but the crop was entirely 
destroyed by the winter. 

It is impossible to print all the letters received concerning this crop, but enough 
has been given to show the present condition of alfalfa in the State and the atti- 
tude of the farmers toward it. Perhaps the most significant fact brought out by 
the correspondence has been that winters are a serious menace. Alfalfa is pecu- 
liarly a crop to be left in somewhat permanent possession of a field. It requires 
two seasons at least to secure the needed root development. It is undoubtedly 
true that thereafter it will draw a large per cent of its plant food from strata 
below the reach of the roots of the cereals. It is illy adapted to a short rotation. 
It is an expensive crop to start. For all these reasons the winter-killing is a 
serious matter. It is to be hoped that strains of the most promising varieties will 
be developed which will become as thoroughly acclimated as clover and timothy 
and better able to endure Michigan winters. 
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THE WORK AT THE SUB-STATIONS. 

Review of Special Bulletins 27 and 30, Reports of South Haven Sub-station 
for 1903 and 1904, by L. R. Taft. 

Review of Special Bulletins 28 and 31, Reports of the Upper Peninsula Sub- 
station for 1903 and 1904, by C. D. Smith. 

SPECIAL BULLETINS 27 AND 30. 

Reports of South Haven Sub-station for 1903 and 1904. 

[Bulletin 226.] 

BY L. R. TAFT. 

The report of the South Haven Sub-station for 1903 was issued in April, 
1904, as Special Bulletin No. 27. It is devoted largely to notes upon new varieties 
of orchard and bush fruits which have given one or more crops. It includes 
red and black raspberries, blackberries, currants, grapes, gooseberries, cherries, 

plums, peaches, pears, apples, quinces and nuts. Lists of the standard sorts that 

have been thoroughly tested and found desirable are also given. Special atten- 
tion is also paid to the conditions, climatic and otherwise, under which the 
various fruits were grown. 

The report of the sub-station for 1904 was printed in April, 1905, as Special 
Bulletin No. 30. This is a continuation of the work included in the report for 

1908. 
The following are among the varieties that received favorable mention: 

Strawberries, Aroma, Brandywine, Clyde, Dunlap, Ernie, Excelsior, Lincoln, Glen 
Mary, Sample and Seaford. Raspberries, blackeaps, Eureka, Cumberland, Kan- 
sas; red varieties, Cuthbert, Early King, Marlboro, Miller and Phoenix. Goose- 
berries, Downing, Josselyn and Pearl, of the American, and Columbus, Keepsake 
and Chautauqua of the European kinds. Currants, Red Dutch, Wilder, London, 
Cherry and Fay as red varieties; White Dutch and Black Naples are also desir- 
able kinds. Grapes, Moores, Campbell, Ohio, Worden and Concord, black; 
Diamond, Niagara and Pocklington, white; Delaware, Vergennes and Brighton 
as red sorts. Cherries, Dyehouse, Richmond, Montmorency and Montreuil of the 
sour varieties; and Napoleon, Windsor, Plymouth and Governor Wood of the 
sweet sorts. Peaches, Triumph, Brunson, Oceana, Longhurst and Gold Drop 

. were among the more hardy kinds; of the promising new sorts, Dewey, Banner, 
Carman, Emma, Hieley, Welch and Worth are highly spoken of; Michigan, St. 
John, Champion, Engle, Elberta, Kalamazoo, New Prolific, McCollister and Sal- 
way are among the best of the standard sorts. Plums, Red June, Abundance, 
Burbank and Satsuma of the Japan varieties; Bradshaw, Lombard, Fellenberg, 
Arch Duke, Black Diamond, Grand Duke, Bavay and Monarch of the European 
sorts are well-known and profitable kinds for home use or market; Shropshire 
and French Damson plums are generally very productive and bring the highest 
price. Pears, Clapp, Bartlett, Flemish, Howeli, Angouleme (Duchess), Seckel, 
Clairgeau, Dana Hovey, Kieffer, Lawrence and Winter Nelis are among the 
surest and best sorts. Notes are also given upon nearly eighty varieties of 
apples. Among the new or little known sorts, especial mention is made of 
Boiken, Newby, Sutton Beauty, Fanny, McIntosh, Ontario and MHubbardston. 
In the bulletins referred to, full descriptions are given of the above named sorts 
as well as several hundred others, many of which are of much merit. 

In addition to the notes upon the varieties under trial, especial attention is 
given to the results obtained in a series of spraying experiments in which careful 
tests upon a variety of fruits were made of several dust sprays, soda-bordeaux 

30 
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and a variety of mixtures for the control of the San Jose scale in addition to 
the ordinary insecticides and fungicides. In brief, none of the dust sprays 
give as good results as the liquid sprays except perhaps against the plum curculio. 
They had little effect in controlling the curl-leaf of the peach or the scab of the 
apple and in the case of varieties that are subject to the attack of these diseases, 
the injury where the dust mixtures were used were so great as to practically 
cause the loss of the crop. 

Soda-bordeaux, although not nearly as valuable as the ordinary lime mixture, 
answers a good purpose in controlling fungous diseases late in the season when 
the lime mixture would be likely to discolor the fruit. 

Of the remedies for the San Jose scale, nothing was more effective than the 
ordinary sulphur, lime and salt mixture, using 25 pounds of lime, 15 pounds of 
sulphur and 8 pounds of salt for 50 gallons of water. Practically as good results, 

however, were secured when no salt was used, and in preparing small quantities, 
when the heat from the slaking lime was utilized for boiling the mixture. As 
the scale has not obtained a lodgment in the station orchards, the various mix- 
tures were tested in three orchards in other parts of the county on peach and 
apple trees. Excellent results were obtained in the case of the peach trees in 
all places, as, at the end of the season, the infested trees were practically free 
of the scale indicating that when the work is thoroughly done this destructive 
insect can be controlled upon peach trees by spraying them once in two years. 
As the sulphur and lime mixture is also a remedy for leaf-curl and to some 
extent for the rot, annual applications can generally be made with profit in 
orchards where the scale has appeared. 

A test was also made of the use of caustic soda as a remedy for the scale. 
When used at the rate of six pounds in 50 gallons of water it proved of little 
value, as a sufficient number of the scale survived to encrust the trees at the end 
of the season even worse than they were at the beginning. One serious objection 
to the use of this solution is its caustic effect upon the face and hands of the 
operators, and especially if it reaches the eyes. It has, however, been used at 
even greater strength than the above, the amount in several cases ranging from 
12 to 25 pounds of caustic soda in 50 gallons of water. These strong solutions 
not only destroyed the scale, but freed the trees of their rough bark and gave 

them a fresh, glossy appearance. 
The results obtained when spraying apple trees for San Jose scale were less 

satisfactory than with the peach, and most other fruits, as the trees are generally 
not only larger and with thicker heads than other fruit trees, thus making them 
more difficult to spray, but the loose and rough bark upon the trunks and larger 
branches make it almost impossible to reach all of the scale, and the same is 
true regarding the fuzzy covering upon young twigs of many varieties. For these 
reasons the results ordinarily secured when spraying apple trees have not been 

as good as with the peach, especially from the first one or two applications. 
The results from various experiments with cover crops, both at the South 

Haven Station and cooperative, are given in both of the bulletins. Of the 
leguminous crops which are of especial value for supplying nitrogen, winter 
vetch, mammoth clover and crimson clover have been valuable in the order 
named. Cow peas and soy beans are of no value unless they can be sown as 
early as the first of July under favorable conditions. Considered only as cover 
crops, barley has been most satisfactory, having larger leaves and stouter stalks 
than oats. Field peas have been used with both of these crops with good success, 

As fifteen years have elapsed since the location of the sub-station at South 
Haven, the following brief notes regarding the station and its work may be of 
interest. Previous to that time experimental work in horticulture had been 
carried on at the Agricultural College, but as the location and climate is less 
favorable for fruit growing than in many sections along the shore of Lake Mich- 
igan, and in other important fruit regions in Michigan, it was felt that this 
interest merited more attention than could be given the College orchards and the 
State Board of Agriculture authorized the location of a sub-station in the “Peach 
Belt,’ at some point where the work of the station could be observed by fruit 
growers and where they could also obtain results that would be more reliable 
than those secured in the College orchards. 

For a number of years the Hon. T. T. Lyon, at that time President of the 
State Horticultural Society, had under trial upon his premises at South Haven, 
a large collection of tree and bush fruits-that were just coming into bearing. 
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Mr. Lyon owned ten acres of land within the limits of the city of South Haven 
and within a few hundred feet of the shore of*Lake Michigan. In the spring 
of 1889, arrangements were made!with him for a report upon the varieties under 
test upon his grounds, but as it was thought best to place it upon a more perma- 
nent basis, a lease was obtained the following spring of the land belonging to 

Mr. Lyon, and through his efforts and those of the Hon. C. J. Monroe, the 
five-acre tract adjoining the Lyon land on the south was purchased by some of 
the public spirited fruit growers of the section and presented to the State Board 

of Agriculture to be used as an experiment station. The following year Mr. Lyon 
erected a dwelling for his own use upon his land and also put up a convenient 

stable, packing-house and office building. The land was thoroughly under-drained 
and surrounded by a wire fence and a hedge of Japan quince. The soil is a 
light sandy loam underlaid at the depth of one or two feet with stiff clay. 

Fig. 2.—Lawn and Shrubbery. South Haven Sub-Station. 

Aside from a small area about the buildings which was planted with shrubbery, 
the entire tract was devoted to fruit. Nearly two hundred varieties of peaches 
and grapes and from one hundred to one hundred and fifty kinds of apples, 
‘pears, plums and cherries have been planted besides quinces, apricots, nectarines 
and ’nut trees of various kinds. Plantings were also made of the standard and 

new varieties of currants, gooseberries, raspberries, blackberries and strawberries. 
In addition to careful notes upon the different varieties of fruits as they 

maiured, a large amount of experimental work has been done in other lines, 

among which may be mentioned, first, spraying experiments which embraced 
the testing of various insecticides and fungicides, including the strength that 

should be used, the number of applications and the date they should be applied. 

Various spraying apparatus has been secured and tested and reports have been 

issued from time to time. 
Second, tests of different fertilizing materials for orchards and small fruit 

plantations. While the requirements for different soils vary, it is evident from 
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Fic. 3.—Pear Tree With Low Head. 

experiments carried on at the sub-station and from cooperative work done at 

various points in that section that there are few bearing orchards upon which 
potash and phosphoric acid cannot be used to advantage. These elements can 

be secured respectively in muriate of potash, and acid phosphate or ground bone, 

although where it can be obtained at not to exceed six dollars per ton unleached 
hardwood ashes would be found more economical. Especially upon light soils 

and where the trees ha®e produced several crops of fruit, nitrogen has also been 

found lacking. While it can be obtained from stable manure and leguminous 

cover crops, these sources are not always available and recourse may then be 
had to nitrate of soda. 
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Third, considerable attention has also been paid to cultivation and cover crops 
for orchards. As the soil is of a sandy nature and mulching material difficult 
to obtain, the orchards have been kept in thorough cultivation up to the middle 
of July or the first of August, and a very satisfactory growth has been secured. 
As continued cultivation soon results in the removal of the humus from the 
soil, it has been customary for the past ten years to make use of some form of 
winter cover crop. The results with these have been briefly summarized above. 

Fourth, pruning and training. Various methods of pruning and training the 
different kinds of fruit have been tested. The best results have been secured 
where the trees have been grown with rather short trunks, ranging from one 
foot in the case of dwarf pears, sweet cherries and peaches, to about two and 
one-half feet in the case of apple trees. When trained with high heads, there 
has not only been much greater injury from the cracking of the trunks, especially 
of cherry and peach trees, but the pruning and spraying, as well as the thinning 
and gathering of the fruit, have been found to be much more difficult than when 

Fic. 4.—View in the Peach Orchard. Showing Effect of Heading Back. 

grown with short trunks. For several years the new growth, especially of peach 
trees and of others that naturally formed open heads, was cut back about one- 
half. After that the heading in was confined to preserving the symmetry of the 
trees, except in the case of peaches where the leading shoots were cut back, 

occasionally even below the growth of the previous year. In order to lessen the 
injury from rot and other fungous diseases, as well as to heighten the color of 
the fruit, the trees were grown with fairly open heads. 

In pruning the bush fruits, the new growth of blackberries and black rasp- 
berries was cut back to the height of two to three feet according to the varieties, 
but the red varieties were not headed back except perhaps in the case of a few 
kinds that branch naturally. No other pruning during the summer is given 

except to remove the old canes, but the following spring just before growth 
starts, all surplus shoots are removed and the branches are cut back to a length 
of about one foot. 
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Fic. 5.—Grapes on Horizontal Arm Trellis. 

The pruning of currants and gooseberries is done in the spring. It consists 
in the heading back of the new growth and the removal of the older plants as 

well as the weaker new ones, the idea being to leave four or five old and one or 

two new canes. Various trellises have also been used for training the grapes. 

A vertical trellis with two No 10 wires at a height of three and four and one- 

half feet, respectively, from the ground has been most satisfactory, although a 
trellis with horizontal arms bearing three wires has given good results. 

As indicated above, Mr. T. T. Lyon took charge of the sub-station in the spring 
of 1890 and continued to act as superintendent until 1899 when failing health 

made it necessary for him to give up the work. He continued, however, to 

occupy his residence until the time of his death which occurred in March, 1900. 
During the ten years in which Mr. Lyon was in charge of the sub-station he 

issued annual reports giving the notes taken upon the different varieties as they 

came into bearing and the results secured from the cultural operations. 
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Fic. 6.—Paragon Chestnut in Fruit : 

Upon the retirement of Mr. Lyon the charge of the sub-station was given to 
Mr. S. H. Fulton who had made a specialty of horticulture while a student at 
the Michigan Agricultural College and, after graduating, spent two seasons in 
some of the largest nurseries and orchards in the state of New York. In Novem- 
ber, 1901, Mr. Fulton resigned to become horticulturist of the Georgia Experi- 
ment Station. He was succeeded by Mr. T. A. Farrand who had spent one 
year as a foreman with Mr. Fulton and thus had become somewhat familiar with 
the methods employed. 
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In addition to the work carried on at the sub-station and in the several co- 
operative experiments conducted in that section, the superintendents have, when 
their other duties permitted, responded to invitations to inspect orchards in the 
vicinity, where dangerous insects or diseases have appeared and advise regarding 
the remedies that should be employed. The advice thus given, as well as sugges- 
tions for handling the orchards, has been found very valuable, especially as sev- 
eral hundred fruit farms in Van Buren county have been purchased by Chicago 
parties who have had little or no experience in fruit growing. 
From the opening of the sub-station exhibits of the different varieties of fruits 

have been made each year at the State and West Michigan fairs and, as the 
number of varieties in bearing has increased, the exhibits have become cor- 
respondingly larger until the number of varieties shown has in recent years 
reached about four hundred that were in condition at the time of holding the 
fairs. 

SPECIAL BULLETINS NOS. 28 AND 31. 

Reports of the Upper Peninsula Sub-station for 1903 and 1904. 

Cc. D. SMITH, 

The Upper Peninsula Sub-station was created by an act of the legislature 
approved in the early spring of 1899. By the terms of that act $5,000 was appro- 
priated for the purchase of a suitable tract of land in the Upper Peninsula and 
for the maintenance of the sub-station for two years. Late in July of that year 
the State Board of Agriculture, to which board the control the sub-station was 
delegated by the law, located the site at Chatham, in Alger county, and accepted 
a donation of 160 acres of land immediately north and west of the railroad 
station, viz.: the S. E. one-quarter of Section 28, Range 46 North, 21 West. 
Chatham is eight miles due south of Au Train Bay on the south shore of Lake 
Superior and from 250 to 300 feet above its level. 
When accepted, the farm was covered with a heavy growth of hardwood tim- 

ber, principally maple, and was in the center of a large tract of hardwood cover- 

ing several townships with few clearings. none larger than a dozen acres. 
The donors of the farm agreed to clear, brush and stump forty acres and to 

remove the timber from the next forty but they partially failed to fulfil their 
agreement, contenting themselves with clearing something like seventeen acres. 
The State Board has, as a consequence, been obligd to go to the expense of clear- 
ing the land needed for the station plots. By the autumn of 1904 when Special 

Bulletin No. 31 was written, nearly forty acres had been cleared, with all 
stumps and stones removed. 

The valley of the Slap Nick Creek, running, with high banks, from east to 
west, cuts the farm in two. The flood plain of the creek overflowing each spring 
and remaining too wet to work, takes up fully five acres of the cleared area. 
On both sides of the flood plain are alternately banks too steep to work and 
fairly level terraces upon which the plots are laid out. The clearing began on 
the entire east line of the farm and has extended westward forty rods. 

Over most of the cleared portion the soil is thin, seldom exceeding three feet 
in depth. The northern third of the cleared portion has a deeper soil, in places 
fully fifteen feet deep. The underlying rock is a very calciferous sand stone. 
The soil is a dark colored sandy loam with abundant humus. 

A house and barn have been erected on a terrace north of the creek. The 
fields have been fenced with wire fencing at no inconsiderable expense as many 
of the post holes had to be blasted in the rock. 

The funds expended in the years ending on the dates mentioned are as follows: 

PATTUG a eK WEA ULE | ta. oe iei's a, otra Sie URRI REPT STs pves'o Paar che sale Reale $4,257 64 
ie POU RMMLIG I its cd )s'e a: Shelh siege ele ORAMMETATeTe: Gi ovolsya exe reLe mieten Cones 2,501 55 
rs = Fant A | 16 Ge oem NS 2 ye UR RS a TR 3,269 93 

ME SUSE AUS Se ita c alW sca a Aiyisvels ‘ot 4 eis KIRTeEOLO, Oc6! a0, 0.15" sip SST AS fete 4,402 87 
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CLIMATE, 

The climate of the Upper Peninsula is distinguished from that of the Lower 
Peninsula by the greater depth of snow in winter and by the fact that the cover- 

ing of snow is both certain and continuous. The ground seldom freezes at this 
sub-station. Potatoes may safely be planted in the fall with the certainty that 
they will not be frozen during the winter. The summer rainfall as compared 
with that at the Michigan Agricultural College in the following table: 

| 
1900 1901 1902 1903 1904 

College |Chatham| College |Chatham} College |Chatham| College |Chatham! College |Chatham 

BENT Rie eae 2.36 3.12 4.71 2.11 2.63 4.12 2.40 6.34 
Ole \ckatnsees 3257. 4.10 7.28 3.32 6.28 1.71 2.49 3.31 
4.15 2 5.08 5.32 7.13 3.53 3.79 6.64 1.97 2.28 
2.98 3.12 2.49 1.67 .78 3.42 6.73 5.93 3.26 3.07 

September: dete.ce tice ects sos .87 8.83 1.67 5.23 5.88 2.21 2.86 3-Be || + 2:30 4.32 
Ota vers esate, cltsoisk scalestome DAT! \iseteleteninte 4.61 5.24 1.53 3.70 2.01 35384 |b 9-190 1.29 

19.78 | 25.28 27.31} 18.29 | 24.30 | 25.08 | 14.37 20.61 

CEREALS, 

Wheat. The plots devoted to variety tests of the various cereals are too small 
to make the results more than suggestive. 

Fall wheat has been grown with good success on clay soils in practically all 
parts of the Upper Peninsula, in the earlier work at the sub-station, Dawson’s 
Golden Chaff rather leading the other varieties in hardiness and abundance of 
yield. The late frost blackens but does not kill the wheat. In 1903 plant lice 
seriously injured the crop and shortened the yield. In 1904 the close covering 
of snow seemed to smother the plants in winter, killing some varieties entirely. 
The Dawson lived through but the stand was poor. The indications from the 
small plots are that fall wheat is a crop to be recommended to Upper Peninsula 

farmers although wet harvests and plant lice are certain and hostile factors. 
Spring wheat. Owing to the short seasons and cold weather during the sum- 

mer, spring wheat does but fairly, the yield being from 12 to 20 bushels per acre. 
The velvet chaff seems to be the type of spring wheat of most value. 

Oats. WHarly ripening varieties such as the Harly Champion and University 
No. 6 should be selected as rust is bad on later sorts. The abundant rainfall 
causes a splendid growth of both straw and grain but it favors the growth of 
rust as well. No variety is rust proof no matter what its name may be and the 
only safeguard against the ravages of the disease is earliness of ripening. 

Barley. Beardless sorts do well-in the Upper Peninsula generally, and gave 
a good account of themselves at the station, the Champion being the best variety. 
Manchuri is another sort with a good record. Barley will be grown chiefly for 
feed in the Upper Peninsula to take the place of corn. The color of the grain 
is not, therefore, as important a matter as it would be farther south where barley 

.is grown for malting. Barley thrives as far north as northern Norway in 
Europe and seems to be pre-eminently the cereal for northern latitudes. 

Speltz or Emmer appears in every way like wheat except that the grain retains 

about it, at threshing, the glume which surrounded it. While growing it re- 
sembles wheat so closely as not to be distinguished from it. It is used for 
stock food, either threshed or in the straw and demands farther trial on a larger 
scale. 

Corn. Extended experiments have been made with corn for several years. In 
no case has it ripened. The whole effort of the station is directed toward the 
selection of early varieties and strains of varieties which will ripen under the 
adverse conditions existing in a section of country where frost comes very late 
in the spring and very early in the fall. It is possible that the clearing of larger 
areas and the cultivation of more fields may so modify the climate as to permit 
corn to ripen with some degree of certainty. At present barley must be depended 

3l 
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on for the supply of grain to take the place occupied by shelled corn in latitudes 
farther south. Corn itself will be grown for fodder and for silage. 

FORAGE CROPS. 

The grasses. Timothy is undoubtedly the leading grass in the Upper Peninsula 
as it is in the rest of the State, largely because it is hardy and because the 
period in which it can be cut for hay is long. While orchard grass must be cut 
as soon as it comes in blossom or the hay will be woody and unpalatable, timothy 
may be cut at any time after the heads are fully formed and before the seed 
hardens with the certainty that it will make fairly good hay. Again, timothy, 
while not making the best hay, is fairly certain in its yield, a statement which 
cannot be made of other grasses. Orchard grass has done well upon the station 
plots and is to be commended to the attention of Upper Peninsula farmers. 
Meadow fescue demands a moist climate. It is a leading grass in England. Con- 
ditions at the Upper Peninsula station seem to favor itas a hay grass. Meadow fox- 
tail is worthy of further trial as a pasture grass because of its earliness. Bromus 

inermis which does so well in the west, seems to find in the Upper Peninsula a 
place that suits it. Kentucky blue grass, the universal pasture grass, also com- 
mends itself to the Upper Peninsula farmer. The trials of these grasses at the 
experiment station warrant these statements. 

The millets have made tremendous growths whenever sown since the establish- 
ment of the station. They will mature in a short season and although they are 
easily killed by the frosts they grow so rapidly that a good harvest may be ex- 
pected when they are sown in May, or even as late as the first of June. When 
sown the fourth of June the Hungarian millet was harvested the third of Sep- 
tember, yielding nearly four tons to the acre. Sown again June 8, 1904, it was 
harvested September 14, yielding something over three tons per acre. The fact 
that the plots at the station are exceedingly small must be kept in mind in con- 
sidering these yields. : 

Legumes. The leading legume, as far as the extent of tests at the station is 
eoncerned, is alfalfa. This plant has been sown for several years at the station 
and has lived through the winter undoubtedly because of the certainty and suffi- 
ciency of the snow cover. In other parts of the Upper Peninsula alfalfa has 
lived through the winter and the areas of the alfalfa fields are increasing. 
Wherever it has been sown where a hardpan is near the surface or where sown 

with a nurse crop failures are reported. Again, the small size of the plots 
prevents the report of reliable data in the comparison of different varieties of 
alfalfa or of crops growing from seed from definite sources. The German alfalfa 
or the crop from imported seed seems to have done as well at the station as the 
American grown seed. The Turkestan gives the smallest yield of any of the 
alfalfas tried in the year 1904. 

In the spring of 1905 it was noted that the crowns of the alfalfa seem to have 
been smothered out in the winter and the roots are sending up new shoots from 
below the crown. This makes the stand apparently very thin and heavy crops 
cannot be expected. 

A European legume called Sanfoin gives some promise after three or four 
years trial. 

June Clover. It has not required the work of the experiment station to show 
that on all clay loams and clays of the Upper Peninsula June clover is very cer- 
tain to yield a heavy crop. Alsike clover belongs to the same list. The climate 
and soil are of the type which the clovers demand. The sole drawback seems 
to be the wet harvests. 

Certain other legumes like the chick pea will require a good deal of observa- 
tion before they are recommended. The lupines, both white and blue, make a 
luxuriant growth and display a hardiness almost equal to clover. The cow peas 

-did not get far enough along to blossom. The soy beans were planted June 7 
and blossomed August 7, setting a large number of pods with beans in various 
stages of growth. None approached ripeness. In 1903 the Ito San and the 
Ogemaw blossomed as early as August 22 and although no seed ripened, still the 
pods were well filled. Several other varieties of soy beans grew to a height of 

30 inches to 36 inches, but did not ripen seed 
The vetches did not ripen seed and hence there seems to be little danger of 

the plant becoming a weed in the Upper Peninsula. In 1904 they were still in 
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blossom at the beginning of November and some vines had reached a height of 
12 feet. Superintendent Geismar recommends the plant as a weed destroyer. 

Lathyrus ochrus was planted June -first in 1903 and ripened late in August. 

ss MISCELLANEOUS CROPS, 

Buckwheat has ripened on successive years and is a safe crop for the Upper 
Peninsula. It is a little difficult to handle at harvest time because of adverse 
weather. 

Field peas make an enormous growth, sometimes 11 to 13 feet. The work of 
the station is directed toward securing varieties that give an early harvest with 
a less growth of vines. 

Flax ripens its seed and there is no reason evident why the Upper Peninsula 
should not in time produce an abundance of this crop for seed and for fiber. 

The station has developed the plan of planting potatoes in the fall, relying 
upon the continuous covering of deep snow to protect the seed from freezing. 
No great advantage in yield is found by adopting this method but the crop is 
considerably earlier. Level culture is practiced. Of the varieties of potatoes 
the Sir Walter Raleigh has, on the whole, proved the best. 

Sugar beets have made good yields in the several consecutive years and the 
per cent of sugar has been high. A sugar factory has been erected at Menominee 
and the station has investigated the possibility of growing beets in the middle 
or northern parts of the peninsula. No reason is apparent why beets of high 
sugar content should not be produced on all of the clay loams of that peninsula. 

Carrots, rutabagas, mangolds, table beets, all reach perfection at the Upper 
Peninsula Station in quality and in yield. The crops at Chatham are not sur- 
passed in any part of the State. 

GARDEN VEGETABLES. 

A dozen varieties of snap and string beahs were tried in 1904, all of them 
ripening and none of them suffering from disease. 

Sweet corn reached the edible stage but did not ripen. Many varieties of 
cucumbers planted in the early spring were killed by a frost on September 22 
in 1904. They had grown, however, a good crop of pickles prior to that time. 
Tomatoes did not ripen though the vines reached a good height and were heavily 
loaded with fruit when killed by the frost of September 22. Cabbage developed 
good hard heads and gave a very satisfactory yield. Onions were practically 
destroyed by maggots in 1904, that pest having spread rapidly over some parts 
of the Upper Peninsula. 

A host of other garden vegetables and miscellaneous ornamental and useful 
crops were tested in the two years but results of importance have not yet been 
reached. 

Strawberries have been grown since the station was started. The standard 
kinds ripen their fruit in great abundance at the station, even though the 
environment has not been altogether favorable. The late frosts have been the 
worst enemy. 

THE ORCHARD. 

Apples. Russian varieties have been tested. Seven varieties ripened fruit in 
1904, the Haas, Borovinka, Gideon, Hibernal, Patten Greening, Yellow Transpar- 
ent and Duchess: High winds have been not uncommon and have done consid- 
erable damage to the trees. Spraying has kept back the apple scab and good 
care has secured a good growth. The winters are severe. The trees are not 
damaged below the snow line, but above that, many varieties are injured on the 
south side, evidently from the bright sun reflected over the snow. This damage 
occurs in late December or early January or at any period in the winter when 
zero weather and high temperature sharply succeed each other. Some varieties 
like the Mann, Wagener, Boskoop and Canada Red were seriously damaged. 

In 1904 most of the varieties of grapes made a growth of six or eight feet, 
but the fruit, although colored, failed to ripen properly. 

Cherry trees are particularly susceptible to the damage from high winds 
and the late frosts. A disease is also attacking some of them below the surface 
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of the ground where the scion was grafted into the root. The tops and the roots 
seemed to be fairly healthy but there was a zone of dead bark and dead tissue 

surrounding this junction of graft and root. The cause and nature of this 
disease has not been determined. 

It seems to be fairly well determined from the investigations thus far carried 
on at the station, that the sour cherries, the hardier pears and the Russian 
apples may be grown with comparative certainty in the Upper Peninsula and 
that that section of the State will not be deprived of fruit of its own growing. 
Peaches are, of course, excluded, while plums are injured by the deep snow and 
the high winds. All sorts of root crops and nearly all garden vegetables com- 
mon to the southern peninsula do well in the central part of the Upper Pen- 
insula. Of the field crops corn must be dropped from the list for this region, 
while fall wheat will be grown at great risk. It is safe to say in conclusion 
that the possible crops for the northern part of Michigan constitute so large 
a list that the farmer will have no difficulty in securing a profitable and satis- 
factory rotation. 

Mr. Leo M. Geismar has been the able superintendent of the sub-station since 
its beginning. He has not contented himself with the planning and carrying 

forward of experiments of great value, but has exercised a dominant influence 
on the’ upbuilding of agriculture in the Upper Peninsula by lectures at meetings 
of farmers and by frequent, valuable and inspiring contributions to the rural 
press. 

LEGUMES OTHER THAN ALFALFA. 

Cc. D. SMITH. 

[Bulletin 227.] 

Summary. 

1. Of the multitude of leguminous plants of economic importance, the fol- 
lowing were tried on small plots: White lupines, sand lupines, gorse, sweet 
clover, fenugrec, kidney vetch, goat’s rue, Astragalus sinensis, seradella, sulla, 
sanfoin, peanuts, goobers, giant beggar weed, Japan clover, Cicer arietinum, 
lentils, lathyrus and the vetches. 

Of this list the following indicated some value as green manures, especially 
on sandy soils: the lupines, kidney vetch, goat’s rue, crimson clover and the 
vetches, while the following gave some promise as a food supply for stock: crim- 
son clover, seradella, sanfoin and Japan clover. For various reasons the following 
indicated no value for Michigan: sweet clover, fenugrec, Astragalus sinensis, 
sulla, peanuts, goobers, Cicer arietinum, lentils. 

2. Tests carried on since the publication of a former bulletin confirmed the 
opinion that lathryus silvestris is of little value either as a fodder plant or for 
green manure. 

3. Among the varieties of cowpeas, these are recommended for such Michigan 
farmers as need them to plow under to enrich the soil in nitrogen: the Iron, 
the New Era, Whippoorwill and Blackeye. They must be planted late in the 
spring when the ground is fairly warm as they do not grow well in cool weather. 
They do not develop ripe seed except in unusually warm seasons, with frosts late 
in the fall. 

4. Soy beans are now grown in all parts of Michigan. The tests discriminate 
between varieties designed to produce abundant forage and those bred to produce 
abundant seed. Of the former the medium green, early black, and yellow are 
leading sorts, of the latter the Ogemau, the rather small Ito San, and govern- 
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ment 9413 are good types. The plots were too small to make the experiments, 
comparing varieties, of great weight. 

5. The hairy vetch has been grown at the station for a good many years. 
It has been used aS a green manure and as a forage crop. It has not been a 
success in the latter capacity. Sheep were hurdled on the vetch but would not 
eat it. It was then tried as a soiling crop but neither cattle nor sheep seem 
fond of it. It was cured as hay but again the stock refused it. 

There are sold in the markets a great many species of vetch seed under the 
name of winter vetch, hairy vetch or villous vetch. The results of a comparative 

trials of these vetches at the station show that at least eight of them produce 
but a small amount of green forage, although they ripen abundant seed. Of 
these the Vicia pictwm was a fair sample, flowering in early July and fruiting in 
the middle of August. 

On the other hand the V. canadensis, angustifolia and peregrina were three 
vetches that yielded abundant foliage and fewer seed. V. disperma showed 
relatively few seeds but a great quantity of matted leaves and stems, supplying 
a dense mass of succulent green. Finally the biennis, the Louisiana vetch, the 
gerardii and globosa have showy, red or blue flowers and furnish a tangled and 
heavy mass of green forage. The horse bean, as the V. faba is generally called, 
is totally unsuited to Michigan climate, although of great value in England. 

Professor B. O. Longyear suggests an analytical key which may aid in properly 
locating a new vetch. 

Farmers are warned that the vetch has become a weed difficult to exterminate 
on the College farm and elsewhere. 

6. Small areas of medium green soys, Ogemaw soys, New Era cowpeas, the 
Vicia globosa, second crop June clover and new seeding June clover were dug 

about and the soil washed away leaving the roots attached to the stems. They 
were separated into roots and forage at approximately the point where the knife 
or the mower would have cut at harvest and were separately weighed and 
analyzed. Combining the different factors “and estimating the normal yield of 
forage per acre, it was found that the medium green soy yielded 152.29 pounds 
of nitrogen per acre, the cowpeas 61.90 pounds, the vetch 77.10 pounds, the second 
crop clover 51.47 pounds and the new seeding clover 49.06 pounds. 

A later experiment in which soy beans and cowpeas were sown side by side 
to compare their values as green manure with that of buckwheat, the yields 
indicated a rather greater value to the soy beans as the analyses given above 

would suggest. 

THE EXPERIMENTS. 

In 1903, under the supervision of Mr. Bronson Barlow, now of the Ontario 
Agricultural College, Guelph, Ontario, an extended series of observations was 
made on a long list of legumes, some of them common and others rare, to deter- 
mine which should be selected for farther investigation. Naturally most of these 
legumes are but illy adapted to Michigan conditions but it was decided to test 
them all that some information might be gained. The report is given in Mr. 
Barlow’s language. 

Lupinus albus, Linn., White Lupine. Planted May 15th, flowers July 1st to 
July 18th, fruit July 21st, fruit ripe and stems leafless August 19th, 36 inches 
high July 22d. It grows rapidly and produces a large bulk of green matter to 
be plowed under on sandy ground. It may be fed before coming into bloom. 
It has not been injured by blister beetle this season. 
Lupinus termis, Forsk., received from Cairo, Egypt. Planted June 12th, grew 

well and was 16 inches high July 22d, 34 inches high August 19th, in full bloom 
August 19th, fruit matured slowly but some seed ripened in the fall. It is an 
attractive plant and compares well with L albus. Its season is longer and for 
seed it should be planted by the middle of May. 

Ulex, Linn., Gorse. Planted May 15th, 12 inches high August 19th, no flowers 
this first year, promises to endure the winter, has grown slowly, but is thrifty. 
It is a shrubby plant with spiny leaves. In Wales horses are often kept through 
the winter on Gorse. In England the farmers use it for fuel and for building 
rough shelters for sheep and cattle. For this purpose they cut it and tie it into 
fagots. 

Lupinus arboreus, Linn., Sand Lupine. Planted June 12th, grew slowly, 4 
inches high July 22d, 12 inches high August 19th, flowers yellow August 19th 
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to September 27th, fruit formed slowly and some seed matured. This lupine 
did not thrive. It seems to have been too wet. 

Trifolium incarnatum, Linn., Crimson Clover. Crimson clover, planted May 
15th, flowers and fruit by August 19th and until September 27th, 12 inches high 
July 22d, 20 to 24 inches high August 19th, affected with a fungous disease, re- 
mains green under the snow. 

It is said that in the mountains of West Virginia they sow crimson clover 
when they cultivate the corn ground for the last time in summer, and the next 

spring plow under the crimson clover before planting corn again. By this 
method they raise corn every year and still maintain the fertility of the soil. 

Melilotus alba, Desr., Sweet Clover. The young plants were transplanted to 
this plot June 20th. By August 19th they were 36 inches high, and bushy. They 
did not bloom and died down to the ground in fall. Sweet clover is a trouble- 
some weed along roadsides. 

Trigonella foenum-greacum, Linn., Fenugree. Planted May 15th, flowers June 
21st to August, fruit is ripe July 22d, mostly dead August 19th, seed germinated 
in pods September 25th and the young plants grew until snowed under. The 
seed is used in condition powders. It is not of value as a forage plant in Michigan. 

Anthyllis vulneraria, Linn., Kidney Vetch. Planted July 7th, 1 inch high 
August 19th, no flowers. It grew slowly as it does the first year. It may be 
tried on soil too sandy and barren for clover. 

Galega officinalis, Linn., Goat’s Rue. Planted May 15th, flowers July 24th to 
September 27th, fruit September 27th, 14 inches high July 22d, 24 inches high 
August 19th. Remaining green below under the snow. It will grow in sand 
and it resists drought. We have better plants for the better class of our soils. 
Stock has to learn to like it. 

Astragalus sinensis, Early variety, Japan. Planted May 15th, 4 inches high 
July 27th, 4 inches high August 19th, dying. A dwarf, densely tufted plant. 
It did not thrive but declined and died. The roots did not appear normal. 

Astragalus sinensis. Late variety, Japan. Notes as for the above, a few violet 
red flowers in threes at the summit of scape-like peduncles appeared late in July 
then plants declined and died. 

Ornithropus sativus, Brot., Seradella. Planted July 7th, up July 20th, 2 inches 

high August 19th, first flower September 27th. No fruit. This should be planted 
in May, it grew well in the fall but had not time enough. It remains green under 
the snow. It might be made useful on our pine stump lands, however, no nodules 
formed on these plants. 
Hedysarum coronarium, Linn., Sulla. Late variety received from Malta, July, 

1901. Planted June 20th. Germinated and grew slowly, 2 inches high July 27th, 
6 inches high August 19th. Did not bloom. It is of no use here for it should 
grow 4 to 6 feet high. Our winter’weather freezes it. 

Onobrychis sativa, Lan, Sanfoin. Giving two cuttings of hay per season, re- 
ceived from France, September, 1901. 

Planted June 12th, flowered August 10th to September 27th. Fruit September 
27th, 3 inches high July 22d, 7 inches high August 19th, flower stems 12 inches 
high. 

These plants are well established which is all that could be expected the first 
year. There are sandy hills in Michigan which are cropped with small profit 
or remain unused which should produce sanfoin hay year after year with little 
trouble after they are once planted with it. 

Arachys hypogea, Linn., Peanut. Planted May 21st, first flowers July 13th, 
a few fruits matured. Vines 5 inches high July 22d. Michigan climate is too 
cold for peanuts. 

Voandzea subterranea. African Goober. Planted May 31st, yellow flowers 
August 14th until frost, plant 5 to 6 inches high. Of no use in Michigan. No 
fruit matured. 
Desmodium tortuosum, D. C., Giant beggar weed. Planted May 15th, flowered 

September 2d to September 27th, 8 inches high July 22d, 24 inches high August 
19th, 36 inches high before killed by frost. Climate is too cold for it, a few fruits 
formed. 

Lespedeza striata, Hook., Japan Clover. Planted May 15th, no flowers, 3 inches 
high July 22d, 5 inches August 19th, a fine densely tufted growth. It is sensitive 
to frost and was killed in the fall. It is not hardy enough for Michigan. Dodder 
attacked this plant but did little harm. 

/ 
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Lespedeza bicolor, Turez., from Japan. Planted May 15th, 10 inches high July 
22d, 15 to 22 inches high August 19th, reached 36 inches before killed by frosts 
in the fall, no flowers.. The climate is too cold and the season too short. 

Cicer arietinum, Linn., Gran. Planted May 15th, flowers July 2d until frost, 
24 inches high August 19th, fruit matured September 27th. It endures light 
frost. Though this plant grew vigorously no nodules were found at any time 
on its roots. It is grown in India for its seeds, but our climate is hardly hot 
enough. 
Ervum lens hiemale, red winter lentil. Received from France, September 19th, 

planted June 12th, first flowers August 19th, 5 inches high July 22d, 7 inches 
August 19th. It continued long in bloom but set no fruit, it kept green all the 
fall and is green under the snow. 
Ervum lens, Linn., Lentil. Planted May 15th, flowered July 1st, continued 

with flowers and fruit to August 19th, died in fall, 12 inches high July 22d, 
12 to 16 inches August 19th. These plants produce little green matter and in 
this climate they do not fruit freely. They are of no practical value here. 

Vicia orobus, D. C., from Crete. Planted June 12th, flowers July 17th, flowers 
and fruit August 19th, 6 inches high July 22d, 12 inches high August 19th, like 
Ervum lens but decidedly better as it remains very green from spring to winter. 

It also fruits freely, having 4 seeds in a pod. 
Pisum sativum, Linn. Blackeye, Marrowfat Pea. Planted May 21st, flowers 

July 13th to August 19th, ripe fruit August 19th. Vines 39 inches long July 22d, 
the tangle of vines 24 inches high, August 19th, equal in growth to the field pea 

and seed more valuable. 
Pisum sativum, Linn., Field Pea. Same as above but vines 36 inches long, 

field peas are much grown in this state and are especially valuable for the 
northern portion. Some farmers sow peas with oats for cows or with rape for 
hogs. 

Lathyrus sativus, Linn, Seed from Moscow, Russia, June, 1898. Planted June 
12th, first flowers July 21st, 10 inches high July 22d, stems 24 inches long 
August 19th. Continued in bloom until September 27th, a little fruit matured. 
Lathyrus ochrus, D. C. Received from France, September, 1901. Planted June 

12th, grew slowly at first, 3 inches high July 22d, stems 8 inches long August 
19, flowers September 13th, no fruit was observed to mature. It forms a dense 
tangled growth which remains tender and green throughout the season. It is 
very hardy, remaining green under the snow. Perhaps no other species produce 
so large a weight of nodules. It is a promising species. 

The Winter Flat Pea, L. cicer, Habl., was planted with rye on June 12th. It 
grew but showed no flowers up to the 19th of August, when it was 12 inches high. 
It remained green through the season and under the snow. 
Lathyrus silvestris, flat pea. An early bulletin, in 1892, reported the yield and 

habit of growth of this importation from Germany. In 1895 and 1896 a great 
deal of attention was paid to the crop. The season of 1896 was damp and the 
crop was luxuriant. On June 29th one acre was measured off and on this and 
the two following days the crop was cut and weighed as fast as it could be 
hauled to the scales. The total product from the acre in the green state was 
12 tons. The cured hay weighed 5,431 pounds. On September 16th following, the 
same acre was cut giving a yield of 3,636 pounds, or a little over one and three- 
fourths tons. The total yield of hay from the acre was four and a half tons. 
When it was attemptd to feed this Lathyrus hay to stock it was found that the 
latter had to be starved to eat it at all. Sheep were pastured on the green 
alfalfa but refused to eat it in sufficient quantity to sustain life. These facts, 
combined with the further one that the seed is extremely expensive and very slow 
to germinate and’*grow, makes the verdict of the station against the use of the 
flat pea for any purpose whatever on the ordinary Michigan farm. 

At the conclusion of Mr. Barlow’s work on the small plots it was decided to 
confine the future investigation very largely to soy beans, cowpeas and hairy 
vetch. The tests of soy beans and cowpeas were carried. on, in 1903, on the 
series of station plots known as 33 to 71. The ground is level, thoroughly under- 
drained, clay loam. The seed was drilled in May 28th in rows 18 inches apart, 
the length of the rows, 8 rods. They were drilled in the following order, begin- 
ning at the west: 
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COWPEAS. 

Rows. | Lbs. Seed. 

SmpECRRed, ING O79. ba nie Sale sve ss) 9 Sy GRUME pic's vn > Beene seas 4 ER 
POOWOS eEAL LY, INOS LOOO'.). s/c ctorn sie iels opr eetere a wlaiie o sie's 0 Hleje atte Sratwictne | ie Ay) Sac 
PORTRRCHIESUU TEU Re ies cre kuiereistc: oye Gia a\'erw ota laf Mile ohare lens (cla ie wmahons save atate Mepeahe 1l coreeeee 
BMEMIOATS NOFLNEM EP TOMNCL a..0 (5 pre lelauicn Ed akatetls cide ajc cle otaate ane ete ated 22 | oe 
ASTIN Preiss steve fare ats Since bo aVeets ele are orn theme einicie acre ok oye eats ee terenehe 22 3.8 
BBR Yor scale PhS oh oon oie (oe ole = ise ble De Mae Tee aie wicia Ss cette ates } 22 | 4 
PRED DO OL WAN rare cfs hayaie Dots = fares eta (ofarole\ohateet eiea Me alae nis vc iefovs Vici Pele lait 22 3.75 
PSECU. er aya be, victorian cate Me creel oie c EAT Menel AS 2a @ acacia oatieteiees 22 4.2 
ENDO NChaevat chars caVerohere’ nies ale ser steerer ater TSO ND cies cutee akuvel Orahcn etoverserotond 22 4.25 
EVREDVATIG eaters at clcth citaitcls. «cane Gte cyveioia a enetatniete Tiel iel eb vin's Stessle cinveleatorebn yen 22 | 3.5 
EIEIO VOM aerated Baie als lope whekeissese’ mieatene che Z7ey cle iee sien shel ave.0 62 aie, ay elatere itetetemetere 22 | 4.75 

SOY BEANS. 

Rows. Lbs. Seed. 

Pity lacks MICHIPAN) “BTOWM «sci on ccle cio clam Slee e Se ae bc cle ete cients 22 3:70 
Meqimucreen, Michigan LOW. <i craic a Cictelss c.ccetele ahs sol'eecapeie' alavetsieisvane 22 5 
POM AW NICHES ANG SLOWING haut eotas einerocs «Biel ete ale saieie ook moketow eee 22 | 4.5 
MES LeemMICHISAN TOWN cierevc <o-Setatel sc oo ere cVarcla che cvs ve wid noe, ovale siaveke 22 3.5 
WAIVE PALvMeNnt "OF ALTICUILLUTE. \s sicis fiers c coc 6 dieeseicelbiea le te u'Geale eres 22 4 
Bad Oy Wepartmentiot -APTICUIGUT. «oo ote his we wle eject 0 s1e.0,c10 bicu wield ele x 22 3.75 
Pe OC DALOIMEN’ (OL) APTICULEUIC Sc oce:asc.cioxe wie) eyeianece's ioreye'ajele cl syaxwrsverstele 22 3.06 
Raa ey eNannmMeny Ol CALTICULUULE s </s)-fe.c.c/ciese el bhere eG cicisl ore elere ereie Dietsre tou 11 1225 
aC APOCDALPIMEN GOL APTICUILULE.. 2\.:e, crc ovens elere o'e,c wre Cla cre cle winte sista sie’ aie 11 Liv 
Seo mMeNArbinent ‘OLA STICUIEUTC oi. ave.s sia = :aFo. a! ceselete nfatevere wine sicimrene, « 22 6 
BERD USE ATL OE ACIS ccs oe sone terete yeinuctt fahe nts! IE SG ads iere © ohailere te wilenure eres 22 3 
PRE CEIVERTIE GRECO ie ite sitro lars oe he tual e eikie ie CLMTeRE Le She cratelnts Gols ihe aI 22 3.2 
iN ere SEAT 3 ete IR gE at Dt Bh ny Aan mane Pam ven Oro Wee A 22 3.25 
ETO RE Mey terete et aia arses g, 20m si ietosdiehere ie leuie fore viule! sve: siMavene pho feral resave out tevere 22 4.25 
SMS ER CER NR SYE oe? Sul Pe pane a ohn Sake: Stone pike oh ene) a¥oyeantaate cchesetelnuane aeNetos 22, 3.88 
MoniumaGreen® Selected, 3) ft) LOWS: j.c.acos slemc tie uations pe dcewme sents 12 
EES NY MLOWS ele, cc's oie Sua lage ausarce ole e a eheiets akeral ayeickereyelatesetel e/atelerelelers.everahs 9 

The season was very wet and cool, greatly hindering the germination and 
growth. They were cultivated and hoed late in June and in early July. By the 
latter part of July the soy beans were in bloom and too large to cultivate. Other 
notes follow: 

August 18. The Chinese red cowpeas, No. 979, were 12 niches high and carried 
buds nearly ready to blossom. All other varieties of cowpeas carried buds and 
measured in height as follows: Down’s Early, 8 inches; Unknown, 8 ‘inches; 
Northern Prolific, 8 inches; Iron, 14 inches; Taylor, 9 inches; Whippoorwill, 
3 inches; Black Early, 13 inches; New Era, 10 inches; Browneye, 10 inches; 

Blackeye, 15 inches. 
Of these varieties the Iron began to show considerable superiority by the 

middle of August, the Blackeye appeared to be next in quantity of foliage and in 
general thrift. Part of the seed, although showing no less a per cent of germina- 
tion seemed to have been improperly stored or injured in some other way, 
making the stand of that variety defective. This statement is true of the Taylor, 
the Down’s Early, the Unknown and the Northern Prolific. 

On the 18th of August the height of the soys and the condition of bloom was 
as follows: Early Black, 30 inches and past bloom, the pods already carrying 
immature seeds; Medium Green, 36 inches in full bloom; Ogemaw, 32 inches, well 
podded, two to three beans in a pod; Ito San, 28 inches, in bloom and podded; 
9413, 27 inches, in bloom, poor stand; 9410, 30 inches, just coming into bloom, 
poor stand; 9411, 10 inches, just going out of bloom, very small, stand very poor; 
9407, 28 inches, in full bloom; 9409, 24 inches, coming into bloom; Extra Early 
Black, 24 inches, past bloom, well supplied with pods; Medium Green, 36 inches, 
in bloom; Ito San, 30 inches, in bloom with small pods; Yellow, 22 inches, not yet: 
in bloom; Wood’s 24 inches, not yet in bloom. 

On the 14th of September the Early Black was loaded with pods which were 
ripening. The leaves were dropping off. The Medium Green pods were filling 
well, the stalks green and vigorous. On the same date the Ogemaw had ripened 
its seed fully, the beans were hard and nearly all of the leaves dropped away 
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from the stalks. The Ito San showed a greater number of pods but was not quite 
so ripe as the Ogemaw. 

On the 24th of September most of the soy beans and all of the cowpeas except 
some specimen plants left to test the influence of frost, were harvested. None 
of the varieties of cowpeas gave any indication of ripening before frost. The 
early black soy, the Ogemaw and the Ito San were ripe, the leaves dead leaving 
the branches and abundant pods exposed. The medium green soy had made 
a dense growth and stood up nearly 3 feet high bearing large numbers of pods 
not yet mature. Of the varieties sent by the government for tests, 9413 was 
left uncut because bearing an abundant harvest far enough advanced to allow 
hope of ripening. 9410 was cut. It had quite a few pods but they were too small 
and too immature to allow hope for any ripe beans. 9411 had a poor stand, 
the plants were small but well podded and nearly ripe. 8423 had a very poor 
stand and at this late date was still in blossom. 9407 seemed to have a fairly 
good stand and produced an abundance of pods too small to mature this season. 
9409 had a good stand but was too late a variety for this climate, just going out 
of blossom on the 24th of September. The early black, not Michigan grown, 
were not as well matured as those grown from seed produced in this State. 
-On the 15th of October the 9413 and the medium green were well advanced 
toward maturity. 

September 24th was followed by ten days of continuous rain. The legumes 
cut on that date were at no time dry enough to haul to the barn until October 
10th. They had to be turned frequently to prevent spoiling and the weights 
given below must be considered with this fact in mind: : 

Yield. 

Variety. No. rows. 

Lbs. per plot.|Lbs. per acre. 

Chinese Red, not harvested. 
pun RE RIV NON LODO! oo: = cio c cccre choke oefe.cwieisineinies ce 11 29 580 
LUIGRIES YOR TATU S Ge Rhee sored ERT CRE CROE En EIR y S/ TATE UAE RR 11 43 860 
INORG Mere TOMIG] isco Seco sieretele w loderaicwee vie foriiscavane sale aye, eae 22 48 480 
OTANI ee ot are leie eit opiate aie loieiete-ctanete eye ao coianshe levatiete oltlenlSle re 22 130 1,300 
PaO ee A eerie Slee aiaiey is toe corms Ml ener oi atisce ertal ecetenatens: 6 22 54 540 
Whi HOOT WIM tete ote s chee ele es wie iate resale cae dee unis era E NM ect, 22 58 580 
Se TOTES. ohn OG CIE DRO Barat RR aS cht ORES Cree RSE TEA 22 96 960 
UN ARE Tea Pe Ny stelle corre Lat by onic ieeck cual io. sopeyci/ey ers rel.sielleiteuarerevel a) sieljeverar'sh'sus 22 150 1,500 

DRONES Sid UStG BE SUCRE Se EOD SEER Seen oem 22 65 650 
See SS IO ERO Oren CEILI ear Chea on ieee om war 22 99 990 
te) eans: 
941 COLD Abd COCOA D OC OOO GONE OU GOINOOnD CODLAn bODaoaaD 22 286 2,860 
RS Area terete te vetatote circu sickatcheletererelvol si elele feheusiei'e-suel ous vessleh ay ohel oe eheceke 11 53 1,060 
PANT A rater Rae atte care ahaa cea tai ecadaraioraetetate sratelonieters's & 11 105 2,100 
OA OO ee toyeta ed sialeietel ccs Wad warareveristetoneke che Poel remeucto epartesemetarie: ste ia 22 395 3,950 
BYAO NTO WH ape a revel eseis susieretsis eloun dione (or evauauaieleroceiene te)tevesl cfs ws wie 22 105 1,050 
WO OUI SES re tere rat avcjarsvetetes siefeictveteete ners sibs siscsicse esate sys 22 279 2,790 

The following varieties were harvested for seed October 24th. The table gives 

the yield of grain and straw: 

Yield per acre. 

Variety. Rows. 

Grain. Lbs. Straw. Lbs. 

— 

UBD Va BLACK see) sqeyetersr cies) «,s.ola.8 slave cresels| ateveneiahess 22 830 1,600 
REIT A Wirt cise ieee cucls co) © creasv@hogsyns ciate cl alevetese 22 570 1,120 
MediumeGreens secure so oe slelayene sen ectoets 22 700 2,500 
VCCI NGeC I peeve iors ikon Cueelstele ate lesa evsiet ers 22 970 2,650 
Medium Green, Selected .................. 610 1,200 
ESS Pe ste Oia Grolo 6 Se RIG EROS NaIn Croat ci aacheec eens 22 510 1,850 
COV UIT GAO as cits Sash Pt 1 Se i WA eco che hee 22 100 190 
te pen a ete Talc Tae Pa EY caw aa by hee eh ete ielolG lat aveneue ve. 22 860 2,450 

Bee IO Cy SC ORORECIIOD CIDID Oc CHCLOTTER ORC 22 610 2,350 
pork Black Bie haonetne (alee, os) ol a aNahole el cets Misvetniene eke 22 440 8 

32 
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On the evening of September 28th a frost occurred. All varieties of soy beans 
and cowpeas seemed to be equally affected by it. Again, on the 15th of October, 
after a heavy frost of the night before, the medium green soys being more succu- 
lent showed the greater effects of the cold weather. ; 

The plots devoted to variety tests in 1904 were in A, east of a large grain barn, 
which partly protected them from severe west and southwest winds. The soil 

is a clay loam of varying character, changing to a very sandy loam at the east 
end of the plots and merging into a stiff clay toward the south side of the series. 
The plots were 18 rods long and for the most part 1 rod wide. The ground was 
plowed on May 16 and 17 and harrowed. It was again harrowed, rolled and 
thoroughly prepared on May 28 and 30. The plots ran east and west. The 
varieties tested were sown in the following order on June 1, the plots being 
numbered from the north: 

Plot 1, Medium Green; 
« 2, Ogemaw; 
«< 3, Early Black; 
“« 4, 9418, from U. S. Dept. 

Four rows each of Ito San, Gosha, Rukigira, Rukugetsue follow next in order. 
On June 6 the soy beans were beginning to show a good stand. They were culti- 
vated on June 13, 15, 22 and 28 and on July 6 and 8. They were hoed on June 
15 and July 8. By July 9 the medium green soys were 11 inches high, were much 
darker in color than the Ogemaw and with a distinctly coarser and more hairy 
stem. The Ogemaws were a foot high, a little lighter colored and more delicate 
in appearance. The early blacks averaged 11 inches in height, the Ito San 11 
inches and the Gosha 11 inches. The latter had peculiarly light colored, velvety 
leaves and gave a good indication at that date of being a distinctly early variety 
as did the Ito San. The Rukigiri and Rukugetsue gave no evidence of superiority 

over the rather better known and more standard varieties. 
On July 21, the Ogemaw soys were in blossom and were 2 feet in height. The. 

Ito San from northern grown seed, was also in blossom. The next day the extra 
early black began to show blossoms and on July 23 the early blacks came in 
bloom. The government 9413 did not show blossoms until July 30 and the 
medium green not until August 4. 

By August 29 the medium green soys had full sized pods with the beans just 
nicely starting to develop, while the Ogemaws contained in the pods beans almost 
fully grown, and beginning to ripen. The early blacks were not as far along 
at this date as were the Ogemaws and the government 9413 were at about the 
same stage as the medium green. The Ito San seemed about half grown, the 
Gosha with pods full size and beans one-third size. The extra early black 
showed pods fully developed. 

' By September 2 the Ogemaw soys were ready to harvest with the leaves nearly 
all shed. The early black was not quite so far advanced as the Ogemaw and 
the Ito San had half of the leaves fallen with pods partly ripe. The Gosha was 
beginning to ripen, some leaves having fallen. This variety was not heavily 
podded as were the three others just mentioned. 

The beans were harvested on October 10 by pulling and~were left on the ground 
until the 17th and 18th when they were hauled to the barn. The gross weight of 
the entire plant was as follows, being the yield of a rod wide by 18 rods in length: 
Medium green, 79 pounds; Ogemaw, 42.5 pounds; early black, 67 pounds; goy- 

ernment 9413, 26 pounds; Ito San, 33 pounds. 

On a separate area the medium green variety was grown for silage It was 
harvested on September 29, yielding, green weight, 8,800 pounds per acre. 

The variety tests of cowpeas in 1904 were conducted on series H of the station 
plots. The season was peculiarly unfitted for this semitropical crop and none of 
the varieties ripened much seed. Notes were made of the peculiarities of the 
different varieties although thy did not mature enough to warrant a record of 
the weights at harvest. The Missouri, Taylor, Clay, Iron, Wonderful, Whippoor- 
will and New Era attained a height of over 15 inches, the Missouri and Clay lead- 
ing in this respect. The date of the first blossoming was August 18 for the Whip- 
poorwill, Michigan Favorite, and Early Blackeye. The New Era, Black and 
Unknown began to blossom August 27; the Taylor, Sherman’s Northern Prolific, 
Down’s Early, the Iron, the Rice, the Red Ripper, the Clay and the Wonderful 
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began blossoming in mid-September or a little later, the Rice, the Missouri 
and the Wonderful being the last to blossom. The Michigan Favorite, Early 
Blackeye and Missouri have long tendrils, the Whippoorwill, the Wonderful, 
the New Era, Black, Clay, Unknown, Red Ripper, Taylor, Rice, the Down’s Early 
and Iron, have no tendrils. The Clay and Taylor were very upright; the New 
Era, Iron, Missouri, Whippoorwill and Michigan Favorite were fairly upright 
although the last was a little inclined to sprawl upon the ground as were the 
Wonderful and the New Era. The Black made no attempt to stand up but was 
very spreading and recumbent; the Unknown, the Red Ripper, the Early Blackeye, 
Rice, the Northern Prolific and Down’s Early were spreading, lodged and pros- 
trate. 

On the 11th of September one square rod was measured on the plots devoted to 
the following cowpeas, the yield ‘of the square rod, weighed green, is reported 
below: 

Wonderful, +56 pounds. 
Whippoorwill, 40 - 
New Era, 26 1 
Red Ripper, 23 cs 
Black, 20 3 
Clay, 37 os 

In the spring of 1905 a square rod of the Whippoorwill variety was harvested, 
the leaves having fallen and disappeared, the stalks and part of the roots alone 
remaining. All of the stalks and roots on the square rod were gathered, weighed 
and analyzed. The weight of the stalks with roots attached was 13,375 pounds. 
The chemical analysis of these stalks showed the following results: 

Water, 23.34 per cent. 
Ash, 8.84 “ of 
Nitrogen, gL PABS ae sr 
Potash, trace. 

Phosphoric acid, ob os 

A combination of this analysis and the weight on the square rod shows that 
the stems and attached roots of cowpeas left standing during the winter returns 
to the soil when plowed under, 26 pounds of nitrogen per acre. 

HAIRY VETCH. 

The station began the work with this crop in 1896, sowing a small area with 
oats, 25 pounds of vetch seed and 32 pounds*of oats being used. The oats 
germinated so quickly and grew so rapidly that the vetches were not seen until 
the oats were harvested. On July 6 the oats and vetches were ready to cut, the 
oats being fully headed and ready to turn. Because the vetches had made such 
meager growth the harvesting of the crop was delayed until July 29, when the 
oats were fully ripe. The crop weighed, August 1, in rather damp condition, 
2,132 pounds to the half acre. As soon as the oats were removed the vetches 
began to show themselves. They grew rapidly and completely covered the ground 
before the first of September. There was a severe frost on the 19th of that 
month which did not injure the vetches, though it stopped the growth of the 
second crop of sorghum on the adjacent plots. The attempt was made to feed 

the vetches to sheep but they refused to eat them until practically starved. 
They were hurdled on the vetches but would not eat them as pasture. Part of 
the plot was mowed and removed. On this part the vetches withstood the winter 
and were green in the spring of 1897, but where it was left unharvested the 
growth was so rank as to completely kill out, by smothering, all of the plants. 
The five square rods cut on November 12 furnished 430 pounds of green forage 
or at the rate of nearly seven tons per acre. Later in the season after the frost 
had killed all other green stuff, the cows seemed to eat the green vetches with 
avidity and the sheep did not altogether discard them. The vetch is a slender 
plant, the stems usually trailing upon the ground and reaching a length of six 
to ten feet. Under the name of Hairy Vetch a great number of different sorts 
are sold in the market. In the spring of 1899 a large importation of vetch 
seed, supposed to be correctly named, was made and the seed sown and tested. 
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It was found that the vetches going in American markets under the name of 
Hairy Vetch or Villous Vetch, included all kinds of vetches, some valuable 
and others entirely worthless, some with fine leaves, others with coarse, some 
bushy and erect, others recumbent, some covering the ground with a thick mat 
of vines, others giving but a sparse growth. 

Vetches have been sown annually on the station plots since 1897. In the 
latter part of the bulletin, page 180, there is given a comparison of vetches and 
other legumes on the basis of their content of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and 
potash. 

Complaint against the vetch having come to the station, an examination was 
made of a tract of country east of Howard City in Montcalm county. It was 
found that some vetch seed brought in some time prior to 1900, had been sown 
on farms of sandy loam soils. There was an enormous growth and the plants 
seemed so promising that the seed was distributed to many farmers in the neigh- 
borhood. Later it was discovered that the seed remained in the soil from year 
to year until conditions favorable to its growth obtained. On a single plant at 
the station over 1,000 seeds have been found. It is manifest, therefore, that 
where plants escaped the harvester and went to seed, the soil would be fairly 
certain to become a reservoir for vetch seed from which undesired specimens 
would rise to plague the farmer when the field was sown to wheat. Millers 
refused to buy wheat from that section of the country, because so many fields 
were infested with the vetch, the seed of which is nearly the same in size as 
kernels of wheat and of the same specific gravity. Moreover, the flour from 
wheat with which vetch seed is mixed, is poor in quality and makes a sticky 
dough and are altogether undesirable loaf. It is but fair, therefore, to warn 

farmers against the sowing of vetch on fairly rich soils. On the station farm 
where this plot of vetch grew in 1895 no vetch has been sown since, yet when- 
ever the field is sown to wheat the blue flowers of the vetch show themselves 
and it is necessary to send men ahead of the binder to pull up the plants to 
prevent damage to the wheat. 

Among the varieties or species of vetches to be recommended the following 
are perhaps the leading ones. They are ranged in order of maturity of their 
fruit on the 20th of August, the one with the most ripe fruit being placed first. 
No common names of the vetches are known. They belong to the genus Vicia. 
In the notes below the name of the genus will be represented by V., the name 
of the species following that letter. 

The vetches were planted May 13. 
V. picta, Fisch. Flowers July 5, fruit August 19, 14 inches high, dead before 

September 27. 
V. calcarata, Deaf. Flowers July 5, fruit August 19, dead before September 27. 
V. cordata, Wulf. Flowers July 5, fruit August 19, 15 inches high, August 19. 
V. segetalis, Thurill. Flowers July 5, fruit and few flowers August 19, 17 

fnches high August 19. 
V. cornigera, Chaub. Light pink flowers July 5, fruit ripe and some seeds 

germinating September 27. 
V. ambigua, Guss. Flowers July 5, ripe fruit August 19, 16 inches high. 
Vv. sativa, Linn. Planted May 13, flowers July 7, fruit and flowers August 

19 and until September 27, 24 inches high August 19. 
V. sativa typica, improved gray vetch, received from Svalof, Sweden, planted 

June 12, too late to compare with other vetches. It was in flower September 27. 
The above vetches have short stems yielding a small bulk of green matter, 

maturing seed early and in abundance and afterwards turn brown and die. 
Below are given the vetches that reverse these conditions more and more as 

we advance in the list. 
V. canadensis, Zuce. Light pink flowers July 17, vines 48 inches long August 

19, fruit September 27, a desirable vetch yielding well in hay or seed. 
V. angustifolia, Linn. Smaller red flowers July 21, stems 24 inches long 

August 19, remaining green into the winter. 
V. peregrina, Linn. Southern vetch, flowers July 8, abundant fruit and flowers 

August 19, 24 inches high August 19, ripe fruit and a few flowers September 27, 
an excellent species, 

If vetch seed is desired, select from among the first on the above list. If a 
large yield of hay is wanted select from the last part of the list. 

The vetches named below have finer leaves and stem, minute white to pink 
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flowers, a few on each small peduncle, fruits very small, few seeded, the growth 
dense and mattted. 

V. disperma, D. C. Flowers July 7 to September 27, matted growth 36 inches 
high August 19, fruit not abundant but a very large quantity of succulent 
green matter. 

V. argigentinum, Guss. = V. bivonea, Rafin. Flowers July 16, fruit August 
19, growth 32 inches; does not fruit freely but produces a large bulk of green 

material. 
V. hirsuta, S. F. Gray. Minute flowers July 8, flowers and fruit August 19 to 

September 27, 21 inches high August 19. This species fruits freely but produces 
less growth than the preceding. 

The following vetches have abundant, showy, red, purple or blue flowers, one 
sided on long peduncles; rampant leafy vines, forming a tangled mass. They 
are given in the order of their growth, the largest first. Few of them fruited 

freely. 
V. biennis, Linn. Flowers June 21 to September 27, 48 inches high August 19. 
V. ludoviciana, Nutt. Flowers July 16 to September 27, 36 inches high August 

16. This species gives a thick, heavy, dense mass of vegetation over the entire 
plot. 

V. gerardii, Vill. Flowers before July 7 and until September 27, showy blue 
flowers, 36 inches high August 19. 

V. globosa, Retz. Red flowers June 21 to September 27, young fruit August 
19, 35 inches high August 19. 

V. narbonensis, Linn. Planted June 22, too late to compare with the other 
varieties and species. Its dark red flowers were conspicuous July 29 through the 
season to September 27. Its fruit was nearly ripe September 27. 

The vetch known. as horse bean, V. faba, Linn., has been grown annually but 
is unsuited to Michigan climate and conditions. It is regularly attacked by 
plant lice and practically killed. 

While many of the vetches resemble each other closely others vary widely in 
appearance. Prof. B. O. Longyear, then botanist of the station, made a some- 
what careful study of the botanical characteristics of the species of vetches grow- 
ing on the station plots and suggested the following analytical key as an aid 
in discriminating between the several species. This key is confessedly tentative 
but will aid in placing a new vetch in proper relation to known forms. 

ANALYTICAL KEY TO VETCHES. 

I. Stems erect, stout; leaflets large, few tendrils poorly developed; whole 
plant glabrous, becoming blackened where dried. 

V. sativa dura. 
V. faba. 
Vv. narbonensis. 
II. Stems spreading or climbing; slender; leaflets mostly small and num- 

erous; tendrils well developed; plant more or less hairy or pubescent. 

A. Stipules, especially the lower, with several prongs, with a reddish glandu- 
lar spot; leaflets numerous, truncate or notched, mucronate; flowers 1-3, sessile 
or short stalked in axils of leaves, purple. 

a. Stems and pods velvety, more or less robust; flowers three-fourths to one 
inch long. 

1. Pods one-half inch or more wide, robust, V. sativa typica. 
2. Pods one-third inch wide, V. peregrina. ‘ 

3. Pods one-fourth inch wide, V. cornigera. 
(These three species form a descending scale as regards size and hairiness 

with V. Sativa typica standing at the head.) 

b. Mostly slender, sparingly pubescent; flowers usually less than three- 
fourths inch long. 

1. Leaflets mostly obtuse-truncate at apex, V. grandiflora. 
Leaflets oblong-linear, V. angustifolia. 
Stipules large, margin lacerated, V. canadensis. 

2. Leaflets mostly retuse or notched at apex. 

*Stems and pods minutely pubescent, V. segetalis, V. ambigua (deeply 
notched). | 

**Stems and pods nearly or quite glabrous, V. picta, V. Calcarata, V. 
cordata. 
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B. Stipules conspicuous, with numerous prongs, glandular spot pale; leaflets 
few, about 2 pairs, ovate to narrowly elliptic, apex often acute; flowers 1—sey- 
eral on a lengthened peduncle, pale blue, Vicia bithynica. 

C. Stipules simple or once pronged at base (half sagittate), not glandular 
spotted; leaflets numerous obtuse or acute, mucronate; flowers one-sided, racemose 
or spicate few or numerous on a lengthened peduncle. 

a. Flowers numerous, conspicuous, deep purple, stems pubescent. 
*Pods glabrous, flowers blue purple, V. gerardii. 
**Pods hirsute or hairy. 

+Stems, and especially the pods, quite strongly hirsute, V. onobrychoides. 
7iStems and pods sparingly hirsute, V. globosa. 

Flowers reddish purple, V. biennis. 
b. Flowers few, inconspicuous, usually pale purple, stems nearly glabrous. 

*Pods glabrous, V. ludoviciana. 
**Pods minutely hirsute or hairy. 
+Flowers 1—2 about one-half inch long; pods 4—6 seeded, V. cassubica. 
++Flowers 3—6, about one-fourth inch long; pods 1—2 seeded. 

V. disperma. 
V. argigentinum. 

Vicia bithynica, L. Stems low, angled, branching at base, sparingly silky, 
slender, green; leaflets 1—2 pairs, rather large, obovate—narrowly lanceolate, 
tapering at each end, apex mostly acute, mucronate, sparingly silky; stipules 
large and conspicuous, margin spreading and laciniate, glandular spot pale; 
flowers 1—2 on a somewhat lengthened peduncle, 6 to 8 inches long, bluish. Pods 
5 inches wide, one and one-fourth long, flattened, hairy, seeds 4—5. 

VETCH AS HAY. 

In the fall of 1899 several sowings were made with a view to growing them 
for hay the following season. One lot sown September 5 was used for early 
soiling, beginning June 11 and continuing two weeks, during which time one- 
tenth acre produced 1,676 pounds green feed. Another plot sown the same date, 
September 5, on light sand, was cut for hay June 11, producing one crop of 
4,188 pounds cured hay per acre. Another tenth acre sown October 5, at the 
rate of three pecks per acre, three parts Gold Coin wheat and two parts winter 
vetch, was harvested June 25, producing 3,016 pounds cured hay per acre. 
Another seeding of one peck of wheat and one peck of vetch per acre, made 
October 7, 1901, on sandy loam soil, was harvested June 22, producing 4,300 
pounds cured hay per acre. Another similar mixture similarly treated, produced 
4,000 pounds cured hay per acre. This hay is not altogether palatable but 
cattle will eat it either green or dry and this new legume may be sown late in 
the fall, with the expectation of securing a crop of hay the next season. 

SOY BEANS AND OTHER LEGUMES AS GREEN MANURES. 

It is difficult to compare legumes as to the amount of plant food they will add 
to the soil if used as green manures. A season that is best for clover may not 
be best for soy beans. Cowpeas are tender and if an early frost be a severe one, 
they are killed outright by this before completing their growth. Soy beans are 
adapted to clay loams and clay as well as to sandy loams, while cowpeas have 
done better at the station on sand and sandy loams. The vetches will grow 
on clay loam but seem to find a more congenial soil when planted in sandy loams. 

On the 23d of September, 1903, there were growing plots of soy beans, cowpeas, 
vetches, new seeding clover and second crop clover. On soil not widely differing 
in physical character, the soy beans, cowpeas and clover had abundant nodules 
on the,roots, the vetches had a few nodules but were not well inoculated. The 
varieties selected for comparison were the Medium Green soy, the New Era 
cowpea, the Vicia globosa and the June clover, not the Mammoth nor the Alsike. 
Another soy, the Ogemaw, was also examined and its composition is recorded 
below. Its roots were free from nodules. Of the two samples of clover, one 
was from a field from which the hay had been cut and removed July 2 and 
the second crop allowed to grow and the other from a field seeded in wheat in 
the spring of 1903, the wheat harvested July 15. All samples were taken Sep- 
tember 23, 1903. The soy beans, cowpeas and vetches were in rows 18 inches 
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apart. From one of these rows which in appearances, in height and in thrift, 
fairly represented the plot, there was removed 8 feet in length. This was done 
by digging a trench on each side of the row and 9 inches distant from it. The 
earth was then washed out or gently shaken out from the roots. As far as 
possible every rootlet was saved with all the nodules. This gave, of course, 
the total yield of foliage, stems, roots and nodules on 12 square feet. This 
material was taken to the laboratory and the forage separated from the roots 
at the point where the knife of the mower would have cut at haying. The forage 
and roots were then separately weighed and separately analyzed. 

To secure a sample of clover to compare with the soy beans, cowpeas and 
vetches, an area 8 feet long by 18 inches wide was surrounded by a trench and 
the clover roots carefully removed and freed from adherent soil by shaking gently 
and by washing. The samples of clover were then divided into forage and roots 
just above the crown and were weighed and analyzed. ~The depth to which 
roots were taken in each case was 8 inches. The weights of the forage and 
roots on the 12 square feet of the several legumes were as follows: 

Legume. Forage Lbs. Roots. Lbs. 

Mica ot COMmsS Ova wie tuc a ccuerercie ea tevercicel ciel elavelerole |e 8 \s,-:0.6 5.1125 454 
CECI Sone! Ses ehadokeeoanse dpc aoule 6 conodw ce comune 1.69 25 
RCMRE THI COW IO CLS il ot ora lert ecto aencucl eee ieicicts Inicie ehaieveiel ae Sars 3.94 .o19 
iorcamne OUOSAM a Seem iaiate heleteierole isle ciate claictcts le suelstlevess (sie. « 1.25 125 
ten ClO VED Nw SECOMG! CLOD siete a) -Peienale (aie eh elieyelete)'lo s\crey,'0.+ 1.0 15 1.44 
Glovernane wr SCO I) orto cis ciclbhetie)cleseleie'ss/clelele sieisie ines) 4.625 AU: 

The results of the analyses of the above materiai are set forth in the following 
table, the per cent of ash, protein, nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash being the 
parts per hundred of dry substance and not the per cents of total weight: 

Lal 
oO i=] oO : OK = 

a a ‘a | Be 3 
28s | Ash a BS | Sie. Be 

EeetIne: Water. | S25 |per cent.| Oa oh SARE ae 
wee ie Sa qe oo So 
Sep O° 2a & Ci) ae 

° fy Z av iY 

Medium Green soy: 
IROTAS Cee mice eats cietetcie © eictate 76.56 91.14 8.86 18.53 2.97 SDD 98 
HUGOUS GSS eine = isletteinhic. «a erie 72.56 93 .42 6.58 6925) 7) Ls ae 87 
INGOIIES reife oo nrs.cyoteiet diate sieve 16 Bile pa leeecca elle sio xe ous | 26.19 4.19 |. eesmcee 2.05 

Ogemaw soy: s | | 
HOTA Sy hak arora o.ckst akevsrei che iehele 537.55 85.10 14.90 12.88 2.06 .80 1.20 
UO OUS Dayne deca se alevaushe eats. Forel sk 74.90 94.34 5.66 5s07: | .81 .36 .90 

New Era cowpeas.............. 
ROTA CMe er eciale cueveteioustirereye 84.13 86.80 13.20 14550) | 2 12.32 Sow 2.92 
VO OES a er aysteten nets. Ah afete tele. sisyexe 60.36 91.36 8.64 | 7.44 1.19 .67 1.94 
Inet eG Aeoteb een stomanous TAD SOR IHE Sic cay cia © Havers cl crsanre | 24.39 | 3.90 96s | fapsterteeete 

Vicia globosa: | 
ROTA CM Aa saan ay Stren hols. « tile Sieks 60.00 90.56 9.44 18.19 2.91 .68 2.38 

5 Oe ce Oey HOO Oa Te 50.00 94.21 5.79 15.13.) 2°42 Vio alee. Le 
guNe clover, 20 CrOpiicac « «06 e601 

ORAS erence sitio eielar otalerevo ere 50.00 90.52 48 10.87 1.74 .34 1.30 
FROOUS hy ncre ve/ehe ei suelcie tere syiscle) oe! dus GORSOW eters cctene asilisreteysrey store |} 13.13 2.10 EOS 1.28 

Clover, new seeding ............ 
HOTA Sree ey. sicker hee cae: eye ege icles sue 78.33 91.34 | 8.66 | 15.42 | 2.47 67 3.39 
ROO USM iar a iterente esas lel Ge encle 77.94 89.54 10.46 Me gae all Peale We Seeding ee 2.00 

Since the table gives the proportions of the different constituents in per cent 
of dry matter, they are directly comparable. It is to be noted that the per cent 
of nitrogen in the dry matter of the forage of soy beans, cowpeas, vetches and 

new seeding clover, does not widely differ. The nitrogen in the nodules of the 

soy beans and cowpeas is practically four per cent of the dry matter, while the 

nitrogen in the roots is approximately one per cent where the nodules have been 
removed and over two per cent where the nodules were analyzed with the roots, 

as was the case with the clovers and the vetch. The per cent of potash in the 
forage of the clover, scarcely five months old from the seed, is significant. It is 
more than twice as high as in the dry matter of the forage of the second crop 

of clover. 
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The weights of forage and roots made when the samples were taken, gives - 
the relation between the weight of forage and roots. It is possible, therefore, 
to construct the next table which gives the amount of nitrogen, phosphoric acid 
and potash in a ton of the dry matter of the forage and the roots which accom- 
panies that quantity of forage. In other words, using a ton of the dry matter 
of the given legume as a basis, the amount of green forage is calculated; there- 
after, the number of pounds of roots which naturally accompanies this quantity 
of forage is calculated and its content of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash 
added to the amount of these materials in the forage. The sums are set forth 

in the following table: 

Legume. Nitrogen, lbs. Phosphoricacid, lbs. Potash, lbs. 

Medium foreen: Soy® «5. o..4 eee 64.97 11.68 43.04 ae 
WOPEMAW SOY Feo. cle ticles oe oe ate aes 42.41 16.55 25.39 
MBOMINGAS eset cis Sint ale whe s stale We mie. sists 52.98 13.23 67 09 
VFO Sa AE SA es Rn oe a BE 64.25 15.48 52.60 
Second serop: ‘clover ©. .< .. 2clis det 64.3 15.06 45.22 
@lover,enew seedin& 4..!)60 Be Ascent 56.52 13.38 74.38 

This table seems to show that in a ton of the dry matter of the legumes known 
to be inoculated, there is something over 64 pounds of nitrogen in the medium 
green soy, the vetch and the second crop clover. The new seeding clover and the 
cowpeas fall somewhat behind, while the Ogemaw soy, perhaps largely because 
at the date harvested, the variety had lost some of its leaves and was not 
inoculated, returns but 42.41 pounds of nitrogen in a ton of dry matter of the 
forage with the roots and nodules accompanying. 

Were it possible to determine what an average crop of the several legumes 
under study really was, it would be interesting to compare the amount of nitro- 

gen, phosphoric acid and potash supplied per acre by these plants used as green 
manure. An attempt to do this is made in the next table. The yields of the 
soy bean on acre areas on the college farm is known. The per cent of water 
in the hay was 20 per cent and the yield 5,860 pounds. The cowpeas yielded 
much less, the average being approximately 3,575 pounds of hay, 20 per cent 
water. The yields of the vetch were estimated from several square rods measured 
and weighed. The green crop of the V. globosa used in the experiment was 
approximately 8 tons per acre, with the per cent of water given in the former 
table. 

In this particular year the new seeding of clover was very heavy. After the 
wheat was cut off July 15 the growth was fairly rank, so much so that the 
crop had to be cut and carried off the field to prevent smothering during the 
following winter. The approximate yields were, for the second crop clover, one 
ton per acre and for the new seeding 2,170 pounds of hay, 20 per cent moisture. 
It is not assumed that the yields given are typical or that they fairly represent 
the average vields of these crops over the State. Taking these yields as a basis 
and adding to the fertilizing ingredients in the forage the amounts that would 
be found in the weight of roots going with that amount of forage, the following 
table is constructed to show the amount of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash 
that would be supplied to the soil by the amounts of hay of the several legumes 
mentioned were the entire plants plowed under: 

Legumes. Hay, lbs. Nitrogen, lbs. Phosphoric acid, lbs. Potash, lbs. 

Medium green soy ...... 5,860 152.29 27.38 100.89 
DIPeiitgw SOY: ..\....ses.0 > 3,480 59.03 23.04 29.34 
METRO Estee ies fe A ois in'd wre, saat 3,575 61.90 15.45 77.20 
DOESTICTIMMMPt a cleloicjcrav cect wisye fs 3,000 7710 18.58 63.12 
Second crop, clover ..... 2,000 51.47 12.05 36.18 
Clover, new seeding ..... 2,170 49.06 11.61 63.55 

If these crops are plowed under it must be remembered that the nitrogen ig 
in organic form and will be available for subsequent crops very slowly. Bacteria 
must work upon the organic matter, digest and, by the decay, reduce the nitro- 
gen to nitrate form. The other ingredients will also be inert and useless to 
crops until the organic matter shall have decomposed. This fact gives to the 
green manure plowed under certain advantages and certain disadvantages. The 
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plant food thus added to the soil is not readily washed out and the humus formed 
from it besides supplying slowly needed plant food adds to the water-holding 
capacity of the soil. What proportion of the nitrogen is lost in fermentation and 
the subsequent changes into humus and finally into nitrate is not definitely 
known and would depend upon many conditions. It is safe to asssume that 
a large part of the nitrogen is lost, escaping as free nitrogen into the air. If 
the soil is kept under good cultivation, if the soil particles are not too coarse 
and if the amount of water present be regulated by drainage and cultivation, 
the quantity of nitrogen so lost will be much reduced. 

To give the matter of the relative values of soy beans and cowpeas in building 
up an exhausted soil, a plot 16 rods long 7 rods wide, which had borne sugar 
beets for seven consecutive years was divided into three equal parts, each 
4 by 7 rods in area. On one of these plots soy beans were sown in 1903, on 
the next cowpeas and on the third buckwheat. In the fall it was found that the 
roots of the cowpeas were fairly heavily loaded with nodules while the soy 
beans had few. The green crops were plowed under and the whole area sown 
to rye in the fall of 1903. 

In the spring of 1904 a strip 4 rods wide across al! three areas was plowed, 
one rod planted to white beans, the next to field peas, the third to cowpeas 
and fourth to soy beans, leaving the rye nominally 49.5 feet wide but really 
45.25 feet. By this method soy beans followed soy beans, cowpeas, and buck- 
wheat and it was possible to make a study of the influence of the previous 
crop on that legume. The same thing was true of the cowpeas. 

The rye was cut July 15. Where following the soy beans the yield was 407 
pounds; after the cowpeas it was 387 pounds and after the buckwheat 367 pounds, 
the areas being equal, and 4 rods by 45.25 feet. The yield of grain was 134 
pounds, following the soys, 115 pounds, following the cowpeas, and 119 pounds 
following the buckwheat. Through the season it was noted that the rye was 
slightly taller after the cowpeas; it was also slightly later in ripening on this 
strip. 

The white beans occupied a strip a rod wide with equal areas on the plots 
which had borne in 1903, the soy beans, cowpeas and buckwheat, the area on 
each 1 rod by 4. The yields of straw and grain were as follows: 

Straw. Grain. 
PATCODE UNG mSOY. SDCANS a 1655 anle c's: overs el Suntelete sneotee™ 42 Ibs. 25 Ibs. 
PAECTIRENG 1 COW DEAS 2: ctie seecithecistehetece oats sie ecsane By ee 0 24-2 "6 
Atten the buckwheat, she3cc% 6 Silesia oe esl ayaa, Payee 

The field peas also occupied a strip 1 rod wide across the 3 plots. The yields 
were: 

Straw. Grain. 
INTECTEISOY, DGCANS = sccyecercac'ste Sie esctondei sine a be wuctete iets 82.5 Ibs. 27 Ibs. 
PATH ET We COW CAS iasto os oiehols c Gor erae eieeeiniee ates bpainone ate USsOn ie: BD e & 
FACET DUCK WHEAT sia ts, ciate Ohrets o sucrsietsteie where ele eiets iat ee 25 ass 

Of the cowpeas, also 1 rod wide, the weights, green alone, were taken. The 
yields were 90 pounds after the soy beans; 99 pounds after the cowpeas and 
91 pounds after the buckwheat. 

The yield of the soy beans were 273 pounds after soy beans; 227 pounds after 
the cowpeas, and 231 pounds after the buckwheat. 

The soy beans and cowpeas gave greater yields when grown the second year 
on the same area than when following each other. The rye had the highest yield 
after soy beans, as did the white beans and field peas if straw and grain are 
considered together. The field peas gave a greater yield of grain after the 
cowpeas. Before any definite conclusions can be drawn the experiment must be 
repeated. 

ENSILOING SOY BEANS. 

On the 15th of September, 1904, 13,590 pounds of soy beans, just harvested, were 
put into a silo. 

Beginning in the last week of April, 1905, this silage was taken from the 
silo and fed to the cows. The silage had a peculiar and unpleasant odor which 
filled the whole dairy barn and was noticeable for many rods. The silage when 
weighed out amounted to 11,285 pounds and had the following composition: 

33 
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Water 6 % 8 97% 
Ash 5.69% 
Ether extract 297% 
Crude fiber 9.09% 
Protein 3.28% 

Carbohydrates 10.00% 

In bulletin 103 of the Kansas Station, page 253, there is given the coefficients 
of digestion of soy beans when fed with kafir corn. 

The Wisconsin Station reports unpleasant consequences in the flavor of the 
butter from the feeding of soy bean silage. When the silage was fed at this 
station a characteristic and unpleasant flavor was noted in the butter. The 
silage appeared to have kept in good condition. It was brown in color, not badly 
fermented nor soft but normal in texture and condition. The bad odor seems 
to be inherent in the silage itseif and not due to abnormal fermentation. 

There were 7,036 pounds of soy beans cut into the silo with an equal weight 
of corn. In this silage the same unpleasant odor was noted. Inasmuch as the 
soy beans do not grow tall and do not therefore stay bound in the bundle with 
the corn when cut with the harvester and inasmuch as repeated experiments at 
this station show that the vines of the Red Speckled and of the Southern Prolific 
beans cling to the corn and are harvested with it, it is suggested that one or 
the other of these legumes be used instead of soy beans for enriching in protein 
the corn in the silo. 

THE DISCUSSION OF THE MILK PROBLEM FROM THE STANDPOINT OF 

PRODUCTION.* 

CHARLES E. MARSHALL, 

[Bulletin 228.] 

The milk problem, as it pertains to the supplies of towns and cities, may be 
approached from two directions—the one as the consumer considers the ques- 
tion, and the other as the milk producer regards it. In our discussion of this 
problem, it is the purpose to approach it from the standpoint of the milk pro- 
ducer, because we believe this side seldom comes to light, and is less understood 
than that of the consumer. By doing this we hope to bring out some of the 
facts which will enable us to consider the whole milk problem more sanely and 
conservatively than is usually the custom without a knowledge of what the 
producer has to contend with. It is a pity that the city consumer, and usually 
the inspector, know so little concerning the cost of producing milk and those 
steps in manipulation. necessary to the securing of a pure milk. Since this 
knowledge must furnish the appreciative spirit and rational interpretation, 
may we be permitted to view the situation in a concrete form and supply facts 
which are not usually considered by sanitarians? 

If, as is sometimes recommended, a model stable is erected, such as is fre- 
quently taken as a type in sanitary contentions over the milk problem, we 
shall find that ‘there must be something like $15,000 or $20,000 invested in 
buildings for a proper conduct of the dairy. It is not required that so much 
money be invested in stables to secure pure milk, but is the actual investment 
in some instances, and may be properly considered here. Pure milk may be 
obtained with moderate priced buildings, and we shall show later how greatly 
the expenses may be reduced by moderate capitalization.{ 

* This paper was read in part before the ‘Conference of Health Officers of the State,’’ June 2, 1905. 
{It should be borne in mind that the cost of milk is subject to wide variation, because of the 

variable conditions and factors which control it. Our purpose is to put in definite form, so far as 
feasible, estimates which will represent fairly the usual cost of milk production, as_gained from va- 
rious sources, and subjected to the criticism of competent practical men. 
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Those who rent real estate, hoping to get back what they invest at a fair 
rate of interest, do not feel that they can take less than 10 per cent of the 
investment in rent. When repairs, taxes, insurance and the ordinary deprecia- 
tion in the value of property are taken into account, it must appeal to every 
investor that this is only a fair rate of interest on such investment. If this is 
true of a dwelling house, it is also fair to suppose that it would be true of a 
barn or stable investment. Ten per cent of $20,000 is $2,000. _This stable should 
have a capacity for 100 milch cows. If these are fair cows, they will average 
at least $75* each, or $7,500 invested in cows alone. Animals are not so long- 

lived as a building, and are likely to cease giving returns at almost any time 
because of sickness and various other troubles which are peculiar to animals. 

It is doubtful whether 20 per cent would be too high a rate of interest to place 
upon these animals. This amounts to $1,500 per year. The total investment, 
therefore, ought to bring $3,500 each year. Now what may be expected as 
an income, under the conditions named? Each cow of the type mentioned should 
produce at least 5,000 pounds of milk per year, or 2,500 quarts. If this is sold 
at the stable for three cents per quart, we have an income of $7,500. Out of this 
must be taken the cost of labor and the cost of food. The cost of food will 
average about $53 per head, or for 100 head of cattle, $5,300. The cost of labor 

will average about $25 per head, or $2,500. It is true that there will be other 
small items of income, but, on the other hand, there will be other incidental 
expenses, which we shall allow to offset each other. Our total expenses, there- 
fore, for the year, would be $11,300, and our income $7,500 per year, leaving a 
deficit of $3,800 per year. In order to make this good, it is necessary to raise the 
price of milk at the stable from three cents per quart, upon which these calcu- 
lations are made, to four and one-half cents. In order to retail milk, delivering 
to customers in the city, it is necessary to add 100 per cent to the cost. In 
other words, milk should cost the consumer in the city, at least calculation, nine 
cents per quart. This assumes that all conditions are ideal, that there are no 
profits above expenses, and that there is no high priced manager conducting 
affairs, and further that everything is done in a very moderate way unless the 
high priced barn be considered. If everything were to be carried on in an ideal 
manner, it- will be found that a price of twelve cents per quart is not too high 
for the quality of milk which is sometimes furnished. It is possible and perhaps 
desirable to reduce the investment in the stable to $5,000; this would lessen 
the expense by $1,500, which in turn could be applied upon income for a com- 
petent manager and profits from the business, keeping, therefore, the cost of 
milk about the same as already estimated. Under the dairy conditions which 
exist in Michigan, many cows do not furnish 3,000 pounds of milk per year, 
therefore, scarcely pay for their keeping. It is safe to estimate in the face of 
Beach’s figures, $53 per head or even at $40 per head for feed, that there are 
more cows in Michigan not paying their cost of keeping than there are which do 
pay profit. In the advocacy of pure milk supplies, while we may have very high 
ideals, it is essential that we investigate conditions as they exist. Considering 
the milk producer’s side, it is easily seen that a pure milk supply cannot be 
furnished every town or city at will, but must be a matter of growth and develop- 
ment. The dairies surrounding a town or city should be managed for profit 
as well as purity and also for future possibilities, since years are required to 
get together a profitable herd of dairy cows. 

+Estimate of cost of production of pure milk, based upon: 

Time = 1. year. 
Feed = $53—$40 per head. 
Cow = 2,500 quarts milk. 
Labor = $25 per head. 
As constant factors. 

+2%* Prof. Beach’s figures are used asa basis. He places the value of the cow at about $60.00. 
Everything taken into consideration, $75.00 will not be found extremely high. 

} Bulletin No. 166 (1899) Michigan Experiment Station.—C. D. Smith. 
_ Bulletin No. 29, (1904) Storris Agric. Experiment Station.—C. L. Beach. 

Director C. D. Smith in bulletin No. 166, 1899, of Mich. Station, makes the cost of feed per cow 
$35.96. At this time, on account of higher prices for the various food-stuffs, $40.00 per cow may be 
regarded as the lowest extreme. There should also be taken into account the relative costs of feeds 
for Connecticut and Michigan, the latter being more favorably located for securing lower prices. 
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Investment: Highest. Lowest. 
Buildings. (stable, ;dairy, *ete;) asccicsicsesc ec cc ee $20,000 $5,000 
COWS: S100 ¢ HOA, aes ns fire leane rere oie Mo ors occ ee ee 7,500 5,000 

$27,500 $10,000 

Interest on Investment: 
Binidines at <0 percent sacvaciee tiie win orien « ss $2,000 $500 
Cows at: 20 “per sCeN te tine actos eeie eo itencle Fe a's = 6.0 1,500 1,000 

$3,500 $1,500 

Expenses: 
YVTOLES Gem sis Srare is ois Pittols oe ite cae cee eee eee $3,500 $1,500 
NUP OTe Mera stevaid Steve one: suslS's 6/5 Blea 0 dic) lv toaeberavaver che te hanes 1,500 1,500 
HUGO i aiced etn Si ceyVe cle pate ois Sea) IARC Ons eee 5,300 4,000 
MESO MAL MDD: Saher ciom, c cataho ecco che aie ciatatera ne eee 2,500 2,500 

$12,800 $9,500 

Income: 
250,000 qts. milk (2,500 per cow) at 3 cents per qt. at stable......... $7,500 
ZOOOOVGtS. “milk. ‘ab bcents|spervgt. sat ‘stable... vi. cck esis sels eee cee 12,500 

Permit other receipts and expenses to offset each other. 
MOSsaINder Shi Shesty CStLMALC <).i2ic-c:cye eck ola Silo Sse cee Genel ehencl bcusboauckevale saazeaate = $300 
MOSS AUN GET SIO WESE CSLIM ALO Hi ec.o occ ciela csaes mseue Ceiel ola eteher ete Sete ale levelstc sete itrele = 2,000 
Gain or lowest estimate with high priced milk- >. -.3.-4.-.-.1-2 ost — 3,000 

Another phase of milk production in my judgment does not usually appeal 
to the sanitary commenter or milk consumer. If one were to make a close 
investigation with the idea of determining how many farmers are capable of 
producing milk profitably and in a pure form, I am certain it would be found 
that less than one per cent could fulfill the requirements. A man capable of 
producing milk that will answer the requirements of the sanitarian is an unusual 
agricultural man and one fit for success in almost any profession. He must be 
a thoroughly capable man, and, being a capable man, of course demands a fitting 
remuneration. His profession and himself are too little appreciated by society 
and scientific men. It is necessary that he know how to breed animals suc- 
cessfully and by so doing develop their capacity for milk production, at the 
same time keeping his animals sound. He must know how to feed animals 
economically and in such a manner as not to create any physiological disturbance, 
thus giving rise to an abnormal flavor or aroma in the milk, and still maintain 
the yield and richness of the milk. It is necessary that he not only have this as 
theoretical and scientific knowledge, but he must also be able to apply his notions 
in a practical manner, reaching every individual animal and every detailed 
operation under his care, for every animal has its idiosyncrasies, and these 
idiosyncrasies, to a large extent, determine profit or loss, and every operation 
must be adjusted to circumstances; in other words, he must be a man of great 
resources. He should recognize and diagnose immediately any disturbance in an 
animal or any factor which may cause bad milk or decrease its flow. The rela- 
tionship between milk production and physiological processes he knows in a 
practical way, better than a scientist knows from analysis, and can usually give 
more satisfactory answers. The producer of milk must be acquainted with milk 
and its handling, he must appreciate that the feeding of ragweed, chickweed, 
silage, turnips, and many other substances well known to him will give rise to 
an undesirable quality of milk, must also know that certain diseases alter the 
milk, that others are dangerous, and must understand that many physiological 
and emotional disturbances may change the character or nature of the milk. 
These things he has learned from science and experience, and one by one he 
has mastered them to the extent that he is able to meet at a moment’s notice 
any of the usual emergencies which arise. This side of the production of milk 
is seldom brought forward, and people too little realize what it means to produce 
pure milk or what it costs. If the consumer in the city finds that his milkman 
is raising the price of milk one cent per quart, he immediately concludes that 
there is so much clear gain going to the producer, accordingly, when once the 
price and standards are established, it is very difficult to change. If a hardware 
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merchant raises the price of some article, as nails, that merchant at once con- 
veys to his customer that it is due to an advance in steel. A few years ago 
bran could be secured for a few pennies per hundred, hay was cheap, and all 
the foods which are necessary for the feeding of cows had a low market value 
as compared with present prices.. The cost of the food of one cow, which a few 
years ago would not amount to more than $20 per year, at the present time, 
as has been stated, has gone to $53. The price of milk, however, has undergone 
little change. It would seem, therefore, to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion 
in the matter of pure milk production, all controlling factors and circumstances 
should be carefully weighed by inspectors and consumers, what it costs to 
produce milk, the ability required in the milk producer, as well as stringent 
regulations in- handling. 

Competition is no mean influencing agent. It is a well known fact that in 
our smaller places, reliable farmers have attempted to produce a good quality 
of milk for their customers and to sell it at a fair price. Their charges esti- 
mated from cost of production, have been very reasonable, say six cents per 
quart. After starting, some irresponsible man would undertake to sell milk at 
three, four, or five cents per quart; consequently the good milk was soon crowded 
out and there was left upon the market only this poor quality of milk. This 
irresponsible man could then raise the price of his milk. 

Another feature which is very important may be considered. It is safe to 
estimate that at least ninety per cent or even more of the people of any town 
or city are unwilling to pay extra prices to secure a product which is guaranteed 
to be clean and free from disease germs. They simply demand cheap milk and 
they usually get it. 

It may be excusable to introduce at this point some directive words concerning 
the handling of milk. Milk, as it comes from the udder of a cow, is not abso- 
lutely free from germs, the number ranging anywhere from 0 to 3,000 per cubic 
centimeter. These bacteria present when milk is drawn from the animal are 
not seriously detrimental to the product if properly handled unless some disease 
producing germs are in it; but if improperly handled, trouble may arise even 
if the milk is as pure as a milk producer can secure it. Proper handling of 
milk applies equally as forcefully to pure milk supplies as to contaminated milk 
supplies. For instance, it is nearly as essential to keep pure milk cold as it is 
to keep foul milk cold, but this may be said: Where pure milk is produced there 
it little trouble with methods of handling, for whoever will produce pure milk 
will handle it properly. Most of the contaminations to which milk is prone will 
be found during the milking process and in the manipulation before cooling or 
bottling. Contaminations are in the form of the dirt from the animal, from 
the stall, from the bedding, feed and floor, from the utensils, and from the 
milker. In order to successfully eliminate these various forms of filth, it is 
necessary that the manager understand bacteriological principles as well as the 
surgeon. The problem the producer has to contend with is fully as complex as 
that which the surgeon meets; the surgeon has his complications, so also the 
milk producer; the surgeon has his fee of one or two hundred dollars for a 
single operation, but the milk producer has his meager gains and condemna- 
tion if everything does not result satisfactorily. I bring this to the front not to 
complain of the intelligently directed skill of the surgeon and his very modest 
fees, but to illustrate a serious state of affairs in milk production. A surgeon 
is protected by law, but every ignorant man thinks he can produce milk, and 
sell it for less than it really costs. The dairyman must sterilize his utensils, 
must eliminate the dust of the stable, must guard himself to insure cleanliness; 
the cows must be thoroughly groomed and cleaned; in fact, if you compare 
one operation with the other, there will be found many points of similarity 
existing between the milk manipulator and surgeon. You say a surgeon should 
be a pathologist, a physican, etc.; this granted, the dairyman must be an agri- 
culturist, breeder, etc.—they balance up very evenly. If this is true, can an 
untrained and inexperienced farmer produce a good milk? Are we not asking 
too much? It is the same old- story with sanitarians as with all mankind— 
we preach what we do not know, we expect ideal conditions where only fair 
are possible, we advocate the things of the millennium when we are just emerging 

from barbarity. 
It would be advantageous to have a stable which can be kept clean, stalls which 

would contribute no dirt, cows which were so thoroughly cleaned and clipped 
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that no dust or dirt would fall from them, a milker dressed in a duck suit and. 
sterile, a milk pail that is free from any contaminating material, and proper ap- 
paratus for aérating, cooling, and bottling milk—I repeat that it would be ad- 
vantageous; it is practical, but only to the man who can carry these things to. 
execution. Only one man out of every hundred milk producers is capable of 
doing it, in my judgment. It would also be desirable if there could be a separate. 
milking room with all the conveniences, the water supply, cooler, aérator and 
other utensils, and the foul odors of the stable completely eliminated, but all 
of these conveniences must accord with the cost of production. If the consumer 
is willing to pay ten or twelve cents per quart for his milk, then the milkman 
or the milk producer should be compelled to produce that quality of milk; but 
if, on the other hand, the consumer is willing to pay only five or six cents per 
quart, then the consumer must expect to have that quality of milk furnished to 
him. At five cents per yard you cannot buy silk or broadcloth, but you can 
buy certain kinds of cotton.° If we are to fight for a pure milk supply, let it be 
a fight for something that is definite and to the point; something that we know 
can be produced; it must be something that we know can be produced at a 
profit to the producer. Let the matter be put on a business basis. If we demand 
an eight cent milk and know exactly what eight cent milk means and can specify 
by contract, the producer who is willing to so contract should carry out the 
terms of his contract or go to the wall. It follows from what has been said 
that in order to place our milk supplies upon a more favorable basis, it will 
be necesary to establish specifications and then endeavor to find such men who 
are willing to furnish milk according to specification. Let the five cent man fur- 
nish five cent milk, the eight cent man, eight cent milk, and the ten cent man, ten 
cent milk, and let it be the business of the inspector to not only see that these 
specifications are fulfilled, but let him see also that the consumer knows the 
difference between five cent milk and ten cent milk. This will be an attempt 
in the right direction, will be an open deal between producer and consumer, and 
will be fair to all parties concerned. Under such specifications it will be 
necessary that an inspector know his business. He will be neither all producer 
nor all consumer; neither medical man nor veterinarian; neither bacteriologist 
nor chemist, but he will be a man trained for a special purpose, trained in all 
scientific and practical subjects, so far as they pertain to milk production and 
consumption, and if trained properly, will be able to adjust all differences satis- 
factorily. To my mind, there is no necessity for arbitrary compulsion; no neces- 
sity for city authorities antagonizing milk men; nor, on the other hand, should 
it be necessary for milk producers to defend themselves and resort to dishonest 
methods unbecoming men. Let the fight for pure milk be an open, business deal 
between man and man. The necessity for pure milk exists. Few realize it 
more than the writer. The author is heart and hand in the movement, but unless 
this can be accomplished in a manner that is just to all men, then it will be 
as well to let it drop until it can be dealt with frankly. In personal encounters 
with milk producers, the writer has found that there are hundreds of ways by 
which they can outdo the milk inspector or overcome any compulsory enactment; 
in personal encounters with milk inspectors, ninety-five per cent or more of 
them neither know what milk production is, what constitutes the proper handling 
of milk, or the significance of consumption of bad milk. They have learned 
mechanically to test for fat by the Babcock method, have learned how to stick 
the lactometer into milk, perhaps can make a plate for counting germs, but 
that is all. Scarcely one of them can give the significance of a single test. What 
good does it do? It keeps the milk man angry and they constantly devise ways 
of circumventing the regulations. Co-operation which is mutual will yield the 
best fruits. Most men know when they have fair treatment. As it stands at 
present, the farmer thinks he knows his business better than the inspector 
and the inspector thinks he knows his business better than the farmer, when 
both are densely ignorant of their own and the business of each other. The 
chasm between is immense and needs bridging. 

It may be pertinent to enumerate many of the subjects to be treated in the 
production of pure milk. Each item needs further explanation and discussion 
when carried into practice, otherwise interpretation would be difficult under 
varying conditions and circumstances. In carrying such a scheme into execution, 
it will also be necessary to select such items as may seem fair in the production 
of five cent milk, such as may seem fair in the production of six cent milk, and 
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so on with the production of each grade of milk until all are embodied in the 
best grade. 

The milk producer should therefore agree, depending upon what grade of 
milk he wishes to produce: 

1. To provide and compensate a competent man to conduct the tuberculin test. 
2. To apply the tuberculin test whenever ordered by the inspector or when- 

ever in his judgment it is thought desirable. 

38. To place in the hands of the inspector a copy of the records of temperatures 
and reactions. 

4. To isolate any animal responding to the tuberculin test. 

5. To pay any expense incurred by the test, breakage of thermometer, et 
cetera, which may not be herein mentioned, other than the duties and offices con- 
tributed by the milk inspector himself. 

6. To sell no milk from any cow which reacts to the tuberculin ‘test. 
7. To remove any cow from the sound herd which, in the judgment of the 

milk inspector, may be regarded as unsound in any respect. 
8. To sell no milk from any cow which may be pronounced unsound. 

9. To furnish no milk to any one within the boundaries of town or city if 
any contagious disease is established in the family of the milk producer, unless 
circumstances will warrant permission from the milk inspector. 

10. To keep the stable clean in the opinion of the milk inspector. 
11. To properly ventilate the stable and dairy room. 
12. To properly drain the stable. 

13. To bed with clean straw or anything equally acceptable to milk inspector. 
14. To provide pure water for the cows. 

15. To provide sufficient and suitable food for the cows and nothing which 
will injure the milk, 

16. To groom the cows thoroughly. 
17. To have sufficient room about the cows or sufficiently large stalls. 
18. To give the cows sufficient exercise. 
19. To clip the hair from udder as often as it may be necessary. 
20. ‘Sponge the udder off with tepid water and take up any surplus mois- 

ture before milking. 
21. To insist that each milker wash his hands carefully before milking. 
22. To wear clean and sterile clothes while milking. 
23. To provide a milking room, if required. 

24. To have all pails, cans and utensils perfectly cleaned with warm water, 
sal soda, lime water, and boiling water as directed by milk inspector. 

25. If milking is done in stable, to remove immediately after milking each 
cow’s milk to aérator and cooler. 

26. To cool the milk down at once to 40 degrees Fahrenheit, or below by passing 
over cooler. 

27. To maintain milk in cans at temperature of 40 degrees Fahrenheit, or 
below until delivered. 

28. To use milk pails, milk cans and other milk utensils for milk only. 
29. To provide 40 pounds of ice for every 100 pounds of milk produced. 
30. To use no milk from a calving cow till twelve days after calving. 
31. To use no preservatives, dilutents, or adulterants in the milk. 
32. To maintain a specific gravity of at least 1.029 in milk. 
33. To maintain at least 3.5 per cent butter fat in milk. 
34. To maintain at least 1214 per cent total solid. 
35. To maintain a bacteriological cleanliness satisfactory to inspector. 
36. To furnish a list of patrons to the milk inspector and correct it weekly. 
37. To contract with the milk inspector, who will represent the municipality, 

to produce a certain quality of milk specified in agreement. 
38. To carry out any suggestions of the milk inspector that are considered 

necesary for the health of those consuming the milk and for the good of the 
milk. 

39. To keep the milk inspector informed or any irregularities in the herd or 
dairy. 

40. To unite with the milk inspector in seeking improvement so far as it is 
feasible. 

41. To sell no milk other than that coming from the milk producer’s cows 
without the consent and approval of the milk inspector. 
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The contracts should embody in them detailed and full specifications as to: 

I. Stables. 
Location. 
Drainage. 

Structure. 
Ventilation. 
Lighting. 
Space. 
Stalls. 
Milking room. 
Cleanliness. 
Water supply. ue SO eo aO OP 

II. Q S 4 n 
Soundness. 
Condition. 
Number and kind. 
Grooming. 
Clipping of udder. 
Exercise. moor p 

III. Feed. 
a Kind. 
b Quantity per cow. 

c When fed to cows. 

IV. Milker. 
Health. 
Neatness. 

Clothes. 
Hands. 
Method of Milking. CROOPpP 

V. Dairy. 

Location. 
Drainage. 
Structure. 

Lighting. 
Ventilation. 
Plumbing. 
Cleanliness. 
Space. 
Equipment. 

Water supply. 
Ice supply per 100 lbs. milk produced. 

of 

Roe Oe OO 

VI. Utensils. 
a Milk pail. 
b Cooler. / as to 
ec Other Utensils. 

Kind. 
Cleanliness. 
Managment. 

VII. Management of Milk. 
How milked. 
Where milked. 
When cooled. 
How cooled. 
How sold. 
How delivered. 
Temperature of milk at time of delivery. mmeoacnrfl 

Laboratory of Bacteriology and Hygiene, June 10, 1905. 
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A. POPULAR REVIEW OF SPECIAL BULLETIN NO. 33 ON “THE ASSO- 

CIATIVE ACTION OF BACTERIA IN THE SOURING OF MILK.” 

CHARLES E. MARSHALL. 

[Bulletin No. 229.] 

For the last two years the attention of the writer has been directed to the 
determination of the favorable influence which certain microorganisms, usually 
producing no acid, frequently digesting milk, and many times curding milk, 
exert upon the growth of lactic bacteria (those germs commonly souring milk) 
accordingly hastening this process. It is understood that these lactic bacteria 
in milk cause the changing of the sugar of milk into an acid, called lactic acid, 

and this in turn acts upon the casein of the milk or the cheese content of the 
milk, producing a lopper. The bacteria which exert a favoring influence through 
a partial digestion of the milk, find their way into the milk through the filth 
of the stable, as, hairs of the cow, dirt from the cow, dirt from the floor of 
the stable, dirt from the feed, dirt from the milking utensils, in fact, they 
reach the milk through any avenue which is likely to be contaminated in any 
degree with dirt of one nature or another. It follows, therefore, that there is 
present in the milk a mass of bacteria consisting of many kinds,—those which 
are capable of souring milk directly; those which are capable of growing in milk 
and digesting it, leaving only a watery fluid behind; those which are capable 
of curding the casein or cheese product under sweet or sour. conditions; and 
many other kinds which are able to produce various alterations. Our asso- 
ciative studies in this instance are confined to the lactic bacteria and a few of 
those which usually digest milk without an appreciable formation of any acid. 

It has been suspected for some time that the lactic type of bacteria does not 
always account for at least occasional peculiarities noticed in connection with 
the souring of milk. With the knowledge that this souring is produced by a 
definite lactic micro-organism in most instances, its isolation and its cultivation 
in sterile milk ought to yield the same results as one would succeed in getting 
in the souring of milk under dairy environments. This, however, is not always 
true. Through the discovery of these influencing micro-organisms upon the lactic 
germs, it is possible in part to explain many of the variations which occur in 
the production of sour milk by lactic bacteria. 

While the associative studies in connection with the souring of milk are more 
or less in an inceptive stage, they are along the same line as several other fer- 
mentations which have already been familiar for many years. The nature of 
vinegar fermentation, with which we are all somewhat acquainted, is something 
that will appeal to every layman not fully in touch with the technique of micro- 
biology. It is a matter of common knowledge that in the production of vinegar, 
alcohol is first manufactured by a yeast plant from the sugar of the fruit. Fol- 
lowing the production of alcohol, bacteria develop which convert the alcohol pro- 
duced by the yeast into an acid, called acetic acid, which yields the vinegar of 
commerce. This association is required to yield the proper fermentative results. 
The yeasts are practically necessary for the cultivation of the bacteria and the 
bacteria are essential-in the production of acetic acid or vinegar. In several 
fermentations, associative life exists, as is met in kephir and koumiss, ginger 
beer, and others. Again, in disease mixed infection frequently occurs. This 
mixed infection many times hastens the development of the disease and perhaps 
there are cases where it acts as a hindrance. Diphtheria in its pure form is 
caused by a rod-shaped micro-organism and pursues a definite course, but when 
mixed with a certain spherical micro-organism, an aggravated form of the disease 
may follow. In the soil are instances of associative growth: for instance, it 
has been demonstrated that there is a distinct germ which is capable of liberating 

34 
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free nitrogen from combined nitrogen, but that this liberation does not take 
place through the agency of this germ very freely unless there is associated — 
with it another micro-organism which is known as the colon germ. 

These examples will be sufficient to meagerly illustrate the possibilities of 
association in a world of micro-organisms. Farmers have doubtless recognized 
that certain plants grow only in the presence of other plants,—again illustrating 
in the higher world the effect of associative development. This may doubtless 
be extended into the animal kingdom, and perhaps could be carried into regions 
which we know nothing about at the present time. 

By the studies conducted in this laboratory, it has been possible to demon- 
strate that when the lactic bacteria are associated with certain other, bacteria 
the lactic germs are capable of producing a greater amount of acid through this 
association than when grown alone without the influence of any other germs; 
that the milk in which the two germs are grown will lopper sometimes as 
many as 72 hours earlier than the milk in which the lactic germs are grown 
alone; that the number of lactic germs also increases much more rapidly when 
under the influence of association than when alone. Allow A to stand for the 
lactic bacteria, B to stand for the associated type, then the number of lactic 
germs developing in single and combined culture may be represented as follows: 

A:A+B:: 27: 1614 

It is also interesting to note that if we should allow the germs designated by 
B to grow in milk for 48 hours, then kill them by sterilization, the milk in which 
they have grown will give the same results as when the living germs B are grown 
with the lactic germs. Products are formed by the growth of germs B in the 
milk which do not yield to sterilization; in other words, they are stable. These 
products have the same influence upon the lactic germs in influencing their 
growth, in hastening the formation of acid, and in reducing the number of 
hours necessary for the loppering of the milk as the living germs B. We may 
conclude, therefore, that the products are probably the’ important influencing 
agents. 

While it has been positively shown that certain micro-organisms may influence 
the lactic bacteria in the souring of milk by hastening the process, and also that 
these micro-organisms apparently exert their influence in the milk through the 
formation of distinct products which in turn are capable of accomplishing in 

the growth of lactic germs what the living germs have been demonstrated to 
accomplish, there are also other factors entering into the study of this asso- 
ciative action which must be carefully considered, otherwise erroneous conclu- 
sions are likely to creep in. Among these factors the most important to the 
mind of the writer is that of the possible variations in our cultures resulting 
apparently from the differences existing in milks. At first it was suspected that 
by the use of dairy milks these differences in milks could be explained by the 
formation of bacterial products through the rapid development of germs usually 
pervading dairy milks. Studies conducted to determine whether this would lead 
to the probable explanation resulted in finding some variation, for by taking 
samples of milk from the dairy at different times it was discovered that when 
tested the usual variation in acidity existed, but if subjected to heat the milk 
did not always respond the same even when the acidities, measured by phenol- 
phthalein, were identical. For instance, 20° sometimes loppered and sometimes 
did not upon heating; 21° sometimes loppered and sometimes did not upon heat- 
ing; 22° sometimes loppered and sometimes did not upon heating. If acidity 
measures the time of loppering of milk, then we must conclude that the indi- 
cator is not at all reliable; if the acidity is not the cause, we must seek another 
explanation for the variation secured in this test. Going to the cows themselves 
and securing milk that was perfectly fresh, it was found that the acidities, 
measured by phenol-phthalein, were marked by great variations. To illustrate: 

Red Polled Pansy Belle gave 9° acidity. 
Grade 31 gave 18° acidity. 

Holstein College Houtje gave 5° acidity. 
Swiss College Becky gave 13° acidity. 
Holstein College Belle gave 14° acidity. 

Grade 11 gave 17° acidity. 
Grade 17 gave 18° acidity. 
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Here is found considerable variation in acidity and, when these same milks 
were employed for the cultivation of micro-organisms, it was also discovered 
that micro-organisms responded differently to these different lots of milk. 
Whether this response may be attributed to the acidity is not positively demon- 
strated, for we know from past knowledge that the constituents of milk vary 
widely; that is, the fat is subject to great variation as well as the casein of 
milk. There may be some relation existing between the acidity and the normal 
constituents of milk and instead of finding that the micro-organisms respond to 
the degree of acidity, it may rather be found that they respond to the amounts 
of different constituents present. Besides finding that the germs respond differ- 
ently to milks from different cows, it was also found that milks gave different 
results upon the addition of rennet; that is, the milks from different cows curded 
upon the addition of identical amounts of rennet in different periods of time. 
We may conclude tentatively, therefore, from our studies of different milks, 
that the results secured from the cultivation of germs in these different milks 
are subject to as great variations as the results of chemical analysis. Bearing 

this in mind, in order to secure satisfactory results in a study of associations 
of germs in milk, it is necessary to restrict oneself to milk from the same source 
and treated in an identical manner, otherwise unreliable data will be obtained. 
It has been found necessary to introduce this brief survey of milk variation in 
order to satisfactorily interpret our studies in association. 
When germ B, or the germ which we have employed in connection with the 

lactic bacteria, has grown in milk for different periods of time, certain definite 
changes are produced. Inasmuch as these changes give rise to the products 
which we have shown may influence the growth of lactic bacteria as much as 
living germs themselves, it is interesting to know what this breaking down or 
digesting of°the milk may be. Studied from the chemical standpoint, we shall 
find that the casein or cheese substance of the milk is almost completely dis- 
solved and in its place are simpler nitrogenous products, such as_ peptones, 
amido and ammonia compounds, as well as other products of more or less com- 
plete digestion. It is impossible, from our present data, to definitely point out 
which of these products favorably hastens the growth of lactic bacteria. It may 
not be a single one, but several combined. At any rate, the digestion is doubtless 
the means of furnishing such products as will hasten the growth of lactic bacteria. 
It must be understood, too, that the products resulting from these particular 
germs are not identical with the products of all germs of this class, for we find 
germs which apparently digest milk in much the same manner, but have appar- 
ently no influence whatever upon the growth of the lactic bacteria. This would 
indicate perhaps that instead of some of these main products of digestion, which 
are indicated in our discussion as being the cause of the facilitated growth, that 

“a secondary product, which is not apparent at all in our analysis, is the real 
stimulant of the lactic bacteria. 

We can further say that no acid is produced by germ B, which we have studied 
so thoroughly. Although when grown in milk, germ B will in time curd the 
milk upon heating, we have demonstrated that it is not due to the presence of 
any acid, but to other products which are found in the digested milk. Besides 
germ B producing a favorable action upon the lactic bacteria, we have met with 
several others which are also capable of doing the same thing, but varying in 
degree only. Out of ten which we have partly studied, six are capable of favor- 
ably influencing the lactic germs. 

It is also interesting to note how much association may influence the butter 
products. Mr. Wright has conducted some experiments in which he has demon- 
strated that in order to cover up the disagreeable odor and taste produced by 
germ B it is necessary to employ 45 per cent of good starter in the ripening 
of cream. It is desirable, perhaps, to introduce at this point a summary of Mr. 
Wright’s work. Zi 

~! 
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Cream Lot. 
18 

Ine 

TTT. 

IV. 

V. 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

Division 
of Lot. 

Le el I el Oe el 

Amount 
of B Added. 

5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 

5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 

5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 

Amount 
of A Added. 

214% 

5 % 

5% 
5 % 

8 % 
8 % 

15 % 
15 % 

20 % 
20 % 
25 % 
25 % 
30 % 
30 % 
35 % 
35 % 
40 % 
40 &% 
40 % 
40 % 
40 % 
40 % 
45 _ % 
45 % 
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Condition of Butter. 

Very strong of B. 
Very strong of B. 
Tainted. 
Very strong of B. 
Very good. 
Qute strong of B. 
Very good. 
B easily detected. 
Excellent. 

B easily detected. 
Strong; B easily detected. 
B easily detected. 
Excellent. 
B easily detected. 

Excellent. 
B easily detected. 
Excellent. 
B easily detected. 

Excellent. 
B easily detected. 

Excellent. 
B easily detected. 
Excellent. 
B practically disappeared. 

This association of germs studied may cast some light upon the peculiarities 
or irrregularities of milk souring known to nearly everybody; it may be the 
means of giving better basis for advocating purer milk for infant feeding and 
other purposes, since the products, at times perhaps toxic, are so stable; it has 
already given a more rational view of starters and their control, as well as of 
the extent of their possibilities; and it has made lactic fermentation one subject 
somewhat to other microbial factors which have not heretofore been recognized. 

Laboratory of Bacteriology and Hygiene, June 15, 1905. 
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SOME BACTERIAL DISEASES OF PLANTS PREVALENT IN MICHIGAN. 

WALTER G. SACKETT. 

[Bulletin No. 230.] 

I. Pear Blight. 
II. Bacteriosis of Beans. 

III. Black Rot of Cabbage. 
IV. Wilt of the Cucumber, Muskmellon and Squash. 
V. Soft Rot of the Sugar beet. 

VI. Blight of the Irish Potato, Tomato and Egg Plant. 

PEAR BLIGHT (FIRE BLIcuHT). 

Fic. 1.—Two Pear Twigs; the upper one affected with Fire Blight, the lower one healthy. 

Of all the diseases which affect the pear, there is none which is so universally 
dreaded by fruit growers as the pear blight. This disease is by no means confined 
to the pear alone but also infests the apple, quince, crab, mountain ash, service 
berry and several species of hawthorne; hence the blight can spread from one 

kind of a tree to another. 
The name fire blight is especially good because it is at once suggestive of the 

symptoms of the malady. To one not familiar with the disease, it can be recog- 
nized at first sight by the brown and subsequent blackened appearance of the 
young leaf tufts and flower clusters; the young twigs show a blackened, shrivelled 
bark resembling very much green brush which has been only partially burned. 
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The blight makes its appearance early in the spring shortly after the blossoms 
have fallen and working rapidly back from the blossom clusters, an inch or 
more a day, soon involves the tender succulent twigs and ultimately the whole 
limb. If the diseased wood be cut off with a sharp knife, a dark ring between 

the bark and the wood will usually be seen. This is a further indication that 
your tree is affected. As the disease progresses and the smaller limbs show 
the infection, the bark cracks and a thick, black, sticky gum exudes; soon after- 
wards the bark becomes dark colored, hardened and shrunken. When the leaves 
fall in the autumn, the diseased parts of the tree are left very conspicuous by 
the dead leaves hanging to the twigs. If the blight attacks the larger branches 

Fe ee 

Fic. 2.—Pear Twigs. The upper one shows the smooth bark of a healthy twig. In the lower one 
note the dried up, shrivelled appearance caused by the Blight. 

and trunk where there has been some mechanical injury or bruise, the symptoms 
are. much the same as what is known as sun burn or sun scald. This form of 

the blight is known as rough bark or body blight. 
In some of the most susceptible varieties, it is not uncommon to see the whole 

tree blighted in a phenomenally short time, sometimes within ten days. Occa- 
sionally it assumes its most severe form just previous to the picking of the crop. 
The writer has one pear orchard in mind numbering some four hundred trees 
which showed but three or four badly infected ones up to the middle of August, 
1904, but within three weeks after that, every tree in the orchard was suffering 
from a severe attack. The fruit had to be picked two weeks before time in order 

to prevent all from being ruined by the blight. 

HISTORY. 

The disease is by no means recent for it dates back to the time of William 
Denning who first reported the trouble from the Highlands of the Hudson in 
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1770. He described it fairly well and ascribed the cause to a borer in the trunk 

of the tree. 
The oldest book on American Fruit Culture published in 1817 by William Coxe 

gives a very accurate description of the disease. From this early date up to 
comparatively recent times horticultural literature has been crowded with 
numerous extravagant theories of the cause of the blight. Even today we occa- 
sionally find men who hold to one or another of the old ideas. It may be interest- 
ing to know what some of these were: 

1. Insects.* 
2. Rays of the sun passing through vapors. 

3. Poor soil. 
4. Violent changes in the temperature of the air or the moisture of the soil. 
5. Sudden change from sod to high tillage resulting in surplus of sap. 

6. Effect of age. 
7. Autumn freezing of unripe wood, which makes a poison destroying the 

shoots and branches the following spring. 
. Electricity in the atmosphere. 

9. Freezing of the sap or freezing of the bark. 

10. Fermentation of sap. 
11. Absence of certain mineral matters in the soil. 
12. Something in the air which is carried from place to place. 

13. Fungi. 
ORIGIN AND SPREAD. 

In 1878, Prof. W. T. Burril of the University of Illinois, succeeded in finding 
a kind of bacteria which he believed to be responsible for the disease. 

The blackened twigs and sticky exudate were found to be alive with germs 
which are very small plants, so small, in fact, as to be seen only with a very power- 
ful magnifying glass such as we find in the compound microscope. Some idea of 
the size can be gotten when you know that it would require 25,000 germs placed 

end to end to make one inch. 
By taking some of this gummy material which contains the bacteria and 

inserting it into a healthy twig through a small cut, it was demonstrated that 
the inoculated twig took the disease and that therefore it could be spread from 
one tree to another or was what we call an infectious disease. It was also shown 
that this same gummy material from the pear could produce the disease on the 
quince and the apple. This experiment is very simple and can be tried by any- 
one who is interested in the infectious nature of the blight. It was argued 
by some that it was not the germs which produced the blight but rather the gum 
which was injected. To meet this objection, the germs were grown in a Suitable 
medium such as beef broth and a quantity of the pure organisms were inoculated 
into a healthy twig. ‘The results were very conclusive for the twig soon died 

showing that the germs by themselves had the power of killing the plant. 
The question which we now have to answer is, where does the blight originate 

when our orchards have never had it before? Where does it come from?. It has 
been shown quite conclusively that it is not carried on the wind, neither is it 
traceable to the soil. Insects and especially bees have been seen feeding on the 
gummy material which runs out from the cracks in the diseased wood and 
knowing that this exudate contains millions of germs, it is only reasonable to 
believe that these insects carry the disease on their feet and bodies to the 
healthy trees. Alighting on a delicate flower cluster, they crawl deep down after 

the so called honey or nectar in the blossom and here many of the blight germs 
are brushed off and left in contact with the tender blossom. Through these 
honey ducts or nectaries the bacteria gain entrance to the plant. Once favorably 
situated, they multiply very rapidly and move down the twig between the bark 
and woody cylinder through the growing layer, known as the cambium layer, 
which is familiar to everyone as the region from which the annual rings arise. 
It is in this way that a large percentage of the cases originate. Again the germs 
may gain entrance into the tender shoots through insect bites in the bark for 
although the opening may be no larger than a pin prick, myriads of bacteria can 
find a temporary dwelling place in this wound and may soon spread through the 
whole member. Lastly, the infection may enter the large limbs and trunk of 

* Bulletin 136 Ontario Department of Agriculture. 
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the tree by some scratch or bruise in the protecting bark which has exposed 
the susceptible growing layer beneath to the visits of germ laden insects. 

Thus we see that pear blight is caused by a germ to which the name Bacillus 
amylovorus (Burril) has been given, the meaning of which is starch destroying. 
We see that it is spread from one tree to another by insects, especially bees, 
and that the germs may gain entrance into the plant in any of three ways: 
First, and most important, through the blossom; second, through insect bites 
in the tender shoots; third, through mechanical injuries to the bark of the 
limbs and trunks of the trees. 

CONDITIONS FAVORING THE DISEASE, 

Although the knife is our only hope of exterminating the blight, there are 
undoubtedly conditions which favor the disease. 

It is a matter of common observation that climatic conditions have a marked 
influence; warm, moist weather with a large amount of rainfall favors it, while 
bright, dry, cool weather tends to check it. That is, the former conditions are ad- 
vantageous to the growth of the germs while the latter are unfavorable. 

High cultivation, rich soil, heavy manuring, the use of large quantities of 
commercial fertilizer containing a great deal of nitrogenous material and heavy 
pruning all tend toward the growth of tender, succulent shoots. It is in this 
sort of plant tissue, gorged with sap, that the blight germs can grow and 
multiply most rapidly. Biting insects whose mouth parts are contaminated 
with the casual microbes, are most partial to these juicy shoots and leaves and 

their bites often serve to infect the tree. 

It is evident, then, that vigorous, healthy, rapidly growing, too well cared 
for orchards are more liable to the disease than others and since these are factors 
which the grower can control, it is he who must strike the happy medium which 
will not permit the trees to suffer and yet will not give ideal conditions for the 
development of the germs. 

PREVENTION AND TREATMENT. 

The treatment of fire blight is of two kinds—the one, preventative, which 
aims at making the tree resistant: to the attacks of the disease; the other, 
curative, which is interfded to exterminate the harmful microbes and thus prevent 

their spread. 
(1) It is obvious that if we are to render our trees resistant to blight, we 

must avoid those conditions which increase the predisposition to the disease. 
We have already mentioned the most potent factors in the propagation of blight 
as high cultivation, rich manures, commercial fertilizer high in nitrogenous 
material, excessive soil moisture and high pruning. In short, anything which 
favors the rapid growth of tender, succulent shoots should not be practiced. 
It is understood, of course, that these suggestions are not to be followed with- 
out reason or the trees will suffer from troubles other than the blight. The 
trees should be allowed to ripen their wood and to this end the grower must 
use some means which will limit the moisture in the soil. It {is recommended 
that some good cover crop such as oats be used for this purpose. 

(2) With a disease working as this does in the juicy part of the stem between 
the bark and the wood, there is no chance of reaching the trouble by means of 
sprays for unless the chemicals come in contact with the bacteria, spraying is 

futile. 
The knife and saw remain as the only effective remedies. We must cut out 

and burn all affected twigs, leaves and branches not only from the pear but the 
apple, quince and related species as well, so that there will be no infectious material 
near by for bees to carry into the blight free orchard. It is very essential in 
cutting out the diseased branches to cut well below the discolored part as the 
bacteria are usually far below this region, the discoloration not appearing until 
after the bacteria have been at work some time, so that even if all the blackened 
wood were removed the seat of the trouble would not have been reached, and 
the germs would live on in the apparently healthy stump, soon to cause another 
visible outbreak of the blight. The affected branches should be cut back all 
the way from ten to fifteen inches below the discolored wood and if the branch 
be a large one, more than one-half inch in diameter, the cut surface should be 
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protected from wound rots by painting. Wither lead and oil paint or shellac 
wash* or grafting wax may be used for this but the lead and oil paint is cheaper 
and less liable to crack than the others when exposed to the sun. The question 
may be asked, “When is the proper time to do the cutting?” The writer would 
answer, “Whenever the blight appears.” Trimming out the diseased parts may 
be done at anytime in the late fall, winter and spring. The most favorable 
time, howevér, is in the autumn after the leaves have fallen for then the blighted 
twigs become very conspicuous by the dead leaves still hanging to them. It 
is not advisable to postpone the cutting until the growing season, for at that 
time there is great danger of overlooking new cases which are constantly oc- 
curring owing to the lack of development so early in the season. If the entire 
tree is affected, there is little hope of saving it and the best procedure is to grub 

it out and burn the whole tree. Too much stress cannot be laid upon the com- 
plete destruction of the diseased wood for our only hope of stamping out the 
blight lies in removing the source of the infection. A single twig left on the 
ground unburned may mean the loss of the whole orchard. 

The knife and the saw used must be sterilized after each cut in order that 
the disease germs clinging’ to the instruments may not be carried to the healthy 
parts of the tree. This can be done by passing the knife several times through 

a flame or it may be dipped into a 5 per cent solution of carbolic acid. 
A careful inspection of the orchard should be made in the winter and spring 

before the blossom season in order to destroy any new cases that may have 
developed since the previous examination. ; 

The greater part of the blight will be eradicated by one careful winter and 
spring cutting and if this be done and done thoroughly, the disease can be 
entirely controlled. 

SUSCEPTIBILITY OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES. 

So far as we know at the present time there are no varieties that are entirely 
immune to the disease. Several have been reported by growers as showing 
a greater power of resistance than others, among which may be mentioned the 
Duchess, Kiefer, Seckel, Anjou and Anjouleme. The more susceptible varieties 
are the Flemish Beauty, Clapp’s Favorite and Bartlett. 
Among the apples, the crabs in every case seem to take the disease most 

readily, but even here there are some which are freer from blight than others. 
It has been observed that the same variety in different localities and under dif- 
ferent climatic conditions will exhibit different degrees of resistance. The Colo- 
rado Experiment Station; cites one case in a certain locality where Martha and 

Whitney crabs were grown alternately. The Whitney trees were either all dead 
or dying while not one of the Marthas was affected. However, in other localities 
the Marthas had succumbed to the blight. 

In selecting trees, be guarded by local experience and choose the varieties 
which have done best in your locality. 

BACTERIOSIS OF BEANS. 

Frequently the foliage, stems and pods of the common beans as well as the 
Lima bean are preyed upon by a bacterial diseaset known as Bacteriosis. The 
symptoms are such as to make it readily distinguishable from all other maladies 
to which the bean is heir. 

There appear on the different parts of the plant, especially on the leaves, 
large, watery, brown patches or blisters that soon dry up and cause the tissue 
to become brittle and to curl leaving the foliage ragged and good for nothing. 
The pods seem to furnish the best food supply for the microbes and it is here 
that we find the disease at its best. Small discolored spots appear at first which 
Spread very rapidly and produce large lesions with pink or reddish brown borders 

* The Connecticut Exp. Sta. recommends oil shellac, to which is added a little flowers of sulphur 
and a few drops of carbolic acid. 

{ Bulletin 41 Colorado Experiment Station. 
+ Pseudomonas phaseoli (Smith.) 

35 
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Fic, 4.—Four Bean Pods with Bacteriosis. 
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and having pale yellow or amber colored crusts over the affected areas. This 
crust is due to the accumulation of myriads of amber colored bacteria which have 
formed a layer over the broken down tissue. After a time the pod rots and the 
beans are worthless. 

' Warm, wet weather seems to favor the disease for the germs grow best under 
these conditions and the beans at the same time produce more succulent growths 
which are more readily attacked. Rain and dew are doubtless agents in spread- 
ing the germs from one part of the plant to another by washing them from old 
lesions onto unaffected parts. Insects play an important part in disseminating 
the trouble, consequently any measures which tend to check these pests will 
aid in controlling bacteriosis. The distribution of the disease is further effected 

by dead vines and leaves carried on the wind; by the soil and through the seed. 
New land which has never grown beans seems to be freer from the disease than 
old and should always be used when available. 

The seed used in planting should be selected by hand and all the lighter ones 

discarded for Gain* reports that anthracnosed seeds are less dense than sound 
ones. As yet no satisfactory method has been found which can be recommended 

for treating the seed to destroy the casual microbe which does not lower the 
viability of the seed. : 

Inasmuch as the germs of bacteriosis work on the outside of the plant, it is 
possible to reach them with a fungicide and spraying with Bordeaux mixture* 
upon two and three inch plants followed by the same ten days later and again 
after blossoming.+ Dr. Halstead uses a Bordeaux mixture of the following 

strength: Copper sulphate, 6 lbs.; lime, 4 lbs.; water, 60 gals. 
Variety tests conducted by the New Jersey Experiment Station during the 

three years 1897-1899 with Green Flageolet, Currie’s Rust-proof, Early Mohawk, 

Golden Wax, Extra Early Refugee and Saddleback Wax showed the Green 
Flageolet, the most susceptible, and the Early Refugee the least. 

BLACK ROT OF CABBAGE. 

The black rot of cabbage is to the truck producer what pear blight is to the 
fruit grower; in fact, it may be considered far worse, for on the one hand there 
is only the loss of the crop while on the other not only is the cabbage destroyed 
but in addition the soil on which it has been grown is so inoculated that it is 
practically useless to attempt to raise the same crop on the same field with any 

degree of success for a number of years. 
Bacterial examination of diseased plants has shown the sickness to be due to 

a kind of germ.t The disease is by no means confined to the cabbage but attacks 
other cruciferous plants such as cauliflower, collards, kohl rabbi, kale, brussels 
sprouts and broccoli. It has also been reported as occurring in turnips, ruta- 
bagas, wild radish and mustard. It is widely distributed in the United States, 
having been found most prevalent east of the Mississippi River. In 1891 Prof. 
W. Paddock reported it from Colorado. Previous to 1899 we do-not hear of the 
black rot in Europe but the investigations of Harding,§ confirmed by foreign 

workers, show the disease to be wide spread and of long standing. England, 
Holland, Denmark, Austria and Switzerland are mentioned as constant sufferers 
from the malady. This is peculiarly interesting, since a few years back a great 
deal of our cabbage seed was imported from Holland and Denmark. The com- 
paratively recent discovery of the infection in Europe is probably due to the 
better methods of diagnosing the disease than formerly rather than to recent 
appearance of the trouble. Cabbage growers of Europe have observed it for 
many years, it seems, but they were accustomed to associate the cabbage worm 
with the rot rather than the true bacterial cause. 

The disease can be recognized by the dwarfed, one-sided growth of the plants and 
in some cases, failure to produce heads. Sometimes the head will rot and fall off 

* Bulletin 151 N. J. Exp. Sta. 
+ Bulletin 121 Ohio Exp. Station. 
t Pseudomonas campestres (Pannuel) Smith. 
§ Cent F. Bakt. II. Ab. Bd. VI—305-313, (1900.) 
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but this is not a necessary accompaniment of the disease for this symptom to- 
gether with the bad smelling head may be due to the work of other bacteria which 
are living on the tissue already weakened by the true black rot organism. In 
the early stage of the disease, the leaves show a withered, dried appearance along 
the margin followed by a yellowing in time. The small ribs that lead to the 

mid rib are usually blackened first and ultimately the larger ones and the mid 
rib succumb. On cutting across the stem of an infected leaf or sick stalk, one 
can see the blackened ends of the fibrous strands, known as the fibro vascular 
bundles, which lead from the stalk out into the leaf and supply it with water 

and soil foods. A microscopic examination of these vascular bundles will show 
the tiny tubes of which they are composed to be alive with germs. As soon as 
these food and water channels are destroyed, the blade of the leaf is no longer 
able to get the subsistence required and dies. Diseased leaves usually fall pre- 
maturely, leaving a long naked stalk with a tuft of leaves at the tip. The old 
leaf scars will show the ends of blackened strands corresponding to the diseased 
fibro vascular bundles in the leaf. 

Fig. 5.—Cabbages showing effect of artificial inoculation. Middle plant vigorous and healthy (unin- 
oculated). Plants 1 and 3 inoculated with Black Rot germs. Note dwarfed, one sided manner of 
growth. Russell. (Wisconsin Station Bulletin No. 65.) 

It has been found* that the most common method of infection in the field is 
through the very small water pores scattered over the blunt teeth on the margin 
of the leaf. It is by these water pores that a part of the soil moisture that is 
taken up by the root system escapes from the plant as water vapor but if the 
surrounding atmosphere is very moist, there will be no evaporation and the water 

will be seen to accumulate in tiny droplets just over the pores. However, if the 

soil is very dry, even though the air is moist,*we do not have these water beads 
formed. They can be seen frequently in the early morning on the surface of 

the leaves and are frequently mistaken for dew. It must be borne in mind 

that the air is always filled with dust and numerous bacteria and among these 
there are almost certain to be the germs of black rot, especially if the wind is 
blowing over a sick field carrying with it fragments of rotting plants and in- 

fected soil. These germs are in the beads of moisture, referred to above, and 
finding a comfortable lodging place and abundant food and water supply, they 
multiply very rapidly and being able to move about, soon find their way down 
through the water pores into the veins of the plant. Here they continue to mul- 

tiply and work toward the stalk, leaving behind them the blackened veins and. 
withered blades. The germs may also gain entrance by means of the bites of 
gnawing insects and again by way of the broken roots at the time of transplant- 

ing. 

* Bulletin 65 Wis.; Exp. Sta. Farmer’s Bulletin 63 U.S. Dep’t Agr. 
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Fic. 6.—Cabbage Leaf affected with Black Rot, Water Pore infection. (Stewart and Harding. New 
York Station Bulletin No. 232.) 

There is no question but that in many cases the plants are taken from the 
seed bed in a diseased condition and when transplanted into the field spread 
the germs through the soil rendering it unfit for cabbage growing in the future. 
When the source of the infection is confined to such a limited space as the seed 
bed, it is possible to sterilize the soil to depth of five or six inches by covering 
it with brush and cord wood and burning it, the heat produced penetrating 
sufficiently deep to kill most of the surface bacteria as well as troublesome weed 
seeds. This is a very common practice with tobacco growers and has met with 
great success wherever employed. If this is not practicable, the seed bed should 
be located in a new place each year and where cabbage has never been grown. 
It is only reasonable to suppose if your plants are in a good vigorous condition 
when transplanted into a “healthful” field, their chance of living is vastly greater 
than if sick from the start. 
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When stable manure is used for fertilizer, every precaution should be taken 
to keep infected cabbage refuse from getting into the manure for in this way 

the whole heap will become infected with the rot germs and when it is spread 
on the field the entire plat will become inoculated. One of the worst plant dis- 
ease epidemics on record was caused in this very way.. The writer refers to the 
present watermelon wilt in North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia, where 
melon growing for the past two years has been practically abandoned by the 
smaller producers because of the ravages of the wilt. The only safe way to 

dispose of refuse is to burn it. 
It has been demonstrated experimentally by Harding,* Stewart and Prucha 

that the cabbage seed itself is contaminated with the black rot germs, that some 
of them could live over winter on the seed and become the source of infection 
to the young cabbage plants. They advise disinfecting the seed before sowing 
by soaking it in a 1-1000 solution of corrosive sublimatey for fifteen minutes 

or in formalin, one pound in thirty gallons. 
The removal of sick leaves in the early stages of the disease is practiced by 

some growers with success. Others have tried this preventative and found it 
to be a complete failure. The recent investigations of Stewartt and Harding 
condemn this practice and prove quite conclusively that the method is not only 
harmful to the plants but also worthless. The treatment fails, they say, because 

“The removal of so many leaves checks the growth of the plants; in- 
fection occurs by way of the roots as well as through the leaves; infec- 
tion may occur at the base of the leaf close to the stem and get into 
the stem unobserved; the germs of the disease are so widely and so 
abundantly distributed that it is useless to try to stamp out the disease 

by the removal of the diseased material.” 
Warm days, cool nights, and frequent showers seem to accelerate the rot. 

Smith§ is inclined to think that cabbage planted late is less susceptible than that 
which is planted early. In selecting cabbages for producing seed the following 
season, care should be taken to pick out only those which are absolutely free 

from the infection. 
When cabbage is to be stored over winter, the heads should be examined 

critically and any diseased ones rejected or kept by themselves. The room or 
store house must be kept cool, below 40° F., and must have uniform ventilation. 

It is a matter of common observation that when cabbage is grown year after 
year on the same piece of land, there is a notable increase in the amount of rot. 
In the first place, such a method is not to be recommended from an agricultural 

standpoint since it violates the important principle of crop rotation and further, 
if it becomes necessary, because of limited space, to continue using this land, our 
only hope of getting rid of the disease is to grow crops other than members of the 

cabbage family for five or ten years and longer. During this interim the 
land must be kept free from all cruciferous weeds which harbor the bacteria, 
especially from the common wild mustard. 

If possible, cabbage should be set each year on ground which has not been 
planted to it for some time or which has been in sod several seasons or else 
cultivated to crops which are not affected by the rot. The one important thing 
for the gardner to observe if he would be a successful cabbage grower, is to 

take the utmost care to keep his field from becoming infected, and if once infected 
not to spread the malady over his whole farm. 

WILT OF THE CUCUMBER, MUSKMELLON AND SQUASH. 

This disease of the Cucurbits does the most damage early in the season when 
the vines are just beginning to run. Sometimes, however, seedlings succumb 
to the infection while again the wilt does not appear until the vine is in full 
bearing. Such an instance was observed in the cucumber forcing house at the 
college this spring. The vine was apparently healthy and doing well when sud- 
denly the leaves began to wilt as sit from jack of water or too much hot sun. 

* Bulletin 251. es a2 Exp. Sta. 
Corrosive sublimate, 1 part: hydrochloric acid, 2 parts; water, 1000 parts. 
i Bulletin 232, N. Y. Exp. Sta. (1903). 

Loc. Cit. pp. 12. 
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There was no drying or shriveling of the leaves and in two days the plant was 
dead. A microscopic examination of a cross section of the vine and larger roots 

showed the vascular bundles to be plugged with bacteria. No fungi were found 
and there was ne indication of insect work on the roots. 

The writer has observed the same wilt on the muskmellon. The symptoms 
here are the same as for the cucumber as are also the symptoms for the squash; 
sudden wilting as from lack of water caused by the clogging of the watertubes, 
followed by prostration and death. Usually one runner will die at a time, be- 
ginning at the tip and working back toward the root. Growers seem to think 
the wilt is worse during wet weather and just after a heavy rain, especially if 
the sun comes out very hot. Spraying is useless and preventative measures sug- 
gest pulling up the sick vines and burning them. The suggestions given for the 
prevention of potato blight will apply here also. Plant on new land as far as 
possible and avoid the use of fields which have shown the infection. Rotation of 

crops is also advised. 

Smith* ascribes the wilt to a bacillus} which he believes is carried from 
diseased to healthy plants by the cucumber beetle and squash bug, hence the 
necessity of destroying these insects. 

SOFT ROT OF THE SUGAR BEET. 

This disease was first described and the specific germt isolated by Metcalf 
and Hedgcock§ in 1902. Beets affected with the rot show the lower half badly 
decayed and the rotten part honeycombed with “pockets” or cavities filled with 
a slimy, stringy fluid, colorless and sour smelling. The vascular bundles remain 
intact while the tissue surrounding them is usually consumed. The normal color 
of the beets differs so that it is difficult to give any hard and fast color char- 
acteristic, but when affected the tissue first shows a yellow, changing to a clay 
color or gray; later these colors gradually darken. In some cases beets that are 
badly rotted show no discoloration while others in the early stages are very 
dark. Above ground the beets appear normal. 

A microscopic examination of viscid liquid that fills the cavities of the rotting 
tissue shows millions of bacteria, which when grown later in pure culture and 
inoculated into healthy beets produced symptoms typical of the disease. 

The germs gain entrance into the beet through wounds and abrasions in the 
skin and there is good reason for believing that nematodes are responsible for 
many of the inoculations. So far as experimental work goes, there is no evi- 
dence that infection can take place except through cuts or scratches in the outer 
surface of the root. In the field, the disease has been observed to progress most 
rapidly under warm and wet conditions; more mature beets are affected more 
severely than the younger ones, probably due to the larger amount of sugar 

present. 

If the beets are stored in silos and rotting sets in, they should all be inspe@eed 
and the decayed ones put in a pile by themselves so that all will not contract 
the rot. Cold storage does not seem to have any influence on checking the trouble, 
for even at low temperatures the germs continue to grow and produce havoc. 
It is recommended|| that beets from sick soil be thoroughly sunned and dried 
before storing, inasmuch as the desiccation and sunlight have been found to be 
very detrimental to the growth of the germs. 

Prevention is the only remedy that can be suggested at this time. Grow your 
beets on relatively dry ground, if possible and plant corn or some other suitable 
crop on your former beet ground where the excess of moisture can do no harm. 
Our greatest hope of controlling this disease as well as others is by breeding up 
some resistant variety and by careful selections secure a strain which can be 
planted on wet land and yet remain immune. There is no question but that such 
resistant varieties will be forthcoming in the near future now that the scientific 
world is so wide awake to the wonders of plant breeding. 

* Proc. Am. Asso. Ad. Sci., 1895, pp. 190. 
Bacillus tracheiphilus (Smith ye 
Bacillus teutlium (Metcalf). 
Seventh Annual Report, Neb. Exp. Bie (1904). 
Cent. f. Bakt. II Ab. Bd. VII.—1 & 2 
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BLIGHT OF THE IRISH POTATO, TOMATO AND EGG PLANT. 

It has been shown* by Dr. E. F. Smith that a single species of bacteria; has 

the power of producing blight in a number of plants of the potato family. Among 
the cultivated ones may be mentioned the Irish potato, tomato, egg plant and 

pepper. Several common weeds such as the horse nettle, jimson weed and ground 
cherry are also susceptible to the disease. However, we are especially concerned 

with the disease as it occurs in our common garden vegetables. 
The blight manifests itself in the vines by a sudden wilting either of a part 

or the whole. The stems usually wither, turn yellow and finally black. Young 
plants appear to contract the disease more readily than old ones. By cutting 
across the affected stem one can see the characteristic brown or black woody 
tissue in which the bacteria are at work. The tubers from sick plants show a 
distinct ring of discolored tissue a short distance from the outside of the potato. 

Fungicides are of no value in treating the disease and prevention is the only 
remedy. Do not use diseased tubers for planting and avoid planting on potato 
sick land as well as on land which has had diseased tomatoes or egg plants. 

The symptoms of the blight in the tomato and egg plant are much the same 

as those for the potato. The vines wilt as if suffering from too hot sun or lack 
of water. Decay of the stems and branches soon sets in, resulting in the destruc- 
tion of the plant. 

Here, too, spraying has been found useless, for the cause of the disease is 
deep seated within the tissue and beyond the reach of any germicide. Insects, 

undoubtedly, play some part in carrying the germs from plant to plant and thus 
spread the trouble, but the soil seems to be the principal medium of infection. 
What has been said in connection with the potato may be said about planting 
tomatoes and egg plants on land that has had diseased specimens of the potato 
family. 

If the disease is not too general, it is possible to control its spread by remoy- 
ing the dead vines with the roots from the field and burning them. It is of 
utmost importance that the vines be destroyed and not thrown down carelessly 

to start the disease in a healthy part of the field. Remember that you are deal- 
ing with a contagious disease and it is your duty to keep it from spreading. One 
sick vine in your field this year may mean the loss of half your plants next year. 
Numerous cases have been reported where soil diseases have been carried from 
farm to farm, up and down the road by the infected mud that adheres to the 
wagon wheels. The greatest care should be exercised in plowing and cultivating 
not to drag sick vines over healthy soil for by so doing the disease is spread 
and what might have been a mild attack is aggravated to such a degree that a 
general epidemic results. Tools should be thoroughly cleaned before going from 
an infected field into one free from the disease and as a further precaution, 
they should be disinfected by washing or dipping them into a 5% solution of 
either carbolic acid or copper sulphate, commonly known as blue stone. It is 
important that the gardener’s shoes as well as those of his horse be free from 
clumps of infected soil before going into a new field. 

There is a common practice among some farmers of hauling the soil that has 
washed down a hillside back up onto the shallow places of the farm. If this is 
done, one should be very certain that the hillside from which this soil has 
washed is free from all plant diseases, for the writer is familiar with several 
instances where infection has been spread over healthy land in this way. 

Where no remedy can be given, it is clear that our only hope of controlling 
a disease is by preventing its spread. By observing the foregoing suggestions, 
it is believed that the most serious plant disturbances can be entirely prevented 
or at least controlled. 

* Bulletin 12 Div. Veg. Path. U.S. Dept. of Agr. 
+ Bacillus solanacearum (Smith). 
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NOTE. 

It is earnestly desired that the farmers and gardeners of the State of Michigan 
will codperate with this department in furthering the study of bacterial plant 
diseases by reporting all diseases of this nature that may come under their notice 
and also by sending in specimens of suspicious material for examination. 
Wherever possible the whole plant should be sent, for usually root, stem and 
leaf are required for a satisfactory diagnosis. Address all of your communica- 
tions relative to suspected bacterial plant diseases to The Department of Bacteri- 
ology and Hygiene, Michigan Agricultural College, Agricultural College, Mich. 

SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING LEGUME INOCULATION. 

LAWRENCE T. CLARK. 

[Bulletin No. 231.] 

The soil of many farms in Michigan, as well as in other states, especially in 
the older states, is becoming depleted, and among the exhausted elements nitrogen 
is one of the most difficult to recover. The principal means of recovering nitro- 

gen to the depleted soils are: First, the application of barnyard manure; second, 
the use of commercial fertilizers; third, the growing of leguminous crops, which, 

if infected with nitrogen-fixing bacteria, take nitrogen from the atmosphere and 
store it within the plant. The supply of barnyard manure is inadequate to make 
up for the losses’ of nitrogen occasioned by ordinary cropping; the supply of 
the mineral salts of nitrogen contained within the commercial fertilizers is rapidly 
becoming exhausted, hence too expensive to be used with profit; finally, this 
brings us to the growing legume, the nitrogen-fixing bacteria, and the atmos- 

phere as a feasible solution of this serious question. 

Since 1884 to 1886, it has been definitely known that legumes, possessing nodules 

on their roots, have the power to take nitrogen from the atmosphere and make 
use of it in the actual growth of the plant. Plants possessing these nodules or 
an internal infection without the formation of nodules, were found to be the 
only ones capable of this action. The organism or germ present within the nodule 
and root was found responsible for the formation of such enlargements, and also 

for collecting and transforming the nitrogen into an available form. 

Owing to the fact that these nodules would form only in soils infected with 
the nodule producing organism, it is impossible to grow legumes, possessing such 
nodules, in soils where that particular legume or one closely related, has not 
been previously grown and the proper organism distributed. However, a com- 

plete inoculation is made possible by a persistent seeding of one field to the same 
legume. The nodule-forming bacteria are carried in small numbers on the seed 
from their respective hosts, consequently, by the application of one kind of seed 

to the same field year after year a quantity of the germs is distributed, which, 
together with those which have already developed on the host of the previous 
season’s planting, finally succeed in affecting a uniform inoculation over the 
entire field. This manner of securing a successful inoculation, although a rather 

long and expensive one, has proved itself a certain one in several cases that have 

been called to our attention. 

The effect of a previous successful inoculation, although upon a different 
species of legume, is coming to be considered beneficial to the succeeding legume. 
For example, a thoroughly inoculated plot of vetch was ployed under at the 
College Experiment Station in May, 1904, and the plot sowed with uninoculated 
alfalfa. In May, 1905, this same plot was again plowed up, exposing the alfalfa 
roots which were heavily laden with clusters of nodules not unlike the typical 
vetch nodules. Another interesting feature of this observation was the existence 

36 
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of these clusters not along the stem,’as is usually true with alfalfa nodules, 
but at about the depth of the first plowing and on rootlets running out to a con- 
siderable distance from the main root. This is only one of several instances 
noted that suggests that some benefit is to be derived from one legume following 
another. ; 

Soil, taken from a field upon which nodule-laden legumes had been grown 
for some years with success, was first used as a means for distributing the proper 
organism. This method usuadly proves very satisfactory from the standpoint of 
securing the required inoculation, but it has its objectionable features. The 
expense incurred in shipping and applying sufficient quantities of the germ-laden 
soil to secure thorough inoculation is often high and the true germ content of 
such soil is often questionable. These objections, however, are counteracted to 
quite an extent by the effectiveness of the method. It is still being employed 
and is serving at present as well as any method. 

In 1898, Nobbe conceived the idea that inoculation might be brought about 
by using pure cultures, grown upon an artificial medium. He put his idea into 
practice and sent out cultures of the organism isolated from each kind of legume. 

These cultures were distributed in bottles on a nutrient medium. The use of 
these cultures in Germany gave many favorable results. A new field had been 
opened, a broader field, perhaps, than scientific men at that time realized. Tests 
with his cultures were also made in the United States, with a less degree of 
success than had been met with in Germany, but it failed to receive general 

support because of the questionable results. 
It was not until the work of Dr. George T. Moore of the Laboratory of Plant 

Physiology, Department of Agriculture, Washington, was given to the public 

that general interest in this subject was again aroused. The material previously 
mentioned, sent out by Nobbe of Germany, was a culture grown and distributed 
upon a nutrient agar containing nitrogen. Dr. Moore aimed to cultivate the 
organism on a nitrogen-free medium and by so doing claims to have succeeded 
in developing a culture that is possessed of greater vigor, both in producing the 
infection and in storing up free nitrogen. The cultures prepared in this way 
were distributed to a large number of farms throughout the United States and 
the results obtained by their use upon seed, given in Bulletin No. 71, Bureau 
of Plant Industry, show successful inoculation and increase in productiveness 
in 76 per cent of the cases tried, barring a large number of cases reported as 
failures due to unfavorable conditions, including poor seed, poor seasons, weed 

growth, etc. 
Closely following the apparent success achieved by Dr. Moore’s cultures, several 

commercial establishments placed inoculating material upon the market. The 
merits of such cultures have not been established and they are not controlled 
by the Government, consequently their real value is unknown. The person who 
invests in such cultures is doing so entirely at his own risk—is taking a leap 
in the dark; by paying a large price to try an experiment in which the actual 
possibilities of gain have not been firmly established, he renders himself subject 
to utter failure as well as possible success. 

Inoculating material, without question, will produce the desired infection 
when applied under favorable conditions. What these favorable or unfavorable 
conditions are, we are unable to indicate satisfactorily, for it should be remem- 
bered that although ideas are formulating, we are still in the first stages of 
the work and it would be presumptious to establish fast lines and binding con- 
ditions. Such application of inoculating material, from an experimental stand- 
point, in pots under glass and in small plots in the field, can be carried out very 
successfully and very flattering results are obtained. Naturally enough, workers 
are led to expect similar returns from their efforts when directed to larger areas 
and in a practical way, forgetting the number of unknown conditions which creep 
in. It is difficult also to determine whether fields require these inoculations 
or not, since not only the constituents of the soil, the weather elements, and 
drainage enter for consideration, but the very history of a field must be con- 
sulted. The idea in mind when legumes are sown is to increase the fertility by 
adding nitrogen and humus, and this can be done only by conforming to the 
controlling influences concerning which we are in such dense ignorance, 

In Table II of Dr. Moore’s Bulletin No. 71, where “Reports of Experiments 
with the Principal Leguminous Crops” are given, we find one column, No. 3, 

a 
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which contains, “Failures definitely ascribed to bad season, poor seed, weed 
growth, etc.” Out of 2,502 reports upon alfalfa, red clover, garden pea, common 
bean, cowpea, soy bean, hairy vetch, crimson clover, field pea, velvet bean, 
alsike, sweet pea, and berseem, 574 were failures due to the above named causes, 
while 339 showed no evident advantage from inoculation. From a practical 
standpoint the failures, of whatever nature, should be considered as such in de- 
nomstrating to the public what the real values of this inoculating material are. 
On the other hand, when we can tell with precision the exact conditions under 
which inoculating material will prove successfully effective, we shall have solved 
the question in as satisfactory a manner as we now hope to be able to do. Our 
efforts, at present, are directed along this line with this end in view. 

Through the results published by Dr. Moore in Bulletin No. 71, and from popu- 
lar articles appearing in agricultural papers and journals, much injudicious 

enthusiasm has been aroused in this matter which portends trouble for the 
agricultural public through no fault of its Own, because it is in no position to 
interpret these articles correctly. Information of this character given out to 

these eager rural peoples by overzealous progressive writers is of a nature to be 
severely criticised. Exaggerated and misleading articles have appeared, based 
entirely upon results obtained from limited conditions. The effect of such state 

ments has been very annoying and perhaps detrimental to the subsequent solu- 
tion of this yet perplexing problem. A still more serious effect, perhaps, is that 
the expectations of a less conservative rural public are wrought up to such a 
pitch as to look for results entirely beyond reason, and to regard it as a panacea 
for all crop failures. This is due in a certain degree to a lack of knowledge 
of the real powers of these micro-organisms and their limitations. 

It is essential to bear in mind that the use of inoculating material as.a means 
for definite gain is in the experimental stage only. Practically all the results 
upon which we can base any stress are confined to limited efforts during a very 

brief period. Until this work has been confirmed and the conditions for manipu- 
lation, control, and growth learned, both favorable and unfavorable results must 
be expected and judgment suspended. 

As implied, the enthusiasm created by various misinformed writers has led 
the farmer to expect too much from the use of inoculating material from what- 
ever source it may be obtained. It is our purpose to caution against undue haste 
in the matter unless farmers are willing to look upon it as an experiment rather 
than something established. With this end in view, plots have been secured in 
different sections of our State, on representative soils, to be used for determin- 
ing the efficiency of pure cultures of the nitrogen-fixing organism in connection 
with legumes. Inoculated and uninoculated seeds of alfalfa, June clover, soy 
beans, and cowpeas were sowed on these plots and results favorable or otherwise 
will be looked forward to with great interest. 

Along this same line Director C. D. Smith, who initiated this work at the 
Station, is continuing with experiments in testing inoculating material from 
different sources, different methods of inoculating, in fact, covering many prac- 
tical phases of this work and he, with F. W. Robison, has already embodied very 
valuable results in Bulletin No. 224, in which is discussed among other things, 
the effect of inoculation upon the chemical constituents of the mature plant. 

With the combined efforts of Professor Smith and the workers in this depart- 
ment, and also the work carried on elsewhere, results are looked for in the near 
future that will enable us to say more definitely under what conditions and 
to what extent we can expect inoculating material to be beneficial. 

Many requests for the coveted inoculating material were received early in the 
winter of 1905. These demands made it necessary to take the matter up at once 
and if possible determine for the benefit of the farmer, as well as for ourselves, 
the advisability of distributing inoculating material. 

The work of isolating and cultivating these micro-organisms was begun early 
in January and cultures to be used later upon seed for the field were developed 
as directions indicate in the following technical portion of this Bulletin. Facts 
concerning the life history of these micro-organisms may prove beneficial to the 
farmer in his manipulation of the germs and in understanding their nature. 

To secure a culture of this organism free from contamination, the following 
methods are employed by the writer: 
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Method No. 1. 

I. Wash nodule free from soil. 
II. Place in a 1:500 solution of acid mercuric chloride for two minutes. 

III. Rinse in sterile water and dry between folds of sterile filter paper. 
IV. Hold nodule with flamed forceps and cut upon with flamed knife edged 

platinum needle. 
V. Make transfer with flamed straight needle to melted media. 
VI. Make two single loop dilutions from original transfer tube and plate. 

Set plates in temperature room at 25° C., if possible. 
VII. After colonies appear (24-72 hours) isolate organism from characteristic 

branched colony to slant tubes and into liquid media. Note—The 
characteristic branched colony will predominate over any possible con- 

taminations in plates. 

Method No. 2. 

To be recommended when nodules are very small. Wash, sterilize, rinse, and 
dry as in IJ, II, and III, Method No. 1. . 

IV. Place nodule between flamed one-half cover slips and press slips firmly 
together. 

VY. Transfer these slips into tube of melted media and break them apart with 
sterile platinum needle. 

Make proper dilutions, grow, and isolate as in VI and VII, Method No. 1. 

Both methods have been found, in our work, to be very satisfactory in isolating 

a pure culture. 
The final step is to establish the supposed identity of a culture thus isolated. 

To do this, we employed the following method: 
Seedlings of the species of Leguminosae from which the organism in question 

was isolated, were grown in sterile quartz and watered with a dilute sterile soil 
solution. As soon as the first pair of leaves were formed, a 24-hour liquid culture 
of the isolated organism was poured about the stems of seedlings in one pot; a 
second pot, without pure culture, being kept for control. 

If culture is true to name, nodules will appear within 14 days after inocula- 

tion. 
In our work, better results were obtained when nodules were collected from 

nearly mature plants. The reason for this is not determinable at present with 
us. After the circulation in the plant ceases, the centres of the nodules rapidly 
break down into a doughy mass, hence the necessity for collecting nodules for 
future use, before this stage is reached, becomes apparent. 

Special culture media best serve the purpose for cultivating this organism 
satisfactorily, although it will grow well on nutrient agar and in bouillon. 

Various combinations have been tested by Mr. H. F. Tuttle and myself, the fol- 
lowing proving most satisfactory: 

I. Extract 450 gr. beef with 1000 cc. lime water. 

Il. Strain out meat and boil extract down to 500. 
III. Add 1% peptone and dissolve. 
IV. Add 144% agar predigested in 500 cc. distilled H°O. 

V. Establish acidity at 8°+, cook one hour, and filter. Tube and sterilize. 

Two per cent glucose added to this medium permits a more rapid growth, but 
a fermentation takes place in slant cultures and interferes with a characertistic 
growth. One other, however, gave good results, and might well be mentioned: 

Ordinary- heel) extract yeosreecete,< eo 0)sccieche-cnehe, ede 1,000.0 ce. 
1) 0) RIOR RES Ose IS a CORES et ihn RE, Sed 5.0 er. 
EIS Oy gids a iase nlaiene eta ic hae cae teieiemibaus @ aistcehareks sacha rcceteneye Oulser: 
154) 2 oi 2 0 Fa NAST yah. ten eMC nie es 0.5 gr. 

NVESUTEOS Gores (2 tna els ona cotton hare peel ete e's a iah BRST re eee 15.0°en. 
FOTN ds avaiis roe ‘6; 0° op ta Torus ae seh tC eate te naawtaNe SCI Ee 15.0 er. 
ACigity .establisheGAtiscc ise ccwis «ats ieles cic ars 8°+ 
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Although the beef extract used in this formula contains approximately .11% N, 

this amount is considerably lower than that in media to which peptone has been 

added as a nutritive element, consequently this medium comes nearer to the 
class of nitrogen-free media than the previous one, which contains peptone. 

When a culture is desired for securing inoculations upon soil or seed, the 
organism should be isolated from the plates at once to a nitrogen-free nutrient 
solution, where growth takes place more slowly, but where the nitrogen assimi- 
lating power is retained and increased, according to Moore. Among a number of 
nitrogen-free preparations tested, solutions A and B as follows, gave the most 
luxuriant growth: 

Solution A— 

CRRDYCOREY) On Gta cin Glow Gio Cio. a iC Ieekcn ERE eee 36.21 er. 
INTE OMe eewarnes caese te tiered raraeiever ote cist eto cisicl rise b Seis eisicete 18 gr. 

ISIS IS EOS 6.6 oo Se OR Grin n Ram ote ic nice A AID ete Recs 3.62 ger. 
MIVA VELUC Ie etovewercr te ccc cuctanenan tintin otGrcua clare oraustaua e's suave 1,000.0 ce. 

Solution B— 
CO UNDK EONS S12 i at, Cab tac, DICRNCL GROIS Olga NOTA DIGR On ae R an 10.0 gr. 

MX (CEOS) oes astsislolesctercioatone ce sraldie arse oles ersigautresc Sic aves i er: 
RAD AWC I eer shake cge ce itralarevare ters siete eiieros ikl ove «cs ee 4 tens 1,000.0 ec. 

The range of temperature at which this organism will grow is quite wide, 
being from 7°C. to 38°C. 25°C., however, is the temperature best suited to a 
luxuriant, characteristic development. Above 25°C. very rapid drying out of the 
culture takes place. This is especially marked in slant agar cultures where a 
wrinkling of the growth also ensues, which interferes with the development of 

branched forms and also with the vitality of the organism. 
Variation of temperature, with absence of moisture, has little or no effect, how- 

ever, upon the vitality of the organism when within the nodule itself. To establish 
this fact, a number of sound cowpea nodules were collected in October, 1904, 
washed sterilized with 1:500 HgCl, as for isolating, and then dried under sterile 
conditions. Three of these nodules of a uniform size were then selected and 
placed one each in sterile tubes numbered 1, 2 and 38. 

A culture was made from No. 1, and motility, number, and cultural vitality 
of the organism noted. The remaining tubes, Nos. 2 and 8, were placed near 
steam connections at a temperature of 40°C. In 21 days No. 2 was tested in the 
same manner as No. 1, and after 42 days No. 3 was tested as were Nos. 1 and 2. 

The results of these tests showed that the constant high temperature had no 
apparent detrimental effect on the vitality, motility, and number of organisms 
present. 

Parallel with the above experiment, cultures were grown on solid artificial 
media, in tubes, at a temperature of 37.5°C. for 21 and 42 days respectively. A 
heavy growth occurred which soon became dry and shriveled, and when trans- 
fers were made to fresh media at the end of 21 and 42 days, the organism made 
a slow, weak growth, possessing but little vitality. This weakened condition was 
remedied by making a series of transfers on fresh media at a temperature of 25°C. 

The effect of freezing has not been fully worked out, but the following observa- 
tion shows that the organism, when left within the nodule as it grew in the field, 
has considerable resistance to frost. On March 25, 1905, a nodule-laden root of 
soy bean was pulled from an inoculated experimental plot at the College. Some 
of these nodules were still intact, and contained a very active culture of the soy 
bean organism. The hanging drop revealed marked motility and plates made from 
the same nodule developed the characteristic tree-like colony. 

The colony first appears as a small, round spot, which soon grows up through 
the medium to the surface. Upon reaching the surface, it spreads out at a very 
rapid rate, and takes on a peculiar characteristic tree-like form. If colonies are 
crowded in the plate, this characteristic growth is not so apparent and one might 
question the source of a thick plate, while the greater dilution plate would develop 
the colony true in character. 

Because of the rapid spreading peculiar to this colony, fewer contaminations 
are met with if greater dilutions are made from the original tube which contains 
the nodular material. 

Colonies from different species of legumes vary but little in general appearance. 
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Some minor differences exist, however, that can be detected only when a com- 
parative examination is made. Those from the clovers are very similar, as are 
those of the cowpea and soy bean. Slight differences exist, however, between 
the colonies from these two classes. 

After the organism is once isolated to artificial media, it is desirable to main- 
tain and increase its vitality, if possible. To attain this end in our work, the 
organism was transferred to slant agar tubes of peptone-free media, and grown 
at a temperature of 25°C. for 48 hours. The tubes were then removed to a tem- 
perature of 16°-18°C. and allowed to remain. Under these conditions the culture 
remains fresh and actively vital for a much longer time than if grown in media 
rich in nitrogen at a higher temperature. 

Associated with the old cultures grown as indicated above, we find the large 
rod and branched forms. The branched forms are peculiarly branching micro- 
organisms resembling the letters “T,”’ “X,’ and “Y.” In our investigations we 
have found these forms in old cultures only, and on media deficient in and entirely 
devoid of nitrogen. Their presence was demonstrated by making a series of stains 
from 1-15 and 30 day cultures, respectively. The 24-hour culture possessed the 
minute rod forms only. In the 15-day culture, several of the large rod and 
branched forms were present, with the minute rod forms in the majority. In the 
30-day culture, the large rod and branched forms were quite numerous. 

According to Moore, the assimilation of atmospheric nitrogen is attributed to 
the large rod forms which eventually become transformed into the branched 
forms, and in the nodule the branched forms only can be acted upon by the plant 
juices. Because of the close relationship between the occurrence of the large 
rod forms and branched forms, as demonstrated by our own work, it is ques- 
tionable whether any distinct line can be drawn between the nitrogen-assimilating 
power of these two forms. 

I have attempted to point out the requirements necessary for the successful 
cultivation and study of the organism in question. Although the work with 
this particular organism is in a very tentative stage, much is being done at 
present to determine its true economic importance. For success in practical field 
experiments, much depends upon the cultural manipulations in producing inocu- 
lating material. At present this work is progressing successfully in our laboratory, 
and we hope in the near future to say definitely what can be done with this 
organism nature has so fitly supplied to benefit leguminous plants. 

Laboratory of Bacteriology and Hygiene, June 29, 1905. 
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INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE APPLE. 

BY. R. H. PETTITT. 

[Special Bulletin No. 24.] 

AFFECTING THE ROOTS. 

The Woolly Aphis of the Apple. (Schizoneura lanigera.) 

A plant-louse widely distributed and of very considerable importance; working 
on the aerial branches and on the roots, producing swellings, and impairing the 

health of the trees, beside often killing young trees outright. 
This little creature which has gained the name of the “American blight” in 

the Eastern Continent because of its destructiveness, is a small plant-louse, either 
winged or wingless, and having the body covered with a delicate filmy wool-like 
coat which projects in a brush beyond the rear end of the body. 

Fig. 1.—The Woolly Aphis of the Apple, from Riley, First Rep. State Entomologist of Mo. 

They love to gather in numbers on wounds or in places where the bark has 
been cracked, or where a limb has been cut off and the healing process has com- 
menced. Wherever they congregate there is a roughening of the bark. The 
aerial lice are seldom very serious but they indicate the probable presence of 
lice on the roots. The underground lice produce large, knotty swellings on the 
roots, seriously injuring young trees and often leading to their death. Older 
trees will stand these ravages much better, especially if well fertilized and culti- 
vated. Trees attacked by these pests usually show that something is the matter 
by the foliage, which is less brilliant and not so plentiful. 

REMEDIES. 

The insect is already widely distributed in our state, but nevertheless it will 
pay to try to evade it. In setting out new orchards dip all young stocks in hot 
water (about 130 F.) or in tobacco water.. If kerosene-emulsion is to be had, 
that will do. Dilute to the ordinary strength for summer spraying. 

A liberal use of tobacco-dust about young trees, and old ones as well, will 
help to restrict the lice. Use wood-ashes whenever they may be obtained. The 
-aerial lice on the limbs may be killed by a spray of kerosene-emulsion diluted 
ten times and forcibly applied. It has been found that trees grafted on Northern 
‘Spy stocks are very resistant to the woolly aphis. Abroad where this pest is 
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very aggressive, advantage is taken of this fact and almost complete immunity 
obtained. 

AFFECTING THE TRUNK. 

The Round-headed Apple-tree Borer. (Saperda candida.) 

A number of borers work in the apple trees, but the two most important ones 
are the round-headed, and the flat-headed borers. The adult of the former is a 
very pretty beetle, slender in form, the female being about three-fourths of an 
inch in length, and the male a little smaller. The color is yellowish-brown, 
marked by two silvery stripes running the entire length. The antennae or feelers 
are long and slender. 

The egg is said to be laid in an incision cut in the bark of the trunk. The 
larva bores in and works between the bark and the sapwood, making broad 

Fig. 2.—Round headed Apple-tree Borer, from Riley, First Rep. State Entomologist of Mo. 

flattened chambers often rounded like a coin, and filling these chambers with 
eastings and frass. Usually some of the castings protrude from the openings 

in the bark and thus betray the presence of the larva. Late in the season, the 
borer goes down somewhat deeper to pass the winter. The second season is 
said to be passed in the sap-wood. The tunnel of this species is round-oval in 
section, quite different from the broad-oval tunnels made by the flat-headed borer. 
Toward the end of the third season, the tunnel is extended into the hardwood 
and a channel provided for emergence the following spring, at which time the 

larva changes to a pupa, later changing to a winged beetle which gnaws through 
the bark and comes forth. Three years are said to be passed in the larval 
and pupal stages, the adult laying the eggs for another brood in June and early 

July. This beetle works also in pear, quince, mountain ash and several shade- 
trees. 

REMEDIES. 

In August and September, during the first year of its existence, the larva 
usually betrays its existence by pushing out excrement through the holes in 
the chambers low down in the trunk between the bark and sap-wood. The bark 

also is often discolored. An examination of the bark near the crown in Septem- 
ber, and a trial with a stiff pin will show whether the chambers are there or 

not; if found, cut open and remove the larva. A wash of strong soft-soap and 
sal-soda is recommended by Mr. Saunders; reduce to consistency of paint and 
apply with a broom cut short so as to make a scrubbing brush. Apply about the 
first of June on a warm day. This will not be entirely satisfactory but the 
writer knows of nothing better. 

The Flat-headed Apple-tree Borer. (Chrysobothris femorata.) 

The commonest borer of the apple is the flat-headed borer. This pest probably 
take but one year to complete its development. The beetle is elongated, flattened, 
and in color greenish-brown. It averages little less than half an inch in length. 
The larva is flattened and broadened at the thorax just behind the head, making 
a wide oval tunnel necessary for the culture to progress. The work is done, 
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Fig. 3.—Flat headed Apple-tree Borer, from C. V. Riley, Insects of Mo., 1st Rep. 

for the most part, between the bark and the sapwood, although the tunnel some- 
times is cut deeper just before completion. The flat-headed borer does not con- 
fine its work to the crown of the trees, but may be found working in any part 
of the trunk and sometimes in the larger branches. The range of food plants 
is quite extended, covering besides the apple, white oak, mountain ash, box 
elder, peach, pear, basswood, soft maple, cherry and plum. 

REMEDIES. 

The same remedies that are recommended against the round-headed borer 
are useful against the flat-headed species. 

_AFFECTING THE BRANCHES. 

The Buffalo Tree-hopper. (Ceresa bubalis.) 

A small green insect, three-eighths of an inch in length, triangular in form, 
and shaped somewhat like a beechnut, but having the prothorax extending above 
the head in two horn-like growths. They sometimes weaken the twigs of apple 
by laying their eggs therein. The wounds so made are slow to heal, and on 
young trees may be the cause of injury through the breaking off of the twigs. 
No remedy is known except the cutting out of the eggs during the fall and 
winter. 

Fig. 4.—Buffalo Tree-hopper, after Howard ‘‘Insect Life.” 

Woolly louse of the apple (see insects affecting roots of the apple). 
Apple twig-borer (see grape cane-borer). 

37 
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AFFECTING THE BARK. 

The Oyster-shell Bark-louse. (Mytilaspis pomorum.) 

The most common scale-insect of the apple, without doubt, is the oyster-shell 
bark-louse. Although everywhere present, and sometimes quite conspicuous, it 
most often attacks trees that for some reason are unhealthy and therefore poorly 
fitted to support the extra drain put on them by the scale. A strong, healthy 
tree ordinarily can bear the presence of a few of these insects without much 

apparent injury, and they may be present for many years in small numbers 
without their presence being detected. When the tree becomes sickly the scales 
will multiply and carry it down very rapidly. 

The scales of these insects are elongated, shaped something like oyster-shells, 

with the cast skins at the smaller ends. They are brown in color, the scales 
of the two sexes being similar in form. 

REMEDIES. 

When a tree shows many of these pests it usually indicates poor nutrition or 
some other unhealthy condition. Give the tree a tonic in the form of fertilizers 
and cultivation. Scrub with lye during the winter time. Ordinary lye from 

wood ashes will do as well as anything. Use an old broom with the brush cut 
short to make a good scrubbing brush, and if necessary, apply also one of the 
sprays recommended for the San Jose scale in the winter time. These strong 
mixtures will do injury if applied at any other time than when the trees are 
dormant. 

Fig. 5.—Oyster-sh. 1! Bark-louse, after Howard, U. 8. Dept. of Agr. Div. of Entomology. 

The Eccentric Seale. (Aspidiotus ancylus.) 

Closely resembling the San Jose scale, but differing in some of the details, 
is the eccentric scale, sometimes called Putnams’ scale in honor of its discoverer. 
The male scale in this case resembles that of the female in form and color, the 
cast skin being at one side instead of at the center as in the case of the San Jose 
species. The ring and nipple so conspicuous in the case of the San Jose scale, 
are usually obscure in the eccentric scale. This species propagates by means 
of eggs and rears but one hrood a year. It is not apt to multiply so as to 
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encrust the bark or to prove a serious drain on the tree. The scales often are 

grouped in small radiate clusters. 

Fig. 6.—Eccentric Scale, from Author’s Bul, 160. Mich. Ex. Sta. 
. 

REMEDIES. 

In point of importance this scale must not be classed with the San Jose. It 
occurs on most if not all of our fruit trees and on many shade trees, but it may 
be present on such trees for years without being noticed. It succumbs to the 
same remedies as those used against the San Jose scale,—winter spraying with 

lime-salt and sulphur or with strong kerosene emulsion. 

The Scurfy Bark-louse. (Chionaspis furfurus.) 

A scale insect that may be classed with the oyster-shell bark-louse so far as 
its economic importance is concerned, is the scurfy bark-louse of the pear and 
apple. The scale when newly made is pure white in color, with the cast skins 

Fig. 7.—Scurfy Bark-louse, after Howard, U. S. Dept. of Agr. Div. of Entomology. 

at one end, they being brown in color. The female scale is smooth while the 
male scale is narrow with three parallel longitudinal ridges running the entire 
length. This insect is apt to work on poorly fertilized and poorly cultivated trees. 

REMEDIES. 

: The same remedies will apply as those recommended for the oyster-shell bark- 
ouse. 

European Fruit-scale (see Plum Insects). 
English-walnut Scale (see Peach Insects). 
San Jose Scale (see Peach Insects). 
Fruit Bark-beetle (see Peach Insects). 
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AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. i 

The Apple-tree Plant-lice. (Aphis pomi, fitchii, and sorbi.)* 

Early in the spring, just as the buds commence to open, they are often attacked 
by small green plant-lice. At least three species of insects are concerned in this 
work, and of the three we have two and possibly three in Michigan. Aphis 
pomi (mali) the leaf-louse, comes on a little later in the season than the others, 
and stays on the foliage all summer, passing through several forms but using the 
apple and some other plants throughout the season for sustenance. It curls the 
leaves badly. Aphis fitchii, the most common species with us, appears on the 
buds as they open and stays through May, by which time winged forms wiii have 
appeared and migrated to other hosts, among them archard grass. This ‘isect 
disappears from the apple before summer. The third species, sorbi, reseu:t!os 
the second in that it migrates to other hosts after a comparatively short time 
on the apple. It also curls the leaves badly. All these lice secrete a sweetish 
sticky liquid called honey-dew and on this honey-dew a black fungus appears, 
which sometimes gives the trees a sooty appearance. 

The eggs of these plant-lice are oval in form, black and polished. They are 
laid on the trunk, limbs and twigs of the tree, sometimes in very great numbers. 
The interesting stages through which these insects pass, have been described in 
other bulletins of this station. 

REMEDIES. 

Unfortunately no sprays have as yet been discovered which will successfully 
cope with these insects in the egg stage, but promptly applied sprays of kerosene- 
emulsion or tobacco-water will kill the young lice, especially if applied just 
after the eggs hatch. The ‘practice of scrubbing the trunk and larger limbs 
with lye in the winter season, is of use in this connection though it is imprac- 
ticable to reach the eggs on the twigs in this manner. 

The Ring-legged Tree Bug. (Brochymena annulata.) 

This insect is included in the present work not because it is likely ever to 
become serious, but because it is likely to appear from time to time, and occa- 
sionally to do some slight injury, if we may judge from the past history of this 
insect in Michigan. The figure will give an idea of the appearance of the 
creature. It may be killed by a spray of kerosene-emulsion. 

Fig. 8.—The ring-legged Tree-Bug, from Riley & Howard, Insect Life Div. of Entomology, U. S. 
Dept of Agr. 

* The life histories of these lice were carefully worked out by Prof. Dwight M. Sanderson, then of 
the Delaware Exp. Sta 
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The Fall Web-worm. (Hyphantria cunea.) 

During the latter part of the season one often sees the large, forbidding web 
of the fall web-worm, sometimes three feet in length and including leaves and 
branches. Inside the nest is the colony of caterpillars, each when full grown, 
more than an inch in length, and covered with long straight white hairs. The 
members of a colony come from a single cluster of eggs laid on a leaf. The 
caterpillars descend, when full-grown, to the ground, and either burrow slightly 
under the surface, or elSe hide in rubbish and spin cocoons in which to pupate. 

The adult is a moth usually pure white in color and measures about 114 inches 
from tip to tip of the wings. Some of the moths are more or less spotted with 

black. In the South this insect is said to be two-brooded. The work of this 
caterpillar can easily be distinguished from that of the tent-caterpillar by the 
hairy larve and the fact that the nest is extended as the colony grows larger. 
The larve of the tent-caterpillar being nearly smooth, and leaving the tent to 
forage, after they become partially grown. 

REMEDIES. 

Paris-green, applied early, usually keeps the tree clear, but after the nest is 
well under way, it must be removed by hand or burned out. A torch made of 
rags, wired to a long pole, and saturated with kerosene, will prove just the 
thing. It should be held some distance under the nest in order to cook the 
caterpillars and destroy the nest without injuring the branch. If placed too 
close to the nest, at first, the nest will burn like a flash and allow the larve 
to drop to the ground unhurt. 

Fig.’9.—The Fall Web-worm, Hyphantria cunea, Fig. 10.—Bud Moth, from Davis. 
from Riley, Third Rep. State Entomologist of Mo. 

The Bud-moth. (Zmetocera ocellana.) 

Early in the spring, just as they commence to swell and open, the buds of 
apple and pear and sometimes those of plum, cherry, quince and peach trees, are 

occasionally attacked by small, almost naked caterpillars, about a fifth of an 
inch long, and dirty white in color, the head and thoracic shield being black or 
very dark brown. The caterpillars feed on the opening buds, later binding the 
young leaves and blossoms together with silken threads. Inside the nest thus 
formed, the larve feed and attain the length of nearly three-fourths of an inch, 
change to pup and finally to adult, winged moths, which usually emerge here 
during the last of June, or first part of July. The eggs are soon laid and the 
larve hatched, the young larve feeding on the under side of the leaves and 

skeletonizing them. When partially grown, they spin small nests or hibernaculi, 
in protected places, and remain until the following spring, when they attack the 

buds as described. 

REMEDIES. 

The best remedy is to spray with arsenicals just as the buds open. Cover 
the buds with poison, and the young larve will be killed early in their career. 
Sometimes more than one application is necessary, but be sure to hit each bud 
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with the spray. The presence or absence of the little nests later will indicate the 
success or failure of the application. 

Canker-worms. (Anisopteryx pometaria, and Paleacrita vernata.) 

Two of the most wide spread and destructive insects of the apple, are known 
as canker-worms. There are two species more or less common where apples 

Fig. 11.—Banding a tree for Canker-worm. First operation. 

are raised; the fall canker-worm and the spring canker-worm. The fall worm 
(Fig. 13), is perhaps the most common; it is a single-brooded insect, which 
lays its eggs either late in the autumn, or early in the spring. The egg hatches 
out a small loop-worm that grows to the length of nearly an inch. It varies 
greatly in color, but is usually gray or almost black, striped with yellowish or 
greenish. Being a measuring-worm, it has less than the ordinary number of 
legs, six true legs near the head and four faise legs near the posterior extremity, 

with an extra rudimentary pair on the fifth abdominal segment. When full- 
grown, it descends to the ground and buries itself, sometimes several inches 
beneath the surface Here it forms a cell, by turning round and round, and 
changes to the pupal stage. Late in the fall, from the last of October to the 
time when the ground becomes frozen, the adult emerges and lays her eggs on 
the branches of the trees. Many of the moths do not emerge in the fall, but re- 
main in the ground till spring. When adult, the two sexes differ greatly in 
appearance. The male is a pretty moth with ash-grey front wings marked by 
three transverse darker lines, and hind wings of silvery grey. The female, on 

the other hand, is not provided with wings, but has to crawl wherever she goes. 
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She is somewhat more robust than the male, and ash-grey in color, marked with 

black. 
The life-history of the spring canker-worm conforms in most particulars. to 

that of the one described, except that the adults do not come out until spring. 

The loopers or span-worms of this species lack the pair of rudimentary legs 

Fig. 12.—Banding a tree for Canker-worm. Second operation. 

on the fifth abdominal segment. The work of these insects usually is conspicuous, 
commencing in some restricted spot, and gradually spreading over an extended 
region. The branches of the infested tree are often covered with fine silken 
threads resembling spider webs. The leaves turn brownish in color, and often 
fall, making the trees look as if a hot wind had scorched them. When jarred, 
the worms will drop part way to the ground sustaining themselves in mid air 

by long threads. 

REMEDIES. 

Two methods of fighting this insect are known; first, banding with cotton- 
patting, to prevent the adult, wingless females from getting into the trees to 
lay their eggs, and second, spraying with the arsenites. Banding is done as 

follows,—a strip of cotton-batting about four inches wide and long enough to go 
around the trunk of the tree is placed as in (Fig. 11), a piece of ordinary white 
cord is then passed around the lower border of the band and tied tight, after 
which the top is turned down over the tied portion as shown in (Fig. 12). This 
will prove effective as long as the cotton remains fluffy, but. it must be kept on 
from the first part of October until winter is well under way and then replaced 
during the first early thaws of spring and kept on until the foliage is well out. 
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As the worms feed on elm, cherry, basswood, plum, and several other trees, it 
will be necessary to band such trees also in order to keep the worms from 
breeding on them and reinfesting the fruit trees. 

Fall Canker-worm. 

Fig. 13.—Canker Worms, from Riley. Eighth Rep. State Entomologist of Mo. 

Spraying.—The most practical and efficient method, however, is spraying. 
Spray with paris-green when the worms first appear, and apply very carefully. 
The writer has had very good results with paris-green used at the rate of one 
pound to one hundred and seventy gallons of water. See directions for preparing 
insecticides. The worms usually appear just before blooming time, and may 
remain for a short time after the blossoms fall. In the case of the canker-worm, 
one is able to be prepared beforehand, for they spread with comparative slowness 
and they re-appear from year to year. Spray just as soon as they appear, of course 
abstaining during the time of bloom, and spray twice if necessary, paying par- 
ticular attention to the nozzle used. Do not rely on throwing a spray to any 
distance. Reach the foliage with an extension and be sure that the spray is 
fine and fog-like. Be sure to stop just before the trees commence to drip. Very 
good work can be done with a fine Vermorel, cyclone, McGowan, or some other 
similar nozzle which will spread an even coat of poison without throwing large 

drops. 

Apple-tree Tent-caterpillar. (Clisiocampa americana.) 

Familiar to all are the large, sticky webs or nests to be found in apple trees 
early in the season, just after the foliage comes out. The nests contain colonies 
of caterpillars sometimes two inches long, dark brownish in color with a white 
line down the back and blue markings on each side. These large caterpillars go 
out and feed all over the trees, spinning fine lines wherever they go and for the 
first part of their existence at least, dutifully returning to the nest at night, 
remaining there in lowery or very cold weather. When full grown they spin 
oval cocoons of silk in partially concealed situations. The cocoons are notable 
for having a quantity of yellow powder mixed with the silk. The adults are 

moths, yellowish-brown in color, and spread something over an inch from tip 
to tip of the extended wings. They have two cream colored lines running 
obliquely across the front wings enclosing bands of lighter yellow. The eggs 
are laid in masses or clusters, all the eggs of one female being placed in a ring 
about a small twig, forming a characteristic, waxy thickening with rounded 
ends. Such an egg-cluster looks very much as if a small piece of chewing-gum 
had been wound about the twig and then smoothed and allowed to harden. Over 
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all is a varnish that remains intact until time for the eggs to hatch. There is 
but one brood each year. 

REMEDIES. 

The fact that the caterpillars pass the night in the nests, gives us an easy 
method of control. Early in the morning or in the evening, and sometimes in 
lowery cold weather, they can be burned out without very much trouble. Make 
a torch, by wiring a bunch of rags on the end of a long pole, soak in kerosene, 
and ignite. Such a torch will burn out a number of nests without renewing 
the oil. Hold the torch some distance beneath the nest so that the flames will 
scorch the larve and not simply destroy the nest, allowing the larve to drop to 

the ground uninjured. 

: SK CANN) \' 

Fig. 14.—Apple-tree Tent Caterpillar, after Riley, Third Rep. State Entomologist of Mo. 

Paris-green applied in the ordinary way, will kill the larve. A favorite 
method, used by boys, is to put a light squib of powder in a shot gun and to 
shoot at the nest at short range. The nest is usually completely demolished but 
many leaves are apt to go with it. Much may be done by picking off and de- 
stroying the egg-masses. 

The Forest Tent-caterpillar or the Army-worm of the Forest. (Clisiocampa 
disstria.) 

A near relative of the preceding species, is the forest tent-caterpillar, so named 
because of the close resemblance to the apple-tree species. The nest made by this 
creature, is rudimentary in the extreme, being difficult to find at all. The egg- 
masses differ from those of the orchard species, being more squarely cut off at 
the ends. The larve very closely resemble their tent-making relatives, but in- 
stead of a white line down the back these fellows are marked by a longitudinal 
row of lozenge-shaped spots with a continuous blue line on each side of the back, 
and transverse blue lines at each segment. The moths differ from the apple 
tree species in that the transverse, oblique band of the front wings is darker 

38 
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Fig. 16.—Forest Tent-caterpillar, after Riley, Third Rep. State Entomologist of Mo. 

than the rest of the wing. The insect works on most of our shade trees, and on 
many trees of the forest, but it also loves the foliage of the apple. Owing to 
the fact that there is no nest to speak of the torch is of no use. Paris green 
applied in the ordinary manner, will kill them and the eggs may often be found 
and destroyed as in the case of the tent-caterpillar. 

The Red-humped Apple-worm. (Oedemasia concinna.) 

A caterpillar which works on apple trees and several other trees, and one which 
works in colonies, is the red-humped apple worm. It is of medium size, brownish, 
striped with black, and has a bright red hump on the hinder part of the thorax. 
The head is also bright red. The moth is brown in color and spreads a little 
more than an inch when the wings are extended. It is not a very common 
insect with us. When occasion demands, it may be controlled by cutting out 
the branch, or by paris-green. 

The Yellow-necked Datana. (Datana ministra.) 

Inquiries regarding this caterpillar, are always numerous. It occurs in 
colonies on the apple, and is conspicuous. The caterpillar is large and has 

the habit of holding itself by the false-legs, in the middle part of the body, and 
elevating both the head and tail in a threatening attitude whenever disturbed— 
standing to attention as it were. The caterpillar, when full grown, is nearly 
two inches long, striped longitudinally with black and yellow and is marked 
with a yellow band across the back of the neck. It is sparsely covered with fine, 

“ whitish hairs. The pupal stage ig passed just beneath the surface of the ground 
and the adult is a fair sized brown moth havng transverse dark lines on the 
front wings. The eggs are laid on the foliage in large groups and the cater- 
pillars feed in colonies. 

REMEDIES. 

Early in their life the caterpillars can be killed by hand at the expense of a 
branch or two but later when they spread, use paris-green in the ordinary way. 

The White-marked Tussock-moth. (Notolophus leucostigma.) 

Familiar to all is the tussock-moth. A conspicuous caterpillar about one and 
a half inches long, with yellow and black longitudinal stripes. The head, thoracic 
shield, and two spots on the backs of the sixth and seventh segments are bright 
red in color. Projecting forward from just behind the head are two tufts of 
long black hairs making a V-shaped fork half an inch long. Projecting back- 
ward from the tail is another single tuft. On the backs of each of the first four 
abdominal segments is a brush-like tuft or tussock of creamy hairs which gives 
the name to the creature. 

They feed on apple, pear, plum, cherry and a large number of shade trees. 
The cocoon is usually poorly hidden, often being openly placed on bark or on 
adjacent fences. It is quite large and can easily be distinguished by the mass. 
of eggs deposited upon it, in late summer. 
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The sexes differ greatly, the female being wingless and the male winged. The 
female is a swollen creature with weak powers of locomotion. She emerges from 
the cocoon, meets the male, deposits a batch of eggs in a white, frothy mass on 

the side of the cocoon and dies. The winter is passed in the egg stage. We 
probably have but one brood in Michigan, although in the South there are said 
to be two broods. The damage inflicted by these tussock-moths often is severe 
both to fruit trees and to shade trees. 

REMEDIES. 

Paris-green applied in the ordinary way, will kill the larve or caterpillars. 
Hand picking or burning the cocoons is really practicable in this case, as the 
cocoons are fairly conspicuous owing to the frothy mass of eggs thereon. Cotton 

bands such as are used for the canker-worm, will keep the caterpillars out of 
trees previously cleared by hand picking. 

O.HEIDEMAN. S.C, 

Fig. 17.—Tussock-moth, after Howard, Div. of Entomology, Dept. of Agriculture. 

The Palmer Worm. (Ysolopus pometellus.) 

An insect little known among the fruit growers, is the palmer worm. Appear- 
ing as it does, at long intervals of time, one hardly gets acquainted with it before 

it is gone, leaving no word as to when it may be expected again. The explanation 

for its sudden multiplication into great armies, from comparative obscurity and 

the subsequent relapse into rarity is hard to make. Suffice it to say that at inter- 
vals of perhaps fifty years, more or less, the pests appear and work great havoc 
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in apple orchards, on oak and on many other trees and shrubs. 
The larva is described by Lowe as being about half an inch long, slender and 

tapering; in color, varying from flesh color to yellow, tinted with green. The 
head and shield vary from light yellow to dark brown. Three dark lines extend 
the length of the back, the middle one being sometimes divided longitudinally 
into two lines. ‘The body is sparsely covered with fine hairs arising from small 
black points. These larve appear in June, skeletonize the leaves and eat into the 
fruit. They usually either bridge across a crease in the foliage with fine silken 
threads, or else turn back an edge of the leaf and fasten it, thus making a nest. 

Fig. 18.—Palmer worm, after Slingerland. 

The naked pupz are placed in all sorts of places, in the nest, under bark, 
or in grass at the foot of a tree. 

The adult is a very small moth spreading about half an inch from tip to tip 
of the extended wings. The color of the front wings is ash-grey, marked with 
several dark dots, the hind wings being dusky with a steel blue reflection. They 

come out in late June or early July. 

REMEDIES. 

Trees sprayed with paris-green, as is done for the codling-moth, are said to 
be comparatively free from these pests. As one never knows when they may 
appear this is one more reason for spraying for the codling-moth. 

The Resplendent Shield-bearer. (Aspidisca splendoriferelia.) 

During late fall and early winter, one often sees the small cases made by 
this insect, attached.to the bark of apple trees. They are more or less oval, 
pointed at both ends and less than one-eighth of an inch long. The life history ° 
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of this case bearer is carefully described by Professor Comstock, in his Annual 
Report of the Division of Entomology, in the Department of Agriculture for 
1879. The young larva just from the egg acts as a miner, working between the 
upper and lower surfaces of the leaves. When full-grown, it spins inside of 
the mine, a lining just the size that the case is to be, and after the upper and 

lower epidermises are bound down by this lining, the larva cuts out the case 
from the outside, making a small pocket just large enough for the larva to 
enclose its body. From the mouth of the pocket, the head and thorax project, 
allowing the larva to walk about while the soft body is enclosed in the pocket 

Fig. 19.—Resplendent Shield-bearer, after Comstock,’ Rep. of Entomologist for 1879, Div. of Ento- 
mology, U. S. Dept. of Agr. : 

or case made from the leaf skins. After the larva has attained its full size, 
the case is then fastened to bark or to something permanent. The larva draws 
its body entirely within the case and changes to a pupa, from which the adult 
moth emerges in May to lay eggs for the next brood. The moth that is the 
cause of all this trouble, spreads about three-sixteenths of an inch from tip to 
tip of its extended wings. It is brilliantly colored in metallic hues and well 
deserves the name of “resplendent.” Besides apple it works on pear, thorn- 
apple and wild cherry. 

REMEDIES. 

Professor Comstock recommends a winter wash of lime and sulphur, using 
six pounds of sulphur to half a bushel of lime and applying as a white-wash when- 
ever the insects become numerous enough to threaten the safety of trees. In 
the South these insects are said to rear two broods a year. 
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The Pistol Case-bearer. (Coleophora malivorella.) 

An insect, closely related to the cigar case-bearer, is the pistol case-bearer. 
It is found on apple, plum and cherry, the minute pistol-shaped cases being 
built up out of particles of leaf, with silk, according to Professor Slingerland.* 

The life history differs somewhat from that of the cigar case-bearer, but not 
so materially as to affect the treatment. The remedy is to spray twice between 

the time of their attack and the time of bloom, using paris-green in the usual 

way. 

The Cigar Case-bearer. (Coleophora fletcherella.) 

This very interesting little creature is occasionally so numerous as to cause 
injury to apple and pear. The larva makes a case in a manner similar to the 
resplendent shield-bearer. This little case resembles a minute cigar about one- 
fourth of an inch long. It is very carefully described by Professor Slingerland 
in Bulletin No. 93 of the Cornell University Experiment Station. The larva is 
said to make two cases during its lifetime, one in the fall, curved and very 
small, and one in the spring in which the pupal stage is passed. It attacks the 

buds as they swell, and later feeds on fruit and foliage reaching out from the 
case and mining under the skin of the leaf. The adult is said to be steel grey 
in color and spreads less than half an inch from tip to tip of its wings. It may 

Fig. 20.—Cigar Case-bearer, after Slingerland. 

be controlled by early sprays of paris-green, applied when the buds open, and 
also at the time when the trees are sprayed for the codling-moth. Usually it 
will be found expedient to add the poison when spraying with Bordeaux for 

the scab, thus reducing the expense. 

Apple Leaf-miner. (Tischeria malifoliella.) 

As the name implies, this is an insect which tunnels in the foliage of the 
apple, burrowing between the upper and lower surfaces of the leaf, and feeding 

on the soft tissue there found. The mines of these little creatures are quite 
variable in form yet all conform to a general type. Usually at the starting 
point, there is a slender part which broadens as it progresses from the point 
where the egg was laid, and which often is marked with transverse bands of 
light and dark. (See Fig. 21.) After the mine is partly made the last part 

may be blotch-shaped or irregular in outline, and this blotch may even extend 
under the original trumpet-shaped portion. The insect which does all this min- 
ing is a small larva without feet, and pale green in color, except for the head 

* Bul. 124, Cornell University Experiment Station. 
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and part of the thorax, which are brown. The pupal stage is passed in the 
mines of the leaves, necessarily on the ground in the winter time. The adult 

which comes from the pupa is a dainty, purplish moth with occasional yellow 
scales. It is so small that it measures only about a quarter of an inch from 
tip to tip of the extended wings. The effect produced by many of these mines 
is merely equivalent to removing some of the foliage, but unfortunately this 
insect sometimes takes to blackberry foliage, there doing severe injury. See 

blackberry insects. 

Fig. 21.—Apple Leaf-miner, work on apple leaf. Author’s illustration. 

REMEDIES. 

The fact that the pupal stage is passed in the mines, plainly indicates that 
when the insect is present, the leaves should be gathered and destroyed in the 
fall. No spray can be used with benefit as the young are protected by the skin 

of the leaf under which they burrow. 
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The Apple Leaf-tyer. (Teras minuta cinderella.) 

A small larva that folds together the upper surfaces of apple and pear leaves, 
folding them along the midrib and fastening with silk. Inside this folded leaf 
the larva dwells. It may be combated by early spraying with paris-green. 

The Banded Purple Butterfly. (Basilarchia arthemis.) 

Fig. 23.—Folded leaves or hibernaculi in which the small larve of the Banded Purple Butterfly pass 
the winter, enlarged. Author’s illustration. 

In the northern part of the state it sometimes happens that injury is done 
to young apple trees by the larve of the banded-purple butterfly. In this region 

comparatively few apple trees exist, and when a young orchard is set out the 
caterpillars shows a preference for apple foliage over that of the native food 
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* trees. When the trees become larger the damage becomes insignificant. 
The life history of this insect differs slightly from that of most of our butter- 

flies. Instead of passing the winter as an adult or in the pupal condition as 
most butterflies do, this insect, in common with others of its genus, builds 

a retreat or hibernaculum out of the base of the leaf, binding it up with silk, 
and passes the winter therein while still very small. Fig. 28 shows several 
such hibernaculi considerably enlarged. In the spring the larva attacks the 
buds almost before they open, and later feeds on the foliage. In a young tree 
a few such larve feeding on the new leaves can do a great deal of injury. 

REMEDIES. 

Paris-green applied in the ordinary way, will kill the larve in the spring 
time when they commence operations. Hand picking was found to be economical 
and effective in the case of the station orchard in Alger county. There is 
danger only when the trees are small and at such times the trouble of hand 
picking is reduced to a minimum. 

The Psocids. (Psocus Spp.) 

These are small insects appearing like over-grown plant-lice, from which they 
may be distinguished by the mouth parts which are formed for gnawing, and 
by the wings, which have many veins forming a coarse network, instead of 

Fig. 24.—Psocus lineatus, after J. B. Smith, “Economic Entomology.”’ 

having few veins in the wings and sucking mouth-parts as in the case of the 
plant-lice. These insects sometimes collect in large patches on the trunks 
of trees, usually before a storm. They feed on lichens, bark, etc., doing no harm 
so far as is known. They are, however, often mistaken for injurious insects 
and for this reason are included in this bulletin. 

AFFECTING THE FRUIT. 

The Codling Moth. (Carpocapsa pomonella.) 

This native of Europe is, without doubt, the most serious of the insect enemies 
of the apple with which we have to deal. The life history is as follows: The 

winter is passed in the larval stage, spun up in the cocoon ready to change to 
the pupal or true cocoon condition early in the spring. The cocoon may be 
concealed under rubbish or under a loose piece of bark. In April the change 
to the pupal condition is made, and in late May or early June the adult moth 
emerges. By the middle of June most of the first batch of eggs are hatched 
out, and the young have entered the apple, about 80 per cent of them, at the 
blow end or calyx. During the first part of July they spin up, making cocoons 
under loose pieces of bark, or in rubbish, and by the end of July, most of the 
adults of the second brood are out. The third brood may sometimes occur in 
Michigan. When it develops it is due in the latter part of September. It is, 
however, of small consequence because it is likely to be a small brood. Much 

39 
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latitude must be allowed in considering these dates as the broods string out and 
overlap. The dates given seem to be the times for the greatest number of 
insects during the season of 1903. 

The injury by the first brood is slight compared with that inflicted by the 
second brood, because the apples injured early in the season fall to the ground, 
long before they ripen, while the apples injured by the second brood of insects, 
either rot on the trees or just after picking, sometimes doing so after packing 
when they are apt to spoil many sound fruits at the same time. The larve 
of the second brood usually enter the fruit on the side or where two apples 
or an apple and a leaf touch, about 80 per cent according to our counts, the 
remaining 20 per cent going in at the calyx. Now the second broods do the 

most damage, but the first brood is by far the easier to destroy, and as the first 
brood is parent to the second, no effort should be spared to kill as many of 
them as possible. The question of spraying to catch these two broods will be 
taken up under remedies. 

As has been stated the insects pass the winter as larve enclosed in cocoons, 
for the most part under thin pieces of bark scale. The great majority of larve 
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Fig. 25.—Codling-moth, after Riley, American Entomologist. 

in such situations are eaten by woodpeckers, nuthatches, etc., during the winter 

time, but a few especially well hidden, and those below the snow line, escape. 
If the loose bark scales below this line be brushed or scraped off it will drive 
the insects up into parts accessible to the birds. Great numbers winter in old 
apple barrels, beneath the hoops, and in the crease near the bottom, also in 
cellars where apples are stored, in cold storage houses, etc. The moths come 

forth from such places and invade the orchards. 

The adult, winged moth is about the color of the bark of the tree, brownish 
grey with transverse wavy lines on the front wings. At the hind ends of the 
wings are areas of darker color with bronzy patches. The moth is about three- 
eighths of an inch long and when sitting with closed wings, resembles a small 
patch of lichen or rough bark; so close is the resemblance that it is very 

difficult to detect them. The cocoon when made under a loose scale of bark, 
is about one-half inch long, oval in form and flattened so as just to occupy the 
space allowed. Often a tube extends from one end toward the outer side, the 
larve commencing to spin where the crack is too large and building a tube as it 
crowds in toward the narrow part. In the winter cocoons, there is usually a 
good deal of chewed up fibre in the sides of the cocoon, but silk alone inside, 
and where it comes in contact with the outer and inner bark. 

REMEDIES. 

The time honored practice of spraying with paris-green just as the blossoms 
fall, is the best method known, if the work is to be expended in one effort, but 
several sprays are better than one. Use one pound of paris-green or its equiva- 
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lent in strength of some arsenical, and one pound of quick-lime to one hundred 
and seventy-five gallons of water. Use a fine nozzle and apply after the petals 
fall but before the young fruit turns down. Put a drop of poison in each calyx 

cup so that when the larva comes a few weeks or days later, and attempts an 

entrance, it will get a little of the preparation. If two sprays are to be applied, 
put on the second about the first of August so as to catch the larve of the 
second brood as they try to go in through the side of the apple. These two 

sprays are necessary to obtain good fruit as a general thing, if more than two 
sprays are to be applied, put them on two weeks or ten days before and after 

the August spray. 
Fumigation of cellars where apples are stored and destruction by fire of old 

apple packages about the first of May, will prove very useful. Use three pounds 
of brimstone to one thousand cubic feet of air space in the cellar or storage 
room. Bands of burlap placed about the trunks of the trees will furnish con- 
venient places for the larve to pupate. If they are to be forced under the bands, 

however, the trees will have to be scraped. Ordinarily it will be expedient to 
apply the earlier sprays with bordeaux in order to prevent the scab. The August 
spray, however, probably will be best with lime alone, as bordeaux is not so 
effective late in the season. Whenever spraying for scab, it will pay to put in 

a little paris-green, on general principles. 

The Apple Maggot. (Rhagoletis pomonella.) 

Sweet apples and also semi-acid ones, are often attacked by a “worm” which 
tunnels all through the flesh indiscriminately. An examination of the culprit 
shows him to be footless and without a distinct head, the mouth parts of dark 
horny material, however, showing through the skin. This is the apple-maggot, 
somewhat smaller than the house-fly, and with wings marked by dark bands. 
‘The eggs are laid in pockets cut under the skin of the fruit, and the maggots 
which hatch from them, tunnel indiscriminately through the flesh, not confining 
their work to the vicinity of the core as does the codling moth. After the fruit 
falls to the ground, the maggot passes out into the soil and changes to a 
puparium, which stage corresponds to the cocoon stage of many familiar in- 
sects. In the spring, the fly comes out ready to lay another batch of eggs in 
the young apples. 

REMEDIES. 

The habit of laying eggs beneath the surface of the fruit precludes the use 
of sprays. No spray will reach either the egg or the maggots. The only time 
when they can be successfully combated, is after the fruit falls, and before the 
maggots go into the soil. At this time the fruit may be destroyed in several 
ways; the orchard may be kept clean by hogs or sheep, or the apples may be 
gathered every day and made into cider, or else fed to stock. In the latter 
case, they should be fed on a tight board floor so that the maggots can not 
come out of the apple and burrow into the soil. If no use for the fallen fruit 
presents itself, then gather it and bury in trenches or pits. Well cultivated 
orchards are less apt to be badly infested than are those in sod, as the pupx 
in the soil are disturbed by the cultivation and exposed to their natural enemies. 

Howls, birds, shrews, etc., pick up many of the pupe# thus exposed. 

Green Fruit-worms. (Xylina Spp.) 

From time to time, green “worms,” about the size of cut-worms, are to be 
seen working on fruits. The writer has usually found them on apples and 
once on strawberry. They are apple-green or light-green in color and have three 
light-yellowish stripes running the entire length, one line on the back and one 
on each side. Sometimes there are additional markings which are quite vari- 
able. They eat holes in the young fruit and foliage. They are said to work 
on a number of trees and shrubs, including most of the fruits grown in Michi- 
gan, feeding during the day and probably also during the night, and dropping 

to the ground when disturbed. The pupal stage is passed in earthen cells in the 
ground. Professor Slingerland, who discusses these creatures at length says* 
that the insects are very difficult to kill with the ordinary late sprays, but 

* Bul. No. 123, Cornell University Experiment Station. 
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Fig. 26.—Green Fruit-worm, after Slingerland. 

that trees sprayed before they blossom, with the arsenites and bordeaux are 
apt to be pretty free from them. As the insects are periodic in their invasions, 
often disappearing for a number of years together, it is not possible to fortell 
just when such a spray will be necessary. Those who apply bordeaux before 
the buds open, as a regular practice, may find it a paying investment to add a 
little poison for this insect, the bud-moth, and several other pests. Professor 
Slingerland also recommends jarring in the same manner as for curculio. The 
bulletin cited gives much detailed information on the subject. 

Climbing Cut-worms (see Peach Insects). 

INSECTS AFFECTING THE RASPBERRY AND BLACKBERRY. 

AFFECTING THE ROOTS. 

Raspberry and Blackberry Crown-borer. (Bembecia marginata.) 

A borer which the writer has seen in the western part of Michigan is the 
blackberry crown borer. The adult of this insect is a good sized clear-winged 

moth, black and yellow in color, with orange front wings. It resembles a very 
large yellow-jacket in a general way but really is a moth. The larva is pro- 
vided with feet as in the case of the imported currant-borer, and is to be found 
about the level of the ground either in the canes above or about the roots, some- 
times completely girdling the root beneath the surface of the soil. The young 
are said sometimes to go up into the new growth. 

REMEDIES. 

No better measure is known than that of cutting out the larve and digging 
up and burning the dead bushes. Fortunately this insect is not so common as 

the cane-borers. 

AFFECTING THE CANES. 

The Raspberry and Blackberry Cane-borer. (Oberia bimaculata.) 

The adult af the raspberry cane-borer is a slender, cylindrical beetle with long 
feelers or antenne. The wing-covers and head are black and the prothorax 
yellow. The eggs are laid in June, in a very characteristic manner,—the new 
growth of a cane is partially girdled in two places about an inch apart, and 
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an egg is deposited in a puncture about midway between the two girdlings. In 
a short time, the cane droops and dies above the upper girdle, which drops off, 
and leaves the segment containing the egg to wilt, furnishing the conditions 
necessary for the development of the egg and the proper food for the new-born 

larva. Later the larva bores down the cane, feeding on the pith and passing 

the winter in the tunnel, afterwards changing to a pupa, and in time, to the 

adult insect, which cuts its way out the following June. The footless larva 

is yellowish in color. The head is brown. 

REMEDIES. 

The characteristic method of topping or cutting off the tops of the canes, 

makes it easy to recognize the work of this pest. If the wilted tops are seen 

in June, cut off at the lower girdling, if later, then cut off below the bottom 

of the burrow, and burn. 

The Red-necked Agrilus, or Maker of the Gouty Gall. (Agrilus ruficollis.) 

About pruning time, we often see swollen places in blackberry and raspberry 

canes, the swollen parts usually showing cracks on the outside. On paring off 

Fig. 27—Red-necked Agrilus, after{Ri- 
ley, “American Entomologist.” 

Fig. 28.—Gouty Gall, after Riley, American Entomologist. 

the skin, we find a spiral tunnel, just beneath the bark. Such swollen galls 
or gouty galls, are produced by the larve of a very pretty little beetle about 

five-sixteenths of an inch long, and slender in proportion. It is bronze in color, 
with the prothorax reddish bronze. The larva is white, flattened, and with a 
widened thorax. The tail is forked. This pest works in both wild and culti- 
vated plants, seeming to prefer the wild ones. 

REMEDIES. 

Cut out and burn the affected galls when pruning. See that no affected wild 
plants are near to restock the field after it is cleared of galls. Galled canes are 
useless, so far as good fruit is concerned, therefore no hesitation should be felt 
in cutting them out. 
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The Tree-crickets. (Oecanthus Spp.) 

Many times one finds long rows of punctures on the sides of raspberry and 
blackberry canes, and also on the new growth of peach trees. When such a 
twig is split along the row of punctures, each hole is found to contain an egg, 
the egg of a tree-cricket. The rows vary in length from one to several inches, 
and sooner or later usually cause the twig to split open, weakening the twig 
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Fig. 29.—Tree-crickets and their eggs, after Riley, Fifth Rep. State Entomologist of Mo. 

if not killng it outright. The cricket that causes all this trouble is a delicate 
little creature, light colored, sometimes with dark markings, and provided with 
good sized wings. It is perfectly harmless except for the habit of placing its 
eges in twigs in the autumn. In fact it is said to feed largely on plant-lice and 

therefore to be our friend. 

REMEDIES. 

The only practical method of combating these insects is by cutting out the 
affected canes and twigs and destroying them by fire. If not at all numerous, 
they may safely be ignored. 

AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

Raspberry Saw-fly. (Selandria rubdi.) 

The raspberry saw-fly is an old offender from which we may expect to hear 
periodically. The false-caterpillar, that does the damage, is a delicate green 

“worm” about three-fourths of an inch long and densely covered with green 
spines. They sometimes occur in great numbers and eat numerous holes in 

the foliage especially of the red raspberry. The life history of the insect is 
as follows: The eggs are laid under the skin of the leaf, not far from one of 
the large ribs during the latter half of May, the larve, at first white, and 
afterward the color of the leaf, are covered with transverse rows of divided 
spines. When full-grown, or in about a month from the time of the laying 
of the eggs, they descend and burrow into the ground to spin firm cocoons 
composed of silk and bits of earth. Here they change to pupe and emerge 

the following spring as adult saw-flies. 
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REMEDIES. 

The larve of this insect readily succumb to almost any of the poisons, but 
unfortunately they appear when the fruit is set. Hellebore may be used if the 
fruit is not too far advanced, kerosene-emulsion has been used successfully, and 
there is reason to believe that an ounce of Persian insect-powder added to each 
gallon of emulsion before diluting, will greatly improve its efficacy. Strong 
soft-soap has also been successfully used, but it must be borne in mind that 
each “worm” must be hit to be killed, and that new eggs are constantly hatching 
out larve, often demanding a repetition of the spray. 

Apple Leaf-miner. (Tischeria malifoliella.) 

The life history and method of living of this little moth were discussed under 
apple insects. Unfortunately it works also in blackberry and sometimes be- 
comes so numerous as to need attention. The mines in blackberry are large 
and blotch-shaped. There are two broods, one going into the pupal stage in 

July, and the other in September and October. The late brood passes the winter 
in the pupal stage in the mines in the fallen leaves, (See Apple Leaf-miner 
under Apple). 

REMEDIES. < 

As the larve work entirely under the surface of the skin no spray proves 
effective against these pests. Much good can be done, however, by raking up the 
foliage and burning, whenever these conspicuous miners are seen to be present. 
In small patches it sometimes proves worth while to pick off the affected leaves 

and destroy them. 
(Anomala undulata.) 

A medium sized shiny leaf chafer, having the form of a June-bug, but very 
much smaller, dirty yellow in color, marked with black, and about one-third 

of an inch long. The adult feeds on blackberry, plum, pear, apple, grape, wheat, 
peas and other plants, eating holes in the foliage. When numerous they have 
been known to strip the plants. They are occasionally visitors in Michigan, 

that is, they occasionally multiply to sufficient numbers to become pests. The 
immature stages are passed in the ground. The grub resembles an immature 

white grub. 

REMEDIES. 

These pests should respond to a spray of paris-green applied in the ordinary 

manner when the fruit is not set. When fruit is on the plants, use hellebore 
or else beat the beetles into dozers as in the case of the rose-chafer. 

INSECTS AFFECTING THE CHERRY. 

INSECTS AFFECTING THE TRUNK. 

The Divaricate Buprestis. (Dicerca divaricata.) 

This is a medium sized beetle with very hard, strong wing-covers and a flat- 
tened body. The surface is bronzy, and furrowed, the spaces between furrows 
being highly polished. This insect bores into living wood much as does the 
flat-headed apple-tree borer. It works in cherry and most of our stone fruits 
beside a number of forest trees. The remedies are the same as those for the 
flat-headed borer of the apple. 

INSECTS AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

The Cherry-tree Plant-louse. (Myzus cerasi.) 

A large, black, polished plant-louse that works on the young shoots and tender 
foliage of the cherry, often appearing in very great numbers. They multiply 
rapidly, sometimes covering the twigs and young fruit, and secreting a sticky 
Sweetish liquid called honey-dew. This attracts ants, yellow-jackets, flies, etc. 
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Late in the season they often become numerous before laying the eggs for the 
spring brood. 

REMEDIES. 

Kerosene-emulsion or any of the contact insecticides, applied in the ordinary 
way, except that it should be a little stronger than when used for green lice. 
It must be borne in mind that each louse must be hit in order to be killed. 

The Cherry Leaf-beetle. (Galerucella cavicollis.) 

A small, dark-red beetle less than one-fourth of an inch in length, oval in 
form, and with the antenne and parts of the legs black. This small beetle feeds 
on cherry. The writer has seen them in great numbers on pin cherry (a wild 
cherry) at AuTrain Falls in late August. The beetles have welcomed with 
enthusiasm the introduction of the cultivated cherry in their haunts, readily 
accommodating their taste to the new food. They feed on the leaves, and often 
come in large numbers, appearing in June and again in September. In the 
Northern Peninsula they do a great deal of damage to young trees, coming out - 
of the ground from a depth of several inches, and attacking the young foliage 
about the first of June. The larve also works on the foliage, following the 
adults. 

REMEDIES. 

When on old trees not in bloom, these beetles may be killed with paris-green 
and lime, one pound of the poison to one hundred and seventy-five gallons of 
water, but on very young trees the case is more difficult. Mr. Geismar, the 
superintendent of the Upper Peninsula Experiment Station, points out the fact 
that the beetles either hibernate or pupate under the surface of the soil, often 

Fig. 31.—Pear Slug, from Saunders, Insects In- 
jurious to Fruits. 

Fig. 30.—Cherry Leaf-beetle. Author’s illustration. 

at a depth of several inches, and usually within a few inches of the base of the 
tree. He finds also that they are almost sure to climb the tree instead of flying, 
being somewhat sluggish on first coming to the surface. This suggests the use 

of narrow bands of sticky fly-paper or loose cotton at such times in the case 
of young trees. The beetles eat very voraciously and a few dozen can work 
havoc in a young tree, especially if it is in bloom and one does not wish to spray. 

Bud Moth (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Cherry Slug or Pear Slug (see Insects affecting the pear). 
Apple-tree Tent-caterpillar (see Insects affecting the apple). 
White-marked Tussock-moth (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Canker-worm (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Fall Web-worm (see Insects affecting the apple). 
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INSECTS AFFECTING THE BARK. 

Fruit Bark-beetle (see Insects affecting the .peach). 
San Jose Scale (see Insects affecting the peach). 
European Fruit-scale (see Insects affecting the plum). 
Eccentric Scale (see Insects affecting the apple). 
English-walnut Scale (see Insects affecting the peach). 

INSECTS AFFECTING THE FRUIT. 

The Cherry Fruit Fly. (Rhagoletis cingulata.) 

Without doubt the great majority of the “worms” of “wormy cherries” in our 
state, are the grubs of the plum curculio. There is, however, another insect 

whose larva develops in the cherry. This second cherry worm was carefully 
studied by Professor M. V. Slingerland, and his account published in Bul. No. 
172 of the Cornell University Experiment Station. The fly is described as being 
about three-sixteenth of an inch long, somewhat resembling a house-fly, except 
as to size and the fact that the wings are marked with four transverse bands 

of a blackish color. The larva is more slender than the grub of the curculio, 
resembling more closely the larva of the apple maggot. In the case of the 
curculio, one finds infested cherries bearing the characteristic crescent-shaped 
scar, cut in when the egg was laid. -In the case of the cherry fruit-fly there may 
be no indication of the presence of the maggot from the outside up to the time 
when the maggot is full grown, at which time, the part of thé fruit most tun- 

Fig. 32.—Cherry Fruit-fly, after Slingerland. 

neled under, sinks in or rots, thus indicating the presence of the pest. The 

pupal stage is passed in the soil. In the spring the adult fly emerges and prob- 
ably lays her eggs beneath the skin of the young fruit where no spray will 
reach it. 

REMEDIES. 

No practical remedies seem to have been as yet discovered other than picking 
the fruit as soon as it shows the presence of the insect and deep cultivation early 
in the season, to bury or crush the pupe. 

Plum Curculio (see Insects affecting the plum). 

40 
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INSECTS AFFECTING THE CURRANT. 

INSECTS BORING IN THE WOOD. 

The Imported Currant-borer. (Aegeria tipuliformis.) 

The currant and gooseberry are often attacked by a borer that works in the 
center of the branch, tunneling down quite a distance and interfering seriously 
with the development both of the foliage and of the fruit, and eventually bring- 

ing about the death of such tunneled wood. Stems containing borers show the 
presence of the invader by wilted and stunted foliage early in the season. The 
larve after feeding on the pith and central part of the stem until autumn, pass 

the winter in the tunnel. In the spring when the plant starts to grow the larve 
are awakened to new activity and quickly complete their growth. Before chang- 

ing to pupe they eat their way almost through to the outside, plug up the hole 

loosely and retire. The pupal stage is entered upon and in June the adult moths 
come out to the open air. In this stage the insect is very beautiful, being a 
little less than half an inch long, slender, and brilliant black and yellow in 
color. The wings are only partially covered with scales, the uncovered part 
being transparent. For this and other reasons they are placed among the 
group of moths known as clear-wings. They so closely resemble wasps that one 
hesitates to handle them without careful examination. The figure shows the 
adult larva and pupa. It will be noticed that the larva possesses feet like those 

of most moths. 

Fig. 33.—Imported Currant-borer. 

REMEDIES. 

When the foliage commences to expand, the mutilated stems can be dis- 
tinguished by the sickly appearance of the leaves. Cut out all tunneled stems 
below the lowest part of the tunnel, and burn them. If this practice be con- 
stantly followed up, the bushes can be kept fairly free from this borer. 

The Native Currant Borer. (Psenocerus supernotatus.) 

Curiously enough, we have two borers working in the currant, one belonging 
to the clear-winged moths, imported from Europe, and the other a native insect 
belonging to the beetles. Fig. 34 shows one of the adult beetles. It is from 

© 

Fig. 34.—Native Currant-borer. 

three-sixteenths to one-fourth of an inch long, brown in color, with the posterior 

half of the wing-covers darker than the rest of the body, and with two whitish 
spots on each wing-cover. The larve or grubs of this beetle are footless, and 
work very much as do the imported borers, except that usually several work 
together instead of singly as in the case of the other. The same remedies 
apply as in the case of the imported species. 
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INSECTS AFFECTING THE BARK. 

European Fruit-scale (see Insects affecting the plum). 

Oyster-shell Bark-louse (see Insects affecting the apple). 
San Jose Scale (see Insects affecting the peach). 

INSECTS AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

The Four-lined Leaf-bug. (Pecilocapsus lineatus.) 

Shortly after the leaves appear on our currant and gooseberry bushes, we 
sometimes find small, wingless, scarlet bugs of a rounded form, and very active 
in their habits, running about and hiding away under the leaves, which become 
curled in consequence of their attack. These little bugs belong to the family. 
ot leaf-bugs, and later develop into winged forms of a black and yellow color. 

During all the stages, these bugs feed on the juices of plants, drawing them 
from beneath the surfaces of the leaves by means of long sharp beaks. The 
effect on the foliage is first to cause it to curl, and later fo kill a little patch 
of the leaf substance about each point where the beak has been inserted. Such 
leaves appear spotted, the injured dots losing color and becoming brown. The 
adult bug is about five-sixteenth of an inch long, bright yellow, with four longi- 
tudinal, black stripes running about two-thirds of the way down the back. The 
winter is passed in the egg stage, in a slit cut in the side of a twig, usually not 

far from the tip. Several eggs are thus placed in a row. In the spring, the 
eges hatch and tiny red bugs appear, which grow larger and larger by successive 
molts until finally the adult stage is reached, this stage being yellow and black 

in color. 

Fig. 35.—Four-lined Leaf-bug, after Davis. 

REMEDIES. 

After these creatures become full grown and acquire wings, they are very 
difficult to control by any methods at our command, but while still immature 
and before they change from the red coat to the yellow and black one, they 
may readily be killed by a spray of kerosene-emulsion forcibly applied. This is 
best done with a nozzle set at right angles to the hose. Such an arrangement 

is easily prepared by using an elbow just behind the nozzle. With such a nozzle, 
one can spray upward from beneath, and that very forcibly and economically 
if a good nozzle be selected. Watch out for the bugs just as soon as the leaves 
expand, and kill them early. Use kerosene-emulsion, tobacco-water or some 
other good contact insecticide. When doing winter pruning, remove and burn 

all of the material which is cut out. 
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The Currant Span-worm. (LHujfitchia ribearia.) 

Unlike the larve of the imported currant-worm, those of the span-worm are 
measuring-worms or loopers, sometimes called inch-worms. All are familiar 
with caterpillars of this class. The currant span-worm often comes in large 
numbers, and devours the foliage very rapidly. The caterpillar, when full 

grown, is marked with three longitudinal yellowish stripes and by several 
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Fig. 36.—Currant Span worm, from Riley, Ninth Rep. State Entomologist of Mo. 

spots on each segment. The pupal stage is passed under the surface of the 
soil, and the delicate, yellowish moth lays the eggs in summer for the brood of 
larve which will come out next spring about the time that the foliage becomes 
well grown. This insect works also on gooseberry. There is but one brood each 
year. 

REMEDIES. 

When the larve are noticed early before the fruit is more than just set, 
paris-green applied in the ordinary way, will kill them very nicely. After the 
fruit gets started, use hellebore in place of paris-green, because it is much 
safer. 

The Imported Currant-worm. (Nematus ribesii.) 

The common currant-worm is the larva or false-caterpillar of a saw-fly. Saw- 
flies belong to the same order as the wasps, but in place of stings, they are 
provided with saw-like implements with which they are enabled to cut slits in 

the foliage or bark of vegetation. They are mostly small, thick-waisted creatures 
with four wings, the color being often black or yellowish. 

The saw-fly under consideration, lays its eggs in rows along the ribs of cur- 

rant or gooseberry leaves where they absorb water and become swollen, after- 
ward hatching into small, whitish false-caterpillars, which turn green after a 
time. Later, many black dots appear on the body, and just before they are ready 
to spin up in a cocoon, they change once more to green with yellowish extrem- 
ities. The larve of saw-flies may always be distinguished, from those of moths 
and butterflies, by the number of feet, there being always six true, jointed legs 
and twelve to sixteen false legs; while true caterpillars with very few excep- 

tions have only ten false legs. 
When full grown the larva spins a cocoon, usually in rubbish near the base 

of the plant, although they may go just beneath the surface of the soil. The 



Fig. 37.—Imported Currant-worm, from Riley, Ninth Rep. State Entomologist of Mo. 

cocoon is oval in form and thin, being papery in texture. There are two broods 
a year but they are not well defined. The adults come out at various periods, 
necessitating a repetition of the measures required to kill the larve. 

REMEDIES. 

The time honored practice of dusting with hellebore will ordinarily prove 
sufficient if the hellebore be fresh. After the fruit has been picked, arsenites 
may be used to advantage. See directions for using paris-green. 

The Native Currant Saw-fly. (Gymnonychus appendiculatus.) 

Another species of currant-worm which is a native of America is sometimes 
met, especially in the north. It occurs somewhat later than the imported species 
and the larvee are green. The same remedies as those used against the im- 
ported species will apply. 

AFTECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

Fall Web-worm (see Insects affecting the apple). 

INSECTS AFFECTING THE GRAPE. 

AFFECTING THE ROOTS. 

The Grape-vine Phylloxera. (Phylloxera vastatriz.) 

The grape phylloxera is a native of America, where it has worked from time 
immemorial on the wild grape. This louse, in common with many other insects, 
does little injury in its native home. In Europe it is the worst enemy of the 
grape and here in America it is a serious enemy only to grapes of European 

origin. 
The presence of phylloxera is made known by small galls on the under side 

of the leaves, and by somewhat similar gallS on the roots. These galls if cut 
open early in their growth, are found to contain small plant lice, the galls on 
the roots eventually rotting out with a good portion of the rootlets, finally de- 
stroying the whole root system and leading to the death of the vine. 

The insect occurs in four forms; the leaf-inhabiting form, the root-inhabiting 
form, the winged form and the sexual form. Winged lice appear when the 
colonies become crowded, and thus provide for the spread of the species and 
the founding of new colonies. It very often happens that the leaf-inhabiting 

form is quite numerous while the root-inhabiting form is not in evidence, further- 
more the reverse is often true. 
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Fig. 38.—Grape Phylloxera, after Marlatt. Farme2r’s Bul. 70, U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. of Ent 

The most effective method of combating this foe is by grafting the vine on 
resistent native stocks. This method promises the best results in a general way. 
The practice of flooding the. vineyard for thirty days in the winter’ time is 
practiced in France where possible, but only in rare instances is this feasible 

here. Planting in almost pure sand is said to be very efficacious and the use 
of carbon-bisulphide is sometimes resorted to when the injury is very serious, 

three doses of one-fourth of an ounce each, of the liquid being injected into each 
square meter (about one and one-fifth square yards). For those intending to 
use carbon-bisulphide, it will be well to consult Johnson’s “Fumigation Methods,” 
published by the Orange Judd Company, see pages 262 to 267. The effects of 
different soils, depth of soil, and moisture are very carefully treated. 

The Grape-vine Root-worm. (Fidia viticida.) 

This first-class pest is included here not because it is at present working in 
Michigan, so far as is known to the writer, but because it is to be expected at 

Fig. 39.--Grape-vine Fidia, Farmer’s Bul. No. 70, Marlatt, U. S. Div. of Ent. Dept. of Agr. 
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any time, being already in Ohio and Illinois. It has shown itself capable of 
inflicting great injury, especially in neglected vineyards. The beetle is about 
one-fourth of an inch long, brown in color, and with a rather dense covering of 

whitish hairs. 
The damage is done by both adults and larve,—the beetles working on the 

foliage, and the larve on the roots. The adults eat holes in the leaves in July 
and August, laying their eggs under the loose bark of the vines. The eggs hatch, 
fall to the ground, and the grubs find their way to the roots, where they remain 
until the following June, when they change to pupe, making cells in the soil by 
packing hard the sides of the spaces in whichgthey lie. In June and July, the 
pup change to adults, which commence eating holes in the leaves. 

REMEDIES. 

Many experiments have been tried in hopes of finding some method whereby 
the pests could be cheaply and effectively combated, and while they do respond 
to treatment it is not an easy matter to keep them under control when once 
they get a start. The following methods are said-to be useful: 
Jarring.—Jarring the insects into pans or canvass frames made for the pur- 

pose and then shaking them into kerosene. This method is more or less expen- 

sive at present, but quite effective. 
Spraying.—Paris-green should kill the adults, and if applied as soon as the 

beetles appear, and before the eggs are laid, should be of great value. 

Deep rooting—tThe beetles prefer to work near the surface and deep rooting 
is said to be of benefit. 

Resistant stocks—The use of stocks more or less distasteful to the beetles 
should yield good results. Experiments are being at present carried on by 
the Cornell Experiment Station to determine the value of various native stocks. 

Cultivation —Professor Slingerland recommends persistent cultivation during 
the period of pupation. The little creatures are easily destroyed by breaking 
open their cells, and many of them are either buried deeply or exposed on the 
surface to the ravages of birds, shrews, etc. The cultivation for this purpose 
should be done from June 15th to the 25th, according to Professor Slingerland, 
in New York. Probably the same dates will apply here. It is hoped that speci- 
mens of this insect will be forwarded to the entomologist as soon as found, 
in order to follow its spread and to provide for experiments for its control. 

The Giant, Grape Root-borer. (Prionis laticollis.) 

The figure represents a large, soft larva, which goes by the name of the 
giant, grape root-borer. This footless creature is the larval form of a stout, 

Fig. 40.—The Giant, Grape Root-borer, from Riley, Second Rep. State Entomologist of Mo. 

black beetle, belonging to the family of long horned wood-borers. The larva is 

white in color, with a brown and black head, and with a row of oval, brown 
spots running down each side of the body. It bores into the roots of many trees 
and shrubs, seeming to prefer those of grape whenever accessible. One readily 
can imagine that when a hole is bored through a grape root by an insect of 
this size, some injury is apt to result. Fortunately it is only occasionally that 
one hears of its depredations. The only remedy known is to dig down and cut 

out the larva whenever the vines show its presence. 
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AFFECTING THE CANES. 

The Grape Cane-borer. (Amphicerus bicaudatus.) 

Early in the spring, the young shoots of grape-vines, as well as those of apple, 
pear, and sometimes those of peach and plum trees, are sometimes found to be 
dying back for some little distance from the tip. An examination shows a 

Fig. 41.—Apple Twig-borer or Grape Cane-borer“and its work, from Riley, Third Rep. State 
Entomologist of Mo. 

smooth, round burrow extending several inches from a neat opening which 
usually is placed in the axil of a bud. This is the work of the grape cane-borer, 

otherwise known as the apple-twig borer, the culprit is often found within the 
burrow, it is a long slender beetle dull brown in color. As the insect breeds 
in quite different quarters, it is difficult to conceive the object in thus tunnel- 
ing the twigs. The work is shown by the wilting of the young leaves, due to 

the death of the cane or twig. The beetles are one-brooded. 

REMEDIES. 

Cut out all twigs containing burrows, or if the cane be large and seemingly 
strong enough to withstand the injury, kill the beetle with a slender wire. 
Remove and burn all cuttings and dead or dying wood from the vineyard, 
orchard, or vicinity, as the beetle breeds in such places. 

The Cottony Maple Scale. (Pulvinaria innumerabilis.) 

Fig. 42.—Cottony Maple Scale‘on grape. Original. “ I 

During the first half of the season, one often finds on the grape-vines, large 
brown scales, each scale being tilted up somewhat at one end by a mass of 
viscid cottony material secreted there. This mass of filaments is the nest in 

which the eggs are laid. After a time the eggs hatch, the young lice make their 
way to the under side of the leaves, and the nest is blown out by the wind into 
long streamers like cobwebs. Later in the season, after the young become about 

half grown, the females migrate back to the twigs, and the males meet them 
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and die. Here on the twigs the females settle for winter in a partially grown 
condition. In the spring, they rapidly complete their growth, lay batches of eggs 
and dry up. The insect works on a number of other plants and trees, loving 
especially the soft maple. 

REMEDIES. 

When only a few are present, they may be scraped off the vines with a knife, 
but when they occur in large numbers it is necessary to use a spray. Apply 
kerosene-emulsion just after the young hatch in June and July, diluting the 

emulsion about eight times, or else spray in the winter time with one of the 
contact insecticides recommended for the San Jose scale. 

Apricot-scale (see Insects affecting the plum). 

Tree Cricket (see Insects affecting the blackberry). 

AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

The Grape Leaf-hopper. (Hrythroneura vitis.) 

One of the most destructive grape insects in this part of the country, is the 
leaf hopper, sometimes erroneously called the thrip. Almost minute in its dimen- 
sions, measuring scarcely more than an eighth of an inch in length, inconspicuous, 
jumping and flying away on the slightest disturbance, it hardly seems possible 
for so small a creature to work such havoc. It occurs in great numbers, literally 
in great swarms. The prevailing colors are yellowish-white and bright red. The 
insect is. many brooded, the eggs being placed in cavities cut in the leaf. The work 

’ Fig. 43.—Grape Leaf hopper, from Saunder’s Insects Injurious to Fruits. 

of the leaf hopper shows in browned and-curled leaves, and consequent poor fruit. 
The writer has seen whole regions of vineyards where the foliage appeared as if 
scorched, just such-a result as might be brought about by continued hot winds. 
The damage in such cases is very severe. 

REMEDIES. 

The insect passes the winter in rubbish, under leaves, and in all sorts of 
neglected situations. The removal of such rubbish late in the fall, after the 
insects have taken up winter quarters, will work wonders. Sometimes it is 
possible to burn over grass and rubbish on the edges of vineyards, destroying im- 
mense numbers and lessening the next year’s supply. 

The writer has obtained some results by spraying with strong tobacco-extracts, 

which act as repellants, but such sprays are expensive and give only partial im- 
munity. The most promising remedy is one devised by Professor Slingerland 
of Cornell. He found that by applying a weak spray of kerosene and water 
emulsifiéd by a mechanical mixer (a knapsack pump which takes the oil from 
one tank and the water from another and mixes them in any proportion), he could 
easily knock the insects off the vines on to the ground, and then by changing the 
proportion of oil in the spray to strong emulsion, he could spray the insects on 

the ground and kill them. The difficulty lies in the fact that the insects will stand 
a good strong emulsion such as is ordinarily used, and in order to kill them 
direct, it becomes necessary to use a spray stronger than the vines will stand. 
In this double spray, which is cheap, we have an effective remedy. 

41 
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The Gartered Plume-moth. (Oxyptilus periscelidactylus.) 

This curious little creature is common enough in our State, although it rarely 
occurs in sufficient numbers to be serious. The larve are small, yellowish-green 
in color, and about half an inch long. They bind some of the small leaves to- 
gether, making a little nest in which they feed and pupate. The moth is small 
and very lively. The front wings are cleft almost half way to the base, the hind 
wings being cut deeper still. Hand picking is the best remedy when they become 
numerous. 

Hawk-moths. (Darapsa myron, Philampelus pandorus, P. achemon, Thyreus abotii, 
Deilophila lineata, and others.) 

A number of species of hawk-moths or humming-bird moths pass. their larval 
stage on the grape. The larve of these moths are good sized caterpillars, each 
having a strong, spike-shaped process or tail on the upper part of the posterior 
end. In the case of some species this spike is replaced, in the older examples, 
by a polished tubercle resembling an eye. They work openly, feeding on the 
foliage, and doing a great deal of damage in a short time. The pupal stage is 
passed under-ground, the pupa usually being more or less cigar-shaped and some- 
times as large around as a cigar. The larve are so large and conspicuous, and 
the work and excrement so easily seen, that it is quite an easy matter to kill 
them by hand. In fact hand picking is the only practical remedy, as they do not 
readily succumb to the poisons. 

Fig. 44.—The Grape-vine Hawk-moth, after Riley, American Entomologist. 

The Grape Leaf-roller. (Desmia maculalis.) 

The grape leaf roller is a beautiful little moth, measuring about an inch from 
tip to tip of the extended wings. It is iridescent black, and each wing has two 
conspicuous white spots. In the male, the two spots of the hind-wing unite into 
one elongated mark. The larva folds the leaf of grape, and feeds on the surface 
inside the fold, skeletonizing the leaf, later the pupal stage is passed either in 

the large fold, or in a smaller one made for the purpose. There are said to be 
two broods a year in the North. 

REMEDIES. 

Hand picking is the most effective remedy. The work is conspicuous and the 
picking can be cheaply done. Clean culture or the removal of rubbish, will do 
away with many of the hibernating pupe. 

7 = 
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The Rose-chafer. (Macrodactylus subspinosus.) 

The rose-chafer, or rose-bug, is a small beetle with long, awkward legs and a 
voracious appetite. They come in swarms, almost covering grape vines, fruit 
trees, roses, ornamental shrubs, etc. They are worst in sandy regions, appearing 
about the time that the grapes bloom. The beetle is about three-eighths of an 
inch long, light yellowish-brown in color, and has long reddish legs. The habits 
of this destructive insect are fully described by Dr. Marlatt of our National De- 
partment of Agriculture. 

Dr. Marlatt says,* “It passes its early stages in grass or meadow land, especially 
if sandy,—the larve feeding on the roots of grasses a few inches below the sur- 
face of the ground like the common white grub which they closely resemble 
except in size. The eggs are laid on the ground in June and July, and the larve 
become full grown by autumn and transform to pupe the following spring, from 
two to four weeks prior to the emergence of the beetles.” 

REMEDIES. 

Nothing in the way of a spray seems to be efficient. When in small numbers, 
the arsenites may prove of benefit, though the beetles usually keep coming so 
fast that it is difficult to make sure that there is any real benefit. Arsenites act 
slowly on these sluggish pests and new hosts are apt to replace those killed by 
the poison. . 

Dr. Marlatt advises the use of spirea as a trap plant. The beetles dearly love 
spirea and will gather on the shrub in preference to anything else. From the 
trap plants they may be knocked into pans containing water and kerosene, or into 
an inverted umbrella wet with coal oil. Dr. Marlatt says (loc. cit.), “The number 
of rose-chafers may be considerably limited by restricting the areas in which they 
breed,—all, sandy meadow land especialiy should be broken up and cultivated to 
annual crops, and the more general the cultivation of all lands the fewer will 
be the rose-chafers. In this procedure notable results may only be secured by the 
cooperation of a neighborhood.” 

The writer has long felt that results might be obtained by knocking the beetles 
into long shallow sheet-iron pans, when the trouble is with the grape, at any rate. 
These pans can be made of an entire sheet of sheet-iron, about twelve feet long 
by two feet wide, by simply bending up a border of about two inches all the way 
around. Braces should of course be put on the bottom and handles at the ends. 
Then by spreading rags soaked in water in the bottom of the pan and pouring 
kerosene over all, a death trap or beetle dozer is made ready. Such a dozer 
should be placed parallel to a row of vines and the beetles knocked into it by 
brushes made of pine twigs. Such brushes should tear the foliage only to a mini- 
mum degree. The beetles after coming in contact with the oil may crawl away 

or they may remain in the pan, it makes no difference, for they will shortly die. 
_The dozer may be drawn along by means of a rope and another set of vines 

beaten, the stupidity of the beetles making them loath to fly. Of course such a 
method will have to be persisted in if success is to be attained. One treatment 
will not end the matter, nor will all the beetles be killed at any one treatment. 
It does however promise well for the man who is willing to keep up a continuous 
fight during the few weeks of the invasion. 

The Light-loving Anomala. (Anomala lucicola.) 

We occasionally see on our grape vines, medium sized cock-chafers, resembling 
June-beetles, only smaller. They measure about one-third of an inch long, and 
vary in color from brownish to yellowish-brown and even black. The common 
form has brownish-yellow wing-covers and a dark thorax, usually with a border 
the color of the wing-covers. These beetles are said also to feed on the Virginia 
creeper. From time to time they become numerous enough to entirely skeletonize 
the foliage. The larval and pupal stages are passed in the soil. They resemble © 
the small white grubs and pupe of the June-beetle very much except in size, 

* Farmer’s Bulletin No. 70, U. S. Department of Agriculture; also, year book for 1895. 
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Fig. 45.—Rose-chafer, from Marlatt, Farmer’s Bul. No. 70, Div. of Entomology, U. S. Dept. of Agr. 

REMEDIES. 

A spray of Paris-green applied in the ordinary way except when the fruit is 
set, when hellebore must be substituted. 

The Grape-vine Fiea-beetle. (Haltica chalybea.) 

One of the constant enemies of the vineyard is the grape-vine flea-beetle, a 
little steel-blue, oval creature, highly polished and with the habit of falling to 
the ground on the slightest disturbance. 

This little beetle is about three-twentieths of an inch long. It passes the 
winter in the adult condition, and in early spring attacks the swelling buds of 

Fig. 46.—The Grape-vine Flea-beetle, from Riley, Third Rep. State Entomologist of Mo. 

the grape. It also eats the foliage as it appears, depositing orange colored eggs 
on the under-side of the leaves. The eggs hatch out into small, brown larve, 
which feed on the leaves riddling them with holes. In June, these larve descend 
into the ground and pupate, emerging as the second brood of adults in late June 
or July. The same life-history is repeated once more, the adults secreting them- 

selves late in the fall, in rubbish, under bark, etc. 

REMEDIES. 

Paris-green.—Spray just as the buds swell with Paris-green and lime, putting 
it on strong, one pound of the poison to seventy-five gallons of water. Later, 

+= 
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before the fruit gets started, put on another spray or two, diluting to one pound 

of the poison to one hundred and seventy-five gallons of water. 
Clean culture —As the beetles winter in rubbish, etc., rake up the rubbish very 

early in the spring and burn or bury. 
The beetles also feed on elm and several other plants. 

The Spotted Pelidnota. (Pelidnota punctata.) 

Conspicuous among the enemies of the grape, is a large brownish-yellow 
beetle with three black dots on each wing-cover. Heavily, and with a droning 
flight, this large beetle wanders about among the vines with no attempt at con- 

Fig. 47.—Grape Pelidnota, after Riley, American Entomologist. 

cealment, feeding on the foliage. Usually, however, their numbers are small and 
little harm is done in proportion to the threatened damage. The larval and pupal 
stages are passed in rotting wood, the larve somewhat resembling those of the 
June-beetle. When very numerous, they may be controlled by hand-picking, the 
damage being confined to that inflicted by the adult beetle. 

Climbing Cut-worms (see Insects affecting the peach). 
Phylloxera (see Insects affecting the roots of grape). 

Grape Root-worm (see Insects affecting the roots of grape). 

AFFECTING THE FRUIT. 

The Grape Berry-moth. (Hudemis botrana.) 

A small moth, spreading a little less than one-half inch, that works on the 
ripening fruit. It has not been reported as injurious from Michigan as yet, 
though it is sure to be sooner or later. The larva bores through the green 
grape, often fastening several shriveled and blackened grapes together. The early 

broods are said to work on the foliage and young fruit, and the pupal condition 

is said to be passed in a fold cut in the leaf. 

REMEDIES. 

Collect all injured and fallen fruit and destroy. Destroy also all fallen leaves 
in the autumn. In cases where it is feasible, bag the clusters. Of course this 
will pay only in case of very choice and high-priced varieties. 
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INSECTS AFFECTING THE PEACH TREE. 

AFFECTING THE ROOTS. 

The Peach Borer. (Sanninoidea evitiosa.) 

By far the worst enemy of the peach, in Michigan, is the peach borer. This 
insect is said to work also in cherry, plum, prune, nectarine, apricot, flowering 

almond, and azalia. The adult is a small moth having partially clear wings and 
ornamented with metallic blue and orange scales. According to Professor 
Slingerland, the eggs are laid between June 15th and October ist on the bark. 
The larve or borers, that do the injury, are soft bodied, and for the most part 
white in color. The head and legs are brown. They work at first in the bark, 

Fig. 48.—The Peach Borer, from Riley, First Rep State Entomologist of Mo. 

and later between the bark and wood near the crown, usually a few inches 
beneath the level of the soil. In old trees, they may work on the trunk and even 
in the large branches. Their presence usually is made known by a copious exuda- 
tion of gum. The winter is passed in the larval condition; some times the 
larve or “worms” being nearly full grown, and they range from that down to 

a very small size. In the spring, they resume feeding, attain their growth, and 
spin cocoons near the tunnel or burrow. The cocoon is made of silk with frass 
and excrement woven in on the outside. About the middle of June, the adults 
commence to emerge from these cocoons, and soon the first eggs are laid for the 
next brood. If the adults all came out together, and the eggs all hatched about 
the same time, we might hope to gain control with ordinary measures but the 
period of egg laying extends through September, according to Professor Slinger-. 
land, therefore all measures except that of hand digging or “worming” must be 
extended over long periods.* 

REMEDIES. 

The time honored measure of digging away the earth from the crown and of 
making a careful examination of each tree, has never been superseded by one 

more effective to say the least. The removal of the jlarve in the spring or fall 
by the knife, of course settles the matter for the time. The presence of the larve 
usually is indicated by a mass of gum. Professor Slingerland in his exhaustive 
work on this insect, describes how he tried every thing that seems to have been 
recommended for this pest, and succeeded in finding a long list of useless 

“remedies.” He found, however, that tobacco waste placed close to the tree, at the 
level of the soil, did prevent a good percentage from gaining lodgment. He also 
obtained partial immunity by wrapping paper about the crown and lower trunk 
and tying with an ordinary string. 

The writer has been assured by several peach raisers in Western Michigan that 
the practice of digging away the soil from the upper roots, where the worms 

burrow, in June, results in destroying the larve and pupae, the sun shining directly 

on the parts and killing the tender creatures. The soil is turned back in mid- 
summer by the ordinary cultivation. Still others practice, heaping up the soil 
about the trunk for eight or ten inches in the spring thus inducing the larve to 
work high up. These banks are removed in the fall and the trees wormed in the 
ordinary way. 

* Bul. No. 176, Cornell Exp. Sta., Dec., 1899. 
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AFFECTING THE TWIGS. 

The Peach Twig-borer. (Anarsia lineatella.) 

An insect of minor importance with us, is the peach twig-borer. It works in 

Michigan on the peach and is said to attack other fruits also in California. Al- 

though several broods are raised each year, most of the damage is done by the 

brood which matures in late April and early May. The larve bore into the new 

Fig. 49.—Peach-twig-borer, after Marlatt, Farmer’s Bul. No. 80, U. S. Dept. of Agr. Div. of 
Entomology. 

growth, killing the terminals and injuring the branches, sometimes destroying a 
considerable portion. Later broods are said to feed in the bark and in the fruit 
stems, sometimes boring into the fruit, the last brood tunnelling while very 
small into the thickened bark in the axils of small twigs. Here they are said to 
make minute tunnels lined with silk. In this condition the winter is passed and 

this is the brood which comes out in the spring and attacks the twigs. 

REMEDIES. 

Experiments in California by Mr. Warren T. Clark,* seems to show that the 
twig-borer may be controlled by a spray of lime, salt and sulphur, applied just 

as the buds commence to swell, but before they open in the spring. The spray 
catches them during their migration to the new growth. 

Buffalo Tree-hopper (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Tree Crickets (see Insects affecting the blackberry). 

AFFECTING THE TRUNK. 

Flat-headed Apple-tree Borer (see Insects affecting the apple). 

Divaricate Buprestid (see Insects affecting the cherry). 

AFFECTING THE BARK. 

The San Jose Seale. (Aspidiotus perniciosus.) 

One of the worst fruit and shade-tree pests with which we have to contend, 
is the San Jose scale, feeding, as it does, on a long list of plants and trees, 
and bringing about such grave results, it always enforces serious consideration. 

Individuals belonging to this species are minute. They are protected by a 

*Bul. No. 144, Cal. Agr. Exp. Sta. 
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Fig. 50.—San Jose Scale from Howard and Marlatt, Bul. No. 3, new series, Div. of Entomology, 
U. S. Dept. of Agr. 

thin, papery covering or scale, free from the body. The female scale being grey 

in color, usually with a yellow or orange central spot where the exuvie or cast- 
skins are placed. The male scale is circular at first, with a central raised nipple 

and an elevated ring about it. When fully developed, the male scale becomes 
elongated by a growth at one side. Fig. 51 gives a good idea of the appearance 
of the scales of both sexes. 

If the bark under a colony of such scales be scraped off, the deeper layers often 
show a purple staining. Fruit also is often stained in this manner. This stain- 
ing, however, must not be taken as positive evidence, for several other scale- 

insects sometimes produce the same coloring. The females always remain 
attached to the twig, but the males are winged when adult. 

The young of this species are born alive and several broods are produced each 
year, so that under favorable circumstances, the rate of increase may be very 
rapid indeed. As the insects become fixed very early in their lives, the spread 
of a colony and the foundation of new colonies must take place during the first 
stage, or just after birth. At that time they are very minute appearing as small 
as grains of sand. They are active for a few hours, however, and during that 
time, they run about from one part of the tree to another. They also probably 

crawl upon the feet of birds and upon other insects, and are by them transported 
to new quarters. 

REMEDIES. 

Many sprays have been tried for the extermination of this pest. In the West, 
fumigation under tents is also used. We find at least three sprays effective and 
practical here. Perhaps, in view of the cheapness and the ease with which it is cor- 

rectly made, we may place lime-salt and sulphur as first in the list. Directions 
for making and applying all of them will be found in the chapter on insecticides. 

All of these sprays must be applied during the winter season, while the trees are 
dormant, or else they are almost sure to injure the trees. Next comes kerosene 
emulsion, diluted so that one part of oil is used with four parts of water, or so 

that the oil forms 20 per cent of the spray when ready to apply; and last, because 
it is the most expensive, is whale-oil soap, a very effective spray when used at the 

rate of two pounds to a gallon of water. Other sprays are useful, but these three 

seem to give the best satisfaction. Strong potash kills a goodly proportion of the 

insects and it cleans the bark, giving it a fresh, healthy appearance, but it is 

quite expensive and does not seem to kill quite so large a proportion of the 
insects as the others. Kerosene and water, applied with a mixing pump (a special 
pump that takes the water from one tank and the oil from another, mixing them 
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in their passage through the pump), is not entirely satisfactory as yet, the emul- 
sion is safer and very much more uniform. The use of the mixture has not yet 
passed out of the experimental stage. 
Any scale that is suspected of being the San Jose scale, should be sent to the 

entomologist for identification. If it is really the San Jose scale, the owner should 
know it immediately, and if it is comparatively harmless, the knowledge that it 
is so, will save a good deal of worry. 

The English Walnut Scale. (Aspidiotus juglans-regie.) 

Although this pest undoubtedly works on English-walnut it is of far more im- 
portance to us in Michigan because of its love for peach, plum and other trees. 
‘The description of the European fruit scale will apply fairly well to this pest. 
It is usually somewhat larger than the latter, but in general the scales look much 
alike. This pest may be classed as somewhat less dangerous than the fruit scale. 
‘The same remedies as those recommended for the San Jose scale will apply in 
this case. 

The Peach Lecanium. (Lecanium nigrofasciatum.) 

For many years, the peach Lecanium has flourished, especially to the south of © 
us. It is a small Lecanium, about an eighth of an inch long and one-sixteenth of 

Fig. 52.—Peach Scale, Author’s illustration. 

‘an inch broad. ‘The scale is reddish-brown and oval. The top of the scale is 
lighter in color than the sides, and there are about twelve radiating lines on each 
side dividing the border into dark areas; see Fig. 52. When just acquiring full 
size, the colors are very bright, brown and black with flaming red. 

These scales cluster on the twigs of peach, soft maple and a number of other 
trees and shrubs, frequently doing a great deal of injury. 

REMEDIES, 

The usual winter sprays, applied for the San Jose scale, or a spray of kerosene- 
emulsion, diluted about eight times, during late June or early July, when the 
eggs hatch. 

The Fruit Bark-beetle. (Scolytus rugulosus.) 

The fruit bark-beetle is a small beetle which works between the bark and wood 
of peach, apple, pear and cherry. The first intimation of the presence of this 
pest usually comes when the owner discovers that some trees have many small 
round holes in the bark, appearing very much as if a light charge of fine bird 
Shot had been fired into the trees. If the outer bark be carefully pared down, 
in such a case, the tunnels from which the holes spring will appear. First there 
will be a short and broad brood-chamber with an opening to the surface at one 

42 
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end, and radiating from the side of the brood-chamber will be many long slender 
tunnels which gradually increase in size as they get farther and farther away 
from the brood-chamber. At the distal end of each of the long burrows will be a 
deeper excavation and connecting with that, an opening to the surface. The orig- 
inal brood-chamber is made by the parent beetles, and along each side, the female 
lays a row of eggs. The young grubs from the eggs burrow out away from the 
chamber between the bark and the wood, the size of the grub, and therefore of the 
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Fig.£53.—Fruit-bark beetle, enlarged. Author’s illustration. 

burrow increasing as they get farther and farther away from the brood-chamber. 
When full grown they make deeper cavities in which they pupate and from which 
they afterward emerge through the small round holes to the surface. When the 
work is fresh, there is an exudation of small drops of gum which become con- 
Spicuous and lead to the detection of the trouble. The tree becomes sickly in 
appearance and as a rule finally dies. 

The beetle which is the cause of all this trouble, is very small, a little more 
than one-sixteenth of an inch in length, rough, and almost cylindrical. There are 
several broods each year. 

Fig. 54.—Tunnels in the branches. Author’s illustration. 

REMEDIES. 

The insect belongs to the family of engraver-beetles and all members of this 
family prefer to work in dying, or at least, unhealthy trees. They are much 
more likely to do injury in neglected orchards than in those that are well cared 

ce el 
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for, but this is not invariably the case. The writer has in mind a man who is 
very conscientious, but who has suffered considerable loss among young trees, 
especially those of peach. 

As a rule stimulation of unaffected trees, and the removal and burning of badly 
infested ones, will check the trouble. It is well to use a liberal coat of white- 
wash on the trunks and large limbs. 

If the insect appears, prune if the trees at all need it; fertilize well and culti- 
vate. Use commercial fertilizers if necessary, and do everything possible to get 
the trees in a healthy vigorous condition. Take out badly affected trees and burn 
them. Advantage may be taken of the preference of the beetles for sickly trees, 
and if any worthless or comparatively poor trees are in the orchard, girdle them 
in mid-summer and thus induce the beetles to take possession. This will serve 
as a trap to attract many beetles to one spot. The trees must be removed and 
burned before the middle of the following June in order to destroy the beetles 
before they emerge and commence to lay eggs. When a tree is slightly attacked, 
the bark may be pared where the trouble is the worst, and as a matter of pre- 
vention, whitewash, to which a little Paris-green has been added, may be used 
on the trunk and larger limbs. These measures, while not perfectly satisfactory, 
will serve to restrict the trouble in many cases. We live in hopes that a more 
perfect remedy will shortly be discovered. 

Eccentric Scale (see Insects affecting the apple). 

AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

The Black Peach-aphis. (Aphis persicae-niger.) 

The black peach-aphis was first recognized in Michigan in 1889 by Dr. Erwin 
F. Smith. Like the woolly-louse of the apple, it works both on foliage and on 
the roots. 

The louse is small, highly polished, and with a metallic lustre. The aerial form 
is black, with a ventral surface dark brown. The root-inhabiting form, dark 
brownish black. They reproduce continuously during the summer without the 
production of eggs, the young being born alive. 

The foliage of the infested trees is sickly in appearance, the leaves often being 
Slightly curled. Eventually the tree dies, usually in a comparatively short time. 

REMEDIES. 

The danger of introducing this pest on young trees cannot be too strongly 
felt. If there is the slightest suspicion of the presence of the lice on nursery 

stock, dip in kerosene-emulsion or tobacco-water, after washing the soil care- 

fully from the roots. Put in a liberal supply of tobacco-dust about the roots 
when setting out and keep a bright lookout for the first appearance of the lice. 
When it is necessary to take out a tree infested with these lice, do not set in 
another for a year or so. When so-called dead spots appear in the orchard, search 
for the pest and use a liberal supply of tobacco-dust dug in about the trees, re- 
membering that the roots extend some distance from the trunk and that the fine 
rootlets are the ones most injured. Use unleached wood ashes when obtainable, 
or else kanite or some of the allied salty fertilizers. Tobacco-dust is very cheap 
and the safest and most practical remedy known to the writer. 

Climbing Cutworms. (Mamestra subjuncta et al.) 

There are among the cutworms, a number, perhaps a dozen or more, that make 
a practice of climbing fruit trees, grape vines, etc., and of eating out the open- 
ing buds and young foliage, often to the serious detriment of the tree. The 
peach tree is the one worst affected in Michigan, but young apple trees just set 
out, also suffer very severely. There are, as stated, several species of these cut- 
worms and to describe them all so as to make them recognizable, would hardly 
be in place here. Their presence is usually detected by their works. Almost all 
cutworms work at night, and those that have developed the climbing habit are 
no exceptions. Usually the first intimation of their presence occurs when Cer- 
tain parts of the trees fail to put forth young leaves, or else when such young 
foliage disappears, usually a whole branch at a time, if the infestation be slight, 
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or the whole tree if the tree be small and the cutworms numerous. In the case 
of the peach, the blossoms are often eaten, a hole being made through the side 
of the calyx, and the ovule of the young peach taken out. The proper course to 
take under such circumstances, is to go to the infested places at night with a 
lantern, and to watch carefully with a dim light for the culprits. 

The adults of these pests are moths of medium size, the wings spreading per- 
haps an inch or an inch and a half. They are of various colors and all are night 
fliers. They are known as owlet-moths. 

The eggs of these cutworms are laid in various places; often in sod land or 
wherever appropriate food is to be had, late in Summer or early in the fall, and 
the young cutworms that hatch out, become partially grown before winter sets in, 
hibernating in this condition. In the spring they awaken with a very healthy 

appetite, and attack weeds, grass or anything that offers. In some species, the 
eggs are laid in the spring, and in still others the winter is passed in the egg 
stage. A greater number, however, pass the winter as partially grown larve. 

In the case of an orchard newly planted on sod land, the destruction may be 
very rapid and complete as there is little else to be had—of course all our 
Michigan orchards are well cultivated. 

Fig. 55.—Cut-worm, showing larva, pupa and adult, from Saunders, Insects Injurious to Fruits. 

Cutworms, of all kinds, migrate and will come into orchards and vineyards 
from good breeding places and make themselves at home very quickly. They are 
good travelers as a rule. 

REMEDIES. 

Where cutworms are suspected, plow late in the fall, before setting out a young 
orchard, thus burying many eggs or young “worms.” The presence of Some crop 

to the liking of the cutworms—something like rye—put in as late as possible and 
turned under when the foliage gets well grown, will furnish the worms some- 
thing to eat and keep many of them out of the trees. 

Banding.—A band of loose cotton-batting, tied around the trunk, just as is done 
for the canker worm, will prevent practically all of the worms from getting into 

the trees so long as the cotton keeps loose and fluffy. Unfortunately, it sometimes 
happens that the worms on being turned back by the band, commence to gnaw 
the bark just below the band and if the tree be a whip recently set, they often 
girdle it. Probably poisoned baits,—clover wet down with strong paris-green 
water and distributed in small heaps near the trees, will prove useful in such 
cases. The cutworms nearly always drop to the ground and cover themselves 
with soil during the day time, and the bunch of fresh clover offers a good hiding 
place for cutworms in general. After passing the day under such a covering, 

they are very apt to partake of some of the poisoned leaves before starting out 
in earnest for a meal. Poisoned bran mash has been recommended as being very 
effective when used in connection with the cotton bands. The figure shows how 
to put on a cotton band. It is passed around the tree and tied with a string 
around the bottom, the top is then turned down over the string and left spread 
out. Only one band is used, two being shown in the cut, in order to make 
clear the whole proceeding. It is very likely that narrow strips of sticky fly- 
paper fastened around the tree would catch many of the worms although the 
writer has never seen it tried. The difficulty will be that sand, blown by the 
wind, will be apt to form a crust on the surface if the bands be left without 
renewing too long. 

ig 
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Fig. 56.—Peach tree banded for Climbing Cut-worm, after Slingerland.} 

Fig. 57 —Striped Peach-worm, enlarged. Author’s illustration. 
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The Striped Peach-worm. (Gelechia confusella.) 

Occasionally an insect which is considered rare, is discovered working locally 
in such numbers as to do harm. Such is the case with the present species. It 
is to be found in the western part of the State in restricted areas. 

The larva is striped, dirty white, with six longitudinal reddish-brown stripes, 
and with a yellowish-brown head and thorax. It is restless, wriggling violently 
when disturbed. It binds together the leaves of the peach with a web of fine 
silk, forming a nest of loosely bound leaves in which several live and in which 
they change to pupe. They appear in Michigan about the first of July and again 
about the middle of September. 

The adult moths are very dark in color, the front-wings being almost black 
with a purplish sheen. The hind-wings are lighter in color. 

REMEDIES. 

Two methods of treatment are found to be useful, cutting out and burning the 
nests, and spraying with arsenites just as the worms appear. Great care must 

be observed in putting paris-green on peach. Use lime according to directions 
and do not apply stronger than one pound to 180 or 200 gallons of water. Do 

not apply poisons for the late brood for the fruit will be too far advanced by 
that time. 

AFFECTING THE FRUIT. 

The Bumble Flower Beetle. (Huphoria inda.) 

A thickset, awkward beetle, of dull color, somewhat resembling a small June 
beetle. It is two-brooded; one brood emerging in early spring, and the other 
in September. The name is suggested by the loud humming noise that it makes 
when on the wing, resembling, closely the noise made by a bumble-bee. The 
members of the fall brood have the bad habit of tunneling into ripe fruit, nota- 

Fig. 58.—Bumble Flower-beetle. Author’s illustration. 

bly peaches and pears, although grapes do not escape. There is really no satis- 
factory remedy known. Fortunately they are not commonly numerous enough 

to do very serious injury in more than small areas. 

Codling-moth (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Plum Curculio (see Insects affecting the plum). 
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INSECTS AFFECTING THE PEAR. 

AFFECTING THE TRUNK. 

Round-headed Apple-tree Borer (see Insects affecting the apple). 

Flat-headed Apple-tree Borer (see Insects affecting the apple). 

AFFECTING THE BARK. 

Oyster-shell Bark-louse (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Scurfy Bark-louse (see Insects affecting the apple). 

San Jose Scale (see Insects affecting the peach). 
Eccentric Seale (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Buropean Fruit-scale (see Insects affecting the plum). 

Fruit Bark-beetles (see Insects affecting the peach). 

AFFECTING THE BRANCHES. 

Apple-twig or Grape-cane Borer (see Insects affecting the grape). 

AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

The Pear Psylla. (Psylla pyricola.) 

Fig. 59.—Pear Psylla, adult and nymph, enlarged, from Slingerland. 

Occasionally we hear of trouble arising from the pear psylla, an European in- 

sect, which was first noticed in Michigan in 1891. The presence of this insect 

is usually indicated by a general loss of vitality in the tree, early in the season. 

The young growth droops, and sometimes considerable foliage and fruit drop 

from the tree. The leaves are seen to be smeared with honey-dew, which at- 

tracts ants and wasps, and which supports a black, sooty fungus later in the 

season. 
The immature insects are very small, a little more than one-sixteenth of an 

inch in size, yellow at first but afterward becoming marked with black and 

red. They hatch from the eggs in May and immediately commence sucking 

the juice of the leaves. The secretion of honey-dew is so copious that the in- 

sects soon become surrounded by small puddles of this sticky liquid, in which 
they sit and grow. In about a month, they change to the adult, winged form 
(Fig. 59), in which stage they are provided with wings, and with strong jumping 
legs. When disturbed, they jump and fly away, sometimes being so numerous as 

to appear to fly in droves. Several broods are reared in one season. 

REMEDIES. 

Spray with weak kerosene-emulsion (Professor Slingerland recommends the 
emulsion given in our chapter on insecticides, diluted as much as 25 times), 
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while the insects are in the immature condition in late May and early June. At 
this time they cannot fly. 

Any of the strong winter washes should prove all right as they pass the winter 
hidden away in cracks and crannies and under the buds. Clean culture will also 
prove useful for, judging from allied species, many adults will be found to pass 
the winter in rubbish. 

~ 
AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

The Pear-leaf Blister-mite. (Phytoptus pyri.) 

About the time when the young pear leaves become full grown, and while they 
are still tender, they sometimes are disfigured by pinkish, thickened patches, 
involving a portion of the leaf, or occasionally the entire leaf. As the leaf 
becomes firmer in texture, the patches become darker, finally appearing black 
and corky. A thin slice through such a thickened, corky patch, shows, under 
the microscope, a cavity connecting with the outside by a small opening. In the 

cavity may sometimes be found the cause of the mischief; minute, white mites, 
elongate in form, and so small that a glass is required in order to be sure of 
them. These little mites are the cause of the thickened growth or gall, and the 
consequent injury to the foliage. Sometimes they form galls in the young fruit 
as well. Often times the foliage falls, and the fruit fails to amount to anything. 
The mites pass the winter tucked away under the bud scales. ~ 

REMEDIES. 

As the mites are concealed, during the growing season, in the galls of the leaves, 
it is useless to spray during that period. In the winter, however, they may be 
killed by a spray of strong kerosene-emuision applied while the buds are dormant, 
or at any rate before they open in the spring. ~ 

The Pear Slug. (Hriocampoides Limacina.) 

Just before the time that cherries ripen, one is likely to find the foliage eaten, 
or rather skeletonized on the upper side, so that only the larger veins remain. A 
closer search reveals sticky, slug-like larve about half an inch long, dark, dirty 
green in color and. shaped like small clubs, broad just behind the head but taper- 
ing to a slender tail. There is sometimes a later brood in August, but the first 

‘ brood does the most damage. These disgusting little slugs work on cherry, plum 
and quince. The egg is laid on the under side of the leaf, under the epidermis 
or skin. This is done quite early in the season but the larve usually escape 
detection until they are well grown. When full grown, these little “slugs” burrow 

Fig. 60.—Pear slug from Saunders. Insects Injurious to Fruits. 

into the soil and make little cells in which they pass the pupal stage, emerging, 
after a time, as black, four-winged insects resembling flies, but really belonging 
to the order of wasps. Each is provided with a small saw-like apparatus under 
the abdomen for the purpose of sawing a little pocket in the leaf in which to 
deposit an egg. Hence the name of saw-fly is applied to the insects of this class. 
This insect often causes a large part of the foliage to fall prematurely. 

REMEDIES. 

None of our fruit insects are easier to control than the pear and cherry slug. 
Dry-slaked lime will kill many of them if merely dusted on, the sticky surface 
of the slug causing the dust to adhere in such quantities as to cause death. Helle- 
bore applied either dry or steeped in water will kill them. The arsenites are 
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effective but should not be used on the first brood because of the danger of 
poisoning the fruit. Even road-dust has been used effectively, although almost 
anything else is more effective. 

AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

White-marked Tussock-moth (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Fall Web-worm (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Bud-moth (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Aphids (use same remedies as for apple aphids). 

AFFECTING THE FRUIT. 

Bumble Flower-beetle (see Insects affecting the peach). 
Codling-moth (see Insects affecting the apple). 

Plum Curculio (see Insects affecting the plum). 

INSECTS AFFECTING THE PLUM. 

AFFECTING THE ROOTS. 

Peach-tree Borer (see Insects affecting the peach). 

AFFECTING THE TRUNK. 

Flat-headed Apple-tree Borer (see Insects affecting the apple). 

AFFECTING THE BARK. 

The European Fruit-scale. (Aspidiotus ostreaeformis.) 

Next to the San Jose scale in point of importance, comes the European fruit- 
scale, and while -no such far-reaching destruction can be charged against it as 
against the San Jose scale, it is a serious pest worthy of careful consideration. 
There are points of difference between this scale, the eccentric scale, and the 

Fig. 61.—-European Fruit Scale, enlarged. Author’s illustration. Fy 

English walnut scale, but they are so slight that it seems hardly worth while to 
try to distinguish them in a work of this sort. There are indeed points of differ- 
ence between the insects beneath the scales but they require a microscope for 
elucidation. The eccentric scale does, however, possess one character that will 
often render it possible to make a good guess as to its identity without the aid 
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of a microscope, the cast skins of the eccentrie scales being to one side of the 
center while the cast skins are nearer the center in the case of the fruit scale and 
the English Walnut scale. The European fruit scale produces several broods 
of young in a year and the young are born alive. They multiply quite rapidly, 
but seldom produce the crust on the bark which is to be found with the San Jose 
scale. They seem to prefer plum to all other trees, but work also on apple, pear, 
currant, cherry, silver maple and a number of other trees and plants. They do 

not work so disastrously as does the San Jose scale but often kill their host 
plants, especially if they be plums or currants. Fortunately this pest does not 

attack the peach. 

Fig. 62.—European Fruit Scale on plum. Author’s illustration. 

REMEDIES. 

The same remedies that are recommended against the San Jose scale will 
prove effective here. For a more extended account of this pest see Bul. No: 180 
of this station. 

The Apricot Scale on Plum. (Lecanium armeniacum.) 

Occasional outbreaks of this scale have occurred in Michigan. Unlike the San 
Jose scale and its allies, the apricot scale is large, and soft until full grown, 
the full sized females measuring from one-eighth to three-sixteenth of an inch 
in length. The eggs are laid inside the skin or shell of the mother. They hatch 

during late June or July. At first the young lice wander about but after a time 

they settle on the under sides of the leaves, remaining until late August, when 

they migrate to the twigs, settle down, and thereafter move but little. The males, 

like the males of other scale insects, are winged. Each develops under a waxen 
skin of oblong form. Fig. 63 shows a number of females enlarged four and a 
half times. They are yellowish brown in color, marked with black, and are 
covered with a powdery material which resembles the bloom of some fruits. They 
are soft until full grown, after which the skin becomes a hardened shell of horny 
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Fig. 63.—Apricot Scale, on plum, enlarged four and one-half times. Author’s illustration, 

material in which the eggs are deposited. The winter is passed while they are 
still soft and but partially grown. This fact gives us one method of controlling 
them. The pest works also on grape and cherry besides several other plants. 

REMEDIES. 

Take advantage of the soft and unprotected condition of the creature during 
the winter and apply one of the strong winter sprays recommended for the San 
Jose scale, either lime-salt and sulphur prepared in the ordinary way, or kero- 
sene-emulsion in which the water forms about one-fifth of the liquid when ready 
to be applied. 

AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

Plum Aphids. (Phorodon humili, Ophis pruni et al.) 

Several species of plant-lice infest the plum, the two most important being the 
true plum-louse (A. Pruni), which remains on the plum all the year round; and 
the hop-louse (P. humuli). This latter species is restricted to regions where 
hops are grown, as a matter of course, and migrates, back and forth between the 
two host plants, spending the summer and early fall on hops, and late fall, winter 
and spring on cultivated or wild plum. In other words the eggs are laid on the 
plum branches in October to hatch out the following spring: The young lice 
which are at this stage provided with wings, migrate to the hop yards for the 
summer, their progeny coming back to winter quarters in the fall. The true 
plum-louse remains the year round on the plum trees, curling the leaves and 

sometimes doing considerable damage. 

REMEDIES. 

The ordinary spray of kerosene-emulsion, or tobacco-water, will kill the lice 
easily enough if they can be reached. Very thorough work in the central part 
of the tree is required to hit them because of the curled condition of the leaves. 

The Plum-tree Sphinx. (Sphinaw drupiferarum.) 

The hawk-moths seldom occur in sufficient numbers to seriously affect our 
fruit trees. Occasionally the plum foliage is attacked by large, green caterpillars, 
each having a curved horn or spike projecting from the caudal end and with 
the body marked by seven short diagonal stripes of purple on each side, each 
stripe being bordered beneath with a narrow stripe of white. These are the larve 
of the plum-tree sphinx. When full grown, they burrow into the ground and 
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change to pups, the adult moth emerging during the following June. The adult 
is one of the large hawk-moths or humming-bird moths that visit our flower 
gardens during the evening, to sip nectar from the flowers. They are large, 
strong-flying moths, measuring between three and four inches from tip to tip of 
the extended wings. The moths are grey and dark brown in color. The eggs 
are said to be laid singly on the foliage of the plum. 

REMEDIES. 

As these larve are large, conspicuous and are scattered here and there over 
the orchard, it does not pay to try to poison them. The cheapest and most 
effective measure is to destroy them by hand whenever their work becomes 
evident. 

AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

Tent-caterpillar (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Canker-worms (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Fall Web-worms (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Bud-moth (see Insects affecting the apple). 
Rose Chafer (see Insects affecting the grape). 

AFFECTING THE FRUIT. 

The Plum Curculio. (Conotrachelus* nenuphar.) 

The little Turk or plum curculio needs merely to be mentioned to recall un- 
pleasant recollections to the plum, peach and apple raiser wherever the pest 
abounds. 

Fig. 64.—The Plum Curculio, from Riley, First Annual Rep. of State Entomologist of Mo. 

But one brood is raised each year, the beetle passing the winter in the adult 
condition hidden away in rubbish, etc. In the early spring, they commence feed- 
ing on the swelling buds. When the fruit is set, they lay their eggs therein, 
first making a small hole in the side of the plum. After-thrusting in an egg the 

beetle carefully cuts a lunate or semicircular flap into the flesh with the egg 
at the base of the flap. This is done to prevent the too rapid growth of the plum 

from crushing the egg. The characteristic half-moon-shaped mark of the curculio 
is found also on peach, pear, apple and cherry, besides some other fruits. The 
cherry grub, as the plum curculio is called when found in cherry, develops just 
as in the case of the plum, but in the other cases the result is merely to deform 
the fruit. The young larva works in the fiesh of the plum, causing it to fall 
early to the ground. The grub passes into the soil and changes to a pupa, after- 

ward becoming an adult and hiding away in autumn for the winter. 

REMEDIES. 

Early in the morning and late in the evening, the beetles are more or less 
stupid and are easily jarred from their hold on the tree to sheets, or cloth covered 
frames. They feign death (play possum) when jarred. In order to capture them, 
make a large frame of light wood and stretch cloth over it with a slot opening 
to the middle, place this under the tree, so that the trunk of the tree comes 
in the center of the frame; now strike quick sharp blows on the larger limbs 
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with a padded maul having a handle six to eight feet long. A long handled maul 
makes it possible to reach up into the tree. The beetles will fall to the sheet or 
frame and can be gathered up and dropped into kerosene. This should be done 
about the period of blossoming to obtain the best results, 

Spray with paris-green, using one pound of poison, and one pound of lime, 
to 175 gallons of water (see chapter on insecticides). Do this just as the buds 
swell and repeat immediately after the blossoms have fallen. If the beetles 
remain plentiful, spray once more after about two weeks. 

The Plum Gouger. (Coccotorus prunicida.) 

The gouger is a small snout-beetle, about a quarter of an inch long. Its method 
of work is much like that of the curculio. It is mottled brown in color, with 
short whiteish hairs that give it a pruinose appearance. It can be easily dis- 
tinguished from the curculio by its size and by the absence of humps on the 
wing-covers. It confines its work for the most part to the Mississippi valley and 
the West. 

Fig. 65. 

Figs. 65 and 66.—Plum gouger showing beetles, enlarged, and pits from which gougers have 
emerged. Author’s illustration. 

The adult beetle hibernates in the winter, and in the spring attacks the flowers 
of the plum in a manner at once peculiar and ingenious. The part eaten is the 
ovule or the part which would, if uninjured, in time become a fruit. The gouger 
eats a hole in the side of the calyx, the green cup at the base of the flower, and 
reaching in with its long beak eats the coveted part. Later the gouger eats holes 
in the young fruit, sometimes laying eggs therein. The egg is laid in a hole in 
the fruit with no crescentric flap as in the case of the curculio. The young grub 
works directly into the soft pit, and lives there, leaving no indication of its 
presence, except perhaps a scar on the outside of the fruit and the gum which 
exudes from it. Sometimes, however, a malformation of the fruit results. Here 
in the pit, the pupal stage is passed, and during the latter part of August, the 
adult beetle emerges. The fruit usually does not fall until just previous to the 
exit of the inhabitant. 

REMEDIES. 

During the period of bloom and just before and after this period, the beetles 
may be obtained by jarring, just as is done for the curculio. Jarring should 
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Fig. 66 

be kept up just as long as the beetles are obtained, for one little beetle obtained 
early in the season amounts to a good deal. It must be borne in mind that the 

gouger does not thin the fruit as does the curculio, but that the gouged fruit 

remains until late, drawing on the strength of the tree about as much as a perfect 
plum. 

As most of the fruit falls before the beetles make their exit, immediate destruc- 
tion of fallen fruit will make away with many beetles. Hogs accomplish this 
very nicely but if hogs are objectionable, pick up the fruit by hand and bury 

it just as soon as it falls. The arsenites do not seem to prove as beneficial as 
we could wish, but no doubt they will pay for the application. Prof. C. P. Gillett 
of Colorado, recommends the hand picking of all gouged fruit. This combines 

the benefits obtained by thinning, with those resulting from the death of the 
insect. 

INSECTS AFFECTING THE STRAWBERRY. 

AFFECTING THE ROOTS. 

The Strawberry Root-borer. (Typophorus canellus.) 

A beetle that works on the strawberry plants, both in the larval and in the 

adult stages, is the strawberry root-borer. The larva of this beetle has the 

appearance of a minute white grub about one-eighth of an inch long, white with 
a reddish-brown head. It feeds on the roots, changing to the pupal condition, 
in a small oval cell, made by turning round and round in the soil. 

The full grown beetles appear here in great numbers during the first part of May. 
They are about one-eighth of an inch long, stout, highly polished, usually brown, 

with four blackish spots on the back. The color, however, is variable, sometimes 

being quite dark. The beetles pass the winter hibernating in rubbish, coming out 
when the weather becomes warm, and laying the eggs for the brood that reaches 

the adult stage in July. At this time the adults feed on the leaves, and if 

numerous attract attention. The July brood feeds during the rest of the summer 

on the foliage and then, hibernates, coming forth the following spring to repeat 

the process. There are several closely allied species of beetles which differ in 
the dates of their emergence and which pass the winter somewhat differently. 
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Fig. 67.—Strawberry Root-borer, adult and larva, enlarged. Author’s illustration. 

REMEDIES. 

Whenever the adult beetles are present, and the plants are not in bloom, no 

sets or fruits being present, they may be destroyed by a spray of paris-green, 
applied at the rate of three or four ounces to forty gallons of water or bordeaux. 

When the fruit is set, but small, hellebore may be used. 
The writer has not had an opportunity to use commercial fertilizers, but they 

should prove useful, as should wood-ashes when used in sufficient quantity. 

Never set a new field near an infested field, nor re-set a piece of land inside of 

Several years after an infestation. 

June-beetles. (Lachnosterna spp.) 

June-bugs, May-beetles, dor-bugs, etc., etc., are familiar to all of us; large 
brown or yellowish beetles that are strongly attracted to light, and which often 
fly about the rooms on summer nights, bumping their heads against the lights, 
and creating disturbances. They go by various names, but create as much trouble 

under one name as under another. They feed, in the adult stage, on various 
trees and shrubs. 

The egg is said to be laid in grass land in early June. The grubs being the 
common white grubs which feed on all sorts of vegetation. When numerous 
enough, these creatures sometimes devour the roots of grass so completely that 
the sod may be rolled up like a carpet. They also work sad havoc among a variety 

of plants and trees, notably on strawberries. They require two years to develop, 
the pupal stage being passed in cells in the ground. 
Many parasites prey on these beetles, and several diseases attack them. The 

writer has seen, what is probably a bacterial disease working among them and 
carrying them off by the million. It attacks the region near the bases of the 
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Fig. 68.—June-beetles, from Riley, Rep. State entomologist of Missouri. 

legs, causing a black decay which spreads over the entire body. Poultry feed 
on them when given the chance, and many birds are fond of them, notably the 
crow. These and other diseases and parasites explain the sudden disappearance 
of the grubs on certain occasions. 

REMEDIES. 

Late fall plowing breaks up many of the pupal cells and exposes the larve 
and pupe to their enemies. As they breed largely in sod land, it is well to avoid 

following sod or grass land with strawberries or with any fruit that especially 
suffers from their depredations. 

AFFECTING THE FOLIAGE. 

Strawberry Saw-fly. (Harpiphorus maculatus.) 

An acquaintance of long standing is the strawberry saw-fly. The “worm” or 
false-caterpillar that does the damage, is a yellow or greenish, naked caterpillar 

not quite three-fourths of an inch long. Its yellow head has three or more brown 
spots, one above and usually one on each side, these spots being often more or 

Fig. 69.—Strawberry Saw-fly. Harpiphorus maculatus, from Riley, Ninth Rep. State Entomologist 
of Mo. 
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less blended. There are twenty-two legs; six true, jointed legs, and sixteen false 
legs, distinguishing this larva from the caterpillars of moths, none of which 
living on strawberry have so many. 

Early in June, the eggs are laid in small slits in the leaf stems. The young 
descend into the ground as soon as full grown, and spin frail cocoons, change to 
pup, and emerge as adults about the last of July or the first of August. In the 
case of the second brood, the process is repeated, up to the spinning of the cocoon, 
before cold weater sets in. 

There is another species of saw-fly (Monostegia ignota), that closely resembles 
the species in question, but the heads of the larve lack the brown spots already 
described. The two species, however, are so alike in habits that the same treat- 
ment will apply to both. 

REMEDIES. 

When the fruit is set and only partially grown, use hellebore. It is likely 
that dry-slaked lime sifted on the worms, will kill them as it is effectual against 
many of its close relatives. The skin of the larva being sticky and tender, the 
lime clings to it and acts as a caustic. 

After the fruit is gone, use paris-green or one of the arsenites. 

The Strawberry Leaf-roller. (Phoxopteris comptana.) 

The following is taken from the author’s bulletin 175 of this station. “As the 
name implies, the leaf-roller is to be found in the curled foliage. The cater- 
pillars are small, yellowish or greenish “worms” which feed on the leaves and 
cause them to curl up tightly into little clumps, which are bound together with 
silken webs. Often the enclosed spaces are lined with the same material making 
nests. The caterpillars or larve may be found by pulling apart the nests; when 
full-grown they are about three-fourths of an inch in length, slender and gently 
tapering. The adult, winged form, not seen so often, is a very small and delicate 
moth, reddish-brown and dusky in color, with black and white markings and 
about one-fourth of an inch in length, while the extended wings measure a little 

less than half an inch. 

Fig. 70.—Strawberry Leaf-roller, enlarged. Author’s illustration. 

This dainty little moth comes forth early in the spring and lays its eggs for 
the first brood on the young strawberry leaves. These eggs hatch and the 
“worms” or caterpillars appear in June. If numerous, they devastate the straw- 
berry beds and then, becoming adults, lay more eggs in September. These eggs 
hatch and the young “worms” have just about time enough to become full-grown 
and go into the ground for the winter. 

REMEDIES. 

After the first year of course no poison should be used on the plants before 
the berries are gathered, but directly after gathering the berries, or during 
the first year before the plants bear, the plants should be cut off close with a 
mowing machine and burned. The field may then be sprayed with paris-green 
and lime, which will serve to kill numbers of the full-grown worms in the 
leaves and also to poison what young larve may come from the eggs already laid. 
The spray, of course, should be repeated as long as any caterpillars remain. This 
method should prove of great benefit and the regular rotatian of crops will also 
be found useful. In some instances the fields have been burned over, with good 
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results, instead of cutting with a machine. This was done about the time that 
the second brood of worms appeared. 

The worms are easily killed with a spray of paris-green and lime, but as this 
must not be used before the fruit is harvested, hellebore may be used early in 
the season before the fruit is of much size. 

After the crop is harvested the plants should be mowed and treated with paris- 
green as previously advised to guard against the appearance of the pest next 
season. 

DIRECTIONS FOR PREPARING INSECTICIDES. 

Most insects may be classified either as chewing insects or as sucking insects. 
Beetles, grasshoppers, etc., chew their food, while bugs, suck theirs by means 
of long piercing beaks with which they penetrate inside to the juicy parts of the 
plants. Moths and butterflies suck their food, when in the adult condition, but 
chew it when in the larval state. Now chewing insects, in many cases, eat 
foliage, fruit, etc., and if this food be treated with a coating of some arsenical 
poison, they get the poison in the ordinary course of events, and die. Many 
chewing insects, like some of the borers, are protected in their burrows and never 
eat at the surface of the plant except possibly, when just entering the plant. 

Sucking insects are not affected by poisons of this nature, as they draw their 
supply of food from beneath the surface. With them it is necessary to use some 
substance like kerosene-emulsion, which kills by contact, but does not injure the 
plant. Special contact insecticides have been found to work well against special 
insects and at certain definite times, therefore the best results are obtained by 
using a variety of killing agents, each suited to a particular purpose. 

While it is necessary to spray evenly and thoroughly with an arsenical poison, 
like paris-green, it is easily seen that the utmost care is required to obtain good 
results with a contact insecticide. Most beetles and caterpillars wander about 
more or less and some of them will find the poison themselves, on the other 
hand, each insect must be hit by a contact insecticide to be killed. 

As everyone knows, the arsenical poisons are the cheapest when effective, 
and when nothing prohibits their use. Fruit well advanced or that which ripens 
quickly, should not be sprayed with permanent poisons like paris-green. Helle- 
bore has the advantage of losing its strength after a time, and may sometimes 
be used when paris-green would not do. Then too, there is a very just law against 
applying any spray during the time of bloom, thus protecting the little insects 
of the bee family from being killed off. These little fellows fertilize the flowers 
and make it possible for the fruit to obtain a start. 

Now a word about applying the spray. In general use a nozzle that will pro- 
duce a fine spray, one that will stick in minute particles to the plant and’ which 
will not go on in drops. Always stop spraying before the tree commences to drip. 
Paris-green, and all the arsenites, remain in suspension in the water if properly 
prepared, and are not dissolved. These small particles of poison will settle to 
the lowest part of a drop of water, and remain on the plant as the water evapo- 
rates, if the drop be of small size. If, on the other hand, the drops are large 
enough or numerous enough to run together and drip off, most of the poison 
drips off first, leaving very little to dry down on the plant. It is therefore 
desirable to have the water evaporate as quickly as possible. This is best brought 
about in dry, sunshiny weather. Such weather is best for kerosene-emulsion also, 
because the oil is apt to injure the foliage if left on too long before evaporating. 
‘Therefore choose dry, sunshiny weather for spraying if possible. 
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FUNGOUS DISEASES OF FRUITS IN MICHIGAN. 

BY B. O. LONGYEAR. 

[Special Bulletin No. 25.] 

The necessity of systematically combating the diseases which affect the orchard 
and its product is so generally recognized at the present time by the progressive 

fruit grower, that it seems scarcely necessary to urge the importance of this 
matter in his case. In fact the spraying and other treatment of his trees by 
the professional fruit grower forms a regular part of each season’s work, and 
any information which leads to a clear understanding of the agencies of disease 
is sure to be appreciated by such a person as enabling its possessor to do this 

work more intelligently, therefore more successfully. In spite of the vast amount 
of information along this line which has been published during recent years 
there is still a considerable lack of knowledge of the true nature of the common 
diseases to which orchard fruits are subject. Thus the general farmer who grows 
fruit as one of several products is too often without a proper understanding of 
these matters, consequently his trees are usually allowed to take care of them- 
selves. The result is very evident in the diseases which appear. The leaves, 
the organs of respiration and assimilation, become spotted and unhealthy or 
perhaps shrivel and fall off; the branches die back; the trunks are scarred, 
ecankered and decayed; and the fruit while dimished in quantity is often of so 
poor a quality as to seriously injure its market vaule and keeping qualities. The 
serious losses in the case of barreled apples which were badly affected with scab 
has led the apple buyers in some portions of the state to refuse the fruit from 
orchards which have not been properly sprayed and tended. Thus in such in- 
stances the loss consists not merely in the diminished crop of poor quality but also 
in the absence of a market for the fruit. 

While a great deal of information relating to plant diseases and their treatment 
has’ been printed in bulletins and agricultural papers it is so scattered that the 
majority of persons engaged in fruit growing in this state doubtless find it 
somewhat tedious to find this information when wanted on short notice. Con- 
sequently this bulletin is intended to serve as a sort of text book of the diseases 
most common and destructive to fruits in Michigan. Technicality has been 
avoided as much as possible, the attempt being made to give clear and readily 
comprehended descriptions of each disease together with the most approved 
methods of treatment. The information has been gathered wherever the most 
satisfactory accounts of diseases and their treatment could be obtained. The 
publications of the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the bulletins of the 
various State Experiment Stations have furnished the greater part of this matter. 
This bulletin, however, is not a mere compilation. Most of the figures are from 
original dawings and photographs and represent actual specimens studied by the 
author. Also personal observations of the principal diseases and the more 
common methods of treatment have been made. 

COMMON CAUSES OF PLANT DISEASES, 

Plants may be diseased in several ways. In fact the condition brought about 
by anything which disturbs or prevents the carrying on of the normal functions 
of a plant or any of its organs may, in a general way, be considered a disease. 

The most common diseases of plants are now known to be due to the attacks 
of parasitic organisms such as bacteria and fungi. Fungi, however, constitute 
the commonest of the causes of diseased conditions in plants. 

Fungi themselves are plants of a very low order and are quite simple in 
structure as compared with plants which bear leaves and flowers. Most of the 
flowering plants possess leaves which contain a green coloring matter 
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(Chlorophyll) which enables them in the presence of sunlight to assimilate 
the raw food materials of the soil and air and thus to grow. Fungi, however, 
do not possess this green coloring matter, hence are forced to depend on organic 
substances such as rotting leaves, wood, straw, manure, and the humus of the 
soil (Saprophytic Fungi) or on the tissues of living plants (Parasitic Fungi). 
Familiar examples of the former are seen in the common mushrooms and the 
shelf or bracket-like fungi which grow on decaying stumps and logs. (Fig. 41.) 
These are mostly plants of considerable size some of them being valued for food. 
The fungi which exist at the expense of living plants, however, are mostly very 
small organisms and require the use of the microscope in studying them. They 
make up, however, in numbers and rapidity of growth for their insignificant 
size, consequently these parasitic fungi are able to cause incalculable injury to 
cultivated crops each season. 

In its early stages of growth a fungus consists of a delicate mass of cobweb- 
like threads which branch in all directions in search of nourishment in very 
much the same manner as the fine rootlets of other plants. This network of 
slender threads is known as mycelium or spawn and serves the purpose of root 
and stem. It may be found at almost any time by overturning old boards or 
decaying leaves lying on the ground. In the case of the parasitic or disease 
producing fungi the mycelium invades the tissues of the plant on which it lives 
(known as the host plant) and causes in some cases swellings and distortions of 
the affected part, or in other cases the cells of the host plant are killed as soon 
as attacked, thus leading to the death of the diseased organs or of the entire 
plant. In some cases, however, the mycelium lives on the surface of its host 
merely sending little sucker-like branches into the affected part as in the powdery 
mildews. 

SPORES. 

Fungi are reproduced and spread by means of minute bodies called spores. 
Spores may be formed in a variety of ways after the mycelium becomes estab- 
lished. The most simple method is that in which the mycelium gives rise to 
branches which bear one or more spores at the apex or along the sides, or, in 
‘some cases, the branch itself becomes changed into a chain of spores by the 
formation of little partitions or septa, the cells thus formed finally separating 
from each other and each constituting a spore. More complex methods usually 
consist of the formation, by the mycelium, of fruiting bodies often dark in color, 
which are hollow and either give rise to spores from the inner surface directly 
or to small spore sacks (asci) each containing a number of spores which when 
mature are discharged by the breaking of the surrounding wall. 

Spores are so small and:-light that they can readily float in the air for some 
time as an almost invisible dust and may also be carried on the bodies and feet 
of birds and insects. In some cases they are produced in such enormous num- 

bers as to form a cloud of smoke-like dyst when disturbed, as in the powdery 
masses of corn smut. Some idea of the amazing number of spores produced by 
such a fungus may be gained only by knowing their measurements. Thus @ 

mass of such spores the size of an ordinary match head could contain about ten 
million of these microscopic bodies, enough to cover an acre and a half at the 
rate of one spore to the square inch. 
When the spores of fungi are surrounded by favorable conditions of moisture 

and heat they may germinate usually by pushing out a slender germ tube. In 
the case of the parasitic fungi this germ tube enters the tissues of its host plant 
and forms the beginning of the mycelium. In this manner the host plant be- 
comes infected. A great many fungi possess two forms of spores. One kind, 
known as summer spores, is produced in great abundance during the growing 

season. They are capable of germinating as soon as mature and thus serve to 
spread the disease from one plant to another. The other kind of spores, known 
as resting or winter spores, is formed usually late in the season and remains 
over winter in a dormant condition often in or attached to the dead tissues of 

the host plant. When spring arrives and the host plant is pushing out its first 
tender growth these resting spores germinate and thus start the disease anew. 

In the case of some parasitic fungi the mycelium is perennial in the stems of 
the host plant remaining dormant during winter but becoming active again the 
next spring, as the leaf curl fungus of the peach and the black knot of the plum. 

eS ee 
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DISEASES OF THE APPLE. 

APPLE SCAB. 

(Venturia Pomi (Fr.) Wint.) 

Fig. 1.—Apple leaves affected with the Apple scab fungus. (Original.) 

This disease of the apple commonly known as “scab” or in some cases “black 
spot,” is probably familiar to every grower of this fruit. It first appears in 
spring on the young foliage producing velvety, olive colored patches. This 
form is sometimes known as “mildew” or “leaf blight.” In severe cases the leaves 
become shriveled and discolored, eventually falling off. The fungus also attacks 
the stems of the young apples at blossoming time, especially if the weather at 
this time is unusually cool and moist. This causes the young fruit to shrivel 
and drop off, often greatly reducing the crop of mature fruit. 

The most characteristic effects of this fungus parasite, however, are found 
on the fruit itself. Here the spots at first appear much like those on the leaves 
but as the fruit develops the fungus works under the cuticle or outer layer of 
the skin causing it to scale off. These spots on mature apples have a dark brown 
or blackish color with a narrow border of a light gray color. The spots are 
usually most numerous around the blossom end of the fruit. On badly affected 
fruit the spots run together sometimes covering one-third of the surface. Deep 
cracks often occur in such cases which allow the apple to dry out. 

Apple scab is without doubt the worst disease affecting this fruit. This is due 
not alone to its destruction of the foliage and young apples nor to the unsightly 
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spots which it causes on the mature fruit. In addition to all this it opens a 
way for the entrance of numerous rot-producing fungi into the tissues of the 
mature apple. Thus during the seasons of 1902 and 1903, which were character- 
ized in this state by an unusual rainfall, great quantities of apples were lost soon 
after packing and in storage and even during shipment through the agency of 
these soft rots following apple scab. In some cases reported apples affected with 
scab began rotting while still attached to the trees, the loss in some cases amount- 
ing to four-fifths of the entire crop. 

Fig. 2.—‘‘Secab”’ spots on an apple. (Original.) 

Among the fungi which produces soft rot of apples and which usually attack 

the fruit where scab exists, the following have been noted as most common in 
this state: 

Cephalothecium roseum. 
Penicillium glaucum. 

Sclerotinia fructigena. 

Mucor stolonifer. 

PREVENTION AND TREATMENT. 

The fungus of apple scab thrives during moist cool weather, consequently the 
disease is apt to be most prevalent during seasons when such weather prevails 
especially during the early part of summer. Fruit grown on closely crowded 
trees where air and light are shut out appears to be more severely affected than 
where the opposite conditions prevail. Therefore a location securing good ven- 
tilation, proper spacing of trees, and systematic pruning are to be considered 
as preventive measures in the case of this disease. It has been found that the 
fungus passes the winter on the fallen leaves, appearing as minute, black bodies 
buried in the leaf tissues. From these are given off in the following spring the 
first crop of spores which attack the lower leaves, the disease later spreading 
to all parts of the tree. Thus another prventive measure is suggested and 
recommended, viz.: the destroying of these dead leaves which serve as agents of 
infection. This may be done either by raking and burning them or by plowing 
them under in spring before the spores are shed. 

ait 
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Fig. 3.—Microscopie structure of the scab fungus. A, portion of a section through a scab spot on an 
apple showing the fungus; (b), spreading under and lifting the cuticle, a; c, partly disorganized cells 
of the apple; e, healthy cells of the apple; B, two spore-bearing stalks (conidiophores), giving rise 
to summer spores (conidia), f; C, spores germinating; D, portion of a section through an affected 
leaf of apple which has lain on the ground over winter, and has given rise to the winter stage spore 
of the disease; g. spore case. (perithecium), containing a bundle of spore sacs (asci); E, two spore 
sacs (asci), more highly magnified, each containing eight two-celled winter spores, three of which are 
shown at F. All highly magnified. © (Original.) 

The planting of varieties which are naturally less subject to the scab is also 
to be considered as a preventive measure. Spraying for the prevention and 
treatment of this disease has proven of unquestioned value and a paying invest- 
ment to the apple grower. The first application made before the buds open may 
be the copper sulphate solution (4A) which is cheaper and easier to prepare and 
use than Bordeaux mixture. By many growers this application is considered the 
most important one for fungous diseases and should not be neglected. At this 
time great care should be used, to avoid driving on the soil when full of water, 
especially if it contains much clay as it is apt to become puddled thereby and its 
texture much injured. After the leaves appear, however, it will be necessary to 
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use Bordeaux mixture,-the first application of this spray to be used just before 
blossoming. This is the most important treatment of the season. The second 
after the blossoms fall and two or three other applications at intervals of ten 
days to two weeks will prove beneficial, especially if the season is a wet one. 
The final spray may consist of the weak solution of copper sulphate B to avoid 
staining the fruit. 

BITTER ROT, RIPE ROT, ANTHRACNOSE. 

(Glomerella rufomaculans Von Schrank & Spalding.) 

| SS eee eS Serene Ot a ee ee || 
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Fig. 4—An apple decaying with the bitter rot funene, the affected portion showing pinkish spore 
pustules. 
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Fig. 5.—Microscopic structure of the bitter rot fungus, A, section through the affected part of an 
apple. The mycelium of the fungus has formed a mass of spore bearing stalks (conidiophores) 
which have ruptured the epidermis of the fruit, and formed a pe from which numerous sum- 
mer spores (conidia) are being given off; A, cuticle of apple; b, spores; B, spores (conidia) more 
highly magnified; C, spores germinating in water. Two of them have become divided (septate), 
and one has formed secondary spores, c, on the germ tubes; D, section of an old affected apple, 
showing the permanent winter stage of the fungus; d, cells of the apple on which is seated the 
thick walled spore case (perithecium), f, in which young spore sacs (asci), are forming; e, my- 
celial threads among which are scattered some two celled spores (conidia); E, a mature spore sac, 
ee eg eight spores (ascospores), All highly magnified. (D, 1, after Burrill, the others 
original. 
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Like the black rot the bitter rot is most prominent on the fruit. Infected 
apples show brown spots which rapidly enlarge until the whole fruit is involved. 
Small pimples soon appear in concentric order around the points of infection. 
From these pustules the spores ooze out, showing a pinkish color in mass, and 
are washed on to other apples by rain, or becoming dry, may be carried away 
on currents of air. A resting-spore stage is also known to occur on apples which 

have rotted with this disease, and this is one means by which it is carried through 
the winter. An investigation of the disease of bitter rot conducted by Von 
Schrank and Spalding in 1901 and 1902 revealed the fact that the chief source 
of infection arises from a permanent or winter stage of the disease in the form 
of cankers on the limbs of the apple tree. 

Apples affected with this disease commonly possess a bitter taste nithoueh this 
is not always the case. 

Bitter rot is very destructive in some of the more southern states, being especi- 
ally bad in Southern Illinois, where it is the chief apple rot. Its presence in 
Michigan has been noticed as somewhat uncommon. The writer has found it on 
Pennock’s red stored in a cellar and on packed Greenings. Ben Davis and 
Grimes’ Golden are recorded as varieties most subject to this disease in Illinois. 
This fungus also occurs on the grape, pear, peach, quince and even on tomatoes. 

The preventive measures and other treatment for this disease are practically 
the same as for the black rot fungus. Destruction of old diseased fruit and the 

removal of cankered limbs wherever found are to be practiced. Spraying to be 
successful should be begun before the disease appears. 

BLACK ROT. 

(Sphaeropsis malorum Berk.) 

Fig. 6.—An apple affected with the black rot fungus, showing the wrinkled condition and dark color 
of the dry fruit which is often found hanging on the trees, or lying on the ground over winter. 

Black rot is a common disease, especially on fruit of Summer and fall varieties 
of apples. These are attacked usually when nearly mature and ofen while still 
hanging on the tree. Apples affected with this disease decay rapidly, becoming 
brown at first, with blackish discolorations under the skin. As the disease pro- 
gresses the black color spreads until the fruit may become entirely blackened. 
The apples retain their firmness for some time, and then gradually dry out, be- 

45 
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Fig. 7—Two young trees showing cankers due to the black rot fungus, and produced by artificial * 
inoculation by Paddock. = a, pear; b, apple. (Original.) 
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coming much wrinkled and shrunken. Just under the skin of such apples small 
black dots or pustules may be seen even with the unaided eye. They are the 
spore producing bodies of the fungus. A section through one of these bodies 
(Fig. 8) shows it to be hollow with a projecting mouth from which the oval or 
egg-shaped spores escape. This fungus, however, is not confined to the fruit 
alone. In 1899 Paddock at Geneva, N. Y., demonstrated that it is the cause of 
a canker on the branches of the trees. Previous to that time these injuries 
were ascribed to sun scald but it is now definitely known that the black 
rot fungus is the true cause. Its first effect on the branches, which are attacked 
in the spring, is shown by a discolored area of the bark. These areas gradually 
enlarge killing the inner bark and later showing a definite boundary at the 
margin of the dead portion. Spore producing bodies form in these diseased areas. 
In time the bark becomes loose and rough or sloughs off exposing the bare wood. 
In severe cases limbs may be completely girdled when all that portion beyond 
the canker dies. The fungus apparently gains an entrance through cracks or 
wounds and seems to prefer large branches, although it also occurs on twigs. 
For this reason and because of its obscurity this disease is capable of doing much 
injury to the trees before its presence is detected. The leaves are also affected 
by the black-rot fungus which causes the appearance of brownish spots and may 
lead to the premature shedding of the foliage. 

Fig. 8.— Microscopic structure of the black rot fungus. A, section from a wintered specimen of crab 
apple, showing, a, the dark colored mycelial threads among the cells of the fruit, b; d, a thick 
walled spore case (pycnidium), which has pushed through the epidermis, c, and is giving off dark 
colored spores, e, through the protruding mouth; B, mature spores germinating in water and giving 
rise to germ tubes, f. All highly magnified. (Original.) 

TREATMENT. 

Collecting and burning or burying the diseased fruit late in autumn will 
greatly diminish the number of spores of this fungus and consequently the 
liability of infection as the spores are given off from these affected apples. The 
spraying methods used for scab will also serve to check this disease. Cankers 
on large limbs should be scraped, painted with the copper sulphate solution A 
and coated with tar or paint. Smaller branches should be cut off below the 
cankered area and burned. : 

TWIG-BLIGHT, FIRE-BLIGHT. 

(Bacillus amylovorus (Burr.) DeToni.) (See Pear.) 

CANKER. 

Canker is a general term applied to diseased areas in the bark and wood of the 
stem and branches of trees and causing more or less deepseated killing of the 
tissues. Such areas usually appear roughened by the scaling or cracking of 

‘ 
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the bark or they may protrude in the form of knotted swellings. When the 
bark sloughs off the margins of the canker often show the attempt of the tree 
to heal the wound by the formation of a roll of new tissue. Several different 
fungi have been found to be the cause of cankers of the apple tree. They are 
mostly wound parasites. Experiment Station Bulletin No. 70, University of 
Illinois, 1902, discusses the principal fungi causing these cankers. (See also 
Black-Rot.) 

Badly cankered limbs might better be entirely removed and burned than to 
attempt to save them. Cankers may often be healed by scraping or cutting 
away all diseased bark and wood and treating with sulphate of copper wash, 
and later coating with tar or paint. Spraying the trees as for scab will tend to 
prevent attacks from canker-producing fungi of the apple. 

SOOTY BLOTCH. 

This is of quite common appearance on the surface of apples which seem to 
have small patches of soot dusted on them. It is known to be of fungous 
origin and while not injurious, produces an unsightly effect. Among the varie- 
ties most effected are mentioned Greening, Northern Spy and Baldwin. It also 
attacks pears, especially Anjou and Lawrence, The Bordeaux spray successfully 
ehecks this fungus. 

LEAF SPOT. 

(Phyllosticta Pirina Sacc. & P. Limitata Pk.) (See Pear.) 

POWDERY MILDEW. 

(Podosphaera oxyacanthae (D. C.) D. Dy.) 

This fungus lives on the surface of the leaves and sometimes causes trouble 
especially to seeding apples in the nursery. Prevented by spraying with Bord- 
eaux. 

RUST. 

(Gymnosporangium Spp; roestelia stage.) 

Rust effects the leaves causing yellowish spots in which are located the spore 
bearing organs of the parasite. The spores, which are of an orange color, attack 

the twigs of the red cedar, causing swellings, the so called cedar apples. An- 
other spore form from these “cedar apples” infects the leaves of the apple 
causing the orange rust. This disease is quite injurious in some of the east- 
ern and southern states but is not prevalent in this state. Paddock also reports 
a rust of the same nature on the quince in Colorado. Cutting the cedar trees 
which may be adjacent to affected orchards will tend to prevent this fungus from 
becoming troublesome. 

FRUIT SPOT. 

(Phyllacora pomigena (Schw.) Sacc.) 

Fruit spot is not an uncommon trouble, especially on Baldwin apples. It 
appears in the form of small circular, slightly sunken spots of a brown color. 
This brown discoloration usually extends only a little way into the flesh of the 
fruit and possesses a bitter taste. For this reason it is often confounded with 
the bitter rot fungus. The disease spots give rise to spore producing pustules 
if the conditions are favorable. This disease has been greatly reduced by spray- 

ing as for scab. 
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€ PEAR DISEASES. 

PEAR SCAB. 

(Fusicladium pirinum (Lib.) Fekl.) 

Fig. 11. Fig. 10. 

Fig. 9 —Fruit and leaves of Doyenne pear affected with pear affected with pear scab. (Original.) 
Fig. 10.—One year old shoots of Flemish Beruty pear affected with the scab fungus. (Original.) Some 

of the spores taken from these branches eight months after they were cut germinated when placed 
in water. 

Fig. 11.—Spores of the pear scab fungus highly magnified. (Original.) 
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Pear scab is so similar in appearance to the scab of apple as to hardly need 
other description. It attacks branches, foliage and especially the young fruit. 
In the latter case the pears soon fall off or if they mature are often worthless. 
Flemish Beauty seems especially subjeet to this disease as are also Seckel and 
Summer Doyenne. Young branches of the last variety sent to the writer, have 
presented a superficial appearance much resembling that of a scale insect. The 
outer bark on such stems rounds out in small, sharply defined swellings usually 
with a ruptured center. The presence of the spores of “scab” indicate the fungous 
nature of these spots. 

The same line of treatment accorded to the apple scab is indicated for this 
disease. The planting of varieties less subject to the scab than the above men- 
tioned kinds is also desirable. 

LEAF BLIGHT, 

(Entomosporium maculatum Ley.) 

The fungus causing this disease attacks the leaves and fruit of the pear and 
quince. On the leaves it produces small rounded spots of a brownish-red color. 
On the fruit the spots soon lose their reddish color becoming much darker, while 
the surface sometimes becomes cracked in severe cases as with the scab. In 
the center of the diseased spots small pimples may be seen due to the forma- 
tion of spores beneath the epidermis. Later these cracks open allowing the 
spores to escape. 

The spores themselves are very peculiar, each being composed of two large 
and several small cells united and possessing several bristle-like processes giving 
them an appearance suggesting some kind of an insect. 

So far as the writer has ascertained this disease is not so common in this state 
as those farther south and west. It is sometimes especially bad on nursery stock 
in the row. 

It is quite readily controlled by the Bordeaux mixture, about three applica- 
tions serving to keep the foliage and fruit free from the disease. 

BLACK ROT. (See on Apple.) 

This disease also sometimes appears on the pear and is capable of inducing 
a rot of the fruit as well as a canker on the branches. 

LEAF SPOT. 

(Septoria piricola Desm.) 

This disease is of considerable importance in the pear orchard. It attacks 
the leaves producing numerous small dead spots of a greyish color. Under a 
hand lens these spots are seen to have a number of small black bodies buried 
in the tissue of the leaf and from these bodies issue the spores of the fungus. 
While each diseased area in the Jeaf blade may seem of little importance, yet 
their great number often causes the leaf to die and fall off. This early stripping 
of the foliage from the tree, often occurring in August, serves as a check to 
the further growth and the proper ripening of the buds and shoots. This 
untimely removal of the leaves may also cause the trees to push out another 
growth too late in the season to properly mature thus favoring winter killing 
and weakening of the tree. 

r 
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TREATMENT. 

Spraying with Bordeaux mixture has proven an effectual protection against 
this disease. About three sprayings are sufficient, the first just after the petals 
fall, the second and third at intervals of about two weeks. 
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Fig. 12.—Pear leaves affected with the leaf spot fungus. (Original.) 
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Hig. 13.—Microscopic structure of the leaf spot disease of pear. A, portion of a section through a 
~ leaf spot, showing e, e, epidermis of the leaf; p, palisade cells of leaf; sp, spongy parenchyma of 

leaf; a, a, spore case (pycnidium), giving out spores, b; B, spores highly magnified. (Original.) 
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PEAR-BLIGHT, YFIRE-BLIGHT, TWIG-BLIGHT. 

(Bacillus amylovorus Burrill.) 

This disease is known to be of bacterial origin. It attacks the young, tender 
growth of apple, quince and pear and has also been recorded as attacking rasp- 
berry and blackberry shoots. Paddock, in a recent bulletin, describes a blight 
of apricots which also proves to be due to the same organism. Its worst effects, 
however, are seen on the pear. Its first appearance is indicated by the killing 
of the leaves at the ends of growing shoots, the leaves often presenting the ap- 
pearance of having been scorched. The shoot is also affected and like the leaves 
may become blackened, the young wood and inner bark being much darkened. 
The disease progresses rapidly backward into the branches and in time may kill 
the entire tree. Small drops of a gummy liquid often ooze out of ruptures in the 
bark of the young affected shoots and this liquid contains myriads of the micro- 
scopic bacteria which are the cause of this blight. Bees and other insects often feed 
on this material and when they subsequently visit the flowers some of the germs 
of the disease may be deposited on the stigmas, thus introducing them into the 
tissues of the tree at these points. The bacteria also gain an entrance through 

wounds or insect punctures but are unable to enter the uninjured stems or 
leaves. 

The rapid progress of the disease calls for immediate attention in order to 
prevent the great damage of which it is capable. So far no remedy has been 
found to prevent or cure the blight on an affected tree by means of spraying. 
The only effective measure seems to be the removal of the affected branches, 
cutting far enough below the limits of the disease to remove all the bacteria 
from the limb. Thus it is best to cut the branch off at least three or four inches 
below the lower limits of the disease, the removed branches being burned. This 
pruning should be done whenever the disease appears and a thorough removal of 
every affected branch during autumn is especially recommended, as the disease 
may otherwise pass the winter in the wood and appear the following spring. 
The fire-blight does not seem to prove as fatal to the apple tree as to the pear, 
in fact apple trees often outlive the attacks of this parasite. It is most de- 
structive in the case of rapidly growing trees in which the wood is soft and 
watery, hence conditions which favor a slower and firmer growth tend to prevent 

or check the disease. 
QUINCE DISEASES. 

The quince which is closely related to the pear and the apple is also subject 
ta. some of the same diseases as those fruits. 

FIRE-BLIGHT. (See on Pear.) 

This disease is not uncommon on the quince and in severe cases kills nearly all 
of the new growth. The leaves become uniformly brown or black, this character 
distinguishing the disease from the leaf blight-fungus which causes spotting of 
the foliage. The same vigorous treatment is needed here as in the case of the 
pear, namely,—cutting off and burning all affected branches, care being taken to 
cut below the diseased portion. 

LEAF-BLIGHT, FRUIT SPOT. 

(Entomosporium maculatum Ley.) (See on Pear.) 

This is the most common disease of a fungous nature which affects the quince. 
Its appearance on the leaves and fruit is similar to that on the pear. In severe 
cases it causes the premature falling of the foliage thus checking the normal 
development of the fruit. 

Treatment is the same as for pear. 

QUINCE RUST. 

(Gymnosporangium aurantiaca Pk.) 

The Quince Rust, also known as the orange rust of the quince, attacks the 
stems and young fruit causing swollen orange colored spots from which protrude 

small cylindrical processes. These tubular outgrowths are filled with dust-like 
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orange colored spores which are carried by the wind. Another form of this 
disease occurs ‘on the red cedar like that of the orange rust on the apple. The 
spores given off by the “cedar apple” stage infect the quince while the yellow 
spores produced on the quince cause the formation of the swellings on the cedar, 
the so called cedar apples. Thus the disease is to be feared only where there 
are cedar trees near the quince orchard. Instances are recorded however in 
which the spores from the cedar apples have been carried a distance of eight 
miles. 

Spraying with fungicides has been found only partially successful. The re- 
moval of nearby cedars is recommended especially if the brown knot-like swell- 
ings are found on their branches. All diseased quince fruits and cedar knots 
should be destroyed. Early spraying of both the quince and nearby cedars with 
Bordeaux mixture, if the latter are to be left standing, should be tried. 

PALE ROT OF QUINCE. 

(Phoma Cydoniae Sacc.) 

The quince pale rot is distinguished by the formation of at first a pale spot 
which rapidly enlarges until the whole fruit becomes softened. The spots later 
assume a pale blue color while the skin -wrinkles and becomes ruptured, the 
spores of the fungous disease being discharged from spore-cavities formed under 
the skin. 

Spraying with Bordeaux mixture will serve to check this disease. All fruits 
which have rotted should be removed and burned. 

BLACK ROT. 

(Sphaeropsis malorum Pk.) 

RIPE ROT, ANTHRACNOSE. 

(Glomerella rufomaculans Von Schrank & Spalding.) 

These diseases are both common to the apple and are described and treated 
under that head. 

SOFT ROT, RIPE ROT, ROT OF FRUIT. 

Soft rot is a general term often applied to some of those fungi which cause 
a decided softening of the fruit on which they work. There are a number of 
these fungous rots which affect apple, pear, quince, etc. They are mold-like plants 
which attack ripe fruit usually gaining an entrance into the fruit through wounds 
like those caused by the apple scab or by means of worm holes and other rup- 
tures of the skin of the fruit, and also through the lenticles. They usually 
work rapidly soon changing the fruit into a soft juicy mass, more or less covered 
with the spore bearing tufts of the fungus. The spore production of some of 
these fungi is-~-simply marvelous and it is largely due to this fact that these 
decaying fruits become a source of infection for the rest of the crop. These 
rots thrive especially in a moist, warm atmosphere and it is under such circum- 
stances that they do the most harm. Cold, dry air, on the other hand, prevents 
the germination of the spores and thus retards the growth of the mycelium of 
these fungi and for this reason cold storage has been found to offer a valuable 
means of keeping fruit. 

BLUE MOLD. 

(Penicillium glaucum Link.) 

This fungus is one of the most common of the molds which attack the apple 
and pear and is also often found on ripe grapes. It is distinguished by the bluish 
or greenish-blue powdery tufts which appear on affected fruit. These tufts give 
off spores in enormous numbers, a single one of which may be the cause of an 
infection. It is perhaps the most common cause of the rotting of apples stored 
in the cellar. 

Fruit Mold (Mucor Stolonifer Ehrenb.), Fig. 16, B. is less common than the 
above but is frequently seen on apples, pears and a variety of substances of 
organic nature. It forms many dark colored threads which bear at the apex 
small blackish spore cases of a spherical shape. 

46 
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Fig. 14-——Blue mold fungus (in part), highly magnified, showing a branch spore-stalk 
(conidiophore), a, producing chains of spores (conidia), c; b, basidia; s, three spores more- 
highly magnified. 4, the fruit mold (in part), a, the common spore from this fungus consisting 
of minute stalks, each bearing a globular, black spore case (sporangium), at its apex, some- 
what magnified; b, (sporangium), breaking open to discharge its spores; c, mature spores,. 
very highly magnified. (Original.) 

PINK MOLD. 

(Cephalothecium roseum Corda.) 

Fig. 15.—An apple showing pink mold following apple scab, and causing the decay of the 
fruit. (Original.) 

OE a 
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This mold has been recently noted by Eustace as causing a great destruction 
of packed apples in New York. It has also proven a very serious cause of decay 
in this state during the past season. Greenings seem to be especially liable to 
its attacks although it has appeared abundantly on some other varieties. This 
fungus attacks the fruit in the wounds caused by apple scab, causing at first a 
brown discolored area around the scab. Soon the spot becomes partly covered 
with a pinkish moldy outgrowth of spore producing threads. The outbreaks 
of this fungus have been associated with two successive seasons of cool moist 
weather and may ordinarily not prove so destructive during years when such 
conditions are less prevalent. However, it may be expected to appear on badly 
seabbed fruit. 

Tig. 16.—The pink mold fungus highly magnified; a, mycelium, giving rise to; spore stalks, each 
bearing a cluster of spores at its apex; b, spores more highly magmified.. (Original.) 

PREVENTION AND TREATMENT. 

The manner in which the fungi causing soft rot enter their hosts, namely 
through wounds or ruptures in the skin of the fruit, emphasize the need of 
keeping this protective covering as whole and sound as possible. Thus spraying 
with fungicides to reduce scab and with insecticides to keep off insect enemies 
which bite or bore into the fruit will greatly lessen the attacks by the soft rot 
fungi. Care in handling so as not to bruise or break the skin of fruit is also 
necessary to prevent loss from these sources. Cold storage, keeping the tem- 
perature below 45 degrees F. is also a valuable means of keeping fruit. Experi- 
ments in the dipping of apples in solutions of formalin, and exposing them to 
sulphur fumes have thus far failed to prevent the rotting of fruit thus treated. 
Similar experiments by others with copper sulphate solution and formalin have 
also shown that while some rots like the pink mold may be reduced, the blue 
mold is apparently not checked by such treatment. Frequent sorting of fruit 
in storage, removing all decaying specimens, also tends to decrease the loss from 

this cause. 
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DISEASES OF THE PEACH. 

PEACH YELLOWS. 

Fig, 17.—Peach Yellows. A, B, fruit from yellows affected tree, showing surface and flesh 
spotted and streaked with red; C, a prematurely ripened fruit on affected branch, which is 
attached to one bearing healthy foliage and fruit. a, stub of tree budded with bud from yellows 
affected tree, and showing the characteristic growth due to the disease, which has also affected 
the lower branch b; a, affected tree showing forced dormant buds which are giving rise to 
bunches of wiry twigs and narrow leaves; b, one of these clusters enlarged; c, a healthy leaf by 
the side of a branch bearing diseased foliage, showing the contrast in size. (A, B, a, b, after 
Erwin Smith, the others original.) 

Although the disease known as Peach Yellows has been known in this country 
for more than one hundred years the real cause of the malady is still unknown. 
Like consumption in the human race “yellows” is one of the most dreaded of the 
diseases to which the peach is subject, for when once this insidious foe appears 
in a tree certain death is the result. 

In bearing trees the premature ripening of the fruit is one of the first indica- 
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tions of the presence of yellows. This may occur from one to six weeks earlier 
than the normal period of maturing. Such fruits are also highly colored posses- 
sing red spots and streaks which often extend from the surface to the pit, the 
flesh being marbled and streaked with red. The buds formed during the sum- 
mer, for growth the next season are also sometimes prematurely unfolded. But 
the most characteristic feature is the growth of bunches of slender twiggy 
branches during summer and autumn from the crotches and upon the older 
branches. These wiry shoots bear narrow sickly leaves of a yellow color and 
being produced in clusters give a characteristic appearance to affected trees. 

Trees which show these characters—premature ripening of fruit— fruit spotted 
and blotched with red: twiggy, clustered shoots bearing small yellow foliage 
may be considered as unmistakably affected with yellows and should be at once 
condemned to the fire heap. Although the exact manner in which peach yellows 
is naturally spread from diseased trees is not understood, it is known to be 

contagious. Thus its appearance in one part of an orchard is almost certain 

to be followed by other cases unless the first trees to show it are removed 

without delay. Artificial infections may arise when buds from yellows-affected 

trees are used in budding, hence this means of dissemination should be guarded 

against by the use of buds from stock of unquestioned health. The spread of the 

disease by the use of pits from yellows affected fruit is believed to be small 

as such pits are not liable to germinate. 
Control of Yellows —Thus far the only successful measures employed in com- 

bating the disease have been of a preventive nature. This consists of digging 

or pulling out and burning every tree which shows the characteristic symptoms 

of yellows and the more promptly this is done the better for the health of sur- 

rounding trees. Fertilizer tests with a view to lessening or preventing the 

spread of the disease have not been successful and the same may be said in 

regard to the matter of spraying 
Peach Rosette is a disease of the peach in the southern states. Its effects on 

the tree are similar to those of yellows and like that disease it is to be controlled 
only by destruction of affected trees. 

LEAF CURL. 

(Exoascus deformans.) (Burk.) Fckl.) 

This disease affects the leaves of the peach causing great distortion. The 
leaf becomes thickened, bent and twisted, sometimes only in part or the entire 
blade may be affected, the fungus causing a blistered appearance very character- 
istic of the disease. A similar appearance is sometimes caused on leaves of 
peach, plum and cherry by the attacks of plant lice, but in this case the presence 
of the lice will usually indicate the true cause of the curling of the leaves. 
The trouble appears soon after the foliage is expanded causing the affected leaves 

to fall off. In severe cases, the trees may be entirely stripped of their foliage 
and normal growth seriously checked. Bearing trees lose their fruit for the 
season and often fail to form fruit buds for the next. A new crop of leaves 
generally appears after the falling of the first but the check is often so severe 
as to prevent the proper maturing of the new wood in time to resist freezing. 

The fungous parasite lives through the winter in the form of mycelium in the 
buds and twigs of affected branches and grows out with the new leaves in the 
spring. it has been demonstrated, however, by recent investigations that most 
of the early infections of the foliage arise not from this hybernating mycelium 
but evidently from spores produced during the previous. season. Thus it has been 
found possible even by a single spraying to reduce the number of infections 
90%—98% which would not be the case if they arose from a perennial mycelium. 
The spores are produced in minute cells which cover the surface of the deformed 
leaves. The conditions which appear to favor the infection of healthy foliage are 
a low temperature with abundant rainfall during the early part of the growing 

- season. 

Treatment.—The fact that the mycelium of the fungus hibernates in the liv- 
ing buds of the tree would seem to point to the uncertainty attending any 
efforts to check the disease by spraying. But while spraying may not affect 
the disease already present in the tree it is very useful in preventing its spread 
to healthy leaves and the consequent establishment of the fungus in the newly 
forming buds. Hence in this case the use of fungicides is apt to show most 
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Fig. 18.—Peach leaf curl showing healthy and diseased foliage, 
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benefit during the season following the applications. The work of Prof. Taft 
in Michigan shows that very beneficial results may be expected from the use of 
one thorough spraying with copper sulphate solution two or three weeks before 
the buds open. This treatment if given before April 1 should entirely prevent 
the disease. 

BROWN ROT, 

(Sclerotinia fructigena (Kze. & Schm.) Norton.) (See Plum.) 

CROWN GALL, 

(Dendrophagus globosus Toumey.) 

The disease known as crown gall has been noticed in Michigan only during 
the past six or seven years but it is already recognized as a serious foe to the 
culture of the peach. As its name indicates, trees affected with this disease 
show galls or knots of soft, corky or spongy tissue located most frequently at the 
crown of the root system, although they also occur on the roots and sometimes 
on the stem above ground. These knots when young have the same color as the 
roots but as they become older the surface darkens becoming rough and warty. 
They may vary in size from that of a hazelnut to bunches as large as one’s fist. 
These galls usually begin to decay toward the end of the season and fall away,_ 
being followed by new galls on other portion of the roots. Thus a new crop of 
the galls is produced with each season. The effect of this disease on the trees 
is such as to produce a spindling or stunted, sickly growth, and usually leads to 
the death of the tree. Trees affected with crown gall when planted from the 
nursery seldom reach bearing size but frequently die the first season. 

While many causes have been assigned for the formation of the galls character- 
istic of this disease the true one has been found to exist in the presence of an 
organism belonging to the myxomycetes, or slime molds. This matter has been 
determined by Toumey in Arizona who used almond seedlings infected with the 
disease for investigation. In its early stages the parasite consists of colorless 
microscopic masses of protoplasm which inhabit the cells of the knot. Under 
certain conditions these protoplasmic masses unite and come to the surface 
of the galls where small rounded spore-producing bodies are formed. The 
disease is spread most rapidly by means of infested nursery stock. There is 
evidence also that the disease may spread through the soil for limited distances 
and its contagious nature is clearly established. . 

Treatment.—The nature of this disease gives small hope in the matter of a 
cure, hence prevention is the chief source of relief. Some benefit has been derived 
from the removal of the knots which form at the crown of the roots and painting 
the wounds with a paste composed of copper sulphate and lime. Other galls 
will form on the roots further underground but are not considered of as much 
importance as those which occur on the crown. In most cases, however, it will 
be better to dig out and burn affected trees. Careful inspection of nursery stock 
should be made before planting and all affected trees rejected and burned. 
Crown gall is also belived to be communicated to the peach from the raspberry 
and blackberry but especially from the former. Hence the planting of raspberries 
between the peach rows is to be avoided as galls are quite commonly found on 
the former. 

SCAB. 

(Cladosporium carpophilum Thom.) 

The disease known as peach scab, or merely “scab,” causes dark colored velvety 
spots which are frequently most numerous on one side of the fruit. When the 
spots are very numerous they run together and in bad cases cause the fruit to 
harden and crack open. In such instances too the fruit often fails to develop 
evenly but is one sided. The disease is especially common on certain kinds, some 
seedling varieties seeming to be especially susceptible to its attacks. While the 
peach scab, like that of the apple, is confined to the surface of the fruit its effects 
may be such as to render the crop almost worthless and even in moderate cases 
the market value of the fruit is apt to be materially reduced. This fungus also 
sometimes causes spotting and shothole effects on the foliage. The disease is 
most prevalent during rainy seasons. It also attacks the plum and cherry. 
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Treatment.—While scab is a surface parasite it is not as readily controlled 
by fungicides as might be expected from that fact. Nevertheless persistent spray- 
ing with Bordeaux mixture has been found to materially reduce the amount of 
scab. 

Fig.§20.—Peaches affected with the jscab fungus, showing {gum oozing from cracks in the 5-2 iy : is 
fruit. (Original.) 

LITTLE PEACH. 

Within the past few years a serious disease of the peach which has come to 
be known as “Little Peach” has appeared in the western fruit belt of Michigan. 

Dr. Erwin F. Smith of the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., who 
has made extensive investigations of the peach yellows disease has also studied 

the little peach and from a paper by him on this subject the symptoms which 
characterize the disease have been taken. 1. The Little Peach, as its name im- 
plies, produces a dwarfing of the fruit. 2. The fruit is retarded in ripening. 

3. There is no red spotting of skin or flesh. 4. The leaves are dwarfed and yel- 

low from the beginning. 5. The winter buds do not sprout in Peach Yellows. 

In most cases these symptoms differ decidedly from those of yellows with which 

this trouble is apt to he associated by persons not familiar with that disease. 
So far no definite cause leading to this disease has been discovered, although 

the subject has been carefully studied during the past season. So far as noted, 
the trouble is not confined to trees of any particular age, variety, or location 

as to soils, although the majority of attacks seem to occur on trees over five 

years of age and on the heaviest bearers such as Chili, Gold Drops and Smock. 

While no specific organism of a parasitic nature has been assigned as the true 
cause of little peach the trouble is apparently one originating in the under- 

ground portions of the tree, thus leading to the reduction or cutting off of the 
water supply. Thus far the only method which seems capable of holding this 
disease in check is the prompt removal and destruction of the affected trees. 

This is the treatment which is being followed by the most extensive growers of 
the peach and the same that has been successfully employed in checking the 
extension of the yellows. 

Other fungous diseases of the peach of less importance to Michigan peach 
growers. 

RUST. 

(Puccinia pruni-spinosae Pers.) 

The rust which attacks the leaves of the peach in some portions of the country 

also affects the leaves of the cherry and plum. This fungus is closely related to 
the rust of grain (Puccinia graminis) and causes rust-like spots on the lower 

 _— + = 
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surface of the leaves which are induced to fall off prematurely. This disease is 
troublesome in the southernmost states. 

PEACH MILDEW. 

(Sphaerotheca pannosa Ley. & Podosphaera oxyacanthae (D. C.) D. By.) 

Mildew attacks leaves and twigs and later the fruit also, covering the former 
with a whitish coating and on the latter producing spots of a light color, harden- 
ing of the flesh and an abnormal development of hairs or fuzz. Only those 
varieties which have serrate margined leaves and do not possess glands on the 

leaves seem to be affected. It is readily controlled by copper sulphate solution and 
Bordeaux mixture. 

BROWN OR PUSTULAR SPOT. 

(Helminthosporium carpohilum Ley.) 

This disease was first noticed in Michigan in 1893 as being most common on 
the Wager variety. Affected fruit shows small, rusty spots which gradually 
increase in size after the fruit begins to ripen. The disease is confined to the 
surface of the fruit hence is readily controlled by spraying with fungicides. 

CONSTRICTION DISEASE OF STEM AND BRANCH. 

(Phoma persicae Sacc.) 

A disease which causes a groove-like constriction of the stems and branches 
of peach trees. due to a fungous parasite has been described as occurring on 
nursery stock and on young shoots of older trees in Ohio. The portions of the 
stem or branch above the constriction die back. Cutting off the affected parts 
below the constriction is recommended, the removed portions to be burned. 

SHOT HOLE FUNGUS. 

(Cylindrosporium padi Karst) (See Plum). 

LEAF SPOT FUNGI. 

Several fungi of a more or less parasitic nature have been noticed as occurring 
on peach leaves, being associated with spotting of the foliage. Among these are 
Macrosporium commune Rabh., recorded as frequent in Ohio, and Cercosporella 
persica Sace. The latter fungus produces a frosty growth on the under surface 

of the spots. It is more common in the south than here. Neither of these fungi 
is to be regarded as serious in its effects. 

Cercospora circumscissa Saac, also causes spotting of the leaves of the leaves 
of peach, cherry, almond and apricot, the pieces of dead tissue falling out later 
thus giving rise to a shot-hole effect. 

PLUM DISEASKES. 

BLACK KNOT. 

(Plowrightia morbosa (Schw.) Sacc.) 

Black knot of the plum and cherry is one of those destructive fungous diseases 
the effects of which are quite liable to be mistaken for the attacks of some insect 
parasite. In fact, for a long time it was believed even by scientists that the 
peculiar black, knotty growths which often appear on these trees were due to 
this cause. It is definitely known, however, that these knots are the direct result 
of the presence of the mycelium of a fungous parasite in the tissue of the branches 

and that insect larve when found are merely feeding on the swollen tissues. 
The first evidence of the presence of this disease is the formation of irregular, 
knotty swellings on the young growth, the knots often extending along the 
branch more on one side than on the other, in such cases the branches being 
frequently much curved or distorted. At first these knots possess a dark olive 

47 
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Fig. 21.—Black Knot fungus. a, mature knots on plum branches; b, magnified section 
of a knot, showing the spore cases (perithecia); ¢c, spore stalks (conidiophores), which 
grow on the surface of the knots when young and give rise to summer spores (conidia), ¢c; 
d, section of a winter spore case (perithecium), more highly magnified, showing numer- 
ous contained spore sacs (asci), one of which is shown very highly magnified at e; f, 
several of the two celled winter spores germinating in water. (Original.) 

color and a velvety surface. This appearance is due to the great number of 
minute spore-bearing stalks which grow on the surface of the knot. The spores 
shed from the velvety knots are capable of infecting other branches during the 
present growing season so that the knot becomes a source of contagion even in 
its early stages. Late in the winter the knot has lost its velvety appearance 
leaving a dead black, uneven, more or less cracked surface. Under a hand lens 
the outside appears to consist of small, closely crowded pimples or pustules with 
a minute depression in the center of each. A section through one of the knots, 
when examined under the compound microscope, shows these pustules as hollow, 
thick-walled bodies lined with a layer of club-shaped cells (asci) containing 
spores. These are the winter spores and serve to start the fungus anew the next 
season. Hence the knots if left on the trees over winter also serve once more as 

ee en ee a 
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centers of infection. Furthermore, the mycelium which has caused the knot 
is capable of spreading into any new shoots which may arise near it. Sometimes 
trees become so badly infested with this disease as to present a mass of knotted 
limbs which have just enough vitality to push out a few leaves and make a feeble 
growth, while many of the branches die each season. 

Treatment.—As the knots form early in the growing season they should be re- 

moved at once and not left to produce spores. The branch bearing the knot should 

be ecut several inches below the swelling to remove all mycelium. Burn the 

knots as soon as removed. While the thorough removal of the knots will usually 
serve to keep this disease in check it may be advisabie to spray with some 
fungicide especially if there are wild cherry trees or other plum trees in the 

neighborhood on which the disease is allowed to exist. 

BROWN ROT. 

(Sclerotinia fructigena (Kze. & Schm.) Norton.) 

This fungus undoubtedly destroys more plums thany any other one disease. 
It is also very destructive to peaches, especially the early varieties which fre- 
quently rot badly on the trees and in transportation and storage. The cherry 

— - ———--— 

‘Fig. 22.—Plums affected with brown rot found on trees in February, showing mummified con- 
dition. These plums still retain the ability to give off spores (conidia). 
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too, is subject to this disease which often attacks the blossoms, leaves and young 
shoots as well as the fruit. It is also not uncommonly found on apples, especi- 
ally early varieties, and has been induced to grow on raspberries, blackberries 
and numerous other fruits. In fact this is one of those fungous pests which seem 
capable of adapting itself to almost any of the horticultural fruits although it 
is especially common on the stone fruits. Among plums, the Japanese and Ameri- 
can varieties seem less subject to the brown rot than the European or ‘‘Domestica” 
type. Of the latter the Lombard is especially subject to this disease. 

The disease manifests itself on the fruit by the formation of a rapidly enlarg- 
ing, brown discoloration, hence the name brown rot. Sometimes only a few hours 
are needed for this fungus to cause the decay of affected specimens. Plums 
which have been bitten by the plum curculio and the plum gouger are almost sure 
to decay by means of the brown rot, the spores of which are enabled to infect 
the fruit in these wounds. After the disease is well established the epidermis 
of the fruit becomes ruptured in many places by the spore-bearing branches of 

Fig. 23.—a, section through a diseased plum showing a spore pustule bursting through the 
skin of fruit and producing chains of spores (conidia); b, part of a spore-chain; c, spores 
germinating in a drop of water (all highly magnified); d, an old mummy pium which has 
lain on the ground over winter, giving rise to small fleshy outgrowths (ascophores in form 
like little wine glasses; e, one of these outgrowths somewhat enlarged; f, some of the 
slender spore sacs (asci), which line the cup lke part of the fleshy organs shown at d, e; 
g, mature spores from a spore sac, highly magnified. (Original.) 

the mycelium which push out in little tufts. These ash-colored tufts have a 
powdery appearance due to the great number of spores (conidia) given off. When 
several plums are in contact with an affected one they are all pretty sure to 
rot and instead of falling off remain on the trees nearly all winter. One of the 
most common sights in the average plum orchard during winter is furnished by 
these mummy fruits which were attacked by the brown rot during the previous 
summer. In spring these diseased plums become softened by rain and the dormant 
mycelium which they contain may give rise to another crop of spores (conidia). 
Another spore-form has been recently discovered. Thus when the mummified 
fruits have lain partly covered with soil on the ground they may give rise in 
spring to little fleshy outgrowths somewhat resembling wine glasses with long 
stems. The cup-shaped part of these outgrowths is lined with a spore-bearing 

layer in which are minute spore sacks (asci) each containing eight spores. 
When mature these spores are discharged and may infect the new crop of fruit. 
The brown rot fungus sometimes attacks the tender foliage and young shoots 
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causing them:to turn brown. When the fungus gains an entrance into wounds 
on branches it may cause a kind of canker from which a flow of gum is the 
result. The writer has frequently seen “gumming” of the shoots of the flowering 
almond with consequent death of the upper portion due to this fungus. 

Treatment.—A fungus which can thrive on so many hosts is not easily pre- 
vented from occurring in the orchard. The fact, however, that the mummified 
fruits serve to carry this fungus through the winter should indicate the need 
of gathering and burning them instead of leaving them, as is usually the case, 
to serve as centers of infection. Thorough spraying with Bordeaux mixture 
and other fungicides, while reducing the amount of the brown rot, seldom suc- 
ceeds in entirely preventing it. It has been found that where insecticides are 
used, thereby reducing the attacks of the curculio that the brown rot is less 
severe. This is also the case when the trees are jarred for the same purpose. 
This process serves not only to remove the curculio to quite an extent but also 
causes most of the rotting plums to fall off, thus removing one cause of the 
spread of the fungus. Thinning the fruit will aid in controlling this disease. 
The trees should be thoroughly sprayed before the buds open, with poisoned 
Bordeaux or a solution of copper sulphate, one pound to twenty-five gallons of 
water, then again with Bordeaux just before blooming, and again just after 
blooming to be followed by another spraying when fruit is three-quarters grown. 
Ammonia-copper carbonate’solution should be used when the fruit begins to color. 

PLUM POCKETS. 

(Exoascus pruni Fckl.) 

The disease known as plum pockets or bladder plums is due to a fungous para- 
site which is closely related to that of the leaf curl disease of the peach. Like 
that disease it possesses a hybernating mycelium which lives in the tissues of 
the twigs and young branches. When growth begins in spring this mycelium 
grows out into the young ovary of the blossoms. Soon after the petals fall the 
young fruits become swollen and often lengthened or distorted. When cut open 
they are found to be hollow and without a pit as the stone fails to develop. These 
bag-like fruits are at first yellowish tinged with dingy red and later appear to 
be covered with a whitish bloom. This appearance is due to the numerous 
minute spore-sacks (asci) which cover the surface of the diseased plums. After 
the spores are discharged from these spore sacks the plums turn dark and fall 

off. 
Treatment—Trees which are once affected with this fungus continue to bear 

biadder plums year after year. Cutting off those branches which show the 
disease, as soon as noticed, will tend to prevent its further spread. However, 
when a tree is thoroughly infected so that all the fruit is diseased it may better 
be dug out and burned. Plum trees which are sprayed each season are not liable 

to be infected with this fungus. 

SHOT-HOLE FUNGUS. 

(Cylindrosporium padi Karst.) 

Several fungous diseases are known to produce shot-hole effects on the leaves 
of plants. The above named fungus, however, is most commonly associated with 
that trouble on the foliage of plum and cherry. Affected leaves become disfigured 
with numerous small spots of dead tissue which soon separates from the healthy 
portion and drops out leaving perforations suggestive of the name _ shot-hole 
disease. The spores are produced in minute pustules in these dead pieces of leaf 
tissue. When severe, the leaves fall off prematurely thus causing a serious check 

to the maturing of fruit and wood. 

Treatment.—Where this disease is prevalent about two or three sprayings of 
Bordeaux mixture will be needed to prevent it, although a single application may 
prove very beneficial. The first application should be made when the leaves 
are well out and before they are inoculated by the spores of the disease. The 
other applications, if needed, may be used at intervals of two or three weeks. 
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Fig, 24.—Leaf plum affected with the shot hole fungus. 

GUMMOSIS OR GUMMING OF STONE FRUITS. 

The flow of gum from branches of plum, peach, cherry, almond, etc., has in 
some cases been attributed to the presence in the tissues of a parasitic fungus. 
Thus Massee describes a gummosis of the flowering almond due to the attacks 
of Cladosporium epiphyllum and a similar trouble on the same plant has been 
noted by the writer under the head of Brown Rot of Plum (Sclerotinia fructi- 
gena). 

Cladosporium epiphyllum has also been found causing gummosis on the purple- 
leaved variety of the Myrobalan plum grown for ornament at the Agricultural 
College while the same disease on cultivated plums has been found to be asso- 
ciated with a species of Cladosporium. In many cases the trouble probably begins 
in some crack or wound which allows the fungous parasite to gain an entrance. 
The presence of the mycelium induces a flow of sap which exudes and hardens 
forming tear-like drops, sometimes of considerable size. This gum is partly 
utilized by the fungus in the production of more spores. The portion of branch 
beyond the affected spot may in some cases be killed or permanently weakened. 

In such cases the branch should be cut off below the diseased area and burned. 
The use of fungicides will serve to reduce the tendency toward gumming. 

Boring insects of the peach, plum and cherry may also cause a flow of gum 
from the wound made in entering and these wounds probably often serve to 
allow the entrance of fungi, hence the desirability of combating the insect enemies 
of these trees. 
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DISEASES OF THE CHERRY. 

POWDERY MILDEW. 

(Podosphaera oxyacanthae (D. C.) De By.) 

Fig 25.—Powdery mildew of the cherry, ete. A, a winter spore case (perithecium) magni- 
fied, showing the appendages with peculiarly branched tips; b, the one large spore sac 
(ascus), containing eight spores, which is contained in the spore case, a; c, the summer 
spore form of the fungus showing jthe formation of spores (conidia), by the dividing of a 
spore stalk (conidiaphore); d, a spore germinating in water. (Magnified, original.) 

The powdery mildew is a superficial fungus, that is, it spreads over the surface 
of the host plant merely sending short sucker-like growths (haustoria) into the 
epidermal cells. These serve alike the purposes of hold-fasts and feeding organs 
for the parasite. This disease appears on the foliage producing a white, moldy 
appearance due to the numerous mycelial threads which form a delicate felt- 
like layer. From these threads arise minute, erect stalks which divide into a 
number of cells each of which becomes an egg-shaped spore. The great number 

_of these spores forming on the surface of the leaf gives a powdrery appearance 
suggestive of the common name. These are the summer spores. They germi- 
nate as soon as they fall into a drop of moisture and if in contact with a young 
cherry leaf set up the disease. Later in the season dark brown specks appear 
among the matted threads of mycelium, each armed with a number of thread- 
like appendages furnished with peculiarly branched ends. These dark bodies 
are the resting spore cases which remain dormant through the winter and give 
off several spores in the spring to start the disease anew. . 

The powdery mildew, while not often serious on large trees, may cause much 
damage to the leaves and tender shoots of seedling cherries in the nursery. The 
same disease is common aiso on the foliage of the plum, young apples and haw- 
thorn. 

Treatment.—Trees which are treated for shot-hole and brown rot with Bordeaux 
mixture will need no further treatment for this disease. For seedling trees the 
sulphide of potassium solution or the ammonium copper carbonate mixture may 
be used. 

RUST. 

(Puccinia pruni-spinosae Pers.) (See on Peach.) 

SCAB. 

(Cladosporium carpophilum Thum.) (See Peach Scab.) 

The cherry is subject to a number of diseases common to the plum. Among 
these the following are described under the head,— 

Black Knot (Plowrightia morbosa (Schw.) Sacc.). 

Brown Rot, Fruit Mold (Sclerotinia fructigena (Kze. & Schm.) Norton). 
Shot-hole Fungus, Leaf Spot (Cylindrosporium Padi Karst). 
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DISEASES OF THE GRAPE. 

BLACK ROT OF THE GRAPE, 

(Guignardia Bidwellii (Ell.) V. & R.) 

Fig. 26.—A bunch of grapes, many of which have rotted with the black rot fungus. (Original.) 

Among the numerous fungous diseases to which the grape is subject no other 

is so destructive to the fruit in this country as the one known as black rot. Thus” 
the labor and fruit of a season may be swept away in a few days when the 
conditions are favorable. In some places grape growing, once a profitable in- 
dustry, has been almost entirely abandoned on account of the ravages of this 
fungous parasite. 

The disease attacks all parts of the vine except the roots. The leaves and 
young shoots first show its effects by the appearance of brownish spots of dead 
tissue. The fruit is often attacked when only half grown although the greatest 
destruction usually follows a warm, moist period of weather a little before 
ripening. Affected berries first show brown or dark colored spots which rapidly 
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Fig. 27.—A, Concord grapes diseased with black rot, and found hanging on vines in March; 
b, small portion of surface, magnified, of diseased grapes, showing ;pimples or pustules; 
ec, section of a pustule, showing formation of numerous minute, spore-like bodies (sper- 
matia); d, section of another pustule which produces the summer spores which are seen 
oozing out of the protruding mouth; e, separate spores; f, a spore sac (ascus), contain- 
ing eight winter spores, which are produced in a pustule, similar to d, on the diseased 
Seapes hice lie on the ground over winter. (d, e, f, after Scribner, in part, the others 
original.) 

enlarge until the whole berry is involved. Wrinkling of the fruit due to drying, 
then takes place, the affected berries remaining attached to the stems. Such 
fruits possess a black, strongly wrinkled surface studded with minute points 
or pustules which lie just under the skin. These little pustules are spore-forming 
organs and have a small projecting mouth through which the spores are dis- 
charged when the grape is wet. On becoming dry these microscopic spores may 
be carried to other parts of the plant or vineyard thus serving to disseminate 
the disease during the growing season. Other spores produced in another man- 

ner also serve the same purpose. 
The old grapes and diseased leaves, moreover, when left on the vines or lying 

on the ground give rise to another spore form, the spores being produced in spore 
sacks (asci) contained in little cavities (perithecia). This spore form remains 
dormant until spring thus carrying the disease through the winter. 

Treatment. The fact that the old diseased leaves and grapes are the hiber- 
nating places of this fungus points out the need of destroying them before growth 
begins in spring else the disease is almost sure to reappear. Raking and burning 

48 
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all trimmings and burning all diseased fruit as fast as it appears has served 
in some cases to hold this disease in check. Spraying with Bordeaux at the first 
appearance of the disease if thorough and persistently followed will in most 
eases serve to control the black rot. One spraying with copper sulphate 
solution before growth begins should be made, and after leaves are out Bordeaux 
mixture should be applied at intervals of two or three weeks until grapes are 
about half grown. After this some clear fungicide may be used, such as weak 
copper sulphate solution, ammoniacal copper carbonate or soda Bordeaux which 
will not stain the fruit. Sprayings, in many cases, will not need to be continued 
after August first. 

DOWNY MILDEW. 

(Plasmopara viticola B. & C.) 

Xi 
a 

Fig. 28.—Leaves and young growth of ‘grape attacked by the downy ‘mildew. The upper 
surface of the leaves shows brownish spots, while the lower side gives rise tojagwhitish, 
downy growth. 

As a destructive disease of the grape the downy mildew probably holds the 
highest rank. It affects all tender growing parts of the vine. On the leaves 
it first produces pale spots on the upper surface. These spots soon become 
brownish while on the lower side of the leaf a whitish downy outgrowth appears 
suggestive of the common name. This appearance is due to the formation of 

> 
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Fig. 29.—A bunch of grapes attacked by the downy mildew. 

immense numbers of spore bearing branches which grow out in tufts through the 
stomata in the lower epidermis. Each branch produces many egg-shaped spores 
(conidia) which may germinate at once if moisture is present. In germinating 
each conidium gives rise to several minute protoplasmic bodies (zoospores) 
capable of swimming about in a drop of water for a short time but soon coming 
to rest. They now send out a germ tube which may enter the host plant thus 
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causing infection. Young shoots are also affected being soon killed by the 
rapidly spreading mycelium which passes between the cells, into which short 
sucker-like projections (haustoria) are sent. In this way the vines may be 
much weakened. The berries are usually affected when only partly grown. On 
these the fungus produces brownish spots which rapidly enlarge soon involving 
the whole fruit, which may also be covered with downy patches of the fungus. 
The brown color assumed by the fruit, when attacked, has also given the name 
brown rot to this disease. 

Within the diseased tissues another form of spore is produced which serves 
as a resting or winter spore. These are larger than the summer spores, possess 
a heavy, dark colored outer coat, and hibernate in the tissues of the affected parts 
which may be left in the vineyard. The downy mildew thrives best during moist 
weather. It usually appears somewhat later in the season than the black rot 
disease. 

Treatment. When the black rot and downy mildew occur together, as is 
quite common, no other treatment will be required than for the former. For 
the mildew alone, sprayings with the ammoniacal copper solution have been 
found efficacious. The standard Bordeaux mixture or the soda Bordeaux may be 
substituted. 

" 
Fig. 30.—Microscopic structure of the downy mildew fungus. A, small portion of the 

mycelium from a diseased grape; b, a tuft of spore stalks, (conidiophores), which gives 
the downy appearance to affected parts of the host plant; c, mature*spores (conidia), 
produced during summer; d, thick walled, dark colored resting spore from diseased tissue 
of grape, highly magnified; (d, after Viala, others original.) 

rc 

POWDERY MILDEW. 

(Uncinula spiralis B. & C.) 

The powdery mildew is not apt to prove very troublesome to vineyardists in 
this state except in graperies and upon European hybrids which are more sub- 
ject to it than those of native origin. This disease is confined to the surface 
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of the host plant merely sending short suckers (haustoria) into the epidermal 
cells. It may attack any of the new growth but is most noticeable on the upper 
surface of the leaves which appear covered with a white moldy growth pos- 
sessing a powdery appearance. This is due to the great number of spores 
(conidia) which are produced from, upright branches of the mycelium. These 
are shed in abundance during summer thus serving to spread the disease during 

the growing period. Later the affected parts show, under a hand lens, minute 
black bodies scattered about. where the mycelium was most abundant. These are 
the winter spore-cases (perithecia). In spring they burst open thus allowing 

the escape of the enclosed spore sacks (asci). 
Treatment. Where treatment for no other fungous diseases is required sulphur 

in the powdered form is usually used. This may be dusted on the vines when 
dew is on. A solution of sulphide of potassium, one ounce to two gallons of 
water, may also be used as a spray. The ammoniacal copper solution is also 
recommended where the disease is of yearly occurrence. 

Fig. 31.—Microscopic structure of the powdery mildew fungus. A, 4% winter or resting spore 
case (perithecium), bursting open to discharge the contained spore sacs, (asci); b, a spore sac 
(aseus), Showing contained spores; c, mycelium from surface of leaf, giving rise to spore stalks 
(conidiaphores), which break up into spores, thus producing the powdery appearance of 
affected parts; d, one of the spore stalks, highly magnified, showing how the spores (conidia), 
are formed; e, mature summer spore (conidium). (Original.) 

ANTHRACNOSE, BIRD’S EYE ROT. 

(Sphaceloma ampelinum De By.) 

The disease known by the above names does not seem to have proven as 
serious a trouble to the grape growers of Michigan as of some other states. How- 
ever, it has been noted from various localities and should be watched for each 
season by those who grow this fruit to any considerable extent. It affects all 
the young growing parts of the vines but is apt to be more noticeable when seen 
on the fruit. The affected berries show, at first, brown spots which are sur- 
rounded by a clearly defined margin. The center of the spots later becomes 
whitish in color while the slightly raised margin assumes a deep brown or 
purplish hue. Sometimes there is an inner circle of red color which helps to 
accentuate the light center of the spots and gives to them the appearance sug- 
gestive of a bird’s eye. If several spots appear on a berry it soon shrivels up, 
sometimes, however, only one side may be affected while the other develops thus 
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leading to a one sided fruit which sometimes cracks open exposing the seeds. The 
diseased spots are dry and do not extend deeply into the fruit but somewhat 
resemble the spots of apple scab in their nature. 

The spores are produced on the surface of the central portions of the dis- 
eased spots. They may be disseminated by rain or currents of air and when 
lodged on healthy berries in a drop of water soon give rise to the spots char- 
acteristic of the disease. While it is not definitely known as to how the fungus 
passes the winter it is possible that the diseased portions of plants may be 
the means by which this is effected. 

Fig. 32.—Grapes affected with anthracnose. 

Treatment.—Removal and burning of affected portions of the vine are to be 
accompanied by spraying with some of the standard fungicides as for black 
rot. Treating the vines during the winter with a solution of sulphate of iron 
to which has been added a portion of sulphuric acid, is also recommended. 

RIPE ROT. 

(Glomerella rufomaculans) (See on apple.) 

Grape diseases of uncommon occurrence in Michigan. 

Bitter rot (WMelanconium fuligineum (Scrib. & Vial.) Car.) has been noted 
as occurring in some of the eastern states. It resembles in appearance and effects 
the ripe rot fungus but imparts a very bitter taste to the diseased fruit. 

White rot (Coniothyrium diplodiella (Speg.) Sacc.) has been found in Mis- 
souri on young shoots and fruit of the grape. The latter assumes somewhat 

the appearance of that affected with black rot except the color, which does 
not darken. 

Root rot (Armillaria mellea (Wallr.) Fr. and Dematophora necatriz Hartig.). 
These two fungi which cause the rotting of the roots of the vine in Europe 
have also been found, but to a less extent, in this country. The former is a 
mushrooms of common occurrence in this state in woods and clearings or where 
there is decaying wood in the soil. So far as the writer is aware it has not 
been noticed in connection with the rotting of grape roots in this state. The 

latter fungus is mold-like in its fruiting or spore stage. Both fungi form 
root-like strands or cords of mycelium but those of the latter fungus are light in 

— 
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color and delicate while those of the mushroom are dark brown or black on the out- 
side. These fungi spread by means of their underground mycelium as well as 
by spores. Vines which are on poorly drained soil are most apt to suffer from 
root rot. Good drainage and the prompt removal of diseased plants are recom- 
mended as_ preventatives. 

Leaf blight (Cercospora viticola (Ces.) Sacc.) causes irregular dark brown 
spots of dead tissue on the leaves of the grape. It occurs in most of the eastern 
states but is not usually found to be severe in the more northern portions of 
this region. It is apparently of little importance to the grape growers of Michi- 

gan. 

CURRANT DISEASES. 

Leaf-spot (Septoria ribis Desm,. and Cercospora angulata Wint.) 

Fig. 33.—a, Leaf of currant affected with the leaf spot disease; b, a spore producing pustule 
magnified, from a diseased spot of a leaf, giving out long, slender spores, a few of which are 

t shown highly magnified atc. (Original.) 

The fungi causing leaf-spot of currant and gooseberry are common and de- 
structive to the foliage in this state. - Affected leaves at first show small brownish 
spots during June or July and by August the foliage begins to drop. It is not 
unusual to see bushes entirely defoliated by this disease long before frosts. 
Thus the plants are prevented from making a complete growth or of properly 
perfecting the fruit buds. The spores of these diseases are produced on the 
dead portions of the diseased leaves on which the fungi also hibernate. 

Treatment. Rake and burn all dead leaves and rubbish in spring. It has been 
found possible to reduce the attacks of these fungi to a great extent by the use of 
fungicides applied at intervals of two or three weeks, during the growing season, 
the first application to be made early in June. Even two or three applications 
will materially reduce this trouble. The spray used early in the season, while 
the fruit is on, should be one of the clear mixtures so as to avoid staining the 
berries. After harvest Bordeaux mixture may be substituted. ? 

ANTHRACNOSE OF CURRANTS. 

(Gloeosporium Ribis (Lib.) Mont. & Desm ) 

This disease causes a spotting of the leaves of the cultivated currant but seems 
less common than the previously mentioned fungi. Its first appearance is made 
early in summer and like the other leaf-spot fungi causes the leaves to turn yellow 
and fall off prematurely. The fungus itself produces small brownish spots on the 
foliage and in the diseased areas the spores are produced. They are one-celled 

curved bodies of minute size. 
Treatment.—If the bushes are treated as for the leaf-spot fungi the anthracnose 

should not be troublesome. 
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KNOT. 

(Nectria cinnabarina (Tode) Fr. and Plenoectria Berolinensis Sacc.) 

A Disease of Currants is the title of Bul. 125 of the Cornell Experiment Sta- 
tion. In this bulletin is described a currant disease due to the attacks of two 
species of fungi which have caused serious trouble in some plantations in New 
York state. The disease attacks the canes causing the foliage to turn yellow and 
fall off, eventually leading to the death of the canes. The fruit also ripens pre- 
maturely and is of small size. 

The fungus appears on the canes in the form of small pinkish cushion-like 
tubercles usually most abundant near the ground. From these tubercles spores 
are produced in abundance which are capable of growing at once. Another spore 
form is produced later in the history of the fungus on the dying or dead canes. 
It is believed that infection occurs largely through wounds or cuts but after once 
gaining an entrance the disease becomes deep seated and difficult to eradicate. 
Spraying is not recommended as being of much service in combating the disease. 
All diseased plants should be dug out and burned and cuttings made only from 
bushes in plantations entirely free from the trouble. It would also be advisable 
to locate new plantations on soil not previously occupied by affected plants. 

GOOSEBERRY DISEASES. 

GOOSEBERRY RUST. 

(Aecidium grossulariae Schum.) 

Fig. 34.—a, A young leaf of gooseberry attacked by the cluster cup fungus or rust; b, a young 
fruit swollen, distorted and yellow in color from the effects of the rust; c, section through part 
of diseased spot showing a spore producing cup (aecidium 1, and a spermagonium 2); d, 
mature spores (aecidio-spores), two of which are germinating. Highly magnified. (Original.) 

The gooseberry rust fungus while not very destructive as a rule, is capable 
of doing considerable damage to foliage and fruit. It also occurs on wild species 
of currants to some extent. The disease manifests its presence in early summer 
by causing the formation of swollen places on the leaves and enlargement and 
distortion of the fruit. These swollen parts are readily recognized by their bright 
yellow to orange color and the presence of little cup-shaped pits in the surface. 

a ed 
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These little cups give off spores at maturity as in the case of the apple rust fungus. 
By some this early rust stage is believed to be connected with a later one repre- 
sented by Puccinia ribis D. C., which corresponds to a similar spore stage of other 
rust fungi. 

Few suggestions for treating this disease are given. While sprayed plants 
are less apt to show the disease in its worst form yet it has been found by the 
writer on plants thus treated. To be at all effectual spraying should be made 
early, as the fungus when once established in the tissues of its host cannot 
be reached by external applications. Picking and burning diseased parts has 
been suggested as likely to reduce the attacks for the succeeding season. The 
copper sulphate solution should be tried just before the buds open in spring to 
be followed by one of the clear fungicides after the fruit has formed. 

POWDERY MILDEW. 

(Sphaerotheca mors-uvae (Schw.) B. & C.) 

The powdery mildew of the gooseberry and currant is widely distributed and is 
capable of causing considerable damage to foliage, young shoots and fruit. It may 
appear quite early in the season and continue for some time. Affected parts at 
first appear to be coated with a whitish cobweb-like growth of minute threads. 
These soon give rise to spore bearing stalks in abundance each minute stalk 
breaking up into a chain of colorless spores thus giving a powdery appearance to 

Fig. 35.—Powdery mildew gooseberry. a, A resting spore case (perithecium), discharging its 
single spore sac (aScus), which contains eight winter or resting spores; ec, the summer spore 
stage of the disease, showing a spore stalk (conidiaphore), which divides, thus forming spores 
which soon fall apart. Magnified. (Original.) 

the disease portions. While the fungus is confined to the surface of the host 
plant it obtains nourishment by means of minute sucker-like branches (haustoria) 
which enter the epidermis of affected parts. Later in the season the fungus 
threads darken in color and if examined with a lens will be found to have 
small dark bodies imbedded among them. These little specks are the resting 
or winter spore cases (Perithecia) of the fungus and are destined to carry the 
disease over to the next season. The gooseberry mildew thrives best in the warmer 
portions of the United States and during the hottest seasons. It has been found 
to be especially bad also on the foreign varieties of the gooseberry while the 
native sorts are less subject to its attacks. 

Treatment.—As powdery mildew is an external parasite it yields quite readily 
to treatment. Spraying should be begun as soon as the leaves are unfolding; 
the first application may be of Bordeaux mixture but the potassium sulphide 
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solution should be used as soon as the berries are about half grown to avoid 
staining them. 

LEAF-SPOT DISEASE. (See on Currant.) 

DISEASES OF THE RASPBERRY AND BLACKBERRY. 

ORANGE RUST OF RASPBERRY AND BLACKBERRY. 

(Caeoma luminatum Lk.) 

Fig. 36.—a, A small leaf of raspberry, showing blisters produced by the orange rust fungus; 
b, spores from a blister; c, sectional view of pith cells from diseased cane, showing a Strand of 
mycelium m, passing between the cells and giving rise to sucker-like branches (haustoria), 
h, h, h, which enter the cells and absorb their nourishment. Magnified. (Original.) 

The disease of the blackcap raspberries and of the blackberry, known as orange 
rust, is probably the most serious of the fungus diseases of these plants. The 
fungus possesses a perennial mycelium which lives in the pith of affected canes 
and even extends into the underground portions of the host plant. In the spring 
the leaves borne on such canes appear to be covered with small blisters of an 
orange yellow color which often unite in irregular zigzag lines. These blisters 
occur on the lower surface of the leaf and soon after their appearance the 
epidermis of the leaf ruptures along the center of the swellings thus allowing 
orange colored powdery spores to escape. These spores are capable of germi- 
nating as soon as shed and if they fall into a drop of moisture in contact with 
a healthy leaf of the host plant may produce an infection. After gaining an 
entrance into the leaf the mycelium finds its way through the leaf stalk into the 
pith of the cane where it lives until the next season to again grow out into. new 
foliage. This mycelium does not enter the cells of the host plant but passes 
among them through the intercellular spaces sending peculiar knotted branches 
(haustoria) into the cells. 
By some botanists the orange rust is considered to be the Aecidial stage of 

Puccina Peckiana Howe, which corresponds to the winter spore stage of the rust. 
The latter fungus also occurs later on the leaves of the raspberry, especially those 
which bore the orange rust earlier in the season. 

The effects of this parasite are shown in the reduced vigor and size of diseased 
plants, the new growth being sickly and slender while the entire plant eventually 
dies. The perennial nature of the fungus enables it to appear year after year 

Oi 
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when once it gains an entrance into the tissues of the host. Hence plants which 
are once attacked rarely recover. Any plant, therefore, which shows the char- 
acteristic orange colored blisters on its foliage should be dug out and burned 
at once else it will serve as the breeding place of the parasite. Neither should 
young plants be taken from among those infested with the fungus as they too 
will in all probability be affected. Keeping the foliage covered with some fungi- 
cide, as Bordeaux mixture early in the season will tend to prevent infection of 
the healthy plants. 

Fig. 37.— Canes of raspberry, showing spots produced by the Anthracnose fungus.~ (Original.) 

ANTHRACNOSE OF RASPBERRY AND BLACKBERRY. 

(Gloeosporium venetum Speg.) 

The anthracnose of raspberry and blackberry is a common disease of these 
plants and one which is capable of doing much harm. It affects the canes first, 
later appearing also on young shoots and leaves. The spots in the early stages 
of the disease are purple but as the disease progresses these spots acquire a 
whitish center and become somewhat sunken. In bad cases the spots run to- 
gether sometimes encircling the cane; at other times they run along one side 
producing large patches of a grayish color. During the second season the spots 
tend to dry out, producing cracks in the wood and scaling of the bark. 

On the leaves the spots are apt to be small but numerous and follow the general 
appearance of those on the canes. 

The effect of this parasite is to reduce the vigor and size of all parts of the 
plant. The fruit often fails to mature properly but frequently dries up before 
Tipening. 

Treatment should consist of cutting out the worst diseased canes and spraying. 
Beginning in spring the first application may be the copper sulphate solution 
before the leaf buds open. The second, soon after the foliage is out, with Bordeaux 
mixture. A third spraying with the Bordeaux should follow the harvesting of 
the crop. Start new plantations from healthy canes or from root cuttings in 
case of red raspberry and blackberry. 
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Fig. 38.—Fruiting branch of raspberry attacked by the raspberry cane blight at a. 

(From photo by H. J. Eustace.)! 

RASPBERRY CANE BLIGHT. 

(Coniothyrium sp.) 

This is a disease somewhat recently investigated by Stewart and Eustace in 

the state of New York. 
During the past season (1903) the writer found the same disease occurring 
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not only in every plantation examined, but also on wild black raspberry plants 
in this state. It was especially abundant in an old raspberry patch at the Agri- 
cultural College but was found rather rarely in new plantations near the shore 
of Lake Michigan. 

The disease attacks principally the fruiting canes, just before ripening of the 
fruit, and causes the death of the upper portions of the branch and in severe 
cases of the entire cane. The first evidence of its presence is shown by the wilt- 
ing of the fruiting branches above the point affected. These soon dry up with 
the immature fruit still left hanging. The canes become very brittle at the 
diseased point while the wood is strongly discolored. The bark at these points 
is usually lighter colored than surrounding portions and often shows a smutty 
appearance due to a coating of spores. The spores are formed in minute pustules 
(Pyenidia) buried in the bark, from which they ooze out on to the surface of 
the cane. They are one-celled, egg-shaped bodies of a dark olive brown color 
and are believed to be the chief means by which the disease is disseminated. 

All varieties of both red and black raspberries are subject to the disease, al- 
though Cuthbert is mentioned as especially subject to it and Columbian one of 
the least affected sorts commonly grown. 
Treatment—As yet no successful spraying measures have been found. This 

is possibly due to the fact that the canes do not hold any liquid substance readily, 
‘the bloom causing water to roll off, hence Bordeaux mixture does not readily 
adhere. Spraying the foliage does no good as the disease affects the canes only. 
It is recommended, however, that the old canes be cut out and burned as soon 
as the crop is gathered as well as all canes which show any signs of the disease. 
New plantations should be started from healthy canes and on soil not recently 
used for that purpose. 

LEAF-SPOT. 

(Septoria rubi Westd.) 

SS 

Fig. 39.—Blackberry leaf affected by the leaf spot fungus. (Original.) 

The New York Experiment Station Bulletin No. 226, Geneva, N. Y. 
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A very common affection of the foliage of blackberry, dewberry and raspberry 
is the spotting due to a minute parasitic fungus called leaf-spot. ‘The disease 
gives rise to numerous purplish spots which later become lighter in the center 
in which several small black pimples appear. These little pimples are hollow 
bodies which give off spores through a minute opening in the apex. The spores 
are slender curved bodies without color and are scattered by rain and wind. 

While the leaf-spot fungus is often abundant it seems to do but little damage 
especially on plants that are sprayed and cultivated. 

STRAWBERRY DISEASES, 

LEAF-SPOT DISEASE OF STRAWBERRY. 

(Sphaerella fragariae (Tul) Sacc.) 

Fig, 40.—a, A leaf of strawberry affected with leaf blight; b, spore bearing tuft of mycelium 
bursting through the epidermis of the leaf; c, summer spores arising from apex of a resting 
spore case; d, Summer spores (conidia), one germinating; e, section of a spore pustule 
(spermogonium), produced tm summer; f, section of resting or winter spore case (perithec- 
ium), found in tissues of old diseased leaves which have lain on the ground over winter; 
g, a Spore sac (ascuS), containing eight two celled winter spores; h, a winter spore (asco- 
spore), very highly magnified. (Original.) 
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This is the most common and important of the fungous diseases of the straw- 
berry. It attacks the leaves causing at first purple spots which gradually be- 
come lighter in the center until they finally stand out clearly against the green 
background of the leaf as rounded, light colored spots surrounded with a brownish- 
purple border. Although “these spots are not large they often run together some- 
times covering a large part of the leaf. During the summer the spots give rise 
to minute tufts of spore-bearing stalks. The spores given off by these are capable 
of spreading the fungous parasite during the growing season. 

Badly affected leaves die during summer and in their tissues minute, black 
bodies (perithecia) develop during the latter part of autumn. These bodies, 
which are the resting-spore cases, are situated just under the epidermis of the 
dead leaves but possess a projecting mouth which opens outside the leaf. On 
the interior of these spore cases may be seen with the microscope many very 
small spore sacks (asci) each containing eight two-celled spores. These spores 
are not mature until in spring, at which time they are capable of starting the 
disease on the new foliage. 

Treatment should consist of spraying with some reliable fungicide, when the 
new foliage is appearing in spring, with a second application when fruit is 
setting, to be repeated after harvesting the fruit if the plantation is to be kept. 
Mowing and burning the leaves after the fruit is gathered, has been found to 
reduce this disease by destroying the old leaves in which the fungus hibernates. 

WOUND FUNGI. 

Among the numerous fungous inhabitants of the orchard are a number of so 
called wound fungi. While ordinarily existing as saprophytes, living in the dead 
tissues of the trees, these fungi may under favorable conditions assume the role 
of true parasites and cause the death of living portions of their host. As the 
name implies such fungi gain an entrance into the roots, trunk or limbs of a 
tree by means of wounds. The wounds may be of various origin, such as those 
caused by hail, “sun scald,’ splitting at the crotches from strong winds or 
the weight of snow, ice, or heavy crops of fruit; injuries caused by animals pas- 
tured in the orchard, and bruises made while plowing and cultivating among 
the trees. Improper times and methods of pruning also make it possible in a 
great many cases for the establishment of wound parasites. Fig. 41 shows the 
trunk of a tree one side of which has become inhabited by a colony of several 
kinds of these wound fungi. They first gained an entrance through extensive 
ruptures of the bark due to sun scald. The spores of these fungi, falling into 
the crevices thus formed, have found a favorable place to grow, and, while 
at first the exuding sap and dead cells of the inner bark served to nourish the 
young mycelium, the trunk is now being slowly invaded, the water circulation 
impeded or cut off in some places, and the trunk weakened by the rotting of the 
wood. While such trees’ often live and bear fruit for a number of years they 
gradually fall into a condition of unsightly decay and eventual death. Very 
often the end of a large branch which has been left too long in pruning and 
without a protective coating gives entrance to such fungi. In such cases the 
trunk is frequently hollowed out in time by the decay of the heart wood with a 
convenient opening left for the birds and squirrels. Such trees are apt to yield 
to the force of storms especially when loaded with fruit. 

Most of the fungi which act as wound parasites belong to the pore-and-gill- 
bearing fungi, many of which are of considerable size when in fruit. The fol- 
lowing species have been noted by the writer as occurring on trunks and limbs 
of fruit trees:— 

Polystictus versicolor. 
Polyporus adustus. 
Polyporus resinosus. 

Fomes leucophaeus. 
Fomes igniarius. 
Irpex sinuosus. 

Schizophyllum commune. 
Collybia velutipes. 
Pholiota adiposa. 
Pleurotus ostreatus. 
Pleurotus areolatus. 
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Fig. 41.—A colony of wound fungi following an injury by sun scald on trunk of cherry tree. 
a, b, spore bearing organs, (sporophores) of two different fungi. 

Fig. 42.—Part of branch from Keiffer pear affected with a wound fungus (Polystictus versi- 
color Fr.) ‘The branch is yet alive and has produced fruit buds but the heart wood is soft 
and rotten. (Original.) 
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PREVENTIVE MEASURES. 

The manner in which these fungi gain an entrance into the trunks and limbs 
of trees, namely through wounds, suggests the importance of treating all exten- 
sive ruptures of the bark with some protective coating. This is especially needful 
in the removal of large limbs. In such cases the natural process of healing 
over is often not accomplished for a number of years and during the process 
some wound fungi are pretty certain to gain a foothold unless measures are taken 
to exclude the spores. This is most frequently accomplished by painting or coat- 
ing the cut surface with some good paint, hot tar or liquid wax. The cut should 
be made close to the main branch or trunk in pruning thus favoring quicker 
healing and avoiding stubs which die at the end and invite the attacks of these 
wood-destroying fungi. Lower branches which are shaded too much, as in 
crowded and unpruned orchards, are constantly dying back for want of nourish- 
ment. In such cases the dead portions fall a prey to wound fungi which may 
in time reach the main branches and trunk. Such dying limbs should be removed 
and the wounds covered. Where decay has begun in the trunk it is often diffi- 
cult to prevent its progress. If confined to a limited portion of one side the 
decaying wood may be cut out as far as possible, the surface treated with a strong 
solution of copper sulphate and coated with tar, to be renewed as often as neces- 
sary. Removal and burning of the fungous outgrowths will also prevent the 

formation of spores. 

INJURIES OF FRUIT TREES NOT DUE TO THE ATTACKS OF PARASITES. 

Among the so called mechanical injuries of fruit trees and other plants are 
some of quite common occurrence. In most cases they are due to sudden changes 
or unusual degrees of temperature and affect mostly such plants as are not quite 

hardy. 
“Sun Scald” is a term usually applied to injuries of the trunk and larger 

branches of trees arising from the killing of the inner bark and cambium by the 
action of the sun’s rays. The south and west sides of trunks are usually affected 
and young trees are more subject to injury than old ones. The injury often 
occurs late in winter and early spring, especially when clear warm days are 
followed by severe cold at night and especially if growth has been prematurely 
started. The same trouble may arise also in summer on exposed trunks and limbs. 
The injury is characterized by the splitting and loosening of the bark which often 
becomes entirely detached. Sun scald offers a favorite place of entrance for 
wound fungi which sometimes cause the death of the tree. (See Fig. 41.) 

“Frost Cracks” arise from the combined action of sun and severe freezing 
leading to longitudinal ruptures or cracks in the bark and wood. They usually 
occur, as: does sun scald, in trees which have made a late autumn growth and 
which enter the winter with the tissues full of water and improperly matured. 
Peaches, plums and cherries, especially the sweet varieties of the latter, are more 
subject to these injuries than are apples and pears. 

Prevention of these two injuries can be secured only by protecting the trunks 
from the direct rays of the sun by means of burlap, straw or other wrapping or 
shading devices, and by inducing the trees, so far as possible, to thoroughly 
mature their wood before winter sets in. The latter aim may usually be realized 
by the use of the proper fertilizing elements, as potash, in the soil, and especially 
by the use of cover crops sown late in summer, to utilize any excessive moisture 
which the soil may contain at this time and thus induce earlier maturity of the 

trees. 
“Sun Scorch” of foliage is,-as its name implies, due to excessive heat of the 

sun on foliage of plants deprived of a sufficient water supply as during a drouth. 
The occurrence of hot, dry winds, especially on tender foliage, also produces a 
similar effect. This trouble has been noted on foliage of cherry and maple trees, 
especially where situated on shallow soils with underlying rock. While hardly 
under the control of the grower the proper location of orchards accompanied with 
constant stirring of the surface soil to retain moisture should be considered as 
partial preventive means. 

“Two unusual troubles of apple foliage’ have been noted in New York, the 
first being “frost blister” and the latter the spotting of foliage caused by spraying. 

50 
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The first injury was due to heavy late frosts occurring while the foliage was 
still very young. The damage, however, was considered unimportant, and of 
course beyond control. 

Injury to foliage of apples by spraying was noted as“quite general in New York 
during the summer of 1902. The foliage appeared spotted and yellowed and 
eventually fell off. The trouble was not considered as due to the use of improper 
spraying materials so much as to the tender condition of the foliage during that 
season induced by the protracted cold, wet weather. 

Occasional injuries of this nature should point to the use of proper care in 
spraying methods and not to the abandonment of spraying. 

SPRAYING AND SPRAY MATERIALS. 

From the time of the discovery in France in 1883 that a mixture of lime and 
copper sulphate, applied with a whisk broom, would check the ravages of the 
downy mildew of the grape, to the present use of fungicides, applied with power- 
ful pumps and perfected spraying nozzles, a long stride has been made in the 
prevention of plant diseases. And yet at the end of twenty years, during which 
a great many formulas have been devised and tested, copper in some form still 
retains its place at the head of the list of fungicides. Moreover the combination 
of copper sulphate with lime first used, and which soon became known as Bordeaux 
mixture, is still the most popular and widely used preparation of the copper 
salts. 5 

The chief value of a spraying mixture lies in its ability to prevent the germina- 
tion of the spores of the parasitic fungi causing diseases. Thus a condition of 
immunity is secured to the plant while it is covered with a layer of the fungicide. 
The salts of cOpper which have been found to be preeminently fungicidal owe 
their extensive use in this line to the fact that when they are present, even in 

seemingly insignificant amount the spores of fungous diseases are either pre- 
vented from germinating or killed when germination begins. Sulphur, both free 
and in the form of powder or in combination with other elements, is also capable 
of checking the action of the surface mildews for which purpose it has long 
been used. 

In order that the best possible results may follow the use of any spraying 
mixture, the following conditions should be aimed at,—1. The fungicide should 
be the one most effective for the prevention of the disease to be combated. 2. 
The spraying mixture should be harmless to the foliage and other organs of the 
plant treated. 3. It should be applied so thoroughly as to cover the vulnerable 
parts of the host plant with a uniform but thin and continuous layer. 4. Mix- 
tures used on ripening fruit should not detract from its appearance and conse- 
quent market value. 5. As a rule fungicides should not be used when the plant 
is in bloom. 

Bordeaux mixture, as already stated, has been found to be the most effective 
general fungicide in use. Its value lies not alone in its immediate fungicidal 
property but also in the fact that the copper salt which it contains is but slowly 
soluble thus causing it to retain this property for a considerable period after it 
is applied. The materials of which it is composed are cheap and readily obtain- 
able and its preparation, while requiring care, should not be beyond the capa- 
bilities of any fruit grower. 

While Bordeaux mixture is primarily a fungicide it has also been found to 
possess some value as an insecticide. One of the desirable features of this mix- 
ture is the fact that it may be combined with Paris green which is the most 
common poison for combating leaf-eating insects. Thus two enemies may be 
fought with one spraying mixture. (See Bul. No. 224.) 

a 
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FORMULAS. 

, BORDEAUX MIXTURES. 

“Normal,” or the 1 to 10 formula: > 
ODDS MS UD MATCM serene ctantere. ole sence ce se o.acvtern cracheletite tee 4 pounds 
QinicleslinrGreee ae eye cite tescccas also andes lane tone ctomeiote 4 ie 
AVA TC niet aie cena peace ciclte MPotae cracns aiaicxeys'ee asics Suotepe ete 40 gallons 

The amount of water may be varied from 40 to 50 gallons, while for peaches 
60 gallons of water should be used. The amount of lime may also be slightly 
increased, if the mixture shows a tendency to burn the foliage or roughen the 
fruit. 
Preparation.—The copper sulphate may be dissolved by means of hot water 

and then diluted in the proportion of two gallons of water to one pound of salt. 
In preparing large amounts it is customary to place the copper sulphate in a 
coarse sack which is then suspended in the upper part of a barrel of water and 
left until dissolved. 

The lime should be fresh quicklime. If this cannot be obtained double the 
amount of air slaked lime may be used but it is not considered so good and 
cannot be recommended. Slake the lime in the usual manner as in the prepara- 
tion of whitewash, adding water slowly. This should then be diluted with water, 
after previous straining through a fine sieve or piece of coarse sacking. The 
two solutions are now to be mixed under constant stirring, while pouring the two 
liquids together, after which water is to be added to make the full amount. The 
more dilute the solutions are when mixed the finer will be the resulting precipi- 
tate. On the other hand, if the copper solution and the lime are concentrated, 
the precipitate will be coarse and heavy and is apt to clog the spraying machinery. 
Furthermore, the mixture when prepared with strong solutions requires more 
constant stirring during use-to prevent settling and consequent unevenness of 
application. A stock solution of the copper sulphate may be made of known 
strength (i. e. one pound to the gallon), and kept in closed vessels’ and diluted 
when wanted. The lime may also be slaked in large amounts and if covered 
with water will keep for a considerable period. 

The proportions of copper sulphate and lime as given, ordinarily produce a 
mixture which is slightly alkaline and consequently harmless to the foliage of 
plants. It is safest, however, to test the mixture before using it to make sure 
that the acid of the copper sulphate has been entirely neutralized by the lime. 
A reliable test consists in the use of the yellow prussiate of potash (ferro- 
cyanide of potassium) which may be purchased at any drug store. One ounce 
of this salt dissolved in half a pint of water will constitute the test solution. To 
apply the test a little of the Bordeaux mixture is put in a white dish and a few 
drops of the ferro-cyanide solution added. If a brown discoloration results more 
of the lime milk is to be added to the mixture until the test solution remains 
colorless when applied. Another test consists in dipping a clean piece of polished 
iron or steel, as a knife blade, into the mixture for one minute, when a delicate 
coating of metallic copper will be deposited on the iron if there is not enough 
lime present. A piece of red litmus paper may also be used by dipping it into 
the mitxure, if it remains red more lime is necessary while if it becomes blue 
the mixture is alkaline and may be safely used. 

BORDEAUX MIXTURE WITH PARIS GREEN. 

Paris green, which is the most common material for combating the codling 
moth and other leaf and fruit-eating insects may be combined with Bordeaux 
mixture thus reducing the labor and expense in spraying for both fungi and 
insects. (See Mich. Exp. Sta. Bul. No. 224.) It may be used at the rate of 
one pound to 200 gallons of the mixture. 

SODA-BORDEAUX; HYDRATE. 

Babbit’s Potash or Lye or Lewis’ Lye—Soda..... 1 “pound” can 
Coppersslp hater oxic cussos os cles Sue 27s spaeereeomeuepaveeptron one 3 pounds 
RSTTT NG Mae preety ENE ara fu s. </sloltte BHR ETERS ake 5 ounces 
RVV(RC OTe Rate COE e esas -c Rirabcce bch OAs wapeeee ie, cw oes 30 gallons 
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Dissolve the copper sulphate in about five gallons of water and the soda or 
lye in ten or twelve gallons. Pour the soda solution into the copper solution while 
stirring. When about two-thirds of the lye solution has been added test with red 
litmus paper and cease to add any more of the alkali as soon as the paper turns 
blue. Then add the lime previously slaked and diluted,, after which water is to 
be added sufficient to bring the mixture up to 30 gallons. 

This fungicide was first used in 1895 by Prof. Halsted of New Jersey, who 
has given it subsequent trials with very satisfactory results. The small amount 
of lime which it contains gives it considerable advantage over the ordinary 
Bordeaux mixture in the ease of application and the almost total absence of any 
unsightly coating, hence it is adapted to use on fruits just before maturity. 

Persons who use Soda-Bordeaux for the first time are advised to make a 
thorough test upon a small scale, with one or two plants, before the application 
is made general. 

SODA-BORDEAUX WITH PARIS GREEN. 

It has been satisfactorily demonstrated that Paris green may be combined with 
Soda-Bordeaux even to the extent of one pound to one hundred gallons, “a much 
higher percentage than is usually employed,’ without harmful effects on foliage. 

COPPER SULPHATE SOLUTIONS. 

(STRONG ) 

Am RCODPDED? SUILDNACe esis ale tad site Shececsud ol ore Cas ee ers 1 pound 
WACO ars ia oeandeetete ican Ohoveee Biche, Maiwhene Pauaeeteheeedale tay eteeete he 25 gallons 

This strong solution is for use on trees and shrubs before the leaf buds open 
in spring. After the leaves appear it should not be used as the foliage would 
be killed by it. 

(WEAK) 

Bet Coppers Sulphate? b.c/s..1s eesti acd de one eer ere 1 pound 
RVVECT io occ ofc reek SMayaye cporaya capene bz rete, shots oy Mebeiece ace Met oieees 250 gallons 

Ce Copper Sul phates... ac. eters eter re ro eee 1 pound 
IWATET G acasero ets crayeic oMcole ene wae bake rece since oT 400 gallons 

The above solutions are recommended by Professor Taft as being very service- 
able and safe. No. B may be used without danger to the foliage of any except 
the most tender plants. For the peach and equally tender kinds the No. C solu- 
tion may be used. These solutions possess the advantages of easy preparation 
and application and do not discolor the foliage and fruit as does the Bordeaux 
mixture. They may therefore be used when the fruit is maturing and in the 
latter part of the season when the foliage is less tender. 

AMMONIACAL SOLUTION OF COPPER CARBONATE. 

CUPRAM. 

COPDER I CALDON ALC ss. Fy de cee eee ee ee ae 1 ounce 
Ammonia—Enough to dissolve the copper. 

SU V/ELLOLY canes sata vy “cto! oom go) a hatin sevaharalre catia carer Lele tateve nin feria 12 gallons 

Dissolve the copper carbonate in the ammonia with constant agitation. This 
may be kept for a considerable time, in stoppered bottles and when wanted diluted 
with the proper proportion of water as given above. The strength of ammonia 
as generally obtained is apt to vary considerably. The strength usually recom- 
mended is the 22° or 26° Baume. If these are used a less amount is required 
than that generally sold, otherwise the preparation is the same. 

A modified form of the above solution may be prepared by using: 

COPPEr as UWIDUALG. «00516 oes oes nicer eeee ete NEE tos oie wcorels toler 2 pounds 
Carbonate OL Soda (Salsoday ci tiysoa wee s!s sso, sents 214 pounds 

Dissolve each salt in two gallons of water then mix. The copper is precipi- 
tated in the form of carbonate and if allowed to settle may be collected and dried 
after pouring off the water. Or enough ammonia may be added to dissolve the 
copper carbonate and diluted with water to 40 gallons. 
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Prepared in either of the above ways this solution is a clear blue liquid. It 

is especially suited to spraying plants which are maturing their fruit as it leaves 

no conspicuous stain. Besides it possesses high value as a fungicide. 
This solution is not suitable for combining with Paris green and other arsenites 

without the addition of lime in amounts two or three times that of the poison. 
Notre.—wNeither iron, nor tin vessels should be used in preparing solutions con- 

taining salts of copper. 

POTASSIUM SULPHIDE SOLUTION. 

Sulphide of Potassium (Liver of sulphur)............ 1 ounce 
Wier Sia ae. 66 Si asec ot sido Ue eee mace ame 3 gallons 

The sulphide dissolves readily and forms a clear solution suitable for com- 

bating the powdery mildews especially on the gooseberry. The solution should 

be freshly prepared before using as it does not keep well. 

GENERAL SPRAYING RECOMMENDATIONS. 

While treatment has been suggested in connection with the description of 
each disease mentioned in this bulletin, some general suggestions for spraying are 
here given in such form as to enable the grower to determine more readily when 
and how often to spray. These recommendations are intended to cover the needs of 
the plant in case of attack by any or all of the diseases most common to it but 
the grower’s judgment should at all times be exercised in the matter. Thus in 
some cases the number of sprayings may be fewer than those here given depend- 
ing upon the prevalence of the different diseases. In some cases it may be 
advisable to repeat a spraying at once as in the event of a heavy rain that washes 
the fungicide from the plant. On the other hand, if the plant is already well 
coated with an effective fungicide there will be nothing gained by adding more. 

Fungicides and insecticides can usually be combined and applied at one opera- 
tion thus reducing the labor and expense in combating both enemies. See Michi- 
gan Experiment Station Special Bulletin No. 24.) 

APPLE. 

Before buds open use copper sulphate solution A. 
Just before blossoming use Bordeaux (with an insecticide). 
About a week after blossoms fall, with same preparation as No. 2. 
Ten days or two weeks later, repeat 3. (Sometimes omitted.) 
About August 1 for late varieties, repeat No. 2. AN aoc SM ac 

PEAR. 

Spraying recommendations for the apple may be followed; use copper sulphate 
solution B for last application, if necessary. Cut and burn all branches affected 
with twig blight as soon as it appears, cutting 6-10 inches below the diseased 
portion. Repeat this in autumn before leaves drop. 

QUINCE. 

Follow the general directions for pear, omitting, perhaps the No. 5 application. 

PEACH AND APRICOT. 

1. Before April 1st, copper sulphate solution A. 

; ae After fruit sets, Bordeaux mixture, two-thirds strength (with an insecti- 
cide). 

38. Ten days or two weeks later, repeat No. 2. 
4. In ease of brown rot, use copper sulphate solution C. 
5. Repeat No. 4 about once a week if rot continues. 

6. Watch for “yellows” and “little peach,” digging out and burning as soon 
as recognized. 

PLUM. 

1. Cut off and burn all black knot. Before buds open, use copper sulphate 
solution A. 

2. When fruit has set, use Bordeaux mixture (with an insecticide). 
38. About two weeks later repeat No. 2. 
4. At intervals of two or three weeks, repeat No. 2, if necessary. 
5. When fruit is about three-quarters grown use copper sulphate solution B. 
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CHERRY. 

1. Follow the general directions for the plum. 

GRAPE. 

1. Before buds open, use copper sulphate solution A. 
2. When leaves are about half grown use Bordeaux mixture (with an insect 

poison). 

38. Ten days or two weeks later, repeat No. 2. Use potassium sulphide solution 
if powdery mildew appears. 

4. After ten days or two weeks, repeat No. 3, if necessary. 
5. When fruit approaches maturity. use a clear fungicide if needed. 
6. If mildew persists, after harvesting, use Bordeaux mixture. 

RASPBERRY AND BLACKBERRY. 

1. Cut out canes badly affected with anthracnose and insects. Before buds 
open spray with copper sulphate solution A. 

2. After new growth is ten or twelve inches long, use Bordeaux (with an in- 
sect poison). Dig out and burn plants showing orange rust. 

3. At intervals of one to three weeks, repeat No. 2. Use a clear fungicide be- 
fore fruit ripens to avoid stain. 

4. After fruit is gathered remove old canes, spray with Bordeaux. 

CURRANT. 

1. When leaves are well out and as soon as leaf-spot appears, use soda Boar- 
deaux or ammoniacal copper carbonate. 

2. After fruit is gathered use Bordeaux. 
3. If leaf-spot continues, repeat No. 2. 

GOOSEBERRY. 

Before buds open, use Bordeaux (with insecticides). 
When fruit is formed, use potassium sulphide if mildew appears. 
When necessary, repeat No. 2. 
After fruit is gathered, use Bordeaux if needed. Ad 

STRAWBERRY. 

1. Just before blossoming, use Bordeaux (with insecticide). 
2. After fruit sets, copper sulphate solution B. 
8. After harvest, if to be kept, use Bordeaux. 
New plantations during first year should be given treatments No. 1 and No. 3. 

f SPRAYING CALENDAR. 

L. R. TAFT, Horticulturist; c. D. SMITH, Director. 

[Special Bulletin No. 26.] 

Farmers and fruit growers are beginning to understand the importance of the 
use of insecticides and fungicides to preserve their crops from the attacks of 
insects and diseases. To supply information as to the best remedies and the 
methods of preparing and using them, in a form that can be preserved so as to 
be convenient for reference, the following bulletin has been prepared. The 
remedies have been thoroughly tested, and if the directions regarding their 
preparation and application are carefully followed, they will be found effectual 
and can be used without danger to the foliage and fruit, or the health of the 
consumer. 

Explanation.—While the entire number of applications given will be found de- 
sirable in seasons when insects and fungous diseases are particularly troublesome, 
and in the case of varieties that are subject to attack, a smaller number will 
often suffice. To indicate those that are of greatest importance, italics have been 
used, while others, that, although seldom required, may sometimes be of value, 
are printed in plain type. Whenever an asterisk (*) is used, it cautions against 
spraying trees with poisons while they are in blossom. 
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FORMULAS. 

BORDEAUX MIXTURE. 

WOPPSTASULMN ALC We arobete has Cele vials oaks oholew ebokane hele 4 pounds 
Mrech wbAmew(unslaked ass wis cee elec ine Sesion 4 to 6 pounds 
DV EULC TVR Menere chan eitate cv elt che eect ore agers Kheiees. os! wok, ae bla crate 40 to 50 gallons 

Care should be taken that the lime is of good quality and well burned and 
that it has not become air-slaked. If only a small amount is to be slaked it 
will be best to use boiling water, and the lime should not be allowed to become 
dry while slaking. When much Bordeaux is to be prepared, it is a good plan to 
make up stock solutions which can be mixed as required, proceeding as follows: 
Dissolve 40 pounds of copper sulphate in 40 gallons of water and in a box slake 
40 or more pounds of lime. These can be kept for some time, but it is best not to 
prepare more than can be used in a week or ten days. Each gallon of the solu- 
tion will contain one pound of the copper sulphate, and in preparing it for spray- 
ing, as many gallons should be used as are necessary to furnish the proper amount 
of copper sulphate. Thus for each 40 gallons required, 4 gallons of the solution 
should be placed in a barrel in which there are 16 gallons of water. An equal 
weight of lime, as near as can be estimated, should be placed in another barrel 
and 20 gallons of water added to this. After being well stirred, the lime mixture 
should be allowed to stand for a minute to give the coarse particles time to 
settle, and then the lime water should be dipped out and slowly poured into 
the copper sulphate solution, stirring rapidly as the lime water is poured in. 
The mixture is then ready for use, but as there is danger of burning tender 
foliage if the amount of lime is insufficient, it ‘is well to use some simple test, 
such as dipping a knife blade in the mixture or adding a few drops of ferro- 
cyanide of potassium (yellow prussiate of potash). If the amount of lime is 
not sufficient, copper will be deposited upon the knife blade, while the ferro- 
eyanide of potassium will give the mixture a deep brownish-red color. More 
lime should be added if necessary until no discoloration is caused in either case. 
A slight excess of lime will do no harm and is always desirable. 

The copper sulphate can be easily dissolved, if suspended in the water in a 
coarse sack or basket. If the lime is properly slaked and is handled as recom- 
mended, there will be little trouble from lumps, but it is always well to strain 
the lime-water through a sieve, such as a piece of window screening. 

This is the best remedy for fungous diseases except while the trees are dormant, 

or as the fruit is ripening. It is especially valuable for use with Paris green 
and other arsenites, as it lessens the danger of their injuring the foliage and 
the washing effect of rains. 

DUST SPRAYS. 

In places where water cannot be easily obtained, and upon rough and rolling 
land, the dust sprays have some advantages, but, while they are easier to apply 
and are less expensive, they are much less effectual against fungous diseases, and 
hence the liquid sprays should not be abandoned where they can possibly be 
used. The dust sprays are of value, to supplement the liquid applications, for 
both broods of codling moths and for the plum curculio. For the last named 
insect the dust spray gives excellent. results. 

Formula 1. 

CoOpperseSwlpPWAater sc cease: oars stonciel or oie: 0: o)s)'euw akan epeotetret erste 6 pounds 
a TIS eres COME tala lay sess .0,e cue svarels (as ols os:iels'e: see eueh sie eo Ne 1 to 2 pounds 
SISTING Eos -cy cae, sive ei tte telesveraeh eve atlas aera éiyo sucha Sie eesgaueny Sie oe 100 pounds 

Formula 2. 

(Croyoy overee FRbUl oy ei ian eid 5 soca CIRCE Oe vic Cldioe 6 pounds 
Suu Nb” Ss a eisoor ooidicon co eee COC> Geos Des 10 pounds 
PATI Sp SST CCM ie ars. creyete ct seemetey okeiw Sis aoe so Sout arerefehetena A eens 1 to 2 pounds 
aE LTT) Comments cy NiSic to ciicy okcis Poke Some srsie vies clare iste ot tue tere eieuehs) aire 100 pounds 
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As will be seen, the two formulas differ only by the addition of 10 pounds of 
sulphur in the second. This increases its efficiency as a fungicide, especially 
against the surface mildews, but it adds one-third to the cost. To prepare these 
dust sprays dissolve the copper sulphate in four gallons of boiling water. Then 
take six pounds of stone lime and slake it with four gallons of hot water. 
When cold add the solution of copper sulphate and mix thoroughly. Then pour 
into a grain sack and press out the surplus water. Without allowing it to dry 
add this to 100 pounds of air-slaked lime and shovel it over until thoroughly mixed. 
Spread it out to dry and then, after adding the Paris green (and the sulphur 
for formula No. 2) and mixing, pass it through a fine seive to remove the lumps. 
Keep in a dry place until ready for use. 

To be effectual the dust sprays should be used twice as many times as the 
liquid sprays, or six to eight times in a season upon the apple and most other 
fruits. If thoroughly applied the cost of the material will be fully as great 
as for the liquid sprays, but the labor will be less. They should be applied, if 
possible, in the morning while the dew is on, or soon after a rain. If to be relied 
upon without the use of liquid sprays they should be put on at the time of the 
second and third applications given in the calendar, and should be repeated at 
intervals of one week, or more frequently in rainy weather. As stated above, 
the dust sprays seem of especial value against the codling moth, curculio and 
the leaf-eating insects. When the fungous diseases are not troublesome Paris 
green can be used with lime, either dry or air slaked, for the insects that attack 
the various fruits and vegetables. In addition to the codling moth, tent cater- 
pillar and canker worm on the apple, and the curculio upon the plum, peach 
and cherry, the slug on the pear and cherry, the currant worms upon the cur- 
Tant and gooseberry, potato beetles, cabbage worms and other leaf-eating insects 
can be successfully combatted. 

The increased use of the dust sprays is advocated on account of the improve- 
ments recently made in the machines for their application. Among those on 
the market are several styles made by the Dust Spray Machine Co., Kansas City, 
Mo., Haldeman Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mo, and Leggett & Bro., 301 Pearl Street, 
N.Y. 

Several of these firms manufacture three sizes, viz.: a small size to be carried 
in the hand, a larger size to be mounted upon a platform in a cart, or wagon, 
and a “Jumbo” size to be worked by a gasoline engine. 

SODA BORDEAUX. 

Goncentrated Liye oe st. cs eres ne pie Oe Or eee 1 pound 
MSTTING ee rcraswysteqota le, sie {e twkola pacar tuciche ole eieaetaks be euckens Gtateuesis araieie ke ie 5 ounces 
WODDET MO WIPH ACC aie A orewe ns cleree ane Yo eipheyfiae tetas Gheisi ae ercpeas tees 3 pounds 
WVU CTE a cases cots om co hcrmce ata ere ei cnc te teres, hehe orale men oan one eeake 30 gallons 

Dissolve the copper sulphate and lye, and slake the lime in_two gallons of hot 
water for each; mix the lime and copper sulphate solution and after adding the 
lye solution dilute to 30 gallons. 

This is used upon the grape for the black rot and upon other fruits just before 
they are ripe. 

COPPER SULPHATE SOLUTION. 

Copper Sulphate): .cadk shyewrne aolrsiaeis otc, ee ee 1 pound 
WYALCD +. Scots Bats Bott. neko = Pate OCR Ie 25 to 50 gallons 

For use before the buds open the above solution is fully as effectual as 
Bordeaux mixture and is easier to prepare and apply, but it should not be applied 
to any plant after the buds have opened. For use against the leaf curl of the 
peach this solution is especially desirable. If used before the middle of April a 
thorough application will entirely prevent the attack. 

WEAK COPPER SULPHATE SOLUTION. 

COPPELEULDH ALC osc sisi icy die een eiac ciate a'<, ots 1 pound 
DW EON et cect oso sic oo so eee NRE ec erect 150 to 300 gallons 

A solution of copper sulphate of this strength can be used with safety upon 
nearly all plants. The stronger solution can be used upon all fruit trees except 
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the peach, for which a weak solution would be preferable. Although less effective 
than Bordeaux mixture, the weak solutions of copper sulphate may be used to 
advantage where it is not desirable to apply mixtures containing lime. They 
seem fully as effectual as the ammonia solutions and are much cheaper. 

POTASSIUM SULPHIDE. 

Potassium Sulphide (liver of sulphur)................ 3 ounces 
IVC TH brs nteicttey stop evalts ravens oh aleiehete eta cris aie ave ace" k's le Sei 4st ot ohoeeaye, oS 10 gallons 

This solution is valuable for the gooseberry and other powdery mildews, for 
which it seems even more effectual than Bordeaux mixture, although its effects 
are less lasting. It does not discolor the fruit and is quite harmless. 

KEROSENE EMULSION. 

This is a well known remedy for use upon soft-bodied or scale insects that 
suck the sap. It is made from kerosene, water and soap, either hard or soft, or 

whale oil. 
To one quart of water add one pint of soft or two ounces of hard soap and heat 

until the soap is dissolved. Add one pint of kerosene and agitate freely for from 
three to five minutes, or until it forms a cream-like emulsion, from which the 
oil does not separate upon standing. This is a stock solution and can be kept 
for any length of time. Before using, it should be diluted according to the 
condition of the trees and kinds of insects. For scale insects it is desirable to spray 
while the trees are dormant, after diluting-this stock solution so that there will 
be one part of kerosene to three of water, but if it is applied for the same class 
of insects while the trees are in leaf, the amount of water should be at least 
seven or eight times as great as of the kerosene in the stock solution. At this 
strength it will be fatal to all soft-bodied insects and to many of the scales, while 
tor many of the insects with soft bodies it will be found sufficiently powerful if 
fifteen parts of water are used to one of the kerosene. 
When making the emulsion with whale oil soap, the amount of the soap will 

vary with the amount of water it contains. If in a semi-liquid condition, one pint 
will answer for a pint of the oil, while four ounces will be sufficient if it is ina 
solid form. 

In making the emulsion care should be taken to keep the kerosene away from 
the fire, and a force pump should be used rather than to rely upon a spoon or 
paddle. 

KEROSENE AND WATER MIXTURE. 

Fully as good results have been secured when the kerosene has been formed 
into a mechanical mixture with the water as when it is emulsified. Within the 
last three or four years pumps for forming this mixture have been made by The 
Deming Co., Salem, O., and The Goulds Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y. They can be 
regulated to supply any proportion of oil that is desired, and do good work. 
The amount of oil is practically the same as when an emulsion is made, i. e., one 
part of oil to three of water for scale insects when the trees are dormant, seven 
parts of water to one of oil for the Same insects when the trees are growing, and 
fifteen parts of water to one of oil for most of the soft-bodied, sucking insects. 
When applied in this way, the cost of the materials and labor of preparing them 
is much reduced, and, in addition to securing as good if not better results, it has 
been found that the danger of injuring tender foliage is lessened. Kerosene should 
not be used upon peach trees. 

PARIS GREEN. 

Patri Gis OTC CMe sere pile opsier ae citys co oe we ne Serene said 1 pound 
VVC Teas me vedretere arerochalepshe tevels «isc avs SE a islce c sahoweeiehets 100.to 200 gallons 

For the destruction of insects that eat the foliage or fruit, Paris green is a 
valuable remedy. It can be used in water in the above proportions, the stronger 
mixture being used for potatoes, while for fruits it is seldom advisable to use 
more than 1 pound in 200 gallons of water, unless in connection with lime water 
or Bordeaux mixture. It is always advisable to first form a paste with a small 
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amount of water when preparing it for spraying. For low plants Paris green 
may be used in a powder form either alone or with one hundred times its weight 
of plaster. London purple is sometimes used in place of Paris green, but it is 
more apt to injure the foliage. Green arsenoid and arsenate of lead are valuable 
substitutes for Paris green. 

WHITE ARSENIC. 

As Paris green is quite expensive and is sometimes adulterated, white arsenic 
is frequently used in its place. Its cost is about one-third that of Paris green, 
and, as it is nearly twice as effective, the expense is only one-sixth as much as 
when Paris green is used. To prepare arsenic for use the following treatment is 
necessary: In two gallons of water place two pounds of freshly slaked lime 
and one pound of arsenic; after boiling thirty to forty minutes the arsenic will 
have dissolved and united with the lime, so as to form an insoluble compound. 
When desired for use the arsenic should be diluted, and one pound prepared as 
above will suffice for two to three hundred gallons when used upon fruit trees, 
or one hundred fifty gallons for spraying potatoes. That there may be no injury 
to the foliage, it is desirable to use the arsenic thus prepared either with 
Bordeaux mixture or lime water. When lime water is used, one pound of lime 
will be sufficient for twenty gallons of water. Although the spraying calendar 
does not refer to arsenic, it can be substituted for Paris green if desired. 

LIME, SULPHUR AND SALT MIXTURE. 

Time (GUTSLAKOG) Oe iets ees cf po Yale sateen sieve oie adel eeerNe Shes ereiete 25 pounds 
MIOWErsS OF SUI PNUT eran wie vie ote a etree eee eile hee eee 15 pounds 
SOT ce oo ars che le erccae le oan ihe She ea Se acct ne ahay ols on cba’ State ete eteto ee 8 pounds 
IWant kk Seis Dataset ess UN oH eee cee tePe ho cae otenae 50 gallons 

The best results are secured if this mixture is cooked from 114 to 2 hours. 
This can be done in a kettle but it will be much easier if steam can be secured. 
For small quantities place ten or fifteen gallons of water in an iron kettle holding 
at least twice that quantity; when it boils add the lime and then put in the 
sulphur. This should either be sifted in slowly or made into a thin paste and 
poured in, stirring the mixture at the same time. If likely to boil over add more 
water. The stirring should be kept up until the lime is all slaked and the sulphur 
has been added, then boil for at least one hour and then add the salt, and continue 
the boiling for fifteen minutes. This mixture should only be used while the 
trees are dormant. 

Large amounts should be prepared in the same way but steam should be used 
for the cooking if possible. 

If the spraying has to be done after the buds start, the salt should be omitted 
and four pounds of sulphate of copper should be used in its place. 

The labor of preparing the mixture can be lessened and fairly good results 
secured without cooking the sulphur and lime. The sulphur and lime should be 
prepared as directed above, but omit the cooking and add four pounds of 
caustic soda instead of the eight pounds of salt. Stir the mixture briskly, while 
adding the sulphur and the soda. 
When ready for use dilute to fifty gallons with warm water. 

HELLEBORE. 

Hresh WhiteHellebore ssten. scseetw ens ccn sea 1 ounce 
INV EUCOD | ous. a. ov a Brace who ocnet ete chau eee eke ee sara uae er otee ce ae 5 gallons 

For insects that chew, and especially for the currant and cabbage worms. 

PYRETHRUM OR BUHACH. 

Rie SEreshi a? yrethrum 7% oc ctencus iat id oes es Salts a Rint eee 1 ounce 
WACO ee Oso a:d cok ale OoRiak a crane ees teh arsine te 80, this, wen tee 5 gallons 

Valuable against both chewing and sucking insects, especially upon maturing 
fruits or vegetables, and upon flowering plants. It can also be applied in a 
powder form with a bellows. 

a i = 
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CAUTIONS. 

The copper solutions should be made in wood, glass or earthen vessels, and 
should not be prepared in iron or tin. 

Care should be taken against spraying plants of any kind with lime or poisonous 
mixtures within four or five weeks of the time they are to be used as food. 

Study carefully the nature of the insect or disease and select the remedy that 
is most likely to destroy it without injuring the plants. 

Do not spray while the trees are in blossom, as the bees will be destroyed; they 
are necessary to fertilize the flowers. 

Pumps for the application of insecticides and fungicides should be sufficiently 
powerful to cover the trees or plants with a fine mist, and where copper com- 
pounds are to be used, the working parts should be of brass, and if all portions 

that are to come in contact with the spraying mixture are of brass, the durability 

of the pump will be greatly increased, except when the sulphur, lime and salt 

wash is used. For this an iron pump is better. It should have metal valves 

and should be rinsed out each day when through spraying. ; 

REPORT OF THE SOUTH HAVEN SUB-STATION FOR 1903. 

BY T. A. FARRAND. 

[Special Bulletin No. 27.] 

Prof. L. R. Taft, Horticulturist: 
Sir—The following report upon the work of the South Haven substation for 

the year 1903 is herewith submitted. 
The past season was a very favorable one for nearly all classes of fruit. 

European plums bore very heavily, and cherries, apples and pears gave a good 
average yield, with a light crop of peaches, quinces and Japan plums. Of the 
bush fruits, gooseberries, blackberries and newer settings of raspberries made 
the best showing. Currants gave a fair yield, while the grapes gave only a light 
crop. 

In nearly all instances, the spraying was attended with excellent results and 
the fruit was usually free from fungous diseases and the work of destructive 
insects. 

In the line of new experimentation—A “Cyclone” dust sprayer was purchased 
last April of the Dust Sprayer Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo., the object being to 
determine the value of lime, as a conveyor of arsenites and fungicides in con- 
trolling destructive insects and diseases, as compared with the usual liquid sprays. 
For this method a great saving in cost of material and in labor, with equally 
as good, or better, results is claimed. It was thoroughly tested on apples and 
pears for scab and the codling moth, and upon plums for curculio and brown 
rot. It was also tried upon other classes of fruit for various insect pests and 
diseases. The results will be given with the general notes upon the different 
classes of fruits. 

One mixture, (No. 1.) included lye, sulphur, copper sulphate and paris green. 
In preparing it a barrel of fresh lime, two and one-half pounds of common, or 
crude potash, twenty-four pounds of sulphur, ten pounds of copper sulphate and 
four pounds of paris green was used. 

To prepare this material ready for the machine, one-half of the lime was spread 
upon the floor and the large lumps broken into pieces thé size of a hen’s egg, 
and the pile spread out to a thickness of three or four inches. This was then 
slaked- by sprinkling it with five gallons of water in which two and one-half 
pounds of potash had been dissolved. The other half barrel of lime was spread 
out and pounded up in like manner and this was dry-slaked with five gallons 

of water, in which ten pounds of copper sulphate had been dissolved. After 
being allowed to cool, the two piles were thoroughly mixed, after which twenty- 
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four pounds of sulphur and four pounds of paris green were added. The whole 
mass was then sifted and was ready for use. In sifting it a box was used that 
was fifteen inches square, and five inches in depth, with a double thickness of 
wire window netting nailed over the end. Handles four feet long were nailed 
to the sides of the box to avoid being right over the box in sifting. The com- 
pound is very light and fluffy and the atmosphere becomes thick with the dust 
while sifting. ‘ 

A thorough test was also made of dry Bordeaux mixture. In preparing this 
mixture, one barrel of fresh lime is dry-slaked by slowly pouring over it ten 
gallons of water, in which twenty pounds of copper sulphate ‘have been dissolved, 
and adding four pounds of paris green, after the material has been allowed to 
cool, using the same method of preparing and sifting the lime as with the other 
formula. 

A review of the season’s test shows:—First, that with our method of pre- 
paring and applying the dust spray, the material was more expensive than the 
liquid Bordeaux, especially when sulphur was added to the compound. 

Second, that the same area could be sprayed in from one-third less time with 
dust than with liquid, and upon very rolling, hilly locations one horse could 
do the work of two or three. 

Third, the spraying can be done to good advantage with or against an ordinary 
wind using liquid as the conveyor, while with dust it cannot be used against 
the wind at all and the results are most satisfactory when there is little or no 
wind and the foliage is wet from dew or rain and in no instance did the dust 
stick to the foliage as well, nor stand the washings of the heavy rains as did 
the regular Bordeaux mixture. 

Fourth, both methods gave excellent results in controlling codling moth worms 
in apples, and dust spraying, using formula No. 1, proved superior to Bordeaux 
mixture and arsenite of lime in controlling the curculio in the plum orchard, 
and seemed to control the brown rot fully as well. Upon very close observation 
it was found that the fine particles of dust would stick to the waxy bloom of 
the fruit while with liquid, unless very heavy with lime, the solution would 
run off of the plums as though they had been greased. In Summing up the 
results obtained in this season’s test, it would not seem advisable to change 
from the older method to the new, until the latter has been further tested, 
improved and perfected, except upon plums and cherries. 

RASPBERRIES. 
\ 

Last season a new plantation of raspberries was started, putting out only the 
newer, and such of the older standard kinds as proved the most valuable. 

BLACK CAPS. 

Cumberland, Eureka, Kansas, Livingston, Mills and Onondaga made the best 
showing. 
Cumberland—This seems to be the best mid-season to late market kind on trial. 

Plant vigorous and very productive. Berries are of large size, smooth, firm, shiny, 
black, of good quality and hold up well in size to the end of the season. 
Eureka—The plants are hardy, vigorous and productive; fruit large and retains 

its size well; quality good. The best early to mid-season kind on trial. 

Gregg—This well-known variety is still popular as a late market variety, but 
does not equal the Cumberland. The berries are of lage size and very firm, but 
have a whitish bloom that detracts from their appearance. 
Kansas—Plants .vigorous and productive. Berries large; quality fair. One 

of the leading market varieties. A good mid-season sort for general planting. 
Livingston—One of the newer kinds that has given good satisfaction during 

the last two seasons. Plants vigorous and productive; fruit of good size, firm 
and of fair quality. Ripens with Cumberland, but does not stand drouth as well. 

Mills—Ripens with Livingston and the fruit resembles that variety but the 
plants are not as vigorous. Bore heavily this season and the fruit was of good 
size and held up well to the end. Berries are inclined to run small when dry 
weather prevails. 
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Onondaga—A newer variety that gave a good yield this season. Fruit large, 
firm and of good quality. Plants note quite so vigorous as Cumberland, with 

which it ripens. 
RED RASPBERRIES. 

Of the older varieties, Marlboro and Phoenix excelled, while Brilliant, a new 
variety, gave the heaviest yield, although the showing made by several other 
kinds of this class of fruit was very good. 

Brilliant—Planted in 1901 and made an excellent showing this season. Plants 
hardy, vigorous and productive. Fruit large, round and a bright red in color. 
Moderately firm, with a mild, musky flavor. Quality low, but regardless of this 
its attractive appearance and productiveness make it a promising new market 

variety. 
Coutant—A new variety received from Wiley and Sons, N. Y., in 1901, gave 

a good yield this season. The plant is vigorous and bushy, throwing out many 
laterals. The fruit is of the largest size; roundish oblate in form and quality 
good. Pips large, irregular and inclined to be crumbly. Ripens with Church 

and resembles that variety. Requires further trial. 
Cuthbert—The vigor, productiveness and good shipping qualities combined, 

make this old variety a leading market sort in many localities. It can be planted 

to advantage as a medium and late sort. 
Barly King—The earliest kind tested this season. Plants moderately vigorous 

and quite productive. Berries of medium size and good quality. Valuable as 

an early sort. 
Loudon—While it has attracted a great deal of attention and has been largely 

planted for commercial purposes, it does not equal either Marlboro or Cuthbert. 
Lacking in vigor and productiveness. Suffers from the attack of root-gall 
Marlboro—This well-known variety still holds first place as an early mid- 

season kind for either home or market. Fruit large, firm and attractive. Plant 

vigorous and productive. 
Miller—An early ripening variety that is highly spoken of by many growers 

for market purposes. Plant vigorous and productive, but the fruit is inclined to 

run small towards the last of the season. 
Phoenix—Gave a good yield of large, attractive looking berries that lasted over 

a long season. Plants are stiff, stocky growers, with a dark, healthy foliage. 

Valuable for market. 

BLACKBERRIES. 

The blackberries gave a good yield this season. The fruit was large, and held 
its size well through the fruiting season, which can be attributed to the plenti- 

ful supply of rain at that time. Early Harvest was the most productive of the 
early kinds, while Wallace excelled as a mid-season sort, and Nevada gave the 
heaviest yield of any of the varieties, with Minnewaski, Knox, Ohmer and 
Eldorado next in point of value. Piasa, Lincoln, Childs, Maxwell and Western 
Triumph are of but slight value. Snyder and Taylor are hardy, vigorous and 
productive, but the fruit is rather small to compete successfully with the larger 

and more attractive kinds. 

Notes on Varieties. 

Early Harvest—Largely grown for early market; fruit inclined to run small, 
but the yield was large and of good size for this variety. 

Early King—Ripens with Early Harvest, but while not quite so productive 
as that variety, it excels it in size of fruit and for this reason would seem to be 
the more desirable of the two. 

Erie—Fruit large and attractive. Plant vigorous and hardy but only mod- 
erately productive. 
Eldorado—Very hardy and productive. Ripens a few days in advance of 

Snyder and is superior to that variety in size and flavor. It gave a good yield 
this season. Fruit medium to large, firm and of very good quality. 

Knox—Plant strong, vigorous and productive. Berries large, firm and of good 
quality. A good market variety. 
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Minnewaski—This variety gave the largest yield of any kind on trial last sea- 
son. This year the fruit was large and attractive, but there was only an average 
crop. A mid-season to late ripening sort that can be safely recommended for 
general planting. 
Mercereau—A new variety received from Wiley and Son, N. Y., in 1901. Ripens 

with Wallace, and resembles that variety in growth of plant and fruit. Berries 
farge, oblong, firm and of very good quality. Requires further trial. 
Nevada—This variety gave the largest yield of any kind on trial. The plants 

are strong and vigorous growers; quite productive; berries large, firm of good 
quality and rather late. One of the best. 
Ohmer—A late-ripening sort that has shown considerable merit. Plant slender, 

spreading and fairly productive. Fruit large, firm and very good in quality. 
Wallace—Very hardy, vigorous and productive. The fruit is large and retains 

its size well. As a mid-Season variety it ranks high. It came from Wisconsin 
some years ago. 

Wilson—Plant moderately vigorous, tender. AS compared with many other 
varieties when grown without winter protection, it is worthless, but with a 
location and soil adapted to it and with proper winter protection it is one of 
the most profitable market varieties for many growers. It has no equal as a 
shipper and with its large size and attractive appearance brings the highest 
market price. 

CURRANTS. 

The currants only made a fair showing this season. Red Dutch, Wilder, London ~ 
and Fay gave the largest yield of the red kinds; White Dutch excels among the 
white varieties, while Champion and Wales are the best of the black kinds. 
There is very little being done in a commercial way with black currants, although 
they bring a high price. This is probably due to their not being so productive 
as the red kinds and picking them is much slower. 

Notes on Varieties. 

Cherry, Fay and Select are practically alike and all are subject to the attack 
of the twig borer. Regardless of this, however, owing to the large size and 
attractive appearance of the fruit they bring the highest market price and are 
profitable market varieties. 
London—A leading market variety. Plant hardy, vigorous and usually very 

productive, although the fruit does not grow quite large enough to give the most 
satisfactory results. 

North Star—Plant a strong upright grower. Not so productive as London 
but the fruit runs larger. A fairly good market variety. 
Pomona—A new variety that originated in Indiana and was received in 1897. 

Fruit is large and attractive but the plants lack vigor and productiveness. 
Red Dutch—A well-known variety that generally makes a good showing. The 

plants are strong growers and are quite productive, but the fruit is rather small. 
White Dutch—The most desirable white kind on trial. Plants vigorous and 

productive. Fruit of medium size and of the highest quality. An excellent 
variety for home use but there is no demand for white currants. 
Wilder—The most promising variety on trial. Of the Cherry type in fruit, but 

the plants are much more vigorous and productive. The clusters are long, and 
ripen later than any other kind on trial. A valuable market variety. 

GOOSEBERRIBES. 

There was a very fine crop of gooseberries on all of the standard kinds. They 
were all sprayed early in the spring with Bordeaux mixture and later were 
given a number of applications of liver of sulphur (three ounces to ten gallons 
of water) and no mildew made its appearance. There are a number of choice 
English varieties that mildew badly unless thoroughly sprayed, but when this 
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is done and the disease is held in check they are very profitable market varieties, 

as with their large size and attractive appearance they bring fancy. prices. 

Auburn, Bendelon, Houghton, Pale Red, Smith, Strubler and Tree are unde- 

sirable here, being excelled by many varieties. 

English Varieties. 4 

Apex—aA fairly good market variety, bore nearly a full crop this season. Plant 

a good grower, quite productive. Berries medium to large, greenish yellow, quality 

good. 
Champion—Plant vigorous and very productive. Requires heavy pruning to 

get berries of good size. Gave a heavy yield of medium size fruit; quality only 

fair; free from mildew. A valuable market variety. 
Chautauqua—This variety with Keepsake and Columbus are the best high- 

class market varieties of the English type that are on trial. Fruit large, oval, 
greenish yellow and of good quality. Plant vigorous and productive. Subject to 

mildew. 
Columbus—Plant vigorous and productive. Berries large, roundish-oval with 

greenish yellow color and high quality. Bore heavily this season; valuable. 

Keepsake—One of the newer English kinds that has excelled in former seasons 
in productiveness and gave a large yield this year. Fruit large, oval, with well- 
marked greenish veins. Quality very good, inclined to mildew. One of the best. 
Lancashire—A very productive variety. Berries of large size and good quality, 

but its red color when mature is against it, as the green kinds sell much better. 

Otherwise a very good variety. 

American Varieties. 

Downing—This old, well-known variety still leads as the most profitable variety 
of the American kinds; vigorous and productive and the best variety for general 
planting. 
Pearl—Ranks next to Downing as a profitable market sort. Does not equal 

that variety in vigor or productiveness, but the fruit runs a little larger and is 

of better quality. A good market variety. 
Red Jacket—Plant moderately vigorous and very productive. Gave a good 

yield this season. Except for its red color a very good market sort. 

GRAPES. 

The grape crop as a whole was light this season, although a number of varieties 
gave a heavy yield of fine fruit. The varieties that gave the largest yield were 
Guinevra, Campbell, Eaton, Worden and Progress, while a good showing was 
made by Delaware, Diamond, Concord, Moore, Iona, Jefferson and Pocklington. 
No mildew and very little anthracnose made its appearance and the fruit was of 
very good quality. 
Brighton—A large, dark red grape of high quality, ripening about the middle 

of September. Only moderately productive. Valuable for market, and is a very 
desirable kind for home use. 
Campbell—This variety is making a fine record here and should be tried by all 

grape growers where an early market variety is desired. Of the Concord type, 
but it ripens ten days earlier than that variety. The vines are strong, vigorous 
and productive. The clusters are long, shouldered, moderately compact. Berries 
large, of good quality, tough-skinned and hang to the stems long after they 
ripen, making it a desirable variety for long distance shipping. Valuable for 
either home or market. 
Concord—The leading market variety in Michigan. Very hardy, vigorous and 

productive. It has been excelled in productiveness in the station vineyard by 
many new varieties during the past four or five seasons, showing that location 
and soil conditions are important factors to the highest development of even the 
hardiest varieties. 
Delaware—Gave a good yield this season but not so heavy as last. The most 

valuable red grape for home or market purposes. The reputation of this variety 

52 
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for dessert purposes ensures for it double the price of the leading black kinds. 
{n this locality the supply does not equal the demand for home consumption. 
Diamond—A white grape that ripens about a week in advance of Niagara 

and excels that variety in productiveness. A desirable variety to plant for either 
home use or market. Bunches long, shouldered and compact. Quality good. 

Early Ohio—This variety was received in 1900 and bore a good crop last sea- 
son and a partial crop this year. Ripens with Moore and Campbell. Vines quite 
vigorous and appear to be productive. Clusters are of medium size, cylindrical, 
shouldered, quite compact. Berries small to medium, black, quality only fair. 
Requires further trial. 
Eaton—This variety gave a very heavy yield this season. The bunches were 

large, of medium length, shouldered, thick, compact. Berries quite large, black, 
with a sprightly, vinous flavor, somewhat resembles Concord in appearance and 
ripens with that variety. It has lacked in productiveness some seasons but in 
many localities may prove a profitable variety. 
Guinerva—A white grape received from C. Engle of Paw Paw, Mich. This 

variety gave the heaviest yield of any kind on trial this season; vines hardy, 
vigorous and very productive. Clusters large, compact, greenish yellow and of 
good quality. Ripens a few days in advance of Niagara and should be tested 
by growers in different localities, for it is certainly a valuable variety as grown 
here. 

Iona—A late ripening red grape of very good quality. Productive, but inclined 
to ripen its fruit unevenly, and quite subject to mildew. Good for the home 
collection. 

Jefferson—Bore a good crop this season. Ripens rather late. Clusters large, 
loose; color red; quality good. A long keeper, valuable for home use. 

Jessica—One of the first to ripen. A small white grape of good quality and 
quite productive. Valuable for home use on account of its earliness. 
McPike—Ripens with Concord and has the distinct flavor of that variety. 
Moore—An early ripening black grape of good quality and quite productive. 

Clusters of medium size and compact. Berries medium large, with a very tender 
skin, requiring very careful handling. 

Niagara—The leading white grape for home use or market. 
Pocklington—A large, white grape. Bore a heavy crop of fine fruit, but has 

not been reliable enough in past years to be recommended. 
Progress—This variety bore its first fruit in 1901 and last season made a fair 

showing, but in 1903 bore quite heavily; vines vigorous but rather slender. 
Clusters of medium size, cylindrical, shouldered and very compact. Berries small 
to medium-sized, with fair to good quality. Color black. Ripens with Concord 
and promises to be productive. 

Ulster—A red grape of fine quality ripening in late September, only moderately 
vigorous, but very productive. Should be thinned to get annual crops and insure 

the ripening of the fruit. Bunches of medium size, very compact. Valuable for 
home planting. 
Vergennes—A red grape of good quality; ripens late and keeps well. Productive 

here. Desirable for home use and in a small way for market. 
Worden—One of the leading market varieties. A seedling of Concord. Ripens 

a few days in advance of that variety and excels it in quality and productiveness 
here. Valuable for either home or market purpose. 

CHERRIES. 

The cherry crop was unusually good considering the heavy frosts of April 29th 
and 30th, which did great damage to nearly all classes of fruit. Without doubt 
the proximity to the lake saved the fruit on the station grounds as the injury 
was much greater a mile further inland and especially in orchards situated on 
the lower lands. The trees blossomed very full and nearly all of the early sorts 
were in full bloom at the time of the frost. The sweet kinds that bore full crops 
were Napoleon, Early Purple, Windsor, Mary Kirtland, Cleveland and Ida, with 
nearly a full crop from Ohio Beauty, Gov. Wood, Plymouth, Eagle, Downer and 
Yellow Spanish. Of the Duke class, Montrueil, Carnation and Eugenie gave heavy 
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yields, while of the sour kinds Montmorency, Dyehouse, Sklanka, Suda and 
Ostheimer gave very heavy yields. 

The fruit of the sweet varieties was very fine, and this class of fruit sold at a 
premium. In marketing the fruit it was noticed that the reports quoted fancy 
cherries with clipped stems at higher prices than when shipped in the ordinary 
way and for experimental purposes quite a large number of crates of clipped 
stems were shipped, at the same time crates of the same varieties were sent in 
the ordinary way. The results were that those with the clipped stems sold for 
from twenty-five to forty cents per crate higher than when unclipped. This is 
not enough to make it profitable, as there is by actual measure, two quarts more 
fruit in a sixteen-quart crate of clipped cherries than when unclipped. Taking 
into consideration the extra amount of labor and the improved appearance of 
the fruit, the clipped stems should bring at least from one-third to one-half more 
than unclipped. 

The spraying was done as in former seasons, one application of copper sulphate 
solution, two pounds to fifty gallons of water, being given early, and two of 
Bordeaux mixture, and arsenite of lime within a period of twenty days after 
blossoms had fallen, except in a part of one block, where one tree of each variety 
were sprayed with dust the same number of times as with liquid as a comparison 

with the older method. No difference could be seen in the quality of the fruit, 
but when the liquid Bordeaux was used the trees held the foliage a little later 
in the season. 

Brusseller Braune—The latest ripening variety on trial. Fruit large, dark red, 
flesh and juice colored. Stems long, with smali leaf attached to base. Quality 
fine for a sour cherry, but not productive enough to be valuable for general 

planting. 
Dyehouse—Very productive, ripens if anything a little before Richmond. Trees 

not so vigorous and fruit.a little smaller than that variety. A good early market 
variety. 
Lancaster—One of the newer varieties that comes in the Richmond season, 

but lacks the vigor and productiveness of that variety. Fruit large, color light 
and dark red, flesh light; juice colorless. Cannot be recommended. 
Montmorency—During the past six years this variety has borne five full and 

one nearly full crops. No other variety on trial has this record. 
Northeast—Of the English Morello type. Trees dwarfish in habit and very pro- 

ductive. Somewhat lacking in vigor but valuable as a late market variety. All 
of this type are subject to leaf blight and drop their foliage early in the season, 
unless thoroughly sprayed two or three times with Bordeaux mixture. 
Richmond—Vigorous and productive. Well known as a profitable early market 

sort. 

Sklanka—Ripened with Dyehouse this season and bore a full crop. Tree a 
more upright and thicker grower and fruit runs large, but has lacked the pro- 
ductiveness of that variety. 

Suda—Very productive; of the English Morello type but more vigorous than 
any other varieties of that class. Ripens ten days later than Montmorency and is 
a valuable variety for common purposes. Fruit medium to large, dark red, heart- 
shaped. Profitable. 

Wrageg—tTree a slow grower, very productive, fruit large, heart-shaped, dark red, 
Tripens late. Valuable. 

DUKES. 

Carnation—Bore a fine crop of fruit this season. Trees are strong, upright and 
spreading. Fruit large, roundish, slightly compressed, sometimes oblate; color 
very dark red, quite firm, quality fine. Ripens a few days in advance of Montrueil 

and of this class ranks next to that variety in value, 
Magnifique—Tree upright, stout, moderately vigorous and productive. One 

of the best Dukes on trial. Fruit is large, light colored, late in ripening and of 
good quality. Valuable as a late ripening variety. 

May Duke—An early ripening variety of fine quality. Desirable for home use, 
but not productive enough for market. 
Montreuil—The most profitable variety in the station collection, and with 

Brusseller Braune bringing the highest market price. Tree moderately vigorous, 
very productive. Fruit large, heart-shaped, slightly compressed; color dark red, 
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almost black when matured. Quality fine. Ripens with Montmorency but has @ 
longer season. Should be tried in every orchard. . 

SWEET CHERRIES. 

Cleveland—tTree a very strong, spreading grower and productive. Fruit medium 
to large, compressed, slightly heart-shaped, color light yellow, shaded with red; 
quality fair. 

Black Eagle—Tree moderately vigorous and productive. Fruit medium-sized, 
compressed, heart-shaped, color dark red, almost black when fully matured, quality 
fine. Desirable for home use. « 

Early Purple—The earliest ripening variety on the station grounds. Tree 
moderately vigorous, quite productive. Fruit medium-sized, dark red, quality 
good. Of no value except as protected with netting, otherwise birds take them 
before matured. Valuable for home use on account of earliness. 
Elton—A very large, handsome cherry of fine quality. Tree quite vigorous, 

but has lacked productiveness. 
Ida—A large, light-colored cherry of good quality. Tree fairly vigorous, very 

productive. Ripens with Gov. Wood but excels that variety. 
Mary Kirtland—Tree moderately vigorous, very productive. Fruit medium to 

large, handsomely mottled with light and dark red, heart-shaped, very fine, in- 
clined to crack when ripening, quality good. Valuable for home or market. 
Napoleon—Hardy, vigorous and very productive. Fruit large to very large; 

color, yellow, shaded with rich red on exposed side, very firm; quality good. Has 
the fault of cracking open when ripening as is the case with all firm-fleshed cher- 
ries. valuable market variety. 
Plymouth—This new variety is proving to be vigorous and productive. Fruit 

is of good quality, but is of medium size only. Ripens with Napoleon. Does not 
equal that variety in size or appearance. 

Yellow Spanish—An old, well-known variety; hardy, vigorous and productive. 
Valuable for either home or market. 
Windsor—The best dark-colored sweet variety under trial. Ripens soon after 

Napoleon and ranks next to that variety fcr home or market purpose. Tree 
vigorous and productive. Fruit large, heart-shaped, firm, dark red, almost black, 
quality good. 
Wood—Quite largely planted for early market or home purposes. Tree vigorous 

and productive. Fruit medium to large, light-yellow, shaded with bright red, 
very tender; sometimes rots badly. Quality good. Ripe June 16th. 

PLUMS. 

-The plum crop was very satisfactory this year, as the yield from the European 
varieties was unusually heavy. Varieties like Coe and Columbia that usually have 
been shy bearers gave heavy yields this season. 

A comparative test was made with the dust spray vs. the regular Bordeaux 
and the arsenites. For the dust one row in the northeast block was chosen; the 
rest of the trees on the grounds receiving the regular spraying. Seven applications 
were given in all, beginning before the blossoms opened, the second within a week 
after the blossoms had fallen and the other five were given at intervals of a week 
or ten days, as seemed best. There were no Japan varieties in this test, the 
trees of this class being in the other blocks and these were sprayed with one-half 
strength Bordeaux mixture. The foliage being tender like the peach will not 
stand full strength. All other plum trees on the grounds received the copper 
sulphate solution early, and within a week after blossoms had fallen were given 
an application of Bordeaux mixture and arsenite of lime and three more were 
given at intervals of from ten to fifteen days. After the plums began to ripen, 
two applications of weak copper sulphate (three ounces to fifty gallons of water) 
were given to control the rot. Careful observation during the season showed 
that the injury from curculio was greater on trees where the liquid spray was 
used than on those treated with dust, and the latter was apparently fully as 
effectual in controlling the rot, although neither method of spraying kept the 
disease wholly in check, Lombard, Shipper and Burbank No. 7 rotting quite badly 
when beginning to ripen. In plum culture the brown rot is a very serious prob- 
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fem and it is not a question of the use of any of one method of spraying to keep 
it under control, but the various preventive measures should also be used. While 
the curculio stung a large number of plums, the crop was so heavy that the 
damage was very slight, and thinning was absolutely necessary with a large 
number of varieties, in order to save the trees from breaking down. 

THINNING. 

Tests of thinning to varying degrees was again practiced and the results were 
practically the same as obtained in 1902. The fruit was much larger and sold for 
a much higher price, and the thinning is one of the preventive measures in 
helping to control the rot. One of the points observed this season was to see if 
thinning would induce annual crops and from a theoretical standpoint it would 
seem practical, but it did not prove so with the varieties Burbank and Abundance, 
which set a heavy crop in 1902, when one tree of each variety was thinned when 
the fruit was about the size of a hickory nut, leaving them about two inches 
apart. The trees thinned in 1902 showed no more blooms and set no more fruit 
this season than the trees left unthinned. However, the commercial results ob- 
tained prove the practice of thinning to be a profitable one. 

MARKETING. 

In marketing the plums, the large fancy kinds sell best in four-basket tomato 
crates, using the one-fifth bushel basket for the smaller kinds and the sixteen- 
quart crate for the small Blue Damsons. This of course applies to the Chicago 
market. For canning factories the smaller varieties are desirable as the bulk of 
their products is used by hotels and restaurants by whom large numbers in a 
can rather than large size is preferred. For this class of trade there would be 
but little gain in thinning, 

Notes on Varieties.—European. 

Agen Prune—An old French variety of good quality. Bore a full crop this 
season. Has been only moderately productive in the past and the fruit is too 
small to make it a first-class market variety. Ripe September 1st. 

Arch Duke—Gave a heavy yield this season. Fruit large, oval, black, with thick 
bloom; flesh rather firm, greenish-yellow, quality good. Ripens in advance of 
Grand Duke but is not quite so productive as that variety. Ripe August 25th. 

Arctic—Tree vigorous, moderately productive in the past, and gave a good 
yield this season. Fruit small, dark blue, quality fair. Not valuable. Ripe 

August 11th. 
Aubert—Resembles Yellow Egg. Tree upright, vigorous, moderately productive; 

gave a very heavy crop this year. Ripe August 28th. 
Bavay—An old, well-known variety, very productive and of fine quality; valu- 

able for either home or market. Ripe September 10th. 
Clyman—A new variety received in 1895. Originated on the farm of Mrs. 

Clyman in the Napa valley, California. Tree upright, vigorous. Fruit roundish- 
oblong, suture well marked; stem one-half to three-fourths inches, medium stout, 
set in a narrow, rather deep cavity; color dark purple with bluish bloom; flesh 
yellow, firm, juicy, free from pit; flavor sprightly, almost sweet; quality good 
to very good. Ripe July 27th. Fruited for the first time last year and bore a 
partial crop this season. Should it prove productive it will be valuable as an 

early market sort. 
Columbia—Late in coming into bearing. Tree vigorous, upright, spreading; 

bore a full crop this year. Fruit large to very large, nearly round; color purple 
with bluish bloom; quality fine. Ripe August 24th. Of some merit for home 

and market. 
Czar—A medium-sized, blue plum of excellent quality but lacks in productive- 

ness. 
Black Diamond—Ripens with and is practically identical with Kingston. Tree 

vigorous and productive. Fruit large, blue black, handsome. One of the most 

profitable varieties on trial. 
Dr. Uff—A prune of Hungarian origin. Received in 1893 from Division of 

Pomology. Two lots of scions were received, supposed to be the same variety, 
but they prove to be different. The first variety to ripen was medium to large; 
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color dark purple with a light blue bloom, form roundish-ovate, one-half usually 
enlarged, stem one-half inch, rather stout; cavity shallow, smooth; texture 
medium firm, juicy; flesh yellow, cling, quality good. Ripe August 14th. The 
other variety ripened August 25th, and the fruit was small to medium in size, 
round to roundish-oblong; color greenish-yellow with a faint, red tinge and small 
blotches on one side. Suture broad, well marked; stem one-half inch, medium; 
cavity small, smooth; texture tender; juicy; flesh greenish-yellow, very sweet, 
rich; free-stone; quality fine. Not attractive enough nor quite large enough to 
make a good market variety. 

Fellenberg—lItalian Prune—A very profitable variety. Tree low, very spread- 
ing, moderately vigorous; very productive. Fruit long, oval, pointed at ends, 
compressed; color black with thick blue bloom; flesh greenish-yellow; firm, rather 
juicy; quality good; excellent for preserving. Ripe last of August. 

Field—Ripens with Bradshaw and resembles that variety in form, color and 
quality, but has not been quite as large, nor as productive in the past; gave a full 
crop this season. 

French Damson—A valuable market variety. Has been rather late in coming 
into bearing. Gave a full yield this year. Fruit larger than Shropshire and fully 
equal for preserving purposes. 

Giant Prune—A large, dark red plum of good quality. Ripened a full crop of 
fruit about September 1st; valuable for home or market. 

Grand Duke—One of the most profitable varieties on trial. Large, handsome, 
very firm, ripens late, very productive. 

Hungarian—Of medium size, nearly round; dark purple with thick blue bloom, 
very tender, juicy, quality fair. Productive, but too tender to make a desirable 
market variety. 

Kingston—Tree vigorous and very productive. Fruit large, firm; black with 
a dense blue bloom, which makes it very attractive for market purposes. One 
of the most valuable plums. 

Lincoln—Fruit large te very large; quality very good; productive and valuable 
for home use or nearby markets, but rather tender for long distance shipping. 
Lombard—One of the most productive varieties. Fruit rots badly and the 

trees are subject to the attack of shot-hole fungus. Too small for fancy market 
unless well thinned, but well liked for canning purposes. 
Lyon—Rather late in coming into bearing, but it,bore a full crop this season. 

Tree upright, vigorous, spreading. fKruit large, round, yeliow, quality good. 
Valuable for market if it should continue to bear well. Season middle of August. 
Monarch—The most valuable late ripening variety on trial. Trees vigorous 

and very productive, and come into bearing early. Fruit large, dark blue, 
attractive. Season middle of September. Should be tried by all plum growers 
where this class will grow. 

Moody—A large, reddish-purple plum of good quality. Ripens in early Septem- 
ber. Productive and valuable for home and market. 

Muscat Free—A new variety of the “Italian Prune” type. Received in 1894 
from the Division of Pomology. Bore its first fruit last year and a full crop this 
season. Tree low, stocky, spreading, slow growing. Fruit medium in size, long, 
oval or ovate, flattened on one side. Suture broad and well-marked. Color black 
with thick blue bloom. Flesh moderately firm and juicy; color greenish-yellow; 
flavor sweet, rich; of fine quality; pit free, long, flat. Ripens a week later than 
Fellenburg. 

Quetsche Freestone—Received from the Division of Pomology in 1894. Tree 
upright, quite vigorous, and promises to be productive. Fruit small to medium, 
oval; very firm; color black with blue bloom. Flesh yellow, juicy, sharp. Not 
large enough for a good market plum. 

Shipper (Pride)—-A medium to large, attractive looking plum. Ripens Sep- 
tember ist. Inclined to rot badly and lacks in productiveness. 

Shropshire (Damson)—A well-known market variety. Trees productive and the 
fruit brings the highest price. Should be handled in sixteen-quart crates to get 
best results. 

Spaulding—Of the Green Gage type, but ripens two weeks in advance of Bavay. 
Tree vigorous and quite productive. Of medium size and very good in quality. 

Splendor (Prune)—Received from Stark Bros. in 1895. Bore a few fruits in 
1902 and gave a half crop this year. Fruit long, oval, with neck; size medium; 
suture just a line; stem three-fourths to one inch, rather slender; color dark 

‘tee 
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purple with blue bloom; flesh firm, yellow and moderately juicy, sweet; quality 
good. Requires further trial. 

Throop—Scions received from Geo. E. Ruedy, Colfax, Wash., in 1896. Fruit 
large, ovate, apex roundish; color dark purple; cavity deep, abrupt, smooth; flesh 

yellow, firm and juicy; rather coarse and stringy; flavor vinous, not rich; quality 
fair. Requires further trial. Ripe August 17th. 

Throop No. 2—Received with Throop. One of the latest varieties under trial. 
Fruit large to very large, oblong, ovate, one side enlarged; color reddish-purple 

with thick, light blue bloom; suture broad and deep; texture firm; flesh greenish- 
yellow, a little coarse; flavor sweet; quality good. Bore a full crop this season 
and its large size and ripening season make it a promising variety. 

Victoria—Of large size, attractive in appearance and good quality; very pro- 
ductive but very subject to rot. 

Violette—A new variety that ripened fruit for the first time this season. Re- 
ceived from Eliwanger and Barry in 1896. Tree upright, spreading; rather a slow 
grower. Fruit small to medium in size; color dark purple, with a thin blue bloom; 
suture shallow but plainly marked. Stem medium, slender, set in a smooth, 
shallow cavity; flesh yellow, tender; juicy, melting, with sweet rich flavor; 
quality very good. Adherence semi- cling. Ripe August 25th. 

Wangenheim—A medium-sized, blue, German plum of fine quality; ‘productive 
and excellent for preserving purposes. Ripe late in August. 

White Queen—Received from the Division of Pomology in 1890. Gave nearly 
a full crop this season for the first. Fruit is of large size; form roundish, ovate, 
flattened at base; color yellow; mottled with light red and covered with a heavy 
whitish bloom; suture a line; stem medium, stout, set in a shallow cavity; flesh 
yellow, tender, juicy, sweet, rich; fine quality; pit, cling, small, plump, oval. 
Season last of August. Not very desirable from the length of time taken to get 
into bearing. 
Yellow Egg—Ripens last of August. Very large, oval, yellow, good. A fairly 

good market sort. 

Japan Varieties. 

Abundance—Largely planted for early market. An early and abundant bearer; 
color yellow, shaded with red; tender, juicy and of good quality. Early August. 
Babcock—Ripens with Burbank, but the tree is more upright in growth. Bore 

a full crop this’ season. Fruit large, roundish-conical, sometimes heart-shaped; 
color dark reddish-purple when fully matured; bloom thin, purplish; flesh yellow; 
rather firm, juicy; flavor mild; quality only fair. 
Burbank—One of the best of the Japan varieties. Tree a very strong and 

spreading grower; comes into bearing early and is very productive. Valuable 
for market. 

Climax—Originated by Luther Burbank of California. Dormant budded trees 
were received from Wiley and Son, N. Y., in 1900, and buds were also received 
from Stark Bros., Mo.,«the same year. Fruits from both buds and tree were 
obtained this season. Fruit large, heart-shaped; suture distinct; cavity very 
deep, large; stem short, stout; color, dark red, with many yellow dots; flesh 
yellow, firm, moderately juicy; flavor sweet, rich, quality fine. Specimens placed 
on shelves in the office kept for ten days without rotting, indicating that it is a 
long keeper. The large size, attractive appearance, good quality and early bearing 
tendency affords a very promising outlook for this variety. Ripened August 8th. 
Hale—Of medium size; color pale yellow, with a tinge of red on the exposed 

side; texture tender, juicy; flavor sweet but bitter next to skin and pit; season 
late August, unproductive as yet. 

Ogon—Of medium size; greenish-yellow; quality low. Ripens early, moderately 
productive. Not valuable. 

Red June—Of medium size and good quality; firm and ripens early; produc- 
tive and one of the most profitable of its class. 

Satsuma (Blood Plum)—Tree vigorous and productive. Fruit large and at- 
tractive; color reddish-purple with dark purple flesh; very firm, juicy. Of poor 
quality to eat out of hand but excellent when preserved. Valuable for either 
home or market. 
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PEACHES. 

The yield of peaches was lighter this season than any year since 1899, although 
quite a number of varieties gave full crops of fine-looking fruit. The quality 
was an improvement over last year, but the season was too cold and wet to allow 
the devleopment of the highest flavor. As a whole, the trees did not bloom as 
full as usual except in the tops of the trees, there being but few live buds or 
blossoms on the lower branches, except upon the hardier varieties. The cold snap 
of February 17, 18 and 19 evidently did the most damage to the buds. The 
heavy frosts of April 29 and 30 and the curl leaf which was worse than it had 
been for years helped also in cutting the crop down to the low limit reached in the 
fruit belt this year. The varieties that gave full crops were Brown, Barnard, 
Gold Drop, Grensboro, LaFleur, Lemon Free, Longhurst, Triumph, Red Seed- 
ling and Willett, with nearly a full crop from Connett, Ford, Switzerland and 
Crothers. 

SPRAYING. 

The leaf curl was worse last spring than for many years. Reports of damage 
came from all sections. On the station grounds the fact was again demonstrated 
that thorough spraying with copper sulphate solution (2 lbs. to 50 gallons of 
water) will control this disease. The spraying should be done not later than 
the first week in April as it must be given before the buds swell. Otherwise the 
spraying is of no value. When the regular spraying was done, one tree each, of 
June Rose and Brunson, was left unsprayed to note the results. The unsprayed 
trees showed from fifty to sixty-five per cent of diseased leaves, against from 
three to five per cent on sprayed trees ‘The varieties reported by different grow- 
ers as being the worst to curl were Elberta, Lewis and Kalamazoo. The reports 
from many of the growers who sprayed for curl leaf were not satisfactory as only 
a few secured good results. Upon inquiry, some admitted that they did not spray 
very thoroughly, as the disease had not been very bad in the past two or three 
years, and others who had sprayed in former years did not spray this season 
for this reason. This accounts for the poor results obtained and the only safe 
rule in controlling the disease is to spray and spray thoroughly every year. A 
comparative test was made between Bordeaux mixture and copper sulphate (2 
pounds to 50 gallons of water). Quite a number of fruit growers who have used 
both mixtures claim better results from the Bordeaux mixture than with the blue 
vitriol. Here the results were excellent with both materials and no difference 
could be seen. To determine the effects of a heavy rain within an hour after spray- 
ing for curl leaf, the barrel was rinsed out and filled with clear water and one tree 
each of four varieties, Bishop, Lewis, Ede and Muir was thoroughly drenched, 
as though there had been a heavy rain. There was no difference in the amount 
of curl leaf on trees drenched and those not drenched, except a very little upon 
the Lewis tree. These results show conclusively that the action of the copper 
sulphate is almost instantaneous in destroying the spores of this fungus and 
that a heavy rain does not destroy its fungicidal effect for leaf curl. Also, 
one tree each of four varieties was washed off twenty-four hours after being 
sprayed and no difference could be detected between the trees washed and un- 
washed. One tree each of the bearing varieties were sprayed with Bordeaux 
mixture: and arsenic after the fruit had set. Very little rot made its appearance 
on the early varieties either on trees sprayed or unsprayed, but later in the sea- 
son the rot was quite bad upon Barnard and Corner, while other varieties had 
very little. The thinning experiment started last season was brought to an end 
by the frosts as none of the varieties in the test had a sufficiently heavy crop to 
require thinning. 5 

Notes on Varieties. 

Advance—Received from and originated by C. Engle of Paw Paw, Mich. Of 
medium to large size; color white with a red cheek; quite firm; quality good. 
Ripe August 10th. Not sufficiently productive to be recommended; semi-cling. 
Allen—Resembles Jacques Rareripe. Of large size and good quality, but less 

productive than that variety. 
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Arctic—A medium-sized, yellow freestone, ripening about the middle of Sep- 
tember, quality poor and apparently of no value. 

Bequette—Very large, white, freestone; quality fair. Ripens with Elberta and 
is decidedly of that type of peach in tree and fruit. Productive but not desira- 
rable on account of color. 

Bickell—White, small, poor quality, late. Not valuable. 
Bishop—Ripens just before and with Lewis. Bore nearly a full crop of fine 

looking fruit this year. Fruit creamy-white with a red cheek; quality good; free- 
stone; productive. 

Brunson—Ripens with and resembles Kalamazoo and is fully equal to that 

variety. 
Brown—Resembles Lewis and seems even more productive than that variety. 

Sometimes rots badly, although free this year. Gave a heavy yield of fine fruit. 
Capital—Received in 1896. Fruited for the first time in 1902 with a partial crop 

and gave but a light yield this season. Ripens with Smock; fruit large, oval, some- 
times compressed; color yellow with faint red blush on one side; flesh yellow 
red at pit; tender, rather dry; quality low. Not promising. 
Champion—One of the most desirable white peaches, very large, handsome; 

quality very good; quite productive but rather tender for long distance shipping. 
Connecticut—A small, late-ripening, yellow freestone of good quality; unpro- 

ductive. Not valuable. 
Connett—A large, white-fleshed peach, ripening with Lewis; very productive; 

free from rot. One of the best of its season. 
Corner—Of the Chili type in form and color, but ripens a few days earlier. 

Has not been a reliable bearer, but gave a good crop this year. 

Crothers—A late-ripening, white-fleshed variety, of good quality and attractive 
appearance; a very productive and valuable white peach. 

Dennis—Of small size, clear yellow, good quality. Quite productive; season 
early September. Not valuable. 

Early Barnard—Not different from Barnard. Hardy, productive; fruit large 
and of good quality. A little inclined to cling to pit. Rotted worse than any other 
variety. 
Ede—Ripens ten days earlier and resembles Elberta in form and color. Smaller 

than that variety and not productive enough to be valuable. 

Emperor—Received from J. H. Black, New Jersey, in 1898. Ripens with it 
and is of the Smock type. Fruit medium-sized, oval; color yellow, with 
faint red blush; texture fair. Not promising. Bore only a few specimens this 
year. 
Engle—One of the most profitable varieties on trial. It failed to yield over 

a half crop this year, but up to this season the trees bore three full crops of 
fine fruit in succession. The fruit is large, handsome, and of fine quality. Not 
so good a shipper as Elberta which follows it in season, but superior in other 
respects. 

Ford—Ripens a week in advance of Lewis and although a white-fleshed peach 
seems of too much merit to be lost sight of. Trees hardy and very productive. 
Fruit large, handsomely colored and of good quality. Free from rot, semi-cling. 

Ford Red—A handsomely colored, white-fleshed peach, ripening the first week 
in September. Productive, but coming with the yellow kinds at that time is not 
desirable. 

Gold* Drop—Very hardy and productive, inclined to overbear; quality fine. 
Requires heavy pruning and thinning and high cultivation; does well on the 
heavier soils. A valuable market variety. 

Greensboro—Ripened a few days in advance of the Rivers and gave a heavy | 
yield of exceptionally fine-looking fruit this season; texture tender; quality poor; 
semi-cling. Not valuable. 

Husted (101)—Fruit of medium to large size and of the Chili type. Ripens 
with Engle, but does not equal that variety. 

Jersey Yellow—Of medium size, yellow; freestone; quality poor. Ripe October 
1st. Unproductive as yet. 

Kalamazoo—A well-known, valuable, market variety. Trees quite produc- 
tive. Fruit large, yellow with a faint cheek. Flesh light-yellow, tender and 
excellent in quality. 
LaFleur—This variety with Longhurst and Willett made the finest showing 

of any varieties on trial. All are seedlings of Chili, high colored, very large, 
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being fully equal to Crawfords or Elbertas in size this season. LaFleur ripens 
a few days in advance of Longhurst and has not been quite as productive in the 
past. 
Lemon Free—Hardy in bud, very productive. Fruit large, late, quality only 

fair; color clear yellow when ripened under best conditions, but greenish-yellow 
and rather unattractive when the weather is cold and wet, as in the past season. 
Considered by some a good, late market variety. Ripens about with Smock. 
Lewis—A well-known market variety. Hardy and very productive. Subject 

to leaf curl and sometimes rots badly. One of the best sorts for early market 
purposes. 
Longhurst—One of the hardiest in bud; very productive. A seedling of the 

Chili and an improvement on that variety in size. Requires heavy pruning and 
thinning. One of the best this season. 
McCollister—A very large, handsome, yellow, freestone, ripens a few days before 

Smock. The trees are strong, vigorous growers and productive. Not very widely 
disseminated. It seems worthy of a place in every commercial orchard. 
New Prolific—Bore a half crop of fine fruit this season. Fruit large, handsome, 

highly colored; fine quality. Ripens with Kalamazoo and Brunson. 
Oceana—Of large size, attractive appearance and good quality. Bore a fair 

crop this year. Ripens with Engle. A good market variety. 
Red Cheek—Well-known variety, large, attractive. Ripe middle of September. 

Moderately productive. 
Red Seedling—Gave a very heavy yield this season. Fruit large, roundish; 

color creamy-white with handsome red cheek; flesh white, tender, juicy; quality 
good. Ripe August 18th. 
Salway—The very best variety of its season; large, yellow with red cheek; 

quality good; a fine long distance shipper, and a valuable market variety. Late 
September. 
Smock—Ripens just before Salway and is one of the valuable late market 

varieties. September 20. 

Stevens Rareripe—Of large size, attractive appearance and good quality; flesh 
white. Ripens in late September. Desirable where a peach of that class is 
desired. Rather unproductive. 

St. John—A large, fine-looking, yellow freestone peach of fine quality. Ripe 
August 25th. Lacks productiveness here but is considered a valuable market 
variety by some growers. , 

Switzerland—Ripens about with Stevens. White, with red cheek; smaller than 
that variety but more productive. 
Triumph—Gave a heavy yield of large, handsome fruit this season. Rotted 

very little this year. Hardy in bud, vigorous and very productive. Requires 
heavy pruning and thinning. Considered worthless by some growers on account 
of its tendency to rot. The earliest yellow peach on trial. 

Willett—Practically identical with Longhurst. Of the Chili type. Hardy, 
very productive. Fruit large, highly colored, quality good. Possibly not the true 
variety. 

Zea—Received in 1897 from C. Engle of Paw Paw. Fruited but little as yet; 
fruit large, roundish-oblate; color white, overlaid with red; flesh white, tender, 
juicy; mild-flavored, quality poor. Ripe August 11th. Freestone. Not promising. 

PEARS. ' 

The pear crop was much lighter than last season, but the Duchess, Danas Hovey, 
Flemish, Giffard, Kieffer and Seckel were especially productive. The fruit was of 
good size and free from scab and worms. Danas Hovey, a late ripening variety 
of the highest quality, brought the highest price per bushel, selling in Chicago at 
$2.00 per bushel, with Seckel next in order at $1.75 per bushel. From all reports 
this was a year for growers of the Kieffer, as the crop of Bartlett and other stand- 
ard varieties being light, they sold well. 

The pear psylla was found working quite badly upon a few trees but by a 
thorough application of kerosene emulsion they were checked, using one gallon 
of oi] and one pound of soap to fourteen gallons of water and adding one pound 
of pyrethrum powder to a barrel of emulsion. The dust spray was not effectual 
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in controlling them, and the use of kerosene emulsion became necessary. Some 
of the new varieties that fruited last season failed to produce any fruit this year. 
In spraying the pears were given the same treatment as the apples. 

Notes on Varieties. 

Angoulume (Duchess)—One of the most profitable varieties grown; usually 
on dwarf stock; very large; season Jate; comes into bearing early and is very 

productive. 
Anjou—aA late-ripening variety of large size and fine quality, but slow in com- 

ing into bearing. October and November. 
Barry—Lacks in productiveness and is of poor quality. Fruit is large and 

attractive, color cinnamon russet. Season December to April. 
Bartlett—Still leads as the most profitable variety grown. 
Bloodgood—A fine dessert pear, ripening in early August. Of medium size; 

color brownish-russet, rather unattractive in appearance, but of fine quality. Pro- 

ductive. 
Bosc—Of. large size with rich golden russet skin; handsome; quality best. A 

valuable late fall variety. 
Boussock—Of large size and fair quality; season late September. Generally 

quite productive. 
Danas Hovey—Fruit small, obtuse-pyriform; color rich yellow-russet. Quality 

very best. Fully equal to Seckel in every respect, and in season one month later. 
Valuable. 

Desportes—Size medium; color greenish-yellow, blotched with russet and a 
faint blush on exposed side; quality poor, unproductive. Not valuable. Season 
early August. 
Drouard—Of medium size; yellow, sprinkled with many russet dots; form 

obovate, obtuse-pyriform; texture firm, breaking, granular; flavor mild, vinous, 
perfumed; quality fair; season December to February. 

Early Duchess—F ree, vigorous and very productive. Resembles Angoulume in 
form, color and flesh, but somewhat smaller and three weeks earlier. A valuable 
market variety. 

Elizabeth (Manning)—Tree a handsome, vigorous grower and very productive. 
Fruit small, yellow, with bright red cheek; quality very good. Ripe August 15th. 

Fitzwater—Size medium to large; form obvate, obtuse-pyriform; color yellow, 
with blotches of cinnamon russet; quality good. Season October. Of some merit 
for market. 
Flemish—Tree vigorous and productive; fruit large and of very good quality; 

scabs badly unless thoroughly sprayed and is being displaced by other varieties. 
Fred Clapp—Tree vigorous and productive; fruit medium to large; roundish- 

obovate; color yellow; quality good. October. Valuable for home or market. 
Gansel Seckel—Size smail to medium; unattractive in appearance; season late 

October. Unproductive. Not valuable. 

Garber—Resembles Kieffer in fruit and growth of tree. Ripens a little in ad- 
vance of and lacks much of the productiveness of that variety. Fruit soon 
decayed. Not promising. 

Giffard—Of medium size and good quality; pyriform; color greenish-yellow 
with dull red cheeks. Ripens in early August and is valuable for either home 
use or early market. 

Groveland—Ripens with and in form, color and flavor resembles Anjou. Trees 
lack vigor and are unproductive as yet. 

Howell—A well-known, very productive and valuable market variety. 
Kieffer—Tree vigorous and very productive. But little injured by blight in 

‘Michigan. Fruit attractive in appearance, but rather coarse in flesh and inferior 
in quality. A long keeper and shipper. Valuable. 
Kentucky—Small; very poor quality. Worthless. 

Kraus No. 18—Received from C. F. Kraus in 1895. Bore a half crop last year 
and nearly a full crop this year. Fruit large, obtuse-pyriform, color rich yellow 
with a handsomely striped red cheek; flavor sweet, vinous, perfumed; texture 
tender, melting; quality good. Ripens with Bartlett and is a promising variety. 

Kraus No. 41—A medium-sized variety ripening in late August; size medium; 
color yellow; quality very poor. Not valuable. 
Lawrence—An early winter variety of good quality. Of medium size; color 

yellow. Valuable for both home and market. 
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Lincoln—Received in 1894 from Augustine & Co, Normal, Ill. Fruited for the 
first time this season. Tree an upright, vigorous grower. Fruit medium-sized, 
obovate, obtuse, pyriform; smooth; color clear yellow; flesh white, firm, breaking; 
moderately juicy; flavor mild, sweet; quality fair to good. Season middle of 
October. Requires another trial. 
Longworth—Tree vigorous and productive; quality very poor. Not valuable. 
Millett—A very productive winter variety. Fruit small, unattractive in appear- 

ance and inferior in quality. Worthless. 

Mt. Vernon—Size medium; color yellow, russeted; quality fair. Tree vigorous 
and very productive. Of value for market. 

President—Very large; form roundish-obovate; color yellow, covered with 
russety markings and dots; flesh yellowish, rather coarse; juicy, vinous; with 
fair to good quality. November. Rather tardy bearer. 

Reeder—tTree vigorous and quite productive. Fruit medium-sized; obtuse-pyri- 
form; color yellow. Resembles Howell, but ripens two weeks later; quality good. 
Does well here. 

Rostiezer—Of small size and unattractive appearance but of fine quality. Ripens 
in late August. 
Rutter—Tree vigorous and productive. Fruit large, yellow. Quality good. 

Ripens middle of October. Valuable for either home or market. 

Seckel—Trees compact and symmetrical. Productive of fruit of the’ highest 
quality; valuable for either home or market. A delicious dessert pear. 

Sheldon—tTree vigorous but slow in coming into bearing. Fruit medium-sized; 
color russet. Tender, juicy, melting; fine quality. 

Souvenir (du Congress)—Of the largest size; resembles Bartlett in color 
and flavor. Texture tender, juicy, melting; quality good. Not productive enough 
to be recommended for general planting. Ripe October Ist. 

Sterling—A medium-sized, attractive pear, ripening in early September. Qual- 
ity poor. Tree vigorous but lacks productiveness. Not valuable. 
Summer Doyenne—The earliest ripening variety on trial. Only moderately pro- 

ductive; fruit small; quality fair. Desirable only as a very early sort. 
Tyson—Tree handsome and vigorous but very late in coming into bearing. 

Fruit small; quality fine. 
Col. Wilder—Originated by B. S. Fox, California. A young tree received in 

1900, bore a full crop this year. It was received as Wilder Early, but proves 
to be Col. Wilder. Standard trees of this variety were received in 1896 but have 
failed to fruit as yet. Fruit medium to large, obtuse-pyriform; one side elong- 
ated; basin small, shallow, smooth; stalk short, stout; color, yellow, nearly 
covered with many small and large russet dots, with a light red cheek on ex- 

posed side; texture rather firm; only moderately juicy; granular; coarsely granu- 
lar next to core; flesh whitish; flavor sweet, perfumed. Season December and 
January. Promising on dwarf stock. 
Wilder—(Early)—Fourteen year-old trees have fruited but very little as yet, 

although by some growers the variety is recommended as a valuable early 
market sort. The trees are vigorous, upright growers; fruit medium-sized; 
yellow with a handsome red cheek; quality only fair. Early August. 

Winter Nelis—The trees are of irregular and straggling growth; very pro- 
ductive. Fruit small, obovate; yellow, russeted; inferior in looks; flesh white, 
tender, juicy, melting; quality fine. Should be left om the tree as late as possible 
and stored in a cool, dark place; otherwise will shrivel instead of ripening. 
Valuable for home or market. 

APPLES. 

The apple crop was a very good one. The fruit was exceptionally fine and the 
spraying was attended with excellent results in controlling codling moth and 
scab, for which very thorough spraying was required this year. In the orchards 

that had not been sprayed the per cent of perfect fruit was small as compared 

with orchards that had been thoroughly sprayed. The apple crop along the 

lake shore was heavier than for years and the income from this crop alone must 

have been enormous to Michigan growers, but it could have been greatly in- 
creased by a thorough system of spraying. Large quantities of fruit were har- 

a 
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vested this season at a profit, that would have been absolutely unsalable had 
the crop not been very short in many other states. Cold storage that proved 

unprofitable last season promises to be the opposite this year. A visit to Chicago 
cold storage plants in October, 1903, showed large amounts of unoccupied space, 
that at the same date in 1902 was filled to overflowing. The high price of barrels, 
and in some cases the inability to obtain them at any price, necessitated the ship- 
ping of thousands of carloads in bulk, which, although, a very satisfactory way 
with cider apples, can hardly be called an ideal way for handling good fruit. 

SPRAYING EXPERIMENT. 

Arsenite of lime has been exclusively used here in the place of paris green 
for several years. It is much cheaper and gives fully as good results. Quite an 
extensive test was made with dust as compared with liquid sprays, both on 

the station grounds and in a neighboring apple orchard. Formula No. 2 was used 
for the dust spray, and the regular Bordeaux mixture and arsenite of lime for 
the liquid. For winter varieties six applications of dust were given and only 
five of liquid. Excellent results with both methods were obtained in controlling 
the codling moth, but dry Bordeaux proved inferior to liquid in controlling 
the apple fungus. The cost of the material used in dust spraying was slightly 
more than for the liquid, but the cost of the labor in applying was one-third 
more for the liquid than the dust. The new method is practically in its infancy 
and while our experiments prove it to be fully equal to the older methods in 
some respects, we are not prepared to recommend a change until the dust spray 

has been more fully tested. 

Notes on Varieties. 

Antonovka—Origin Russia. Size large, oblate-conical; yellow; brisk sub-acid 

flavor. Season last of August. Unproductive. 
Arnold—Large; smooth; clear yellow, very fine quality; very productive and 

free from scab. Valuable for either home or market. October to February. 
Babbit—Large; handsomely colored; good quality; quite productive. October 

to December. 
Bailey—Very “large; sweet; color dark, rich red; very productive. October 

to December. A valuable market variety. . 
Battullen—Below medium in size; color yellow with a faint red blush; smooth, 

attractive; quality good. Lacks productiveness. November to February. 

Ben Davis—Of large size and attractive appearance; a long keeper but of very 
low quality. Excelled by many in productiveness as well as quality; cannot be 
generally recommended for Michigan. 

Bietigheimer—Of very large size and handsomely colored; quality low, unpro- 

ductive. Worthless. 
Bishop Bourne—Origin Nova Scotia—Received in scion from the Division of 

Pomology in 1895. Gave a very heavy vield this season. Of medium size; 
roundish, conical; color yellow; splashed and striped with red; flesh crisp, juicy, 
white; pleasant, quality fair. Season October to January. Promises to be very 
productive. 
Borovinka—Resembles and ripens with Oldenburg. Fully equal to that variety. 
Bottle Greening—Of large size and good quality. Tree vigorous and moderately 

productive. November to February. 
Bough—A well-known sweet apple, ripening in August; large; yellow; fine 

quality; quite productive; valuable for home and for market. 
Buckingham—A large apple of good appearance and fair to good quality. Sea- 

son November to February. Not sufficiently productive to be recommended. 
Canada Baldwin—This variety bore a very handsome crop of fine fruit this 

season. A seedling of Snow and has the white flesh and distinct flavor of that 
variety. Of medium size, roundish-oblate, striped and splashed with light and 
dark red; quality good. November to February. 

Chenango—tTree vigorous and productive. Fruit medium to large, oblong-coni- 
cal, yellow, handsomely striped and splashed with red; flesh tender, juicy; quality 
best. Ripe September. ist. Very tender. Requires very careful handling for 
market purposes. 

Cogswell—An early winter variety of good quality and quite productive. Size 
large; color yellow, striped with red. 
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Cornell—Gave a full crop of handsome fruit this year; size medium; color 
yellow, with handsome red blush; quality good. Ripens in early September. 

Decarie—Size medium to large; color greenish-yellow, nearly covered with 
dark, rich red and thin light grayish bloom; flesh white, tender, fine grained; 
flavor mild, sub-acid, aromatic; quality good. Ripe early September; unproduc- 

tive as yet. 
Dickinson—tTree a rather slow grower; fairly productive; fruit small but at- 

tractive in appearance; color yellow, striped and splashed with red; firm; quality 
fair. Season November to April. 

Duchess Seedling—Large, smooth, attractive; of fair quality. Ripens a few 
days in advance of Oldenburg and promises to be productive. 

Early Joe—A small, early ripening, red apple of fine quality; good for home use. 
Late August. 
Fameuse—Ripened its fruit in 1902 from twelve year old trees. A valuable 

apple for home use and planted to some extent for market. Scabs badly. 
Fameuse Sucre (Sweet Fameuse)—Roundish-oblate; dark red; fine quality; 

comes into bearing earlier than Fameuse. Does not seem as much inclined to 
scab as that variety. 
Fanny—A very handsome red apple of good size and fine quality, ripening in 

early September. Proves to be more productive as the trees grow older. A fine 
dessert fruit. 

Gavet Pippin—Origin Nova Scotia. Scions received in 1895 from the Division 
of Pomology. Fruit large, oblate; color yellow, with faint red blush; tender, 
fine-grained, with a mild, pleasant flavor; quality fair to good. Ripe September 

15th. 
Gideon—One of the hardiest and most productive varieties on trial. Fruit 

medium to large, yellow with handsome pink cheek; flavor brisk siege good 
for culinary purposes. September and early October. 
Gloege—A clear yellow, long-keeping variety of only fair quality; very pro- 

ductive. Of some value for market. 
Golden Reinette—A small striped apple with a light grayish bloom; quality fair, 

but too small to be valuable. Late August. 
Golden Russet—At one time very popular for home and market, on account 

of good quality and long-keeping qualities. Has been largely replaced by other 
varieties; very productive here. 

Golden Sweet—Of medium to large size; yellow; quality good. More produc- 
tive than Sweet Bough here. Late August and early September. 
Gravenstein—A valuable market variety ripening in early September. Fruit 

large; yellow, striped and splashed with red; flesh yellowish white, tender, crisp, 
juicy; quality good. 

Grimes Golden—One of the leading market varieties. Fruit of medium size, 
roundish-oblong; color clear rich yellow; quality best; vigorous and productive. 
November to March. 
Grosh—A medium to large, red striped apple ripening in September; of fair 

quality, and seems to be productive. Subject to scab; cannot be recommended. 
Haas—Tree vigorous but lacks in productiveness as yet. Fruit medium-sized, 

red striped; quality good. Season October. 
Hubbardston—Of large size, attractive appearance, good quality; very produc- 

tive. A valuable winter apple for home or market. 
Hurlbut—Tree a very strong, upright, spreading grower. Has been a tardy 

bearer but gave good yield this year. Size medium to large, red, striped; quality 
fair. October. Not valuable. 

Indian—Of large size, attractive appearance and very productive. Fruit round- 
ish, conical; color greenish-yellow, striped and splashed with light and dark 
red; quality fair. Season November to March. This variety can be safely recom- 
mended for the commercial orchard. 

Iowa Keeper—Fruit small, greenish-yellow, of good quality. Productive and a 
long-keeper, but too small to be valuable. December to June. 
Jacob—A large, red-cheeked, sweet apple of quite good quality; unproductive 

as yet. November to February. 
Jefferis—Of medium. size, handsomely colored; very good quality; quite pro- 

ductive. Season early September. Valuable for home use. 
Jersey Sweet—A very prolific, early sweet apple of good quality; color striped 

red. 
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Jonathan—Comes into bearing early, productive. Fruit attractive and of the 
finest quality and commands the highest market price. Of medium size; color 
yellow, nearly covered with rich dark red. One of the best. November to March. 

Keswick—An old variety, hardy and very productive; valuable for culinary 
purposes. August, September. 

Kinnaird—A large, red winter apple of good quality and attractive appearance. 
December to March. Lacks productiveness as yet. 
Limber Twig —A small-sized, long-keeping variety of poor quality; color green- 

ish-yellow shaded with dull red. December to April; unproductive; not valuable. 
Longfield—Small to medium-sized; a very heavy bearer and very small unless 

thinned; color pale yellow with a red cheek; flavor sub-acid. Season September, 
October. 

Louise—A seedling of the Snow and has the white, tender, juicy flesh, and the 
flavor of that variety. Size medium; color white with brownish red cheek, 
sprinkled with many greenish dots and specks; very productive. November to 

January. 
Lowell—An old variety more commonly known as Gleasy Pippin. Of large 

size, very productive and of fine quality. Form oblong, slightly conic; color yel- 

low. Season early September. Valuable for home use. 
Maiden Blush—An old variety at one time largely planted for market. Ripens 

with Wealthy and not equal to that variety for market purposes. 
Mason Orange—Large, roundish-oblong, tapering to the eye; color clear rich 

yellow, sometimes with faint red blush; quality best best; very productive; 
subject to scab; tender in texture and rather difficult to handle for market. 
November to February. 
McIntosh—Of medium size; color dark rich red, with a slight bloom, giving a 

handsome appearance. Resembles the Snow apple in flesh and flavor; very 
productive and a valuable variety for market purposes. October to January. 

Minkler—Size medium; color greenish-yellow, overlaid and striped with red; 
quality good; firm-fleshed and a long-keeper; tree vigorous and productive; valu- 
able for market. 

Morris Red—Tree an upright, close grower. Fruit resembles Hubbardston; 
large, handsome and of good quality. Lacks the productiveness as yet. November 

to February. 
Mother—Of medium size, roundish-conical; color yellow, overlaid with light 

and dark red; flesh yellow, crisp and tender; quality fine; valuable for dessert 
‘purposes. September to December. 

Munson—A medium-sized, yellow, sweet apple, ripening in September; quality 

-good; lacks productiveness. 
Nansemond—A large, attractive looking winter apple of fair to good quality; 

unproductive as yet; color light yellow, shaded and striped with red. November 

to March. 
Northfield—Of large size; color yellow, blushed and faintly striped with red; 

unproductive. 
Oakland—Of medium size; dark red with a mild, almost sweet flavor; quality 

‘good. Planted to some extent for market purposes. The tree is a slow, spreading 
grower, but quite productive. November to March. 
Oldenburg—One of the most profitable varieties grown. Hardy, vigorous and- 

~very productive. Season late August and early September. 
Ontario—This variety should be in every commercial orchard. It is a cross 

between the Northern Spy and Wagener and has all of the early-bearing qualities 
of the Wagener with the strong vigorous growth of the Spy. Color yellow, nearly 
covered with Jight red; oblate, conic, slightly ribbed; flesh whitish, crisp, tender, 
juicy, sub-acid; quality good. November to April. 

Peter—Resembles Wealthy and practically identical with that variety; very 
productive; fruit medium-sized, handsomely colored; good quality. Ripe middle ~ 

-of September. 
Pine Stump—A small, red, winter apple of good quality; very productive and 

a good keeper, but.too small to be valuable. 
Red Canada—An old, well-known, red, winter apple of attractive appearance 

and high quality. Tree is a slow grower and late coming into bearing, and for 
this reason is being replaced by other varieties. A 

Red Dettmer—A very showy apple ripening in early September. Lacks in pro- 
ductiveness. Not valuable. 
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Red June—A small to medium-sized, red apple of fine quality, ripening in early 
August. Tree moderately vigorous; very productive; valuable for home use and 
of some value for market. 

Red Russet—Red, overlaid with cinnamon russet; medium-sized; rather unat- 
tractive in appearance; quality fair; November to March. Does not seem desirable. 

Rhode Island (Greening)—An old variety largely planted for commercial pur- 
poses. There are many varieties that excel this variety in productiveness, quality 
and attractiveness. 

Roxbury (Russet)—Old and well-known; valuable as a long keeper. Of large 
size, good quality, moderately productive. February to June. 

Searlet Cranberry—Size medium to large; roundish; color greenish-yellow, 
washed and striped with dull red; flesh firm, juicy, sprightly sub-acid; quality 
fair to good. December to April. 
Shannon—Of very large size, greenish-yellow, very smooth and attractive; flesh 

tender, crisp, mild sub-acid, pleasant; quality good. December to April. Of some 
value for market. 

Sheriff—A small, red, winter apple of good quality; very productive but rather 
small for market. November to March. 

Shiawassee—Of the Fameuse type but larger and more productive. Comes in 
the season of McIntosh, but does not equal that variety in productiveness. Never- 
theless a valuable variety. 

Sikuli—Received in 1894 from the Division of Pomology. Size medium to large; 
roundish, inclining to oblate-conic; color greenish-yellow, nearly overspread with 

dark red; firm, crisp, moderately juicy, with a mild sub-acid flavor. December to 
April. 

Smokehouse—Size, medium, roundish-oblate; yellow, shaded with red; flesh firm, 
crisp, juicy, with a sprightly sub-acid flavor; quality good. October to February. 

Subject to scab. ‘ 
Stark—Tree vigorous and very productive. Fruit large, greenish-yellow, striped 

with dull red; quality fair to good. A long keeper and a valuable market variety. 
Stuart—A small to medium yellow apple of good quality; moderately produc- 

tive and a good keeper. November to March. 
Summer Lievland—A medium-sized, reddish-yellow apple, ripening in early 

August; moderately productive; quality fair. Subject to scab. 
Summer Pearmain—Of medium size, quality best. Lacks in productiveness here. 

September. Desirable for home use only. 
Summer Rose—A small, early-ripening variety of excellent quality. Season 

middle of August. A fine dessert fruit. 
Titovka—Of Russian origin and one of the most productive varieties on trial. 

Large, attractive; ripens a few days in advance of Oldenburg; fruit is a little 
coarser in texture and tree is a poorer and more spreading grower than that 
variety, but more productive. 
Tolman—This is still the most valuable all-round winter sweet apple. Valuable 

for both home and market. é 
Townsend—An early autumn variety that is proving to be very productive. 

Of medium to large size; yellow, striped and splashed with red; flesh tender, 
moderately juicy, with mild, pleasant flavor; quality good. Season late August 
and early September. 
Wagener—A well-known and highly prized variety. Trees lack vigor but are 

very productive and inclined to overbear. Fruit of large size when thinned; very 
smooth, free from scab; fine quality. October to February. Valuable. 

Walker—Of medium size; greenish-yellow, washed and striped with dull red; 
smooth, handsome. Tree vigorous and proving to be very productive; flesh, white, 
firm, crisp, sub-acid; quality fair to good. December to April. A very promising” 
winter variety. 

: Washington Strawberry—Ripens in the Gravenstein season but is much more pro- 
ductive than that variety here. Fruit large; oblate-conical; yellow, striped and 
splashed with red; flesh yellowish, crisp, tender, juicy, with a brisk sub-acid 
flavor. A valuable market variety. 

Water—A small, yellow apple, with a handsome red cheek; crisp, juicy, sub-acid. 
Tree lacks vigor but is productive. November to February. Too small to be 
desirable. - 

Wealthy—tTree fairly vigorous and very productive. Fruit of medium to large: 
size, with a handsome dark red color and good quality; commands the highest 

Pee 
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market price for its season. September to November. The fruit is inclined to 
drop from the trees. 
Whinnery—A medium-sized, handsome, red, winter apple. A long-keeper; very 

firm; quality poor; unproductive. 
Winter Streifling—Tree vigorous and very productive. Fruit large, fine looking; 

quality rather poor. September. 
Yellow Transparent—Tree vigorous and very productive; comes into bearing 

early. Of medium size, clear pale yellow; valuable for home or market; rather 
tender for long distance shipping. 

York Imperial—Size medium to large; form oblate and oblique; color yellow, 
covered with light and dark red; very firm and crisp, with a sprightly sub-acid 
flavor; quality good; a good keeper. December to April. Very slow in coming 

into bearing. Trees thirteen years old, have fruited but little as yet. 
Zolotoreff—Of Russian origin. Tree a very open grower; vigorous, but lacking 

the productiveness of most of this class. Fruit large, handsomely colored; rather 

poor quality; late August. 

NEW VARIETIES. 

Andrews Sweet—Origin Nova Scotia. Scions received in 1895 from Division of 
Pomology. Fruited for the first time this season and bore nearly a full crop. 

Form oblate, conical; color pale yellow; basin abrupt, deep; stem short, small, 
set in a small, narrow cavity; calyx nearly closed; flesh white, tender, half fine, 

sweet; quality good. November and December. Size small to medium. 
Acker—Origin Nova Scotia. Scions received from the Division of Pomology 

in 1895. First fruit this year, with a good yield; size medium; form oblate, 
irregular; basin broad, deep; cavity broad, deep, russeted; stem medium; color 

yellow, striped and splashed with light and dark red and sprinkled with a few, 
small, light dots; texture tender, breaking, fine-grained, juicy; flesh light, tinged 
with red and yellow; flavor mild, sub-acid, pleasant; quality good. Season early 

September. 
Barry (5)—Of medium size; roundish-oblate, conical; color yellow, with russety 

markings; firm, fine-grained, acid; poor quality. October, November. 
Bath—Size medium; form oblate; basin abrupt, very deep, corrugated, cavity 

large, regular, rather deep; stem stout, knotty, long; color yellow overlaid with 
deep, rich red and sprinkled with small, to very large, greenish-yellow dots; 
texture firm, fine-grained, not juicy; flesh yellowish-white; flavor brisk sub-acid. 

Quality fair to good. Early August. 
Buckskin—Small, roundish, conical; color yellow with light red blush; mild 

‘sub-acid; quality good. November to March. Not promising. 
Dudley—Of large size; form roundish, oblate-conic; basin abrupt, deep, corru- 

gated; cavity broad, deep, not smooth; stem of medium length, slender; color 
yellow, striped and splashed; deep rich red on exposed side, very handsomely 

‘sprinkled with many large dots; brisk, sub-acid; quality good. Ripe August 14th. 

Valuable if it proves productive. 
eyptian—Received in 1890. Has borne but few specimens as yet. Fruit of 

medium size, oblate-conic, irregular, yellow; firm, coarse-grained, sub-acid; quality 

good. December to April. Not valuable. 
Flory (Bellflower )—Received in 1892, has fruited but little as yet. Size medium; 

form roundish, conical; color rich yellow. Flesh yellow; moderately juicy, sub- 

acid, good. October, December. 
Sweet Gideon—Of medium size, roundish-oblong; yellow, striped and splashed 

with red; flesh white, firm, fine-grained, sweet, not rich. November to March. 
Grafts set in 1896, are unproductive as yet. 

Glowing Coal—Ripens with and resembles Gravenstein in both tree and fruit. 
Of large size; roundish-oblate; yellow, overlaid, striped and splashed with red; 
flesh yellowish, crisp, tender, juicy, sub-acid; very good. Valuable. 

Greenville—Received in 1894. A seedling of Maiden Blush. Size medium; 
color yellow, with red cheek; firm, crisp, juicy, fine-grained, mild, sub-acid; 
‘quality good. November to March. Unproductive as tet. 

Horse—Of large size, oblate, conical; color yellow with faint tinge of red in 
the sun;“flesh yellow, tender, juicy, crisp, sub-acid, pleasant. Middle of September. 
‘Origin, Kentucky. Received in 1895. 

Hamilton Black—Received in 1895. Size medium to large, roundish-oblate; 
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yellow, covered with reddish-purple; flesh yellow, tender, breaking, juicy, sub- 
acid; quality good. September, October. 

Lady Sweet—Size medium to large; oblong, conic; yellow, striped and splashed 
with light and dark red. Tender, fine-grained, sweet; quality, good; season No- 
vember to February. A valuable sweet apple. 
Magyar—Of Hungarian origin. Received from the Division of Pomology in 

1894. Bore nearly a full crop this season. Size, large; oblong-conic, sometimes. 
oblique; color yellow with a dark red blush; flesh, white; very firm with a mild, 
sub-acid flavor; moderately juicy. Promises to be very productive. Season 
January to June. 
McMahon (White)—Very large; white, sometimes with faint pink blush; flesh 

white, very tender, fine-grained, juicy, with a sprightly sub-acid flavor; quality 
good; season October to December. A handsome apple which promises to be pro- 
ductive, but is of rather tender texture for market. 
McLellan—Medium to large; color yellow, striped, mottled and splashed; form 

oblate, slightly conic; flesh white, tender, juicy, mild sub-acid, almost sweet; 
quality good. Season December to March. 

Moyer (Prize)—Resembles Bellflower; size medium; form oblong-conic; color 
a clear, rich yellow; texture crisp, juicy; flavor sub-acid, sprightly, aromatic; 
quality fine. Season December to April. 

Muscat (Persian)—Small; oblate-conic; yellow with faint tinge of red; flesh 
firm, white, fine-grained, dry, mealy; sub-acid; quality poor; early August. Not 
promising. 
Nyack—Size medium to large; oblong-conic; yellow, shaded with crimson blush; 

tender, juicy, sub-acid; quality very good. Late August. 

Paw Paw—A red winter apple of attractive appearance, fine quality and a long 
keener. Of medium to large size; oblong, inclining to conical; texture crisp, firm, 
juicy; quality fine; very slow in coming into bearing; first fruit from thirteen 
year-old trees. 
Pewaukee—Of large size; color yellow, striped, splashed and shaded with light 

and dark red, and covered with a light bloom; quality, firm; a good cooking. 
apple. Season November to March. 
Rainbow—Size medium; color yellow, overlaid with light red; texture dry, 

fine-grained, with a mild, indistinct flavor; poor quality. Last of August. 
Red Gravenstein—Origin Nova Scotia. Received in 1895 from Division of Pom- 

ology. First fruit this season, a full crop. Fruit large; oblate-conic; color yellow, 
striped and splashed with light and dark red; flesh yellowish, crisp, tender, juicy, 
breaking, sprightly, sub-acid; quality good. Ripe September ist. 
Reynard—A very large yellow apple of fair quality, ripening about October 

1st. Scions received from the Division of Pomology in 1895, have borne full crops. 
the last two seasons. Its large size and productiveness would make it of some: 
value for market. 

Salome—First fruit this year from fourteen year-old trees.. Fruit large; oblong- 
conic; yellow, overlaid and striped with light red; flesh firm, breaking, crisp, juicy; 
quality very good. January to June. 

Scott (Winter)—Size medium; form oblate-conical; color yellow, completely 
overlaid and striped with light and dark rich red; very handsome; firm, fine- 
grained, moderately juicy, with a brisk, sub-acid flavor; quality fair; rather 
tardy in coming into bearing. 

Shackelford—Large; oblong-conic; yellow, striped with red; crisp, tender, 
juicy; flavor mild, sub-acid; quality good. November to January. 

Springdale—Received in 1891. A fine specimen for the first this year, of large 
size; form oblate; color pale yellow, washed and splashed with light and dark 
red; flesh very fine, breaking, juicy, mild pleasant flavor; quality good. January 
to May. 
Summer Pegatch—Large; yellow, striped and splashed with handsome red. Flesh: 

tender, crisp, fine-grained, moderately juicy; quality good; early September. 
Promising. 

Summer Red—A medium-sized apple of only fair quality, ripening in Septem- 
ber; color yellow, with a reddish-brown cheek. Not promising. 

Sweet Orange—Size large; roundish, inclining to conic; color, greenish-yellow; 
flesh greenish-yellow, very fine-grained, sweet; quality fair to good. Season Janu- 
ary to June; rather unattractive in appearance to take well on the market and 
valuable only as a long keeper. 
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Wall No. 1—A small, hard, red apple of poor quality. Of no. value. 
Westfield (Seek-No-Further)—First fruit from ten year-old trees. Of medium 

size; roundish-oblate-conic; color yellow, striped and splashed with light and dark 
red; texture crisp, fine-grained, moderately juicy, with a rich sub-acid flavor; 
quality very good; very productive when well into bearing. 
White—Of large size, white; with very delicate pink tinge on exposed side; 

flesh white, tender, dry, mealy, with a vinous sub-acid flavor; quality poor. Late 
August. 

Yellow Bellflower—An old, well-known variety, once popular and quite largely 
planted; of medium size, firm, crisp, juicy; brisk, sub-acid, rich, high flavor. 
December to March. 

Zuzoff—A small to medium-sized apple, ripening in late August and early Sep- 
tember. Form roundish-conical; color yellow, covered with very dark red; flesh 
white, very juicy, tender; flavor mild, vinous; quality fair to good. 
Thompson No. 10—Of medium to large size; greenish-yellow, splashed and 

striped with red; smooth and attractive; fine, crisp, juicy, sub-acid; very pro- 
ductive. Ripe September 15. Valuable for market. 
Thompson No. 29—A large, greenish-yellow apple, ripening about the middle 

of September. Promises to be very productive. 
Thompson No. 28—Size, large to very large; roundish, inclining to conical; color 

greenish-yellow, striped and splashed with red; medium firm; crisp, juicy, sub- 
acid, good; last of August and early September; very productive; valuable for 
market if it continues to be productive. 

CRAB APPLES. 

There was a heavy crop of crab apples this season on nearly all varieties. For 
varieties ripening before September, there is but slow sale. The Hyslop leads in 
all market quotations; its large size and dark, rich color making it a popular 
market sort. The Dartmouth and Martha are also fine varieties and are the most 
valuable on trial. 
August—Of large size for a crab; color yellow, washed and striped with red; 

quality fair; fairly productive. Season late August. Not valuable. 
Dartmouth—Of medium size; color dark, rich, transparent red; firm, crisp, 

juicy; quality best. Tree vigorous and productive. Late August and early Sep- 
tember. Will stand weeks without getting mealy. Valuable for market or home 
use. 

Excelsior—Of large size, attractive appearance and a dessert apple. Sells for 
an apple rather than a crab. Tree vigorous and very productive. Fruit yellow, 
washed and striped with a handsome red; crisp, tender, juicy; quality very good. 
Late August. 

Florence—Tree moderately vigorous and very productive. Fruit small, hand- 
somely striped yellow and red; quality fair to good. Season late August. Gets 
mealy quickly after maturing. Not valuable. 

Gibb—Large; yellow; poor quality; late August. Not valuable. 
Looker—A new variety which ripened its first fruit in 1902, and bore but lightly 

this season. Fruit medium to large; oblong; yellow; overlaid with red and a 
thin light gray bloom. Flesh firm, crisp, juicy, very good quality for culinary 

purposes. Season late September. Ripening at this season, promising, if it proves 
productive. 

Jelly—Small; yellow and red; quality very good for culinary purposes. ‘Too 
small for market. Middle of September. , 
Martha—Of medium to large size; yellow, nearly overspread with bright red; 

very attractive; flesh crisp, tender, breaking, juicy; quality fine. Tree vigorous 
and very productive. Season early September. A valuable variety for either home 
or market. 

North Star—Size small to medium; yellow, overlaid with bright red; quality 
medium; gets mealy very soon after maturing. Ripe August 10th. Not valuable. 

No. 1 New—A seedling crab, but it should be placed with the apples. Resembles 
Oldenburg somewhat, but the fruit runs larger. Tree strong, vigorous and pro- 
ductive. Fruit large, greenish-yellow, striped and splashed with red; texture 
very tender; flavor brisk, sub-acid; fine for culinary purposes. Season August. 
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Whitney (No. 20)—Large for a crab apple; handsomely colored, fine quality for 
eating out of hand. Tree vigorous and productive. August. Valuable for home 
use. 

QUINCES. 

The trees bloomed very full and set a full crop of fruit, but later in the season 
they were attacked with fire blight, and very severe pruning was necessary in 
order to check the disease. A large per cent of the crop was cut off in this way. 

None of the varieties were wholly exempt from the attack of the blight, but 
Missouri, Rea and Orange were most affected, while. Meech seemed to be the most 
resistant and gave the largest yield. 

Notes on Varieties. 

Alaska—Not so large as Orange, otherwise not very different from it. 

Orange—Large; yellow; quality good; productive and a valuable market variety. 
Meech—Of medium size; very late in ripening and does not color very well; 

very productive but the quality is only fair. 

Missouri—Of the largest size and a good quality. The earliest ripening variety; 
moderately productive. 

Rea (Mammoth)—Very large; yellow; fine quality; vigorous, very productive. 
A seedling of the Orange but a larger and finer quince than that variety. 

NUTS. 

All classes of nuts on trial fruited this season except the pecans and English 
walnuts. Paragon proved the most productive of the chestnuts, although the crop 

from this variety was not as large as last year. It blossomed full and set a full 
crop of burs, of which a large per cent failed to fill out. Of the filberts, Cosford 
is proving more productive than Kentish Cob. 

CHESTNUTS. 

AMERICAN. 

Hathaway—This variety is a seedling of the native sweet chestnut and except 
for being a little larger, does not appear different from that class. It has borne 
few specimens from a tree planted in 1890 and is evidently very slow in coming 
into bearing. 

EUROPEAN. 

Comfort—Trees received in 1894 and are increasing in yield every year. While 
it does not equal Paragon in early-bearing qualities, it promises to be productive 
and the trees are handsome, vigorous growers. The nuts are, if anything, a little 
better in quality than Paragon and about the same in size. Ranks next to that 
variety. 

Numbo—A very poor grower. The nuts are of large size and of good quality 
and are borne in smaller, thinner burs than the other varieties of this group. 
Bears some nuts annually but with its lack of vigor is not as desirable as either 
Paragon or Comfort. 

Paragon—The most valuable variety on trial. The tree is a handsome grower 
and an early and abundant bearer; nuts of large size and good quality. 

JAPANESE. 

The trees of this class are very slow growers and small in size. The nuts are 
from medium to very large in size, and are borne in small thin burs. The quality 
is not so good as is that of the European kinds. They usually come into bearing 
very early and would also make handsome little trees for ornamental purposes. 
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Hale—Was received in 1899. It bore a few specimens the following year and 
a full crop in 1901, but failed to produce anything last season and only a few speci- 
mens this year. The nuts are of medium size, light-colored and of fair quality. 

Japan Giant—Planted in 1896. The tree is a very slow grower, with a round, 
bushy head. Nuts are very large; quality poor; unproductive. 

Japan Improved—A very slow grower and unproductive. Nuts of large size and 
fair quality. 
Reliance—Bore very lightly this year but in past seasons has been the most 

productive variety of this class. Tree is a rather slow grower, forming a spread- 

ing, bushy head. Nuts of medium size and fair quality. 

FILBERTS. 

Cosford—Gave a full crop again this year. Tree not so vigorous as Kentish 
Cob but more productive. The nuts are smaller and thinner shelled, with the 
quality about the same as that kind. A very desirable variety for home use or 

ornamental purposes. 
Kentish Cob—Hardy, vigorous and moderately productive. Nuts of large size 

and excellent quality. Desirable also to plant with Cosford as a fertilizer. 

PECANS. 

Seedlings received in 1890 have failed to fruit as yet. One tree set quite a 
number of specimens last spring but they failed to mature. The trees are hand- 
some, thrifty growers and no doubt will mature some nuts in the next year or two. 

JAPAN WALNUTS. 

The trees of this species are rapid, thrifty growers and have been very produc- 
tive in past seasons, but failed to give as heavy a yield as usual this season. The 
nuts are borne in long clusters and are quite attractive in appearance. Are 

smaller and in flavor are somewhat like our native butternut. 

ENGLISH WALNUTS. 

This class of nuts is a failure here. A number of varieties were received in the 
spring of 1902 from the Division of Pomology. These were grafted upon different 
stocks and it was hoped that in this way a hardy variety could be secured. Only 
two trees -have survived and are not promising. 

COVER CROPS. 

In the report for 1902 (Bulletin No. 205), the results of a cover crop experi- 
ment in which there were eleven different plots of a quarter of an acre each were 
given. It was stated that oats seemed to be the ideal plant for cover-crop pur- 
poses, with barley, buckwheat, rape, winter vetch and the clovers less valuable. 
In all instances where the oats were sown with other kinds of seed, their value as 
a cover crop was increased. For instance with the vetch and clovers which do 
not get very high before winter comes on, the oats catch and hold the snow to a 
greater depth and protect the smaller plants from heaving out, at times when it 
is freezing and thawing. Taking into consideration the value of clovers and vetch 
in adding humus and plant food to the soil, as well as making a covering through 
the winter, a few notes were taken when the crops were turned under in May. At 
that time, Winter vetch, as an all-round plant for cover crop purposes was superior 
to anything on trial. A thick mat of six or eight inches completely covered the 
ground. Both Mammoth and Crimson clover made a fair showing, but the Mam- 
moth was larger and heavier rooted than the Crimson. They also failed to grow 
as well under the trees as the vetch. One of the objections against clover is that 
the tramping in harvesting a large crop of fruit kills it out, especially in a dry 
time. Vetch is the most valuable plant for cover crop purposes ever tested here, 
but the seed is quite expensive. In plowing itunder, a rolling coulter should be 
used, aS an ordinary jointer becomes clogged and it is not possible to turn it 
under. The clovers were next in value. Rape is a large, coarse plant that lives 
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over winter and is far’ inferior to oats, barley, clover, vetch and buckwheat. The 
first frost cut the cowpeas, practically to the ground and as a cover crop for the 
orchard it is of but very little value unless sown early in drills and cultivated. 

COOPERATIVE COVER CROP EXPERIMENT FOR WINTER OF 1903 AND 1904. 

Ten plots of a quarter acre each were again sown this season on August 10th 
and duplicate plots were sown by Mr. Frank Warner, of Geneva township, in his 
peach orchard. The different kinds of seed were: Plot 1, barley, one-half bushel; 
plot 2, barley, one-fourth bushel and field peas, eight quarts; plot 4, oats, one- 
half bushel; plot 5, oats, one-quarter bushel and crimson clover two quarts; plot 6, 
cow peas, broadcast, ten quarts; plot 7, cow peas, drilled, five quarts; plot 8, sand 
vetch, eight quarts; plot 9, mammoth clover, two quarts; plot-10, crimson clover, 
two quarts. On December 15th the following notes were taken as to the relative 
merits of the different cover crops. Plots 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 have made an excellent 
growth, but plots 3 and 5 are to be preferred, as they have clover sown with oats 
and barley, making a good low covering, with a taller growth of the other plants. 
There will be a good crop of clover to turn under next spring, while in plots 1 
and 4, when barley and oats were used alone, there will be nothing to turn under 
but a light covering of straw. Plots 6 and 7, cow peas made a very poor growth 
and are worthless. While the cow pea is one of the leguminose plants that is 
capable of drawing nitrogen from the air and storing in the soil, the amount would 
be too small to be worth considering if planted as late as the first of August and 
growing only until frost comes. Plot 8, Sand vetch, has made a growth three or 
four inches in height, covering the ground well. Plot 9, Mammoth clover, has 
made a much higher, as well as thicker growth than the crimson clover. The 
latter point may be due to a difference in the quality of the seed sown. Plots 
where clover were sown alone have made a larger growth than when oats or 
barley was sown with it, but all things considered, it would seem best to sow 
oats with the clovers. There has been plenty of rain the last two seasons to ensure 
a good catch of any kind of seeding and what the effect would be of sowing oats 
or barley with the clover in an extremely dry time, has yet to be determined. 

South Haven, Mich. January 11, 1904. 
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REPORT OF THE UPPER PENINSULA SUB-STATION. 

LEO M. GEISMAR, Superintendent; c. D. smirH, Director. 

[Special Bulletin No. 28.] 

WEATHER CONDITIONS. 

At the close of this, the fourth year of weather observations at this station, 
it may perhaps be opportune to explain why three out of the four seasons have 
been termed as “wet,” even though the total amount of precipitation is much less 
in the Upper Peninsula than in latitudes further south, as will be seen from the 
following records of average yearly precipitation at stations extending from 
Lake Superior to the Gulf of Mexico and at altitudes as nearly alike as possible. 

Average annual precipitation at stations 1,000 to 1,150 feet elevation, the 
records being taken from Monthly Weather Review of the U. S. Weather Bureau 
and covering a period of ten years or over. 

Stations. State. Pleys ee 

Ngthrop (Upperdeenwsula)! ss spots s/cjsivicis.acsstetete, acts atelesoie a a rars.sis,e1d Sra aleve e wie's ate /Wiaiete era) a Michigan......| 1,142 32.32 
Grayling (Lower Peninsula)......... ea pened 1,134 33.20 
Reed City (Lower Peninsula)...... nS Sry 1,016 33.70 
armliin dsc shotccsiele tts secede Hs FeAl Unis benr ye Ske 1,101 36.81 
EE CRNE RV Le cree a Te ohare hatere ar chee Tet Ne le oh apaole tate cae ayah trast Metal guauahh Acia\e-w ares puoseie elerts Byes eateets , 100 37.45 

Jia) aS a RGR OD BORHIEES Geo BOOT GO ORCC EA OOM caine ie ar ar eae tS ear aa Ae BE Riwecs 1,052 38.40 
PYPICELAML CL fatsiarerc crenhe sre orate Ty serasesew laralatouseotalayokaveiatel a taste laloyats acada ie eteee  anecat tS di visce cue otal glmnate eves BAS Mae 1,025 39.80 
OTE OD Le eee ete Crake tte cre ere cia icecle alaeevle Aen oe crete etn clele ae ne ageetns howeeees Missouri ..... Its 36.12 
HEUTE CE GONE fc che cord Shavaie cinta ls aie <nete ato Le paca Ria etolaeonk ee ai cherh dale Megat «i hiaais aie dielacareieys #aieiels «(eS oe ake 1,026 37.22 
LETTG LS og Beer Aten alo GeO FG DO OSE fe OID GTS OEE ec erenen ree wan aatey © Rae ree Ohiov secur eee 1,153 37.63 

(CONC Di sged Ce OO a5 SECO DO OE ODIRAIET ¢/ OO PICGHTOS CO AEIC A icit SOn rte er ier ae i marae a Sa fase 1,070 39.35 
North ates i NS trees Seabee 1,095 40.14 
IM SNBHELG Sais.« c:-iefejecns's 4 Bhi Gee 1,154 43.59 
Mount Sterling........... Kentucky..... 930 46.76 
GEXATE POM ese etrireya Sas ayaievere Sucthaarere clerete raves cna) oie feyarsis te wYeteiate, ievsyeieis a dvalera Slatiaye aislaleitierersin « id 4: 995 44.04 

NW B UTIERPOLO™ oie arcteicislevctosere sf stoleiorersrslclaleisrete ele iejors stele tio ostieie este einje\ leases sicnare Oe wlvve oluisore Tennessee.....| 1,050 47.63 
BAG ILETBOINVILIG SAP oh ict tere Te roel eh eins Se erate sta lec eer & 1,167 49.97 
FRTIOX MALO Naess cteict (ovata eee erage avecuseetokeyn oe rare teiera oleae tictereroidachoiave leis eitva elceaie aleve eidte ele ceiseldiale ‘ besicle a OOF 50.04 
PROIMEPE CUED ete steforesstn arere al ciatches erasers esate cists tra Ah aie les Mi ie Susi Motes Wo Memes cieme ne buimlabee Georgia.......| 1,000 50.51 
PARULetn teasers ctarictstetc kes cet o¥ Toke Ps Torey ot iclotove eve: che oheneie. cee Grates cles ete nL ake Navada ose lovacutaermenagalane a Oe Oe. 1,050 52.01 
(Viaslleyheace ys nate seperate vere tcisi ic vereie (sinker telnet ancl sie ein attains opclatot hee avs oladmavetss hove oleae otros Alabama 1,058 56.93 

These figures graphically show that precipitation increases in volume as one 
proceeds southward, and a more extensive list would show that this increase 
holds good for either higher or lower altitudes in all regions where moisture con- 
ditions are not disturbed by natural obstacles such as high mountain ranges. 
Humboldt has given the following figures as the proportional quantity of rain 

in different latitudes: 

Piss codols do Cano Con oP GHD CBOMURE HUG Ooo doom duD OOo dor ee 96 in, 
Ts Ge dug BS Gm BCICG Udo. DH BIRCICInIO Gio tiais Gold ainies't-o, 3 Sdibige Binieic ASI ets 80 in, 
Le ob ASCO AO Ded Odds Oho Edo,cnUObE Gb SHO OLS Co CUSdid trou abe Bee 29 in, 
TE Sado oSoadenopoos Osun o do MOC eH UDO ODDO hb Odobae Soo oben OOOO nC abré rbot. 

The central part of the Upper Peninsula is in latitude 46.30 and the annual 
rainfall, according tc Humboldt’s table should he 28.25 inches, providing the 
great lakes were not exerting influences to raise the total rainfall above the aver- 
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age. The total precipitation at this station for each of the three calendar years 
named was as follows: 1901, 40.6 inches; 1902, 40.2 inches; 1903, 3912 inches. 
The mean annual precipitation at St. Paul, the nearest important station removed 
from the influence of the lakes and in latitude 45°, is 27.47 inches, or about 1.5 
inches less than the amount assumed by Humboldt. These figures seem to indi- 
cate that the lake influence is equal to an additional rainfall of about 11.70 inches 
annually. 

In southern latitudes, the higher temperature induces a more rapid evaporation 
of the precipitated moisture, hence in northern latitudes an inch of rain will be 
available for a longer period for the growth and development of plants, than 
an inch of rain would in southern latitudes, and it is evident therefore that an 
annual amount of precipitation which is properly considered as excessive in north- 
ern latitudes, would in southern latitudes be considered more or less deficient with 
equal propriety. Furthermore, the reader should bear in mind that the soil at 
this station and over a considerable portion of the Upper Peninsula is relatively 
shallow, and though the loose .rock of the upper layers of the ledge which con- 
stitutes the subsoil affords a large storage capacity for surplus water, yet the 
amount of rainfall which can be stored away by gravitation is necessarily smaller 
than in localities with a greater depth of soil. It is evident therefore, that the 
soil at this station will not only be at its best during so called dry seasons, but, 
owing to the nature of the subsoil, no vegetation is likely to suffer from lack of 
moisture even during a protracted drought, as long as the principles of cultivation 
are rigidly applied. 

Winter began later than usual, the first measurable snow falling November 24, 
though the ground was bare again December 2. The ground for the first time 
was frozen to an average depth of five inches when permanent snow fell on 
December 3. Careful investigations on December 9 showed that the ground was 
entirely thawed out again, the depth of snow by that time averaging ten inches. 
The greatest depth of snow (26 inches) was recorded on February 18. 

The spring season was backward, for while only isolated traces of snow were 
left on the ground April 9, it took until May 3 before they had entirely dis- 
appeared. All vegetation developed rapidly after May 15, and the usual quota of 
spring frosts were recorded on May 29, 30 and 31, and June 1 and 12, none except 
the last having caused any appreciable damage. é 

The summer season was abnormally cold except July and excessive rains pre- 
vailed except during June. High winds during July seriously maimed a number 
of fruit trees and destroyed several others, thus suggesting the necessity for 
windbreaks in this region when the timber is removed. 
Two frosts occurred September 6 and 29, and were followed by several light 

and heavy frosts during October, the first killing frost, October 24. A few flakes 
of snow fell October 23 and 26 and November 5, and the first permanent snow fell 
upon unfrozen ground November 11. The following table gives the record of 
mean temperature and precipitation during the growing season: 

sion Pr 
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SUMMARY OF RAINFALL, 

TEESE iste di aleve hint wists, siawein tre ala te dio Creed in ath ot eaten ee ais oie 4.12 
eHERTEOS Mat 0 ccs fo, wis Oe ane oie Cha, cen Rha ictins choca Patel ote wv arale te Nene eur thaker ota Le a hey Gi! 

MMEMIN SG, RS c2 dk crhenase. ics Sn Ces AA nt SRS Vic BAR ele We 6.64 
AMES fess i icVedl wlniaiclia 0 (ouch ote Giese carak Ce Mvle Biabe Oi ove ca cldes ORR MO siete her he 5.93 
SODCEDIDODY (Sb Koee thot inate ate ices eae Sicha ane Lae cid, Ee ee a een 3.34 
CLADE sors Mee ie ei ction cae ei aieiehor er tae SI Seatac 3.54 

DOL LO ra, 2c bene ake ce cbse soedees baie, speadtavoreee oa ciel SiolorAa ee re eee rite 25.28 

During the more favorable, or “dry” season of 1902, the total rainfall during 
the same six months was 18.29, and during 1901, a wet season, 25.28. The first 
season (1900) was another wet se%son. Observations were first taken July 8, and 
the total rainfall up to and including October 31 was 17.12. Taking the total 
rainfall for all four years from July 8 to October 31, inclusive, the figures are as 
follows: 

LG () Mra cfeeteta tora) ovaychocetosagsinlotcneteter nieve: «cope seta ls Woy oy~ olevopeledecerelsie ate, sulecetsr 17.12 
SOME erent ieicre siete fey <htote vars te teusicasueneys ioc ie + ai needed Neh hey keen vetoes 16.40 
IGP Gib Mead Seto cot cobras tote Ub o Sem Ete Hb oOp ca dawe 10.86 
TRIBES Gh eobiGodancouo.s Hider SnosonaumobDneulbnpeoocecaea0s | 17.47 

FIELD CROPS. 

CEREALS. 

All crops, with few exceptions, stood up well and made a satisfactory showing 
in spite of cold and wet weather. The cereals are among the exceptions, though 
unfavorable weather conditions are least responsible for the failure. The im- 
mediate causes are, first, late planting; second, the most formidable invasion of 
grain aphis ever witnessed, and third, lack of storage room and the use of the 
primitive methods of hand threshing. 

At the time of planting, voluntary peas from the crops of the previous season 

were not only sprouted but had made a growth of six to eight inches. 
It becomes evident that oats and similar early grains must be planted early in 

this region, when a healthy growth is made by peas, and for that matter, by 
all other early vegetation, even before the snow has entirely disappeared, and 
when, as stated in a previous report, brome grass will grow unchecked while the 
entire ground is still covered with snow. . 

Owing to the dry June weather, the grain aphis multiplied at an amazing rate. 
They came early in June, and by the end of the month, did not seem to be mater- 
jially reduced in numbers from the attacks of lady beetles and braconids. Long 
before the grain headed out, the leaves of oats, wheat and rye were riddled with 
dry spots from which the sap had been extracted by the lice, thus rendering them 
particularly susceptible to the attacks of rust which spread uninterrupted with the 
beginning of the wet July weather. It was well towards the end of July before 
the copious rains had succeeded in killing off an appreciable number of aphis, 
and the many empty oat hulls which subsequently could be seen dangling upon the 
grain heads remained as a silent but costly memento of the ravages of an insect 
which though always present, seldom multiplies sufficiently to do any great 
damage. The pest was evidently spread over an extensive area, judging from 
the numerous samples and inquiries which the stations received from many 
farmers 

No accurate results from grain plots can be expected as long as the station is 
lacking in storage room and as long as the grain has to be threshed by means of 
the primitive hand flail. While these sortcomings are not so seriously felt 
during a dry season like that of 1902, they practically annul results during wet 
seasons like the past. Most of the grain plots were small, the largest being 1x8 
rods, and all were planted between May 8 and 16. 

Oats.—The straw, except for being rusty, was strong and of good size, ranging 
from 50 to 54 inches in length. The grain was dark colored and light, and none 
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of the varieties reached the standard weight, Black Beauty, the best variety, 
weighing 31 lbs. per bushel. Ten varieties were tested: Lincoln, American Ban- 
ner, Czar of Russia, Dupauper, Black Beauty, Morgan Feller, Black Tartarian, 
Columbus, English Wonder and 20th Century. In yield they ranged from 13% 
bushels and 3,020 lbs. of straw per acre for English Wonder, to 2114 bushels and 
3,040 lbs. of straw for Black Beauty. . 

Spring Wheat—The showing for wheat is even péorer than for oats, owing 
to the fact that the grain shells out most easily when handled over frequently. 
Furthermore, the damage from the grain aphis was severest on wheat, part of the 
plots being entirely killed out, and the straw when harvested, being short. The 
Velvet Chaff Variety remained a conspicuous exception, the straw being of a 

uniform height of 58 inches and the low yield being mainly due to the shelling 

out of the grain before it could be threshed. Of the three varieties tested, namely, 

Minnesota No. 163, Saskatchewan Fife and Velvet Chaff, the last gave best results, 

the amount of grain secured showing a yield of 1314 bushels per acre and of 3,280 

lbs of straw. ; 
Barley—tThe barleys made the best showing of any varieties of grain, with 

the exception of the hulless varieties which shelled out as easily as wheat, and 

the Canadian Thorpe, a two-rowed, bearded variety with weak straw. None of the 

plots were molested by aphis to any great extent, the straw remained comparatively 

free from rust, though the grain was light and of a grayish color. The results 

are shown in the following table: 

z Yeild per 

F & acre. 
Size o 5 : a 

oY: és Time of Time of ax 

Varieties. Style. plot planting. Headed out. harvesting. = in d 

= [23 | es z (64/2 
Canada 6-Rowed...........0--.0:- Bearded ...| 1x8] May 9....| July 1....} August 13..] 29in.| 23% | 1,810 
MOANACIATLNONDCs + ciaisisinierhcieleteesicete Ale 1x8 oe 8 Naan itty eat at “ 22..) 28in.| 1 1, 980 

Manscheuri 6-Rowed............--- aoe 1x8 ig At) Ae oe (a ie 55 “18. .).31 in. 274 | 2,100 

BONANZA es aiesycisie'g Se ete feos ee ls bs Me: 1x8 Ree OmerrAl oe enG, “14 .| 44 in 35 «| 2,960 

Heamimondis\Colossalasseecc nse s EUllessioe. | docs leer ala scale NBs ae, “ —19..]33in.| 113 | 3,820 
WihiteWAUlless se ktsien sine coon teak Sei coe 1x8 Co ie a) ce coy ee “ —19../29in.} 14% | 4,240 
Bil VeRUKON ge sccsdaccettins bonaateween Bearded ...| 1x8 COT aie ee Sy eaten 3) “ —15../43in. | 34,75] 4,360 
BEM GIGS Bab edlin dade acer Ae Oba sE Beardless.. . 1x8 Seu B ed ee eg “. 19..]42in.| 308 | 2,900 

Spring Rye—One plot, 1x8 rods was planted May 15. The plot was damaged 
by aphis nearly as much as the wheat plot, though the grain making a more 
rapid growth was better able to withstand the ravages of the pest. It headed 
out June 26 and was cut August 21, the straw being 55 inches long. The plot 
yielded 84 lbs. of grain and 305 lbs. of straw, being equal to 35 bushels of grain 
and 6,100 lbs. of straw per acre. 

Buckwheat.—A small plot, %4x6 rods, was planted June 4, with the Japanese 
variety. The plants were up with the true leaves just appearing when struck by 
the frost June 12. Though some of the leaves were browned, none of the plants 
appeared to suffer from the damage and an even stand was secured, reaching 
a height of 42 inches when beginning to blossom July 10, and an average height 
of 50 inches when cut September 10. While the day temperature in August 
was high, the nights were cold, and this together with the excessive rains of both 
July and August, caused the grain to ripen very unevenly, much of the seed was 

-Jost thereby, and still more shelled out by repeated handling before threshing, 
while a good share of the balance was harvested by blackbirds while on their 

way going south. 
Field Peas.—All the varieties remained free from aphis and other insects. As 

during former seasons, the plants made a very rank growth of vines and pods, 
and together with the wet weather, the heavy masses of vines made the ripening 
of the peas anything but successful. A new variety the Golden Vine, was tested, 
it being claimed for it that the vines grow to an average length of 3% feet. All 
the vines from the other varieties grew to the former length of 9 to 11 feet. The 
Golden Vine, which appears to be a late variety, reached an average length of 9% 

feet. The peas are small, perfectly round, dark straw color and of good quality, 
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resembling the Egyptian Mummy, but slightly darker colored. Cut September 
8 and 9, except Golden Vine, which was cut September 30, it was after the middle 
of October before any of the peas could be hauled to the barn, and by that time 
most of the ripest peas were shelled out. As a crop for plowing under, all varie- 
ties were a success, the well cured vines giving a yield per acre as follows, the 
vines ,of the Golden Vine variety not being as well cured as the others however, 
being harvested three weeks later and all being weighed at the same time when 
hauled under cover. 

ATA, OBIE Yi: eka eiete ake once seen aren an ee, B ee 3,080 Ibs. 
SCOTCH gts fice sNcbercict si irae ehe alo article Ene biti eee te ere cee 4,840 lbs. 
IBIAGKeVeds MAaLrOwnac ce cic cts ints Deiewtnre etevie le ole accteteln te. 4,420 lbs. 
IPTUSSIAN Ge BINGti trae Pure ae See OAR cimietotays ouhs Rngeucle satanic 3,460 Ibs. 
RSV UTAM. WVEURTTLINE Yc ote cers co wie ado seeps ie Girrecottl. fic ree eaetoieka 3,740 Ibs. 
OlLGS TIM VTTUCE avers taverns isl c'etai a chatteercciects oie te ei ais RRR. eee 5,060 lbs. 

Flarz.—A small plot, %4x6 rods, was planted May 15, and an even stand secured, 
the plants beginning to blossom July 9 and averaging 37 inches in height. The 
seed was ripe September 10, and though much of it was lost by shelling and im- 
perfect threshing, there remained 16% lbs. of good, bright seed, or at the rate 
of nearly 16 bushels per acre. 
Corn.—The testing of early varieties was continued, not with any hope of 

obtaining results strikingly better than before, even had the weather been as 
favorable as during 1902. As stated in our last report, this hope is not expected 
to be realized as long as dozens of miles of the surrounding territory remain an 
unbroken forest. In the absence of any accurate statistics to support this con- 
tention, the following from a recent bulletin of the Florida Experiment Station 
may be of interest: “It has been found that a system of clearing so as to facilitate 
a free circulation of the air has greatly lessened the liability of frost in sections 
on the east coast. Many localities in that region which at one time were decidely 
frosty, are rarely injured now by cold, and this is attributed to the large amount 
of clearing that has been done in the neighborhood.’ (Bulletin No. 68, page 696, 
Florida Experiment Station, June 1903, H. K. Miller and H. Harold Hume.) It 
cannot well be claimed that what applies to Florida will not apply to Michigan 

as well. 
While the weather conditions for corn were much more unfavorable during 1903 

than during any previous season, several varieties, especially the Dakota Yellow 
Dent, would have ripened, had it not been for the unusually cold nights during 
August. Scarcely any variety showed damage from the frost of September 6, and 
the more advanced varieties were not seriously hurt by the second September frost 
on the 29th. 

The tests of the present season show that the question of variety is of first im- 
portance. The results do not seem to bear out the general contention that the 
flint varieties are earlier maturing and hardier than the dent varieties, for both 
the Dakota and the Northwestern Dent were farther advanced than any of the 
flint varieties when final observations were taken at the end of September. Nor 
are all the flints hardy or early maturing, since Golden Superb was last to tassel 
among all varieties, and the plants were not fully grown at the end of the sea- 
son though the plot had the best exposure, while several of the other plots were 
partially deprived from sunshine by the nearby standing timber on the west side. 
The following table shows the varieties tested and their condition at the end of 

September: 
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Height 
Varieties. Style. Planted. Tasseled. Ps Condition at close of season, 

eet. 

LD YALE) SR Bary Yellow Dent..} June 1.. 8 | Glazed. Many ears well dented. 
TUACG ELOTBO! SG newcicln: oot bare s iy 3 ra 7 Not full grown. No tassels. 
Northwestern £ bee 74 | A few ears well glazed. 
American Pride. aha Ss BA ia eee 74 | Very fewin silks Not full grown 
PANU LED Ss ter ere te sie erars, cto elomete White Dent...) “ 2.. a A few silked out. Not full grown. 

Thoroughbred.............. * Me lation ey Ortctes 9 A few in silk. Not full grown. 
NONE U Meee teis oesers Acca sf ..| May 30....] 84 | A few beginningtosilk. Notful grown. 
Longfellow... ..| Yellow Flint.. BSN 7 A few ears beginning to glaze. 
Golden Superb.. a 3 ..| June 4 6 A few silked out. Not full grown. 
DUNO VE LAM a alse cus syst cie.cie.e ' Pest ania 6% | A few ears beginning to glaze. 

BRETUMPINS saeeiavorcls eters «js oh 2 | NS ge 7 | Allsilked out. None started to glaze. 
Homi Vhumb:.s....s..00.0.2/) LOD COM... wn 16.0 5% | A few silked out. 
Tatooed Yankee............ fie gic oe Siena Fed, 6 | Allsilked out and a few ears well glazed. 
BYerdehon gee. st vias nen os Yellow Dent. . Me De 7 None silked out. Not full grown. 

FORAGE CROPS. 

Though outdoor curing was at times a difficult task, the cool and wet weather 

was highly beneficial to the rapid growth of all forage crops. Several of the 
grasses planted in 1902 gave two crops as did the clovers, while alfalfa gave its 
usual three crops. Several small plots of pasture grasses were planted during 
May of the present. season, and even two of these yielded two crops as shown in 
the following table. Owing to the stony and poor condition of the brome grass 
plot, only one crop was removed, the second crop which averaged 15 inches high 
by the middle of September, being left as a mulch. The plot marked Sand 
Lucerne in the table, and planted in May, turned out to be a plot of alfalfa. 
Evidently the seed is scarcer or higher priced than the ordinary alfalfa seed. 
Between Giant Incarnate and the ordinary crimson clover no difference could 
be observed except in the higher price of the seed for the Incarnate variety. One 
plot of Berseem or Egyptian clover was planted in May and what there was 
of it was cut July 21 when begining to blossom. Less than one-fifth, however, 
was clover, over one-half being the branching wild mustard and one-third being 
a collection of other noxious weeds. As a digression, if it may be considered 
such, it may be stated that the station is not alone in being imposed upon with 
spurious seeds, chess (Bromus secalinus) and other weeds having been sent to 
the station for identification during the season, the farmers stating them to 
have been introduced with the high priced seeds. To sell common seeds under 
high sounding names and at fancy prices, or to sell weed seeds should be con- 
sidered at least as illegitimate as selling oleo for butter or sawdust for bran. 
Until proper legislation is enacted it will seem incongruous to punish the farmer 
for not exterminating weeds, the seeds of which he may have innocently purchased 
at fancy prices. This is particularly felt in a new region like this, where most 
of the common weeds are as yet scarce and can be made to remain so without 

imposing any hardship upon anybody. 
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: Yield | Total | Yield 
: ah Time of Sime | timeof | _ per yield | per 

planting. |; cutting. | cutting,| of plot, | acre, 
| in rods. in Ibs. | inIbs’ | in Ibs 

eo EE me Be MMR Se May, 1901.., 1x6 July 6....] 90 
Pe Grice. Satie saloon ide coke rere Mee Sd Ss" 1901s |., ix Bia} Angi 25 sc: 68 
SNE EES Ne TP at TN SE oo Pie eee, Eg re “190052 0x6 | Sept lien. 40 198 5, 280 

MPRA ee 9), a5 4 va dave tno ckste ig oe trees Rod “ 4901..| 1x6] July 6....] 106 
DN aie dR aioe a0 elo eettieend ¢ sedaee te Beare = 19017. 1x6 | Aug. 25.... 71 
SA yon avis bie cnidhe @ cisle sjuod.vomie Woe mee « ales oee a 100123) 0x6, | Sept Tas: 48 225 6, 000 

| 

Gerrit alfalGe 5, bo. chee eek Sac ae eee “ 1901..| 1x6 | July 6. 154 
~ NPs ee See geass a. “ 1901.3] 1x6*} Aug#25: 87 

SAE coe pted viens eee ca tain eee oe * 1901. | 1x6 | Sept. 17. 53 294 7,840 
| 

‘ 

BRDERICANIBNA Gc otis tas eh’ oe Ud. thi ae: amen ne “ 1901..| 1x6] July 6. 116 
EINEM ors sid sees sae cc aloes ttadareh he acme ey 1901.2 1x6 | Aug 25....- 74 
SM I eal Lid do' chaste ares ave via Setteeaie oo tapecele once es hehe le © s190L23| | eix6*|"Septave-s.: 47 237 6, 320 

| 

Sanform or Esparcette........0..+sssceceeceeccecees “ 902..| 1x6] July 6....|........ 69 | 1,840 
BUTE OUER IL ete raed oR nce ane hie wiaeaietoe e eoswioeaae e 8% 1902-215 Mix July rove. 148 

ST tec oe ciate dictte Wake o/c Mee mes iehe ce * 1902. . Ix AU. Lies ay. 98. 246 6, 560 

PIRI CHOU EN ooh case te cise soc nie bie ao mnie aebile dete sao #71902: *. Ux Ga ouly6 det 198 : 
SRN oo ov cha esc ie cvsta,ac ota aiethanis'xrer'ciete intarsictvteas “7 1902.) x'6'|) Sept. 9.2.2 114 312 8, 320 

elated ios sacs een ee. « 4902..! 1x6] July 7....| 164 
teal A Saeco aan oe ao eee ot apie ame ele f . 1902... 1x6} Aug} 17-7. 22 106 270 7,200 

| 

ReMRIICENTIEI GS) soe totes cterare oo che os oie pe ree ee aves “11,1903, 1x6 | Aug. 14.... 69 69 1,840 

Giant Incarnate clover..........+-.s.cssceeeesececeess “ 15,1903 1x6] Aug.13....| 165| 165 | 4,400 
| 

BOLD Gano es ante Setcleie Garis sistelor ene Saee cat file.e'eld oes R02 ee Tee6 i oulyelb ae. 160 
RRM iete eats so, stoleiaielfesdt hee ove 8 are tha.sis eae ee ainaaete * 1902..| 1x6} Sept.18.... 32 192 5,120 

| 
PHBE sePHES he IIe ear 5 ok ayclose # ie oe coins, ae ahi eee “ 1902..; 1x6] July 6.... 92 

SAM TS | Saisie dc Pob aicahe Bia Wieln eo. wie seveide ez “ 1902..| 1x6 | Sept.18.... 25 117 3,126 

iS 1 OUR Si aera nr ee ae “ 1902..; 1x6] July 15....| 121 
UME chet cve stots ware’ ficicle epiaterartia Sears ae cta ee wae “  1902..| 1x6 | Sept. 18.4. 29 150 4,000 

| t 

siruleMendow Oa bi Grane cocas.. dats stircieaye nate ais tere eee “ 15,1903; 1x6') Aug. 25.... 68 
SURE ee de Niere Site wom ee. vie Fat See ae “ 15,1903] 1x6 } Sept.18.... 25 93 2,480 

SS EMICTE DV DEAL PTARBY. Jy a's clo.ddia c seis sic. cicietescie Tus ae aria teiot “ 15,1903] 1x6 | Aug. 31. f he 111 
NE UE ei elated do hate cette asic t Pees eee “ 15,1903 1x6 | Sept.18.... 33 144 3, 840 

RMMIPATIAN MIL CUS wie ot oigidirhs atibs oo vaneless 26 Mees Jun.4, 1903 $567] WEP Ge iownac el rriena x de 165 8, 800 
4989 

ESONONSPLULCNTDIS 9 ol Sci texts cots cee wh ache cites watered May, 1901.. Hes 4 DULY ALD eoietis oe | 4724 | 4,125 

One plot was planted with the conimon Sand Vetch in August, 1902, with the 
expectation of ripening the seed. A good stand was secured and the plants 
covered the ground at the beginning -of winter. At the beginning of spring the 
plants on the west half of the plot started a new growth as soon as the snow 
had left the plot, soon covering the ground and blossoming June 12, neither 
blossoms nor vines showing any signs of damage from previous frosts. The 
highway on the east side of the station grounds used to run across the other 
half of the plot and here the ground was soon covered with quack grass and 
Shepherd’s Purse. Before the end of June there were few weeds to be seen, 
however, and the entire plot was soon a mass of purple Vetch blossoms. With 
the wet weather which followed, the vetches made a riotous growth, and of a 
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number of vines pulled up at random late in August, none measured less than 
10 feet, while most exceeded 11 feet without being unduly stretched. Consider- 
ing the weather and the mass of vines, the ripening of seed became a hopeless 
task. As soon as the vines were removed and the weeds came up, the ground 
was plowed and fitted for winter wheat. Before winter set in, a careful but un- 
successful search was made for quack grass and it is doubtful if the vetches 
have left any to reappear in the wheat next season. It should be stated that in 
the southern part of the State, vetch has sometimes degenerated into a bad 
weed, very hard to eradicate. 

One plot which had grown Giant Spurry during the preceding season, was 
planted with Mammoth clover. The seed was evidently poor, as only a few 
scattering plants came up. The vacancies became soon filled with spurry and 
before the plants started to blossom the ground was plowed and harrowed a week 
after. A second crop of spurry was soon in evidence and was disposed of with 
the cutaway harrow, the ground being afterwards fitted for winter wheat. No 
spurry plants could be found at the beginning of winter. 

Three small plots were planted with Japanese, Siberian and Broom Corn or 
Hog Millet with the expectation of ripening the seed. Owing to the cold weather 
in August the seed was slow in ripening and remained rather light after the 
plants were damaged by the September frosts. Another variety, Pearl or Cat tail 
Millet, failed to head out. 
The following varieties were planted May 15, and made a Satisfactory growth 

but not sufficient to warrant cutting during the same season: White Clover, 
Meadow Fox Tail, Kentucky Bluegrass, Bromus Erectus and Meadow Fescue. 
A small plot was planted with Yellow Lupine and a poor stand secured. The 
plants which came up made a very good growth, blossoming August 21 and setting 
numerous pods. No seed ripened though the plants showed no damage from 
frosts until after October 24. 

Millo Maize, Japanese Broom Corn and Early Minnesota sorghum failed to ~ 
head out. 

Of three varieties of cow peas, the Early Black Eye and Hammond’s Extra 
Early made a growth of 5 and 3 inches respectively, while Evans’ New Era 

reached a height of 16 inches before killed by the September frosts. 
Seven varieties of Soy Beans were tested. Ito San, Medium Harly Black and 

the Ogemaw made the best showing, blossoming August 22, 20 and 17, respectively, 
and the pods being mostly well filled out, though none ripened sufficiently for 
seed. The first two made a very dense growth, the stalks averaging 36 inches 
high, while the Ogemaw remained somewhat more slender and reached a height 
of 30 inches. Extra Harly Black (seed from Michigan Experiment Station) 
made a better growth than Ogemaw, but fewer pods filled up, blossoming 
August 22. Evans’ Early Black Soy and Hammond’s Extra Early Black blos- 
somed August 31 and none of the pods filled up, while the Medium Early Green 

soy had the finest stalks and most leafage but set no pods. 

One plot of Dwarf Essex Rape and one of Thousand Headed Kale were planted 
May 27, in drills 18 inches apart and the plants thinned out to 10 inches in the 
row. Three cultivations were given before the plants shaded the ground, and 
the plants in both plots reached a height of 36 inches, being left for ripening 
seed next season. No appreciable difference could be observed between the plants 
of the two varieties, the Kale being slightly more branching and the color of the 
leaves having a bluish cast. 

In 1902, a small plot, 4 rods square, upon which the rape seed had been broad- 
casted was left for seed, after one-half of the plot was cut for feed by mowing 
off the plants 5 inches above ground. The plants started a new growth before 
the snow disappeared in the spring of 1903 and started to blossom June 2, the 
lower branches ripening seed late in July. Stimulated by wet weather and by 
myriads of cabbage aphis, the plants continued to blossom and ripen seed until 
the end of the season, the aphis being kept in check by spraying with soap and 
tobacco water Individual plants reached a height of 74 inches and by the latter 
part of August the ground was covered with a thick mat of new rape plants 
from the shelled out seed. Though a very large per cent of the seed was subse- 
quently lost in handling the crop, 19 lbs. of prime seed were collected from he 
plot, or at the rate of 760 lbs. per acre. Considering the favorable winter condi- 
tions and the extreme hariness of the plants, the crop appears to be admirably 
well adapted for this region and would seem to be profitable at least as long 
as most of the seed is imported from Europe. Whenever it.seems wise to provide 
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this station with stock, the very important and economical fact can be deter- 
mined whether this crop can be pastured with sheep or other stock and still pro 
duce a profitable crop of seed. The observations made during the season would 
seem to indicate that success in this direction is at least probable, the only differ- 
ence which could be noticed between the plants which had been cut for feed and 
those which were left untouched, was that the former, being not as heavily 
branched, were able to ripen the seed earlier and more evenly. Very small plots 
S abouts one-half rod square were planted with the following vetches and forage 
plants. 

Vicia Sativa Typica—Planted June 5. Blossomed August 9. Resembles the 
common spring vetch, the leaves being larger and the vines being coarser and 
longer, averaging 714 feet in length at the close of the season. Pods exceeding 
3 inches in length formed, but no seed ripened. 

Vicia Biennis—Planted June 5. Blossomed July 23. In appearance like the 
common Sand or Winter Vetch. The blossoms are smaller and of a more reddish 
purple. The leaves are smaller and the vines more slender, averaging 814 feet 
in length. Like its relative the Sand Vetch, it made a rank growth and formed a 
compact mat of vines which will no doubt prove more valuable for feed or fer- 
tilizer than for seed. No pods could be found. 

Vicia Peregrina.—Planted June 1. Blossomed August 16. Vines more slender 
and leaves smaller than Sativa typica. Both of these would have probably rip- 
ened seed if planted earlier. Bumble bees and similar beneficial insects appreciate 
the handsome pink and white blossoms of these spring vetchs and these plants 
in orchards or near small fruit plantations should be of the greatest value even 
outside of the high fertilizing value which they yield as legumes. None of these 

two nor Vicia biennis were affected by September or early October frosts, and 
merely the tips of the vines wilted after the killing frost of October 24. 
Lathyrus Ochrus or Ochrus Pea—Planted June 1. Blossomed July 22, the 

blossoms being pure white and resembling those of field peas. This variety grows 
more upright, the vines seldom exceeding 4 feet in length. The peas ripened late 
in August and in size are somewhat smaller than Egyptian Mummy. Thoroughly 
ripening in a season as wet and cold as the past, this variety ought to be con- 
sidered a very valuable acquisition as a legume. 

POTATOES AND ROOT CROPS. 

As during previous seasons, the potatoes were planted 18 inches apart in rows 
4 feet apart and level cultivation was given throughout the season. Potato bugs 
and both early and late blights were more damaging than during any other season. 
The total yield of the crop was not materially affected thereby, but the develop- 
ment of the tubers being checked, the yield of large and small potatoes was out 
of the ordinary proportion. Potato rot began to develop towards the end of 
August, but harvesting the crop late and storing the potatoes in crates restricted 
the loss to less than five per cent. To keep the vines immune by sufficient spray- 
ings during.a season of almost continuous rains would have been impracticable. 

With each harvest, it becomes more evident that early varieties cannot be 
recommended for this region. The reasons which lead to this conclusion are, 
first, the yield is small; second, the size of the tubers is seldom large enough 
except for home consumption; third, the period which’ elapses between the ripen- 
ing of the early and that of the late varieties is insignificant in this latitude. 

Varieties tested for the first time are, 
Million Dollar—A late white potato of the Carman type, oblong to round, 

flattened and usually thickest at seed end. Finely netted with eyes, mostly shal- 
low and open. Flesh dry and of good quality. 

Up-to-Date.—A late white variety, oblong to round and sometimes flattened. 
Eyes broad, open, shallow. Skin slightly metted; quality good. , 
Wonderful—A medium early variety. Color light brown, eyes white, broad, 

very shallow and often bulging. Roundish oblong, skin prominently russeted; 
flesh dry and of good quality. 

Admiral Dewey.—As tested here it is impossible to describe the variety or state 
whether the otherwise satisfactory yield is due to one rather than the other of 
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the several shapes or colors, the whole being a medley collection of all shapes 
ranging from round to oblong and of all colors shading from pure white to dark 
red. It is evident that varieties advertised under such “catchy” names are apt 
to produce not only “admirals” but almost anything usually found upon a flagship. 

The following table shows that Sir Walter Raleigh is still the leading variety, 
with Million Dollar as a promising sort. 

Yield of plot, in bu. 
Size of ms at 

SSC ; Time of | Time of 
Varieties. pists, planting. | blossoming. 

Large. | Small. | Total. 

MOSUL Teen Oe Boot aot OREO Sap OBO Co nBTEe abc ancae 1x4 June +22. | duly) 20ae.- 23 13 4h 
AVONENENTI ES CAULY caters wa clcleeeeione cicle.evoiateje.e she uc's.sisisisiele trace 1x4 Oe Dai pal) Uae eae 34 14 5 
oar GUOMACHIE Ainls ate, ic neta s ale satsiaccraraGly tare astra esjela ttierstsre,s 1x4 Pt ee |e Yaar 34 1¢ 54 
Vonderful........ Ub ERO b stare Peart ere oer 12s || May SON 5 .| sane loaner 14 a 2 
MEMITA DEWEY ays caiccuion eas atieticce dete ae ee 12 PT eel | yin ALY 2 $ 3 

MATHML aTssepes wiseyctexe taiat arcveraecvare elaboarsirera (dt cetete aietoarett 1x2 S024 al teepe eons 3} 4 3F 
ATOR ES LOMP IS «oe stoceterceseteta ssc chein is orcitig. s osoteistolans sate o'eaela”s 1x2 SEM OU arate Tet Loeacts| 2 t 24 
ERGREEO UPET re eyaetortotc caine cio ale tite sole ates eloicheveretsiclets Sx oral Une we oe tee eevee Ve 14 134 
RGR US NOME MEN 33 PN aa ceR torte baton Na sielae ate clei Dd ieMay 30). al) Vo) 1Oese 54 2 7k 
INR OV OTe ote e ose eatin nN Gl ousiitre wea cals alta saree 1650 |poane. 45,5) ie Ob ee 34 1? 5t 

HrtH AR CODDIED 62 Sets cere ets ele deta eres ae ararcrocsmtay NiepepeiNepsere hs 1x2 SPA She, | ema Sy, 3 4 1} 
LITA 2c U BSR SEBS ESOC DOSEHAGeEOG DARE AO Ene Gobnen sapere 1x4 7) Maye 30.0556 2 0 d2k 2 1 3 
LEGTCIN GSES GERD Doe DET OOE Aue SHE oe Ge Coates 1x4 | June 1.. ep ee 13 4 2} 
BROW LILO TN ca Nersiere Savele vleretcfe siete atari sale Sokaraterayd aiesebaalorave 1x4 CA oe SP Lone 3 1 4 

RIES Lorre cota itessiotere cholate aveial olese ait otal Saves tin Mara ate lores bee 1x4 & Ds a es i Le 3 1 4 

MVCI AIAN Eye or sich Solara seein ele AOS Saver caval sists l Sickel sre eke UG fete 1x4 eee Cosa: 5 1 6 
ELeMmINS TONG CER ose rsd atic om aieieis le Note aid stoke oa le 1x4 pean ieee (ee ae ie hea 44 1} 5 
mem VValbershinleiphis ah .cee howe oe seis eee shots Rata aerate 2x4 niin Cael ilies YU) ape 14 4 144 
GAVMANENOMS noeictec ie nye tyes sinks alacets Clete aieeee tains Ae sjelele sores 2x4 CP Lamy LARS en |i) caches |b: Neck 10 12 11¢ 
SSEXNVEEK St ot Nc leteraaore Minis re abel ee ai acleke wesesen 1x4 “73 een l Ores 3 1 4 

CONTINUATION OF POTATO EXPERIMENTS. 

The potato experiments were continued on the same ground upon which the 
experiments were carried on in 1901-1902, the ground being simply harrowed 
after the potatoes had been harvested in 1902. As during the previous season, 
the object of the experiments consisted in testing the value of fall planting as 
compared with spring planting, level cultivation and spraying against blight as 
compared with hill culture and spraying for potato bugs only. The fall planting 
was done November 1, whole potatoes being used and planted about four inches 
deep and 18 inches apart, the rows being 4 rods long and 4 feet apart. Four addi- 
tional rows were planted with the Sir Walter Raleigh variety, the potatoes being” 
cut in halves and rolled in air slaked lime. Two rows of these were planted 5 
inches deep and the other two rows 2 inches deep. The cut potatoes were a failure, 
the few hills which came up in spring producing only a few small potatoes. No 
appreciable difference could be observed between the deep and the shallow planted 
rows. In both the cut seed was found mostly dried up, most of the buds being 
still fresh but small and weak. Notwithstanding the fact that the ground was 
frozen 5 inches deep when permanent snow fell on December 3, all of the whole 
potatoes came up, and neither the appearance of the vines nor the subsequent yield 
indicated that the seed had been damaged. In fact, many potatoes missed when 
harvesting other plots and plowed up during spring, showed no sign of damage 
from frost, and being cooked, were found as good if not better than fall dug 
potatoes. It would seem evident therefore that neither the quality nor the 
vitality of potatoes is affected by moderate frosts as long as the potatoes remain 
undug and undisturbed until after the ground is thawed out, though,it is more 
than likely that the potatoes would be damaged should alternate freezing and 

thawing of the ground take place. 
In order to make more accurate comparisons between fall and spring planting, 

whole potatoes were used for spring planting. The cellar in which the seed pota- 
toes are kept over is much poorer than the average, and at planting time more 
than ordinary care was taken to save the sprouts which had developed. - While, 

56 
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as shown in the table below, the slight increased yield of the spring planted 
potatoes may be due to the weakening of the fall planted seed, this is rather 
likely to be due to the extra care which in ordinary field practice could not be 
given to spring planted seed, and for that matter would be practically impossible 
whenever the seed potatoes are cut. 

While the total yield of the unsprayed potatoes is slightly greater than that 
of the potatoes which were sprayed against blight, it would be neither safe nor 
fair to conclude that during wet seasons such spraying is a damage to the crop. 
It is true that Bordeaux mixture is apt to damage the foliage during wet and 
cold weather, but it is equally true that the damage at such times can be averted 
by adding a little more lime to the mixture. This extra precaution was taken, 
and though the results were negative or apparently so in the case of potatoes, 
it proved highly beneficial in the case of plum and cherry trees. While during 
a season as wet as the past, the persistent spraying of potatoes might prove effi- 
cient, it is doubtful whether it would prove to be profitable. The advantage of 
level over hill culture is best illustrated in the present results. Hill culture 
during wet seasons would likely give best results on soil insufficiently drained, 
hence poorly adapted for potatoes. On natural potato ground there should be no 
question about the superiority of level culture whether the season is wet or dry. 
As above stated, one-half of the plots was planted November 1, 1902. The other 
half was planted May 29, 1908. The varieties used were Norther and Pingree, 
two early varieties, Rose of Erin and Wonder of the World, two medium late, 
and Carman No. 3 and Sir Walter Raleigh, two late varieties. The vines of the 
early varieties were dead August 17 and the potatoes were then fit for digging. 
The vines of the medium late varieties were dead August 28 and those of the 
late varieties September 30. In all varieties, blight materially hastened the dying 
of the vines. Of potatoes dug August 28 and 29, quite a percentage rotted sub- 
sequently, but practically no further ioss was sustained with the balance by har- 
vesting the potatoes between October 14 and 20. The following table gives the 
date of sprouting and blossoming, the date of sprouting being the time when the 
rows could be distinguished. 

Fall Planted. Spring Planted. 

Varieties. 
Time of Time of Time of Time of 

sprouting. | blossoming. sprouting. | blossoming. 

June, 14... .| July’ *4.... He ease OEE eects Shen a Pingreei= 5.462 hase caso nas June 12....| July 9... 
Balt bata ee Ms tyes, ed | keen acis a.crak orale ee aimee Cle cae INOKED eh tcc aieceea tk cee eae mpl at = Or ee 

‘(ae PIO Sec el lee, «ee ais ate cietee were alate eee cise Rose offPrin. ct 8a es cee eeepiacere Se ASS, gaa She 
ne ths: aaa Wonder ofthe; World. oss...) 0-2. ..4 + se oe $ 14.6.6) les 
RM NO aarre 1 eee e wihcsote meres dete css ald GarmanvNGsaucek.<cteswinies cle ce eroemioate 6 TAS. aan ee 
sigh) 1 RE SMU. Halll date acids cocle sicavroae am pir Walter Raleigh: 5....icece ch cncstecces *'* 16.522 | 4" Aeeee 

The frost of June 12 killed back the tops of all fall planted varieties and those 
of the spring planted Pingree variety. While the fall planted rows were all 
green again June 14, the rows of the spring planted Pingree variety had only 
partially recovered June 17. 

All varieties were sprayed June 27 and 29, July 7, 9 and 14. 
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TABLE OF FALL PLANTED POTATOES IN ROWS FOUR RODS LONG. 

a ” Hilled up. Cultivated level. 
i=) 

Sprayed or unsprayed. Varieties. : se Z. a / sg 5 ey 

g|6|4 sssecll 6 | 4 ssaisée 
SO de) |e > 

SboL tito beta Capen FSiriWalhersRalerhy% see cegt|| she Newtercs. 5 |'slore sare flocecs 2% [loo eal ll llcaretts | toa taeatelleiere orev | atelier 
RSDraveds ts cu oesciste eet a dit enor a 3 | 137 15 | 152 | 278% 134 19 | 153} 2804 
Notisprayed.....:.:..... Ee ay Si aI is 3 | 138 12 150 | 275 141 11 152 tot 
SOBTAVER: eaceiemecatcemeie Carman! Now S\enascecne cess 3 84 12 96 | 176 88 13 | 101 | 185 
Not sprayed............. oO Le Re es He 3 80 li 91 | 1668 89 7 96 | 176 

RSDIAVEU acc cejareieroisie Se sje ss ROSS Of Erin iaye;. secrete creles oe « 3 79 11 90 | 165 82 14 96 176 
Not sprayed............. SMe Bertha li areis aor stores 3 78 10 88 | 1614 79 12 91 | 166% 
OPER VEO Ce te dsc see sisiclests Wonder of the World ....... 3 51 19 70 | 1284 52 26 78 | 143 
Wotisprayed i. )s 3c... Cah FNM ® We oes 3 48 17 65 | 119} 52 17 69 | 126} 

RYDTAVEG Stic hee viele s sis sie'as Pingreein hi). sacri scenes 3 40 18 58 | 1064 51 11 62 | 1133 
Not sprayed............. Ce Shae On nan Gene 3 “51 12 63 | 1154 48 12 60 | 110 
DEHAVEN cio cciiccoce Sareleetace Norther} |cisre sac teartoren are Sore 1 13 3 16} 88 9 6 15 824 
Not‘sprayed.:........5.. BT begs Miaescuovt er yep e eeat tes 1 18 4 22 | 121 13 7 20 | 110 

Totals sae Penick a attets SU) ASL OGL ecco 838) | 155) |) S90S il eeraatete 

*Failed to sprout. 

TABLE OF SPRING PLANTED POTATOES, IN ROWS FOUR RODS LONG. 

a Hilled up. Cultivated level. 

2 
Sprayed or unsprayed. Varieties S se lee Pep |faH 

Bec msee (BSc a eae 
a & =a |Se ee. 50 APs Als s é| | 2 Beaeee|| 2 | 2 aziese 

SDTAVEO Selassie wacvee co's Sir Walter Raleigh #’s....... 4| 129 29 | 158 | 2173 151 14 | 165 | 2263; 
Notsprayeduaccseeaees rc s gas 4 136 19 155 | 2123 142 20 162 | 222 
DLAVEO Se eccuicse tsica atc Sir Walter Raleigh, whole 3 | 119 23 | 142 | 2603 127 14] 141 | 2584 
Not sprayed............. ma an tae Sui 120 20 | 140 | 256% 130 16 | 146 | 267% 
SIDEAV EM Soin iste sic cfeciste cio @armanvNO: Siedacmesteaciestec 3 69 23 92 | 1683 99 9} 108 | 198 

Not sprayed............. alk Ge qos ae ae 3 78 18 96 | 176 90 17 | 107 | 1963 
DPIAVEC dene. seins on cists es Rose of Hrin' jks seceen ven. 3 81 15 96 | 176 86 10 96 | 176 
Not sprayed............. Oy hat on eeimote: 3 | 101 18 | 119 | 218% 108 19 | 127 | 2325 
Sprayedten cee cee wee es Wonder of the World ....... 3 44 18 62 | 1133 54 20 74 | 135% 
Notisprayeds..ccenscscns Fe ASI, Se orn 3 52 16 68 | 1243 55 18 73 | 1332 

SDEAVER Mee eisieas osivne eons Pingree Aste. eaoaetaonces 3 34 1s 41 | 75% 46 10 56 | 1023 
Not sprayed..........0.% SR asthe Aaa tenable 3 40 12 52 | 954 67 15 82 | 1504 
DPLSVEC sete cceriscdee cs Norther tess. c-tics vance se 1 8 3 11 | 603 12 6 18 | 99 
NOt Spravedsenc cece ccces Gb Goce ee Sehio Sebastes 1 9 3 12 | 66 13 4 17 | 93} 

Lotalien seamen si geouce late: 1,020 | 224 1,244 |...... 15.180' |> 192 |1 872) |e. a2: 

The fall planted varieties were cultivated June 10, 18 and 24, and July 6 and 
15, while the spring planted rows were cultivated June 18 and 24 and July 6 and 
15. Hilling up was partially done July 6 and finished July 8. Observations of the 

September 5, when the fall planted 
were nearly full grown, while the spring planted were barely two-thirds grown. 
September 18 the spring planted were nearly full grown, while the fall planted 

September 30, when the tops were 
nearly killed by the frost of the preceding day, the spring planted were nearly, 

late varieties were taken three times, viz.: 

were sufficiently ripe, the skin being firm. 

though not sufficiently ripe. As shown in the tables below, the percentage of 
small potatoes was greatest in the spring planted rows and while the total yield 
of spring planted is greater than that of the fall planted, the figures are nearly 
reversed if the merchantable potatoes only are taken into account. 
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Adding up the total yields of all plots and leaving out the four rows of cut seed 
of the Sir Walter Raleigh variety, the results are as follows: 

Springs? Planted B2%.0 Soko see Oak ad 6. Sa eee 1,976 lbs. 
He Sp lAMted: sie aie ates cae eM Ones coke ties = Chie een oe 1,954 Ibs. 

in favor of spring) plantedr =<. ite victicn cet eee 22 Ibs. 

INDUASDIA Ved 48ccie ice Gee aoe ete sicitla le bkcte see whic eerO ee 2,006 Ibs. 
SDE AVC Uy ieee ete dic Syeve cle ik MEE Ee etch Siok. cite Ba ENS 1,924 lbs. 

in LAVOE OLenOt SPLAy.cGieel. cies sik ciclink cea. 82 Ibs. 

OVEl SCULELVALION 2. cccrc stein tekel bpehoimmieieveeens cae ise eee ele 2,038 lbs. 
EVI CUN AULD Ri wlet ys 'a eco te toh gs fener niet ot Meets Bis cohen a eno eee 1,892 lbs. 

In} tavor.,ot slevelmcultume: - <0. e ec laoitae settee 146 lbs. 

SUGAR BEETS. 

The tests with sugar beets were continued with the intention of studying the 
relating facts as influenced by the peculiar climatic conditions of this region. 
The co-operative experiments made in 1902 and related in Bulletin No. 207 and 
Special Bulletin No. 18, brought out the now undisputable fact that beets richest 
in sugar content grow at the northern limit of possible production. This in no. 
small measure stimulated the erection in 1903 of the largest beet sugar factory 
in the State, and the vastness of this yet undeveloped region lends added interest 
to the study of all the phases of the sugar beet problem, since one may expect 
that these northern regions may eventually become the center of greatest activity 
in the production of sugar beets. The two problems of special importance are: 
first, the production of sugar beet seed; second, the effect upon the sugar content 
of the beet and upon the beet itself by being left unharvested until spring. Should 
all other conditions Prove favorable, there is good reason to expect that the 
production of high grade seed will be more rapidly accomplished in northern 
regions, since the tendency of the beet in accumulating an extra percentage 
of sugar with nature’s gratuitous aid, might reasonably be expected to be trans- 

mitted to the seed. 
A portion of the sugar beet plots was left unharvested in order to determine 

during spring of 1904 the value of storing beets by this unique method. Should 
ultimate tests prove that the beets undergo no change, perhaps even gain by this 
process, there will have been pointed out an added incentive for sugar beet pro- 
duction, and its importance can hardly be overestimated whenever ample acreage 
can be secured. 

On page 3 of Special Bulletin No. 18, mention is made of the laboratory test 
for ascertaining the shrinkage of samples of beets during transportation. In 
order to ascertain such shrinkages as it occurs in actual practice, sample beets 
were pulled and shipped the same day both to the Menominee River Sugar Co., 
at Menominee, Mich., and to the Agricultural College, a tag being fastened to 
each beet giving the weight at the time of shipping. The results are shown in 
the following table, giving also the sugar content and purity as analyzed. The 
average test of all beets gives a sugar percentage of 16.4 and 86.4 purity at 
the Menominee sugar factory. 

BEETS SHIPPED TO MENOMINEE. 

Pal | Weight Weight | 
3 | when when Shrinkage, | Percentage | Sugar | Purity. 
= Variety. | shipped, delivered, in ounces. ofloss. | content. 
Sail | in ounces. in ounces. 
z | 

- — ———e —_ — — = — _ = | 

1 | Jaensch’s Victrix .............- 214 21 } 2.302 16.5 86.6: 
2 fe = | 2, SPC sas } 24 24 0 0 16 84.3 
3 | Frederickswerther Elite..........| 164 16 } 3.03 16.7 88.3 
4 | Some A Gee opal 32 31 1 3.12 16.4 84.5 
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The two varieties were planted May 20, in rows 18 inches apart, each plot being 
1x6 rods. Though a portion of the plots were several times under water after 
heavy rains, the beets suffered no appreciable damage. One-half rod of each 
plot was left unharvested, the balance of the plots giving the following yield of 
trimmed and topped beets: 

Jaensch’s Victrix, 950 lbs., or 27,636.36 lbs. per acre. 
Frederickwerther Elite, 900 Ibs., or 26,181.81 lbs. per acre. 

~ 

Returns from beets shipped to the Agricultural College were as follows: 

AVERAGE TEST, SUGAR AND PURITY. 

Weight Weight 
when when Shrinkage, Per cent Actual 

Variety. shipped delivered, in ounces. sugar sugar 
in ounces. in ounces. found. content 

RENECHVACHRUK: <i. 5.21515 Sees cinls dersialsle sls's.cieiale't.s 16 124 3} 20.6 16.1 
«“ 15 12} 24 20.2 16.8 
& 19 16 3 19.6 16.5 

Frederickswerther Elite 244 20 44 17.8 14.5 
28 23 5 18.6 15.4 

ee 274 22 54 18.4 14.6 

TURNIPS, BEETS, CARROTS, ETC. 

Though all varieties made a good showing, the yield was probably much less 
than it would have been if the plots could have been cultivated mote frequently 
and the weeds properly subdued. Among the varieties not heretofore tested, the 

following are worthy of note: 

CARROTS. 

Selected Danvers.—A table carrot of medium size and good quality. 
light orange with light colored center, long tapering tap root. 
sweet. 

Long Lemon Stump-Rooted.—Long tapering root, averaging 7 inches and hold- 
ing its size fairly well. Yellow fleshed and sweet, but somewhat coarse. Quality 
fair. 

Earliest Short Horn.—The earliest maturing variety. Roots short, heart-shaped 
and hollow crewned, with orange colored flesh. Crisp and sweet. Quality good. 
For general culture, Chantenay is probably the best table carrot. 
Mastodon of the stock carrots resembles and is probably identical with White 

Vosges heretofore tested. 

Color, 
Flesh crisp and 

RUTABAGAS. 

White Swede.—Of-good size, somewhat globe-shaped, abruptly terminating with 
a small tap root. Color white on top, with purple and green shadings below. 
Flesh tender, light colored and of good cooking quality. 
Improved Yellow Mammoth.—Of large size when full grown. 

tap root. Yellow colored with dark purple top. 
and of good quality. 

Carter’s Elephant.—Medium to large. 
ering tap root. 
Sweet. 

Long tapering 
Flesh dark yellow, firm, sweet 

Of gocd shape, with single small tap- 

Color light orange with purple top. Flesh crisp, tender and 

Of very good quality. 

TURNIPS. 

Early Bay City—Resembles and probably is the common purple top, strap 
leaved flat turnip, which in the table below is given with an indicated yield of 
853 bushels per acre. This variety ,was fit for table use July 21, being next to 
White Flat Strap Leaf, a few of which were harvested July 16. The greater yield 
of the two last named and of Wilk Globe, is due to the fact that they were har- 
vested at the end of the season, hence full grown and fit only for stock food. 
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Orange Jelly—Nearly globe-shaped and light orange colored. Of very good 
quality when used before full grown and will keep much longer than the white 
or common purple top varieties. 
New Japanese Tennojii—A white variety of poor shape and worse quality. 

Perhaps the seed was poor, as all ran to seed before being more than half full 
grown. 

Scarlet Kashmyr—The bright scarlet and white coloring makes this an attrac- 
tive looking variety. The white flesh is very firm and crisp, but neither juicy 
nor very sweet. 

Cow Horn.—Grows to large size and cow horn fashion, single specimens some- 
times exceeding two feet in length and three to six inches in diameter. Is used 
for stock and frequently as an orchard cover. Including tops, the yield would 
probably exceed 40 tons of vegetable matter per acre, though 90 per cent of this 
would of course be water. 

Purple Top Yellow Aberdeen.—Round, globe-shaped and slightly flattened with 
small tap root. Skin yellow, shaded with crimson and dark purple on top. 
Flesh light yellow, juicy and fairly sweet. Fit for table use until late fall and 
will grow to large size. 

PARSNIPS, 

Long White Dutch or Sugar.—Long tapering root, holding its size fairly well. 
Slightly hollow crowned. Flesh sweet and of good quality. 
Improved Guernsey—Medium long and rather abruptly tapering root. Some- 

what smaller than the last but of equally good quality. 

The yields of all varieties tested are shown in the following table: 

: Size of . Yield of Yield per 
Varieties. plot, in tine Be plot, in acre, In 

rods. Qin iels bushels. bushels. 

Turnip—Early BBY Witys cu as cee ase Sati oe Mate ele ere sete see §x6 | May 25.... 11} 480 
Milk Globe............ Bietatals etataiectejsistindieteimepeicioe eres sts 4x6 bah 07 ee 12 640 

PMN EW MAPSTCSeYLONNOT pats-o'actsic'o vale welerciets ches nice atanra teens 4x6 tye 3 320 
SURE NCAT ASHINY Ee. Seicst civinle «intajates ale divi sismree sic ceiects om sae $x6 ol hae 5 at 
SMROTUNE ETUC LIV Susie oc sole wicelcintine’neiele © a(cipieine tiiaaee Lbette ae §x6 7 fe 124 522 

=) sPurple Lop: Yellow Aberdeeni..c: ic acccscocesnriccstiowss ix6 ee 14} 51 
PME ACUSOYATLGYINS dan) so cctis Fcroeanie cats Hee adeno ls $x6 aol (ER 64 1, 333 
SEEM Hite lat ourap LEAL. oc. a>acicete ste eecee Sones nater XG SMT os 3 | 640 
SM SPOTIG LOD pilap Weal sas wiccccle ne oy Suit alent cerns ficls elo Sule 4x6 iene 4 | 4 

Rutabaga—Monarch or Tankard..............0 ccc eeceeeceeeeeees 4x60 [pF 2275.5 14 | 497% 

“ Shephard’s Golden Globe.............eceecccsceeeces §x6 het Says 9 
Le Improved Yellow Mammoth...............sseceecsse- $x6 © LB ced 8} 604 
4 White Swede or Sweet Russian Turnip................. &x6 SP 26 144 618 
5 Improved PurplevLop. otc cies cceeivcincecne eens o oes 4x6 2b 11 586: 
5 Garter s/Dlephant:. 5 t5o2,.2 eee. Ae caren cee cick ccs 4x6 ey SOB aes 11} 62 
si IMAMMOUHAR URSIN cee ors vst ciereio ches tech tec ouiio case ace 5.4x4 CE SO 7} 480 

Table Carrot—Long Lemon Stump-rooted............ssccecccesces 4x6 O28. 5. 3} 373 
Delected, Danvers. fit stewe sw aciceee fe cclocemaens ae +x6 ae Pees 3 34 
Improved Wonk Orang@e. ccs sccc cee css sero ee: 4x6 w ARISh. 1 352 

a CHANECNA Yas tose es - ane cee a nce acne 4x6 eet eee 1 352 
* AT iest SHONG HOM so. oy ste cle geiniac cess siceeantdae Rperate eas dent © eaee| iy 320 

Stock Carrot—Mastodon Suapvitciee Na Ok view Peace oe oxinceae mG OTe cee 4x6 COA a oe 3} 74 
Large Whitebelgian 2 2aje: vince eetcaceeoe ene 3.16x6 oe DNS 1 711 

Mangel—Improv ed Mammoth Long Red (D. M. Ferry)............. ix6 aaa 9} 3376 
(Northrop, King Co)....... | ix6 ieee 5 355 

i MIA PAGIBLGMI a Neos ioe leta sa: oe anc Ree Lh eee ee oe 4x6 wy PIO feos 64 34 
Stock Beet—Giant Feeding Sugar Mangel...................00000- £x6 EN Do hes 12 512 
Parenip—lmiproved, GUBrnsey |. os oiacicis oc oococtscicc veccion dain cudeaus 4x6 Oe DOs aes 3 3734 

“a LONE White Dutch or SUBAL..0.cen «devs ace owen neh eeke de 6 Sab, 6 360 
Table Beete—Chicago Market.........'ccccccccccvcccesccvsccotes x6 Be DO cae 7+ 221 

* New. Balt Long ibload.. csc cdcsce es chsh 1 eee nats 4x6 eR ee 8 426 
- Extra Early Egyptian Blood Turnip.................. 4x6 en 6.- 73 413 
- Bastions Marly Wirnipl, <7 ss scceeaeucdee hele: ton 1.12x6 on OB ae 1 320 

Crosbplst gyn tins oe ts fs cates es aco ete OER 4x6 x vie. 3 480 
Tong Dark Blood: ccs <5 civ dee dock ee eT 4x6 Fy 14.. 34 560 
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TABLE BEETS. 

Crosby’s Egyptian.—An early variety, fit for table use by the middle of July. 
Round globular shape, with slightly tapering tap root. Dark red, with alternate 
layers of red and white flesh and dark green leaves. 
Extra Early Egyptian Blood Turnip.—F lat turnip shaped. Skin dark blood 

colored and flesh with alternating layers of crimson and dark blood. Flesh some- 
what coarse. Quality fair. 
Long Dark Blood.—Skin and flesh very dark colored. Long tapering root of 

large size and inclined to grow cow horn fashion. A late variety of good quality. 
Chicago Market.—Medium to large size, and round with small, abruptly taper- 

ing tap root. Skin dark blood colored. Flesh with dark red, crimson and white 
blending in alternate layers. Fine grained, of good quality and medium early, 
being ready for table use about the middle of August and probably earlier during 
a more favorable season. Both leaves and leaf stalks are very dark colored and 
strikingly handsome. Nearly one-half of these beets were harvested in August, 
hence before full grown, and this accounts somewhat for the lower yield shown 
in the table above. 

GARDEN VARIETIES. 

PEAS. 

The trouble encountered with field peas is absent in the early varieties of the 
garden sorts and reduced to a minimum in the late maturing varieties, the vines 
making no such rank growth. There should be no trouble therefore, to ripen 
these varieties, even during wet seasons, should the attempt be made, though 
all varieties being very prolific, it would probably be advisable to “brush” late 
varieties, since the length of their vines still reaches or exceeds 6 feet, ‘and 
since the numerous heavy pods would otherwise crush the vines down. Though 
all these varieties are intended to be harvested before reaching maturity, “brush- 
ing’ is nevertheless recommended for the late sorts, as picking will be rendered 
much easier thereby. For quality, the late varieties take the lead, and among 
those tested, none surpasses J'eddy Roosevelt, a relatively new variety resembling 
Telephone, with the vines somewhat shorter, and hence standing up better under 
the weight of the very large pods. The peas are very large, tender and sweet, 

with a spicy and most excellent flavor. 
Melting Sugar—An edible pod variety, with the longest: vines, is the most 

prolific, as many as 50 pods being found on single vines. The pods are prac- 
tically stringless and should be picked before the peas are more than half full 
grown, as they become “leathery” soon afterwards, but still remain edible if 
cooked from one-half to an hour longer. 

The following table gives the names of the varieties tested and their descrip- 
tion: 

Lal? WS leat bee 
: 2 g a 2 
to ‘a afi em el| Masi S 
3 2 rs ws | Pe) 8 |S 

Varieties. Ee 3 = BS) Siero S Quality. 
eB 2 i g TE ae 
= 3 SN See ala ee 
es a = Ba ea = da at 

. | 
Mrat AnnD este ete cess ’shetescickesohesetais wee | May 23....| June 30....! July 18.... 24 3 7 | Fair. 
IV GEECA EX CELGION <c wine Soe ple nao meleie Se ao ad Uly: WAT. ae ee ONE ae 18 24 8 5 | Good. 
Melting Sugar, edible pod............ aM core be WI Aug alo meee 78 4 40 7 | Very good 
Champion of England................ DO eel Ao 0 1 Dh se eS ae Re 54 3 14 7 | Good: 
MeledriatAdvancer-nrbacackion ceeds lo. Sm 2D usw a V8. olde SotlOE as: 34 22 12 7 | Good. 
preddyiousevelin tees < sue btiocsics eater. Wake DG om at) cL 2 ee 48 4 10 7 | Very good. 

Monarch of Ail Peas................. S26 Falk Mos, Eos ROU elet ee 36 23 7 6 | Fair. 
BS LEDHONe roe nee eterna GR ee eatasiekets 3 Wee aaa | woe) we Ee Sc) Sa ee 72 44 14 7 | Very good. 
RIDRHUSMenteere ecm erteete tcc... et Seas a June) 20... ts Samak ty eee 48 34 9 6 | Good. 
Pride of the Market................. [Wrepeeleesrare) ndutliys 20) eee AUP Om Oneer 36 34 tl 6 | Good. 
American Wonder..................- Se Annee VUNG Loe oo |i Uys eerie 22 3 6 6 | Fair. 
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BEANS. 

The six varieties of bush beans which were tested set a great abundance of 
pods and the wet and cool weather during the picking season was rather favor- 
able for this crop. The varieties are described in the table below. Three vari- 
eties of pole beans were tested with the intention of ripening the seed. These 

TABLE OF BUSH BEANS. 

bo & I 

= Z 3 Bo ILE 
Variety. = = = a oe Notes. 

= 7 3 of | 28 
: : 2 E me | we 

= a = == al ah : 

REUIE SVEN: Pslnlssicis cot. sis eis « June 1....| July 16....} Aug. 6.... 16 5 | Pods flat, narrow. straight, 
stringless. 

MUGEFONG AW AR es c's 33st aie/eG » isin /e See ee See |, oe Oa 12 4% | Pods flat, broad, straight, nearly 
stringless. 

SOGETEN ES: Aa eee nee Sa eee melo tee 2) East Die «8 9 33 | Pods flat, slightly curved almost 
stringless. 

Early Fellow Six Weeks......... Pal fam Aigee (oe seal A GEE s 10 34 | Pods flat, narrow, straight, 
nearly stringless. 

New Early Brittle Wax......... Ge 82 DOS a ESAT 1S: 9 44 | Pods round, curved, stringless. 
New Round Pod Kidney Wax....} “ 2 Se LO ee ol aekaame ae 9 Pods round, curved, almost 

stringless 

were Scarlet Runner, Willing’s Pride and Yard Long. While not killed by the 
frost of September’ 6, their further growth was checked thereby and Scarlet 
Runner alone ripened a few pods. For picking green, Willing’s Pride would have 
been a profitable variety, while Yard Long developed no pods. Two varieties 
of Bush Lima Beans were tested, viz.: New Wonder and Dwarf Bush Lima 
(Rice’s) but no pods formed, the two blossoming August 10 and 12 respectively. 
Of seven varieties of field beans tested, six blossomed between July 20 and 30, 
though none ripened more than a few pods, except the Brown Swedish, of which 
approximately 50 per cent of the pods ripened. The other variety, although last 
to blossom on August 6, ripened nearly 20 per cent of the pods, the variety being 
Early Marrow Pea or White Navy. The failure in ripening the field and pole 
varieties was principally due to a severe attack of anthracnose, which owing to 
persistent wet weather could not be materially checked with Bordeaux mixture. 

SWEET CORN. 

Of the varieties tested, Adams, First in Market, Early Minnesota and Stowell’s 
Evergreen in the order named, are the most promising. None of these were dam- 
aged by frost until after September 29, while about 25 per cent of First in 
Market and practically all of Adams ripened. This latter variety is especially 
worthy of further trials, for while only of medium quality as a table variety, 
it is superior to Cory, heretofore tested. The stalks also are higher, averaging 
6 feet, and the foliage being abundant, this variety will furnish a large amount 
of fodder, while the grain being smooth, ought to be fully as good for stock 
feeding as the average field varieties. The ears average 8 inches long with 8 to 
10 rows of large kernels. 

For table use, First in Market, is somewhat sweeter and its earliness may 
show it to be a valuable sort for this latitude. The stalks are nearly 6 feet 
high with plenty of foliage and the ears average 9 inches with 12 rows of large 
kernels. Early Minnesota and Stowell’s Evergreen are two well-known standard 
varieties of better quality than either of the two described above. Neither of 
the two ripened. 
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SQUASHES AND SUNDRY VINES. 

All varieties were planted June 6, but the ground being cold and cut-worms 
being unusually abundant, the seed either failed to sprout or the young plants 
were destroyed as fast as they appeared above ground. All were replanted June 
22 to 25. None of the muskmelons or watermelons set fruit, though the earliest 
variety of the former blossomed August 3 and the latest August 17. Among the 
cucumbers the earliest variety blossomed August 4 and the latest August 10. 
Some of these failed to bear and the others did not bear many specimens, these 
being Early Short Green, Harliest or Klondike, King of Picklers, Early Russian 

and Arlington White Spine, the first four being pickling and the last a slicing 
variety. The squashes and pumpkins proved more prolific and several varieties 
ripened thoroughly. As nearly all varieties tested gave promise of good results 
in normal seasons, the following notes are given: 

PUMPKINS. 

Sugar Pie—A table variety of small to medium size and excellent flavor and 
quality, requiring less sugar than any other variety. Round and flattened at 
stem and blossom ends. Medium hard but thin shell; orange colored; flesh 
thick, fine grained and dark lemon colored. Will keep for two months in an 
ordinary cellar. Nearly every specimen ripened. Probably the best of all 
pumpkins, very prolific, and having been tested twice before, it can be safely 
recommended for general cultivation. 
Mammoth Prize-—A large variety of very attractive appearance. In shape 

and color like the last, but more flattened. The shell is harder but very thin 
and perfectly smooth. Seed cavity much larger proportionately than the last. 
Specimens weigh 20 to 30 lbs., and several were nearly ripe. 

Japanese Pie—A late variety of small to medium size. Jn shape resembles 
a “Dipper” Gourd with the “neck” part or stem end 3 to 3% inches and the 
blossom end 4 to 5 inches in diameter; 10 to 12 inches long; medium hard thin 
shell, smooth and dark green colored. Flesh thick and seed cavity small; 
quality fair. Kept in good condition for six weeks in ordinary cellar, though 

not quite ripe. 
Hundred Weight.—Resembles Mammoth Tours, heretofore tested Pear shaped 

and growing to very large size, the largest specimen weighing 56 lbs. Shell soft, 
‘smooth, with cream color mostly overlaid with light to dark green. Seed cavity 
very large. Flesh coarse and best fitted for stock food. Ripened thoroughly 
and kept in good condition for two months. F 

SQUASHES. 

Mammoth Yellow Summer Crookneck.—The best known of the early or sum- 
‘mer squashes and heretofore tested. Will usually ripen before the advent of any 
early frosts. 

Hubbard, Mammoth Hubbard, and Chicago Warted Hubbard, each from a dif- 
ferent seedsman, were practically the same thing. All ripened, but not to that 
degree which leaves the fiesh dry and mealy. 

Great Chile—A variety of very large size and heretofore tested as Mammoth 

Chili. Did not grow as large as in 1902 nor ripen as well, the largest specimen 
weighing 41 Ibs. 

Hardshelled Marrow.—Resembles and probably is the same variety heretofore 
tested as Golden Hubbard. Did not ripen as weli as the ordinary dark green 
Hubbard. 

Fordhook.—Of small size, egg-shaped and prominently ribbed. Smooth, cream 
colored and thin but very hard shell. Seed cavity very small and flesh quite 
dry. Did not ripen sufficiently. 

Italian Vegetable Marrow.—A medium early variety of large size and fair 
quality. Club shaped, 12 to 21 inches long and 4 to 6 inches in diameter at 
thickest or blossom end. Ribbed and soft shelled; flesh thick and soft. Color 
white, almost overlaid with light green and heavy stripings of dark green, the 
longitudinal ribs being greenish white with occasional minute splashings of dark 
green. Very prolific and growing in bush form. Quality fair. A few specimens 
were nearly ripe. 

57 
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TOMATOES. 

Seven varieties were tested. The plants were grown by the Negaunee Nursery 
and Greenhouse Co., who hardened them in cold frames, shipped them skillfully 
packed and thus furnished unusually strong and stocky plants which continued 
their growth unchecked when transplanted here June 20. The varieties, with 
dates of blossoming, were as follows: 

Atlantic Prize, blossomed July 8. 
Hammond’s Earliest, blossomed July 8. 
Nolte’s Earliest, blossomed July 9. 
Red Cherry, blossomed July 10. 
Red Pear, blossomed July 22. 
Tour Peach, blossomed July 23. 
White Appie, blossomed July 25. 

The effect of cold nights during August was best illustrated with the tomatoes. 
The vines were heavily loaded, and though the full grown fruit of the first four 
named varieties was at the turning point shortly after the middle of August, 
scarcely more than a half dozen specimens ripened out doors, though neither rot 
nor any other disease caused the loss of any. All were subsequently ripened in 
the house, the plants being unharmed by frost until after September 29. The 
earliest full grown fruit of Red Pear also ripened in the house, while that of the 
last two named varieties of above list developed to full size but was fitted only 
for green tomatoes. 

RADISHES. 

The small, early and usually turnip-shaped varieties can be rapidly grown in 
hot beds early in season, or outdoors as soon as the ground is warm enough. 
Grown outdoors, it means wormy radishes, should planting time be succeeded by 
a protracted spell of cold, raw weather. This can largely be averted however 
by mixing a liberal supply of tobacco dust with the soil in the rows when ready 
to sow the seed. Of these early varieties, the following were tested: Early 
Deep Scarlet, Olive Short Leaf, Non Plus Ultra or Scarlet Turnip Forcing, 
Scarlet Turnip White Tipped, Crimson Giant Forcing and Triumph. Planted 
May 13, they were of edible size June 14 to 17, while replanted June 12 they were 
edible July 6. All these varieties are of excellent quality, Non Plus Ultra being 
the smallest and earliest maturing and Crimson Giant Forcing being the largest, 
the little tap root terminating less abruptly than in the others. Triumph is of 
medium size and very attractive appearance, the white color being overlaid with 
horizontal stripes and splashings of a deep pink color. Will last for a consider- 
able length of time before turning pithy. The other varieties tested are: 
Improved Chartiers or Shepherd.—Nearly as early as the last, but with a longer 

season. Oblong in shape, crimson colored and of excellent quality. 

Stuttgart Early White Giant—A medium late sort growing to very large size,. 
but being at its best when two to three inches in diameter. Greyish white, 
turnip-shaped, with very long tap root; quality fair. 

Icicle-—A medium early variety. Long, slender roots with a delicate white 
color. Mild, brittle and very juicy; none better for quality. 

Rose China—A late variety; club-shaped and partly growing above ground. 
Of large size, light crimson colored; flesh firm and somewhat dry, but mild and 
crisp. Packed in dry sand, it will keep until late winter. 

California Mammoth.—A winter radish of large but not overgrown size, with 
very long tap root. Color dark grey; flesh somewhat leathery but mild and 
juicy; well adapted for leaving unharvested for spring use. 

LETTUCE. 

The varieties tested are Deacon or St. Louis, Early White Self-folding, Hanson, 
Mammoth, Perpignan or Defiance and Colossal. 

Early White Self Folding is a late sort belonging to the Cos variety. Heads 
pointed, very light green and blanching well. The other varieties belong to the 
close or cabbage head sorts. Hanson has the longest edible maturity and the 
light green curly leaves are very tender. 

Perpignan or Defiance is a good variety with dark green and red margined 
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leaves, the heads being tender and of good size. Both Colossal and Mammoth 
form large solid heads with well blanched hearts and very tender. 

Deacon or St. Louis is equally desirable for quality, the round, smooth, light 
green leaves forming small but solid heads. 

SPINACH. 

Improved Bloomsdale and Round Summer ran to seed as soon as.edible. The 
leaves are small to medium sized, light green and of good flavor. 

Victoria proved the best of the three, the broad, dark green leaves being much 
larger, mild flavored and tender. 

The two following are described here, not because they are varieties of spinach, 
but because they are sometimes advertised as “summer spinach” and “spinach 
beet.” Both are varieties of the common beet (Beta vulgaris), the roots being 
small and not edible. The varieties are Lucullus and Swiss Chard or Sea Kale. 

Lucullus is best adapted for “greens,” the large moss curled leaves remaining 
in good condition until the beginning of winter and being tender but without 
any pronounced flavor. The variety ought to prove valuable as a midsummer 
vegetable. 

Swiss Chard is a stronger growing plant than the last. The leaves are ex- 
tremely large though not as desirable for “greens.” The stems are the better 
portion of the plant and these are very broad, flat, waxy white and remain quite 
tender throughout the entire season, being mostly valuable as an early vegetable. 

SALSIFY. 

Two varieties were tested. Salsify or Vegetable Oyster developed into roots 
of good size, the largest percentage being fairly free from prongs. Wisconsin 
Golden proved worthless, hardly any of the roots attaining a diameter of even 
half an inch. 

KOHL RABI. 

The Harly White Vienna variety was tested, being planted May 30 and edible 
July 26. Of good flavor and very tender when harvested young. The variety 
grows to large size but becomes woody long before it is full grown. It deserves 
more extensive cultivation owing to its hardiness and usefulness for stock food 
when it is no longer fitted for table use, there being no roots to clean and the 
leaves remaining tender until the end of the season. Very few were removed 
for table use, and from three rows four rods long, or three-fourths of a rod 
square, three and one-fourth bushels were harvested at the end of the season, 
the yield showing a possible harvest of nearly 700 bushels per acre. 

ONIONS, 

The bulbs from seed did not ripen as well as those from sets owing to the fact 
that the former require a longer season for maturing, and while small, are 
damaged to a greater extent by the seemingly ever present onion maggot. The 
white varieties, whether from seed or sets, ripened earlier than either the yellow 
or red, and those known as “multipliers” ripened earlier than the ordinary 
varieties in general use. Of the varieties tested, the following are worthy of 
note: 

German Salad.—Raised from sets. A yellow variety of good size and elongated 
pear shaped; of mild flavor and stands close planting. Slow to cure owing to the 
thick necks. 

Large Red Whetherfield is the only variety which thoroughly ripened from 
seed. The bulbs are of good size and. fair shape. 

Long Keeper.—Pale red, medium size, and better shape than the last. Did not 
ripen sufficiently. 

Steward’s Pineapple-—A pear-shaped variety of some merit. Ripened least 
of any variety. 

Early White Welsh.—Did not develop any bulbs, the variety being evidently 
adapted for bunching only, and as such is decidedly valuable. 

LEEK. 

Monstrous Carentan—Mild flavored and tender. Was slow in developing, and 
remaining undersized, did not require but little banking up for bleaching. 
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CHIVES. 

The slender awl-shaped leaves are extensively used for flavoring by those who 
appreciate its mild onion flavor. 

GARLIC. 

The white, clustered and pointed bulbs are used for meat and sausage flavor- 
ing and are more extensively used by Mexicans and those of Spanish origin, 
though there is a steady and limited demand for it by Germans in northern 
markets. Of powerful scent and never-to-be-forgotten flavor. 

CELERIAC, 

The variety Giant Prague was tested. Most of the plants set out on well 
drained ground developed very large, smooth bulbs, while those planted on better 
but poorly drained soil, remained undersized. 

CABBAGE, 

A portion of the ground upon which the plants were set out proved to be 
badly infested with cut worms and over 90 per cent of the plants were destroyed 
before the worms could be. even partially subdued. Scarcely any worms could 
be found upon the rest of the plots which were laid out upon low ground. These 
plots have been used for cabbage and celery during the past three years and 
would be well adapted for these crops if properly drained. Wet as they are even 
during dry spells, the maturing of the jate varieties of cabbage is considerably 
retarded, though the early varieties have not apparently suffered at any time 
except that the mature heads are invariably smaller upon the lowest portion of 
the plots. The following varieties were tested: 

Early Jersey Wakefield—The pointed shape of the heads is the only objection 
to this variety. The solid and early ripening heads are unsurpassed for quality, 
though not equal to the Savoy cabbages for delicate fiavor. 

filderkraut.—Heads conical and very pointed. Pale green and whitens well 
when maturing. A medium early variety with heads very firm. Somewhat 
coarse and tough for cooking, though for sauerkraut this may possibly be a 
desirable feature 

Marblehead Mammoth Drumhead.—Heads medium to large, round, slightly 
flattened and closing fairly well on top. Most of the heads remained soft. 

Danish Ballhead.—Form globular and size small to medium, the heads being 
very firm and of a bluish green color, while the quality is excellent. Probably 
the best market variety. 

Giant Red Dutch.—Small but very solid heads, which like the last will keep in 
excellent condition for several months. Though the market for red cabbage is 
limited, their good quality should recommend them for general cultivation on 
a small scale. 
Improved American Savoy.—Small to medium size and nearly globular shape. 

Most of the heads were very firm and of best quality. 

CAULIFLOWER. 

Surehead.—A few very large heads were secured, and though the rest were 
small, they were of excellent quality. 

White Mammoth Broccoli made a very rank growth, but no heads formed. 

HERBS, ORNAMENTALS AND MISCELLANEOUS CROPS. 

PARSLEY. 

Champion Moss Curled.—Ease of cultivation, hardiness, pleasant flavor and 
ornamental qualities are features which should recommend Parsley as an indis: 
pensable addition to the kitchen garden ‘The variety tested is useful as flavor- 
ing while young, and for garnishing throughout the entire season. 
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MUSTARD. 

Southern Giant Curled.—The crimped and much curled leaves are very orna- 
mental and well adapted for “greens.” The plants did not develop until late in 
the season. 

TOBACCO. 

Two varieties were tested, the plants being set out June 20, and partially 
destroyed by cut worms. 

General Grant blossomed August 6 and the seed ripened. The leaves averaged 
27x17 inches. ' 

Connecticut Seed Leaf blossomed August 16, the seed not ripening sufficiently. 
The leaves averaged 30x15 inches. 

PEPPER. 

Two varieties were tested, the plants being set out June 20. The plants were 
more or less defoliated by cutworms and several died from the damage. Those 
least damaged of the Red Cherry variety ripened nearly all their fruit, blossom- 
ing July 7. The peppers are very pungent, much larger than cherries and are 
conical shaped. The plants bear profusely, and when late in the season they are 
loaded with blossoms and peppers in all stages of ripeness, their varied and 
brilliant coloring renders them very conspicuous and highly ornamental. 
Ruby King blossomed July 10 and produced large green peppers none of which 

ripened. 
CASTOR OIL PLANTS. 

Two varieties were tested, viz.: Castor Oil Bean, the common green leaved 
variety (Ricinus Communis) and Ricinus Sanguineus, with dark brownish red 
leaves and stems. Of 50 seeds planted June 8 and all of which sprouted and 
partially developed, there remained six plants which blossomed» August 2, the 
others being destroyed by cutworms. It seems certain that the appetite of cut- 
worms is not restricted by taste, and though the destruction by them of castor 
oil plants may be an occurrence without precedent, it will seem anything but 
strange in this instance, considering the insect’s previous diet of red pepper and 
tobacco. 

CHICORY. 

Large Rooted Magdeburg.—Planted June 8, some very large roots of even size 
were secured. The plants are extremely hardy, hence well adapted for this lati- 
tude. 

CHUFAS.— (Cyperus esculentus.) 

Sometimes called earth almonds. One of the sedges cultivated in the southern 
states for the edible tubers, which somewhat resemble, but are much smaller 
than the Jerusalem Artichoke. Planted June 8, numerous tubers developed, none 
being larger than an ordinary hazel nut. The plants did not blossom and the 
tops were not damaged by the September frosts. 

SCOLYMUS. 

Said to be a species of the Globe Artichoke (Cynara scolymus), the flower 
heads of which are edible. The variety Cynara Cardunculus, known as Cardoon, 
is cultivated for the fleshy leaf stalks and midrib which are blanched like celery. 
The true name of Scolymus as tested here could not be ascertained at this time; 
the root being the edible portion of this variety. The thistle-like leaves are 
moderately pinnatified with numerous prickles, the color being pale green with 
white stripings. The roots grow as large as those of Salsify, have the same 
milky sap and are of excellent flavor. Edible early in September and probably 
earlier during a warmer season. Appears to be quite hardy and should prove 
to be a valuable acquisition as a late summer vegetable. 

Cynara Scolymus or Globe Artichoke, was planted June 8 for the purpose of 
testing the hardiness of the plants when left unprotected during winter. The 
plants were green at the end of October when nearly all other vegetation had 
either been killed or seriously damaged. 
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Honey Anchusa, determined by Prof. B. O. Longyear as Anchusa Italica. An 
ornamental plant said to be valuable as a honey plant. For attracting bees and 
kindred insects it has few equals, the delicate colored blossoms resembling 
Forget-me-nots, being borne in profusion on the many stout branches. The 
plants reached a height of 28 inches, blossomed until late in October and were 
not entirely killed by the killing frost of October 24. 

SMALL FRUITS AND ORCHARD. 

Under more adverse conditions, the behavior of strawberries was fully as 
satisfactory as during previous seasons, for while some varieties yielded less, 
others yielded more. 
Among the gooseberries, Houghton, Downing, Pearl and Red Jacket, in the 

order named are the most profitable varieties, for while the other varieties on 
trial appear to be fully as hardy, they have not been as able to resist the attacks 
of mildew nor seem to derive any benefit from spraying with potassium sulphide. 
Perhaps the extreme wet condition of the soil induces the periodical spread of 
this disease, and other varieties may prove to be valuable when with more 
land cleared, the bushes can be grown upon higher ground. 

The raspberries continue to bear a small crop. The bushes each season give 
promise of large yields until the first fruit begins to ripen, but the canes dry up 
before the picking season is over, and in this respect no perceptible difference 
could be noted between this, a wet season, and the previous dryer season, nor 
could any disease or insects be observed upon the canes during either season. 
Eldorado, of the blackberries behaved in a similar fashion, while Erie, as 
during the previous season, continued to blossom until late August setting little 
fruit. 

Although first in blossoming and being regularly damaged by frost when the 
berries are one-half to two-thirds full grown, the red currants, especially the 
North Star, bear a fair crop. Currant worms during the past season appeared 
in amazingly large numbers and were not entirely subdued after four sprayings 
with hellebore. 

STRAWBERRIES. 

Observations taken in 1902 were continued during May and June, 1903, when 
the strawberry plants were in blossom, the object being to ascertain more fully, 
first, whether blossoms are immune against not only severe frosts, but even 
such as are commonly termed as killing frosts, i. e., 26 degrees; second, whether 
such immunity, if existing, is due to heat previously stored up in the soil and 
liberated during frosty nights. 

For this purpose, two self-registering minimum thermometers were fastened 
upon a post which had been erected in the center of the strawberry plots, the 
plots being located upon ground approximately 45 feet lower than that upon 
which is erected the instrument shelter containing the thermometers for taking 
the daily weather observations. One of these two thermometers was fastened 
upon the post four and one-half feet above ground, the other six inches above 
ground. Observations were first taken May 29 when all varieties were either 
in blossom or with the fruit buds well developed. Several blossoms were marked 
by loosely tying a short piece of white twine below the calyx and a few buds 
nearly ready to open were marked in a similar way, small stakes being driven 
in the ground alongside of all thus marked. As will be seen below, the frosts 
were not only as heavy as in 1902, but they were more numerous, and coming 
later, were calculated to be more damaging. While this greater damage is made 
manifest by the reduced yield of some varieties, the fact that the total yield of 
all varieties was equal to that of the preceding season, would warrant the con- 
clusion that the strawberry, though more cosmopolitan than any other fruit, is 
better adapted for northern than for southern latitudes, since highly profitable 
crops can be raised in spite of frosts which not only are termed as killing frosts 
but which in southern latitudes would unquestionably destroy most vegetation. 
This conclusion would seem further warranted by the fact that the early varieties 
give the best yields, while the lower yields are obtained from most of the 
varieties least subject to frosts but ripening their fruit during the warmest 
portion of the season. The following is a record of the temperatures: 
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vi post On id 
44 feet 6 inches 

Date. In shelter above above 
ground. ground. 

TCR ae PAE SA AOC AR Bia ie CSO OCTET OCIA: GHC EIA Enero a RDO ea 30 26 28 
ROMA earelete ls feintetore stel stale ai Wale sr js aleve a Nemmalntisiaiceaveente tle Gara the on ot vas Dbndee eee 25 21 23 
oY Ges ECGS ae EBs oS nn La gobs cee le Cede ie ed as ep ae 29 25 27 

AIOE ALG See RA 5 CEPI IAN TR BRS COE eR rae 29 24 26 
DENA SE eel asic SER ee CEETOA EET GED OTT Sri ae Tne wn Oe ae 32 27 30 

BMMMISS cs sfeeva clasts ttt aie rAiay Sar Vonks tata IIA SIRO Ts UR laid ce terale chats brclecp aula ocr 34 31 32 
7... Chee OES OS ACTER EERE HER IE De 38 35 36 
SRB EG COBURG ACCES CL TORE RA Cae te Ts oi ru es ae ag Oa 42 39 39 
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The above figures indicate, first, that the higher ground is warmest at all 
times during frosty nights; second, that the soil gives off sufficient heat to ele- 
vate the temperature immediately above it from one to three degrees; third, 
that during continuous cold weather heat is rapidly driven off from the soil until 
finally the coldest temperature is that immediately above ground. 

Of the blossoms and buds marked, none were damaged until June 12, when 
all had developed into fruit from one-quarter to two-thirds full grown. Only two 
failed to show any signs of damage on June 13, and these two subsequently 
dried up. Though all were thus killed by the frost of June 12, the fact remains 
neverthless, that thousands of others which had not been marked were not 
affected by any frost, since the berries were ripe a week later. It is possible, 
even probable, that the more or less reclined position of the blossoms of certain 
varieties, may in some measure contribute more or less to their immunity from 
frosts. The observations of the past two seasons however, would rather indicate 
that such immunity is due to a specific cell structure, innate or acquired, and 
known as hardiness. The fact that blossoms were not damaged previous to June 
12 would also indicate that partly grown fruit is more tender than blossoms. 
During the coming season, observations will be taken for the purpose of ascer- 
taining the value of mulches as a protection against the latest frosts. 

When considering the yields in the following table, it should be remembered 
that the plots are still in the extreme wet condition heretofore described. In 
the following table the yield per acre is given for 1902, as well as 1903, in order 
to compare the probable effect of frosts upon certain varieties. As shown in 
Special Bulletin No. 20, the spring frosts in 1902 were fewer and probably less 
damaging to early varieties, since the last frost occurred a week earlier and was 
less severe. 

TABLE OF STRAWBERRIES (In matted rows 4 feet apart). 

' Yield | Yield 
Yield Length . First Last per | per 
of plot, Varieties. Sex. ot row, First ripe ripe acre, in | acre, in 
in qts. in feet. | blossom. fruit. fruit. quarts, | quarts, 

1903. | 1902. 

| | | 
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21 | Brandywine........-.....- Perfect..... 200°) “25. ...| July 98 oe: | Ati? 912.5 11,1432 | 12798 
Diet sBrvantes oe swynaeey oe aise | Perfect..... 180) |) S24 oa G ee) ulyaa len .1et 6s) eet on 
OF i Bribachts5 (3% curote sot wlernsoae Imperfect... 100\| 1%. 23. ssp ete iy con 20k: «| 140344) | ROSO 

AQ CITGO LE Roe, 3 crcictielaictcore eis Perfect..... BRO ee Siemens oe. 1 O4a 5) pleeooe 

D4AGie i Bixcelsionycscs scfase.o41 siete Perfect..... 1,520 Se V2 uaeye2 th! £8 21. ..)3| 10492-) aks 
Oe Gandy-ias a jects: «btete ersevsyatese Perfect..... 1385 | “ 27....) July 8....) Aug. 1....| 1,582 | 1,8554 
OA (Glen Maryan ce cewentc ces tees |) CLEECUL 012 30 Se DOS manners heat Olly aoe. 9334 5444 

M2Oet| Maverlandtesainceciee versie 2 Imperfect... 460),| 6) C24 Sea DB ee he dt 0! 2 "3 Obae | oaabOe 
Dee Marshall’. 2c refelte.c)s:sielsisisie« Perfect..... 95 Sf) oma Maye dite gai RN DBL c,« 286} 1148 

SF |) Mayflower ice cece wcas ses Perfect..... 135 CSTE) os ol “eli bse ee  erna ea 6853 484 
TE) i TNE Tay Aa Se ri Perfect... .. 760 Sp ZOE sey UULy Lee el, AUS sos. s 1004 | 2223, 

Dee Parker |Marleis, oo). 020 satis Perfect..... 580 SEPA ll anette fodUly) 225021 OvOR (enor: 
BUCH CAIN Peace sacs bycteler sis, Seve Imperiect...| 1,140 Tg ZOE inet yy pdb. ct|) GAMES: |, beac bap Ole pe all meen eal 
4 (ial sto) 0 eee AAI Imperfect... 180 OH eer ONE 20 ccc) DULY, eae s tal Gates 5444 
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In 1902, plants from the twelve varieties named in the following table, were 
set out north of the orchard, in order to note their behavior when growing 
upon well drained, sandy loam. A single row three rods long was planted to 
each variety, the rows being four feet apart and the plants eighteen inches 
apart in the row. Numerous plants, especially of Michigan and Sample, proving 
worthless and having evidently been taken from the ends of runners, were 
subsequently destroyed, thus leaving some of the rows, especially the last two, 
not as well filled out at the end of the season as some of the others. The first 
fruiting of the varieties is shown in the following table, the results being mainly 
conspicuous for earlier blossoming and fruiting due to the higher and warmer 
soil. As the timber stands within a rod north of the plot, the berries were soon 
discovered by chipmunks and cedar birds, and the results which are negative 
with three varieties, were probably more or less affected from the same cause, 
at least as far as the late ripening varieties is concerned. Further trials are 
necessary in order to determine the preference of the varieties for one or the 
other kind of soil, though as far as Excelsior is concerned, the plants showed 
such rapid and very marked improvement as soon as transplanted, as to make 
it quite certain that the increased yield is due to the lighter soil. 

TABLE OF STRAWBERRIES PLANTED ON SANDY LOAM (in matted rows 3 rods long and 
4 feet apart). 

7 Yield : Last Yield git Date of First : | per 
Varieties. . : ripe | of plot, * 

blossoming. rar fruit. in qts. ae 

PSEL COURT Bee ree stele ata era arthae so sine aioicvere'stetteieicve wafers eo May 11....| June 20....| July 22.... 10} 2,310 
ESPHTPL URINE tee ereln ar Ricl cia aies oieinenin’sin soni ciaite ettoleetaiarsie ec adie eRe Wendt bry (Cee | pedo et 84 1,870 
Baigent yo ac ourels, Sete ca Ae Goin Siclaleia tioivic ee Galas nid le afa/etole otelavaiers ae 2 er ag ger eee babe oes = 104 2,310 
LOTT TIN Ge cna aa bern SAP OME UIC ete Oe eC Cen miacaunaahe | ee eree|, Pe DOs ome hose 154 3,410 

COT NS ay He ee inc Pett ee ie i a Cree Pea iey Les Os Ve Duby i BSs’ «esata 0 
ML ETIEM Re ase eG mete cctte eis ors Sr nrg s She acre nah Wisteeine niet age le June: 25....| July, 29..... 94 2,090 
CEB CTe TENT TE Ge SN IR ae a ae RR ctr era pT RE moO Bo. Iw ib oOo ee Bese 19 3,960 
IVETE Ler ete iese She cfe, = Glo Stora lac eit wie ito Stelaie orem oa Semesters Beare ee 205. ta ee 2Oo. cal cote Moa ee 0 0 

PAA CHITOAN oo wher ain onciate cere) c/5 elm: scyays sixja'e dyoiw lave cher» aie evevere & 206 xfarejy's = 0 rc.s MdUlye re alee ce cleskeeer 0 0 
POR PY MEAT Ooo fera ore wiavores ote oor etavera se aruce lao cosa! evave aivsareharats matevero\, 6 © 22. ve2| JUNE 28: - ps ale oleae 54 1, 210 
RONNIE eee eso lan alele ale oe Craule og Rival ee ldaele Cee e es ers tee Sr Busi ds 3 ae 8 1,760 
PUI ED, cele ais a ciarnikias bccie « oti cteleeile anes eee eh acta acta s STO le Sh MOB ie hs Beene: 64 1,430 

ORCHARD. 

No disease proved troublesome during the season, apple scab yielding readily 
to judicious spraying, though pear scab seems hard to control with the Flemish 
Beauty, but appears.to be confined to this variety only. Even though wet sea- 
sons are more favorable for the spread of fungous diseases, shot-hole fungus 

and leaf spot of the cherry never before yielded so readily to Bordeaux mixture, 
requiring but two sprayings during the season, the result being perhaps due to 
the greater amount of lime which had been added to the copper sulphate, being 
50 per cent more than the usual quantity for the first spraying and 30 per cent 
more for the second spraying. This increase was deemed advisable owing to 
the wet weather, and the effect of even the earliest spraying could still be 
noticed upon some of the leaves towards the end of the season. 

No insects proved troublesome except several species of aphis. Owing to the 
persistent warfare waged against it during the preceding season, the cherry 
beetle (Calerucella cavicollis) could not be found until mid-season, those which 
then appeared being evidently stray individuals reared on the wild cherries in 
the neighboring woods. Basilarchia arthemis (banded purple) were found upon 
most of the apple trees at the beginning of the season, but in greatly reduced 
numbers when compared with the preceding season. The black aphis of the 
cherry, never before seen here, made its first appearance early in August and 
the green aphis of plum trees were exceedingly numerous early in season. The 
apple tree aphis were hardest to control and did not appear to be materially re- 
duced after three sprayings with tobacco water and two with soap water, but 
finally yielded to a combination of the two spraying mixtures, one pound of tobacco 
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stems and one pound of hard soap being used for eight gallons of water. 
High winds maimed and destroyed a number of trees, the greatest damage 

being done to all plum trees with a spreading or drooping habit of growth. As 
this damage occurs more or less each season, there are now but very few unin- 
jured trees left in the plum orchard, though none of the Shrop Damson or Moore’s 
Artic have been affected, owing to their compact habit and their shorter limb 
growth. 

A very heavy yield of the cherry trees was reduced to a minimum by the frost 
of June 12, at which date the fruit of all varieties had attained various stages 
of development. None of the previous frosts proved damaging though the blos- 
soming season began May 20. The English Morello was a noted exception, the 
little trees remaining well loaded and ripening a fair crop. A single tree of 
the Wragg variety was another exception and ripened a full crop possibly owing 
to the fact that the buds having remained dormant, the tree was finally stimu- 
lated into activity by an application of nitrate of soda, bone meal and wood 
ashes, and the first blossoms did not open until June 10, the delay thus enabling 
nearly all blossoms to escape all frosts. Another tree of the same variety acted 
in a like manner, and being left untreated, dried up as soon as leafed out. One 
of the Dyehouse cherry trees and one of the Hawkeye plum trees died in a 
similar manner. Investigation showed these trees to be dead about two inches 
above and two inches below the point where the scion was grafted into the 
root, while the body of the trees and the root system were healthy, the dead 
portion being considerably larger in diameter than the body of the tree and 
being abruptly tapered upwards, indicating that the root had been growing 
faster than the tree, though these trees were uncommonly large for their age. 
Two more varieties of cherries came into bearing: 
Lutovka.—A large, strong, upright growing tree with branches somewhat 

spreading. Blossomed May 28, and fruit ripened August 2. The cherries are 
light red, translucent, juicy, slightly acid and of gcod quality. Size medium to 
large, oblate, somewhat heart-shaped with wide and deep cavity and stem 
averaging one and one-fourth inches. 
Viadimir—A small but stout growing tree with round shape. Blossomed May 

25, and ripened fruit July 25. Fruit medium size, round, very dark red. Flesh 
dark red, melting, sub-acid, slightly astringent and of good quality. Cavity shal- 
low with long slender stem, averaging one and one-half inches. 

The scarcity of fruit buds of these two varieties is apt to show that both may 
prove to be shy bearers. The plum trees were damaged by frosts more than the 
cherries, the latest varieties being in blossom May 30. The fruit which re- 
mained on the trees of several varieties did not ripen thoroughly, remaining in 
a partly ripe condition from early September until damaged by frost at the 
end of October. 

The grape vines showed much improvement during the season, the new 
growth of some canes exceeding seven feet. To protect the young shoots against 
spring frosts small boxes were inverted over the plants during frosty nights and 
this gave ample protection. One vine of the Moore’s Early variety ripened 
fruit, blossoming July 4, the bunches being small to medium size and the berries 
remaining somewhat sour. 

One tree of the following varieties of apples came into bearing: 
Gideon, blossomed May 24. 
Haas, blossomed May 27. 
Yellow Transparent, blossomed May 31. 
Borowinka, blossomed June 5. 
The apples were too few in numbers and the trees are too young to give an 

accurate description of the varieties at this time 
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ADDITIONAL WORK UPON THE ASSOCIATIVE ACTION OF BACTERIA IN 
THE SOURING OF MILK. 

BY CHARLES E. MARSHALL. 

[Special Bulletin No. 29.] 

In the first article of these studies published in the Centralblatt fiir Bakteri- 
ologie, II. Bd. XI No. */,, and as Special Bulletin No. 23 from Michigan State 
Agricultural College Experiment Station, there was demonstrated conclusively by 
repeated experiments, the influence of a distinct species of micro-organisms, dia- 
metrically opposed in its nature and functions to lactic acid bacteria, upon the 
souring of milk, In this article, as in the previous discussion, the micro-organ- 
isms will be designated in the same manner—that micro-organism, which pepton- 
izes the casein, after a time renders the milk quite alkaline, and is employed for 

association with the lactic acid bacterium, has been and still continues to be 
designated by B, and the lactic acid bacterium by A. 

Since recording the first work some fifty tests have been independently made 
by as many individuals, all of which tends to strengthen the writer’s position 
in this matter. Farther than this, other micro-organisms which may be classed 
in general with B have been met which are capable of producing similar re- 
sults when associated with A in milk, and also others which do not hasten 
the souring of milk or stimulate the activity of the lactic acid bacteria, but 
on the other hand, retard or check the souring process. Very dissimilar 
processes are met, each individually characteristic, yet all deviate in one way 

and another from the simple process of milk souring in a pure milk culture 
of lactic acid bacteria designated as A. In this connection therefore two. 
groups present themselves—those which hasten the souring of milk and those 
which retard. At this stage of our work it cannot be stated which is the pre- 
dominating group. As far as the investigations go, that which hastens the 
process is in the ascendency and the amount of influence exerted is widely 

varying. 
The immediate cause for this stimulating influence upon the lactic acid 

bacteria through the development of a species of micro-organism, so different 
in its effect upon milk and in its nature, calls for consideration. The fact that 

micro-organism B usually dies out within fifty hours when associated with 
micro-organism A in milk, indicates that the influencing factor must be the 
outcome of the first hours of development. Micro-organism B predominates at 
first but is Superseded by A, hence micro-organism B probably produces this 
factor. If this factor or substance be stable and remain unchanged by heat, 
it follows that the substance would yield to sterilization and could be used in- 

dependent of the germs producing it. In accordance with this view, micro- 
organism B was cultivated in sterile litmus milk culture for forty-eight hours 
at 23° C., when it became apparent that a change had begun in the milk. The 
cultures were then heated in steam for three consecutive days, at the end of 
which time bouillon culture tests made from the milk established the fact of 
sterility. Sterile litmus milk flasks, from the same lot of milk used for the 
above cultures of micro-organism B, and containing the same amount of milk - 
in each, were inoculated with micro-organism A in identical amounts as were 
inoculated into the set of sterilized flask cultures in milk as described. These 
two sets of flask-cultures, one set in which micro-organism B had grown for: 
forty-eight hours then sterilized and inoculated with micro-organism A, the 
other set simply inoculated with micro-organism A, were placed at 23° C. and 

observed from time to time. It was found that micro-organism B had in some 
manner produced a substance or condition which remained unchanged through 
Sterilization and was apparently as active in stimulating the lactic acid bacteria 
as the living micro-organisms themselves. To further test this product of 
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micro-organism B, some whey-agar was made out of a milk-culture of B which 
had grown for forty-eight hours. The casein was precipitated by rennet, the 
whey was clarified and made into agar. When this agar was planted with 
micro-organism A and the culture compared with the growth upon whey-agar 
made from fresh milk, in twenty-four hours time at 87144° C., there was so 
much difference in the prolificacy of growth manifested between the two whey- 
agars in favor of the agar made from the milk-culture of micro-organism B 
that it was plainly evident the products of micro-organism B found their way 
into the agar. The stability of these products through repeated heating is 
only another instance of what has been repeatedly demonstrated in case of 

many other products of bacteria. 
In an effort to secure definite data upon the influence of the products re- 

sulting from the growth of micro-organism B in milk, a quantitative determina- 
tion was resorted to. Hight flasks, 500 ec. ecm. in capacity, were employed as 
containers. Into each was placed 100 c. cm. of milk of the same lot, to which 
litmus had been added. These were heated at 100° C. for three consecutive 
days. For the purpose of reference we shall designate these flasks as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, and 8. When sterilization was completed, flasks 5, 6, 7, and 8 were inocu- 
lated each with a definite and the same quantity of micro-organism B. These 

flasks were placed at 23° C. for forty-eight hours, at the end of which time 
visible milk changes, characteristic of micro-organism B, were noted. They 
were then heated again at 100° C. for three consecutive days. Bouillon tubes 
inoculated from these flasks gave no signs of growth after several days. At 
this stage, therefore, we have four flasks, 1, 2, 3, and 4 in which no special 
germ had been permitted to grow, and four flasks, 5, 6, 7, and 8 in which micro- 
organism B had been allowed to develop for forty-eight hours at 238° C. 

Each of these flasks, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, was inoculated synchronously 
with 1-2000 c. cm. of a fresh milk-culture of micro-organism A. An estimated 
determination made the number of organisms 49,800 for each flask. In handling 

this amount of culture, to obtain accuracy and uniformity, high dilutions in 
physiological salt solutions were employed. Our work was accurate, for the 
eight plates employed scarcely deviated over one or two colonies from the 
average. The further results of our work also bear us out in the correctness 
of our manipulations. 

All the flasks after inoculation as above were placed at a temperature of 23° 
C. Observations were made every twenty-four hours. 

Observations at the end of twenty-four hours. 

The litmus in the milk in flasks 1, 2, 3, and 4 was slightly reddened 
only. There was no apparent change in milk. In flasks 5, 6, 7, and 8 

the litmus was wholly reduced except a very thin layer on the imme- 

diate surface. The milk was a firm lopper with whey separated. 

Observations at the end of forty-eight hours. “ 
Litmus in milk in flasks 1, 2, 3, and 4 redder than twenty-four hours 

previous. Milk still unchanged to naked eye. Flask cultures 5, 6, 7, 
and 8 remained as the day previous. Growth was checked and oxygen 
had permeated milk to half its depth, reddening the litmus. 

Observations at the end of seventy-two hours. 
Milk in flasks 1, 2, 3, and 4 was beginning to lopper. A thin layer 

of loppered milk had formed on bottom of flasks but surface milk 
was Still fluid. Litmus almost wholly reduced. Flask cultures 5, 6, 
7, and 8 remained same as previously; the litmus had become red 

throughout. 

Upon reviewing the above observations, it should be emphasized that flasks 
1, 2, 3, and 4 developed together as nearly identically as it is possible: a study 
of the acidities will also establish this; hence it follows that these four flasks 
may be considered as demonstrating the unity of action. Flasks 5, 6, 7, and 
8 may also be treated in the same manner. The difference in time of loppering 
between these two sets is about forty-eight hours. Flasks 5, 6, 7, and 8 were thor- 
cughly loppered and the whey separated in twenty-four hours, while flasks 
1, 2, 3, and 4 did not begin to lopper till seventy-two hours. Flasks 1, 2, 3, and 
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4 were wholly free from and uninfluenced by micro-organism B, while flasks 
5, 6, 7, and 8 had in reality been cultures of forty-eight hours standing of this 
micro-organism. Since the germs had been killed by sterilization, we may 
conclude that the products resulting from their growth furnished a more favor- 
able medium for the development of ‘the lactic acid bacteria, causing the more 
rapid souring of the milk. 

An investigation of acidity in these flask-cultures at intervals of twenty-four 
hours will also offer conclusive proof and a more intimate knowledge of the 
changes taking place. At the time of inoculation of these milk flasks with 
micro-organism A, flasks 1, 2, 3, and 4 had an acidity to phenol-phthalein of 
22°, flasks 5, 6, 7, and 8, of 26°. This difference of 4° may be attributed to the 
action of the products of germ B upon the indicator phenol-phthalein. This 
has been noted before. The difference is apparent, therefore, and not real. 
Litmus remained blue and became more densely blue as micro-organism. B 
continues in its growth in milk. Moreover these four degrees will have little 
effect upon the striking results obtained. 

0 hrs 24 hrs. 48 hrs. 72 hrs. 96 hrs. PUL ARICHCUIEUTER Si. wrclavevsia nope ata ale a hese bate ela. atc. la id. old: 

RPP a IG Ee crea ia, | Also: cae eta a ch ae lostare is mie tels 22° 30° 48° 62° 66° 
SA pehe hae a) ahd hats dts, 0 ht aatiae: 50d oc pa hoes, avails. « 22°. 30° 46° 60° 66° 
RUINS oe Sechlg os cpetcafate a6) 6 wail en leave Phe 222 39° 48° 62° 64° 
eT Rt ee ee ake orc asic os iw eicte ots Dan 30° 48° 62° 66° 
Pe Fy, 5 bBo a 26° F2e 108° T29 112° 
ee rarer oc~ Sac) es auch care Fev aee Toe eh aha sce cies 26° Tae 106° T1T28 110 
Top oC OSI Oe EE fae eae Aor 26° 702 108° 1122 110° 
Pe Lips ty ee Re AM 26° 70° 108° 110° 110° 

The slight differences in the readings in each set at the same hour are easily 
attributable to experimental error; however, the wide difference in acidities 
existing between the two sets, flasks 1, 2, 3, and 4 on the one hand, and flasks 
5, 6; 7, and 8 on the other, clearly indicate that some influence is at work which 
has the power of increasing the acidity rapidly in flasks 5, 6, 7, and 8 over 
flasks 1, 2, 3, and 4. All are identical in their treatment and conditions, ex- 
cepting the products which are under discussion. These products alone can 
account for these results. Heretofore I have called attention to the uniformity 
in the development of the cultures. This is very noticeable in the study of 
acidities and such uniformity lends confirmation to the work. 

But one feature more remains in this discussion to bring it up and make 
it harmonious with my former article for purposes of comparison and that is 
the consideration of the number of bacteria developed in flasks 1, 2, 3, and 
4 of one set, and also in flasks 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the other. I have already stated 

that at the beginning, each flask contained 49,800 micro-organisms A. The time 
for ascertaining the necessary comparison in the number of germs was deter- 
mined by the Joppering of the milk in flasks 5, 6, 7, and 8; at this point a com- 
parison, forsooth, is far more desirable than at any other point. A careful 

estimate reveals 12,920,000 micro-organisms per c. cm. in flasks 1, 2, 3, and 4; 
and 517,920,000 micro-organisms per c. cm. in flasks 5, 6, 7, and 8. This esti- 
mate was made at the end of the first twenty-four hours after the inoculation 
of the milk with micro-organisms A. The ratio existing may be stated as fol- 
lows—the number of micro-organisms A in flasks 1, 2, 3, and 4 without the in- 

fluence of micro-organisms B is to the number of micro-organisms A in flasks 5, 
6, 7 and 8 growing under the influence of the products of micro-organism B 
as 27: 156. It is therefore conclusive that the lactic acid bacterium grows more 
rapidly in the presence of the products of micro-organism B than when it is 
not so associated and that milk sours more rapidly when either the living 
form of micro-organism B or its products are present. This is due to the in- 
fluence exerted by micro-organism B directly or indirectly upon the develop- 
ment of micro-organism A. The evidence is three-fold: ist. It is manifest 
from the apparent changes in the milk on mere observation. 2nd. It is mani- 
fest by a study of the development of acid in the ditferent flasks. 3rd. It is 
manifest by the number of germs actually found to be present in the different 
cultures. 

In our former article we succeeded in establishing that micro-organism B in- 

fluences micro-organism A in the souring of milk, in this article we have 
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brought this influence down to the products of micro-organism B. 
This work has a direct bearing upon the pure milk supply, because as soon 

as these micro-organisms possessing the nature of micro-organism B are al- 

lowed to grow in milk during the first hours after milking there is always 

that possibility of products forming which may be obnoxious and which may 

hasten the souring of the milk. This work also has its bearing upon the use 
of starters because we are able to show, and shall show in a future article, 

that the products of micro-organism B are stable and cannot be supplanted 

by any starter. Butter made from cream so treated will show a diminution 
of the products of culture B in proportion to the amount of acid starter em- 

ployed in covering up its products. The persistency of the products of micro- 

organism B also indicates that there is but one way to secure absolute results 
in milk products: this consists in establishing as cleanly conditions as pos- 
sible and at the same time cooling the milk down to that degree which will 
retard the development of these obnoxious micro-organisms. Other results are 
becoming more apparent as we proceed with this work but at this time we feel 

it desirable to limit ourselves to these statements. 

REPORT OF SOUTH HAVEN SUB-STATION FOR 1904. 

BY T. A. FARRAND. 

[Special Bulletin No. 30.] 

Pror. L. R. Tart, Horticulturist. 

Sir:—The following report upon the work of the South Haven Sub-Station, 
for the year 1904, is herewith submitted: 

The past winter was one of exceptional severity and length, and a number 
of peach trees were lost from root freezing. The damage was greatest among 
the older trees that had not recovered from the cold winter of 1898-1899. The 
trees leaved out, bloomed full, and the fruit set, but within a few days, upon 
those worse affected the foliage dried up and upon examination, they were found 
to be dead. Others that did not show it at first, died during the season. While 
the loss was small in the four-year old block, there are many trees that will 
never recover. No other kinds of fruits suffered apparent damage. 

The older plantations of raspberries and blackberries were getting too old 
to give good results, and were taken out, and a new planting of peaches was 
Started on this ground. A new raspberry and blackberry plantation was started 
where the old peach trees had stood. In both instances the ground was covered 
with manure and plowed under. The raspberry and blackberry plants made a 
fine growth, and most of the peach trees did well. 

All kinds of fruits bloomed full, and the crop of apples, pears and plums 
was exceptionally good, considering the heavy crops of 1903. Grapes were a 
heavy crop; peaches and cherries light, with good crops of currants, goose- 
berries, raspberries and strawberries, although the yield of the strawberries 
and raspberries was shortened considerably by the severe drouth which came in 

the latter part of May and lasted until August. With the long continued dry 
spell, and the crowded condition of. the trees on the Station grounds, very 
frequent and shallow cultivation was necessary to save the trees and fruit 
from damage. 

The results in spraying for fungi and destructive insects were generally good. 
The second brood of codling moth did more damage than in former years. 
With the heavy crop of fruit, and crowded condition of the trees, it was im- 
possible to do the work thoroughly, and many trees did not receive the last 
spraying which has usually been given about the 25th of July. However, some 
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of the trees were not so crowded, and the fruit and foliage were thoroughly 
covered with the spray mixture. In these instances the damage was noticeably 
less than where the trees did not receive the late spraying. The dust spray 
was again given a very thorough test on the Station orchards with practically the 

same results as were obtained last year. Duplicate and comparative tests were 
started in an apple orchard near the Station, but the fruit mostly dropped off, 
after blossoming, and little in the way of definite results was obtained, 

With the appearance of San Jose scale in the orchards in different sections 
of the fruit belt, it was thought best to secure the co-operation of interested 
growers and carry on spraying experiments to determine the most satisfactory 
way of controlling this insect. The experiments were started with special 
reference to answering the many inquiries regarding the efficiency of caustic 
soda recommended by California parties as being cheaper and more effectual 
than the lime, sulphur and salt wash which has been used to fight the scale. 
The following parties kindly consented to co-operate in the experiment: Mr. 
Fred Ruell, Kibbie, Mich.; M. F. Burgett, Berlamont, Mich.; Dr. F. B. Samson, 
Benton Harbor, Mich.; and Mr. J. Hoppenroth, South Haven, Mich. The follow- 
ing scheme for carrying out the work was sent to each party: 

Select fifty trees of medium size, upon which the scale is evenly distributed. 
Thin out the heads, and cut back the branches somewhat more than in ordi- 
nary pruning, in order to simplify the work of spraying. Divide the trees into 

five plots of ten trees each, to afford equal conditions. Spray the trees with 
the following materials: 

Plot 1.—Twenty-five pounds of lime, fifteen pounds of sulphur and eight 
pounds of salt, prepared as follows: Place twelve gallons of water in a large 
kettle and boil. Make a paste of the sulphur, and two gallons of the water 
and add this,and twenty-five pounds of lime to the ten gallons in the kettle. 
Stir while it is slaking and boil for one hour; then add the salt and boil 

fifteen minutes longer. Place in a barrel for spraying, and dilute to fifty gal- 
lons, making the water warm enough to give the mixture a temperature of 
about 120 degrees. 

Plot 2.—Use the same preparation as above, leaving out the salt. 
Plot 3—Use the same material as in No. 1, (lime, sulphur and salt) and 

prepare as above without boiling after the lime is slaked, that is bring the 
twelve gallons of water to a boiling point, and use as directed above, but rely 
upon the heat generated in slaking the lime to cook the mixture. As soon as 
the lime is slaked and the salt dissolved, place in a barrel, cover, and allow 
to stand for an hour and a half, then dilute as above. 

Plot 4.—Prepare the sulphur and lime as for plot 3 and substitute six pounds 
of caustic soda for eight pounds of salt; otherwise prepare and handle it as 
in plot 3. 

Plot 5.—Dissolve six pounds of caustic soda and slake five pounds of lime. 
Use in fifty gallons of water. 

The spraying was done in the early part of April. The conditions for carry- 
ing out the experiments were as nearly equal as could be found and as the 
results were nearly identical in all instances, it would indicate that the work 
was thoroughly done. The sprayed orchards were examined July 14th to 16th. 
The conclusions were as follows: 

It is time and money thrown away to use caustic soda at the rate of five 
pounds to fifty gallons of water to control the San Jose scale, and to use 

it stronger is dangerous to man and beast. Thousands of living scale were 
found upon the trees treated with the above formula, while upon the trees 
sprayed with the other formulas, the scale could not be found. There was 

no difference in the different methods. It is evident from the results of these 
experiments that it is the combination of lime and sulphur that destroys the 
scale, and that the addition of copper sulphate, caustic soda and other materials 
is an added expense and brings no better results. 

To what extent the boiling and the length of time the mixture is boiled, 
enter into the destructiveness of this wash, we do not know, except that the 
boiling caused by the slaking of the lime, as used upon plot 3, gave the same 
results as in plot 1, which was cooked for one hour. With the large amount 
of spraying which will be necessary to controi this insect in the future, it is 
highly important that a remedy be found that will be effectual and at the 
same time easy to prepare and apply. Lime, sulphur and salt, using twenty- 
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five of lime, fifteen pounds of sulphur, and eight pounds of salt, to fifty gal- 
lons of water, boiled one hour, will destroy the scale, and the concensus of 
those carrying on the experiment was, that the above formula, boiled in the 
usual way, was the most satisfactory way of preparing the wash, as the water 
must be hot to get the best results. When the mixture cooled, the pump did 
not work as well as when boiling hot, nor did it cover the surface of the bark 

as evenly. 
To determine how late in the spring the spraying with this mixture could 

be done:without injury to the buds, a number of tests were made in a peach 
orchard near the Station grounds. The following formulas were used: 

First, lime, sulphur and salt, (25-15-8); second, lime and sulphur without 
salt; third, lime, sulphur, and five pounds of copper sulphate. The trees 
were of medium size and full of live fruit buds. Six trees were sprayed, 
with each formula upon the following dates: First spraying, April 25th; 
second, May 2nd, at which time leaf buds were just showing green; third, 
May 12th, when the leaves were out but not unfolded and the color showed 
on all of the blossom buds with an occasional blossom nearly open. ‘The 
work was very thoroughly done, taking particular pains to drench the trees 
as though spraying for scale. A few days later the orchard was in full bloom 
and close observation failed to show any sign of injury to the blossoms, the 
pistils remaining green and healthy with all of the formulas. The edges of the 
young leaves were slightly burned, but no difference could be detected, and the 
injury was not serious. 

These results go to show that it is perfectly safe to spray peach trees, up — 
to the time the blossoms open, with the lime, sulphur and salt mixture. No 
hetter results were noted when copper sulphate was used nor did the addi- 
tion of salt appear to increase the effect of the sulphur and lime mixture. It 
would be better to do the spraying earlier, but when it is necessary to spray 
during the late spring, there need be little fear of injury to the peach buds 

up to the time the blossoms open. 

The Owen Process. 

This so-called process, named after the originator, was claimed to be a specific 
for all destructive insect pests and diseases that attack fruit or shade trees. 
While no confidence in the remedy was felt, the agent was allowed to treat a 
few trees on the Station grounds gratis. The treatment consisted of boring a 
hole to the heart of a tree and putting in a grayish-black powder, composed 
largely of sulphur and charcoal, and then inserting a wooden plug. The usual 
charge for treating a tree was fifty cents, one-half of which was paid down 
and the rest at the end of the season. Ali kinds of fruit trees were treated and 
immunity was promised against insects and diseases of every kind for a period 
of five years. Up to the present time no effect, whatever, has been noticed and 
we have no reason to change our original opinion, that the money paid for the 
treatment by many fruitgrowers was thrown away. 

Fall Spraying Experiments. 

As a comparative test, to determine which was the best formula for leaf-curl 
when applied in the fall, a number of trees were sprayed on November 25, 
1903, with copper sulphate (two pounds to fifty gallons of water), Bordeaux 
mixture (4-5-50), and lime, sulphur:and salt (25-15-8). Check trees of the 
Same variety where each formula was used were left for spring spraying, which 
was done April 4, 1904. The fall-sprayed trees showed far less leaf-curl than 
those not sprayed at all, but there was a slightly larger number of diseased 
leaves than with the spring spraying. There was no difference between copper 
sulphate and Bordeaux mixture as applied for leaf-curl in the spring. The lime, 
sulphur and salt was, if anything, the best for fall spraying, but unless needed 
for scale, is too expensive to use for this purpose. No injurious effects were 
Fee epee either leaves, or fruit buds, from the use of the sulphur wash in 
the fall. 

To test the effect of a heavy application of lime thick enough to form a 
coating and thus protect the peach buds during the winter, a number of four- 
year old peach trees, one of each variety, were sprayed with lime wash as thick 
as could be applied with a coarse nozzle, adding eight pounds of salt to fifty 
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gallons. Very close observation failed to show any results either beneficial 
or injurious ‘to the fruit buds. To determine the fungicidal value of the lime 
and salt for leaf-curl, these trees were not sprayed when the regular spring 
spraying was done, and when the foliage came out, no effect of the lime and. 
salt applied in the fall upon the amount of leaf-curl could be detected. Copper 
sulphate (two pounds to fifty gallons of water) is the best and cheapest remedy 
that can be applied for leaf-curl, but if the trees are infested with the San 
Jose scale, the use of sulphur, lime and salt will answer for the leaf-curl as well 
as for the scale. 

STRAWBERRIES. 

/ 

Owing to lack of space, the testing of strawberries was discontinued in 1899 
but forty-five varieties were planted in the spring of 1903. Several varieties 
were received in poor condition and white grubs did considerable damage, 
but most of the plants did fairly well and made good fruiting rows. Of the 
older and standard kinds, fifty plants were set and from twelve to twenty-five 
of the newer kinds. Late in the fall of 1903, the plants were mulched with 
coarse straw manure. Early in the spring the mulch was taken off, and a part 
of it left between the rows. The plants were sprayed with Bordeaux mixture 
once before blossoming and should have received a second application as soon 
as fruit had set as the single application failed to entirely control the leaf 
blight or rust. There were no frosts to injure the crop but the season was late 
and cold, and towards the end of the blossoming period, it was noticed that a 
large number of the blossoms of the perfect-flowering varieties were blackened 
and blasted. Similar complaints came from other points and the cause was 
laid to the cold, unfavorable conditions of the weather, but the fact that the 
self-fertilizing kinds were the only ones affected, strongly indicates some other 
cause. AS a Severe drouth set in before, and lasted through the fruiting season, 
the crop was light. After fruiting was over, the rows were cut down to a nar- 
row line of plants; these were cut away, leaving a hill every twelve inches, and 
commercial fertilizer at the rate of 600 pounds per acre was sown broadcast, 
and thoroughly cultivated in. Plenty of new runners were sent out, all vacant 
places were filled in, and the second season’s fruiting promises to be far bet- 

ter than the first. A new plantation of seventy varieties was made this spring. 
It has done very well, and promises well for another season. 

Notes on Varieties. *e 

The varieties that gave the heaviest yields were in the order named,—Beder- 
wood, Ernie, Lincoln, Aroma, Dunlap, Brandywine, Glen Mary, Rip Snorter, 
Clyde, and Seaford, while Marshall and Ohmer gave the smallest yields. 

Aroma:—Proved to be the best late-ripening variety on trial. Plants strong, 
stocky, vigorous and healthy; not too numerous, but strong enough for a good 

fruiting row. Fruit large, holding its size through the season. Color bright, 
light red, or scarlet; form, irregular, roundish to. oblate-conical, sometimes flat- 
tened at the apex; firm for a large berry, with mild pleasant flavor. Handsome 
and valuable. 

Bederwood:—Perfect. This old variety gave the heaviest yield, and stood the 
drouth the best of any variety on trial but, for all of this, is scarcely worthy 
of planting. The fruit is of good size but is too soft, light in color, and poor 
in quality for either home or market. 
Bethel:—A mid-season variety, only moderately productive; flowers imper- 

fect; plant stocky, vigorous, and healthy. Berries, medium to large, roundish. 

oblate-conical. Color bright, dark red, with red flesh. Texture firm, and of 
very good quality. The fruit ran small after the first picking and was knotty, 
showing imperfect fertilization. 

Brandywine:—Perfect. One of the best mid-season to late kinds. Plants 
strong, numerous, healthy, and productive. Fruit, large, attractive and very 
good in quality. Reliable with favorable conditions. 
Bryan:—Perfect. Berries large, medium late, and of fair quality. Form, 

irregular, oblate, ridged. Color, mottled light and dark red. The plants made 
a vigorous growth but lacked productiveness this season. 

Clyde:—Perfect. An old standard variety. Very productive; fruit large, 
very smooth, regular, and of fair quality, but tender in texture, for long ship- 
ping, and fails to color up well. Mid-season. 
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Corsican.—Perfect. Plant very strong, vigorous, and healthy. Fruit stems 
stout, but not plentiful. Berries large, irregular, ridged, shaded light and dark 
red. Medium firm, with a mild pleasant flavor. Mid-season, and only moder- 

ately productive. - 
Crockett:—Perfect. This proved to be an early to mid-season variety which 

showed but few points of value. It is a strong plant maker, and quite produc- 
tive, but the fruit is small, pale, dull in color, and of only fair quality. Not 

valuable. 
Dewey:—Perfect. Plants numerous, and tall, strong growers; inclined to 

rust badly. Berries of medium size, long, conical, necked; color bright, light 
red, firm; pleasant flavored and of good guality. Mid-season. Not productive. 

Dunlap:—Perfect. As a mid-season sort, this variety was the best on trial 
for either home use or market The plants are strong and healthy. Fruit stems, 

numerous and hold the fruit well up from the ground. Fruit, medium to large, 
roundish, conical, necked, smooth, regular. Color a dark, handsome red. Medium 
firm, juicy, with a rich flavor; fine for table use or preserving. 

Elba:—Perfect. Proved identical with Smith. Early, but too small and 
‘light in color to be valuable. 

Ernie:—Perfect. A new variety, originated by Dr. Maudlin, and introduced 
by A. R. Weston & Co., Bridgman, Michigan. As a medium late variety, it is 
very promising. The plants are strong and send out runners enough to make 
a good row. Fruit-stems plentiful and hold the fruit well up from the ground. 
Berries medium to large, roundish-conical, necked, very smooth and regular. 
Color dark, glossy red; texture medium firm, juicy, with rather a brisk pleas- 
ant flavor; quality good. Should be tried by all strawberry growers. 

Excelsior:—Perfect. Well known as a standard early market sort. The best 
early kind fruited this season. 

Fairfield:—Perfect. Received from A. B. Cole, Bridgeton, N. J. A medium 
to large early berry, very firm and of good quality; form, irregular,. roundish, 
ridged; color dark red. The yield was light this season. 

Gersonda: Imperfect. A late ripening variety, that is productive but it 
makes far too many plants and the berries run small after the first picking. 
Fruit, medium-sized, bright red, very firm; roundish, inclining to conic, regu- 
lar; flavor brisk; sub--acid. A good canning variety. 

Glen Mary:—Perfect. One of the best mid-season varieties. The plants are 
strong, vigorous and healthy, making plants enough for a good row. Fruit- 
stems strong and plenty of them. Fruit large to very large; roundish, irregular. 
Firm for so large a berry and of good quality. Valuable for either home or mar- 

ket. Requires the best of care. 
Howell—A_perfect-flowering mid-season variety, which lacked productive- 

ness. Fruit medium-sized; roundish, irregular. Color dark red; quality good. 
Klondike:—A late-ripening variety, with fruit of large size, dark glossy red 

and quite firm. Form roundish to oblate conic, smooth. Quality fair. A prom- 

ising late sort. 
Lady Franklin:—Imperfect. Plants strong, vigorous, healthy, and good plant 

makers. Berries medium-sized, inclined to run small and knotty toward the 
close of the season. Bright red in color and of fair quality. Made a very poor 
showing here this season. 

Lester Lovett:—Perfect. Plant strong, vigorous and healthy, with plenty of 
runners. Fruit-stems few, fruit large, bright red, firm, and good quality. Simi- 

lar to Gandy. 
LeValley:—Perfect. A mid-season variety, that gave a fair yield of fruit. 

Plant vigorous, making plenty of runners. Berries medium-sized, irregular, 
roundish-conic with bright red color. Medium firm, and of good quality. 

Lincoln:—Perfect. A strong-growing kind, an enormous plant maker and 

very productive. One of the varieties whose biossoms blasted quite badly, but 
in spite of this, it ranked third in productiveness. Berries of medium size: 
rather dull red; roundish conic, smooth, regular; very firm, with a mild, pleas- 
ant flavor. Mid-season to late. Worthy of trial. 
Lyon:—Imperfect. Ripens with Excelsior and is productive, but the fruit is 

small and tender in texture. Form, long-conic, necked; color, dark, glossy red: 

quality fair. Desirable only on account of its earliness. 
Marshall:—Perfect. Of large size, handsome in appearance. Not desirable 

for preserving. A poor plant maker and subject to leaf-blight. Desirable 

59 
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when very high culture is given, and a berry of large size and high quality 
is required. ; 

Minute Man:—Imperfect. Rivals Excelsior in earliness, and productiveness. 
The fruit runs large, but lacks the firmness of that variety; quality fair. Ber- 
ries, roundish, conical, regular, with a bright, glossy red. Promising as an 
early sort. 

Mrs. MecDowell:—Perfect. A productive, medium-sized, bright red berry, of 
quite good quality, but very irregular and knotty. Not desirable. 

New York:—Perfect. Plant strong, stocky, with plenty of runners; foliage 
dark green, healthy, quite productive, with very large, handsome, dark red fruit; 
inclined to be irregular in size and form. Quaiity very good. Worthy of trial 
as a mid-season market sort. 

Nick Ohmer.—Perfect. <A large, attractive berry of good quality, but it lacks 
productiveness. 

Ponderosa:—Perfect. A medium-early sort of some promise. The plants are 
rather tall and slender; moderately productive. Berries medium-sized, conical, 
necked, and are of a glossy, dark red color. Firm and of good quality. 

Rip Snorter:—Perfect. Plants and fruit-stems strong, the latter extending 
above the leaf-stalks, when in bloom. This season they were badly blasted, 
but the variety shows possibilities of being productive. Berries medium to 
large, roundish, irregular, bright red, very firm; quality good; mid-season. 

Rochester:—Perfect. A productive mid-season variety, with fruit of medium 
size, dark red, firm, rather sour; would make a good canner. 

Rough Rider:—Perfect. One of the newer, medium to late sorts; while not 
as productive as some kinds, the fruit is large, attractive in appearance and 
held its size well to the last picking. Berries firm, dark red; irregular in form; 
quality good. : 

Sample:—Imperfect. One of the best medium to late market varieties. Fruit 
large, roundish-conic, with a handsome, bright red color. Juicy and of good 
quality. Valuable. 

Seatord:—Imperfect. A medium-sized, medium to late variety that proved 
only moderately productive. A fairly good variety. Berries large, irregular, 
long, compressed. Color, a handsome dark red. Quality good. 

Sutherland:—Imperfect. Plant a strong grower, sending out plenty of run- 
ners; quite productive. Berries medium-sized, of a bright, light red color. Mid- 
season. Inclined to run small toward the last. Not as satisfactory as others of 
its season. 

Smith:—Perfect. An early ripening kind, but too small and light in color to 
be valuable, : 

RASPBERRIES AND BLACKBERRIES. 

Only two varieties of blackberries were fruited. 
Rathbun:—The plants are low, slender, spreading growers, and winter-killed 

quite badly. Berries medium to large, roundish to oblong, medium firm, sweet; 
quality good; mid-season. 

Mesereau:—Plants strong, stiff growers, and apparently hardy, coming 

through the winter without injury; fruit medium to large, oblong, moderately 
firm, and of good quality; mid-season. Worthy of trial. 

There was a good yield of raspberries from most of the varieties. Of the 
blackcaps, Cumberland leads all other varieties in size, appearance, productive- 
ness and vigor. There are, however, many varieties that do well here, and 
can be safely recommended for planting. Eureka, Gregg, Kansas, Conrath, Mills, 
Livingston, and Onondaga, have usually given good results and Hilborn, Farns- 
worth, Centennial, Diamond, and Nemaha are desirable sorts. Diamond and 
Nemaha are large, late varieties, but lack vigor, while Farnsworth, Centennial 
and Hilborn are very productive, but the fruit runs small. Eureka is a very 
good early kind; Kansas, Conrath, Livingston and Mills do well as mid- 
season, while Cumberland, Gregg and Livingston and Onondaga are all good late 
sorts. Conrath and Gregg are a little more subject to anthracnose than the other 

kinds, but spraying with Bordeaux mixture, when the young canes are eight or 
ten inches high, will help to control this disease. 

Red Raspberries. 

Marlboro is still valuable as a market sort. There are other varieties that 
are fully as productive but none are larger or more attractive in appearance. 
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Brilliant, Coutant and Loudon did well. Loudon is valuable if free from root- 
gall. Brilliant and Coutant are new varieties. 

Brilliant is strong, healthy, vigorous and productive. Berries are large and 
attractive, but of poor quality. Valuable for market. 

Coutant is also a strong grower, and productive; fruit large, but crumbles and 
is unattractive in appearance. 
Bradley:—A new variety received from C. 12) Bradley, Indiana. Fruit medium 

to large, roundish, with an irregular surface; very firm. A. trifle too dark red 
in color. Quality fair. Requires further trial. 

GOOSEBERRIES. 

There was an excellent crop of gooseberries, upon English varieties especially. 
Chautauqua, Keepsake, Columbus, and Triumph being the best kinds. lLanca- 
shire did fairly well, while Apex, Bendelon, Golden and Industry were less 
satisfactory. The season was very favorable for mildew, but frequent spraying 
with liver of sulphur kept them entirely free from the disease. Downing is still 
the best of the American kinds although Josselyn and Pearl did fairly well. 
Houghton and Pale Red are small, dull red and are not to be compared to the 

other kinds in value. 

CURRANTS. 

The currant crop was better than for two seasons. Red Dutch gave the heavi- 
est yield of any variety; London, Holland, and Wilder coming next. Fay, Select 
and Cherry gave fair yields of very fine, large fruit, which brought the highest 
market price. 

Red Dutch and Victoria are productive but the berries are too small, Versail- 
laise, Ruby Castle, and North Star are moderately productive varieties of 
medium-sized fruit. Pomona bears fruit of good size, but seems to lack hardi- 
ness as yet. London, Wilder and Cherry have been satisfactory and reliable. 
Wilder especially seems desirable; a late ripening, productive sort; berries large 

and of the Cherry type. 
Comet and Red Cross.—The berries were of large size on both varieties but 

little can be said about them as yet, although planted in 1900. Red Cross is an 
upright, close, compact grower, resembling Fay in this respect. 

Considerable injury is often done to the leaves of currants and gooseberries 
by leaf-blight and currant worms, but both can be readily controlled by one or 
two thorough sprayings with Bordeaux mixture and Paris green, or arsenite 
of lime. 

GRAPES. 

The grape crop was very good, Concord and Niagara producing the heaviest 
crop they have borne for some years. Of the one hundred ten varieties fruiting, 
not more than ten could be recommended for commercial purposes and most 
growers in Michigan would cut it down to one, and that variety, Concord. A 
large number of varieties are practically worthless, while others might do for 
some home collections, although we would not care to recommend them for 
general planting. 

The crop was exceptionally free from disease, or the work of insects. Some 
plant lice made their appearance on the tender shoots late in the season, but 
did no apparent damage. Scarcely any mildew developed even upon varieties 
that are most subject to it. A small amount of anthracnose was noticed upon 
two or three varieties only. Black-rot did not make its appearance in the vine- 
yard, 

The dust spray was tested in comparison with a liquid spray of Bordeaux 
mixture and arsenite of lime for controlling mildew and anthracnose. Four 
applications of each were made, the first as the buds were ripening; the second, 
just before blossoming; the third, after the clusters and berries had well formed, 
and the fourth, ten days later. No mildew made its appearance -on any of the 
varieties in the test. Rather more anthracnose made its appearance upon one 
variety (Guinevra), where sprayed with dust than with liquid, otherwise little 
difference could be seen. The dust spraying machine is rather unhandy in the 
vineyard, as compared with a spray pump, as it necessitates stopping and start- 
ing quite often in order to reach every portion, while with a spraying rod and 
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plenty of hose, the person operating a pump can work back and forth for a con- 
siderable distance so that liquid spraying is more satisfactory for spraying 
grapes. The remainder of the vineyard was given three applications of Bor- 
deaux mixture, and one application of soda Bordeaux. The soda Bordeaux was 
applied early in August and is recommended for the rot of grapes and plums, 
as it can be applied when the fruit is beginning to ripen without staining the 
fruit. The usual formula is Babbitt’s concentrated lye (soda), 1 pound; lime, 
5 ounces; copper sulphate, 3 pounds; water, 30 gallons. In preparing this, two 
gallons of water were used to slake the lime, the same quantity of hot water for 
dissolving the concentrated lye and the copper sulphate. When cold, mix the 
lime and copper sulphate solutions and after adding the lye solution, dilute to 
30 gallons with water. No very definite results were obtained as the vines were 
exceptionally free from diseases of any kind and held their foliage late in the 
autumn. The season was late and the grapes were considerably later in matur- 
ing than usual. The later-ripening kinds were not quite up to the standard in 
quality. 

New Varieties. 

Early Ohio:—Ripens with Moore’s Early but is more productive than that 
variety. It lacks in quality, and the berries are small. Valuable only as an 
early variety. 

Hicks and St. Louis are two new varieties received from Henry Wallis, Wells- 
ton, Mo., and both bore a good crop this season. Both ripen about midway be- 
tween Moore’s Early and Concord. Hicks has long, conical, compact bunches of 
medium size. Berries medium to large size, round, black, with blue bloom. 
Flavor, mild, vinous; quality fair. Of some promise as it fills in the season be- 

tween the early and late purple grapes. St. Louis is less compact than Hicks; 
of the same size, color and growth of vine, but sweeter and better in quality. 
Ripens with the above variety, and should it prove as productive, would be 
preferable. : 
Green:—Bore a few small clusters this season, ripening a week in advance of 

Niagara, which it resembles, although more of a transparent yellow color. It 
is sweeter, but has the Niagara flavor. 

Commercial Varieties. 

The following list contains only well tested kinds: 
Black:—Moores’, Campbell, Early Ohio, Worden, and Concord. White:—Dia- 

mond, Guinevra, Niagara and Pocklington. Red:—Delaware and Vergennes. For 
the home collection, the red varieties, Brighton, Ulster, Iona, Jefferson and Diana 
could be added. 

Brighton and Ulster are the earliest of this class and are of fine quality, 
Ulster being one of the sweetest varieties on trial. Jefferson and Diana are 
valuable as late keepers, and for that reason. are desirable for laying away in 
the cellar. The Jessica might also be added to this list. It is a small, produc- 
tive, early-ripening white grape of good quality. 
Catawba:—An "old, well-known variety matured a partial crop of fruit this 

season, the first on fourteen-year old vines. 

CHERRIES. 

The crop of cherries was far from as heavy as last season, except upon a few 
varieties. All kinds bloomed full, but the fruit failed to .set on a large number 
of varieties that are usually reliable. There were no injurious frosts, but the 
season was late and cold during the time of blooming and setting of the fruit, 
which may have had something to do with the difficulty. The dust spraying 
formula, No. 1, (lime, copper sulphate, lye, sulphur and Paris green), was used 
in a comparative test with liquid Bordeaux mixture and arsenite of lime for 
controlling leaf-blight and cureulio. The work of the curculio in the cherry 
orchards has never been troublesome, as very little wormy fruit is found. There 
was no difference in the results with the two methods in controlling curculio. 
Very little brown rot made its appearance in the orchard and no difference in 
the amount was noted between the different methods. The dust was less effect- 
ual against other fungi than the liquid spray, although only three applications 
of liquid Bordeaux were given to five of the dust. One application of each was 
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given before the blossoms opened, and the rest after the blossoms had fallen, 
at intervals of a week, except that two applications of dust were made within 
one week after the blossoms had fallen. 

* The cherry-tree plant louse, a black, shiny aphis, which works on the young, 
tender growth and leaves, made its appearance in very large numbers and did 
much damage to the new growth and foliage. They work largely on the under- 
side of the leaves, but when in large numbers, they are found in the fruit spurs, 

causing both stem and fruit to curl, and secreting a sticky substance which in- 

jures the sale of the fruit. As they are sucking insects and have to be killed 
by a contact insecticide, it can readily be seen that unless the spraying is done 
before the leaves have curled over them, the results will not be very satisfac- 
tory. They have made their appearance in the orchard nearly every year, but 
not in sufficiently large numbers to do any serious injury until this year. Kero- 
sene emulsion, or, better yet, tobacco water are the remedies recommended for 
this insect, as two bushels of, tobacco stems soaked 24 hours in 50 gallons of 
water gave better results than kerosene emulsion using one pound of soap and 
one gallon of oil, to 10 gallons of water. 

Notes on Varieties. 

The varieties that gave the best results were, Morello, Montmorency, Dye- 
house, Minnesota, Wragg, Northwest and Suda, the latter being a type of the 
English Morello; Hearts and Bigarreaus:—Napoleon, Kirtland Mary, Windsor, 
Ida, Ohio Beauty, Plymouth, and Wood; Dukes—Montreuil, May Duke, Carna- 
tion, and Hugenie. 

On the heavy laden trees the fruit was not quite as large as usual owing to 

the dry weather. 
The above list of cherries will afford a succession and can be recommended 

for commercial planting. 

PEACHES. 

The crop of peaches was necessarily small this season, owing to the removal 
of a large portion of the older blocks. Longhurst, Gold Drop, Triumph, Brown, 
LaFleur, and Brunson came through the winter without injury and required 
thinning. Oceana, McCollister, California, Switzerland, and Bernice gave a fair 
yield. Waddell was the only variety to bear a full crop upon four-year old 
trees. Quite a number of the new varieties matured a few specimens of which 
descriptions will be given. 

Spraying. 

The early spraying of the peach trees for leaf-curl with copper sulphate, using — 
two pounds to fifty gallons of water was attended with the usual good results, 
although the amount of injury from this disease upon unsprayed trees was com- 
paratively small. 

In the neighboring orchard, where spraying has not been practiced and where 
in some years the trees have been nearly defoliated by leaf-curl, we were given 
permission to carry on an experiment. The following formulas were used, viz.: 
Lime, sulphur and salt (25-15-8), Bordeaux mixture (4-5-50); and copper sul- 
phate solution (2 pounds to 50 gallons of water). 

One row across the orchard was used for each mixture and, except for other 
experiments, the remainder of the orchard was left unsprayed. The leaf-curl 
on the unsprayed trees was not as bad as in some previous years. Scarcely a 
diseased leaf showed on trees sprayed with the lime and sulphur wash and only 
a small number of diseased leaves showed on Gold Drop, Lewis and Switzerland 
in the rows sprayed with Bordeaux mixture and copper sulphate solution. There 
was much more leaf-curl upon the check row unsprayed, than on rows sprayed 
with either Bordeaux mixture or copper sulphate. The dust spray was also 
used for leaf-curl, but no results were noticed from the use of this spray whether 
applied in the fall or spring. 

Fall Pruning of Peach Trees. 

To further determine the effect, if any, from pruning peach trees in the fall, 
a number of four-year old trees were pruned early in December, 1903, and a 
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similar number of the same varieties were pruned in April. The trees were 
quite severely pruned, being well thinned out and headed-in one-half to two- 
thirds of the new growth. The only injury from the fall pruning noticed was, 
where the branches were headed back, and this was by an enlarged discolored 
area, extending back from one to three inches from the end. The results to 
date, would indicate that the practice of heading-in the peach tree in the fall 
or early winter, or at any time in the winter when the wood is frozen, if con- 
tinued, would seriously injure the trees. No difference was noticed in number 
of fruits between the trees pruned in the fall and those pruned in the spring 
and there was no injury from thinning the branches. For the large orchardist 
with the question of help and other considerations at a very busy season of the 
year, this question must be answered by individual circumstances and condi- 
tions with the risk of injury, as noted, taken in consideration. 
Owing to the small crop no experiments in thinning were carried on, but 

former tests have shown the value of this practice in increasing the size of the 
fruit, thus commanding a higher price for the fruit, also in saving the trees 
from breaking down and insuring a longer life and more regular crops. 

New Varieties. 

Admiral Dewey:—Matured a few nice specimens this year. Fruit medium to 
large; roundish to oblong, irregular; cavity broad and very deep; suture well- 

marked half way around; color yellow, nearly covered with light and dark red; 
flesh pale yellow, coarse, stringy, medium firm; flavor mild, vinous; quality fair. 
Shows some inclination to rot; ripens with Triumph (August 19), and re- 
sembles that variety. Should this variety prove hardy and productive, it will be 
a valuable acquisition, being the earliest yellow freestone. 
Advance:—Bore a good crop of large, fine looking fruit that ripened August 

15th. Being semi-cling and white-fleshed, its value is doubtful. 
Banner:—Ripens with Smock but is much sweeter than that variety. Fruit 

medium-sized, roundish, oblong; color yellow with slight red blush; texture 
tender, juicy; flavor mild, almost sweet. Freestone. Ripens October 3rd. Valu- 
able should it prove productive. 
Carman:—First fruit this season. Fruit large, roundish, slightly com- 

pressed; color creamy white with a handsome red cheek; flesh white, tender, 
very juicy, with an aromatic flavor; quality very good. Freestone. Ripe Septem- 
ber 5th. One of the best of the white varieties. 

Clifton Park:—A white-fleshed freestone, ripening with Waddell. Of good size 
and handsomely colored but lacks the hardiness in bud and good quality of that 
variety. Ripe August 30th. 
Delaware:—A white-fleshed freestone, of good quality, ripening in early Sep- 

tember. Tender in bud for this section, lacks productiveness. i 
Emperor:—Ripens with Smock and seems practically identical with that va- 

riety. The trees are very strong growers, and tender in wood. Fruit large, 
roundish-oval; color yellow, with a slight red blush; texture tender and juicy; 
flavor sour; quality fair. Ripe October 6th. 
Emma:—Ripens with McCollister and resembles that variety very much. Fruit 

large, roundish to roundish oval; apex large, prominent; color yellow with faint 
red blush; texture medium firm, juicy with a sprightly vinous flavor; slightly 

better in quality than McCollister this season. Requires further testing. 
Eureka —Tree hardy in bud; fruit of good size, and handsomely colored, 

but is white-fleshed and a cling. It ripened August 30 and, at that season, it is 
not likely to be of any value for this section. 
Frances:—Matured a few nice supecimens this season. Fruit medium to 

large, roundish-oval with a very prominent apex; color yellow with a pale red 
blush; flesh yellow, medium firm, juicy; flavor sprightly, pleasant. Freestone. 
Quality good. Ripe September 28. A promising variety owing to its season. 

Hieley (Belle of Georgia):—Fruit medium to large; form oval, apex very 
prominent; color creamy-white with brilliant red cheek; flesh white, medium 
firm, and juicy, rather coarse; flavor mild, pleasant; quality good. Freestone. 
Ripe September 16th. 

Hynes:—Fruit ‘medium to large, round; color creamy-white, overlaid with 
dark rich red, handsome; flesh white, tender, very juicy; flavor mild, pleasant. 
Ripe August 30th. Semi-cling. Not valuable for this section. 

Mathews, Beauty:—Fruit large, irregular, roundish to oval, compressed; apex 
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prominent, slightly sunken; skin yellow, thick, tough; flesh rich yellow, tender, 
juicy, with mild, indistinct flavor; quality only fair. Ripe September 26th, 
McIntosh:—Tree a strong grower, hardy in wood and bud. Fruit medium 

to large; form oval, compressed; skin, white with slight red blush; flesh white, 
tender, juicy, with a mild, pleasant flavor; quality good. Clingstone. Ripe 
September 17th. Of doubtful value for this section, being a white-fleshed cling- 

stone. ” 

Sea Eagle:—A late-ripening, white-fleshed peach, semi-cling, of very good 
quality; form roundish, slightly compressed; size medium to large; color white 
with a light red cheek, tender, and juicy. Not promising as it comes in the 
season of Salway, the best late- -ripening, yellow peach in this section. 
Victor:—Ripened on July 25th; said to be ten days earlier than Sneed, which 

is doubtful, as the average date of ripening for that variety has been July 19th. 
Fruit medium to large, and apparently hardy in bud, distinctly Elberta in form 
and color; creamy-white, striped and splashed with bright red; flesh white, 
very tender and juicy, with a vinous flavor. Quality fair. Cling-stone. 
Wark:—Ripens with and is practically identical with Triumph. It is, how- 

ever, a distinct variety as the glands on the leaves of Wark are reniform, while 
those of Triumph are globose. Tree, very hardy in wood and bud, and very 
productive. Fruit medium to large, round; color yellow, completely overlaid 
with dark, dull red; flesh pale yellow, medium firm, stringy. Quality fair. 
Ripe August 18th. Semi-cling. Subject to rot. Not as desirable as Admiral 
Dewey, with which it ripens and which is a freestone. 
Welch:—From the originator, C. B. Weich, Douglas, Mich. Tree, a strong 

grower and hardy in wood. Fruit medium to large, roundish-oval. Skin yellow 
with red cheek; flesh rich yellow, tender and juicy. Quality very good. Free- 
stone. Ripe October 4th. Should this variety prove productive, it will be a 

valuable addition, for its season. 
Worth:—Fruit medium to large, roundish oval; color, yellow with a hand- 

some red blush; flesh rich yellow, medium firm and juicy. Freestone. Ripe 
September 28th. Gave the largest yield of any of the yellow freestones in the 
four-year-old block. 

Older Commercial Varieties. 

Of those that have been tested in the past, there were many that showed 
points of merit, but, coming in the same season with standard varieties and 
being no better, they cannot be recommended. The following kinds will give 

the best results. 
Triumph:—Very- hardy in bud; should be heavily pruned and thinned to get 

large fruit. Yellow-fleshed, semi-cling. Should be planted in a small way only, 
and. is best for local markets. Subject to rot. 

Lewis, Brown, Michigan, Bishop, Connett, and Waddell are all white-fleshed 
freestones following Triumph and ripening together. Lewis and Brown are 
practically identical. Lewis is the older variety and is very hardy in bud; when 
properly pruned and thinned, has given good results. Rots badly in some sea- 
sons. Bishop is not quite so hardy in bud, but is larger, smoother and more 
attractive and seldom shows rot. Connett and Waddell are both of the North 
China type, very hardy in bud, free from rot, but rather tender in texture for 
long shipping. Waddell is the better of the two, being very productive, high 
colored and fine in quality. 

St. John:—A peach of very superior quality and appearance but rather tender 
in bud and does well only on the better locations. Only a fair shipper. 
Champion:—A’ valuable large, handsomely colored, white-fleshed peach of fine 

quality; has given good results here, and is well spoken of by most growers who 
have tried it. 

Barnard, Engle, Ford New and Oceana ripen at the same time. Engle and 
Ford New are the best of these varieties. Barnard is a little hardier in bud 
than the other varieties but lacks the size and fine appearance of the other 
kinds. Engle can especially be recommended for occupying a large space in the 
commercial orchard and Ford New is a variety that should not be lost sight of. 

Elberta, Kalamazoo, New Prolific, Brunson, Longhurst, Gold Drop, McCol- 
lister, Lemon Free, Smock and Salway follow in close succession. Elberta is 
not as hardy in bud, nor as regular a bearer as some of the other kinds, but its 

large size, handsome appearance and gocd shipping qualities make it popular. 
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Kalamazoo, New Prolific and Brunson are equally desirable, being hardy in bud 
and valuable market sorts. Longhurst is of the ‘Chili type and has been one 
of the surest bearers and one of the most satisfactory varieties on trial. Gold 
Drop is one of the most hardy in bud, but the glut that comes every year has 
made it unpopular with many growers. The fault, however, is not all with the 
peach, but in the slack cultural methods used. Heavy pruning and thinning 
of this and other varieties of the Chili type, would bring very different results 
from those now secured. 

McCollister has also given excellent results. Ripens about with Gold Drop, 
is not so hardy in bud, but is of larger size and has a red cheek. 
Smock and Salway have no equals in their season. Salway has given the 

better results of the two. 
It is probable that the fruits of the new varieties will develop higher color 

as the trees get older and bear heavier. <A large per cent of the new varieties 
are white-fleshed, which makes them of doubtful value owing to the opinion 
held by buyers concerning white peaches. Many white-fleshed varieties have 
given excellent results as to hardiness of bud, productiveness, quality and ap- 
pearance, but have not been profitable. 

PLUMS. 

The yield was very good this season, considering the heavy crop last year. 
The trees did not set as full and there was much less thinning to do this season 
but, when the fruit matured, the trees showed a good crop. 

The dust spray was again given a thorough test, using the two mixtures tried 
last year and two others. 

Mixture No. 1:—One barrel of fresh lime, two and one-half pounds of com- 
mon or crude potash, twenty-four pounds of sulphur, and four pounds of Paris 
green were mixed as follows: Two boxes two and one-half feet wide, five feet 
long, with 6-inch sides were made, and one-half barrel of fresh lime was put 
into each box, and the lumps were broken in pieces the size of a hen’s egg. The 
lime in one box was dry-slaked by slowly sprinkling over it five gallons of water 

in which two and one-half pounds of crude potash had been dissolved. The 
lime in the other box was dry-slaked by sprinkling over it five gallons of water 
in which ten pounds of copper sulphate had been dissolved. After being allowed 
to cool the two lots were shoveled into one box and the sulphur and Paris green 
were added and the whole mass thoroughly mixed, after which it was sifted 
and was then ready for use. 

For sifting, a box 15 inches square, with 5-inch sides and a double thick- 
ness of wire window netting nailed over the bottom, was used. Handles four 
feet long, were fastened to the sides of the box to avoid being right over the 
mixture, as it is very light and fluffy, and inhaling the dust of Paris green 
and other ingredients cannot fail to be injurious. 

Mixture No. 2:—One barrel of lime was dry-slaked by slowly sprinkling 
over it 10 gallons of water in which 20 pounds of copper sulphate had been 
dissolved, first putting the lime in_ the boxes and breaking it into small 
pieces. The Paris green was added after the mixture was cool and it was 
then sifted. 

Mixture No. 3:—Made by dissolving 6 pounds of copper sulphate in 4 gallons 
of boiling water, and slaking 6 pounds of stone lime with 4 gallons of hot 
water. After the lime had cooled, it was then mixed with the copper sulphate 
solution. The mass was then poured into a grain sack and the surplus water 
pressed out; 100 pounds of air-slaked lime were then theroughly mixed with 
it, after which it was spread out and dried and two pounds of Paris green 
were added. The drying process was a difficult one and took considerable 
time. This mixture requires much more labor to prepare than any of the other 
kinds, as, in drying, it hardens into very small lumps that must be crushed 
to a powder. 

Mixture No. 4:—Used for curculio, only. It consisted of one pound of Paris 
green to 50 pounds of air-slaked lime. Three applications were given; the 
first one just before the blossoms opened, the second when the fruit was set, 
and the third one, a week later. 

No difference could be seen between the different preparations of dust sprays, 
nor between the dust sprays and liquid sprays, with seven applications of 
dust and only five of liquid, except in one case where three applications of 
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mixture No. 4 (air-slaked lime and Paris green), gave apparently as good 
results as seven applications of the other mixtures were used, except that the 
latter trees held their foliage better towards the end of the season and showed 
a smaller number of rotten fruits. In all of the tests, the trees were sprayed 
betore blossoms opened and where the dust preparations were used, twice 
within a week after blossoms had fallen. All of the trees showed some wormy 
fruits but in no case was the crop seriously injured. 

Liquid Bordeaux mixture (4-5-50) proved superior to any form of dust spray 
for holding the foliage upon the trees, while dust spray mixture No. 1, gave 
better results than the others. 

Little difference could be seen in the amount of rot, between liquid and 
dust mixtures, except that mixture No. 4 seemed least effectual. Brown rot 
made its appearance in all of the plots late in the season but no serious harm 
was done. 

For spraying late for brown rot, as the fruit began to ripen, soda Bordeaux 
was substituted in the place of a week copper sulphate solution as used in for- 
mer years. It was used full strength (concentrated lye one pound, lime 5 ounces, 
copper sulphate 3 pounds, water 30 gallons) upon all kinds of fruit trees to 
note if it was injurious to the foliage. No injury was noticed on apple, pear, 
cherry, grape or European plum, but it burned holes in the leaves of the peach 
and Japan plum, for which it should be reduced to one-half the above strength 
and growers should be cautious in using it full strength upon anything except 
the grape. It is an excellent fungicide and valuable as a spray for fruits when 
ripening. 

The dust sprays had very little effect upon the green aphis that works upon 
the young shoots of the apple and plum, which were numerous again this sea- 
son. Tobacco water and kerosene emulsion were tried on a number of the 
trees with practically the same results as when spraying for the black aphis 
on cherry. 

New Varieties. 

Clyman:—One of the earliest of the European kinds to ripen. Of medium 
Size, reddish purple and good quality. As yet only moderately productive. 

Climax —A new plum of the Japanese type, orginated by Luther Burbank 
of California, and a very promising variety. Four-year-old trees matured a 
number of very large specimens. The fruit was bright red with yellow flesh 
and is of fine quality. An undesirable point was noted which, should it prove 
characteristic of this variety, would greatly lessen its value. It is a very 

firm-fleshed variety and many of the finest specimens cracked as they were 
ripening. Season with Abundance. 
Muscat Free (prune):—This variety is very similar to Fellenberg, in both 

growth of tree and fruit, except that it ripens ten days later and is less Sweet. 
Trees are slow, dwarfish growers, and lack productiveness as yet. 

Splendor (prune):—Lacks productiveness as yet. Fruit long, tapering at 
both ends. Color dark purple with blue bloom. Flesh greenish yellow, moder- 
ately juicy, with a sweet, rich flavor. 

Gold:—A native type, received in scion from Stark Brothers, in 1895, has 
borne a few specimens for two seasons. In habit, branches are slender, droop- 
ing; foliage and blossoms small. Fruit smail to medium, round; yellow 

shaded with red on exposed side; flesh yellow, firm and juicy; sweet not rich; 
quality fair. Cling-sitone. Ripe September 2nd. Often cracks open _ before 
ripe. Not promising in this section. 

Chabot (Japanese):—Rieceived in 1898. Tree an upright, thrifty grower; 
fruit medium to large; roundish, tapering to apex: yellow, shaded with red; 
flesh yellow, firm juicy, with a sweet, rich flavor. Ripe September 10. Cling. 

Csaszar Syilva:—Received from Division of Pomology, U. S. Department of 
Agriculture. Fruit medium to large; dark purple; roundish ovate, compressed; 
flesh tender, juicy, greenish-yellow; flavor mild, vinous; quality fair. Ripe 
September 10th. Not productive as yet. Cling-stone. 
Odell:—Received in 1896. Identical with Lombard as grown here. 
Simpson:—Received in 1896. Matured a few specimens this season. Fruit 

small to medium; roundish-oblong; color, clear yellow: flesh yellow, tender, 
juicy; sweet, quality very good. Cling. Ripe August 30th. 

The following older varieties have given best results for home and market 
purposes. 

60 
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Japan Varieties. 

Red June, Abundance, Burbank and Satsuma. 

European Varieties. 

Field, Bradshaw, Lombard, Fellenberg, Giant Prune, Shropshire, Damson, French 
Damson, Archduke, Black Diamond, Grand Duke, Bavay and Monarch. Other 
varieties which might be added are Lincoln, Murdy, Yellow Egg, Spaulding and 
Columbia. The above lists have been named about in the order of ripening and 
as it is larger than most growers like to plant, it can be cut down to any limit, 
according to the number of trees to be planted. 

In marketing the large, fancy plums, the sixteen-quart crate rivals the four- 
basket crate, in popularity, the one-fifth bushel basket being used for medium or 
common stock. Early and late ripening kinds bring much the highest price. 
Aside from the Damsons, the small or medium-sized plums coming in mid-season, 
searcely brought enough to pay expenses, and the planting of the larger kinds, 
giving high cultural methods, is to be recommended. 

APPLES. 

There was a heavy crop of apples in the northwest and northeast blocks, 
with only a fair crop from the southeast block. In the latter block, the trees 
were planted sixteen feet apart each way, and are now twelve and fourteen 
years old. With the exception of a few of the slower growing kinds, the trees 
had grown together so that the limbs interlaced and when laden with fruit, it 
was impossible to get through with the spray wagon or cultivator, and it be- 
came a question of cutting out every alternate row, leaving but one tree of each 
variety, or choosing a system of pruning which would practically hold the trees 
down in size. The latter method was chosen and instead of pruning this block 
in the early spring, as has usually been done, it was left until the middle of 
June, at which time the pruning was started, heading back the old wood the 
necessary amount to allow of getting through with a horse. The pruning was 
finished July 10th. Practically speaking, the object of the pruning at this 
time was to cut off the new growth that had been made and thus check the 
growth of the season. 

By following this system every year, the trees can be held where they are. 
What effect this will have upon the trees can only be determined after a num- 

ber of years. We hear of growers who are planting apple orchards with the 
trees 20 to 30 feet apart, with the idea of holding them in check so that they 
will not crowd, by severe pruning, and we will now have, on the Station grounds, 
an excellent demonstration of what this system will do. The trees are low 
headed and very symmetrical. Some trees have produced from one and a half 
to two barrels of first-class apples per tree although but one rod apart, and 

there is a great saving of labor in spraying and picking the fruit, as compared 
with very large, tall trees. 

Spraying. 

The apples were sprayed with Bordeaux mixture and arsenite of lime. The 
summer and early fall varieties received three applications, and most of the 
winter varieties were given four applications. The fruit was unusually free 
from scab fungus and worms, except upon some of the winter varieties that 
did not receive the last application where the increase in the injury from 
codling moth was quite noticeable. There was, however, a fine crop of apples 
harvested, although the market price was below that of last season. 

The dust sprays were tested upon apples in comparison with liquid applica- 
tions for controlling insects and fungi. The dust spray mixtures were the same 
as for plums, and alternate rows were sprayed with liquid Bordeaux and arsenite 
of lime, and the different mixtures of dust sprays. The same rows sprayed with 
dust sprays last year were sprayed with the dust sprays this season. Mixture 
No. 3 is a new preparation which was not used last year. The tests were also 
started in an apple orchard outside the Station grounds, but the amount of 
fruit set was so small that nothing definite was determined. 

The results in the Station orchard were practically the same as last season. 
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Six applications of the dust mixtures were given and four of liquid. So far as 
the codling moth is concerned, the different dust sprays were about equally 
effectual, and compared well with liquid, but the test this year has again 
demonstrated that none of the dust sprays will control the scab fungus either 
on fruit or leaves. The injury from apple scab is fully as great as from worms 
and for this reason, the dust spray will not take the place of the regular 
Bordeaux mixture for apples, although it can be applied much quicker and with 
less labor. The preparation and application of the dust mixtures is, however, 
much more disagreeable than of the liquid. 

Summer Spray for Scale Insects. 

Upon the report from a California fruit grower that crude petroleum could 
be used as a spray, while the foliage was on, if followed within fifteen or twenty 
minutes with a solution of concentrated lye, it was thought best to try it upon 
a few apple trees that had been tested and were of no particular value. On 
June 7th, six trees were sprayed from one side with petroleum and this was fol- 
lowed immediately with one pound of concentrated lye to nine gallons of water 
upon two of the trees, and one pound of caustic soda to nine gallons of water 
for two others, and the remaining trees were sprayed with one pound of crude 
potash to nine gallons of water. The other sides of the same trees were then 
sprayed with the same solutions to note their effect without the petroleum. 

The alkaline solutions were supposed to counteract the burning influence of 
the crude oil on the foliage and limbs, but this they failed to do and the foliage 
was killed wherever sprayed with the oil. The foliage was slightly burned on 
the sides of the trees where the alkaline solutions were used but not so seriously 
as to cause them to fall off. The oil, however, seriously injured the trees and 
killed the smaller branches. 

Notes on Varieties. 

A number of varieties ripened fruit for the first time this season, many of 
which promise to be valuable. The question of varieties is an interesting one 
to the grower and, with our present long list, the new varieties must develop 
some very desirable characteristics, to outclass those already well-known and 
largely planted. The demand is for varieties that come into bearing early, few 
caring to plant Northern Spy, Red Canada and Spitzenberg and others of their 
type, that are of the finest quality, but late in coming into bearing. 

New Varieties. 

Arkansas:—Received in scion from Stark Brothers in 1897. Fruit medium to 
large; roundish conic; yellow, shaded and colored with light and very dark red 
and sprinkled with small russet dots; flesh yellowish, very firm, fine-grained, 
breaking. Quality fair. Season January to May. A long-keeping red winter 
variety. 

Benoni:—Planted in 1891. Fruit medium-sized; color yellow overlaid with 
bright red blush and dark red splashes. Form roundish to oblong, tapering to 
the eye; flesh yellowish, firm, with a mild, sub-acid flavor. Quality very good. 
Ripe August 31st. 

Black Annette:—Received from B. Hathaway in 1894. Tree an upright spread- 
ing grower. Fruit medium, roundish, conic; greenish-yellow, overlaid, striped 
and splashed with dark red, and sprinkled with many large conspicuous russet 
dots. Flesh yellowish white, tender, fine-grained, rather dry, with a mild, pleas- 
ant flavor. Quality fair. Season December to April. 

Boiken —A very promising new winter variety. Matured a fair crop of fine 
fruit from trees planted in 1898. Trees moderately vigorous, spreading growers. 
Fruit large, oblate, conic; clear shining yellow, with a bright red blush; flesh 
white; firm, crisp, juicy, fine-grained; flavor rather brisk, sub-acid. Quality good. 
Season December to April. 
Fameuse (Snow):—An old well-known variety of handsome appearance and 

of the finest quality. Matured nearly a full crop from twelve-year old trees. 
Inclined to scab badly, but when thoroughly sprayed is a valuable variety for 
home or market. 
Gracie:—Received in 1890 from the late Peter Gideon of Minnesota. Trees 

strong, vigorous, spreading growers. Fruit large, roundish, oblate, ribbed; hand- 
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somely striped with two shades of red; flesh yellow, firm, juicy; rather sharp 
acid. Quality only fair. Season December to February. Badly affected with 
brown leathery spots under the skin. Should this prove characteristic of the 
variety, it would be of little value. 
Honey:—Received in 1894 from Frank Ford, Ravenna, Ohio. Fruit oblate; 

greenish yellow; flesh white, medium-firm, rather coarse, not juicy. Flavor 
mild, sweet, pleasant. Quality good. Ripe September 20th. Not promising. 
Many more attractive looking apples, 

Hyde King:—A very promising variety. The trees have made a _ strong 
vigorous growth, forming a handsome, round head. Fruit medium to large; 
roundish to oblate; color clear yellow, nearly covered with bright handsome red; 
very smooth. Basin broad, shallow, plaited; stem of medium length, stout, set 
in a broad, shallow cavity. Calyx, large, open. Flesh very firm, crisp, juicy, 
breaking, fine-grained; flavor sprightly, sub-acid; quality good. Season Decem- 
ber to April. Should this variety prove productive, it will be a valuable addi- 
tion to the long-keeping, winter varieties for market. 
Keeschmemet:—Received in 1894 from Division of Pomology. Fruit large, dis- 

tinctly oblate-conic, ribbed; color greenish-yellow, striped and splashed with dull 
red. Basin of medium size, plaited. Stem of medium length, slender, set in a 
large, russeted cavity; flesh greenish-white, tender, crisp, fine-grained, juicy; 
flavor mild, sub-acid. Quality good. Season December to March. Rather unat- 
tractive in appearance. 

Kraus:—Received in 1895 from C. F. Kraus, Clarence, Erie Co., N. Y. Matured 
a few fine specimens this season. Fruit large, roundish, conic; color clear yel- 
low, overlaid with bright red on one side; flesh white, medium firm, juicy, fine- 
grained; flavor, mild, pleasant. Quality good. Season November to January. 
Lady:—Origin France. Matured a partial crop of small, handsomely colored 

fruit of fine quality. Desirable as a dessert sort for home use, and for market 
purposes for a strictly fancy trade, as it brings a very high price in the city 
markets. The trees are very upright, close growers and promise to be productive. 
The fruit is borne in thick clusters and is covered on one side with deep, rich 
red. Season December to March. 

Limber Twig:—Trees spreading, drooping growers, forming a round head. 
Fruit small, roundish; color greenish-yellow, overlaid with dark, dull red; flesh 
greenish-white, very firm, moderately juicy, but of poor quality. Season January 
to May. Too poor in quality and unattractive in appearance to prove valuable. 
Marshall:—Received from Stark Brothers in 1892 and said to be a California 

seedling. Fruit medium-sized, oval, tapering to the eye. Color, very dark red. 

almost black. Flesh white with red under skin, very firm, breaking, fine-grained, 
rather dry. Flavor sub-acid, pleasant. Season December to April. A promising 
winter variety if it proves productive. 
Newby:—Received in 1894 from F. F. Newby, Carthage, Ind. Tree a rather 

slow, spreading grower. Fruit large; form variable, roundish to oblate, some- 
times oblique; color yellow, overlaid, striped and splashed with bright red; basin 
large, broad, deep, plaited. Stem short, stout, set in a broad, deep, russeted 
cavity; flesh yellowish, with a sprightly sub-acid flavor. Quality very good. 
Season December to March. A promising new red winter variety. 

Noble Sovari—Of Hungarian origin. Received from Division of Pomology in 
1894. Fruit large, irregular, oblate-conic, ribbed. Basin medium-sized, rather 
abrupt, plaited. Stem very short, stout; cavity large, deep, russeted. Color 
yellow, overlaid and striped with bright red; flesh yellowish, medium firm, rather 
coarse, crisp, moderately juicy. Quality fair to good. Season November to 
February. 

Paragon:—Received in 1890 from Wm. Parry, Parry, N. J. Seems identical 
with Mammoth Black Twig as grown here. Fruit medium to large, roundish- 
oblate; color yellow ground, overlaid with light and dark red; flesh, yellow, 
very firm, crisp, juicy, with sub-acid flavor. Quality good. Season January to 

May. 
Palmer:—Received in scion in 1897 from the Division of Pomology. Fruit 

large, oblate, regular; color greenish-yellow, with faint- tinge of red and russet 
dots and splashes. Stem very long, rather slender, set in a large, deep cavity; 
flesh yellowish, crisp, tender, juicy, fine-grained, with a brisk, sub-acid flavor. 
Quality good. Season December to February. 

Palouse:—Received in 1895 from Geo. Ruedy, Colfax, Washington. Fruit large, 
oblate, regular; color yellow, striped and splashed with red. Basin narrow, deep, 
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abrupt. Stem short, stout, set in a broad, medium deep cavity. Flesh tender, 
crisp, juicy, fine-grained. Flavor mild, pleasant; quality very good. Season 
November to December. 

Parlin:—Received in 1895 from Wm. Parry, Parry, N. J. Tree a rather slow, 
spreading grower. Fruit large, oblate, sometimes oblique; color yellow, striped 
and splashed with bright red; flesh white, tender, fine-grained, melting, not 
juicy; flavor, mild, rather insipid. Quality fair. Season October to December. 

Poppleton:—Received in 1888 from O. Poppleton. Tree a strong, upright 
grower: fruit large, oblong; color greenish-yellow, striped and nearly covered 
with two shades of red; flesh greenish-white, tender, melting, fine-grained, mod- 
erately juicy, with a mild, half sweet flavor. Season November to December. 
Not a very promising variety owing to the time it takes to come into bearing. 

Ralls (Genet) :—Received from Division of Pomology in 1895. Fruit medium- 
sized, roundish-coniec; color yellow, shaded and striped with red; flesh, yellowish, 
erisp, firm, juicy, with a sprightly, sub-acid flavor. Season December to March. 

Sutton Beauty:—Received in 1892 from Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester, N, Y. 
Resembles Morris Red as grown here. The trees are vigorous, upright, close 
growers. Fruit medium-sized, roundish to oblate, conic. Basin, medium large, 
plaited, uneven; calyx, partially closed. Stem rather short and slender, in a 
medium-sized, greenish, russeted cavity; color rich yellow, overlaid and slightly 
striped with light to dark red and sprinkied with many yellow, russet dots. Flesh 
crisp, tender, juicy. Quality very good. Season November to March. 

Wolf River:—Received from Stark Brothers in 1890. Matured a few nice 
specimens for the first this year. Trees are strong, vigorous, spreading growers. 
Fruit large to very large, oblate, conic; color yellow, overlaid with handsome 
red; flesh white, tough, leathery, moderately juicy, with mild, insipid flavor. 
Quality very poor. Season October and November. Considered a valuable 
market apple by some. 

The following varieties have given at least two crops and seem to have some 
merit: 

; 

Bath:—A medium-sized, handsome, red apple, ripening the first week in 
August. At that season it would seem valuable as an early sort. 

Bosnian —Received from the Division of Pomology in 1895. Ripens with and 
resembles Red Bietigheimer, but better in quality. The trees are strong, spread- 
ing growers, with large, broad leaves. Fruit very large, a number of speci- 
mens weighing sixteen and eighteen ounces; form oblate; color yellowish, nearly 

overspread with bright pink; flesh firm, crisp, moderately juicy, with a brisk, 
sub-acid flavor. Ripe last of August. Quite productive, but the fruits are so 
large that they are inclined to fall off before maturing. 
Dudley:—This new variety ripens soon after Oldenburg and promises to be 

productive. Fruit large, yellow, blushed, striped and splashed with bright red; 
flesh crisp, tender, juicy; fine quality. Promising for both home and market. 
Evans:—A large, handsome apple of very good quality. Season October to 

February. The trees are strong growers, but were rather late coming into bearing 

Glowing Coal:—A promising market variety, ripening in early September. 

Fruit of large size, handsomely striped and of good quality. 
Lady Sweet:—A very productive, sweet apple, of attractive appearance. Sea- 

son October to January. 

Magyar:—A handsome Hungarian variety of large size and a good keeper; 
but of only fair quality; with brown spots under the skin. 
McMahon:—Of large size, yellowish-white, and of good quality, but very tender 

in texture. Productive, but requires careful handling in market. 
Mother:—A very fine dessert apple, ripening in September. Size medium to 

large, oblong, conic; color yellow, overlaid and striped with rather dark, dull 
red; crisp, juicy; quality best. 

Paw Paw:—A red winter apple of attractive appearance, of good quality, and 
a long-keeper. Rather slow in coming into bearing, otherwise a very good 

market variety. 
Reynard:—A very large, yellow apple, ripening in September. Quality good. 

Productive. 
Salome:—Producing heavier crops each year. Trees moderately vigorous, 

open, spreading growers. Fruit medium to large; roundish-conic and hand- 
somely striped and splashed with two shades of red. Of good quality and a 
long keeper. 
Springdale—A new variety of the Baldwin type. Bore a very heavy crop this 
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season. Fruit, medium-sized, smooth, regular. Color pale yellow, overlaid and 
splashed with dark red; flesh yellowish, very firm, juicy, fine-grained, with mild, 
pleasant flavor, not rich. Season January to April. 

Summer Pegatch:—Large, handsomely striped and of good quality. Ripens 
the middle of September. 

Sweet Orange:—This is an especially long-keeping sweet apple. Received in 
1890 from the Division of Pomology. Matured a heavy crop of fine fruit. Trees 
vigorous, upright, spreading growers. The fruit is large, roundish, inclining to 

conic. Color dull yellow; flesh yellowish, very firm, moderately juicy, fine- 
grained. Flavor, sweet, not rich. Season January to May. : 

Yellow Bellflower:—An old variety, at one time largely planted, but is now 
seldom seen except in old orchards; very productive, of good quality, and a 
fairly good keeper, but inclined to scab badly. 

The varieties below have shown themselves especially adapted for the home 
collection and commercial purposes: 
Arnold:—A very desirable kind for home planting, and has given good results 

here for market. Trees very productive. Fruit, medium-sized, with a very at- 
tractive, yellow color, slightly blushed; quality very good. Season late fall or 
early winter. 

Bailey (Sweet):—A large-sized, red, Autumn sweet apple. Very productive. 
Valuable for market. 

Bough (Sweet):—A well-known sweet apple, ripening in August. Of large 
size and fairly productive; valuable for home planting and in a small way for 
market. 
Buckingham:—Of some promise as a market sort. Trees moderately vigorous 

and productive. Fruit large, striped and splashed with red, making attractive 
looking fruit. Quality fair to good. Season November to February. 
Chenango:—Ripens in late August; very productive; handsomely striped and 

tender, juicy, fine for eating. It is too tender for long shipping, but it is planted 
to some extent for market purposes. 

Early Harvest:—A well-known, early-ripening, yellow apple of good quality, 
which was at one time a very popular family and early market variety, but 
has been replaced by other varieties. 

Early Joe—A small, handsome, red apple, of best quality, ripening about the 
middle of August. Desirable for home. use. 
Fameuse Sucre (or Sweet Snow):—This fine apple should be in every collec- 

tion. It is one of the best dessert fruits. Received in 1894 from F. H. Hoskins, 
Newport, Vt. Origin France. The trees are upright, open growers, only mod- 
erately productive as yet. Fruit medium size, roundish-oblate, regular; color 
dark, handsome red; flesh white with red streaks, crisp, tender, juicy, sweet, 
with the distinct Snow flavor. Ripens in October. Not subject to scab. 
Fanny:—This variety seems to be productive and promises to occupy a place 

in the commercial orchard as an autumn variety. The trees are strong growers. 
Fruit, above medium; color yellow, overlaid, striped and splashed with two: 
shades of red, making it very attractive in appearance. Quality best. 
Gideon:—One of the hardiest and most productive varieties. Trees very 

strong, healthy; fruit medium to large, yellow with pink cheek, very smooth, 
quality fair. Desirable for market. Season middle of September. , 

Gravenstein:—Of large size, attractive appearance, good quality, productive, 
and a good variety for market. Season September. 
Grimes:—One of the most satisfactory winter apples. The trees are productive 

and come into bearing early. Fruit of the highest quality and commands a high 
market price. Season November to March. 
Hubbardston:—Of large size, good appearance, good quality and very produc- 

tive. A standard winter variety. 
Jefferis:—Small to medium in size, very productive. Ripens in late August, 

of the highest quality, and should be in every collection. 
Jonathan:—Bears early, is very productive, handsomely colored and very high 

in quality. Brings the highest market price. Inclined to run small and re- 
quires the best of care to develop large size and good color in Michigan. 

Lowell (Greasy Pippin):—A well-known variety. Large, yellow, fine eating. 
Ripens in September. Valuable for family use. 

Mason Orange:—Of yellow Bellflower type but more highly colored, and of 
better quality; very productive. Season November to February. 
McIntosh.—As a late fall and early winter variety, this has no superior. Trees: 
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early and abundant bearers. Fruit of medium size, dark handsome color and 
fine quality. Brings the highest price. 
Milwaukee:—A newer variety of some promise as a market sort, ripening 

in early September. Comes into bearing early; fruit large, striped, fair quality. 
Minkler:—A long-keeping, red winter variety, that produces heavy crops in 

alternate years. Lacks quality. 

Morris Red:—Received in 1890. Has borne several heavy crops of medium to 
large, red winter apples. Quality very good. Trees strong, upright, close grow- 
ers. Season November to February. 
Oakland:—Trees slow, spreading growers; very productive; fruit medium- 

sized; color yellow, overlaid with dark red; flesh has a mild half-sweet flavor. 
Season November to March. Of some value for market. 

Oldenburg:—Hardy, vigorous, very productive. As a market variety, it has 
been more largely planted than any other in Western Michigan, during the past 
five seasons. Ripe August 15th. Too sour for eating, but excellent for culinary 

_ purposes. 
Ontario:—Should be in every commercial orchard. An early and abundant 

bearer; fruit medium to large, attractive. Good quality. Would sell for North- 
ern Spy. Season November to April. 

Primate: Ripens in early August. Trees strong growers, but only fairly produc- 
tive here. Very fine eating, valuable for home use only. 

Red Canada:—Trees rather poor growers, and slow in coming into bearing, 
otherwise one of the very best long-keeping, red, winter, dessert varieties. 

Red: June:—Small to medium-sized, of a handsome red color, fine quality and 
very productive. Ripe August 15th. A valuabie variety for home use. 
Stark:—As a very long-keeper, this has few equals. The trees are strong 

growers, very productive, and the fruit is of fair quality. Season December to 
May. Valuable. . 
Titovka—One of the hardy Russian kinds, ripening just after Oldenburg. 

Trees are poor growers but very productive. Fruit large, handsomely colored 
and sells well, although of poor quality. 
Tolmon Sweet:—A well-known winter sweet; very productive . 
Wagener:—A valuable variety to use as a filler between varieties that are 

longer coming into bearing. Inclined to overbear and, for this reason, the trees 
are often dwarfed and stunted. The fruit is attractive in appearance and good 
quality. Season October to February. 
Wealthy:—Hardy, moderately vigorous, very productive, and of good quality 

and fine appearance. One of the most valuable market varieties on trial. Season 
September to October. 

Yellow Transparent:—Valuable for both home and market. A_ very early 
ripening sort. Comes into bearing early and is very attractive. 

CRAB APPLES. 

The crop was rather light this year. Florence and Jelly bore full crops but 
they ripen too early and are too small to be profitable. Gibb and August are 
larger kinds but are of poor quality, and too early. North Star is a very 
productive early ripening kind, but gets mealy as soon as matured, 

Dartmouth and Martha are especially promising sorts, as they are of good 
size, attractive appearance and very best quality. Virginia is a later ripening 
kind of some promise. Quaker is a large, late kind, yellow in color, with but 
litle red and of only fair quality. 

PEARS. 

The crop of pears was heavy from most of the oider varieties. Fireblight made 
its appearance, but by promptly cutting it out, being sure to cut below the 
affected part, we were able to check the disease without loss or serious injury to 
the trees. The fruit was smooth and unusually free from worms or fungus, 
except on one tree of Flemish Beauty which was treated with Owen’s Process. 

The fruit on this tree was so badly scabbed as to be almost worthless, although 
in former years, it was kept clean and smooth by three or four applications of 
Bordeaux mixture. 

The pear psylla made its appearance in the orchard in large numbers but two 
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applications of kerosene emulsion completely checked them. It has done much 
harm in other orchards in the vicinity. It is a small, yellow, sucking insect 
and was noted here June 20th on the under sides of the leaves and on the 
branches at the base of the leaf-stems. If neglected, they will almost defoliate 
the tree, sucking the sap of the leaves, causing them to turn brown and fall off, 
prematurely stopping the growth of tree and fruit, which will be dark and 
sticky from the honey dew secreted by the insects. 

The first application of emulsion consisted of one pound of soap, one gallon 
of oil and 14 gallons of water, with five ounces of pyrethrum powder; the second 
application given three weeks later, was made stronger, using one pound of soap, 
and one gallon of oil to 10 gallons of water with the same amount of insect 
powder. A slight burning of the edges of the leaves was noted upon a few of 
the trees, but the injury was not serious. 

Spraying. 

Most of the trees received three applications of Bordeaux mixture and arsenite 
of lime. The remainder of the trees were in a block of apples where the 

different mixtures of dust spray were used in comparison with liquid Bordeaux 
mixture. The only difference noticed between the dust and liquid sprays for 
pears, was that the dust mixtures failed to control pear leaf-blight and scab. 

Commercial Varieties. 

Giffard, Clapp, Favorite, Bartlett, Flemish, Souvenir, Howell, Angouleme, 
Seckel, Dana Hovey, and Kieffer have done best. Bosc, Anjou and Sheldon are 
slow in coming into bearing, the former variety proving the most productive up 
to date. Lawrence. .Drouard and Winter Nelis are late-ripening kinds of some 
merit. 
Summer Doyenne and Elizabeth are two valuable varieties for the home gar- 

den and in a small way for market, selling well in small packages for dessert 
purposes. Summer Doyenne is a small pear of good quality, and the earliest 
ripening on trial. , 

Giffard and Wilder ripen together but the latter lacks the productiveness and 
good quality of the former, although more attractive in appearance. 

Clapp’s Favorite ripens about a week later than Giffard, is of large size, fine 
appearance and very productive, but blights badly. 

Flemish scabs badly but, when this is controlled, its large size, good quality 
and productiveness makes it a valuable market sort. 

Souvenir is of the largest size, and is proving very productive. Resembles 
Bartlett in color and flavor but is larger and has a broad apex. 

Howell is early and productive, but of only fair quality. Its smooth, clear 
yellow skin gives it a fine appearance. 

Seckel and Dana Hovey. are the finest in quality and bring the highest market 
price. They should be in every commercial orchard, and in gardens where 
pears can be grown. 

Kieffer as a rule is quite free from blight and as it bears early and abun- 
dantly and comes at a se3son when it can be held for some time, it is very 
popular for market. It is quite inferior in quality, however. 

New Varieties. * 
t 

Conference:—Tree rather a slow grower; fruit medium to large; pyriform; 
color greenish-yellow, nearly covered with blotches of russet; flesh tinged with 
pink, tender, melting, very juicy; flavor sweet, rich. Quality very good. Season 
early October. 

Drouard:—The trees are moderately vigorous growers and slow in coming into 
bearing. Fruit large, obovate, obtuse-pyriform; color, greenish-yellow, sprinkled 
with many russet dots; skin tough; flesh yellowish-white, rather coarse. granular, 

very juicy, melting, with a sweet, vinous, perfumed flavor. Quality good. 
Season December to February. The most promising winter pear on trial. 

Florida Bartlett—Buds received from Star Bros. in 1900. Bark, foliage and 

fruit resembles Kieffer. Trees strong growing; fruit large, roundish-oval, 
tapering at both ends; color clear yellow, with dark brown dots; flesh greenish, 
firm, juicy, half-breaking granular; fiavor, mild, almost sweet, perfumed. 

Quality fair. Season December and January. 
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Garber:—Bore a full crop this year. Of Kieffer type. Not so hard in core 
and much slower in coming into bearing. Colors up earlier than Kieffer but 
is less desirable than that variety. 

Gray Doyenne:—Very slow in coming into bearing. Size, small to medium; 
form obovate, obtuse-pyriform; color yellow, russeted; flesh sweet, mild, aro- 
matic. Quality very good. Season October and early November. Too late in 
coming into bearing. 
Magnate:—Tree a slow grower, but an early bearer. Fruit of medium to large 

size, obtuse-pyriform; color greenish-yellow, melting; flavor, vinous, pleasant, 
almost sweet. Quality very good. Season early October. This variety and 
Conference are very promising new varieties. 
Osband:—Very slow in coming into bearing. Tree a strong, upright, close 

grower. Fruit small, obovate, obtuse-pyriform; color greenish-yellow, with a 
bright red cheek, and sprinkled with small brown dots; flesh white, juicy, melt- 
ing, with a sweet, pleasant flavor. Ripe August 17th. 
Reliance:—Received in 1893 from P. J. Berckmans. Fruit medium-sized, 

roundish-oblate; stem long, slender; color greenish-yellow, russeted; flesh juicy, 
melting, with mild vinous flavor. Quality good. Ripe September 30th. Rather 
unattractive in appearance for a market variety. 

QUINCES. 

The quince trees were attacked by fire-blight to such an extent, that very 
severe cutting back was necessary and one variety, Meech, was removed. All 
of the varieties were affected and the pruning required to save the trees, cut 
the crop short considerably. The quinces were planted in a row of plums which 
had received liberal applications of stable manure which has induced a strong 
growth of wood and made the conditions favorable for blight. 

Rea and Missouri are very large, fine quinces but the former is the more 
productive. 

NUTS. 

All of the nuts on trial fruited this season, except pecans and English walnuts. 
Of the filberts and hazelnuts, Kentish Cob, an English filbert, matured a very 

fine crop of nuts. Cosford Thin Shell bore only a light crop this year, but gave 
a heavy yield last season. Both of these varieties produce good crops in alter- 
mate years and are especially recommended for the home garden and would 
no doubt prove valuable for commercial purposes. Our native hazelnuts are 
small, with thick shells and small meats. Not particularly desirable for plant- 
ing, as they were much longer coming into bearing than the large English 
filberts in the same row. 

The Japan walnuts continue to bear annually and grow vigorously. Desirable 
both for its fruit, which is fully equal to the butternut, and on account of the 
handsome appearance of the trees. 

Chestnuts. 

The Japan chestnuts, Numbo, Hale and Reliance continue to bear a few 
specimens, but seem of little value. 

Of the larger European kinds, Paragon again proved the most productive. 
The yield was the heaviest it has ever been, and as a result, the nuts were 
smaller than usual. 

The Comfort is fully as large as Paragon but has been much longer in coming 
into bearing. This variety is proving more productive each year and promises 

to be a valuable kind for planting, ; 
Hathaway is a native type that has been slow coming into bearing. It bore 

a few specimens this season. The nuts were small, but are sweet and of good 
quality. 

The pecan seedlings have made a vigorous growth and are handsome trees, 
but show little signs of fruiting as yet. The English walnuts freeze back every 
winter. 

61 
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COVER CROPS. 

The importance of cover crops in the orchard can hardly be over-estimated, 
especially in the peach orchards that are situated on light, sandy soils, and 
particularly upon elevations where the snow is likely to blow off during the 
winter months. The cover crops not only catch and hold the snow and foliage, 
but absorb moisture and soluble plant food, which might otherwise be washed 
away. The growing plants help to ripen up the new growth and buds, which is 
especially desirable in young, thrifty growing orchards. When turned under in 
the spring, they add appreciably to the supply of humus. 

Special Bulletin Number 27 gives the observations up to the time winter set 
in, upon ten different plots of one-fourth acre each, that were planted in August, 
1903, upon the Station grounds and on the premises of Mr. Frank Warner of 
Geneva township, who kindly consented to co-operate with us in testing different 
cover crops in his peach orchard. Mr. Warner chose a high, rolling, sandy por- 
tion of his gorchard for the test. 

The crops used were: Plot 1, barley one-half bushel; plot 2, barley one-fourth 
bushel and field peas, eight quarts; plot 3, barley one-fourth bushel, crimson 
clover two quarts; plot 4, oats one-half bushel; plot 5, oats one-fourth bushel, 
crimson clover, two quarts; plot 6, cow peas broadcast ten quarts; plot 7, cow 
peas drilled five quarts; plot 8, sand vetch eight quarts; plot 9, mammoth clover 
two quarts; plot 10, cfimson clover two quarts. 

Up to the time the snow came, Mr. Warner reported results practically the 
same as those on the Station grounds, that is, plots 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, made an 
excellent growth and a fine covering for the ground. Plots 6 and 7 (cow peas) 
made a better growth at Mr. Warner’s than at the Station, but the first frost 
cut them to the ground and he considered this crop practically worthless for the 
purpose. 

In the 1903 report, it was said that there would be a good crop of clover to: 
turn under the next spring; this, however, proved to be a mistake, except with 

the plot of mammoth clover, which came through the winter in fine shape, and 
gave a thick, heavy stand for plowing under. There was scarcely a live plant 
of crimson clover either at the station or at Mr. Warner’s. At the latter place, 
the plots of sand vetch and mammoth clover were the only green crops to turn 
under. The barley, oats and field peas made a vigorous growth and held the 
leaves from blowing away. They formed a fairly good mulch and when plowed 
under would add materially to the humus in the soii. Barley makes a coarser 
and heavier growth than oats, and from two seasons’ test, has proved superior 
to oats sown at the same rate per acre. The seed, however, is nearly double in 
price per bushel and it is a question as to whether it is enough more valuable 
for cover crop purposes to make up the difference in the price of the seed. 

The long continued cold of last winter did much damage in orchards without 
cover crops, and the cover crops sown on the highest points and lightest soils 
in Mr. Warner’s orchard failed to save all the trees from winter-killing, but he 
states that he believes the loss of trees would have been much greater had 
there been no cover crops in the orchard. On the Station grounds seven four- 
year old peach trees were winter-killed out of seventy-five, and these were frozen 

around the collar and in the trunk of the trees. 
The roots were not brown or discolored. The foliage and blossoms came out 

on all of the winter-killed trees, showing that the circulation of the sap was 
cut off and the tops of the trees died from lack of nourishment. 

The fact that the crimson clover was killed out, and that the mammoth clover 

came through the winter in fine condition is also worthy of note. The latter 
also makes a stronger growth of both top and root in the fall and is proving 
more satisfactory for cover crop purposes and for a green crop to turn under in 
the spring. Sowing oats or barley with the clover is better than clover alone, as 
the former makes a tall, rank growth and holds the snow and leaves better. The 
sand vetch is hardy and can be relied upon for cover crop purposes in an orchard 
but the seed is expensive, which will no doubt prohibit its use except in a small 
way. 

When a green crop is not wanted for turning under, oats or barley will give 
very good satisfaction as a winter covering in the orchard. 

A number of plots were again planted in August, 1904, and duplicate lots of 
seeds were taken by Mr. Warner and also by Mr. Geo. Chatfield, which will be- 
reported the coming season. 
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REPORT OF THE UPPER PENINSULA SUB-STATION FOR THE YEAR 1904. 

LEO. M. GEISMAR, SUPERINTENDENT. 

[Special Bulletin No. 31.] . 

The principal work of the station during the season of 1904 was a continuation 
of the study of climatic conditions as related to crops which may be profitably 
adapted to this region. The work of planting, cultivating, spraying and harvest- 
ing is still largely done pioneer fashion. That results are effected thereby will 
seem obvious, but to what extent can be guessed much easier than ascertained. 
If it is admitted that the average pioneer farming is handicapped to a great 
extent, then the results of this and previous seasons may be considered inferior 
to what they will be when then can be obtained under the prevailing conditions 
of the average modern farm. On the other hand the plots which have been used 
have of necessity been too small for obtaining comparative results of sufficient 
accuracy. This limitation will be remedied to a great extent in the near future, 
the area under cultivation having been considerably extended and a portion 
thereof having been tile drained during the past season. 

WEATHER CONDITIONS, 

| 

May. June. July. August. September. October. 

Date. ‘= ~ > a | ~ P=) 

= a = a a z a Si alee wars & 2 ee 
sy i Oe) a RS} a & a Less ruses a 2 Ss 
aR ae a | 3 8 3 8 ee ew 3 8 3 og ee on | ee Ree s = s 2 g = 3 = 
a a=) A 2 a A=, [=] & | _ | a AS: 

1 Salis Wp Brine Bes hese SOEs ¢ | 3 ¢ 1) ee 
= a0 = 0 = a3) = AY = oD) = (e 

45 0 59 0 52.5 0 55 Th 53.5 0.07 || 48.5 0.09 
51 0 54 0 52 0 54.5 0 61.5 1.10 42.5 0.10 
54.5 | 0 56 0.15 56 0.10 61 0 53 0.08 41 0.02 
57 0 61 0.44 63.5 0.58 65.5 0.68 50.5 0 |} 42.5 0.01 
62 0 63 0.03 59.5 0 67.5 0 | 45.5 0 i| 38.5 aT: 
58 0.06 || 50.5 | 0.20 54.5 0 58.5 0.06 || 47.5 0.15 33 T 
53 0.54 || 49 0.35 52.5 0 47.5 0 52.5 0.19 36 0.06 
50 1.08 || 53.5 | 0 57.5 0.08 53 0 49.5 0.02 |} 47.5 0.02 

.| 88.5 | 0.59 || 52.5 | 0 56.5 0 53 0.34 62.5 0.76 52 0.58 
34.5 | 0.16 |} 58.5 | 0 65 0 Bde 0.20 67.5 0 56.5 0.03 

.| 37.5 | 0.16 || 60.5) 0 62.5 T, 55 0 50.5 0.07 44 0.02 

.| 44 0 65 0 60.5 0.22 60.5 0.58 44 0 | Wego nex 0.01 

.| 46.5 | 0.67 || 64.5 | 0.05 63.5 0 61.5 0.12 || 50 0.45 || 38.5 0 

.| 37 0.03 || 63.5 | 0.10 63.5 ft 62.5 0 46.5 0.31 46.5 0 

.| 34.5 | 0.07 |} 53.5 | 0 68 0 56.5 0.42 || 48.5 0.17 46 0 

.| 38.5 | 0 45.5 | 0 64.5 0 58.5 0 | 50.5 0 55.5 T 
.| 38.5 | 0.10 || 59.5 | 0.47 75.5 0 | 53805 0 58 0.01 64 0 
-| 47 0.03 || 64 0.03 70 0:02)}) 52 0 49.5 0 54.5 0 
| 51 0 64 0 67 0 54.5 0 45.5 0.02 51.5 0 
.| 56 0 68.5 | T 51.5 0 64.5 0 42 0 | 46 0.02 
.| 64.5 | T 57 T 55 0.40 || 62.5 0.34 |) 38 0 40 0.03 
-| 60.5 | 0.11-]| 52.5 | 0 54.5 0.12 57 0 | 39.5 T 35.5 0.12 

58 0.35 || 56.5 | 0 54 0 60 0 50.5 0.45 39.5 0.02 
.| 48 0 70.5 | 0 56.5 0 64.5 0 56.5 0.12 40.5 0.05 
.| 42 1.21 || 64 0.51 62.5 0 GY Pe) 0.08 47 0.04 38.5 0.02 
.| 44.5 | 0.97 || 54 0 67.5 0.34 56.5 0 48 0.11 31.5 0.04 

48 t 58.0110 60.5 0 63.5 0.07 || 52.5 0 34.5 0.05 
.| 53 0 62 0 51.5 0 59 0 51 0.12 41 0 

62 0.21 || 63 0.95 55.5 0 49 0 69 0.08 38 0 
41.5 | 0 51 0.03 70.5 0.42 47.5 0.02 56.5 0 \) 34.5 0 
44 (1 | Seyret Rees shee 68.5 0 51.5 0.16 Jeceseeee Soeatee | 47.5 0 

| 

Total | | 
amatlene| ce acre 67 Gece BEG te| | eeoaboae DOS ile cates Sua lleesa ares: 4.32) |loae dees 1.29 

T= Trace. 
Mean = Maximum + Minimum — 2. 
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For forage and root crops the season was extremely favorable and for cereals 
much better than any previous year since 1897, except 1902. There was a more 
normal rainfall, which, for the six months of the growing season, amounted to 
20.61 inches, as against 18.29 for 1902 and 25.28 for both 1901 and 1903. 

Temperatures ruled low throughout most of the season. The ground became 
partly bare April 23 and the last trace of snow disappeared five days later; but 
while planting began May 2, the ground remained cold until the middle of June. 
For the first time, there was practically a total absence of spring frosts, for, 
while the thermometer registered 30 degrees on May 31, no subsequent damage 
could be detected even upon the most tender vegetation. Light frosts occurred 
September 12, 20 and 21 and these were succeeded by a killng frost on Septem- 
ber 22. October and November temperatures ruled high until permanent snow 
fell on November 25, the ground being unfrozen at the time. The greatest depth 
of snow during the preceding winter was 38 inches and was recorded on March 19. 

The records of mean temperature and precipitation during the growing season 
are shown in the foregoing table: 

FIELD CROPS—CEREALS. 

The very favorable temperature conditions immediately following planting fime, 
were largely offset by the continuous and heavy rainfall during May. As a 
consequence, the plants made a very slow growth and became an easy prey to 
the rust fungus, recuperating only during July. Owing to cool nights in August, 
the ripening season extended well into September, and the wet weather of the 
first half of September caused a second outbreak of rust. There was no damage 
either from grain aphis or other insects. The primitive methods of handling 
grain with cradle and hand flails are still in use at the station, making the 
amounts of grain lost by remaining in the straw through imperfect threshing, 
quite uncertain. This must be taken into account when looking over the actual 
and comparative yields of the plots. Realizing these facts, there has been neither 
time nor effort spared in taking the most careful and minute observations of 
the growth and behavior of all varieties from the time they are planted until 
-they are harvested. The reader will therefore find the descriptive notes of 
some of the varieties of more importance than the tables of yields. 

OATS. 

Whether the damage from rust has heretofore been slight or severe, the oats 
have been invariably affected more than the other cereals. The Station is fre- 
quently asked for information concerning certain varieties of oats which are 
claimed to be rust proof, and the following may serve as a general answer. Sev- 
eral varieties claimed to be rust proof have been tested here, and all were dam- 
aged by rust fully as much, and in some cases more than certain other varieties 
for which no such claim is made. Enough varieties have been tested here to 
warrant the statement that a so called rust proof oat owes its origin to the same 
“clever” propagating methods as a bug proof potato. The dryer the season, the 
less the spores of the rust fugus will be able to sprout. During wet seasons the 
early maturing varieties of oats will be damaged by rust much less than the late 
varieties; this however is not due to immunity, but merely to the shorter length 
of time during which the plants are exposed to the ravages from rust.: Thus 
the earliest maturing variety, Early Champion, which is not claimed to be rust 
proof, was practically free from rust during the past season. WHarliness therefore 
may well be considered a desirable quality whenever wet seasons are to be feared. 
Among the promising varieties tested for the first time, may be noted: Early 

Champion, a white open head variety with small, but heavy grain and thin hull. 
Straw somewhat shorter than that of late varieties, but is of good size and 
texture. A very valuable sort, owing to its extreme earliness. University No. 
6, a promising white variety of large size and heavy grain, the stiff straw enabling 
it to stand up well. Swedish or Wisconsin No, 4, a white variety with large, 
open heads and grain of good size. Will no doubt prove more valuable than the 
present yield indicates, for, owing to the poor quality of seed, the stand was thin. 
White Shonen, an open head, white variety as promising as the last two. Owing 
to the very small size of the plot, the seed was drilled in instead of broadcasted, 
and to this the better yield is no doubt partially due. Improved Prize Cluster, 
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a medium early white variety with good straw, but whose lower yield may pos- 
sibly be due to the small, open heads. Jrish Victor, a white variety with small 
heads but giving promise of better yields. The seed was poor and the stand but 
slightly better than the Swedish variety. National, one of the tallest white 
varieties with large, open heads. Further trials may show this to be a valuable 
sort; the lower yield being probably due to later planting, the seed having been 
delayed on the road. Premium, a white variety planted as late as the last and for 
Similar reasons. Being a “side oats’ however, its late ripening habit may prove 
to be an objectionAble feature. European Hulless, a white variety with open 
heads and hulless as its name indicates. The seed was badly mixed, and what 
was true to name Shelled out considerably. The variety ought to prove valuable 
as a poultry food. Further descriptions and results are shown in the following 
table: 

Yield of plots Yield per acre. 
Size of Time of | Length | Length in lbs. 

Varieties. ald in aie of | Headed | harvest- at = of 
rods. | planting. out. ing. ea straw . 

inches. | inches. || Grain. | Straw. Seat ay 

University No. 6.... 1x8 | May 2 | July 15 | Aug. 28 7t 48 68 114 423 2,280 
Improved Prize 

@lustersss.acces: 1x8 | May 3 15 mene 6 48 47 116 29% 2,320 
Trish Victor......... 1x8 Sans Baia CH Pda} 64 46 60 127 374 2,540 
Swedish or Wiscon- 

sin No. 4 1x8 eS hai es} 74 45 47 125 293 2,500 
Black Beauty 1x8 atid “21 | Sept. 10 8} 52 56 117 35 2,340 
Duppauer 1x8 as} 018 12 8 50 46 27 282 2,540 

ite Shonen 4x4 4G “ 16 | Aug. 26 74 48 18} 534 463 4,280 
National...... ¥, 3x8 cae | “ 22 | Sept. 13 84 52 39 08 324 2,880 
Early Champion..... 1x6 te | oF ahd Aue s16 7 Baby 126 474 3,360 
European Hulless.... 1x6 ube Ca 26 74 46 33 141 274 3,760 
American Banner... . ibe) Ge ab; “ 17 | Sept. 10 73 50 32 148 40 5,920 
PYEMIUM es ce sisece 3x8 ioe | Be oT ak 10 52 30 105 25 2,800 

BARLEY. 

With very few exceptions the varieties of barley have given uniformly good 
results. In part this is due to the fact that barley is not attacked by rust to 
the same extent as oats or wheat, nor is it exposed as long to its milder attacks, 
being as a whole, a quicker ripening cereal. In part however this is due to the 
well known fact that, aside from the hulless varieties, barley shells out much 
less than oats or wheat, hence is better able to stand the frequent handling of 
the bundles which is rendered necessary by the present methods in use here. 
Varieties tested for the first time are: Univrsity No. 105, a six-rowed bearded 
variety with large, plump Kernels and a fairly heavy straw. Whether as good 
or better than Manscheuri, could not be determined, the present difference being 
mainly due to poor seed of the new variety, while Manscheuri is grown from 
well selected seed raised at the Station. Irench Chevalier, an old and at one time 
leading two rowed variety with very long beards and large, well filled kernels. 
Breaks down more or less under the heavy heads and beards, though the straw 
is of good size and strength. Ripens too late for best results. It is doubtful 

whether any of the two rowed varieties can compete either with the six rowed 
‘ or the beardless varieties. Swecess, a beardless variety. The seed as obtained 
was not only poor, but developed a very large amount of smut. Will no doubt 
give a better yield with proper seed selection, though the heads were uniformly 
short and the straw weak. Champion, a beardless variety and one of the best 
heretofore tested. The straw is heavy and of good strength for holding up the 
large well filled heads. Chevalier, another beardless variety, in every way iden- 
tical with Champion, except as far as the price of the seed is concerned. By way 
of further comments, the reader is referred to Pages 10 and 14 of Special Bul- 
letin No. 28 containing the anual report for 1903. The plot was located at the 
northern limits of the Station grounds, and the lower yield of this variety is due 
to damage by chickens. 

The varieties as shown in the following table, were all planted on May 11, 
and all the plots were 1x8 rods in size: 
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Yield of plots. Yield per acre. 
Time of | Height 

Headed | harvest- | of straw 
Varieties. | out. ing. inches. 

Grain Straw Grain Straw 
Ibs. Ibs. bushels. | Ibs. 

RANSOM CECA OLEH) oan ace cm uk ies it ccee de cower aels July 5 | Aug. 19 42 116 149 48 2,980 
Manscheuri 6 Rowed (Bearded).............s00+00: wi!) ira) 34 111 149 a 2,980 
University No. 105 (Bearded)..............e0008 | = 10 Shey 34 94 102 39 2,040 
Pane CO eATONERS) Soa. Loses eect Cee ited on pay | gray 29 54 98 | 224 | — 1,960 
French Chevalier (Bearded)..........0..02-eeceees “ 19 | Sept. 16 31 4s 133 2 2,660 
elite ulless ((fulless) 2. cctiels 6 cis ae ser piciee'ee ~ « 48) Aves 17 32 42 152 174 3,040 
Chevalier (Beardless)...:./.00'. 0h. . ivan cane sences 3 1 16 42 86 107 35% 2,140 

WHEAT. 

Two winter wheat varieties were planted, Dawson on September 1 and Inter- 
national No. 6, on September 15. The stand of International was poor when 
permanent snow covered it on November 11. Dawson was much better, and 
about 85 per cent of a perfect stand. As soon as the snow had disappeared dur- 
ing spring, nearly 90 per cent of the plants on the International plot, and ap- 
proximately 20 per cent of those on the Dawson plot, appeared lifeless, the dull 
green color soon turning brown and the plants drying up within two or three 
days. The International plot was subsequently fitted for field peas. No insects 
nor the work of any could be detected either upon the plants or upon the roots. 
No other cause can be assigned unless it be a lack of air which caused the 
weaker plants to suffocate. Several hard crusts formed on the snow during 
December and forepart of January owing to quite warm spells. From soon after 
the middle of January to the end of February there was steady cold weather 
with not enough snowfall to permit the thawing of the snow crusts before the 
beginning of March. Though these crusts had melted away under the snow long 
before the advent of spring, owing to the unfrozen condition of the soil, it is 
quite probable that they remained long enough to do the damage by intercepting 
a free circulation of air. Both Dawson and International had been tested in 
1901, when they gave a yield of 41 and 33.23 bushels per acre respectively. The 
spring wheat varieties have been tested twice before, and the present yield 
may be considered very satisfactory when considering the very low average of the 
principal wheat growing states. The results are given in the following table: 

) Yield of plots, Yield per acre. 
n 

Size of | Time of | Headed | Time of of 
Varieties, plots in | planting. out. harvest- | straw ; : 

rods. ing. inches. | Grain Straw Grain | Straw 
lbs Ibs. bush. |; Ibs. 

Dawson (or Golden Chaff).... | 1x6 | Sept. 1 | June 21 | Aug. 11 54 57 155 254 4,080 
Saskatchawan Fife (Spring)... 1x8 | May. 11 | July 17 | Sept. 10 50 62 190 203 3,800 
Velvet Chaff (Spring)......... 1x8 LH oo VAL: er OO 50 60 158 20 3,160 
Minnesota No. 163 (Spring)... | 1x8 a OST wl: sh pe} 48 38 151 123 3,020 

OTHER FARM CROPS. 

Speltz, or Emmer, as it is frequently called, is less subject to attacks from rust 
than most of the other cereals, and as such may be depended upon for good 
yields in this region. Its feeding value is nearly equal to that of barley, though 
best results would probably be obtained only by grinding the grain, as the husks 
are very hard and cannot be wel! removed except with special machinery. Its 
weight as threshed is generally taken at 24 lbs. per bushel. One plot 1x6 rods 
was planted May 6. The grain was cut September 2, having headed out July 
13. The heads averaged 214 inches in length, and the straw 42 inches. The 
yield was 63 lbs. of grain and 105 lbs. of straw, being equal to 70 bushels of 
grain and 2,800 lbs. of straw per acre. 
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Buckwheat. The season was very favorable for this crop and the grain ripened 

well. 
Rye Buckwheat which gave the largest yield, appears to be a very prolific 

variety. The kernels are smaller and with edges nearly smooth. It is probably 
less desirable for milling purposes, but seems better adapted to poultry feed. 
The Japanese was raised from seed which ripened here during the preceding 
season and the seed from the Michigan Experiment Station appears to be the 
same variety. Owing to frequent handling, a considerable amount of grain was 
lost by shelling out, and judging from the appearance of the ground there was 
twice as much lost from the Rye Buckwheat variety as from the other two. The 
plots were 144x6 rods in size and the results were as follows: 

Yield of plots. || Yield per acre. 
Length 

Varieties. of Time of Blos- Time of |———_—- 
straw | planting.| somed. | harvest- } 
inches. ing. Grain Straw Grain Straw 

Ibs. | lbs. bushels. lbs. 

MIRMANICEO ries asic castes orie L a velonawiats 48 | June 7 | July 12 | Sept. 12 24 72 26% 3,840 
Michigan Experiment Station........... 48 Ce 8 an 1A 12 27 72 30 3,840 
mives Buckwheat: scan he ac ces cee cinercts 40 srr 9 S34 “12 33 45 36% 2,400 

Lentils. A description of this valuable legume is given on page 14 of Special 
Bulletin No. 20. The variety tested during the past season is the Bohemian Blue, 
the grain being small to medium size, and the color very dark blue, marbled with 
grey. The 4%4x6 rod plot was planted May 11, and the plants started in blossom 
July 7. Much of the grain and foliage was lost by harvesting too late on Sep- 
tember 16. The plot yielded 1614 lbs. of grain and 63 lbs. of straw, being equal 
to 880 lbs. of grain and 3,360 lbs. of straw per acre. 

Flax. A small plot %4x21%4 rods was planted May 12 with seed previously rip- 
ened here. The plot was shaded on the west side by the standing timber and 
on the south side by several rows of sunflowers. The plants were thus slow in 
ripening seed, blossoming July 13 and being harvested September 16. The yield 
of seed was 61% lbs., or at the rate of 14 6-7 bushels per acre. 

Hemp. Since 1901 when the plants made a very fine growth, an attempt has 
been made each year to grow a larger plot in order to determine the comparative 
yield of seed per acre, as well as the adaptability of the crop under the different 
‘conditions of temperature and moisture of several successive seasons. Seed 
obtained from several seed houses has invariably proved worthless, the least poor 
during the past season having produced 16 scrubby plants upon a plot 1x4 rods. 
Whether the seed sold by grocery stores for canary bird seed, and at less than 
half price, is very much poorer, has not been ascertained. 

Field Peas. The varieties heretofore tested, continue to make the same rank 
growth of vines as during previous seasons. Three new varieties were tested 
with the hope of finding one which would grow vines of reasonable length. These 
were: Victoria, from seed kindly furnished by Judge L. C. Holden of Sault Ste. 
Marie. A very large, white pea of showy appearance and with stout vines which 
owing to their average length of 9% feet were unable to hold up the large heavy 
pods. Vines with large and abundant foliage of medium dark green color. The 
stand was deficient, and scarcely 60 per cent of it perfect, a fact being due to 
much of the seed having been left uncovered at planting time. The same applies 
more or less to all other large seeds, the attempt to cover them successfully with 
a harrow having thus far been a failure. Canadian Blue, peas medium to large 
size and of a greenish dark blue color. Vines medium heavy with small but 
abundant dark green foliage, and averaging 9 feet in length. French June. 
‘The most desirable of any variety thus far tested. Peas of even, small size, 
globular and cream colored. Vines slender but upright, and sufficiently stout 
to hold up the pods. Foliage ample and of a light green color. The vines averaged 
5 feet in length and ripened to the tips, thus rendering the curing an easy and 
rapid task. One of its good features is its early ripening habit. For sowing with 
oats, this variety is well adapted for planting with Early Champion. Observa- 
tions taken August 5, showed that the two crops, if mixed, would have been ready 
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to cut; the lower pods of the peas being then nearly ripe, while the Champion 
oats were beginning to turn. 

The loss due to reasons already mentioned, is invariably greater with peas 
each year, than with other grain crops, for even with frequent handling it is 
difficult to keep the bottom of stacks dry and more or less of the peas from 
sprouting. Canadian Field Peas received from Michigan Experiment Station were 
planted May 12 and blossomed July 17. None ripened, either for being planted 
late or for being a very late variety, or for having been planted upon spring 
plowed stubble. The vines continued to grow, many exceeding 12 feet in length 
and being still partly in blossom when plowed under late in October. The re- 
sults of the varieties are shown in the following table: 

| Yield of plots. Yield per acre. 

Size of | Time of Blos- Time of 
Varieties. plots | planting.| somed. | harvest- ; 

rods. ing. | Grain Straw Grain Straw 
: bs. Bu. bs. 

AGEN MA UNG stig. Scien Sinai cies. Seine wes, 1x8 | May 2] July 3] Aug. 22 90 122 30 2,440 
IVARERIRMN. Mes oc oitic.e. oe s bin dia's aul 1x8 wee “ 7] Sept. 15 51 0 17 1,400 
Canada Beauty.......... ar 1x8 fm 42 Cah STt15 69 124 23 2,480 
Black Eyed Marrowfat............000- 1x8 # eae “= 9 “ “22 58 132 194 2,640 
Egyptian Mummy..............- fe 1x8 eZ 2-28 ee) 75 2 25 1,840 
Improved Prussian Blue.............- 1x8 2 ao ra | Seeley 72 133 24 2,660 
BORON ee ce GPRS Ae =» cic jclsiwr slates cisioseiaiure 1x8 date = tle pe Pah) 78 133 26 2,660 
Marnnian BIOGs sc tecsice sap ectcsie eee 1x6 ea = 7 10 e215 60 99 263 2,640 

| 

Corn. The weather conditions for corn were much the same as during the pre- 
ceding season, the plants having made a very rapid and thrifty growth during 
July, but practically remaining at a standstill during August. A few varieties 
ripened what may be termed “soft corn,” while several others, as during former 
years, arrived at a stage where they could have been used for ensilage. Some 
of the more advanced varieties would have probably ripened thoroughly had 
they been planted earlier, but the weather at the end of May being cold, planting 
was delayed while waiting for frosts which never came. It is not likely nor 
scarcely possible, that the practically total absence of spring frosts was due to 
the more extensive clearings which have been recently made, for the extent 
thereof is still insignificant when compared with the vastness of the surrounding 
timbered region. On the other hand, these clearings are going on at a much more 
rapid rate than the average elsewhere, and it will seem advisable hereafter to 
plant earlier even at the risk of replanting, for in general field work it would 
seem an act of wisdom to risk the cost of the seed rather than the value of the 
crop in a region where a matter of 10 or 12 days is of greatest importance. More- 
over the general weather conditions and the “frost scare” of the past two seasons 
even in the “corn belt,” at no time more than during the past season, suggested 
the necessity for experiments which may determine the influence of soil tem- 
perature upon certain crops. There is sufficient data on hand to warrant the 
conclusion that certain crops, especially those in process of being acclimated in 
northern latitudes, may be materially influenced by soil temperature as affected 
by simple methods of soil manipulation. It is hoped that the additional cleared 
area of the past season will permit the undertaking of such experiments during 
the coming season. None of the varieties were damaged by the light frost of 
September 12, but all were practically killed on September 22. Of the varieties 
most likely to succeed here, the following in the order named give greatest prom- 
ise: Will’s Dakota and Gehu which ripened “soft corn,’ Golden Dent from seed 
kindly furnished by the North Dakota Experiment Station, and Harly Adams, 
from seed donated by S. M. Isbell of Jackson, Mich. Final observations were taken 
September 20, and the varieties and their condition at that time are shown in 
the following table; the varieties having all been planted June 10: 
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Ae Height | 
Varieties. Tasseled. | Silked. | in feet. Condition at close of season. 

} 

Barly Minnesote....ccscscscsces Aug. 16 | Aug. 31 6 Kernels in milk. 
MUNG scion was erpitetcaseice cs “00 24 8 Kernels in milk. 

TONGleNOW si nivc wis asilas sclesciess 10 S25 uf Kernels in soft dough. 
PUARLY. SCUAW i ccwiivh sicicanicictisincrer|ic pana $ 23 44 | Kernels in soft dough. 
Warly Adams). ..cccccscccesineeee be a lt oe 6 Kernels in hard dough. 
TENUET So cicicsitr ete biotite feivetne's 6 “ 20 | Sept. 2 7k | About one half of the ears partly developed. 
Early Adams or Burlington...... “ 9) |) Aug. 23 7 Kernels in soft dough. 
NWS DEKOBAA & cyojesinccee qsintaie o's eo AD elo: 54 | Most of the ears ripened soft corn. 
STOIUEN VEN GS e clejarcccisic.c ls niece osic.s ah bai ks) 6 Hard dough with a few ears nearly ripe. 
CC ee nae A Ha ea She D a5 54 | Most of the ears ripened soft corn. 

INGME PROUOEE ss cf ofertas eer Soret She eO. veal it Kernels in soft dough. Some ears well glazed. 
Extra Barly Adams............ inh iel eel) 5 Kernels in soft dough. Some ears well glazed. 
alibi GLAM aaaeasendepape “23 | Sept. 4 8 | Most of the ears only partly developed. 
Meine Eee eikts, crtie:ccelcorcintelee © 24 . 8 | About one half of the ears partly developed. 
RIAU GNOROLA as 5 gatnrasctvis terete cloreraicts “ 12 | Aug. 24 8 Kernels ranging from soft to hard dough. 
Northwestern...... wus ery: 64 | Kernels ranging from soft to hard dough. 
Dakota Golden................- See ee 20 Zk Kernels in soft dough. 
Minnesota No. 18.............. gy bhil Siw 24 74 | Kernels in soft dough. 
Minnesota King................ 10 mutes 7 Kernels in soft dough. 

FORAGE CROPS. 

The weather conditions were favorable for all varieties until September. There- 
after the frequent rains made outdoor curing a difficult task, and for this reason 
second crops of some of the grasses were left unharvested. The varieties tested 
for the first time are: Meadow Fescue, though the plot is the smallest, the grass 
amply showed its superiority for yield and quality, the tall and abundant foliage 
remaining well preserved until cut. Bromus erectus, the stems and seed heads 
being more slender than those of Bromus inermis, the hay is correspondingly 
less coarse. The yield also will probably be less, though comparisons are unsafe 
until pure seed can be obtained, the present plot containing a large percentage 
of oat grass, Fox tail and Orchard grass, while the seed of bromus inermis as 
planted in 1901, was free from any mixture. Meadow Fox Tail. The earliest of 
all grasses tested, and will furnish pasture almost as soon as the snow disappears. 
More valuable for pasture than for meadow the foliage being short but abundant. 
Kentucky Blue Grass, better known as June Grass, one of the most valuable 
grasses, and in this region, as much despised as any noxious weed, owing to its 
ever readiness in preempting every available space, and its persistency in running 
out other grasses. Owing to the poor stand of sanfoin the plot was plowed up, 
several attempts at reseeding having been unsuccessful owing to the poor quality 

of the seed. 
Two legumes tested for the first time, ought to prove very valuable for late 

pasturing, their hardiness being unsurpassed by anything ever tested here. One 
is Seradella, planted May 21. The slender stems and numerous small leaves re- 
mained inconspicuous until after the small pink and white blossoms appeared 
July 19. Thereafter the rows which were 18 inches apart were soon covered with 
a thick mat of vines which averaged over 3 feet in length and were still growing 
and blossoming at the beginning of November, showing scarcely any damage 
from any of the preceding frosts. The other legume is the Chick Pea (cicer 
arietinum), planted May 21 and beginning to blossom July 14. The stout, erect 
and many branched plants reached a height of 214 feet and set numerous pods 
about one-half of which contained peas, though for some unaccountable reason, 
very few ripened. The plants at the beginning of November were but slightly 
more damaged from frosts than the Seradella plants. The seed was bought for 
Idaho Coffee Peas, it being said of it that it does “not at all resemble the German 
Coffee Berry” and that it is a native of Idaho. The so-called German Coffee Berry 
is a fraud. The chick pea is a native of Europe, not of Idaho. 

The greatest portion of the terraces south of the creek is too wet for most crops, 
and the lower terrace naturally more so than the rest, having been overgrown with 
sedges, cat tails and other aquatic plants. By hauling sand at spare times dur- 
ing several seasons and filling the lowest places it became possible to plow about 
one-half, or about 114 acres of the lower terrace. The plot, as shown in the fol- 
lowing table, was seeded down for a permanent meadow, in July, 1903, 12 lbs. 
of alsike clover and six lbs. of timothy seed per acre being used. The dryer 

62 
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season and the fact that a nurse crop was used in the shape of one bushel of 
oats*per acre, made it possible to secure a perfect stand, and the oats were left 
as a mulch. Bromus inermis continues to give a good record, considering the 
poor condition of the plot. Upon the lower portion the grass holds its own, 
though the wet condition of the plot is indicated by cat tails creeping in. On the 
dry portion of the plot the grass averaged 614 feet high when cut. The terraces. 
south of the creek are under way of being tile drained. When finished, it will 
be possible to test all varieties of grasses under uniform conditions. 

Varieties of Lwpines tested for the first time, made a luxuriant growth and dis- 
played a hardiness almost equal to Seradella, continuing to blossom until plowed 
under in November. White Lupine. The very stout plants blossomed August 11, 
producing numerous pods 3 to 314 inches long, none of which ripened seed. 
Blossoms very large and ornamental, keel dark blue, with wings light blue tipped, 
and standard nearly white. The very stout tap roots penetrated to a depth of 10 
to 15 inches, many being provided with large nitrogen gathering tubercles. The 
plants averaged 42 inches in height. Blue Lupine. Foliage darker green than the 
last. The blossoms which appeared August 20 are equally large and ornamental; 
base of standard golden yellow, fringed with white, balance and wings as well 
as keel a deep sky blue. In other respects the same as the last, the plants aver- 
aging 45 inches in height. Mixed Lupines proved to be a blue lupine of a different 
and more slender growing variety, but fully as ornamental. Blossomed August 
25 and reached a height of 38 inches. The varieties were not planted until June 
20, and may possibly ripen seed if planted earlier. - 

Australian Salt Bush and several varieties of Lathyrus proved to be as hardy 
as the lupines, but were planted too late to give any definite results. Of three 
varieties of cow-peas, Michigan Favorite, New Era and Black Eye none advanced 
far enough to blossom. Soy beans are more promising of ultimate results. The 
Ogemaw made the best growth during the season. Planted June 7, they blos- 
somed August 7, setting numerous pods with beans in various stages of develop- 
ment, though none ripened perfectly. The plants made a rank growth, averaging 
38 inches in height. Two varieties of Sorghum, Amber cane and Albaugh Early 
planted June 8, were not fully headed out at the close of the season. Three 
varieties of Broad Beans were planted June 16. Large German or Antwerp, blos- 
somed July 20, and with earlier planting will no doubt ripen here. Except for 
being somewhat soft, most of the beans ripened during this trial. The plants 
are very stout and well able to stand up under the heavy load of pods which are 
4 to 5 inches long. No injury was visible from light frosts, nor were all plants 
destroyed by killing frosts of late September, many continuing to blossom until 
the end of October, and when plowed under November 7 were found to have made 
a new growth of 3 to 4 inches close to the ground. The roots were found supplied 
with very large nodules, though none have even been found upon the roots of any 
other variety of beans either during this or any preceding season. The plants 
reached an average height of 42 inches. Broad Windsor blossomed July 20. The 
plants like the last are usually single stemmed, erect and very stout. Except 
for being smaller, the variety which averaged 38 inches high, resembles the last 

and is equally promising. Japanese Small Soramame resembles the last two ex- 
cept for being more dwarf and somewhat later. Blossomed August 3 and averaged 
28 inches in height. Among the millets tested, Siberian is one of the hardiest and 
best yielding varieties for hay. Harly Fortune, a common fox tail variety has 
some merits for hay, but proved inferior to Hungarian in this first test. Yambof 
is a dark colored broom corn millet giving promise of better results, the variety 
being hardy and early maturing. Owing to poor seed the stand was thin and the 
plants short. Hog or Broom Corn millet gives best promise for ripening seed, 
though it did not ripen perfectly during the past season. The plants averaged 
514 feet high and are too coarse for hay, but would be well adapted for siloing. 
German Edible is a variety, the seed of which is said to be used as food when 
crushed and cooked with milk. As tested, the variety proved to be a fox tail millet 
which could not be distinguished from the common German millet, and the seed 
did not ripen, though planted June 6. Unsuccessful attempts have been made 
at securing some seed of an edible millet which some years ago was introduced 
in the northern part of the Upper Peninsula by Russian immigrants. The variety, 
as seen at that time, was a broom corn millet, the seed of which was of large 
size and ripened very early, the Russians claiming it to be superior to oat meal 
for cooking purpose. Plants of the Sand or Hairy Vetch are occasionally found as 
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weeds. Anticipating that more might be found in the neighborhood of the plot 
which ripened seed during 1903, a small plot was planted early in May and along- 
side of wire netting which gave the plants an opportunity for climbing at will 
and a better chance for ripening seed. A few plants appeared among field peas 
and Sand Lucerne which had been planted upon and adjoining the plot which 
had ripened the sand vetch the year before. These plants, at the time the two 
plots were harvested, had set numerous pods, but even in the most advanced, the 
seed was less than half developed. The plants which were allowed to climb were 
not seriously damaged hy fall frosts. They were still partly in blossom at the 
beginning of November and had reached a height of 12 feet, but the seed in the 
most advanced pods was not more than half developed. This and former tests 
would seem to show that the plants will not ripen seed unless planted during 
early fall, hence the danger of becoming a weed in this region is very remote, 
while as a weed destroyer, the plants are more effective than any other except 
field peas, judging at least from observations made during the past two seasons 
while trying to discover the most economical method for destroying Canada 
thistles and quack grass. 

The yield of the Alfalfa plots has increased each year, and the large yield 
of the past season shows that the plants are now fully established and that 
this valuable crop is well adapted to Upper Peninsula conditions. The success 
obtained at this Station and the agitation of the public press have awakened a 
deep and increasing interest in this crop in nearly every part of the Upper 
Peninsula. Numerous letters of inquiry have been received during the past two 
years, and the number is increasing recently owing to a misconstruction placed 
by certain newspaper writers upon the proper value of “the fertilizer which is 
distributed free in the shape of yeast cakes.” Many, in fact most, of these letters 
come from parts of the Upper Peninsula where alfalfa may or may not succeed. 
They show that failures have not been rare, and that alfalfa refused to grow 

upon rich soil in spite of inoculation with artificial cultures and with soil which 
had been imported at a great expense. A short discussion at this time may 
therefore prove to be worth many times more than the cost of maintaining 
the Station. In the limestone region of the southern and eastern slope of the 
Upper Peninsula, quite a number of people, upon the Station’s advice, have 
planted alfalfa within the past three years. No failure has been reported except 
in one instance, when contrary to advice given, alfalfa had been plamted with 
rye as a nurse crop. The other failures have invariably been reported from the 
northern slope, and while several demands for a personal investigation had to 
be refused, it became accidentally possible to personally investigate two such 
failures during the past season. In both cases the land was producing heavy crops 
of common clover, but was underlaid with a hardpan at a depth varying from 

about 6 inches to 3 feet. The deeper the hardpan was found the more alfalfa 
plants were still growing. Such hardpan is likely to be found in the neighbor- 
hood and for quite a number of miles distant from the iron ranges. Apparently 
it is largely composed of swamp iron, is usually brittle and often no more than 
an inch in thickness. Wherever this hardpan is close enough to the surface 
to be broken up with a plow or subsoil plow, the land may possibly be well 
adapted to alfalfa, and trials on a limited scale are highly advisable. Other 
failures may be due to the acid condition of the soil. The litmus paper test 
is a simple operation, and it is always advisable to apply the test when de- 
ciding to plant alfalfa. A slightly alkaline reaction is preferable and where 
it shows merely neutral, it will pay to give an application of lime before plant- 
ing. Nurse crops are to be condemned rather than encouraged. They may do 
for grasses or common clovers, but it is poor practice to attempt to “smother 
in kindness” plants which even without a nurse crop, require two to three years 
before they are fully established. The claim that young alfalfa plants need 
shading, is not intelligently fulfilled by means of nurse crops, for it means 
robbing as well as shading. That the plants are not killed in every instance, 
is no argument in support of the practice, but rather speaks for the vitality 
of the remaining plants which have been able to survive the ordeal. Without 
nurse crops, with good seed and with soil conditions as favorable, alfalfa, elsewhere 
as well as here, will yield a ton or more per acre during the first season when 
planted early in spring. One crop at a time ought to be enough. Soil fertility 
should need but little discussion in a region where nearly 95 per cent of the total 

area is still virgin soil, and where the remaining 5 per cent have probably been 
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overcropped in rare instances only. A porus soil is essential, and where a good 
percentage of vegetable matter is lacking, it can be readily supplied by plowing 
under clover, field peas or sand vetches early enough during the preceding fall 
to permit perfect decomposition for early spring planting. 
When all conditions are favorable, the alfalfa plants, during the first and 

sometimes second season, may nevertheless behave as they have at the Station, 
i. e. assume a sickly appearance as if in need of moisture, and the leaves during 
midsummer turning more or less yellow and dropping off after a few days of 
hot, dry weather. Careful observations during several years would seem to point 
to the conclusion that this condition is due to a lack of moisture, and becomes 
manifest even during seasons which are too wet for most all other crops. Many 
plants are known to evaporate during the growing season a weight of water 
equal to several hundred times their own weight. This should particularly apply 
to alfalfa, since if cut at the proper time for hay, it will furnish a daily growth 
of nearly one inch during the entire growing season, the growth of the best plot 
during the past season having been 50 inches for the first cutting, 36 inches for 
the second and 25 inches for the third, or 111 inches during the season. The 
extreme longevity of alfalfa and its readiness to furnish several crops each season, 
indicate that the plants cannot be damaged by frequent cutting unless when per- 
haps done too late in the season. Frequent cutting reduces evaporation surface, 
hence is the proper remedy against the yellowing of the leaves, though in irri- 
gated districts the trouble may be avoided by timely applications of water and 
is probably for this reason, practically unknown in such districts. As for tubercles 
upon alfalfa roots. It is no doubt true that they are necessary for best results, 
but it is equally true that satisfactory results have been obtained here without 
any tubercles, for during the past four years 2 to 8 plants have been dug up 
each season and no tubercles have as yet been found upon any roots, not even 
upon the plot of Turkestan alfalfa which was partly inoculated in 1903 with soil 
obtained from the Michigan Experiment Station. Equally negative results were 
obtained with two plots planted in the orchard at the same time and with the 
same seed, these plots being plowed up in 1902 as reported in a former Bulletin 
and owing to a poor job of plowing, quite a number of plants survived, and some 
were still found growing late in 1903. Each of these plants when dug up, was 
found with tubercles upon its roots. Similar results have since been obtained 
with a plot of sand Lucerne which was plowed up when found to be alfalfa. In 
shape, the tubercles resembled those found upon the roots of the Sand Vetch, 
and while some could probably be found upon the roots of some plants on the 
original plots, if enough were dug up, the prompt action of the bacteria upon 
all plants disturbed by plowing is nevertheless strange. 

The depth of soil to permanent water will need but secondary consideration 
except in a few localities where, as at the Station, the soil of terraces bordering 
the streams may possibly be too shallow. The soil of the alfalfa plots has a depth 
of 12 to 15 feet to permanent water, and comparative tests will be started upon 
the shallow soils which average three feet in depth. 

The difference in yield of the several plots is not a question of origin of the 
seed. It is due’in the first place to a difference in the quality of the soil as ex- 
plained in a former Bulletin, and in the second place to a difference in the vitality 
of the seed which resulted in a correspondingly good or poor stand. The sume 
amount of seed, or at the rate of 30 lbs. per acre, was used for each plot, but as 
the seed was not tested before planting, the resulting stand ranges from the best, 
or about 90 per cent of a perfect stand for the German alfalfa, to the poorest, 
or about 65 per cent for the Turkestan. It follows that 35 lbs. of seed per acre is 
not any too much for the purpose of obtaining a perfect stand. 

The yields of the plots are shown in the following table: 
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Yield Total Yield 
Size of Plots Time of Time of per Yield per 

Varieties. 7 in Rods. Planting. Cutting. Cutting | of Plots| acre 
in lbs. | in lbs. | in lbs. 

ARNEMIDAN AMEN Gs aciciccics cs vle'vie v viviecclelereise'e 1x6 May 1901.....°.1 July65 742... LOB eee ees. 
CATTVENI GAT WALL fae wel <inieteicleleicisinieisie ew cigs o'sinib'|(e-sipisisjs ¢'s\0,0/e)s May 1901.......| August 12... 101 
PATORRICATAA ITHlE Ac cit ctereials leo ictaicin tie clela.ei sete lcisislolcisia’s sielare May 1901.......| September 10 91 390 | 10,400 

« 

Glenna ESLER). carers cleycirareios arcteie ereisic sie'sie wie 1x6 May 1001: /sc04 <i July.Oseseves 222 
MPRA ANALG a0) -)2 aya itsiale cereia:s ciersleisieeiceine 1x6 May 1901.......| August 12.. 108 
Nceriniarimen Hiuaeeee si ocisse ciel ante siciaie/tiajaie elasis| [(s'a siataiciale,sieles ‘ Poaantel|) Dep ie LOse te 93 423 | 11,280 

MPENOHWALSILs),. «ls sicleicie afc Ceicielsie'sidicle-cleje ve toed eve |) ONLY) Ose aatas.s 173 
Riper heey Lal lactase are ata cee lure a/sicle Sales civie a(ole'l| wieivicicis: cisie/e\si seoscee| August 12.5. 69 
IRTEMCH WA raliacs cclelsiscmsiclcioaisiecieicis cfsie ciele's.s\|\eiclelcicivie nsieis.e sees Heel Septe Osea. « 62 304 | 8,1064 

{ w Sad 
Turkestan Alfalfa.. July) Scenes 182 
Turkestan Alfalfa.. August 12... 59 : 
SRIPREREAN AEA a iconia tes ccimeimicisicrsmicie/caivielsiel|lsiciciowie'e«/eleje' Sept. 10..... 61 302 | 8,0534 

Rian b PCernG ie cictarcie c/a cicleicle Weie.'sisivis es; ]0.0/e'o J teesleea |) AUSUSE 202... 60 60 1,600 
Sanfoin or Esparcette 5a 1x6 May 1902.......| June 28..... 33 33 8380 
June Clover.......... 1x6 May 1902... June 29..... 117 
June Clover.......... ti August 30 76 193 | 5,1463 

BUCHAN OLOVETS sie icisiee vic eis efeleisicivisisie.cielersiviccels 1x6 May 1902.......| June 30..... 127 
IPS CLOVER LA cc cieicis cine clots ware cle eiclateteisie'al siete /cislaneetciate May 1902...... August 30.... 80 207 5,520 

PMNSTKOs GIOVE scx cieia\cisiais eels eicieisicisiele-c.aceese sieisjs 1x6 Mayi 1902! 25.-.| July, 2:...... 199 
PMRIKGNCAGVED Sencleciome ec orn ee lccoa cesses [ois cnte steelers May 1902.......] Sept.2...... 56 255 | 6,800 

Tall Meadow Oat Grass........ssccecsscecs 1x6 May 1903.......| June 30..... 156 
Malle Meadows Oat Grasdescsscccce sions cisicieiciec lec sisle efeleeisieie May 1903........| August 29... 57 213 | 5,680 

Olrediard!! Gres 3s wiaiciccicte.s\sisis; o’electoists wie slo's. eye 6 1x6 May 1902.......| June 29..... 78 78 2,080 
MERUOW ROX LGIIG ch. cbyesinie vieaieinefelslciejeicisisie 1x6 May 1903.......| June 28..... 109 109 | 2,9068 
Mentucky Blue Grasses cc icic scisiee cee ciee sine 1x6 May 1903.......| June 30..... 123 123 3,280 
PM Gxd Oa NESCUC c/o 21 cicis siajsleis ciatstaceleic syornialeie 4x6 May 1903!.. 9. ...\| duly, 2.002 a0. 126 126 6,720 
ASEAN EIEGLUS 5.0 o)s1c/0)ae:o\n ciere\oleiais slele!e/elo(ors ois 1x6 May 1903.......| July 2 139 139 3, 706% 
Slender * Wheat) Grass... 5. ayslecivres ofs.cleve'cieys 1x6 May 1903 July 25 204 204 a 
PiU ED Vcreene tac cab inciie sreis clei oitiewiosines ete eis 1x6° May 19022. -c00-)| July, 16202212 130 130 is | 
PERCU LOD alates solo] Acie:6, 0121010 «{elaieisiaialalee\c\e,cieie. cere 1x6 May. 1902.......] July 15....... 131 131 3,493 
Wrens CrABRES Ys cirasie cities ioc) eicicicia trie/steicio'e oie eve 14 acres July 1903.......| July 11....... 4,958 | 4,958 | 3,9664 
PATO IBUSWINERINIA se ects cla os ccs clei civ pistes sel elon 4989 sq.ft. | May 1901.......| July 15...... 488 4,295 
erIATUMINE DE a cieitecniss scoless elke s/e.sciceseticse 3x6 June 6, 1904....) Sept.5...... 180 180 6,400 
PUMMDON MINEts. eevee). seiciesejeYarseicte's ersjeicle’s sieve 1x4 June 11, 1904..| Sept. 14..... 99 99 3,960 
arly, Fortune Millet... ...cccscsececctces 1x4 June 8, 1904...| Sept. 14..... 120 120 | 4,800 
Humbparian Millet esi ele cic scvecic homies eee s 1x4 June 8, 1904...| Sept.14..... 152 152 | 6,080_ 

POTATOES AND ROOT CROPS. 

The season was quite favorable for potatoes until September, when late blight 
favored by wet weather checked the growth of the tubers. The damage from 
the disease was confined to the tops and to a percentage of small potatoes larger 
than usual. Owing to the frequency of the rains, spraying would have been im- 
practicable and was not attempted. The vines were sprayed earlier in the season 
against early blight, and up to the end of August remained in a healthy condi- 
tion. After using Paris green against potato bugs for several seasons, getting 
the poison from different sources, and using it at different strengths in water 
and Bordeaux mixture, it seems quite certain that this material cannot be relied 
upon when using the standard formula of one pound in 100 gallons of water. 
Careful observations during the past season, showed that Paris green used at this 
strength and obtained from three different places killed less than ten per cent 
of the young larvae, about one-quarter full grown and none of the full grown 
larvae, nor any of the beetles. By gradually increasing the dose, much better, 
though by no means satisfactory, results were obtained by using 11% lbs. for 100 
gallons and adding an extra pound of lime. Further observations will be taken 
next season when the dose will be increased to 2 lbs., or more if necessary. There 
is no reason why Paris green should not be subject to the same regulations as 
commercial fertilizers, for its effectiveness depends upon its composition equally 
as much. Scab accounts largely for the low yield of the six varieties planted 
June 13 and heading the list in the following table. Though the seed had been 
treated with corrosive sublimate, the treatment was rendered ineffective owing 
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to a mistake in planting the varieties upon plots which had been in potatoes 
during the two previous seasons when the seed had not been treated. To a 
smaller extent this is true of the seven following varieties planted June 10, 
though the plots having been in potatoes only during the preceding season, the 
damage from scab was not nearly as great. On the other hand a number of 
these varieties have been tested three or four years, and even under the most 
favorable conditions, have failed to give such a record as would commend them 
as profitable varieties. For market varieties, those of the Carman type continue 
to give the best yield, and of these Sir Walter Raleigh invariably gives the largest 
percentage of merchantable potatoes. Dolsen, from seed kindly furnished by 
N. Dolsen is a very promising variety of the Carman type. The skin is nearly 
pure white, with few and very shallow eyes. The tubers were very uniform in 
size, and the variety with further selection will prove very valuable. The potatoes 
are claimed to be very long keepers and were not sprouted when planted. Of 
the Admiral Dewey ripened during the previous season, the white specimens were 
selected for further propagation. The resulting crop was still slightly mixed, 
but with further selection the variety may prove to be valuable. The yield of 
the varieties is shown in the following table: 

’ Yield of plots in bu. Yield 
Size of per 

Varieties. plots in | Time of Blos- .|_———————————————_|_ acre 
rods. | planting. | somed. in 

Large. | Small. Total. | bushels. 

VOPR ERNE GANDY. cack ccisicls ce tisiimadcemtnteca aca 1x4 | June 13 | Aug. 1 2 2 2} 110 
Pingree Ix4 «13 | July 28 14 3 24 90 
PRIGZOL LCMIP AN cod cote ccinic: o aseisicie:cie vicia'o.stele obe'e. © 1x6 A 18 ae} lel] 3 1 1134 
Honeoye Rose 1x4 “) 18 “4:29 24 4) 31-12 1233 
Up ate 1x8 reer ipa! 24 1 65 
Pinkeye 1x6 KASH Auge 3S 4 14 5 1534 
Woule of the World 1x6 105), Julys28 4} 1} 6 160 
Wonderful ix4 a Oe Avge a. 14 Cy 24 100 
Harrington Peer 1x4 “ 10 | July 27 4 3 43 190 
RMA Rei te Oe cole | Add cetitoaics iho mad cadets 1x6 “ #10 Te) 4} 1 5} 14 
Norther 1x5 pe et) eA 2 1} 3} 10 
Rosy Morn 1x4 *' .10 #199 1} 4 24 90 
Dew Dro 1x4 610 7198 22 4 3t 130 
Sir fons atch.) 1x6 £1) AG ake: 92 4 10 2663 
Rose of Erin.. Soapice suite. doa bee 1x6 = 28 S yae0 74 4 9 240 
STS GR ea ee RE Raia 1x6 ee!) nae 9} 3 10} 280 
OMRALSLIGWEV 2! ~ sb eclcites tok Geta e en enieaw ec icuso tte 4x4 ~ 1 59 =) Weed 2 4 24 200 
BUMEMV OED eft cehe o cieiaia tess ici Sie sie ol Siero te cuelate Slaie vesea B 4x4 A 89 $ #0 14 4 a 120 
ADEN ePea ears Neca te uk sche oclnstee ervieweicieeis 1x5 SG “ 24 5} 4 7 264 
MAREN nha ole a'eas © cinena Sencar acwiocicctioeeoiwes 1x4 “8 a 25 7 x 7 290 
MCT PLO Arai otc crarr'nt ac ain. wind Palede Voce wahrd sik wypiw 1x8 =; eS FL 28 10} 1} 12 240 

CONTINUATION OF POTATO EXPERIMENTS. 

The experiments were the same as those made during the previous two seasons, 
except that no cut seed was used. A one-half acre plot was used, the plot being 
5 rods wide and 16 rods long, one-half of the plot, or 5x8 rods, being planted 
November 6, 1903, and the balance in the following spring. Owing to wet weather 
at the beginning of June, spring planting was delayed until June 6 and was 
finished June 8. Three rows of each of the four varieties shown in the follow- 
ing table were planted for hilling up, and three rows for level cultivation, the 
plot being thus divided into 24 rows 16 rods long, and the rows being nearly 3% 
feet apart. The subdivisions in the following tables represent therefore 3 rows 
4 rods long, or 1-64 part of an acre. The generally diseased condition of late 
potatoes which accounted for their higher price in 1903, made it necessary to 
select the seed more carefully for fall planting, though the work being rushed, 
the seed of the Rose of Erin which was planted last, was not selected with as 
much care, and the stand as a consequence, was much poorer than that of the 
same variety when planted during spring. The loss sustained from this poorer 
stand was slightly more than offset by the gain from the better stand of the 
other three varieties, and the principal gain consists in a larger yield of mer- 
chantable potatoes due to the earlier ripening from the fall planted seed. The 
largest gain, as shown below, was obtained from level cultivation as compared 
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with hilling up, the gain during this, a dryer season, being nearly twice as large 
as during the preceding wet season. The gain from spraying against blight would 
have been no doubt much larger had the potatoes been sprayed as often as good 
practice demands. 

The following table gives the time of sprouting and blossoming as well as the 
time when edible and when fully ripened, the date of sprouting being the time 
when the rows could be distinguished: 

Fall planted. Spring planted. 

= . “ =. Varieties. = ; 7 2 
: ime o ime ime . ime 0 ime ime 
eee blossom- | when [when fully Ane blossom- | when | when fully 

SETQUUDE: ing. edible. | ripe. Serene let tings edible. | ripe. 

June 8 | July 9 | Aug. 24 | Sept.12 |] ......... a DeLAWALE .22 42.0200» June 14 | July. 18] Sept. 1] Sept. 24 
Pee 10) 12 | Sept. 10 PO OOS||Weearen eres Carman No.5) seecsest: Se lr/ oi 20 * 18>} Octi- 15 
5 8 10 | Aug. 20 Sg ALO) Merise cette Rose of Erin......... ie J ml) = 1) Sept.” 24 
"12 17 | Sept. 8 et | enter Sir Walter Raleigh....... as ay! #)" 18) |VOcts ao 

The potatoes were cultivated June 10, 16 and 24, July 5, 12 and 19, the hilling 
up being partly done July 12 and finished July 19. Those cultivated level received 
one more cultivation July 25. 
one-third were sprayed July 23. 

Table of Fall Planted Potatoes. 

The vines were sprayed July 1 and 20, and about 
The yields are given in the foliowing tables: 

Cultivated level. Hilled up. 

Sets, ee 
or unsprayed. arieties. r . rs ‘ 

mk Large | Small pais Yield !! Large | Small ee ‘aeldiper 

cate aasaaccr Me eT Soop eee eS 

Sprayed Rose 4Of MMIN SE Ss cisseiclcece! eerste 217 22 239 2548 193 22 215 2293 
“ ALIMANMN Ossoeiccniceielsretere 203 32 235 pr 189 31 220 2344 
. Delaware see) e. catoaneta cere 263 16 279 297. 253 14 267 2844 
“ Sir Walter Raleigh.. 328 18 346 369 282 20 302 322 

Not sprayed | Rose of Erin.... 206 28 234 2494 178 27 205 2183 
. Carman No. 3.. 188 30 218 2324 185 20 205 2184 
< Delaware....... 254 15 269 2868 245 19 264 2814 
- Sir Walter Raleigh......... 296 22 318 3393 273 22 295 3144 

Total sccstecnieG ctcecesies 1,955 TSS? | e2elss wee ee 1,798 175 1973" esaceees 

Table of Spring Planted Potatoes. 

Cultivated level. Hilled up. 

Sprayed 3 SAGe 
or unsprayed. arieties. . . a : 

Large | Small Ran: ieldine Large | Small baa pe wee 
Ibs. lbs. Ibs. in bu. lbs. lbs. lbs. in bu. 

Sprayed Rosevof Hrin'eceus oe sis het: 227 22 249 2654 192 25 217 2313 
£ ALTMAN VN Oatiad wis ste isisiclerstesmcters 200 26 226 241 177 30 207 2203 
“ Weld wares. jon sarc isle dsvere 244 20 264 2814 226 31 257 274 
ba Sir Walter Raleigh......... 286 27 313 3338 276 29 305 3254 

Not Sprayed | Rose of Erin................ 226 37 263 2804 196 24 220 2342 
* CarmanwNOs Sisccseus cosets 181 29 210 224 169 48 217 2314 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

Total wield'tor fall plantedlss 4535 eee Sins a eeek eebe eee eee 4,111 Ibs. 
PROURLSVIGLE VOL, SPLINE PlANCCGA sv j.jow cicie vile Broome hee Sicinle o Sloe io ece clan eet 4,106 lbs. 

in favor ar, tall plantings. Rios. eethe eee s = ytclclereretnk ae ere eae eee eee 5 lbs. 

EEE MCTILELV AUTON: 950... Scheer cycvosd abe eche, Mev crchanece roe eee eee tie: cle SONS ates recoee 4,247 lbs. 
ALLEL MELD sa ah feo NGI ce ecu e eevee @ fottro a tavete el eve tel okot aT ethter eens (a-o1s or Parte Rameahe re teeaebarctere 3,970 Ibs. 

fmeravorjonk levels. cultivationn 20:05 cstigeme old ein ss stthete ei citke eee 277 lbs. 

AER EUE I Mee cha Pea ofc ve We Le acs apalsPeLe ale ee NE le, on othe ta taper otauster ev aera t ead ae ens aerate ane teboregs 4,141 lbs. 
PNGIMESDLAVOON . skictals ccckoeic oo siclo low iie siete hid ote olele » ttleecee re Wore afetatebaels cieiels 4,076 lbs. 

TCA VOLGT OL SPIAV Gd ecite) Nicaea aches evehew bie sGk oe Mes se ate eevee 65 lbs. 

SUGAR BEETS. 

Aside from the usual tests with sugar beets, some preliminary tests were made 
in order to ascertain the effect upon the sugar content of the beet and upon the 
beet itself by being left unharvested until spring. A further test was made in 
order to determine whether such beets would ripen seed. For this purpose a 
portion of the two plots which had been in sugar beets in 1903 was left unhar- 
vested, and as soon as the ground was dry in the spring of 1904 every alternate 
row of beets,was harvested and enough more in each of the remaining rows to 
leave the beets about two feet apart in the row. The rows were thus left three 
feet apart, and of the beets which had been harvested, samples were sent to the 
Agricultural College in order to test the sugar content of the beets, the result 

being as follows: 

Weight | Weight 
when |when de-] Shrink- | Percent- 

Varieties. shipped | livered | age in | age of Sugar 
in in ounces. loss. | content. 

ounces. | ounces. 

POPE ERIOR MMR EMERG TILE of dco.c's cio ole Susie w Giainic bent es trae.» o/Neleig olaievs sian es 88 80 8 9. ; 
AMET MME MMICITERS «cio t hich c facies tarsiie sine erecisues cecetatbiode ces ac demeeh's 78 71 rf 8.97 15. 

As tested at the college during the preceding fall the average tests of fall har- 
vested beets from the same plots was as follows: Frederickswerther Blite 148 
per cent sugar, Jaensch’s Victrix 16.4 per cent. Inasmuch as the sugar content 
of beets of the same variety, growing alongside of each other and under uniform 
conditions, varies considerably, it is safe to assume that the test of the spring 
harvested beets is practically the same as that of the fall harvested beets, and 
that the sugar content of the beets in this trial was not influenced one way or 
another by leaving the beets unharvested until spring. No attempt was made to 
ascertain the influence upon the yield of the beets, for accurate results would 
have been scarcely possible, considering the small size of the plot. In the present 
trial it was observed that the crown of a few beets was diseased, thus requiring 
the cutting away of from one to two inches more than is necessary with beets to 
be delivered at factories during fall. With more available land for extensive 
trials, it will be possible to determine whether such a loss is due to a disease which 
could be rendered harmless by spraying. That the damage was not due to the 
action of frost was plainly apparent from the fact that the soundest beets were 
those whose crowns had been more or less exposed owing to the shifting or melt- 
ing of the snow having carried away some of the top soil. The beets left for 
seed started a new growth of leaves before the snow had entirely melted away 
from the plot, and began to blossom July 13 when the seed stocks were about 
three feet high. The seed on the lower half of the stocks began to ripen during 
the latter part of August, but the plants continued to grow and blossom, and 
averaged seven feet high when the tops were damaged by frost on September 22. 
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The branches were very numerous and the tangled growth prevented much of the 
seed from ripening. Growing as rank as they did, each beet would have required 
a space of at least 4x4 feet. About two-thirds of the seed was bright and well 
ripened. 

Hight rows of 100 feet each and 18 inches apart were planted during the past 
season with the variety Jaensch’s Victrix. The seed was planted May 9 and 
owing to the following wet weather the plants were very slow in coming up, none 
being visible at the end of the month. It was June 9 before the rows were fully 
discernible, and June 28 before the plants were large enough for thinning out. 
About one-third of the plot was much lower than the rest, and the beets were 
irregular in stand and size, the stand on the lower ground being deficient and 
the beets remaining undersized. The beets ripened uniformly however, and the 
yield of the plot in trimmed and topped beets was 560 lbs. or at the rate of 
20,328 lbs. per acre. Samples to be tested for sugar were sent both to the Agri- 
cultural College and to the Menominee River Sugar factory with the following 
results: 

Weight | Weight 
when |when de-| Shrink- | Percent- 

Where tested. shipped | livered | age in | age of Sugar 
in in ounces. loss. | content. 

ounces. | ounces. 

Nett gig Cha) Ger Rene 8 Rr ren Se a Ae ae ni a 72 61 11 15.27 18.8 
Menominee shivers SUP AT: MACLOLY 2a). pterercioresclererain ouaiuiesttalesoteveplerstals nlaseyerei sistas 62 61 1 1.61 15: 

CARROTS, TURNIPS AND SUNDRY ROOTS. 

The seed like that of the sugar beets was very slow in sprouting, though a 
perfect stand was secured for all varieties except the mangles and garden beets. 
Owing to the favorable weather which began soon after the first of June, it was 
possible to give the plants more frequent cultivation than during previous sea- 
sons, and the heavy yield which resulted was mainly due to the constant stirring 
of the soil. In order to get more accurate results for comparative yields, all 
varieties were planted close together without leaving any extra space or path be- 
tween the plots. Two to six rows of each variety were planted, and owing to 
the unequal size of the sides of the plot, the figures giving the size of the plots 
in the following table, represent the number of running feet which each plot 
would have occupied had it been planted in a single row. The rows of carrots 
were 16 inches apart, those of mangels and rutabagas were 24 inches, and all 
others were 18 inches apart. Upon the lower portions of the plots, rutabagas were 
considerably damaged by maggots, while the tops and those of Kohl Rabi were 
damaged by the cabbage aphis. The damage from the aphis seems to increase 
each year, and wherever an up to date spraying outfit is at hand, spraying is 
highly advisable. With hand sprayers, it is doubtful whether the work would be 
profitable, especially if it would have to be done while neglecting more important 

sprayings. 
The following varieties are deemed worthy of note: 
Carrots—Early French Forcing, small, globular shaped and orange colored. Like 

the Short Horn, is valuable for being early. The roots were ripe August 2. 
improved Short White. Long, slender roots, skin and flesh white. Sweeter than 
the orange colored varieties, but lacking flavor. Milwaukee Market, stump rooted, 
half long, light orange colored and medium early ripening variety. No difference 
could be observed between this and the well known Danvers California Mammoth 
Orange. Long tapering roots averaging 8 inches. Dark orange colored flesh with 
yellow core. Sweet but coarse and better adapted for stock feeding. Giant Yellow, 
advertised as a new variety with extravagant claims for size and yield. About 
ten per cent were long tapering roots of a dark yellow color, and size nearly as 
large as the California Mammoth. The balance consisted mostly of Ox Heart 
carrots with other varieties of the Danvers type. No difference whatever could 
be observed between Maud S. and Mastadon, a white stock carrot with long taper- 
ing roots, the upper portion being green colored. Nantes half long, not shown in 
the following table, was planted May 19, the seed being the slowest to sprout. 

63 
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The plants all came up July 5-7 and turned out to be a poor variety of celery. 
Rutabagas and Turnips. Rhode Island Rock, a white rutabaga with green top 

overlaid with purple. Foliage small and tops nearly neckless. Long tapering tap 
root, nearly globe shaped but inclined to grow rough. Flesh white, firm, not sweet. 
Extra Early Red Top Milan is the common Purple Top Strap Leaf variety, and 
for table use is at its best 50 to 60 days after planting. Hxtra Early White Milan 
is the same variety without the purple coloring. Purple Top Globe is another 
strap-leaved turnip, as early as the last two and more desirable owing to its 
smooth and perfect globe shape. White Egg. The seed was mixed but the speci- 
mens true to name are attractive for being true egg shape. An early strap-leaf 
turnip with small top, permitting close planting and remaining in season longer 
than the flat shaped varieties. Large Yellow or Amber Globe, a strap-leaf turnip, 
ripening in late summer and of better quality than either the white or purple 
top varieties. Color dark lemon, flesh sweet and very firm. Depressed globe 
shape, perfectly smooth, with a very small, abruptly terminating tap root. Will 
give a very large yield if allowed to grow full size for stock food. Single speci- 
mens measured 32 inches in circumference. Yellow Stone is practically the same 
as the last described variety. Improved Long Island, a rutabaga differing from 
Rhode Island Rock above described in the yellow color of the skin and flesh. 
Is sweeter, somewhat. larger and of smoother shape. The tops are larger and neck 
more prominent. The seed was mixed, about one-quarter being purple top sorts. 
Carter’s Hardy. Skin yellow with purple top merging into dark pink. Size 
‘medium, mostly smooth with small abruptly terminating tap root. A good table 
variety with firm and sweet yellow flesh, and one of the best rutabagas for winter 
keeping. Improved Vassar, a yellow fleshed rutabaga of large size. Tops green, 
partly overlaid with purple. Long tapering tap root. Nearly neckless and of 
good shape when smooth. Most of the roots were rough however. Perfection 
White Swede. The only rutabaga ever tested here which is perfectly free from 
necks. Medium to large size. White with green top partly overlaid with purple. 
Most of the roots were rough shaped and this together with being white fleshed, 
makes the variety less desirable for table use. Prize Winner, a common purple top 
and yellow fleshed rutabaga which owing to its large size, is best adapted for 
stock feeding. Of the mangles Improved Dignity and Leutowitzer are identical 
with Improved Mammoth Long Red. Giant Feeding and Lane’s Improved are 
more desirable, being varieties of sugar beets, hence sweeter. Both having smaller 
roots than the common mangles, would no doubt give a larger yield when planted 
closer. Magnum Bonum is a common hollow crown parsnip which ripened early 
and is of poor quality. Sweet Marrow and Delmonico claimed to be new varieties 
were but slightly better. Long White Dutch or Sugar is an excellent variety of 
superior quality and the best of any which have been tested heretofore. 

Table Beets —Detroit Dark Red Turnip. A’medium early variety of good keep- 
ing quality. Flesh fine grained and in alternate layers of dark and light red. 
Leaves of a glossy dark green with red stems and veins. Nearly globe shaped 
with single small tap root. Sterling largely resembles the last, the leaves being 
of a dark purplish green color. The yields are shown in the following table: 
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Length of | Time of | Yield of | Yield per 
Varieties. row in | planting. | plot in acre in 

feet. bushels. bushels. 

Carrots NVAGEORIR corvetars Feta cicinrs ete «cis siclareihiar claire Sivin dic: /e G/u wins ’eob eeidotigde 297 | May 12 7} 8524 
GAlvornianmammoch) Oranges, ssc vyiasiees cicisiecleosastnee cesiewdjso one 165 ee 4 8203 

PNA CENILOTI AU Ce rye inicis Nc setaccicle Damen icine ce cic re'clc siclslacccebectuceees 285 ey a 54 6304 
APNE CHCA tase mini eke atevais « dinte oitlaccrteeiare cies) o oieisle: siecle o's wiajecle oie ee cre are 285 Oo gd 5} rit 
SPM AN) KER DMA AUKEhisnscre/e ciate bial eieistvicislels'e Msi ieptrs oip)s\einisie: 01s be 0:0: 0(dvere o 285 ct ey! 54 601 
BPIINBTOVEGESDOLU WV DIt ccd ce inine eis dincinerie sn tetiecic:cccnecoaecacsaeas 297 « 12 8 880 
See Harlymbrench HOTU oe cast cates scat eiceies cccsweeceenweciee 285 Sale 4 5 573% 
RM ATICE opr necaya cme Ohta nrectocictee cstaitatintele aia eisle.cinie-« isos’ aleiog neice 264 “ 23 8} 1,082¢ 
MEAT VERS ore chee Sa.) ccllrei ciel tate eva: s.ssaissninyaie pin e.oieieiets \siste se o.0.e\0 0 dese 132 14, 3} 8043 
Bame onesOnangerEelelarinesiess sie maince ccs ciceciice tip s'ecieeegccces ware 132 a 14 2 495 
CHIANG UVCLOW = ciclo cicdnie crete niniit ioe elajereetd elle icle sige ce s.clcicieras.autevere 132 Sa 13 23 680 
BRA DILG BELGIAN cle stata sdore ste citisiel com Ge Rin cielo te calowec dees ddawae 132 cor 13 24 5564 
Somme MESO COM Cae forte. oie ictal cee eaters ilcsalclaiciaress.ainieteltie.c,<'e:e)e¢:siaiaiproneRiere 132 cPale 33 928 

SPirmipsebaree: yellow or Amber Globes. ss )cici' ce nciclate es clalemieidlsiscsicics cece 231 male 12 a 
GP ELTDIERtOD lOO s2aeveran cicte eedie Stelete’« aie ie’ols oie ieloiclele,e/s 4\« siclnis/e w'e's'w ays ove 231 cians (3 44 565: 
SMG MILAN EE. oe. Se ctereic cleecityecie Beary istiseiaeeigee eeise sence viernes 264 pte 7 770 
SEP OTP UCO WHOLE see mae lcs oMetrdcetislsie@isie ences Nere eesan'es oo cd's 264 ee (2 13 1,430 
REMAN GlLO We OLONE MEER ACh atise tania cleiale Setiteerelcis oaiae'ers'elelel cieceies ost 132 Siri 7 1,540 
PR AREIRULAL PAC] ye Red g LOD UM UATiods ccessisisinte cic fein a2 cle’ slefela cvs wie’ sieie.c. aleve 132 a AZ; 34 770 
SHRP Xtretariye Whitey Mil anise vs sclactststele cee es 0 ce sicis oldie eieie's de cice ce.e | 132 S12 34 770 

Rutabagas Dyyeat. Genmian semen cee ott maeire ares! ctoele avb aterassleisraiels c 0 viele svejela 264 S16 8 660 
Hdd e wIslANda ROCK cco try Nasratee Serieluievers sicje cievneicieicue-e'viasie'e sia 132 toh S18 6 990 

= Perfection® Wittens Wwedessen ecclissi tice ook seciecs oclbclg ge veccse | 264 <5200) 660 
= Umproved bong dslands. beset ecicieadsewestise. dee. re ate 264 <4 124 1,0314 
S Garters SHard Yes saytta sects daimantelo dleieverd sin sicieteinte(slow'h orice cvorere 264 =. 20 10 825 
“ TM Proved MV ASsare ree E cet eie tee cc neretic) sins ciciele crevcisic ee sieisis 132 petites bt 64 1,0724 
~ Waughan'silimproved sss: osiccciece sete niscttico celcecit cles clsebelecnes 132 « “94 64 1,1144 
¢ Prize fyyinnensee a. poe en ce ora niacieio ae neislnles oeiatelcla'sis ote o o.0d sbiwids 132 * 14 7 1,115 

Earanips Magnuny BOnwMN ye. caciassicsics ce ceicicietscca vdscecesconecsoccscus | 198 Pile 5} 770 
sai Mi arrOrrl atctase seit stave ciate cletcto cise eisia acletolnie sicvelnisieieiaie lee wee Matcls 150 Pag “ 7742 
Sean STEN TMIONICON Peace dante tise eleeioeteialatd sisieiats eiticiecicl sade ticle cis ce.cauless 330 S019 6 528 
pee SOWECL MM ALTO Won | creerer ine hie ot aivie sie cree cis eiete sibs sisie els cers, siahaeele carp 198 ly) 44 660 
See MONE Whiter DULCHROr SURATS ween ch cc cee somone Cenc: «cere bless 264 aad 4) 54 6074 

MohleRabinbarve: Green t.cersiersoceciee Vein aie'el sldeleiars einiale slalelelesinccveceseue 150 =, 18 33 726 
*. Purple Goliathiccy ce ceisler anieceisc siesis.e ewisleis[e wre ees sveeee 150 aed 3) 4 7742 
$ Maney off thepMarhica Narre ma maaneate ieee als de atlonciee Sesilscues.s 150 18 44 8714 
‘a PHTPIOMVIETINA Soe cok aefltceblec his ccilie cache siloclow ewalsciiwe ag 150 20) 18 5 968 

Mangels Giant Feeding or half sugar Mangel...............0cscccccccecces 475 we A 9 4122 
Hckendorier cy ecllowscctee cits acttiociceniciatints seine wsicwwienet ci nea cia 340 dia {Y 74 48 

umes wibeer "Red tenc tase tee ne oe Ne tercteereiigccea/e tienieisicietec aisieieid aleve 360 s 18 54 3323 
pamaaCoOldenmplankar dls, ccc selec siasas aia rete cieisinisie sia sleie.e e sisisie’s sieieie be 360 = 718 54 3322 
Selmproved) MammothibonguRedss ctascu|scircule oeoie cccle clelee sace.s cere 360 ARTS 54 3475 
en EMIICOVEO GOL ent AV AnKALG senate chars cicie tt clate cajereinre's ele vere" tere loiieya:eseters 360 “+ 18 5 3024 
MeeBLINDIOVEd A Dionibv: Ed soes cece aceccn selon ce ieniohie sie ee.ct beweis 360 «18 8 484 
ede OLIETIC Bi LIN DTOVEU cnn teraiciat ioe nicteisie cials o oisieic.sloaicie(teicicia ce g'cleie s.c ate 285 pre Ur / 6} 477 

Beets CREMBON KODE Ss 5/orescs0,055 vieicreia eve statota area sie a ejeigss © sels/o-ste ste greie,cleisie.ealees 150 Soe 2 387 1-5 
GhicavopMarkeg eee per isa sien cetetaiels cates cicitis oisio'ers ei iw seis ere ole ale ees 150 = 6 2 387 1-5 

ee Desrolt al Ark Red | LULMID' a: star ctcte lactis totes eleeisiaie's ovine cwceelsciga 150 #4 29 2 387 1-5 
me Markets QALCENELS socisiducese inci cicre wets Arasin aieios eicvcls sisiee so'eoeeees 150 me 39) 2 387 1-5 
SM SSLEL LLM Dr etees eset ere eiaiee oon ceraieicaicle ioe Geloane cere aiciate' aie’ wieveie sles 450 oh AT, 5 322% 
SEPLINDLGved sone Dark, BlOOd vcnes sccce occ eeeesictse cece ceekencwe 380 “5 16 54 4203 

GARDEN VARIETIES—PEAS. 

The early varieties have nothing to recommend them except their earliness 
and the short vines which enable them to grow without brush or other support. 
The later the variety, the better the quality, is a general statement which applies 
to all varieties tested up to the present time. For harvesting before maturity, 
either.for table use or for canning purpose, all varieties have given unusually 
good results and have been uniformly free from disease and insects. With more 
available room, ripening tests will be undertaken in answer to frequent requests 
for information as to whether the varieties are profitably adapted for growing in 
a commercial way for seed houses in southern localities. The general demand 
seems to be for northern grown seed, and it has been deemed essential to begin 
the investigation by ascertaining, Ist, whether the composition of the peas is 
influenced by climatic conditions, and 2d, whether this influence, if existing, is 
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transmitted to the seed, and by the seed to the following crop. Quality rather 
than quantity, is the standard by which the consumer measures the value of 
this crop, and as such the value is influenced by flavor and sugar content. The 
fact that flavor cannot be measured with instruments is of secondary importance 
with this crop, for taste has learned to recognize that the varieties which are 
sweetest are those with the best flavor, and that a poor variety cannot be ma- 
terially improved by artificial sweetening when canning it. That the sugar content 
may be influenced by climatic conditions seems at least probable when con- 
sidering the results of sugar beet investigations. In order to ascertain the extent 
of this influence, some analyses of early and late varieties were intended to be 
made during the past season, the varieties to be used for such purpose being 
Premium Gem, a medium early variety, and Teddy Roosevelt, a late variety. 

Unfortunately, the variety bought for Teddy Roosevelt, although sold and marked 
as such, proved to be a common short podded variety. 

Among varieties tested for the first time, the following are deemed worthy of 
note: New Dwarf Champion, the largest of the second early varieties. Peas 
sweet and of good quality. Vines stout with dark green foliage. Dwarf Telephone 
or Daisy has nothing to indicate any relation to the standard Telephone variety. 
The peas are small, though fairly sweet for a medium’ early variety. Premium 
Gem is a week earlier than the last, the vines are more prolific, the peas are 
larger and fully as sweet. For quality Thomas Laxton is one of the best of the 
medium early varieties, but the least prolific. The pods are scattering but well 
filled with large sweet peas. Admiral Dewey also lacks in prolificness but makes 
up somewhat for the greater size of the pods which are well filled with large 
peas of good quality. Jowa Challenge as one of the first edible of the medium 
early varieties is very prolific, the short pods being invariably well filled, though 
the peas are not as sweet as those of Surprise, a variety whose shorter vines are 
nearly as prolific. The peas of both of these two varieties are of good size. For 
a profitable variety of fairly good quality, Nott’s EHzcelsior is the best of the 
medium early varieties which have been tested so far. Improved Stratagem 
is the largest podded of the late varieties and the quality is excellent. Is claimed 
to be an improvement on the old Stratagem variety which is a shy bearer. The 
claim is not substantiated, for the pods are scattering though usually well filled 
with very large peas. Sander’s Marrow is as good as the last for fine quality. 
The pods are not always well filled, but being more numerous, and the peas being 
equally as large, the variety is more profitable. A further description of the 
varieties will be found in the following table: 

aebe at Time of Length of | Length of | Number | Number 
Varieties. ae of blossom- vom vines in pods in of pods of peas Quality. 

| MeL ing. Sue inches. inches. per vine. | in pods. 

DANSE Bier earn ate ic (ctale «acne May 5 | June 18 | July 12 42 24 6-10 4-6 | Fair 
Wixere Marly vot s occ ccr es aee eer) «19 gob 42 3 6-10 7 | Fair 
New Dwarf Champion ...... er Or ouly UL ap 32 34 6-12 5-7 | Good 
rennin OM, sos cece ose “ 5 | June 30 “ 25 36 3 8-12 4-7 | Fair 
Dwarf Telephone or Daisy .. “ 14 | July 7) Aug. 1 30 3 5-12 5-7 | Fair 
Improved Stratagem......... ele gly) a 4 30 4 5-8 6-9 | Very good 
Sutton’s Excelsior........... “ 14 | June 23 |} July 20 22° 24 4-6 5-7 | Fair 
Admiral Dewey............. Ce SN h a | mi iol 48 34 5-7 6-9 | Good 
Sander’s Marrow............ agis Aug. 5 42 3 6-12 4-6 | Very good 
Thomas Laxton ............ “ 13 | June 20 | July 23 42 3 5-7 5-6 100d 
Nott’s Excelsior ............ €, 13 = 23 | July 22 24 3 5-12 47 | Good 
Towa Challenge ............ od eu be} ay me ”,!) 42 24 10-12 4-7 | Fair 
BST DRING ste sulk e'<'s c sisterere sro-0'e “ 12 528A “20 30 24 7-10 4-6 | Fair 

BEANS. 

For snap beans the early varieties are giving good satisfaction, and they wax 
better than the green pod varieties. Pole beans as a rule are too late to be 
profitable, and aside from the well known Scarlet Runner, only the early ripening 
of the yellow pod varieties have given good results. Two Colored Fire Bean 
is a promising pole variety, a little later but nearly as hardy and as ornamental 
as Scarlet Runner. The blossoms are white with ,the standard a bright pink. 
OCurrie’s Rust Proof Waz is the most prolific of the bush varieties tested. The 
varieties are described in the following table: 
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. Time of Height | Length 
Varieties. re f blossom- | When | of bush | of pods Notes. 

PSOne, ing. edible. jin inches.|in inches. 

Currie’s Rust Proof Wax.....| June 16 | Aug. 1 | Aug. 18 14 44 | Pods flat, broad, straight, stringless. 
Rustless Golden Wax...... “ 16 | July 31 S719 12 3% | Pods flat, slightly curved, stringless. 
Stringless Green Pod....... “16 | Aug. 1 fi Od 10 34 | Podsslightly flat, curved, nearly stringless. 
Wardwell’s Kidney Wax..... S16 | July 31 Cn Pi 15 5 Pods broad, flat, straight, stringless. 
Yosemite Wax............. me LOW eAUgen J “22 16 8 Pods broad, nearly straight stringless. 
Fight Weeks or July (Pole)..| “ 20 4 14 } Sept. 3 66 54 | Pods flat, slightly curved, nearly stringless. 
Earliest Giant Advance - 
OOo teslt Gotcicaecie “ 20 Sh eld LT Ua id 70 64 | Pods flat, straight, nearly stringless. 

Two Colored Fire Bean 
GIO) en teeewosivee sane 20 « -4] Aug. 27 50 4 Pods flat, broad, curved, not stringless. 

Scarlet Runner (Pole)....... se 120 fod | “ar 2o 80 43 | Pods broad, fleshy, curved, not stringless. 

Red Kidney and six varieties of field beans did not ripen sufficiently for seed, 
though the planting, June 17-22 was too late for favorable results. Henderson’s 
Bush Lima is the first variety of this kind tested, which produced pods, but 
no beans developed. 

Yard Long, a pole variety did not blossom, nor did Great German Soup Bean, 
a bush variety which had the foliage of a Lima bean. Dwarf Horticultural is a 
promising variety which was expected to ripen and was not tested for its value 
as a shell bean. The beans were fully developed and nearly ripe. 

SWEET CORN. 

Of six varieties tested, only two gave favorable results, the earliest being Peep 
O'Day which planted June 10 was edible September 1. The stalks are 4 feet 
high with small ears 5 inches long having 10 rows of fairly sweet kernels. 
Earliest of All planted June 9 was edible September 8. Stalks 5 feet, ears 7 inches 
with 14 rows of kernels of good size and quite sweet. 

CUCUMBERS AND SUNDRY VINES. 

The plants made a good growth throughout the season and blossomed freely 
until killed by frost on September 22. No damage resulted from the light frost 
of September 12, but owing to the preceding cold weather beginning with August, 

the vines set very little fruit and the yield was low. The three which made 
the best showing were in the order named: EHztra Harly Express, fruit straight, 
symmetrical, crisp and well adapted for pickles. Color light green shading to white 
at blossom end. Harly Russian, fruit dark green, short, thick, oval and covered 
with small spines. Essentially a pickling variety. Siberian practically the same 
as the last. During seasons such as the past two, it would be advisable, and no 
doubt profitable, to start the plants under cover, as is done with melons in many 
localities further south. Thus Goliath, being a tender and late variety, was 
started in the greenhouse of the Negaunee Nursery Co., the plants being received 
here and set out June 15. ‘The vines blossomed July 14, and specimen fruits 18 
inches long were ripe August 19. Of the other varieties tested, Sterling, Cum- 
derland and Pickling gave the poorest yield, while Jersey Pickling gave results 
about one-half as good as Early Russian, the fruit being of medium size, straight, 
nearly cylindrical, crisp and with prominent spines. 

Of the varieties of Musk and Watermelons none set any fruit, though all blos- 
somed beginning August 10, and the latest August 20. Of the squashes, White 
Bush Scallop and Golden Bush, two well known varieties, ripened August 28 
and September 2, respectively, while Hubbard grew to full size, but did not ripen. 

TOMATOES. 

The results with the tomatoes were slightly better than during the previous 
season. The vines were heavily loaded with fruit and remained in a thrifty 
condition until September 22. Vauwghan’s Earliest of All is the most promising 
variety tested so far, the first fruit being well ripened August 30. A few of the 
Atlantic Prize ripened September 5, and a few of the Harly Freedom variety were 
partly colored but refused to ripen completely outdoors. Seed from smooth speci- 
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mens has been saved with a view of obtaining an earlier and better strain. The 
small varieties used for preserving ripened much better and in proportion to their 
small size, Red Currant, the smallest, ripening nearly one-half of its fruit after 
August 10. The other varieties ripened best in the order named: Ground Cherry 
or Husk Tomato, Red Cherry, Red Pear, Red Plum and Red Peach. One variety 
of Husk Tomato (Physalis Francheti) sold as Chinese Lantern Plant, was planted 
in May, 1903, and at the close of the season had produced numerous short, stocky 
plants which proved to be very hardy. This variety propagates by underground 
runners, and the plants came up after the 15th of May, blossoming July 5 and 
ripening all their fruit before the close of the season. The plants are stout, 
erect with few upright branches. The bright orange colored fruit averages 
one inch in diameter, being enclosed in a much inflated husk which frequently 
attains a circumference of nine inches. When beginning to ripen, the green husk 
changes from deep orange to bright carmine, the different colors together with 
the large size of the husks producing a highly ornamental effect. The fruit was 
found to be bitter, and whether this is characteristic of the variety, could not 
be ascertained. The plants ware scarcely damaged by September frosts and some 
of the fruit was still in a healthy condition at the beginning of November. 

CABBAGE, 

The seed of the two early varieties, Early Jersey Wakefield, and Danish Sum- 
mer Ballhead was planted on June 1 in hills 3% by 2% feet, all but one plant to 
each hill being subsequently removed. The plot was located north of the orchard, 
the soil being a sandy loam of a fair quality. The plants of the other varieties 
were raised by Fred Greenwood of Manistique, and were set out June 16, the 
soil being a muck bed 3% to 4 feet deep resting upon the ledge of calciferous 
rock which underlies the Station grounds. The plot was partly tile drained dur- 
ing the preceding season when the main vegetation consisted of cat tails and 
sedges. The muck is friable, free from acid and well adapted for truck crops, 
the original timber being cedar of very large size with a few scattering black 
ash. The plowing was delayed until late spring, and owing to the very large 
quantity of roots and remnants of wind falls which were plowed up, the soil 
was not in good condition when the plants were set out, and 5 to 15 per cent of 
the plants either failed to grow or formed small, loose heads. The rows were 
314 feet apart and the plants 21%4 feet apart in the row. Cabbage worms were in 
evidence from early until late in the season the greatest damage being done upon 
the plot north of the orchard. The other plot was within 20 rods of a bridge on 
the under side of which several families of swallows had built their nests. Here 
the worms were exceedingly scarce, for the birds stopped the egg laying of the 
cabbage butterflies with remarkable swiftness and untiring persistency. The 
plot not being sufficiently drained, the plants made little progress during Sep- 
tember, and 10 to 20 per cent of the heads upon the wettest part of the plot failed 
to harden up properly. Danish Summer Ballhead has none of the characteristics 
of the Danish Ballhead variety, being dark green with heads slightly flat, but 
quite uniform in size, well hardened, fairly well blanched, tender and of good 
keeping quality. Twentieth Century is an early variety with solid small heads 
nearly globular and dark green. Glory of Enkhousen, a medium late variety. 
Heads large, round, closing up well and quite hard. Color pale green and well 
blanched inside. Danish Ballhead proved to be a worthless mixture of at least 
four varieties, about ten per cent of the plants answering to the description of 
this variety which is recognized by the bluish cast, the spherical shape, small to 
medium size and extreme firmness of the heads.. Dutch Winter is a late variety. 
Heads small to medium size, round, slightly flattened, solid with outside leaves 
dark green with red margin. New Savoy Ironhead is a very early variety, the 
heads being uniformly large, pale green, quite firm and tender. Marvin’s Savoy 
is medium late, the heads are small to medium size, very firm and of excellent 
quality. Leaves dark green and very much curled. During this and former sea- 
sons it was observed that cabbage worms are scarcely ever found on the Savoy 
cabbages. Mammoth Rock Red is a medium early variety of very large size and 
excellent quality. The heads are very firm, purplish red outside and deep red 
to the center. The yields of the varieties are shown in the following table: 
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Range of 
“ate weight of | Yield of | Yield per 

Varieties. Number | trimmed plot acre 
of heads, heads in lbs. in lbs. 

in lbs. 

CHEN yA Ole Ean NONAEN e's oe stale lrraleicikio'd «ojcrsistowsielele:carucleyeio'enicis ais' o's 2.6 (sei ate's 250 44-8 1,580 |31,462} 
PU RMIBUM MAN NEAG Satine ceteris criikeaainigs clctate eck e ales clejcia's's, oro ecee.ne co 150 34-44 605 |20,079 1-10 
Dutch Winter.......... aoe 75 4-5 355 |23,563 6-7 
Twentieth Century...... 150 34-4 560 |18,585 4-7 
Early Jersey Wakefield 50 42-54 252 |25,090 4-7 
Danish Summer Ballhead 50 34-4 190 |18,917 
RAEI AMSA VOU, ate aa e totoias cote ciel otore oie eta tata ao ls ciepateera wieiSie'S od ents ae 100 12-2} 205 |10,205 
INSTR ACOURITONMMECAU sesh. seven Caecinsiibe «ct inienie Winer = wstede aside vow eoacw 50 24-3 140 |13,939 1-5 
AAAI CRC ah caer isle sie blae smear eats lalnicies nie ci cYe, arc oles deine 50 44-6 260 | 25,887 1-10 

Cauliflower. Two varieties were tested, nearly all plants producing heads of 
fair size. Harly Snowball ripens in late summer, the heads being medium to large, 
solid and of a creamy white color. Model, a medium late variety with heads 
small to medium size, very solid, pure white and very tender. 

Celery. The variety Rose Ribbed Paris Self Blanching was tested on the same 
plot with the late varieties of cabbage. Part of the plot was too wet in September 
and about one-quarter of the plants remained under sized. The plants upon the 
dryer portion matured well and averaged 24 inches high, being well blanched and 
free from rust. The seed was poor, for nearly one-half of the stalks were pithy. 
The rest were crisp, tender, with good flavor and quite free from stringiness. The 
golden yellow color of the stalks with the ribs a bright pink, give this variety 
a handsome appearance. Giant Prague Celeriac was tested on the same plot. The 
plants made a rank growth, but the seed was worthless, for no bulbs developed. 

Onions. The results with all varieties were practically destroyed by the onion 
maggot. Judging from the increasing number of letters received askng for relief, 
it seems evident that the damage from the maggot is of recent origin in the 
Upper Peninsula, and for two or three years past has been extending over a 
good share of the territory. It was thought at first that the maggot propagates 
on the wild leeks which happen to be unusually abundant in the neighboring 
woods of nearly all localities from which the damage has been reported. Ex- 
tensive observations during the past two seasons lead to the conclusion that the 
maggot does not propagate in the wild leeks nor in the cultivated leeks which 
have been purposely left in the ground over winter. Neither has evidence of 
their work been discovered on perennial onions which have been planted here in 
May, 1903, and have been growing unharmed ever since. As it seemed evident 
from the letters received and from observations taken here that the maggot is 

being introduced in onion sets shipped in from outside points, about two dozen 
of the sets, received April, 1904, were wrapped in damp moss, securely tied in 
strong paper bags and kept warm enough for rapid sprouting. When inspected 
two weeks after, four of the sets were found to be free from maggots and the 
others, or 22 had each from 2 to 8 maggots. While no tests were made with 
top sets, it seems evident from field observations of the past two seasons, that 
these varieties are more, if not entirely, immune. It is not believed at least 
that the maggots propagate in the tops of the perennial onions planted in 1903, 
for about a-peck of the tops were gathered during the fall of 1904 with the 
intention of sprouting about 25 of the sets during each month until the following 
spring. At this writing two monthly tests have been made, and no maggot has 
as yet been found. It remains to be determined whether the maggot can be 
destroyed before planting the sets and without injury to the plants. Of the 
methods now known for fighting this pest none has proven entirely successful 
here, nor is any at all profitable with the exception of gathering all cull onions 
after harvest and destroying them either during fall or very early during the 

following spring. 
Leeks. Two varieties were planted May 5. Large Musselburg is a medium early 

variety. The leaves are broad, erect and pale green. The stalks are tender, bleach 
well, range from i to 11% inches in diameter and average 15 inches high. Bul- 
garian Winter is a later variety with smaller leaves of a dark green color. The 
stalks bleach rapidly, average one inch in diameter and 12 inches high. When 
hilled up for bleaching, leeks may be left in the ground for harvesting during the 
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following spring, and have never been found damaged any more than carrots or 
similar roots. 

Salsify. Mammoth Sandwich Island was planted May 11. The roots are large, 
white fleshed, tender and quite smooth when planted in a deep, porous soil which 
contains an ample supply of humus. No better variety has been tested as yet, 
nor any as good. Giant, roots nearly as large as the last, but shorter and prongy. 

Kale. The varieties were planted May 18. German Dwarf Green. The plants 
are low and compact, averaging about 16 inches high. Leaves dark green, much 
crimped, cut and curled. German Dwarf Purple answers the description of the 
last, except that the color of the leaves is a reddish purple. Excelsior Moss Curled 
is a tall variety of dark green color, the plants averaging 28 inches high, the 
finely crimped and curled leaves having the appearance of bunches of moss. Ex- 
cept for the purple colored leaves, Purple Vienna resembles the last. Purple 
Ostrich Plume. The plants average 20 inches high and are somewhat less com- 
pact. The finely cut and less crimped purple leaves mark this as a distinct variety 
and give it a handsome appearance. All these varieties are ornamental enough to 
adorn any flower garden. Their qualities as a vegetable are practically the same. 
As tested here, they are excellent when the plants are young, and up to the time 
when they are 6 to § inches high. When full grown, they remain coarse when 
cooked, and have a pronounced bitter taste. The plants are scarcely damaged by 
frosts which are severe enough to kill almost any other vegetation. 

Collards. True Georgia was planted May 18, the plants reaching a height of 
24 inches and resembling partly closed cabbage heads. Towards the end of the 
season the heads closed and became quite solid, averaging about 1% lbs. As a 
vegetable, the variety has nothing to recommend it except its hardiness. ,When 
cooked, the plants have the taste and flavor of cork, but are more tender. 

Lettuce. Owing to the hardiness of the varieties, planting can begin very early, 
for growth is not materially checked during backward seasons like the past. No 
disease or insects have as yet been found to damage any of the varieties. The 
curled or loose leaved varieties are usually of edible size much earlier than the 
cabbage, or heading sorts. The varieties tested are: Improved New York, or 
Wonderful. Large dark green wavy and crimped leaves, folding closely and 
forming very large heads well blanched, of excellent quality and remaining in 
good condition longer than any other variety tested. Mammoth Black Seeded 
Butter. Leaves large, smooth, thick, brittle and dark green, forming solid large 
heads which blanch well and are crisp and tender. Black Seeded Simpson. A 
loose leaved variety forming large, loose heads of a pale green color. Leaves 
large, tender, thin, with the edges slightly wavy and blistered. Remains in good 
condition for a considerable length of time. All Seasons, leaves smooth, thick, 
dark green, heading up very early, tender, crisp and of good keeping quality. 
New Morse. Leaves small, wavy, light green answering the description of Black 
Seeded Simpson. Maximum, a heading variety of good keeping quality. Leaves 
smooth, dark green, brittle, forming solid heads of a pale straw color and quite 
tender. Sterling. Leaves light green, small, round, blistered forming loose heads 

of fair quality. 
Spinach. This most excellent vegetable is as hardy as lettuce. As tested here, 

most of the varieties have proven worthless, being evidently due to poor seed, 
for whether planted early or late, the plants with few exceptions have run to seed 
before the leaves are scarcely large enough to be of edible size. New Zeeland, 
planted both early and late proved to be one of the worthless varieties. Norfolk 
Savoy gave better satisfaction, the leaves being thick, blistered and curled like 
those of Savoy cabbage. Perpetual Spinach Beet Lyon. The leaves are smooth 
and smaller than those of the Swiss Chard variety, while their smaller stems are 
not edible. The same may be said of Giant Perpetual Spinach Beet Lucullus, 
the leaves of which are larger and very much blistered. Owing to the large size 
of the leaves, these two spinach Beet varieties as ‘well as the Swiss Chard will 
give a very large yield. The rows should be at least two feet apart, and the 
plants thinned out to 18 inches in the row. They are tender when cooked, but 
there is a pronounced absence of taste and flavor. 

Radishes. The varieties were slow in developing owing to the wet weather in 
May, and the quick growing or forcing varieties, planted May 3 were not of edible 
size before June 15. Later plantings gave better satisfaction, and owing to the 
quicker growth the roots were clean and free from maggots. 

Larly Bird planted May 20 ripened June 20. Turnip shaped, small, deep scarlet, 
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very smalJl tops. Flesh crisp, tender, juicy and mild. Snowball. Turnip shaped, 
medium size, white, tops large and spreading. Planted May 6 and ran to seed 
almost as soon as edible June 23. The variety is scarcely up to the claim of being 
“the earliest and tenderest variety grown, ready for use two weeks from sowing.” 
Short leaved forcing, planted May 3, matured June 15. Roots small, deep scarlet, 
olive shaped, crisp and tender. Very small dark green tops. Hailstone. Planted 
May 3, matured June 15. White, translucent, mild and juicy. Globe shaped, 
small with small spreading light green tops. TJ'riumph. Planted May 20, matured 
June 24. As tested during the preceding season, this is one of the handsomest 
forcing varieties. The seed not only was not true to name, but proved to be a 
mixture of four distinct varieties, all of which ran to seed as soon as mature. 
Yellow Summer Turnip. Planted June 16, matured July 20. Medium large, 
slightly oblong, with long tapering tap root. Dark straw color, flesh white, mild 
and juicy. Cincinnati Market. Planted June 20, matured July 20. Long slender 
roots growing partly above ground. Deep-scarlet, crisp, tender, juicy and keeping 
in perfect condition for a considerable length of time. Improved Early Breakfast. 
Planted June 20, matured July 18. Roots small, oblong, bright scarlet and white 
tipped with small light green tops. About ten per cent were mild, crisp, juicy 
and of best quality. The rest were pithy and worthless. China Rose, a winter 
variety, planted June 20 ran to seed before full grown. The seed of this and of 
the Triumph variety came from the same source, and it is regretful that the sell- 
ing of such stuff should still be considered legitimate business. 
Long Black Spanish, a winter variety of large size. Black with very large, 

spreading tops. Flesh greyish white, mild and very firm. Will keep in good 
condition until late spring when packed away in dry sand in a cool cellar, or may 

be left in the ground over winter. 

MISCELLANEOUS CROPS AND ORNAMENTALS, 

Scolymus as tested during the preceding season, was planted May 12. Very few 
good roots were secured, as nearly all plants ran to seed early in the season. 
Sample plants sent to Prof. R. H. Pettit were identified as Scolymus Hispanicus, 
being known as Spanish salsify or golden thistle. When the seed is reliable the 
roots are valuable as a vegetable, resembling those of the ordinary salsify and 
being usually less prongy. Cynara Scolymus or Globe Artichoke planted in June, 
1903, was found in perfect condition when the snow had disappeared. The plants 
reached a height of 52 inches, were many branched and blossomed August 17. The 
blossom heads ranged from 21% to 3144 inches in diameter. The plants, as during 
the preceding season, were not seriously damaged by frosts when covered by 

permanent snow towards the end of November. 
Mustard. Giant Southern Curled or Chinese, planted May 21, edible June 27 

when the plants were about 8 inches high. Leaves broad, curled, light green, 
tender and with pleasant flavor. Ran to seed when 10 inches high. 

Roquette (Eruca Sativa) a rapid growing hardy plant used for salad or as a pot 
herb. Leaves dark green, smooth, resembling those of radish and with a slightly 
pungent and agreeable taste. 
Rampion (Campanula Rapunculoides). Of slower growth than the last but 

equally hardy. The small heart-shaped leaves during spring, and the long spindle 
shaped white roots during fall are used for salad. These two vegetables are sel- 

dom seen in cultivation except in France. 
Parsley. Fern leaved. The bright green leaves are much cut, crimped and curled. 

The plants are tall, compact and of fern like appearance, making them valuable 
for garnishing or table decoration. Hamburg or Large rooted. Though the 
leaves may be used as those of other varieties, the small parsnip shaped root of 
this variety is more generally used for flavoring soups. 

Tobacco. The two varieties tested, General Grant and Connecticut Seed Leaf 
have been tested. during the preceding season. The plants were again consider- 

ably damaged by cut worms, and blossomed August 9 and 17 respectively. The 
leaves were as well developed, but the seed did not ripen quite as well as in 1903. 

Pepper. The Red Cherry variety was tested. The first seed proved worthless, 
and owing to the delay in securing other seed, the plants were not large enough 
to set out before July 16. They blossomed August 23, but no fruit ripened. 

Sunflowers. Mammoth Russian and African Giant reached a height of 12 feet, 
blossoming August 17 and 31 respectively. The plants of the Russian variety 

64 
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which blossomed up to August 25 ripened the seed. The others and the black 
seeded or African variety did not ripen. 

Double Chrysanthemum averaged 8 feet high blossomed September 2 and did 
not ripen. The varieties were planted May 16, and as the plot was shaded on the 
west side by the timber, and proved to be too wet the plants were still weak at 
the end of June. 

Nasturtium. The Dwarf variety was tested, being planted June 20. The 
gorgeously colored blossoms remained eonspicuous from August 16 to September 
22. 

Chamomile. The variety Anthemis nobilis was planted May 23. The plants 
resemble the common May weed, but are more spreading and the leaves being more 
finely divided and pleasantly strong scented. The blossoms with golden yellow 
centers and drooping white rays are used as a household remedy for colds or 
fever. The plants are slow’ growing but quite hardy. 
Honey Anchuse (Anchusa Italica Retz) planted in 1903 is unsurpassed for hardi- 

ness. The plants started to blossom May 29, the stout flowering stalks reaching 
a height of 51%4 feet and being covered with great masses of the showy blue flow- 
ers until late in November. Humming birds and hordes of honey gathering 
insects were working on the blossoms throughout the season. If the plants are 
adapted as well for honey bees, it would be hard to imagine anything equal, much 
less superior, as a honey plant. 

Anchusa Capenis was planted June 20 and blossomed August 25. Turned out 
to be the same as the last. 

Borage (Borago officinalis) name supposed to be a corruption of corago, from 
imagined cordial properties. The mucilagenous plants are used in some parts of 
Europe as demulcent and diaphoretic. Planted June 20 and blossomed August 8. 
The plants are very hardy, useful as a honey plant and ornamental while carry- 
ing the loosely racemed handsome blue flowers. 

Phacelia, Tansy leaved (Phacelia bipinnatifida) planted June 21 and blossomed 
August 11. Sold as a honey plant and ought to prove valuable as such. Very 
hardy and ornamental. The leaves have a fern like appearance, are pale green 
with the tips and upper parts of the stems frequently purple colored, while the 
tall flowering stalks are heavily loaded with long, loose and inwardly curving 
racemes profusely covered with lavender blue fiowers. 

Siberian Dragonhead, a partly identified species of Dracocephalum, planted June 
21 and blossomed August 22. Sold like the last as a honey plant, and ought to 
prove equally valuable, judging from the continuous work of many species of 
honey gathering insects. Nearly as hardy as the last. 

STRAWBERRIES AND SMALL FRUIT. 

For strawberries, the forepart of the season was almost perfect, and the large 
yield of the varieties would have been still larger had it not been for the hot July 
weather which shortened the picking season by prematurely ripening the fruit. 
At the beginning of the season, the plots on sandy loam were enlarged and an 
additional row of each variety not heretofore tested on the dryer soil was added. 
The rows set out in 1902 were cultivated twice and mulched with clean straw 
shortly after beginning to blossom. At the end of the picking season the mulch 
was removed and stored away, and the plants were given three more cultivations. 
Owing to the plants being in matted rows, hand weeding was rendered necessary 
once before and once after picking time. The plants were not sprayed, and most 
of the varieties showed the damage from rust which seems to be more effective 
on the dryer ground. As during the preceding season, the damage from cedar 
birds was merely limited by the scarcity of the birds, the damage being mainly 
felt owing to the small size of these plots. The few birds which are seen, seem 
to feed exclusively upon fruit, and destroy several times more than the amount 
which they eat. On the other hand robins are fortunately very numerous on the 
Station grounds, and careful observations together with a sense of justice compels 
the statement that their damage is restricted to the gathering of the seed from 

a few berries, and this only at a time when their young begin to feather out. 
This self appropriated and partial compensation, by the selfish termed a mis- 
demeanor, is at least justifiable, for weed seeds at that time of year are extremely 
scarce, hence necessity rather than choice, compels the partial diet of berry seeds. 
After observing the worst infestation of cut worms ever witnessed, and the great 
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work of the robin during the past two seasons in subduing the pest, and after 
noting the oratorical warfare which is periodically waged against the bird, 
only the man who is ever anxious to obtain something for nothing could fail to 

put in a plea for this much abused and underpaid servant. 
Four additional varieties were set out in 1903, but as most of the new plants 

were used for enlarging the plots, the varieties are not included in the following 
table. The varieties are: Oregon Iron Clad. Bi-sexual and strong growing 
plants. Berries medium to large, conical to wedge shape, dark red, firm and with 
excellent flavor. Medium late. Blossomed May 27, the fruit ripening June 21. 
Texas. Bi-sexual. Strong growing plants of good size. Berries of medium size, 
short conical, smooth, regular, dark crimson when fully ripe. Flesh pink, mod- 
erately firm, slightly acid and with fair flavor. Medium early. Blossomed May 
24, the fruit ripened June 24. Midnight. Bi-sexual. Plants very weak. Most 
of them died and the best made a poor growth during both seasons. Berries 
medium to large, of irregular shape, conical pointed to broad flattened, mostly 
ribbed and sometimes necked. Bright scarlet, seldom coloring on the under side. 
Flesh light pink, very firm, not juicy, but of very good quality. A late variety 
Blossomed May 28. Fruit ripe June 23. Mexican Hverbearing. Bi-Sexual. Strong, 
but small plants with fruit stems too short. Berries small, conical, irregular, 
light crimon, rather soft, sweet, with fair flavor. Medium early variety, blossom- 
ing May 21, first fruit ripening June 21. Did not produce any late fruit, nor 
blossom Jate, as is claimed for the variety. 

Nearly all varieties seem to be better adapted to the loamy soil. Sample being 
a conspicuous exception. The improvement noted with Marshall and Michigan 
is not sufficient to indicate that the plants of either variety will prove to be of 
even average productiveness. The yield of the varieties is shown in the following 
table. Each variety occupies one row fifty feet long: 

Yield of Yield per 
Varieties. Sex. First First Last plot acre 

blossom. | ripe fruit.| ripe fruit.| in quarts. | in quarts. 

Pixcelsiors) ssiicjac cc/ Sa AENS ciieicte ticle’s wieietay Perfect | May 17 | June 18 | July 14 29 6,316 1-5 
FIUCCESS sca docecleacces Perfect #219 ws 216 254 5,553 9-10 
Bederwood. Perfect se 18 F220 ets 48 10,454 2-5 
Glen Mary.......... Perfect #*, 90 ni: SNS 324 7,078 1-2 
inverlandaacescrnc lene atric ec aie tie wie ave arate os ere Momo sta Imperfect} “ 21 Si 98 pai ts: 36 7,840 4-5 
SAINT Genes seer ltchave c ofints aie a innenlere oieie siehos eels one iace Imperfect} “ 28 Sa. /28 “44 27 5,880 3-5 
Peer BAT e eas ciate hae. oe hrc cele Nelieia oiale arene chestsicieye Perfect epi &_ 28 S16 14 3,049 1-5 
Oly on esmait nial dconiteioleticierdieisleinis cee ilesiee see e's)e Perfect bed 21) «23 = 9 24 5,227 1-5 
IBEATILU WINE Sc matte cera cia tole sole niolatarelere Setoe tales Perfect 7} S11 24 “18 23 5,009 2-5 
MPA TAL Sess Saiaiase atove oletevsiescinse) « afolaisie’s ighae aie Sele e.cieiateya Perfect Cae!) S723 e 48 9 1,960 1-5 
MeANG Vrestesnivaceinesiniciscic ie save ciociele seis ale sioie ale /evere's Perfect | June 2 | July 1 “24 9+ | 2,069 1-10 
MAT CHID AN oS at ems a) aale aie tecaeteiasee aieisveincetaloters Perfect | May 28 rae | a oe 74 1,633 1-2 

The original plots planted in 1900 were too wet to be cultivated, the ground not 
being dry enough. to hold up a horse until June 11, when the blossoming season 
was practically over. Eight rows upon the slightly dryer portion on the south 
half of the plots were weeded by hand, while the balance was hand mowed to 
keep the weeds from going to seed. The mowing was not done carefully enough 
to save most of the plants, and the results from the eight rows are shown in the 
following table. That the soil is well adapted for strawberries when properly 
drained, will seem evident from the results when considering the age of the 
plots and their extreme wet condition since laid out. The plots were plowed 
early in July and fitted for winter wheat: 

Length First First | Last Yield of Yield per 
Varieties. of row Sex. blossom. | ripe fruit.| ripe fruit. plot acre 

in feet. | in quarts. | in quarts. 

Sampleviw 5.0 oe 'sce ce 1,140 | Imperfect] June 1] July 2] Aug. 3 408 3,897 1-2 
Bederwood...... 460 | Perfect May 21 | June 24 | July 25 190 4,498 
Gandy...... e 135 | Perfect | June 4 | July 5]! Aug. 5 27 2,178 
Michivany....2 22: 760 | Perfect Sle) er ald Ks) 30 429 6-7 
Brandywine 200 | Perfect | May 28 | June 27 | July 25 28 1,524 3-5 
Molen e Mary. santa hele jeiohe a Sceles  tiaidaicne'e 30 | Perfect re. ee a 27. oe 22p 8 2,904 
AER OWED a setae: ables arsjoccye ss/a'es5's a = nent 135 | Perfect pee ae | S20 12 9 
LEG esGog de COCO DDC CaS Oe Beaune oe 180 | Perfect = 20 “29 ote 5) 24 1,452 
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Owing to the impossibility of giving timely cultivation and the extreme diffi- 
culties under which spraying operations had to be carried on, anthracnose, mildew 
and currant worms have left extremely few of the fruit bushes in a condition fit 
for fruiting. Cultivating too late in the season for several years has caused the 
roots of the bushes to grow too close to the surface, and when on June 11 the 
ground was dry enough to use the horse cultivator, it was found that the work 
had to be abandoned, the bushes being killed almost as soon as cultivated. That 
the strawberry plants upon adjoining plots have been able to withstand the 
unnatural conditions as well as they did speaks perhaps for the climatic condi- 
tions of this region which seem to favor this crop, though in a large measure this 
is due to the different growing habit of the plants, their greater freedom from 
insects and diseases, and especially to the greater depth of soil upon which the 
plots were located. The behavior of the varieties under these adverse conditions 
has been such as to give promise of favorable results whenever they can be given 
the cultivation and spraying which every successful fruit grower knows to be 

indispensable. 

ORCHARD, 

The severe conditions of the preceding winter left their impression upon some 
of the varieties of all orchard fruit. The cold weather was unusual in persist- 
ency rather than intensity, though the damage occasioned was due rather to heat 
than to cold, resulting in what is commonly termed as sunscald. Up to the snow 
line, or about 2% feet above ground, no tree was damaged. Above that several 
varieties were injured more or less on the south side, dead bark subsequently 
resulting, from merely a few spots in the tops to the entire south half of the 
trees. With few exceptions the damage was greatest as the exposure to the rays 
of the sun was greatest, the trees on the southern slope of a knoll faring worse 

than those on the opposite side. The damage was done during the few days 
of the middle of December, forepart of January and last of February, when zero 
weather and high temperatures sharply succeeded each other. There is ground 

for assuming that future experiments may show that such damage can be avoided 
by simple means. Fruit buds of hardy varieties were also damaged to some 
extent, this also occurring on the south side of the trees, and more upon southern 
slopes than elsewhere. The more seriously damaged varieties which were sub- 
sequently cut off are Mann, Wagener, Baskoop, Dr. Walker, Ontario and Canada 

Red of the apples, Moore’s Artic of the plums, Vermont Beauty and Bessamanka 
of the pears. Cover crops have as yet not been used in the orchard, and this 
no doubt aggravated the damage, for the forepart of the fall season was wet, the 
latter part was quite warm, and the sap was more active than usual when winter 
set in. Though effective spraying, even at the expense of a great amount of labor, 

is scarcely possible any longer with a hand outfit, there was no difficulty in 
keeping disease and insects fairly well subdued. Scab under existing conditions, 
is hardest to control, while shot hole fungus, the only other disease observed, 
was merely persistent on the trees of the Forest Garden variety, the trees being 
the tallest, hence hardest to reach with a hand pump. Were it not for the aphis, 

spraying for insects could be well dispensed with, for nests of wrens, gold finches 
and several species of sparrows are very numerous in and around the orchard, 
and the few insects which escape the attention of the birds are not numerous 
enough to cause any damage. One spraying at the time the buds were well 
opened was sufficient to dispose of the first brood of aphis. The second brood 
during July could not be entirely controlled, as the aphis multiplied faster than 
they could be killed by spraying, for when the leaves begin to curl up, it is 
slow work to reach the insect even with a power pump. The spraying mixture 
consisting of one pound of laundry soap and one pound of tobacco stems to eight 
gallons of water has proved effective when used fresh. If allowed to stand until 
it begins to ferment, the mixture is of no great value. As during former seasons 
high winds from the south maimed or broke down several trees, the orchard 
being unprotected on that side and being located on a slope Which affords unusual 
destructive powers to southerly winds. The trouble with all cherry trees, as 
related in Bulletin No, 28, continues unabated, and while all the trees ripened 
some fruit, it is not expected that many of the trees will be alive next season. 
Six of the trees were dug up and sent to experts for examination. Like those 
dug up during the preceding season, the trees were found diseased about two 
inches above and two inches below the point where the scion was grafted into 
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the root, the root system and the top of the tree being in a healthy condition. 
Whether the trouble is due to improper grafting or to some local soil condition 
has not been definitely settled at this time. The American varieties of plums 
were heavily loaded with fruit which remained in a partially ripened condition 
from the latter part of August until damaged by September frosts. Shrop Damson 
is the only variety which ripened well though the trees were last in blossoming 
and had been damaged by sun scald during the preceding winter. 

Most of the varieties of grapes made a growth of six to eight feet, and five 
varieties were in bearing. The fruit was well colored toward the end of August, 
but owing to cold and wet weather failed to ripen properly. Six varieties of 
apples blossomed for the first time but failed to ripen the fruit, the few apples 
being blown off by wind storms when about three-quarters full grown. These 
are: Aitken’s Striped, blossomed June 7; Gideon No. 29, Blossomed June 9, Pat- 
ten’s Fameuse, blossomed June 9; Longfield, blossomed June 8; TYetofsky, blos- 
somed June 10 and Whitney (crab) blossomed June 7. 

The seven varieties which ripened fruit are Haas, Borowinka, Gideon, Hibernal, 
Patten Greening, Yellow Transparent and Duchess. A considerable percentage of 
the fruit buds of the first three varieties were winter killed. Some of those of 
the other varieties were too weak and failed to set fruit. The description of 
these varieties follows: Haas—blossomed June 6, sometimes called Fall Queen. 
A seedling from Missouri. Very strong, upright growing tree. Fruit medium 
size, roundish oblate, conical, skin thick, tough, yellow overlaid with crimson 
splashings and stripes, dots few, white, minute and obscure. Basin narrow and 
abrupt. Stem short and stout. Cavity acute and russeted. Flesh white, some- 
times stained red near skin, juicy, subacid and of fair quality. A late fall apple. 
Borowinka blossomed June 11. Of Russian origin. Tree very short and round 
headed. Fruit medium size, roundish, truncated. Skin greenish yellow covered 
with crimson stripes and splashes mixed and marbled on sunny side and over- 
Jain with whitish net veining. Dots obscure, few, white. Basin abrupt. Stem 
medium and stout. Cavity deep, wide, slightly russeted. Flesh white, juicy, 
sprightly acid and of good quality. Season late fall. Gideon, blossomed June 1. 
As grown here the variety is not the Gideon and was not fully identified. The 
tree is stout and very spreading. Fruit very small, roundish oblate, conical. Skin 
yellowish white, mostly overlaid with crimson splashes and stripes washed when 
fully exposed to sun. Dots minute, few, obscure. Basin abrupt, slightly wrinkled. 
Stem medium and slender, cavity acute, wide, regular. Flesh white, subacid, 

juicy and of good quality. Season early fall. 
Hibernal, blossomed June 4. Of Russian origin. Sometimes called Yellow 

Areadian. Tree vigorous and very spreading. Fruit large, roundish oblate, 
conical. Skin greenish yellow, bronzed with red and crimson splashes where 
exposed to the sun. Dots obscure, minute, white, sometimes russet. Basin nar- 
row, wrinkled, shallow. Stem short and stout. Cavity deep, regular, russeted. 
Flesh white, acid, juicy, slightly astringent and of good quality for cooking 

purpose. A fall variety and one of the hardiest trees on trial. 
Patten Greening. Blossomed June 6. A seedling from Iowa. .Tree vigorous 

with spreading top. Fruit large, roundish oblate, irregular, slightly angular. 
Skin yellowish green with bronze blush. Dots minute, white, and surrounded 
with green or shaded side. Basin broad, abrupt, slightly corrugated. Stem very 
short and stout. Cavity acute, wide, russeted. Flesh white, juicy, subacid and 
very good quality. An early winter variety and tree very hardy. 

Yellow Transparent. Blossomed June 6. Of Russian origin. Tree stout, up- 
right, with round top. Fruit large, roundish conical, slightly angular. Skin 
yellowish white, smooth, transparent, dots, large, white, obscure, basin shallow, 
narrow, corrugated. Stem medium and stout. Cavity obtuse, wide, russeted. 
Flesh white, juicy, tender, sprightly subacid and of excellent quality. A late 

summer variety. 
Duchess. Blossomed June 7. Usually called Duchess of Oldenburg. Of Rus- 

sian origin. Tree vigorous with spreading top. Fruit large, roundish oblate, 
regular. Skin greenish yellow, almost wholly covered with stripes and splashes 
of crimson, mixed on sunny side. Dots minute, white and numerous. Basin 

abrupt, broad and regular. Stem short to medium, slender. Cavity deep, acute, 
russeted. Flesh white, juicy, sprightly acid and very good quality. A fall variety. 
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INVESTIGATION REGARDING SUCCULENCE. 

F, W. ROBISON. 

[Special Bulletin No. 32.] 

INTRODUCTION. 

From time to time during the last thirty years a number of experiment stations 
have compiled data from experiments bearing on the subject of animal nutrition. 
These have largely taken the form of digestion experiments dealing with various 
feeds peculiar to a particular locality or relating to the more common American 
feed stuffs. Practically, the sole aim of such experiments has been to determine 
the per cent of digestible protein, etc., in the various feeds, and, as a result, 
feeders and stockmen throughout the country have learned to look to the digestible 
dry matter of a feed instead of the total amount of nutrients in the feed when 
comparing its merits. It has long been known that the domestic animals were 
unable to utilize completely any of the common feed stuffs,,and it has been con- 
sidered very appagent that the value of a feed to an animal depends not only 
upon the quality and amount of food consumed, but also upon the amount excreted 
in the feces and not utilized by the animal’s system. Consequently data bearing 
on the digestibility of the various feeds available have been welcomed by feeders 
throughout the world and there is now at their disposal the digestive coefficients 
of nearly all the common feeds. 

With the beginning of the investigations on the maintenance ration for steers 
by Kellner and other European investigators, and in this country by Armsby and 
others, a suspicion has been creeping gradually into the minds of more advanced 
feeders and scientists that the story as told by the digestion experiments was 
incomplete, and with the further progress of respiration experiments on man and 
animals this suspicion has been more or less confirmed. 
Much discrepancy has arisen from the too rigid application of the balanced 

ration, and while its great importance is still undisputed there are factors that 
enter in to modify and in some instances to counteract its effect. To make more 
specific, two rations are compounded having the same nutritive ratio, or, in other 
words, constituting rations in which the relations between the proteids, carbo- 
hydrates and fats are identical. It is found on actual trial that these two 
rations are not equal in value, not because they are not equally digestible, but 
because some factors other than nutritive ratio and digestibility have entered 
in to modify the effect in question. 

The ultimate object of the consumption of food is the production of energy. 
In giving feed to a horse it is desired to convert the inert material into energy 

which manifests itself in some form of motion. In giving feed to the dairy 
cow it is likewise desired to convert the same into energy which manifests itself 
in preserving the mechanism of the animal’s body and in providing human food, 
which latter is finally converted into the energy of maintenance and of motion 
in the human body. It is readily conceded that movement of any kind is a 
manifestation of energy in the animal’s body and can be traced to but one source, 
and that, evidently, the food consumed. 

All processes in the body then require the expenditure of energy, the beating 
of the heart, movement of the blood, phenomena of digestion, of absorption and 
of excretion; movement of the food in the alimentary canal, mastication or chew- 
ing of the food, etc., all require the expenditure of energy, and research has shown 
also that it is no inconsiderable amount of energy thus expended. It is clear 
that if the chewing and digestion of food require the expenditure of energy, the 
form and preparation of the food must make some difference in the gross amount 
of energy expended by the animal. Quite recent experiments have shown that 
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the above is true, and further that the amount of energy expended in chewing 
and preparing food material for solution in the body is much different with dif- 
ferent foods. It must also be clear that such factors as crude fibre in a ration 
have much influence on this point.’ 

A food then is of value to the animal, not in proportion to the gross amount 
of nutrients contained therein, but to the energy available after deducting from 
the digested portion the amount which has been expended in the various physio- 
chemical processes involved in making that food an intergral part of the animal 
body. It must be true also that a digestion experiment, in which the difference 
between the gross amounts of nutrients in the food and in the dried feces is 
taken as a measure of the value of that food, is not wholly reliable because the 
expense to the animal of the digestion and absorption of that food is not clearly 
shown.” 

It has been the custom, heretofore, to take the difference between the amount 
of nutrients in the food and the dry feces as being the amount of nutrients in 
the food digested and utilized by the body. This method left out of considera- 
tion two quite important factors. A not inconsiderable amount of nitrogen is lost. 
by even the air drying of the feces and hence the computation of digestibility on 
the basis of what nutrients remain in the dry feces places the figures for digesti- 
bility too high. Again, there has been shown to be a considerable amount of 
nitrogenous matter in the feces remaining after drying and bearing but an indirect 
relation to the food consumed. This nitrogen, together with the nitrogen lost 
on drying, may be considered a waste product from the juices and linings of 
the intestinal canal, and from the various body fluids, and represents in part the 
cost of the digestion of that particular food. This is called nitrogen of metabolism. 
The effect on the figures of digestibility of the nitrogen of metabolism in the dry 
matter of the feces is to lower the apparent per cent of digestible nitrogen in the: 
food. The fact, however, that the nitrogen of metabolism in the dry matter of 
the feces has been taken into consideration in establishing our ordinary coefficients. 
of digestibility while the nitrogen lost on drying has been almost entirely ne- 
glected, makes clear that the factors of digestibility as formerly determined are 
too high by just the amount of metabolic nitrogen lost in the drying of the feces.» 
We take note, then, of net available energy, or that remaining after subtract- 

ing from the total energy of the digested food the energy due to metabolism or 
that which constitutes in part the cost of the digestion of the given food to the 
animal, plus the energy of the real undigested food. It is somewhat evident, 
it is true, that while the separation of the nitrogen of the feces into nitrogen 
of metabolism and nitrogen of undigested food gives a clearer index to the actual 
per cent of digestibility of the food, at the same time where no such separation 
is made the figures of digestibility may be said to represent in part the net 
availability of that food, provided the nitrogen lost on drying of the feces is. 
taken into account.s However, this permits of no comparison of different foods, 
for even though they apparently contain the same amount of digestible matter the 
cost of the digestion of one may be considerable more than of the other, and 
there is no indication in such results that would permit of the economic com- 
parison of the two different feeds. 

It has been demonstrateds that the burning of tissue in the body and that the 
liberation of energy to promote the work of digestion and assimilation varies in 
different foods, and foods difficult of digestion require the consumption of more 
body tissue in the effort to digest them. Jf it be true that an increase of cell 
oxidation is accompanied in food digestion by an increase in the metabolic products 
in the feces, then a knowledge of the amount of these metabolic products in the 
feces is an indication of the real value of the food not otherwise indicated. It 

1. Itisa well known fact that foods rich in crude fiber or roughage material are subjected to more prolonged action 
in the gastro-intestinal canal of ruminants than are the concentrates with a small amount of crude fiber. In fact ruminat- 
ing animals, if fed wholly on concentrates lose the power of jruminating the food which, of course, indicates that the period of 
contact with the body fluids is shortened. 

2. Nearly all the present digestion coefficients are based on the dry matter of the feces without attempt to separate 
the various products present in the feces a considerable amount of which bear no direct relation to the food consumed. 

See Penna. Report, July 1, 1900—June 30, 1901. W.W. Cooke, pp. 273—274. It seems quite evident from our 
experiments that the amount of metabolic nitrogen excreted does not depend upon the dry matter of the food but upon 
other factors in the food. ; 

4. Ibid, page 274. It is assuredly unsafe to assume that the nitrogen lost on the drying of the feces is sufficient to 
balance or counteract the influence of the nitrogen of metabolism remaining after drying. It does not vary with the latter 
and therefore if we desire to establish the approximate net availability of a food the results are too high unless we take into- 
consideration the nitrogen lost on drying which is sometimes considerable and again may be of little note. 

5. See Armsby’s Principals of Animal Nutrition, ‘‘comparison of hay and grain.’”’ 
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has been shown that the expenditure of energy on coarse fodder is greater than 
on grain. It seems plausible to suppose, as Armsby suggests, that this increase 
in expenditure is due, in part at least, to the greater per cent of crude fiber 
in the fodder. Certainly looking at the matter from the standpoint of the meta- 
bolic products in the feces, it seems highly probable that foods containing a 
higher per cent of crude fiber are digested at greater expense than foods with 
less crude fiber. There may be, however, other points to modify the above and 
it was to observe its effect as well as to note the general influence of succulence 
that the experiments recorded herein were undertaken. 

For the last few years sugar beet pulp has been available to feeders in this 
State and it was decided to use this product in determining the effect of succu- 
lence on metabolism and on the various factors of digestibility in an otherwise 
dry ration. Accordingly, in the winter of 1902-03 two young Jersey heifers were 

selected from the college herd, through the courtesy of Professor Shaw, and fed 
on the following rations during a period of three months. The basal ration 
consisted of clover hay, oat straw, bran and corn and cob meal, compounded in 
such a proportion that the nutritive ratio of the same was 1 to 12.2. By pre- 
liminary feeding it was found to be possible to keep the animals approximately 
in maintenance on a ration of the above ratio and at the same time a possible 
error when changing later to sugar beet pulp was avoided. The sugar beet pulp 
used in the experiment had a nutritive ratio throughout of 1 to 12.2.. The 
observation periods were four in number, each period being preceded by a pre- 
liminary feeding period of at least two weeks. During this preliminary period 
the animals were allowed some exercise except for the last few days, and it was 
not found difficult to accustom the animals to the new food during this prelim- 
inary feeding. During the actual observation period the animals were under ob- 
servation night and day, during which time the food and excrement were weighed, 

sampled and analyzed daily. To avoid chance of variation in weight of the food 
from day to day, due to variations in the hygrometric state of the atmosphere, 
the food for the entire period was compounded, weighed, sampled and put in 
paper sacks at the beginning of the experiment. The feeding problem was thus 
rendered very simple, for at each meal it was only necesasry to take a sack 

from its place and give the animal its contents. Any uneaten residues were 
weighed and sampled daily. 

During the first period the two animals were kept simply on the basal ration. 
At the end of the first period, which lasted seven days, the animals were given 
some exercise and the ration gradually changed. Wet sugar beet pulp was now 
introduced and the dry matter of the basal ration was reduced by just the 
amount of dry matter in the beet pulp. The nutritive ratio remained constant 
throughout. With a preliminary period of two weeks on this new food the 
animals were again placed under observation as in period one. The same pro- 
cedure was followed in period three, except that the basal ration remained the 
same as in period two and the amount of sugar beet pulp was raised, giving the 
animals as much as they would consume. The purpose of this third period was 
to determine the effect of a full ration in comparison with a maintenance ration. 
Period four was the same as period one, namely, simply the basal ration without 
succulent feed 

The experiment was repeated during the winter of 1903-4 with two young 
Jersey heifers, not the same as those used in the previous year. The only differ- 
ence between the two experiments was in period four. In this latter experiment 
instead of returning in period four to the conditions as in period one, the animals 
were given dried sugar beet pulp instead of wet sugar beet pulp, the dry matter 
and nutritive ratio being the same as in periods one and two. The object of 
this last experiment was to eliminate the possible effect of a variation in crude 
fiber. It will be noticed that by placing sugar beet pulp dry in the ration instead 
of sugar beet pulp wet, as in period two, we secure all of the conditions the same 
as in period two, with the exception of the factor of succulence. It is difficult 
to prove two unknown factors in an experiment and thus it was decided to 
eliminate one of them and confine the experiment entirely to the effect of 
succulence. 
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During the progress of the experiment daily analyses were made of the urine 
and feces of each animal and at the end of each period the results were averaged, 
zZziving the data for that particular period and feed. The urine of each animal 
was kept by itself in a large glass jar and a composite sample made daily at the 
same hour. Some difficulty was experienced in getting an average sample of the 
feces, until the happy idea suggested itself of using an earthen jar, adding water 
and mixing the contents with a hoe until it was thoroughly uniform. The samples 
duplicated nicely by this procedure, showing accuracy of mixing. 

The results were measured in the laboratory by estimating the total nitrogen 
in the natural feces, dried feces, and in the feces after treatment to remove 
nitrogneous products of metabolism. The determinations were, in all cases, made 
in duplicate and sometimes in triplicate. The natural feces or the wet samples 
were analyzed immediately after being brought to the laboratory in sealed glass 
jars. The dried feces were analyzed, after carefully drying in an electric oven 
below 70 deg. C. In no instance during the whole experiment did there fail to be 
an appreciable loss of nitrogen in drying. The nitrogen-products of metabolism 
were separated by the ether, alcohol, water and lime water method,’ and the 
nitrogen determined in the residue, which was assumed to represent the undi- 
gested food. 

FIRST EXPERIMENT, PERIOD ONE, 

Feed given, 7.5 pounds oat straw, 2.5 pounds clover hay, 1 pound bran, 1 pound corn and cob meal. 
Total dry matter, 10.65 pounds per day per cow. 
Nutritive ratio 1 to 12.2. 

Grams OF NITROGEN IN 
Cow 1. Cow 2. 

Wet Dry | Treated ; Wet Dry Treated 
Food. |Proteids.| feces. feces. feces. | Urine. ||’ Food. |Proteids.| feces. feces. feces. Urine. 

Ss | 

(1) 65.2 60.4 32.6 28.2 24.5 39.9 || (1) 65.5 60.8 32.6 28.7 22.2 39.2 
(@) 32.1 29.6 27.0 21.6 18.3 17240||| (2) 6555 60.8 35.5 26.8 24.3 30.5 
(3) 65.2 60.4 18.6 15.4 1355 46.4 || (3) 65.5 60.8 32.3 Psy f 26.1 34.5 
(4) 32.0 29.6 21.6 19.4 16.5 36.8 || (4) 65.5 60.8 29.4 35.2 | 30.4 33.3 
(5) 65.2 60.4 Dy fy 24.7 21.0 32.1 || (5) 65.5 60.8 27.2 20.8 18.5 37.3 
(6) 3221 29.6 23.2 19.6 16.6 26.5 (6) 65.5 60.8 30.4 24.0 19.9 30.2 
Gr 165.2 60.4 23.6 20.1 16.4 24.2 || (7) 65.5 60.8 30.6 23.9 20.7 32.3 
(8) 65.2 60.4 28.2 24.2 20.7 31.7 || (8) 65.5 60.8 33.5 30.5 26.8 32.0 

Sum 422.2 | 391.2 20222) | eldoean| y 147.0) |, 25.1 524.0 487.0 | 251.8] 218.8 189.2 269.4 

Avg. 52.8 48.9 25.3 21.6 18.4 31.9 65.5 60.8 31.5 27.3 23.6 BB esl 

My sirl yaa insrcmec cin ainreraarerate cia tetelt oicje eiciel bis are ojels'aje.01e's Dajly gain,, grams: apiece cas ulenone ae ieelsiee viele 1.3 
MATivBlOSS wETAINSSs: tet, s slesen esis wisieele. < o.crerele's ATA ||) Wally OSS ts erareteteletaiere o\eloleletelssatelots stele) clejeteleyjereteteate 
Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces.... 48.2% || Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wetfeces.. 48.2% 
INSROIM CTY a OCESsA. melee se telat ctele minicom e(cralele:aieia's ara De 1 Yor || New iDH Ory: feressene coro. deeeadnenemrrcectenieereenee 55.1% 
INep in POR LCCLECES: clasts hicis- ce cre cteieiviele'e oy ciasiecce es 62:39) (|| Nu..ini treated tfeces: 52 secs ccs noemaclen onic cemoere 61.1% 

1. This method was conducted as follows:—1 gram of the dry, finely ground feces was treated with 25 cc. ether and 
boiled in an Erlenmeyer flask for } hour with a reflex condenser. The solution was then decanted on a 9 c. m. filter and the 
process repeated with a final washing by decantation until the feces gave no color to the ether. 50 cc., 95% alcohol is 
now poured upon the residue in the flask and boiled for 10 minutes as before. The supernatant fluid is now decanted upon 
the same filter as was used for the ether and the product washed with hot alcohol. The sample is then treated on the steam 
bath for 20 minutes with 50 cc. water and the whole transferred to the same filter as before and washed thoroughly with hot 
water. Filter and feces are next transferred to a beaker with 50 cc. of a saturated solution of lime water and allowed to 
stand over night or for at least six hours. The whole is then transferred to a fresh filter and thoroughly washed with 
diluted lime water. The filter and contents are then dried and the nitrogen determined in the usual way. 

65 
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FIRST EXPERIMENT, PERIOD TWO. 

Feed given, 40 pounds wet beet pulp, 4.6 pounds oat straw, 1.6 pounds clover hay, .6 pounds bran, .6 pounds corn and cob meal. 
Total dry matter, 10.62 pounds per day per cow. 
Nutritive ratio 1 to 12.2. 

GraMs OF NITROGEN IN 

Cow 1 Cow 2. 

| | 
Wet Dry | Treated Wet Dry | Treated 

Food. /|Proteids.| feces feces. | feces. Urine. || Food. |Proteids.| feces. feces. feces Urine 

1) 68.9 65.8 39.8 31.8} 30.8 27.1 || (1) 68.9 65.8 38.0 36.6 31.6 36.4 
2) 68.9 65.8 30.6 PAE | 22.6 26.3 || (2) 68.9 65.8 26.5 23.3 21.2 30.6 
3 68.9 65.8 33.5 26.3 25.5 40.0 || (8) 68.9 65.8 30.2 26.7 25.2 42.5 
4 68.9 65.8 29.0 23.9 21.3 | 33.6 || (4) 68.9 65.8 33.3 28.2 24.9 35.7 

(5) 68.9 65.8 30.3 pode 19.0} 26.4 || (5) 68.9 65.8 33.4 29.7 25.7 35.6 
es 68.9 65.8 28.0 24.6 22.4 27.9 || (6) 68.9 65.8 38.3 ad 25.3 35.6 
7) 68.9 | 65.8 33.1 27.8 22.9) 29.5 (7) 68.9 65.8 31.3 25.6 21.2 29.5 

| t 1] hd 

Sum 482.4 460.5 | 224.4 182.8 | 164.8 2 i 482.4 | 465.5 | 231.1 196.4 | 175.4 246.2 

Avg. 68.9 65.8 32.0 26.1 D350) (30.1 68.9 65.8 33.0 28.0 25.0 35.1 
| 1 

EVRNUMPANUT TOTAINE loc cle visi sole djnic cle vie alte slo ciswisiv sic 6:8) || Daily: gam, gramis’..0t.\% Ses nce ee ee 
Lye Osetia are ser aiete oie cia ckcie ane eastetelejaeiele tsitie Daily: loge 5 a croc etajewainte otceeretiole ne cinema oe 
Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces..... 51.4 Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces 
INSRINTGYNIICLCHE Scena c cbc ns cose ase wcemacncscieee 60.4% || N. in dry feces 
INSeATLEDEACECOECER cc's: o.c1 ctaelcinace<iclote e,ele\sie.clee Sis'ereie 64.2% || N. in treated feces 

FIRST EXPERIMENT, PERIOD THREE. 

Feed given, 60 pounds wet beet pulp, 4.6 pounds oat straw, 1.6 pounds clover hay, .6 pounds bran, .6 pounds corn and cob 
meal. 

Total dry matter 12.34 pounds per cow per day. 
Nutritive ratio, 1 to 12.2. 

Grams oF NITROGEN IN 

Cow 1. Cow. 2 

| Wet. Dry | Treated Wet Dry | Treated 
Food. |Proteids.| feces. feces. feces. Urine. Food. Proteids.| feces. feces. feces. Urine. 

81.4 79.0 | 43.6 33.8 PA hey? 32.4/|(1) 81.4 79.0 32.4 31.5 26.4 34.8 
2) 81.4 79.0 35.7 29.7 25.2 36.3) (2) 81.4 79.0 34.1 31.2 26.2 33.7 
(3) 81.4 79.0 36.5 29.5 25.0 36.1/|(3) 81.4 79.0 32.6 27.1 25.6 40.5 

——————$—_S |§ ——_____ | —_____ —_——_—_ ——— 

244.2 | 237.0 | 115.8 93.0 77.4 104.8]|Sum 244.2 | 237.0 99.1 89.8 78.2 109.0 

81.4 79.0 38.6 S108) 5 25:8 34.9]|Avg. 81.4 79.0 33.0 29.9 26.1 36.3 

PATE OAIN A OTAMIG ci ciclo a wlwinc sive t as'v'asie o's © wis e'emm'e AD) Daily. ean; Eras. ocsieaio:eiane' dois nw tials wie a Cera 12.1 
NOMILVRNONE eerie Mo'c Ooh aiela nbrees b adeitle Ned tinne diate le ARV IORS aici sb Mente ddutials cnepttbte Welehem eee ene 
Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in’ wet feces... 51.1%]|| Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces..... 58.2 
INMATE DIGGER 5049 aise cc vn's ovo va seers wisls s anemn.s GOT STA Ne itary feces, 63. ewe acetawes'tis cueceutnecaecen 62.1 
INP RTINETCR EEK LOCOS S2 don sci cccie ola viewa cae temlasiee® G7. S7G|IN: am treated feces. . . «cia 0 d\00j0c nas ourise te stele olen 67.0% 

—— 
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FIRST EXPERIMENT, PERIOD FOUR, 

Feed given, 7.5 pounds oat straw, 2.5 pounds clover hay, 1 pound bran, 1 pound corn and cob meal. 
Total dry matter, 10.65 pounds per cow per day. 
Nutritive ratio 1 to 12.2. 

Grams OF NITROGEN IN 

Cow 1. Cow 2. 

Wet Dry | Treated | | Wet Dry | Treated 
Food. Proteids.| feces. feces. feces. Urine. Food. |Proteids.| feces. feces. feces. Urine. 

Die 62.3 65.2 36.3 29.4 26.4 39.8 | (1) 67.3 65.2 39.8 36.6 29.7 40.6. 
2) 67:3 65.2 22.5 PP ARS} 18.9 32.8 || (2) 67.3 65.2 26.6 24.0 20.2 16.8 
a) (67.38 65.2 30.9 27.5 24.7 34.2 || (3) 67.3 65.2 27.9 23.5 19.5 32.3: 
(4) ‘67.3 65.2 29.2 27.1 QOET: 39.6 || (4) 67.3 65.2 28.8 26.4 22.2 38. 0: 

| 

Sum 269.2 | 260.8 118.9 | 106.3 92.7 146.4 269.2 | 260.8 123.1 110.5 91.6 127.7 

Avg. 67.3 65.2 29.7 26.6 PRIA 36.6 67.3 65.2 30.8 27.6 22.9 31.9 

MPAA AEA PTATI ve cjo\eYatolelela\elele oichale eictcloleictaleieibic\elslo's 1 I eaily, (Pain 1 Pras Seite ls wicisiere a'el cielaleleletoteremtete sloje ets om Os 
Wallyplogsse crise coi coe tiee oslo Ane cels Daily 1088) 3, o.icidicve beter rs sisi a anciarstel telale ates eater 
Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces..... 54.5% || Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces.. 52.8% 
INebnndryetecesie ston steisism eosin ieee cee OOS Torii Ne dD ry LECESs. «a's ayers e's ce erslosisicve s(eleleiieiesieisiertiaie 57.7% 
Nee ne treated! f6COs. .. x... since cp sawiecieenetes cstnccsie 647595) || Nein treated! feces... «ccc. scisiele clsisiere sieeiiontetstte 64.9% 

SECOND EXPERIMENT, PERIOD ONE. 

The cows used in the second experiment were smaller and consumed less food than those of the first experiment. 
Feed given 6.3 pounds oat straw, 2 pounds clover hay, 0.8 pounds bran, 0.8 pounds corn and cob meal. 
Total dry matter, 8.78 pounds per cow per day. 
Nutritive ratio 1 to 12.2. 

Grams oF NITROGEN IN 

Cow 1. Cow 2. 

: Wet Dry | Treated Wet Dry | Treated 
Food. Proteids. feces. feces. feces. Urine. Food. : Proteids.| feces. feces. feces. Urine. 

(@)) 50:3 45.0 21.5 20.5 16.0 25.7 || (1) 49.7 44.5 21.9 20.5 15:5 IGE: 
Bt 50.4 45.0 26.0 22.3 18.9 16.6 || (2) 49.7 44.4 24.5 24.4 18.3 19.7 
Syme oO nL 44.8 28.7 26.6 20.6 21.5 || (8) 50.4 45.0 25.2 21.4 16.0 2162) 
fe) 50.2 44.8 26.1 18.6 15.0 23.7 || (4) 50.5 45.2 25.9 PPI 17.8 oie 
5) 49.4 44.6 25.6 24.1 19.5 18.3 || (5) 50.6 45.2 27.8 24.0 18.1 PAR 

(6)) 5055 45.2 35.9 28.5 23.8 21.1 || (6) 50.4 45.0 24.0 23.1 17.2 22.3 
@) 50:2 44.8 25.4 Dire, 21.5 18.9 |} (7) 50.8 45.4 21.1 20.0 GP 19.9 

Sum 351.7 | 310.4 189.2 168.1 134.6 145.8 352.1 314.7 170.4 TERA SC/ 118.4 142.2 

Avg. 50.2 44.3 27.0 24.0 19.2 20.8 50.3 44.9 24.3 22.2 16.9 20.3 

Daily foain sy SrAMS. Osh ot. cieiscealbtns ace. Sos ccraicie se 2.4 Dailys gain nerams estes sciactes is cteieicninse cicteinens rece! = Da 
Daily loss........,. JusoeusaceoocgnnDsoaudbeandoad Dailys loss aeteer cee EOL Soee aaa MS accbednOS 
Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces..... 39.1% || Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces... 45.9% 

AN GORVATECER! alse na soe seeds os Seas sce een eae 45.8% || N. in dry feces............ Pid Air hoapnciatinrette moaion 30-46 
INGwan) treated: fecese. s5s.sccccins ess oS bcsseeh aeons 90507) ||| No dntreatedsecessereciccins sem seiccisc cisco seemiciete 62.38% 
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SECOND EXPERIMENT, PERIOD TWO. 

— given, 33 pounds wet beet pulp, 3.8 pounds oat straw, 1.3 pounds clover hay, 0.5 pounds bran, 0.5 pounds corn and cob 
meal. 

Total dry matter 8.71 pounds per cow per day. 
Nutritive ratio 1 to 12.2. 

Grams oF NITROGEN IN ; 

Cow 1. Cow. 2 

! 

Wet Dry || Treated Wet Dry } Treated 
Food. |Proteids.| feces. feces. feces. Urine. Food. |Proteids.| feces. feces. feces. Urine. 

1) 48.7 43.8 29.0 26.1 215 21.2 || (1) 39.5 35.5 25.4] *25.9 20.1 22.2 
2 48.7 43.8 29.6 29.5 24.5 18.7 || (2) 45.9 41.3 23.5 19.6 15.4 20.8 
3 48.7 43.8 21.3 26.1 19.7 20.6 || (8) 48.7 43.8 22.1 20.1 15.9 20.9 
4) 48.7 43.8 23.2 20.7 17.5 16.6 || (4) 48.7 43.8 20.3 18.7 14.3 20.7 
5) 48.7 43.8 26.9 26.7 20.1 18.5 || (5) 48.7 43.8 24.3 24.1 17.6 21.9 
6) 48.7 43.8 29.0 28.6 22.5 22.3 || (6)/ 48.7 43.8 23.3 22.7 17.4 19.4 
7) «48.7 43.8 28.4 *28.9 24.0 17.5 || (7) 48.7 43.8 20.6 20.2 15.2 23.3 

Sum 340.9 | 306.6 193.4 | 186.8 150.0 135.3 328.9 | 295.8 159.5 151.6 | 116.1 149.2 

Avg. 48.7 43.8 27.6 26.6 21.4 19.3 46.9 42.2 22.8 21.6 16.5 21.3 1 : 

PPANLVRAHIN GT PTAINN: cratcra|e «cia a eiocie cls's'a des ofe\aeiaicis(sieitre 1.8 Daily: gain,” QraMB: .'.'ss.es'e cess «acvae celle wocnes 2.8 
PAN MIIGE Serie aierobsxtaresa.c, 2.0 co. inte aseve nate aanle (ei decaivcteiete DBUY JOSS. cis clots ayosce nes c 00a cuinemeeeeene a 
Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces..... 37.0% || Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces... 46. 
VMUATINGITV TECES St soe carsiaie ovis wins tarde deine tees ecee 39:99, ||UNs im dry feces.: 3. 6 cue). « ca cla c.c,-hise crate acted 48.9) 
PN PRATER EL EUS GCEH SS sien a'e cis pianaie clcte s\elcele creisio,e blstare BLS17 5) | IN an treated) feces tats mictercta s'oetecies eialeteletee aie aie 60.7% 

* Some slight error in sampling shows here. However there is in this experiment but a small amount of nitrogen lost on drying 
hence the slight error here is scarecly noticeable. 

SECOND EXPERIMENT, PERIOD THREE. 

Feed given, 50 pounds wet beet pulp, 3.8 pounds oat straw, 1.3 pounds clover hay, 0.5 pounds corn and cob meal. 
Total dry matter 10.41 pounds per day per cow. 
Nutritive ratio 1 to 12.2. 

_ Grams oF NITROGEN IN 

Cow 1. Cow 2. 

| | 

Wet Dry | Treated f |} ‘ | Wet Dry | Treated 
Food. Proteids.| feces. feces. feces. Urine. | Food. |Proteids.| feces. feces feces. Urine. 

—— ar Pe a 

1 

ei 57.1 51.5 25.6 25.3 20.4 14.4 || (1) 49.2 44 Be) 20.2 24.0 19.0 21.6 
2) 56.6 51.0 35.6 35.0 28.5 12.9 || (2) 57.5 51.8 24.4 | *24.5 19.5 17.9 
03 56.6 51.0 34.6 34.1 28.0 i) 3} 52.9 47.6 25.9 25.3 18.5 19.4 
4) 67.2 51.5 29.8 | *30.3 25.5 16.0 || (4) 57.5 51.8 | 26.5 26.1 18.6 28.6 

| 

| 
Sum 227.5 | 204.0 | 125.6] 124.9 | 102.5 58.4 217.1 | 195.5 | 102.0] 100.0 76.2 87.5 

Avg. 56.9 51.0 | 31.4 31.2 25.6 14.6 54.3 48.9 25.5 25.0 19.0 21.9 
nr | | 

Pom TO MITE METAMG) oc eraewink ye.citaak stinicee scenes i 10.9 DALY: GAIN,  STAMG, 5.0.0 occ acco wudie's «oats cilia 6.9 
TIMMONS ticks. 5 os sinne te:cb upg see ieles¥ ee whe che dexs DBUY: 1068s 25's 5's sie peidiers nes cing canto aUeR eS SRE 
Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces..... 38.5% || Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces... 47.9 
IN PITIUORGRICOCN i aisis was sie velco vd'a ciate diet Walc.c'a tip ees 38.9% ING (Int Oty f6COss. cscs e vcs tececdsceecpeibunecesi 48.9 
IN IMU GEOR LER TOCON: oasis clos sicub osicececssv.cceverden 49 8% IN, ‘in ‘treatGd! L608: tsasice au bes ne ct ota eerasinare 61.1% 

* Slight error in sampling. Does not affect the results. 



EXPERIMENT STATION. BULLETINS. 

SECOND EXPERIMENT, PERIOD FOUR. 

Feed given, 3.6 pounds dried beet pulp, 3.8 pounds oat straw, 1.3 pounds clover hay, 0.5 pounds bran, 0.5 pounds corn and cob 
meal. 

Total dry matter 8.71 pounds per cow per day. 
Nutritive ratio 1 to 12.2. 

Grams Or NITROGEN IN 
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Cow 1 Cow 2. 

Wet Dry | Treated Wet Dry | Treated 
Food. |Proteids.| feces feces. feces. Urine. Food. |Proteids.| feces. feces. feces. Urine. 

fi 54.1 46.9 33.0 32.5 Zoro 16.2 || (1) 56.0 48.5 29.3*/. 30.3 24.8 18.3 
2) 56.0 48.5 24.0 2260 17.8 20.3 || (2) 56.0 48.5 29.1 25:1 18.9 28.4 
(3 56.0 48.5 42.7 40.2 31.4 20.5 || (3) 56.0 48.5 26.8 23.7 18.3 27.9 
4) 56.0 48.5 26.9 25.5 19.4 20.4 || (4) 56.0 48.5 30.4 26.6 21-1 28.8 

(5) 56.0 48.5 34.1 29.6 23.9 17.8 || (5) 56.0 48.5 22.9 20.6 13.6 21.7 
8) 56.0 48.5 2.3 23.8 18.6 23.6 || (6) 56.0 48.5 23.5 D188 17.2 24.6 
55620: 48.5 ore 22.4 16.9 18.1 |! (7) 56.0 48.5 24.0 22.1 15.5 21.0 

\ 

Sum 390.1 BEYER) I) Paes: 196.5 153.4 136.9 392.0 | 339.5] 186.0 169.6 129.6 170.7 

Avg. 55.7 48.2 30.4 28.1 21.9 19.5 _ 56.0 48.5 26.1 24.2 18.5 24.4 

MD) Fat ar TAINIS, Ses a =i those) ole vic e:s/aicieisisielsyoreteie ais! eiee 5.8 Daily gain; ‘ramsyeocictes cteeveteiece sme cece etree 5 
PAL VMLORS fetsoicte cee eis hers «isiclora ip viairorietslelsnione Meee Daily lossy wi). esc, cee 32 coe ee eee 
Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces.... 37.0% || Digestibility of proteids on basis of N. in wet feces... 45.2% 
ro CEE ee a a aioe, || Nin dey feces (fo 42 ec eae 40.9% 
INAMIMEIEALEC LECEB =e tyai\n sis crcintes c die wieinisieeicinteesiane 16953 Nein’ treated: feces: |. co. os. cane oe eee eee eae 61.9% 

* Not counted in the averages. 

SUMMARY OF DIGESTIBILITY OF PROTEIDS ON THE BASIS OF NITROGEN IN THE WET FECES. 

First experiment. Second experiment. 

Cow 1. Cow 2. Cow 1 Cow 2. 

EXELL OCA eter ay srcte afatetayctate atahe rote te ote ctetors tale fore eteioloiatolalsiin tis oieie svsilaieie's vivo cwn,aielo 48.2% 48.2% 39.1% 45.9% 
ISLET! scone dbo dete RR Oe RRR 51.4% | 49.9% | 37.0% 40.0% 
arta Sh dla ube ne nq BODOOE A DUET EDs BST RAr CODA EEE en Caner ane 58.2% 51.1% 38.5% 47.9% 

SP ErlONeaemeet etre erctenteme eee ater ee eocice vente culondey aheceswens 54.5% 52.8% 37.0% 45.2% 

*Period 4 in first experiment was of but four days duration and it is not considered to give very reliable data, but is 
inserted for what it is worth, 

SUMMARY OF DIGESTIBILITY OF PROTEIDS ON BASIS OF NITROGEN IN DRY FECES. 

First experiment. Second experiment. 

Cow 1. Cow 2. Cow 1. Cow 2. 

Potted DE aS CG, Ta rede oe ee 55.7% | 55.1% | 45.9% 50.5% 
(Petz! 2 2 oe Gb (8 Sak Mie ii NaI ae es 5 AA a 60.4% | 57.4% | 39.9% 48.9 
TCT Side tae Ae a 62.1% | 60.8% | 38.9% 48.9% 
TESST T| Cog 2 se nC he NSE Ee eR 59.30 | 57.7% | 41.7% 49.9% 
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SUMMARY OF DIGESTIBILITY OF PROTEIDS ON BASIS OF NITROGEN IN FECES AFTER REMOVAL OF 

NITROGEN PRODUCTS OF METABOLISM. 

First experiment. 

Cow 1. Cow 2 

° 

eae tS La a ee eee 62.3% 61.1% 
LEST ee ill RR i Ya 64.27% 62.0% 
Period SS SLA anced . 67.0 /0 67.3 i) 

RIO tees cic nras slv-s,<.acuiae aw ae 64.5% 64.9% 

NITROGEN PRODUCTS OF METABOLISM IN THE FECES. 

First EXPERIMENT. 

Cow 1. 

First period. 

“Gino G27) SAAS SOR EMIBOG COC IOOCTEDAH AC GHAC AnD DECSOS AD ACOs AGSAGEAGE | 29.28 grams 
DVL GCER Se Etec oie ol ora'so sicta v-a/elaisieis sible e/sie GA ieleltug cic apietsl ma Sibvesraeriste 21.68 grams 

OE ONION VAN Fe succ ics 510 ncn Sas oit'o siclece Siw ore Sin aie waieig ebro ia ce, eure 3.60+52.76= 6.8% 

IUEERIGCER eerste act crcintorcit.c wiovane o ciare-eie sis, coe disie eiele, unre coleieoface/einsiatece > 25.28 grams 
SEVERE CURIECER tere nig cece cielare eee ciecc wae ee haces one cae eateries 18.46 grams 

MOtAleNPEProdUctares: seoonca. Cm. No nrssecet estes tontemcees | 6.82+-52.76=12.9% 

} Second period. 

UVES TEENS he cRcR Racin asso. e'S 0:6 w ‘cian syerelw ef ale'e’Srasath oierh/ore- sieve users wre oe howe 32.06 grams 
ATC CHiae save ie cic’ <sarcidieia sie ane sielaia: die wibie'b ste @ aisthibie'c Sie dvi ace wan’ 26.11 grams 

TESS) GrisG Na) lg ane ES et ery AR ars EN | 5,95+-68.9 =8.6% 

PIR UMOGEH esa cfeississine cisiecceusiercc cele siate sarstelete ok ce Ste cle civ tiaselaacleeate 32.06 grams 
PYRE COCR NSE ca ciaie ctv aioe latins sina sta cect te a anfsieah cide cae conteene | 23.54 grams 

MEAN WOME Broce © cu tanise «tot cre swocket costs aie cc eeee (ae 8.52+-68.9=12.3% 

Third period. 

WURUMRODCR SEE Se ce ig Malncc raters sie Muknccisida ninen Soveue Gees Se CRbRG 33.06 grams 
PING ATOURR oer ieee sae aceon eiccie alo Oe civ Ue Us Hate cic NOe Bhs BE Merced 29.96 grams 

7 TERE eam ek aa Al eR | 3.10 81.4 =3.8% 

PUI ALIVE ete ciate) claaic tes arai aia a cictwuik @ ae Sie tie dura Giese ciara ate clos samen tes ts 33.06 grams 
MNP CCHLMLOCH oho hci icls occte'c viv,ois niale-d:slacte oie olsiclg cineca teinetecioem o wareve’s 26.06 grams. 

| 

Total N. products........... Bde Wate wit ble, tilieleieata's Mamie bot 7.00—-81.4—=8.6% 

Fourth period. 

PIM RTENSER <Parctnrs cio Gi u's, ciettccib'e' Bacio basa nevctsis <heiute ele diate 0(sieiai nieve oisiamreieie 29.74 grams 
MO RMRNER etatevarerckes aie cre cM sere caters) 8lercrd A niale aldve/o een nee tertnes atleceies 26.59 grams 

WAGE TOUMUNGTN fs ciecn tuet-taic siete ni oat ac shoe cisieines or hae stoner okie 3.15—-65.3=4.8% 

DR OMROOCN AW Match wice dat cp aela Pious aun lcab@ioraky Jaen senetns 29.74 grams 
MO TENRRERIOTERS CH Seen nee ef, ce ci) REM a ae cnaeanee en eae | 23.17 grams 

RUOUMIEIN  TROCUO Meda ois ay ccs dlls bcierca us ales «eke Suet ae os | 6.57—65.3=10.1% 

Second experiment. 

Cow 1. 

Cow 2. 

First period. 

31.35 grams 
27.35 grams 

4.00—-65.57= 6.1% 

31.35 grams 
23.65 grams. 

7.70--65.57=11.7% 

Second period. 

33.01 grams 
_ 28.05 grams 

4.96--68.9=7.2% 

33.01 grams 
25.05 grams 

7.9668 .9=11.5% 

Third period. 

38.60 grams 
31.02 grams 

7.78-+-81.4 =9.5% 

38.60 grams 
25.84 grams 

12.76-—-81.4=15.7% 

Fourth period. 

30.29 grams 
27.64 grams 

2.65--65.3=4.1% 

30.29 grams 
22.94 grams 

7.35--65.3=11.3% 
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NITROGEN PRODUCTS OF METABOLISM IN THE FECES. 

Seconp EXPERIMENT. 

Cow 1. Cow 2. 

Tirst period. First period. 

WCU ORR ee aren saynlet hath se latctasinvcre nieve Cealsloialelcievereresicle.njeieieccialee 27.06 grams 24.37 grams 
DUNT OOR tat ercre a /arstnverale laters ia w/e svave che Sieia islets ole: arviaeiaieisiblere vidie oig-e-earecee 24.01 grams 22.24 grams 

Peeor angie ee ete ce. Mea cet ce sees des «.nissv'e 04 3.05+-50.25=6.1% 2.13-+50.31=4.2% 

AVE MLOCER Setar ala, cfc ayotaloicistotele alert istetale eratarelaleleaintetns siarelclsie seih avels eveiere 27.06 grams 24.37 grams 
SIPEG MeCOde iste te kt cictarclovelals.cccleiem diectble, Ghislenlerhiste.s e/a eels 'saieie-eeies 19.22 grams 16.92 grams 

SUOLAIEN IDEOUUC iA vetayaciscietersics efejelnerasrotelcin eeiswiclale aie v cision 7.84--50.25=15.6% 7.45—~-50.31=14.8% 

Second period. Second period. 

PETE GCOS ero stcrnyc siert a clare ocia ere isreaniaterors aroieteaichotabelerave (Sie veraiele saccade glee 27.80 grams 22.81 grams 
DEE OC ES rere e ON re et NS ee ee I  eesieralaleied 26.69 grams 21.66 grams 

TEOSSTONE GEV IN BY cersis tere see erotaeloent aa erate sins on cleleiotese e's sicievew sidie 1.11+48.72=2.3% 1.1547 .02=2.4% 

WYEtakeces tetas mercy crercrarareis serainairne erelsioveiok tists Severe! conic oie/sielé’s.sie gievalcrs 27.80 grams 22.81 grams 
BRFEULEO SL CCED SS Narie circ bine ia locator ee sininne able ialonisieis dicie’aies eaiaiee 21.43 grams 16.58 grams 

POUALING ADT OGUCLS sirfersiserarcinin see cleitereisielviers oreieieietsic Sc ceses cas 6.37--48.72=13.1% 6.23--47.02=13.02% 

Third period. Third period. 

Breil eCes i amtaemiten tee Pree el setters sien sisictaere diciene cicro: cle o/ecis siceares 31.43 grams 25.53 grams 
MOTVTECES Sere mee Settaaclem attra nate a che Otc sl asGaeine.as aracerenns 31.23 grams 25.01 grams 

HOSS ONHALVIN Bisa sties eimieceiiatle ees seeeicleisela s Sescine dase nous 0.20—-56.9=0.3% 0.52+54.3=0.9% 

PI CLILELES L Feycteate cralecctsretete oie cinistovesein io Stortiavaretbycratera dle Beiaidts Noswiasdlarsnc abe 31.43 grams 25.53 grams 
PUR ERLCOLLCCES I ice mutate eee a eee ra neiee ech ainlcie ced aclei ge Sieialnveie 25.61 grams 19.05 grams 

MotalpNeproduGtSss sacs smiaccleieihcisvAdesislsea tis ee Mer ete fs drone 5.82—-56.9=10.2% 6.48--54.38=11.9 % 

Fourth period. Fourth period 

IVE te Ces ete rstn ccc scclstasre cis istevsseic:/oio/cietevels stave aistsioue sieve os dvels’e/trele saee,aie's 30.49 grams 26.60 grams 
Wey at CONT Seer aah cine Searels re eds st cbaewrormalesieetbe ath a 28.07 grams 24.26 grams 

TROSSVOMY EVAN ES Sais ats: ojopeieie levers aisvoisielo aivisie pioveibis'aiclclovseVereto SA's als 2.42—-53.72=4.3% 2.34--55. 994.2% 

Wet feces 30.49 grams 26.60 grams 
Treated feces 21.92 grams 18.52 grams 

Total N. products 8.57—55.72=15.4% 8.08--55.99=14,4% 
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SUMMARY OF THE NITROGEN PRODUCTS OF METABOLISM IN THE FECES. 

j Cow 1. | Cow 2 
First experiment. % % 

First period. 

CMBR LOM oe sda insc dic cia o:a nivcie'a-s: sr 6 Shoe pjne ao Oih erate Rioaes oeeBictteisis kind. Cleves sisre View averse actus 6.8 6.1 
MUGERL ONIECRHOLIG MICTORENS « °:c:0:e'c oscuieslea vicwiwla vio Wsigivie bees SOMES Fe ei ele Milles as obisicd pcean eae tieucsiaele 12.9 TZ 

Second period. 

PP RECMIORUINGT: 6 \cite wera aSeib as Sein bares 6 PERS Daate idm biSavele ste dn ttenrettalaaid sles seis emp iatew Sameer ante meters 8.6 ie 
STEAL MELA DOIIC NILTOREN: 5 .s,0.c.0:5 6 cra wa ee aidre'e’sio(e bis'e.5's (biel sie 6/5 ans © eeisita-e's olFiveisies aiwle'sie eS Meats Raat 12.3 11.5 

Third period.* 

EMS MUATI MELTS Nc: « raps ia nc ie osn/o trate a/elecuie el elace inte siain' SiaVasstooninie’fe crateieicle piare's chelnievoreswlovshars e]astte'ete ete tarneere 3.8 9.5 
PGtAMMECADGIIO NEITOZEN wus ce 2 ccicicots sc cclsvine celsiben emiueeticncincce Beir ce elise cietse edible qc ceo citemarele 8.6 15.7 

Fourth period. 

Vaca AMOR NN Sek oceania ero.c's cise Wis bale wie'e mci wwialemiedines See bec sessciaennecec cutee demos comers 4.8 4.1 
SI LAMINELADOLIGINILTOR CN ss sic, o.c''s ara ce s/c ciere, sieie n/asoie bisioicje b wtareta oie ctalese ore.ojacmrevcie ais ole elaicla avec pieele ole/ce tate 10.1 11.3 

Cow 1. | Cow 2 
Second experiment.* % % 

First period. 

ALG ee MesTAM EL SITIO cea aforste io 5G o.oo avai os bre CAR tbs Ba eVe: ole ’e slcvardidis erick tei svovoserd alcte ovate’ > tiale wie ausvscrei¥Ne ote eiavelal hes 6.1 4.2 
SI USLEMTEEROOLIGILTOPEM: | ces sec oisic'eiaveis'e a’ aielciess siete Siv.e'crajavace'aie le ieisieirio'crele'aiatota/e mie erahape abe'aieiniaie Miele’ sieeve. 15.6 14.8 

Second period. 

~ y aiac aaa ee Ag Bre OPO Lee OE UR ar ae | re 2.4 
PUGPUBITIBER DOIG MILLOPEN Gaapers cic victete/s’cis aia sicisise) eta slo disyy ote sfolotelaic o.aisietofetelelc, sisters oases ’elaqs)e aes emiaie ile slsiag’® |} 13.1 13.1 

Third period. 

SPRSRTMOONIMOUISVINI Se au stots urs chee olaisNors ols ess iete.cyers sisia Veiorpie.< wii ciate Syslovsieiore sistvis s ciaisluia @atcinre.a(Seio/eiaie ae aielgateeiale 0.3 0.9 
PREM MIMIEURDOLICINELIO SEN sia ciste s sictee isc oe’ oro ocho esate ates eats aclais oe aiajontauas ee aA toma costae Saket 10.2 11.9 

Fourth period. 

RMT MENT MET EMI NID oP cterey ct cvatalaic cis lcistel state einer are ate.a's ion Wie pits ele asia Gi eboiniole aia: mic) cite ctuie'e ataiciee wtvlee’s telate 4.3 4.2 
SIU PMEMNNISLATMOILC TOEUTUR CII: cbscte eclectic oe! o siarrte sic croneceie eiatnieeraisuaneicte ove ke rele Sistas’ aimiaatnis’elciacs terme alate nicole sina 15.4 14.4 

It is to be noted in this experiment that in period two with each animal there is a remarkable lowering of the percentage 
of both total and volatile nitrogen of metabolism on the introduction of wet beet pulp into the ration. This lowering continues 
in period three in spite of the fact that the animals were getting more dry matter while in period four in which the dry matter 
was the same as in periods one and two but dry beet pulp was substituted for wet pulp, the percentage of metabolic nitrogen 
is practically the same as in period one. This certainly indicates the influence of the succulent factor in the wet pulp. 

The same results were indicated in the first experiment as to the total nitrogen and partially so as to volatile nitrogen with 
cow number one, but in this experiment the matter was not under such perfect control and the figures for volatile nitrogen are 
not of great value. 

*In referring to balance table for period three, first experiment it is noticeable that while the nitrogen of the urine is nearly 
the same for both animals, the nitrogen in the feces is much greater for cow number two than for cow number one. This seems 
to ys a pee disturbances of some nature and may account for the abnormal amount of nitrogen products of metabolism 
in this period. 

DISCUSSION. 

It is very noticeable that foods are utilized differently by different individuals. 
Two cows, although both are healthy and normal in every respect, will not 
utilize the same amount of nutrients in a given feed. 

In the first experiment both cows showed a slight increase in digestibility when 
beet pulp wet was added to the ration. In the second experiment one cow gave 
a slight increase, while the other showed practically no change. These figures 
are, however, so slight when an average is taken that they cannot be said to 
prove an increase of digestibility due to the succulent feed. 

In all of the experiments a consideration of digestibility based on the nitrogen 
as found in the feces before drying, shows that former figures of digestibility of 
succulent feeds are given at least 5 per cent too high. Different feeds show vary- 
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ing percentages of volatile nitrogen in the feces, and inasmuch as it appears 
with the undigested food it should be taken into consideration, else our co-efficients 
of digestibility are considerably too high. (See Penn, Report, page 272-273, year 
1900-1901.) 

REAL EFFECT OF SUCCULENCE. 

Whatever the effect on the apparent digestibility of a food, which in these in- 
stances seems to be practically nil, it seems quite positive that a succulent food is 
digested at less expense than a dry food. In this way a succulent food should 
work antagonistic to a food rich in fiber and in the same capacity as grain. If an 
increase of cell oxidation is accompanied by an increase of metabolic nitrogen 

in the feces (Penn, Report, 1900-1901, p. 273, compare with Armsby, then surely 
the expenditure of energy on a food high in factors of succulence is less than 

on a dry food. The above being true, it follows that the net available energy, 
other factors being equal, is greater in a succulent feed than in a dry one. 
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EXTENDED STUDIES OF THE ASSOCIATIVE ACTION OF BACTERIA IN 

THE SOURING OF MILK.* 

CHARLES E. MARSHALL. 

[Special Bulletin No. 33. 

Two articles have already appeared upon this subject, published in the Cent. f. 
Bakt.’ II, Bd. XI, Nos. 24-25, and Bd. XII, Nos. 19-21. The investigations here 
presented are simply a continuation of the articles named with the purpose of 
furnishing a more intimate and extended acquaintance with this particular asso- 
ciative influence of bacteria upon the souring of milk. The studiés will embody 
illustrative experimental data without any attempt to include all results, and 
will serve the writer’s purpose in putting forth his summary without becoming 
too cumbersome; at the same time it will present the case in sufficient complete- 
ness for confirmation or further development, should either be. undertaken. The 
material may be included and discussed under the following sub-topics: 

I. A brief and Eee historical consideration, 

a. General. 
b. Comments. 
c. Review of previous ‘personal work. 

II. The significance of different milks and their relation to germ develop- 
ment. 

III. The changes produced in milk by germ B.7 
IV. The possibilities of acid production in milk during the early stages of 

development of germ B. 
V. The extent of this associative action in the souring of milk or the in- 

fluence of other germs than germ B upon germ A.t 

VI. How the influencing of germ B upon germ A may be demonstrated in 
making butter. 

VII. History of germ B. 
VIII. Summary. 

I a. GENERAL. 

Many associative fermentations are familiar to bacteriologists,—on the one 
extreme one species is known to favor certain well defined changes by its influ- 
ence upon another species, on the other extreme there are many instances in 
which decided antagonism is manifested by one species over another, : thereby 
modifying fermentative results greatly. The extent of these associations with all 
degrees of possibilities cannot be determined in the present state of our knowl- 

edge; still there is much evidence which makes this phase of bacteriology not 
only important in its contributions to an advanced knowledge of the science, but, 
moreover, in its application to economic problems, Wherever life is found, 
whether in the form of plants or animals, there may be seen to exist the deter- 
mining influence of some definite or indefinite association. 

An exhaustive historical review would be out of place in this article because of 
its possible great extent and of the numerous diversions into other fields it would 
suggest, all of which would be interesting but not especially pertinent, and would 
produce a scattering of ideas where concentration is wished. It is more direct 

*] ee with these studies will be a somewhat prolonged consideration of milk variation in its relation to bacteriological 
conclusions. 

+Germ B, the life history of which is given at the end of this article, is the bacterium which is known to exert a favorable 
ee upon the lactic bacterium studied. Throughout this paper, this micro-organism will be designated as germ B or cul- 
ture 

tGerm A or culture A always refers to B. acidi lactici of Weigmann, Thierfelder, Esten, and others. 
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to recall a few fermentations similar to the one studied in the hope of correcting 
any false or dwarfed ideas the reader may gather in a very limited survey, as 
represented in this work, of a single section of a very broad territory. 

The nature of vinegar fermentation has long been known. In it is found that 
peculiar dependence of the acetic micro-organisms upon the yeast cells or, in other 
language, the alcohol produced by the yeast cells* is essential to the proper 
development of the acetic germs which convert it into acetic acid in the manu- 
facture of vinegar. ‘This association is required to incite satisfactory fermentative 
results which we have learned to look upon as constant if suitable conditions are 
observed. By the work of Nenckit with the bacillus of symptomatic anthrax 
and micrococcus acidi paralactici was demonstrated that, by combination or asso- 
ciation in culture, changes were wrought which could not be accounted for by 
the cultivation of either germ under isolated conditions and which could be 
measured by the formation of butyl alcohol over the products of each in separate 
culture. Burri and Stutzert have shown that the colon micro-organism exerts a 
favorable action in the process of denitrification, causing the liberation of an 

abundance of free nitrogen from sodium nitrate when cultivated with Bacterium 
denitrificans I, but when each is cultivated in pure culture by itself, neither the 
colon nor denitrificans I is able to set free nitrogen as indicated in combination. 
The formation of nitrates from nitrites, and nitrites from ammonium salts 
through the co-operation of nitroso-and nitro-bacteria, following upon the degrada- 
tion of nitrogenous organic matter by other-classes of bacteria, confirms this 
interdependence of bacterial action, one species upon the other, and establishes 
the biological agent as causative and progressive, energetic and eminently capable 
of instituting many inter-and intra-molecular changes in nature. In the decom- 
position of meat there appears not a single biological factor, but several seem 
necessary to the destruction which passes from complex combinations of atoms 

through a series of steps to simple combinations. It is generally accepted that 
many of the pathogens frequently become more forceful§ in the production of their 
definite pathologic changes through the instrumentality of some non-pathogen, 
or some other pathogen;in other words, a mixed infection may give rise to a 
more drastic type of disease; that is, association of two species may greatly in- 
tensify the power of one to cause abnormal processes. So important and so 
practical is this that secondary infections are carefully guarded against, lest 
primary abnormalities become aggravated. In milk the kephiry granule has 

long been known as a combination of biological elements. Attempts to ascer- 
tain specific isolated individual action have been more or less futile. The 
koumiss starter is not confined to the functional capacity of a single micro- 
organism, but reaches into associative growth. Ginger-beer** is also recognized 
as the product of dual capacities, and believed the result of more than a single 
micro-organism. The antagonistic or associative influence of lactic bacteria over 
other bacteria is well known, but so far as the writer is cognizant, nothing has 
been done to demonstrate the favoring influence of some bacteria over the lactic 
germ. From this curtailed review, such relationship may be considered not as an 
impossibility; it has been our aim throughout these investigations to positively 
demonstrate this association and relationship and in this we have not been 
disappointed; also, we hope to further indicate several dependent, accompanying, 

and controlling circumstances. 

*Pasteur, L. ‘‘Etudes sur le vinaigre.”’ (1868). 
}Nencki, M. von und Sieber, N. Ueber die Bildung der Paramilchsaure durch Gahrung des Zuckers. (Sitzungsbericht d. kaiser 

Akad. d. Wissenchaften in Wien. Math. Naturw. Kl. (1889, Mai.) 
—Cent. f. Bakt. I, Bd. VII (1890), No. 4, S. 130. 
—Cent. f. Bakt. I, Bd. XI (1892), No. §, S. 225. Ueber Mischkulturen. 
tBurri, R. und Stutzer, A. Cent. f. Bakt. I, Bd. XVI, No. 20 S. 814. Ueber einen interessanten Fall einer Mischkultur. 
§Vaillard et Rouget. Annales dl Institut Pasteur, T. VI, No. 6. Review, Hyg. Rund. Jahrg 1893, 8. 80. 
Novy. Zeit. f. Hyg. u. Inf., Bd. XVII, Heft 2. 
Funk. Zeit. f. Hyg. u. Inf., Bd. XVII, Heft 3. 
Ehrlich. Charite-Annalen. VII, Jahrg., S. 223. 
Roux et Yersin. Annales de l'Institut Pasteur, 1890, T. IV, No. 7. 
Schreider. Cent. f. Bakt., Bd. XII (1893), No. 9, S. 289. 
Barbier. Archive de Med. Experim. 1891. 
||Nencki, F., und Fabian, A. Cent. f. Bakt. I, Bd. I] (1887), No. 18, 8. 523. 
**Ward, Marshall. Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. B., 1892, 125. 
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I b. COMMENTS. 

Bacteriological workers with lactic bacteria have often met with inconsistencies 
in their lactic cultures which would not yield to satisfactory explanations and 
perhaps have felt many times that all factors and circumstances have not been 
brought to light. Lactic micro-organisms in pure cultures do not always behave 
the same, and they do not even when introduced into unsterilized milk. Whether 
the recognized irregularities may be attributable wholly to association the future 
must determine, but there will be manifest in these investigations other elements 

which should enter at least for consideration and may eventually become known 
influencing factors. Because of this possibility, considerable discussion and many 
data will follow, treating of some of the many forces at work. 

Lactic micro-organisms grow slowly and irregularly in milk during the early 
stages of a culture and vary in cultures in which different milks have been em- 

ployed. Whether this is due to the small number striving for foot-hold, or 
whether it is due to some inhibitive property of the milk, may be guessed partly 
from what is known of the germicidal action of fresh milk, of the enhanced 
value of partly digested milk for the cultivation of these germs, and of the great 
variability -of milks in their response to bacteria. So pronounced are these 
factors at times that one is led to suspect that the nitrogen of milk may not 
be in the most suitable form for germ feeding, or the constituents of milk are 
not favorable to rapid development of germ life, or, perhaps, anti-bodies are 
present. These facts are established, however, as shall be seen later: All diges- 
tions are not able to furnish the products needed, for it will be found that a 
large percentage of milk peptonizing germs will prove worthless in fostering 
the souring of milk by favorably influencing lactic germs, on the other hand 
it is safe to anticipate a considerable influence exerted by the products of diges- 
tion upon the growth of lactic germs (a theme which will receive special atten- 
tion) and upon the wholesomeness of milk (a subject we shall not discuss much in 
this paper) since the products are stable and will withstand heating; moreover, 
pasteurization and sterilization would not necessarily check in any way the 
action of these products if they are capable of inducing gastro-intestinal disturb- 
ances; the inhibitive or germicidal action of fresh milk is now fairly understood 
so far as its effects are seen, and while of no great practical meaning, it cannot 
be disregarded in these investigations; the marked influence different milks 
have upon the growth of germs is largely a matter of future determinations, still 
there is sufficient evidence offered in this article to regard it as a very important 
factor which is involved in nearly all milk studies. 

I. C. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS PERSONAL WORK. 

A cursory review of our own work which has already been published will be 
necessary to a comprehensive understanding of the entire field and the establish- 
ment of an existing continuity in the investigations. 

It has been shown that germa B in association with germ A hastens the souring 
of milk over that produced by germ A in pure culture. This may be easily illu- 
strated: 

(a) By the naked eye appearance of the milk culture in which loppering oc- 
curred about ninety-six hours earlier in the combined culture A+ B* than in a 
pure culture of germ A. In litmus milk the changes in the litmus may be fol- 
lowed more easily than the curdling, for the formation of acid is far more rapid 
in culture A+B, accordingly the litmus notes its production and progress. 

(b) By studying the acidity of cultures A and A+ B comparatively, 

oi Culture 
A+B 

_——- - | 
Oihours diter inoculation :<...codseescs ac scares cs cued coke e een s vom as ye catithedetde cok oUapaaen's 18° 18° 

Si hoiirn Arter inocniatlon2.<- «cee asses bs ok Musecsts nice ENGR tba ce cence eRpaleeiop as enlede eiesive | 18° 20° 
Me HUT ALLER LOC ULA GION 2c nis vi .Aek> otc eivieibieres cls bisie stad eat eerie tins dais s Oe ew harehadiea weber 28° t64° 
68 Thdtira site MMOCUWIAUION,.<.accann% = nniss amy ols wast co's, cob RARER agers «sca wa sak We ntreRiatmee ree ale 40° 74° 
Sa Cire AR GOEATIOCHIAUION Gs <tc c v<iaceiaie to. aa tars Torso oitioela:c a a¥euteeleaaiere e's ale soma rouiets wares tommietate chara avtete eaters 48° 84° 

MLO Hos Sider IMOCUIRTION Go cedes asuneiee se» 0c os ak ae mdte eeemes ihe me & fopis,- isa Rn eatee amen meme eat $52° 93° 
BOA HOU GICEE IMOCULALION ss ong cccnce retin sx bas 5 essen ebm NMIIGN Air on 0 sive pe Caituerieneanes eee ms ane 56° 108 

*Culture A + B represents a mixed culture in which are found germs A and B in equal amounts of twenty-four bouillon culture 
of each. 

tLoppered. tLoppering. 
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This single test corresponds very favorably with the usual results obtained and 
is very representative. Milk for both cultures should be made from the same lot. 

(c) By a comparative determination of the number of lactic bacteria in culture 
A and in culture A+B, at the time of the loppering of A-+ Band when germ B 
has completely disappeared. The ratio may be expressed as follows: 

Ass A -- BY? 3 27 211614. 

It has been also possible to demonstrate that germ B produces stable products 

which withstand sterilization and exert the same influence over germ A in milk 
cultures as the living germs themselves. Again this may be shown in a very 
similar manner as employed in the previous series: 

*(a) By observing the milk cultures made from the same lot of milk and noting 
that culture (A+ the products of B) loppers the milk as many as seventy-two 

hours earlier than culture A. With litmus milk it is possible to follow out the 
progress by the changes taking place in the litmus from the formation of acid. 

(b) By a comparative study of acidity of culture A and culture ( + the products 
of B). 

0 hours 24hours | 46 hours | 72 hours | 96 hours 
Flask-cultures. old. old. old. old. old. 

; | 
Same lot of milk: 

1) 22° 30° 48° 622 66° 
Zoe 30° 46° 60° 66 

3 (GeLmmA se oars Marae roche te ee aie oe Gis atarselatciond Weve wie 99° 30° 48° 62° 64° 

4 { 29° 30° 48° 62° 66° 

5 j 26° WH 108° 1122 112° 
26° (PAS 6° 12° 11 

¢ Germ A + products of germ B.....5.......cceee000- 26° 70° | 5 Ae nes 

8 26° 70° | 108° 110° 110° 

(c) By a comparative estimate of the number of germs in culture A and in 

culture (A+ the products of germ B). The ratio may be expressed in the fol- 
lowing manner: 

A: (A+ products of germ B) : : 27: 1007. 

Even at the present time there is no reason for altering these figures or results 
in the slightest degree. Repetition over the past year only confirms the conclu- 
sions reached in our previous article. However, in our work at that time there 

were evident some pecularities which could not be satisfactorily explained; in 
the previous work, irregular results were obtained usually from the employment 
of different lots of milk in conducting a single test. For the time being this 
matter was allowed to rest and in the tests the same lot of milk was used and 
treated in precisely the same way. 

Il. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENT MILKS AND THE RELATION OF VARIABILITY TO 

GERM DEVELOPMENT. 

Since it was so plainly indicated in the work with the products manufactured 
by germ B in milk after a few hours growth that the lactic germs responded . 
favorably to their influence, it was suspected that ordinary milks contained germ 
products in greater or less quantities, some favorably influencing the growth of 
the lactic germs, others being indifferent, and still others antagonizing. These 
were considered a probable cause for the irregular results secured from somewhat 
varying or different milks. These products could be regarded as cleavage products 
resulting from the action of the germs upon the constituents of the milk, secre- 
tions of the germs, or a possible dissolution of the milk which is known to be very 

*The products were secured by sterilizing forty-eight hour culture. See second article. 
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unstable, irrespective of germ life. Again, there was the possibility of finding that 
milks from different cows would respond differently to the influence of the same 
germ, even when sterilized within one hour after drawing. To arrive at some 
definite knowledge concerning these points, the writer began by testing milk as 
secured from the dairy and employed in the laboratory. 

In testing milk, as it is obtained from the dairy, for cultural purposes, it has 
been noted in this laboratory that when subjected to heating at 

20° it sometimes loppers and sometimes does not, 
21° it sometimes loppers and sometimes does not, 
22° it sometimes loppers and sometimes does not. 

Of course 22° milk is far more likely to lopper than 20° milk, but in this instance 
it is not the customary action which should be considered, but the uncustomary, 
for it is the deviation from normal conditions sought. 

Bacteriologists have been aware of discrepancies occurring in milk culture work 
for some time, and have been somewhat at a loss to discover the cause for this. 

The behavior of certain species in milk could not always be confirmed, and error 
is the usual charge in a case of failure in confirmation. When irregularities do 
occur or are found it were better to look for the specific reasons than to turn 
it off as unfathomable and personal. The author does not wish to express or 
draw any positive conclusions from his work on the variations of milk, but finds 
it essential to his studies with association; accordingly, he is compelled to give 
the results of experiments conducted up to this time. 

Three lots of milk were secured from the dairy at different times and were 

labeled as fresh, fresh dairy, and old dairy milk. The fresh was obtained from 
the stable, separated and sterilized within one hour after coming from the 
cow. The fresh dairy milk had been skimmed in the dairy and is what would 
be regarded as ordinary sweet dairy milk. The old dairy milk had been skimmed 
and stood in the dairy some time and had taken an upward start in acidity. 
These different lots were flasked, using an equal amount for each flask, and ster- 
ilized by the discontinuous method. After sterilization, into each flask was placed 
one c. cm. of a 1: 1000000 dilution of a bouillon culture of germ B. These high 
dilutions of cultures have been found throughout our work as necessary to satis- 
factory measurement. When these milk cultures had stood for a time, a portion 
was tested by heating to determine whether it would curd or not, and at what 
point of time such curding would take place with the different lots of milk. 
This was instigated by the experience with germ B which was learned to produce 
curding in some milks in the cold but always by heating, at some stage. The 
following table will give the results: 

\ 

Time of | Acidity Original Temperature 
Original milk designated as— acidity. maintained C. | loppering by | at time of 

heating. aerate loppering. 

ee | —- 

Pre SEADIG) c cA arars'a,0:cs0re 0 cistelels ae, siqle tin sinraie-e| eles wots sittate 19° Zio 50 hours 19° 
RRNA AIEV)) © opciaa om i's elaine Ste alee ajeleie'e Shan ecsiaiete ere arels 20° p12 47 hours 20° 

21° MD MUAINM) One cislse-scis dcciedoek oabcitas on ndteicdhe ces cecee PA 21° 42 hours 

Two explanations for these differences are possible; the one, that germ B 
produces a certain amount of acid which in addition to that already present is 
sufficient to lopper the milk, earlier in the more acid milk when subject to heat, 
and later in the less acid; the other, there is formed an enzyme of products 
which in the presence of the acid of the more acid milk, manifests itself sooner 
when heat is applied. We assume in this case that the enzyme acts before 
sufficient heat has been applied to destroy it. Some space will be given later to 
the discussion of the possibility of an increased acidity in the development of 
germ B; consequently, it is unnecessary to enter into the question at this point 
other than to say that evidence in its favor appears meager. A very old culture 

of germ B, strongly alkaline, will throw down an abundant precipitate upon 
heating, and in most milks, cultures of germ B have to be well under way 
before curding will take place by the application of heat. If there is any ques- 
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tion of increased acidity, it must be considered during the very early hours of 
the culture, for soon the alkalinity increases. The formation of a lab enzyme 
in sufficient quantities after several hours to curdle the milk seems more prob- 
able, yet even this explanation is by no means final, for this hypothesis and the 
facts do not coincide as fully as they ought. The cultures in milk show con- 

siderable advancement in digestion before loppering takes place. It is true that 
lab enzymes not infrequently form in the presence of peptic digestion, but 
are unable to manifest themselves on account of the rapid dissolution of the 
milk. To this it may be said that in some milk cultures curding takes place 
slightly but perceptibly before much digestion has taken place, while in other 
milks there is no evidence of curding. In the heating of the cultures, too, the 
rapid rise of temperature would possibly destroy the enzyme. Of course there 
is a chance of enzymic action before the temperature becomes too high, yet 
so far as we can determine, the precipitation does not occur with the warming, 
but rather with the prolonged heating. To further eludicate this matter in 
hand, boiled sweet milk can be made to curdle in much the same manner as 
the flask cultures by the addition of some of a digested milk culture of B of 
long standing, which has been boiled and filtered. This simple test confirms 
what has been suspected: The products, stable and not enzymic in nature, are 
able to produce a precipitation. This has been demonstrated with cultures 
neutral in reaction to litmus and also decidedly alkaline to the same indicator. 
Neither acids nor enzymes but products of another nature apparently cause the 
curding upon heating. Perhaps we may later be able to show that different 
milks respond differently to the development of germ life because such products 
are formed more easily in some milks than others. The differences, therefore, 
manifested in the above table may be said to be due to the differences in the 
amount of products manufactured by germ B in the different lots of milk, and 
further, the measure of the products would also measure the germ development 
which seemingly has some relation to the character or condition of the milk 
in which they are grown. 

Another effort to ascertain the variability of different milks, employing germ 
A, will add to the evidence. In this instance, the time of curding and the meas- 
ured acidity will serve as the key to the situation. 

| | 
Lot of milk (dairy milk.) One. Two. Three. Four. Five. 

AOrapanal Cit yee acts SAAS. js cele aloes ee Sines iss eiclee%e « tbe 14° 16° 16° 14° 
Number of germs introduced per c. CM............-++2eeeeeee 692 692 692 . 692 692 
ime.of testing acidity of culture.............<2-cecccceeeees 120 hrs. 120 hrs. 120 hrs. 120 hrs. 120 hrs. 
PAT IAI YZOH CULWING 62186 ctaiere ernie» oiara. aye¥s avers 0 e'e te 34° Bie 24° eS \ 
Time of natural curding...... 384 hrs. 264 hrs 148 hrs. 275 hrs. 
Temperature maintained, C.... 20° 2 be 

The lots of milk employed in this test were secured from the dairy on differ- 
ent days, were inoculated with the same number of germs, were manipulated 
in the same manner, were maintained at the same temperature, and all the 
conditions were identical with the exception of the different lots of milk. The 
results, as indicated by the time of curding and the degree of acidity, are 

indeed irregular. In the employment of the same lot of milk, a constancy and 
uniformity are ‘very striking whenever the manipulative processes have been 
carefully executed. When beginning this work on association, this irregularity 
erowing out of the employment of different lots of milk caused much confusion; 
fortune favored by requiring the same lot of milk in each test as well as abso- 
lute uniformity in sterilizing and all other operations in its preparation. It is 
absolutely necessary to observe accuracy and uniform manipulation, otherwise 
the operator is likely to fail in associative studies. This may be illustrated by 
the use of a single lot of milk subjected to uniform treatment for studying 
cultural results. 
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Lot (dairy milk.) One. Two. Three. Four. 

Number of germs introduced per ¢..cM.......0.0-secccvcovcswedosvecceus 249 249 249 249 
SEP LENT CORTINA CIAL oe oars. cco sara ~ alee Ata chen .e iawsiancal ow is eke Otiepm ais = elw ole | . 72 brs. ~ 72 hrs. 72 hrs. 72 hrs. 
PUI eS SR he ac Modi civ iain aban sia h Mrardiv elaine san eicen meleniemeas maa 62° 60° 62° 62° 
SPAINIE ION GULCIN Ge velo oe esas viele stesso niet 5 Lan feeds wines cab ceetee 55 hrs. 55 hrs. 55 hrs. 55 hrs. 
Sere fern Glires MIR GHINEG 9.0% bidet ake Bn ae ece chistes ae ecl outed ee aie De 28° 232 23° 23° 
Gaon On cera per, 1—LOOON0D G2 GN. 6 ois,s:0fo2.<, occ aside nid wiawlnarslo.s diva is,av ne 112 113 lll 112 

The flask cultures moved along together in their development without any 
appreciable difference in appearance. They were as one flask. 

Comparing such uniform results as obtained in the table just outlined with 
what has gone before and with what will follow as additional evidence, it fol- 
lows that care must be exercised if constant interpretations are sought, and if 
dependence is to be placed upon milk cultural work from the bacteriological stand- 
point. Generally mixed milks are employed and these are more likely to be 
uniform than milk from individual cows. 
Richmond* gives a table of analyses of milk from different breeds: 

| Total | Milk 
Breed. solids. Fat. sugar. Proteids. Ash. 

PEUTR IEC Sa eras sive Sista tt es Sa\OWR fogs Se Maile e bs dewwistemhals 12.70 3.68 4.84 3.48 69: 
NTIERTIRS Vs Meee ore etc aia din ole. cm can’ejeinte os eich etaianeaee ca 14.48 5.02 4.80 3.92 75 
EIACUCIT eM emotes nese sialon Same ete s neta pute 12.12 3:51 4.69 3.28 64 
TER AVE Rel itt eae cletles ouegetts sone skulle akaosl ose 14.34 4.78 4.85 3.96 75: 
RENO tes Sette. ce csolern, aohere ovaie.awers siete ae + dls sites ne Sante 12.45 3.65 4.80 3.27 73- 

He also illustrates the variation in milk from the same cow in another table.7 

p. m. p. m. p. m. a. m. | p. m. la 
9/6/87 10/6/87 | 11/7/87 | 12/7/87 | 13/7/87 14/7/37 

para ie 
11/11/88 12/11/88. 

otal SOMA! «.\-zis!s 5.05/15.» a °) 12.8 14.3 16:7 11.0 14.8 15.1 1231 
IyS\5- oan ee eae 3.8 9.4 10.5 4.9 8.2 6.3 ox 
Mlk TATE as ceed ee a fe nr Wee a SME ewe oh aL aimee: Reales Sea scoe 1.91 SBD: [Sno cco aecomrtl ba ae 
ee ee? Bre Ms cere cars (MAR Eee feet rye ot Dane cao Bagh 3.32) Laos aoe one] ae 
ET nk. tears eee ch: 7 76 ‘86 78, |<< cacres ae ee 

gids MUGHAL Sos.ch ic caese | 9.1 9.0 4.9 6.2 6. | 6.6 | 8.8 8.9 

Little attention is usually paid to the acidity of milk, 4, *, °, 4, although it 
has long been known that it is subject to great variation, because of its more 
or less indefiniteness; but in our bacteriological work it is possible that it plays 
an important réle as possessing functions of its own or standing for a measure- 

.- ment of milk constituents, consequently some tests of our own determinations 
are added to illustrate recorded knowledge which is not usually free of access. 

*Richmond’s ‘‘Dairy Chemistry,” p. 125. 
+Richmond’s ‘Dairy Chemistry,” p. 124. 
1. See the work of P. Dornic, Revue Generale du Lait, 1 re, Annee No. 10, p. 2 
2. Note:—Milk is alkaline or amphoteric to Ate and acid to = ast ale Poa Troppe-Seyler—Thierfelder. Physiologisch 

and, Pathologisch-Chemische Analyse (1903), 8 
3. ‘*Milk has always, when fresh, an pert reaction: i. e.., it turns blue litmus paper slightly red and turmeric paper 

slightly brown. .4 similar reaction is possessed by certain phosphate solutions, and it is probably to the presence of such in 
milk that this reaction is due. Much has been written on this subject, but it is a point which more properly belongs to the 
chemistry of litmus and turmeric than to the chemistry of milk. This reaction has required a false importance owing to the 
erroneous idea that neutrality as measured by the action of litmus i is chemical neutrality; with the pereniern of the fallacy of 
this idea, the importance of the amphoteric reaction vanishes.” Richmond—Dairy Chemistry (1899), p. 8. 

4. K. Storch, in ‘‘Tierarztliches Zentralblatt" Wien, 32, 1904, also “Revue Generale du Lait,’ 4e, ‘Annee, No. 6, says that 
the chemical reaction of milk is independent of food and that it is produced by the presence of acid and neutral phosphates 
which do not neutralize each other. Only when the acids of fermentation are produced, the neutral salts are transformed into 
acid salts and the reaction of the milk becomes acid. The milk is amphoteric when the relation of the acid and neutral salts 
is satisfactory, otherwise it is alkaline or acid. 
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5/22 5/23 

SS ee 

Rea RE OLeCs ATIS YJISGLIE) i al ctcgtctara oye 'o-slssc olaiataote cette erate’ eveis\e lie: »,«:a.a'aleajeteterseriatatelaleion sieis'| Qo yl aetaer 
APA ia lie tae eiltece ah vistots.s 138 16° 
Holstein (College Houwtje). ... 5° 11° 
Swiss (College Becky)........ 132; | 15° 
Holstein (College Belle). . 14° 6° 
TRG Wibvctinnisreatelalersiota/s Ulf hs 18° 
MUSE EMM LT Pa Te ecto ciete ah eseacretanec atthe vata brake, trois <teichelvere:o po, ccna ‘ean Megtavain clorsmicke wotelae teiamestarnctaaotecae LBP is coe 
(GRIGEsB YA, bs eit Ee BORING Ae AcOEt ace ies A AR en Ie se ee ee ee aw | (ek Se 19° 
Fidinte my COlleres OUI MAE)s Slat c.ctc caver viclate ciecelots sie cre 4 cjersro.e-mrerdroiesne cisiebere diag tie eelang eile oejotarcle/ell etemee eee 14° 

From these tables it is safe to draw the conclusion that milk from different 
animals varies widely, as also does milk from the same animal. ; 

Some notion may be gained from the mixing of milk which, too, is subject 
to marked variation, but within more limited ranges. Richmond gives a table 
on page 127 (loc. cit.) in which he states a mean monthly average of milk 
for the past sixteen years. This does not illustrate accurately the composition 
of mixed milk, but rather the greatest possible uniformity. 

| 
Specific | Total | Solids 

Month. gravity. | solids. Fat. | not fat. 

JBTUGIN Repeal at 6d 6 DOO Gate. Gs BEdoe TOR OCT A PHGEATIE CO TOHHD CoCo areas a 1.0322 12.88 4.02 8.86 
TAS ETAT S adodlée BOD SOE CBSO RRO OC OCS GC OO EL COISE anon ae aE ene aah 10322 12.78 3.93 8.85. 
Neer a ee ray a Ma arnt Tam MeN MRL 7a lore GINGER OE orarate’s ore nid Wolayetern aloreibes 1.0322 IPA Al 3.88 8.83 
ATA Gene sagen aes HERES DD Carotio GY OR COE CIEA COEICG Soe Dec Ie Sint erty Tae 1.0322 12.66 3.84 8.82 
INVER RG AO Be CERO OAC CO CSO TIC ACIOS ole CORES Cis CETISIE CCIM een Cee ee ee ae er 1.0323 12.66 3.82 8.84 
ALATA Rey ee ere rater rotesce ceisler neta lclate th crate, rate ite tere ale chanel ste o, ciaveiweiarprassiealeree aerers 1.0322 12.59 3.79 8.80 
BULL L are eraser tate fale eaves c= Meare ered abe raie ears creo evve re /ayeiay cvs favatsycrese\cin od byes ocarere: store dha)a\0,o@eiajtiereva 1.0317 12.66 3.93 8.73 
PANTS TIS TIMSNe re stote oket ote teteraeteianerniaterevaletors esis )cvaxstaterele:ciecsreveiainie ciajefeiale eisie.o Silos. cleie ocitaerne 1.0316 12.73 4.02 8.71 
ISS ater Yee aero ClORe Gabo 00-0 Onn OIG BORO TRO CC TE CD OC Ce cern ean wet iar tae 1.0319 12.92 4.12 8.80: 
NOS Eea Nes respercte ay eae apes ae ores ected fore  esinrecimtesolen siavarave Sietale Bia“s s’s\spaisre Stole! wie Creverwtabine 1.0322 13.13 4.21 8.92 
IMGVEIMER AN eictete lotr erccnarslacte siesie ere cle a cinta tate  aisie leis ofa. e@laitia iid dlaleraisie eia:s waiels 1.0322 13.19 4.30 8.89 
STEM DeLee eh eee ee ete eee ele deals Dos esbinicieSia someting acldsineceas 1.0322 13.04 4.16 8.88 

Mixed milk as We get it from the dairy usually is confined to a range of 14°-20° 
acid with phenol-phthalein as indicator, and may most commonly be found about 
18° acid. This is the general understanding among dairymen, hygienists, and — 
physiologists, and is not contrary to accepted belief. However, it has not been 
sufficiently considered from the standpoint of the bacteriologists in its relation 
to his work. 

It is now our purpose to add further confirmation and interesting bacteri- 
ological data to what has already been given. An instance of a mixed culture 
of germs A+ B will contribute to the same line of thought. 

g | 
Milk lot (dairy milk.) One. Two. Three. Four. Five. 

Opreinaleacrart yer mcise io eercts orc oi etaeie Sis.leieinisieltie:s bie vielste-wiais 19° 18° 12° 172 1b 
Number of germs introduced per c. cm— 

(Chitin 6 sats Aes obec De Dan ALEC ODE MeO aE Gen rarer 766 766 766 766 766 
Gerben entctacte ce cede chicago smaone me clmleee ee «uly. 1,520 1,520 1,520 1,520 1,520 

PPRINe ON beSbITPVACIGILY ase cletels ocleiai eave olslaale ls ole ocielaeeeni0.¢ a sisie 96 hrs. 96 hrs. 96 hrs. 96 hrs. 96 hrs. 
PRCA IE Vere ceieca ieee he scar iaa al eretos el sralocalelesefdioraceiahs siete aie ieie. 6,06 BBie PBN bye Ly fee 62° 
MIME LOMCUTGIT Gon ceiea crease toee eciomie ayelnie coctars Gree Slee lnelerae «6 130 hrs. 336 hrs. 96 hrs. 144 hrs. 96 hrs. 
Temperature maintained C..........00.0 5. ccecceece cee esee 20° 20° 20° 20° 20° 

Irregular results are not very noticeable in this table, but there appears to 
be a discrepancy between the acidity and the time of curding. This discrepancy 
will probably be found one of the features of milk variation either due to the 
composition of the milk or products arising from germ activity or perhaps 
kKatalytie processes. 

Several tables which will now follow vary somewhat in the milk employed 
and the germ planted. 

67 
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GERM A USED FOR ALL. 

Milk lot (dairy milk.) One. Two. Three. Four. Five. Six. 

ESTA a Oe ee ein eaine eee aia 15° 14° 16° 15° 16° 14° 
Number of germs introduced per c. cm............ 35 35 35 35 35 35 
SPINE OL VESUING AUICILY. <1 cnc necicie enced swollen e «is 72 hrs. 72 hrs. 72 brs. 72 hrs. 72 brs. 72 hrs. 
POE ars Me ances cacao a Marstetoe's a nioundace cute sae 29° Ze 40° 43° 31° 34° 
BPNIVICVGE CUED cate alsin sie, ale.e n.0 claieie slater Sitelmels 165 hrs. |’ 160 hrs. 145 hrs. 140 hrs. 165 hrs. 160 hrs 
Temperature maintained C...........ee.eeeeeeees 20° 20° 20° 20° 20° 20° 
Count per 1-1000000 c. cm........-...6.-eee eens 20 24 25 25 20 22 

Milk lot (dairy milk.) One. Two. Three. Four. Five. Six. 

PVEIEIIAACIAIGY 2 #2 2:- 015s wcava wid ora wa ae nis titesis ee Lbe 14° 16° 15° 16° 14° 
Number of germs introduced per c. cm | 85 85 85 85 85 85 
Time of testing acidity.............. 90 hrs 90 hrs. 90 hrs 90 hrs 90 hrs. 90 hrs. 
PRCUELL DMR t Eas otis 'aja.s'e steyv.aies ame Se ‘|| 19° 19° 19° | 18% 172 ah 
Température maintained.............-..+---0+0- 20° 20° 20° 20° 20° 20° 
Colonies per 1-1000000 c. cm. milk culture.........].........- 150 1 | 100 715° |. soo 

In the next table is given a test in which the milk employed has been sterilized 
within an hour after coming from the cow. 

TWO LOTS RUN AT DIFFERENT TIMES. 

GERM USED—GERM A. 

| | 
Holstein Swiss Holstein Swiss 

Milk lot (fresh from cow.) One. Two. One. Two. 

PVE MEAT NTSC AUVs 0h sass ahs shel Sie ees ciel Si aie. « sihie ie Sakata tore lofotsteielew cree 14° 12%? 13° 10° 
Number of germs introduced per c. CM.........220-esccceccesccscccccees 235 235 130 130 
SPITE OTELESUINIE ACICIUY 100s osc > cn oe Gis s bone S ae eats ce en ceawmseticeeee 72 hrs. 72 hrs. 80 hrs. 80 hrs. 

PRU EATO TWO HOES. sisi s sie tee rcicte' cic sistetaiv.o's'or¥.v7s.clvipiavsio-alsie o(e eis le Walstore. eiere { oe ris an oe 

SMearit perenne OTA GAICU Cede arate ia notes © = sicieiale join e/efe (aisle aPotny= catteym olsis; nas 20° 20° 20° 20° 

In this table irregularities may be traced to individual cows. 
If any conclusion is to be drawn from the evidence presented, and we must 

be very cautious in drawing a conclusion of any kind, it may be found in the 
well known fact that milk from different cows and from the same cow at differ- 
ent times varies widely and that this variation is capable of making itself mani- 
fest upon the development of micro-organisms, sometimes favoring, sometimes 
retarding, but at all times of sufficient importance to bear in mind when milk 
is used for cultural purposes. 
My work extends sufficiently far to say that litmus added to milk causes 

irregularities in cultures, not among the litmus milk cultures themselves, but 
when compared with the same lot of milk, as plain milk cultures. This has 
been very noticeable in our work, but as yet the work is too limited for pro- 
longed discussion with contributing experimental facts. This subject of milk 
variation is not as well defined or as satisfactory as one would wish, but it 
has entered so largely into the work with association that to leave it out would 
fail of proper inference, and confirmation would become more difficult. 

While we are compelled to admit that milk is subject to great variability trace- 
able to the cow herself, yet we should not lose sight of the probability of pro- 
ducts forming in milk as secondary products of germ action, giving rise to 
favorable or unfavorable’ influence upon primary fermentation as _ illustrated 
in our associative studies. It may be that these products at times are stable 
and toxic and existing in sufficient quantities to produce gastro-intestinal 

- 
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disturbances. While the variation in the first instance may be regarded as 
physiological and normal, in the second instance it may be regarded as bacterial 
and abnormal. 

It has long been known that rennet in the making of cheese acts more readily 
upon milk which has ripened for some time than upon wholly fresh milk. So 
commonly recognized is this that chesse makers employ more rennet in the 
curding of sweet milk than where a certain amount of acid has developed. Mr. 
H. C. Oven working in this laboratory, with the action of pepsin and rennet 
on milk, has contributed some data which confirms the chemical and bacteri- 
ological experiences given in the foregoing paragraphs. 

PEPSIN THAT IS EMPLOYED FOR CHEESEZIMAKING. 

Time of testing. 

Breed of cow. 

9:30 a. m. 10:45a.m. | 3:00 p.m. 

EMAC a9 Jol S00 6.19 BGR OGRD ARE COCO OSC TOE Gad Be Ot ac Sateen aa tae ae oie 10% min. 13% min. 12} min. 
EXISNUTIP SS RIES oie ee Sache ssaiqye re oe aisle ojo alata ale are isis Slee stelh stcielee siaps,' elas eva’ civips'e alee eve 4 min. 5 min. 4} min. 
Miclstelmelecteecteiter clase cies ecsrecteenicie seineeen Fase ianeeeirae anes okies see 394 min. 54 min. No curding 

in 1} hrs. 
REACT C TI beret ratete ai Reyedereiec escre rein elel keatoLar cist ste celoieyctsisrepa chile oa foveiate terete caja eG. «sere 6/siassre No curding | No curding | No curding 

in 1 hr. in 1 hr. in 1 hr. 

The time in minutes represents the time required for curding. No curding 
in a definite time means that it was allowed to stand for the time stated with- 
out effect and observation was discontinued. The amount of pepsin employed 
was at the rate of 20 grams to 1000 lbs. of milk. The.temperature maintained 
was 30° C. 

Another test was made with rennet, such as is employed commonly by cheese 
makers throughout the State. 

RENNET. 

Time of testing. 

Breed of cow. 

Mra eb lh mobrctspetcte siete: sfetercra tic tobers elas 15 anya ela. visiere ois Cais ele) cielcies se» 144 min 204 min 294 min 17} min 
Ono la 2 ses cg Gee ORS SU ere SOIC SARE nA iy Sar a 19% min 384 min 402 min. 232 min 
Gach Ski 68 JS apd a sOoGe Dec ae SEE A Treo BE oae Ss ene e a eere 134 min 21 min 314 min 19 min 
hina Cacho Gag oneRebsbdde Dene Oso Cee Ee BeOS BE ORO 124 min. 23 min. 343 min. 204 min. 

The time throughout the table is indicated in minutes. The amount of rennet 
used was at the rate of 4 oz. per 1000 lbs. of milk. The temperature maintained 
was 30° C. 

*Here again, by the use of enzymes, it is possible to show a marked differ- 
ence in the response of milk from different cows. It has been our experience 
throughout that the grade animals give a more uniform milk and that the 
Holstein shows the lowest acidity, and is slowest to respond to rennet. The 
Holstein produces the lowest amount of solids, also. It would necessitate far 
more extensive tests to make the differences manifested by breeds of tenable 
Significance for each breed. We mention this possibility without drawing 
conclusions so far as breeds are concerned. Our primary purpose is to estab- 
lish the value of different milks or perhaps the inconstancy of milks in their 
relation to bacteriological conclusions. Chemically, this irregularity is recog- 
nized, but in bacteriology it has been disregarded too much. 

*The action of rennet may be dependent upon the acidity of the milk. the acidity upon the dibasic and neutral phos- 
phates, and perhaps citrates present, consequently rennet action returns to the mineral constituents of milk, one of which 
probably figuring more largely than others is lime. 
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Ill. THE CHANGES PRODUCED IN MILK BY GERM B. 

It has been demonstrated fully that some product or products manufactured 
by germ B, while growing in milk are responsible for the favorable influence 
upon germ A; it has also been shown that these products are thoroughly stable 
when subjected to discontinuous sterilization, and, further, when these products 
after complete sterilization are added to sweet milk, curding may be produced. 

To determine what these products are is a difficult task, and we are still in 
the dark concerning them, yet by studying this subject from the synthetic and 
analytic standpoints, a little knowledge, at least, is gained. 

Suspecting that through the rapid digestion of milk by germ B there might be 
digestion products corresponding to other products already known upon the 
market, an effort was made to furnish such a product by simple addition to milk, 
bouillon and agar. These preparations used did not prove a success and none 
even approached an agar, made from the actual products of germ B, placed in 
milk for the cultivation of germ A. Improvement in the growth of germ A 
was obtained by the addition of certain substances it is true, but all fell so 
far short of what really occurs in the presence of germ B or its products that 

little attention was given them. 
The changes produced by germ B, visible to the naked eye, may be noted 

from time to time. At first there is a yellowish, watery layer seen upon the 
surface of the milk, a complete digestion. of the casein. This process continues 
downward until the entire milk is practically peptonized. The proteolytic 
capacity of the germ is marked by rapid progress under the most favorable 
conditions. As the culture ages the pigment changes to orange yellow and 
the consistency of milk is slimy. The culture is turbid and alkaline. The odor, 
which is very strong, is perceptible as soon as the germ starts. At first it is 
cheesy, passing to pineapple, and then, in old cultures, to a putrid character. 
These visible changes in culture and the pronounced change in odor would 
indicate a continuous change in products during the process of degradation 
of the proteid substances of milk. 

To arrive at a suggestive knowledge of the changes wrought by germ B in 
milk, analyses of cultures at different ages were undertaken after the usual 
methods. It is of course understood that while our knowledge of the proteid 
constituents of milk and their degradation is so incomplete and also of the 
methods employed for estimation so unsatisfactory, the results secured should be 
regarded as indicative rather than absolute. 

ie 

Percentage of Nitrogen. 

Control Culture flask 
flask germ B, 48 

sterile. hours old. 
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Control Culture 
flask six weeks 

sterile. old. 
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These analyses assist in understanding what is going on during the develop- 
ment of a culture of germ B in milk, and they also tell us that perhaps the 
hydrolised products, amido bodies, or ammonia compounds may be the cause of 
the hastened growth of the lactic germs. The fact that early in the development 
of germ B, the lactic germs are stimulated, may mean that the caseoses are more 
instrumental than the others; still from the beginning amido and ammonia 

compounds are apparently produced in traces. It is impossible to draw any 

definite conclusions from these analyses; only in a most general way do they 
help to associate lactic development and proteolysis in this specific case. In 
some other instances proteolysis does not seem to be able to accomplish this 
favorable action on lactic germs. 

IV. THE POSSIBILITY OF ACID PRODUCTION IN MILK DURING THE EARLY STAGES OF 

DEVELOPMENT OF GERM B, 

This is a very important question to raise in connection with the associative 
results of germ A and B, as it may be suspected at once that a small amount of 
acid produced by germ B added to the acid known to be produced by germ A 

may account for the associative result, and also a very slight increase of acidity 

may hasten the work of any lab enzyme which may be present. In the latter 
ease the acidity of the mixed culture must be regarded as apparent and not real, 
and the increase indicated would have to be accounted for by the action of 
germ B on the indicator which may be regarded as a feasible explanation. 

As cultures of germ B age, they become more and more alkaline. This can- 
not be gainsaid for it is very apparent by the use of litmus as an indicator. 
With phenol-phthalein as indicator, an increased acidity would be noted, but 
this is probably due to the destructive action of the germs upon this indicator. 
When germ B is grown in litmus milk the blue of the litmus changes to a dirty, 
reddish blue, then it completely disappears, but after the greatest activity of 
the germs subsides, distinctly blue patches reappear upon the immediate surface 

of a flask culture. It can be seen from this that if the changing of blue litmus 
to a reddish blue and the apparent increase of acidity by means of phenol- 
phthalein is in reality due to acid formation then the matter is settled at once, 

but the litmus becomes more decidedly blue as the culture in milk ages, if added 
in sufficient quantity at the time of testing; and the phenol-phthalein indicator, 
when this strong alkalinity is so pronounced with added litmus, marks a higher 
acidity. There is this, too; litmus or phenol-phthalein allowed to stand in-the 
old culture a very short time is destroyed and will manifest no response. Other 
indicators employed give no better results. What then may be concluded under 
such circumstances? It is our purpose to bring together a few observations to 

enable us to form a satisfactory understanding. 
In order to obviate the difficulties experienced in the use of milk culture for 

the determination of acid formation and to furnish a clear, transparent medium, 
saccharine bouillon cultures were utilized to study reaction changes. Bouillon 
of the same lot was divided into several portions, to each of which was added 
one of the following sugars: Saccharose, dextrose, lactose, levulose. Inocula- 

tion of each was made at the same time with the same number of germs. A 
soluble starch bouillon was also added to the list. So far as could be observed, 
the reaction began to change in the direction indicated in the table until the 
tenth day, when the results were recorded. 

Acidity of 
Check culture after 

_ acidity. ten days. 

Saccharose bouillon.......... lity 6° 
Dextrose bouillon............ 152 10° 
Lactose bouillon.............- 15e g° 
OC ULG SEH OUT ILOM Se ePe en ee arcs re cicie cia Coe eie Se ATR ord clclo.e ole ovareidiaual apayent sisrtaheteia ere elels Sco 8 Ficeains 152 14° 
BSOSTCHTMLICN LD Lon ete Hiaieoe -crcinvs oss. srale aida le-uetae aPieinie 0 ais adiale,a. sueresecheeralehee eoeieve,s, © Galeiec/e/cafe = 15° 15> 

In starch there is evidently no reduction in acidity but in the other cases, with 
the exception of levulose, it is quite apparent. The starch had undergone change 
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into dextrins* but had not produced any reducing sugars.j There was no gas 
formation in any of the cultures. These facts help to confirm the view that no 
acid is formed at any time during the development of the culture. In the 
chemical analyses of cultures of germ B there is every evidence to believe that 
no formation of acid occurs because of the constantly increasing amounts of 
amido and ammonia compounds occurring right on the start. The forty-eight 
hour culture showing reddish blue litmus, is represented in our analyses, and 
these results would assist greatly in clearing this field. It is also significant 
to note the character of the germs which besides germ B are capable of yielding 
about the same influence upon the lactic germ A. By summing up, the entire 
field is presented in a few words: 

1. Litmus during the first few hours is changed to a muddy, reddish blue, 
then completely reduced. 

2. Phenol-phthalein is in some manner affected by the products of germ B 
in milk culture, and partly destroyed. 

3. Other in@icators tested have no higher value in this work than litmus and 
phenol-phthalein. 

4. Old milk cultures of germ B are decidely alkaline. 
5. In saccharine bouillon cultures there is an increased alkalinity, with the 

exception of levulose. 

6. Starch is changed to dextrins, but no reducing sugar is formed. Reaction 
is not altered. 

7. In milk-cultures by analysis, increasing amounts of amido and ammonia 
compounds are produced. 

8. Other known germs of the same character are capable of causing practically 
the same action, varying in degree of intensity, and no acid constituent has been 
recognized among their products. 

9. The curding effect this germ sometimes possesses has now been traced to its 
products, which are decidedly alkaline, especially in old cultures. This was 
the strongest argument for a long time in favor of acid production, but is not 
tenable after showing the products will curd milk. 

The author has felt constrained to present the matter of acid formation very 
fully because unless the reader has it clearly in mind, there is a possibility of 
being misled. The one strong factor which would not allow the author to reach 
a very definite conclusion in regard to all milks early in these investigations 
was the occasional curding of milk by germ B before complete peptonization. 
After demonstrating that the products apart from acid or enzymes could do this, 
no further trouble existed in believing that there is no acid formation on the 
start followed by alkali production, but that the alkaline reaction increases 

steadily from the beginning and continues for some time. 

Vv. THE ‘EXTENT OF ASSOCIATIVE ACTION IN THE SOURING OF MILK OR THE INFLUENCE 

OF OTHER GERMS THAN GERM B UPON GERM A. 

This phase of the subject might be carried on indefinitely, if worked out in 
detail. The writer has been so fully occupied with germs A and B that he 
has not been able to get far beyond, still he has made an ‘attempt to extend 
the studies to other associations, in all of which germ A figures as the lactic 
germ, but some other micro-organism has been substituted for germ B. Mr. 
F. B. Howard has assisted with germs 12100 and Proteus vulgaris. 

GERM 12100 AND GERM A. 

Culture. | A. 12100 + A. 

STEM CHRY CUILULIR EPR eee aero Ce Laie Siew iprdan a, Sots TS LAE bls HSS ghees MA CRM eas sn W ote.) dura nar aeae atte 72 brs. 72 hrs. 
CRean rena GUNG MA INGAINED <5 xic5 cigs La divhlele sy fos ocee cee neieeds Moeiettnna 4 wince Lea seNcsewnd 23° C 23° C 
PRT SO PORTA TE Sata aia picid Sieh aro eiele.d <lg 1b pier Giaiode cans) era. c y Meta reTei es s frais elaieiee ouce eben 65° 
RMAERULER Gl! GUILE HON, ona acc' die cle. siocea-eclols vee ex sreWsleueis'e oe atMeeMien aiuis Due MUR ae miciialt ieee * 
PAM G, OC MICKO-ONEANIONID dnc eyees Gix os gWs's ss RWlee hc ion em ee Ome en ne wcieenic’ dancmeet | 704,000,000 | 916,000,000 

per c. cm. per c. cm. 

*Smooth, thick lopper. +Loppered and whey separated. 
*lodine was used as ordinarily for this determination. 
{Fehling’s Solution was employed. 

—_——— 
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PROTEUS VULGARIS AND GERM A. ¥ 

| Proteus 
Culture. . A. +A 

| 

SAS OVOTBOUIETIFG Mai ee Mereearen iste. ticte eres S01 c clu: efcter atoxererdiarstS/arole’s(a(s's)»,e-0'o:0:+,0.01aie'e.b.arersldhetoid Qeldve a nlpietete sold | 48 hrs. 48 hrs. 
Rierearscem ple ce es eet e ere ators cia tclsiute cits so cig ctor tVatatelsferess.dlo’sv0secaisie/eia\ere «iaialoiare ave dupvecayoletatnvoraye  nlols SRPIGs 22°C, 
VOLE IEA meraercrt ee rare etre st seiere 5 aie ase oe eTa eee erelarO eidie, ie; cinuadie. 8 eavavelscevarsietarviighs lureratereletoymaitions 44° 59° 
Gite UDRIMCTUO WL Ure preneateceieret alae) cssierars vale ai Votore elerarotafne 4-aYotsyslevatcse'e.cia:+/aleve'elaye le ie'n: neielato,eveye otelove ate * 7 
RUMP AO UCR EZAIUIRDIS tere smey etter sate ie a nitetareie once sicighs « as, fiers o(gie slviow a oatouretue tla pune ve 540,000,000 | 1,000,000,000 

*Curd soft—no separation of whey. Hard curd—whey separated: -: Teton, 

MYCOIDES AND GERM A. 

i | 
Mycoides 

Culture. Mycoides. | + A. A. 

PANG E Laie re Pe Me arate ate ate ete tore ee te alt aseyaieasfatesarcvovevare aie eiroielsié ravers eta « vibra 6 ¥i0\S010,08 | 20° 62° 20° 
Blears are rarsarcieteretee aRetee aie osteo ei aiclciete oreiaucitiaclere the 4, Sinie'e Siaiere w adievk » eiaseioe ore 48 hrs. 48 hrs. 48 hrs. 
Temperature ............. Reine meses aero ess wama es sels) (eutw oes vameee | 21° 21° 21° 

PRODIGIOSUS AND GERM A. 

ee Prodigiosus 
Culture. Prodigiosus. | + A. A. 

| | | 

PTT EFa Ure ere sic ar sinve ev atakerel seers al rcicvaccrsieforeis'syal-rarerevctawielelaiae «sale aelelsie aeue ee’ oe.silee 25o 40° 30° 
TINTIGY nod GERD oto: Din So oR be GMOS Heke Orin Setar ae eee 48 hrs. 48 hrs. 48 hrs. 
BRENIVIECE LURE seit Noiseless chat tere eee Siecle ieee alee erate bia cease aha e eG ebise eteleciés 21° Poi es 21 ae 

GERM 999 AND GERM A. 

| | 
Culture. 999 | 999 + A. | A. 

eee 
PARE IOMO GUL eects Saeccia tec cisk cellist clewicichecinyeis sis sae neieac eles oleots 24 hrs. 24 hrs. 24 hrs. 
pen xabure ATAAITIGATTLOC seat are, sfevcisicvev aerate ets CYP CT SKG Oe cole e.g aus arclalet fusiale geaieres a6 CG: 23° C. yest C. 
GRR’ -ccoS3ds cb ROO ROGO CORO ADIOS COCCI OC ET CCC aOR Aner en nr 3 92° 2 

ETRE AS Gini SG SG AGEL OSCAR CATO RCTS co COT NI eo 48 hrs. 48 hrs. 48 hrs. 
OhurerCueriOu CULUURe scr mete oie el ete ways Siu eee erste eek Move ele ctadesieis als Wiale Qisiere bid arvrore | * i i 

*Litmus blue; no lopper. _ {Litmus pink; loppered. | {Litmus pink; no lopper. 

GERM X AND GERM A. 
/ 

Culture. X. X+A A. 

} 

anperature MMAINUAINED Ae roacie ce isis aio, as ciorsie So's Bie eierje he aes as dete hebtoidatsis 23° | 23° ree 
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4 

*Litmus reduced; partly loppered. {Litmus reduced; loppered. tLitmus pink; loppering. 

GERM 1077 AND GERM A. 
°C 

Culture. | 1077. 1077 + A. ~ AY 
/ 

OMPErA IEC MN AMUSE these akesleaaverai- wciocis ereccibgsioele. os 0b sien woeene gone wen 28° poe 23° 
AO GRIF coset dongdde sac.6 0 ASO COHDDS ODEMOb NODS ao SOSH AREA REAR REMBOOR On Ncodes © 20° 60° 56° 
TT ORGS CS Se SRD OU Oc MOL GMS SORE ICR Era Saat aE TRE Ris (tek: 72 brs 2 hrs. 72 hrs. 
irarrebere cee terre sat ate etoile of atelo leis ERMC ides son's che eine ae eee Re 7 t 

*Litmus blue; no lopper. tLitmus reduced; loppered. {Litmus pink; loppered. 
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GERM 1055 AND GERM A. 

Culture. 1055. 1055 + A. A 

eM NGrAGUre WA INGE INE sc, ava o'oybuv wnln scale aRucibws-ore de tia tie ee sin ola sintae ohare Zoo 232 23° 
PATER UUM rte ese nre)a feild accion su. voice wh *oseaieh eee cabie amteeoe ete erern se 40° 64° 64° 
ICTs sete cece I er i oh en gy Ge OL Aarne hh) eae #2 ae en 96 hrs. 96 brs. 96 hrs. 
ROTA CLERC e aah otic cnets caren ete cute seams eynlarek oe ee uars teen hee mea on cae os T =? 

*Litmus blue; unchanged. 7Litmus pink; soft lopper. {Litmus pink; soft lopper. 

GERM 1028 AND GERM A. 

Culture. | 1028. 1028 + A. | A 

; Py Ae. | 
SEeTMMUNAUUNIEG TOR IN UA INEM 55 ta fas arses exotic oe-o-s-a nis iaie neee evecare Irate Ses ciaGicistesio | 23° 23° 23° 
SACL N Ore tera stata cir rate (a etotelata xin) vars eros atotel Rahs (see meets alters once sie who Cas tne eee bie 67° 67° 
BUNNIES RS See fora avatars eccie aha) eye ate ac wove le Se ere een e Cente ra ohio rtm Oe athe 120 hrs. 120 hrs. 120 hrs. 
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*Litmus blue; unchanged. {Litmus reduced; soft lopper not so thick as A. {Litmus pink; soft lopper. 

GERM 1016 AND GERM A. 

Culture. 1016. 1016 + A. A. 

Serra trex eeublre unis IN bern CG en asta neice, ctaraisaie cisieicialeioicia ait nianies/eiccecienioeciscite eee 2a 23° 232 
LARGE Sais ORES me Pr ten ie Seek SE ena eee ee Ae ke er SA 13° 65° 66° 
TDI. A 38.55 jld Aes aie Aan ae en eis ONG HE MANU ete yore eb Se tie 120 hrs. 120 hrs. 120 hrs. 
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*Litmus blue; unchanged. {Litmus reduced; lopper not so advanced as A. tLitmus pink; soft lopper. 

VI. HOW THE INFLUENCE OF GERM B UPON GERM A MAY BE DEMONSTRATED IN BUTTER. 

Mr. W. R. Wright carried on some experiments in which he attempted to 
demonstrate the influence of germ B in the making of butter and its possible 
control by the use of germ A. 

Division of | Amount of | Amount of 
Cream lot. lot. B. added. A. added. 

ae ee 
Mo Foe Nc ara dn ae bans ane cle oe : 
> a are a eer tl ae 
ga os sisson dedeltvactoces Ret ee pace ae 
kh it. er. Beatle baal 
+ Atmiee A | condoms W238 
SIMMER, cog’. fo) aca su ccnp caedbaget ar earn pees - 
1315 heat ee a 
[2 EO L|eevessergee| 5 40 
i OES ORE Lecssscgenade 4 
Be his Piette atee A Vesresnsscelh A 
ie he Mein thos 0 ere (a 

Condition of butter. 

Very strong of B. 
Very strong of B. 
Tainted. 
Very strong of B. 
Very good. 
Quite strong of B. 
Very good. 
B easily detected. 
Excellent. 
B easily detected. 
Excellent. 
Strong; B easily detected. 
Excellent. 
B easily detected. 
Excellent. 
B easily detected. 
Excellent. 
B easily detected. 
Excellent. 
B easily detected. 
Excellent. 
B easily detected. 
Excellent. 
B practically disappeared. 
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So well defined were the flavor and odor of germ B that even with the use of 
a 45 per cent starter of germ A a mere trace of germ B could still be recognized. 
In our experience germ B could scarcely be detected by isolation after the 
acidity of the culture reached fifty degrees. This work has considerable practical 
significance in the use of starters and has some value scientifically in showing 
the persistency of germ B. 

VII. HISTORY OF GERM B.* 

Source—Micro-organism isolated from the college dairy milk, and is more or less 
constantly present. 

Form and Grouping—Bacillus. It has a short rod with bluntly rounded ends. 
There is a tendency to form short threads, yet it may be found single and 
in pairs as often as in threads. It is very difficult to recognize the divisions 
marking the individuals. 

Size—Length 1.75—5.25 microns. Diameter .58—.875 microns. The maximum 
length may be subject to much variation, owing to close union of bacilli in 
threads. The cultures used for measurement were selected because of the 
great freedom from thread formation. 

Protoplasm—A marked homogeneity of the protoplasm exists with meta-chro- 
matic granules irregularly distributed. 

Pigment—An orange yellow pigment forms with the full development of the cul- 
ture and in the presence of oxygen. The growth at first is a yellowish white, 
gradually shading into orange yellow as further development takes place. 

Spores—No spore formation has been detected. 
Flagella—No flagella have been demonstrated. 
Motion—No motion is visible. 
Staining—Readily stained with the common aniline stains. No special staining 

methods have been found applicable. 
Temperature—Grows most vigorously at 30°—35° C. Its range is wide, 15°—39° 

C. It is killed at 60° C. for 5 min. 
Colony—Colonies on gelatin plates start as small white dots, with microscopically 

fringed borders which become more and more regular and better defined 
as the colony matures. The colony rises from the surface, at first in a yel- 
lowish white, creamy, semi-spherical mass, and little by little, as time passes, 
turns to a deep orange color, becomes very flat, and the border is sharp. 
There is little if any liquefaction of gelatin unless the moisture content of 
the plate is maintained to enable uncurbed development. There is fre- 
quently found, in planting this germ, a bunching effect which interferes 
greatly with satisfactory counts. 

Stab Culture (gelatin)—Growth spreads quickly over surface of gelatin. Lique- 
faction takes place in funnel-shaped manner as soon as growth covers sur- 

face. With liquefaction the growth appears as a thick scum on the surface 
of the base of the funnel or cone, with little sediment at apex of the funnel. 
The remaining liquefied gelatin remains clear with minute pieces of tenacious 
particles or zoéglea scattered through it. The funnel gradually works its 
way towards the bottom of the tube, but several days are required at 20° C. 

Bouillon Culture—At first culture appears homogeneously cloudy; following this, 
germs become adherent to glass at the surface, but no scum forms. There 

is also a decided orange yellow sediment with the clearing of the supernatant 
fluid. 5 

Agar Cultures—The growth begins as a yellowish white or creamy raised semi- 
spherical mass, with no great inclination to spread much from point or line 
of inoculation. The color of pigment develops into deep orange, often 
passing through a lemon yellow from the creamy stage. In stab agar the 
growth takes place very slightly below surface but is very abundant over it. 
The germ does not appear sensitive regarding agar conditions for it develops 
readily upon the varying agars used for laboratory purposes, as well as upon 
whey agar, giving a luxuriant development upon each. 

Potato Culture—About the first evidences of growth will be found in a light, 
shiny, moist, yellow mark appearing along line of inoculation. The creamy 
aspect so constant in agar and gelatin is easily overlooked, for it has been in 

*Prof. H. W. Conn has worked out the history of this germ independently, and it will appear in his forthcoming treatise 
on “Dairy Bacteria.” 

68 
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the investigator’s experience scarcely observable. As the culture ages, the 
deep orange yellow appears as is the custom with other media. 

Milk Culture—The first noticeable change in milk is a very thin yellowish layer 
of digested milk. This occurs rapidly at 20° C. if the milk is inoculated 
with large amounts of culture, and even with minute quantities rapid 
changes may be instituted. The peptonization of milk advances from the sur- 
face downward, causing so far as can be determined at the start, no alteration 
of the acidity, but, as the culture ages, there is a very decided falling off in 
acidity to phenol-phthalein, with a corresponding increase of alkalinity. Not 
infrequently a perceptible curding of the milk at the bottom of the flask or 
tube has been found and for some time it was thought that it was due to 

contamination. With careful manipulation, the conclusion has been reached 
that the curding seems a property of some milks though perhaps some pro- 
ducts already formed, in other milks through some inherent characteristic 
or in still others through a possible contamination. The author has secured 
this curding in milks, sterilized within an hour from the cow, in fresh dairy 
milk, in old dairy milk, and always in milk cultures upon heating,—the 
age of the culture being the determinative factor. As the milk culture ages, 
a slimy condition manifests itself and remains permanent thereafter. The 
odor produced in milk begins with that of cheese, passes into that of the 
pine-apple, and from this to one which touches on putrefaction. The orange 
yellow pigment is very pronounced in old milk cultures. For a more ex- 
tended consideration of milk cultures, a study of the body of this article 
should be made. 

Oxygen Requirements—It falls little short of being an obligate aerobe. Hydrogen 
greatly retards development. 

Saccharose Bouillon—Acidity reduced from 15° to 6° in 10 days at 20°. 

Glucose Bouillon—Acidity reduced from 15° to 10° in 10 days at 20°. 

Lactose Bouillon—Acidity reduced from 15° to 8° in 10 days at 20°, 
Levulose Bouillon—Acidity reduced from 15° to 14° in 10 days at 20°. 
Starch (soluble) Bouillon—Acidity unchanged. Starch reduced to some form of 

dextrin. No reducing sugar formed. 

Reaction—Production of alkaline substances in nitrogen degradation from proteid 
substances. Amido and ammonia compounds found in cultures. 

Gas Production—No gas of any sort ever discovered. 
Indol Reaction—Slightly perceptible in 48 hours. 

* SUMMARY. 

1. Associative or mixed cultures become significant through the development 
of two or more micro-organisms together in a single series of microbial changes. 

2. Associative or mixed natural cultures are not uncommon and have been 
known for many years in connection with various well known fermentations 

and disease processes. 
3. Studies in which it has been shown that lactic bacteria have been favorably 

influenced in their growth by other bacteria are not known to the investigator. 
4. Lactic bacteria are favorably influenced in their development by the pres- 

ence of certain other bacteria. 
5. Indications make this possible influence quite extensive. 

6. Products manufactured by these bacteria in milk are known to exert the 
same influence as the living bacteria. 

7. These products are stable through prolonged sterilization. 

8. It is necessary, in order to demonstrate this associative action satisfac- 
torily, to note the responses of variable milks from different cows to germ growth, 
otherwise irregular results will be obtained. 

9. The products of germ B in its growth upon milk suggest many possibilities 
but no conclusions may be drawn. 

10. The influence exerted in germ B in the making of butter and the amount 
of starter necessary to bury it, indicates the importance of associative influence 
in practical dairying. This same influence doubtless extends to cheese. Further, 
when it is recalled that the products of the germ are stable, it is easily seen 
how pasteurization or sterilization at times become ineffective in the prepara- 
tion of milk for consumption or infant feeding and how easily toxic products 
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may pass through unchanged. At present, however, no one can say how far 
reaching associative action is or to what practical end it makes its way, but this 
much is clear: It emphasizes the necessity for pure milk, as to its freedom big 
bacteria, and as to its proper management. 

I wish to add in closing that experiments are now under way to rae} this 
work in its practical bearing and if possible to secure a more intimate knowledge 
of its nature. 

I feel grateful to Prof. H. W. Conn for reviewing the manuscript of this article. 
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MICHIGAN STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

REPORT OF THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE 
YEAR 1904 AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE WINTER MEET- 

ING, AND OTHER MEETINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE PREVIOUS TO JUNE 380, 1905. 

OFFICERS FOR 1904. 

President—E. HOWLAND, Pontiac. 

Vice President—STEPHEN BALDWIN, Detroit. 
Treasurer—C. W. YOUNG, Paw Paw. 

Secretary—I. H. BUTTERFIELD, Pontiac. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

Term ending January, 1905. 
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Term ending January, 1906. 
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Members Ex-Officio. 
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STANDING COMMITTEES AND EXECUTIVE SUPERINTEND- 
ENTS. 

BUSINESS. 

Eugene Fifield, John A. Hoffman, I. H. Butterfield. 

TRANSPORTATION. 

F. G. Jacobs, H. H. Hinds, E. W. Hardy. 

PROGRAM. 

H. H. Hinds, Geo. H. German, Secretary. 

PRINTING AND ADVERTISING. 

The Business Committee, 

FINANCE. 

John McKay, H. R. Dewey, M. P. Anderson. 

PREMIUM LIST. 

C. W. Young, I. H. Butterfield, J. A. Hoffman, C. A. Waldron, 
John McKay, J. E. Rice, W. E. Boyden. 

RULES. 

F. E. Skeels, W. P. Custard, L. W. Barnes. 

RECEPTION. 

M. P. Anderson, Stephen Baldwin, W. W. Collier. 

EXECUTIVE SUPERINTENDENTS. 

General Superintendent—Eugene Fifield. 
Chief Marshal—H. H. Hinds. 
Cattle—W. E. Boyden. 

Horses (other than speed)—C, A. Waldron. 
Horses (speed)—Eugene Fifield. 
Sheep—H. R. Dewey. 
Swine—L. W. Barnes. 
Poultry—Daniel Thomas, Pontiac. 
Farm and Garden Products—E. W. Hardy. 
Dairy, Bees and Honey—John Marshall. 
Vehicles—J. E. Rice. 

Agricultural Implements and Machinery—John A. Hoffman. 
Main Building, Manufactures and Miscellaneous—F. E. Skeels. 
Art—Byron E. Hall. 

Needlework and Children’s Work—Mrs. F. E. Skeels, Harrietta. 
School Exhibits—Frank Maynard. 
Horticulture—M. L. Dean. 
Gates—W. P. Custard. 
Police—E. N. Ball. 
Forage—Geo. H. German. 
Concessions and Privileges—F. G. Jacobs. 
Transportation—F. G. Jacobs. 
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CAUCUS AND ELECTION, 1904. 

A meeting of the society called by the executive committee was held 
at the office of the president on Wednesday September 14, at 10 o’clock 
a. m. 

Called to order by president. 
On motion, M. P. Anderson was elected chairman and I. H. Butter- 

field secretary. 
On motion, adjourned to the Grange tent on the grounds. H. C. Ward 

and F. B. Giddings were appointed tellers to admit to the tent only 
those who hold memberships. On motion of D. L. Davis it was decided 
to vote by the uplifted hand when not voting by acclamation. The fol- 
lowing nominations were made: 

For President—Eugene Fifield, of Bay City. 
For Vice President—Stephen Baldwin, of Detroit. 
For Treasurer—C. W. Young, of Paw Paw. 
For Secretary—Ira H. Butterfield, of Pontiac. 
For First Member of Executive Committee—Wm. Dawson, of Sanilac 

Center. 
‘For Second Member of Executive Committee—A. E, Stevenson, of 

Port Huron, and L. W. Barnes, of Byron, were named. <A vote by up- 
lifted hands resulted in favor of Mr. Stevenson, who was declared nomi- 

nated. 
For Third Member of Executive Committee—W. P. Custard, of Men- 

don. 
For Fourth Member of Executive Committee—George B. Winans, and 

E. N. Ball, both of Hamburg, were named. A vote by uplifted hands 
resulted in favor of Mr. Winans, who was declared nominated. 

For Fifth Member of Executive Committee—W. E. Boyden, of West 
Bay City. 

For Sixth Member of Executive Committee George Kelley, of North 
Branch. 

For Seventh Member of Executive Committee—J. IE. Rice, of Grand 
Rapids. 

For Eighth Member of Executive Committee—Lawrence W. Snell, of 
Highland Park, and C. A. Waldron, of Tecumseh, were named. A vote 
by uplifted hands resulted in favor of Mr. Snell, who was declared nomi- 
nated. 

For Ninth Member of Executive Committee—John McKay, of Romeo. 
For Tenth Member of+ Executive Committee—John A. Hoffman, of 

Kalamazoo. 
The caucus then adjourned. 
The annual election of officers of the Michigan State Agricultural 

Society was held on the fair grounds at Pontiac, Thursday, September 
15, 1904. 

M. O. Rowland, one of the judges chosen, not being present, John W. 
Snow, of Birmingham, was appointed in his place. 

The judges being duly sworn, proceeded with the election. 

69 
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The polls were open from 9 o’clock a. m., until 5 o’clock p. m., result- 
ing in the election of all the candidates placed in nomination, upward 
of 600 ballots being cast, which were counted by the inspectors with the 
president, the result being declared by President Howland. 

THE FAIR OF 1904. 

The annual fair of 1904 was one of the largest exhibits ever held by 
the society. As shown by the reports, there were over 600 cattle, 1,000 
sheep and 600 swine, and over 1,400 entries of poultry, with all other 
departments full. The attendance was good and the gross receipts above 
the average. 

MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE DURING 
WEEK OF FAIR. 

Meeting of the executive committee at Hodges House, Monday evening, 
September 12, 1904. 

Present—President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, Messrs. 
Fifield, Barnes, Custard, Ball Boyden, Rice, Anderson, Waldron, Hoff- 
man, Hardy, Maynard, Dewey, Hall, Marshall, German. 

Reading of minutes of last meeting dispensed with. 
Reports of superintendents—general superintendent—superintendent 

speed recommended that a class for 2:15 pace be made for Thursday, 
15th, provided five entries and four start. 

Carried. 
On motion of Hon. J. W. Cochrane, of Midland, R. V. Mundy, of Bay 

city, and M. O. Rowland, of Paw Paw, were appointed judges of election. 
It was moved that the election be held in the election booth on the 

grounds. 
It was moved by Mr. Fifield that the caucus be held at the president’s 

office on the grounds at 10 o’clock Wednesday, September 14th. 
On motion, adjourned to meet Tuesday evening at 7:30 o’clock, stand- 

ard time. 
Meeting of the executive committee, Tuesday, September 18, 1904, at 

Hodges House, Pontiac, at 7:30 p. m., standard time. 
Present—The President, Treasurer, Secretary, Messrs. Fifield, Custard, 

Ball, Boyden, Rice, Waldron, McKay, Hoffman, Hardy, Maynard, Dewey, 
Anderson, Barnes, German. 

Minutes of last meeting read and approved. 
It was moved that the order be suspended and reports from any super- 

intendent be received. 
Carried. 
Superintendent cattle, reported all stock cared for. 
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Mr. Hoffman moved that automobiles with one seat be admitted at 
25 cents and those with two or more seats at 50 cents and that all be 
treated the same as vehicles with horses attached in relation to police 
regulation on the grounds. 

Mr. Barnes moved that as an amendment that all automobiles be 
charged 50 cents each. Amendment carried. Motion as amended was 
adopted 10 ayes to 8 nays. 

On motion, adjourned to meet Wednesday evening at 7:30 at Room 
©., Hodges House, Pontiac. 

Executive committee met as per adjournment at Hodges House, Pon- 
tiac, Wednesday evening, September 14, 1904. 
Present—President Howland, Baldwin, Young, Secretary, Fifield, 

Barnes, Custard, Ball, Rice, Waldron, McKay, Hoffman, Hardy, May- 
nard, Dewey, Marshall, Anderson. 

Minutes of last meeting read and approved. 
On motion order of business was suspended and superintendent’s re- 

ports were called for. 
A protest was received signed by John Lessiters Sons, J. T. Smith & 

Sons, J. Frantz and Wollcott & Plumb, relating to ages of cattle awarded 
premiums in Class 10. 

On motion of Mr. Fifield the superintendent was directed to procure 
evidence relating to the ages of said cattle and present to the executive 
committee Thursday evening. 

Motion carried. 
A protest was received from Peter Carten relating to premium in 

Class 20, Lot 195, on account of unsoundness. 
The superintendent reported that the horse objected to had been ex- 

amined and pronounced sound. 
It was moved that the protest be not sustained. 
The general superintendent requested the superintendents of cattle 

and horses to arrange for a cavalcade of live stock on Friday. 
Adjourned to meet at 7:30 p. m., Thursday, 15th, Hodges House. 
Executive committee met at Hodges House, Pontiac, Thursday evening 

September 15th, at 7:30 p. m. 
Present—The Treasurer, Secretary, Messrs. Barnes, Custard, Ball, 

Dean, Rice, Waldron, McKay, Hoffman, Hardy, Maynard, Dewey, Hall, 
Marshall, Anderson. 

In the absence of the president Mr. John McKay was called to the 
chair. 

Minutes of last meeting read and approved. 
Mr. Maynard moved that when this committee adjourn it be adjourned 

to meet in Detroit on Tuesday, September 27th, at 9 o’clock a. m. at 
such place as may be secured by the secretary. 

Carried. 
On motion of Mr. Hoffman a recess was taken to Friday evening at 

7:30 p. m., standard time. 
Carried. 
Executive committee met at Hodges House Pontiac, Friday evening, 

September 16th, at 7:30 p. m., a recess having been taken from Thursday 
evening. 
Present—The President, Treasurer, Secretary, Messrs. Fifield, Barnes 
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Custard, Boyden, Waldron, McKay, Hoffman, Hardy, Maynard, Dewey, 
Ball, Skeels, Jacobs, Hall, Marshall, German, Anderson, Dean. 

The president claimed that the proceedings of Thursday were irregular. 
On motion the committee proceeded with the regular order of business. 
Mr. Fifield moved that the reports of superinendents be received. 
Carried. 
Superintendent Speed—Reported successful races. 
Mr. Fifield moved that in view of the efficient services of Mr. John 

Thompson, the marshal, that he be presented with $10 in addition to his 
regular pay as an appreciation of his services. 

Carried. 
Superintendent Cattle—Presented statement of Dr. J. W. Brodie, V. 

S., as follows: 
“T hereby on examination find two steers shown by G. W. Harness as 

two-year-olds with full mouths, also two steers shown as yearlings with 
four large teeth up. 

(Signed) J. W. BRODIE, V. 8S.” 

The superintendent stated that while the cattle showed teeth indi- 
cating greater age than that for which they are entered, it was not im- 
probable that they might be eligible. Mr. Young moved that the matter be 
left with the superintendent of that department to dispose of. 

Pending the consideration of this subject, Mr. L. W. Cochrane was 
heard regarding the award of third premium in Class 19. Premium 
being withheld by superintendent on account of being unsound. 

Mr. Cochrane declared the horse sound and presented Dr. J. W. Brodie 
in testimony as to soundness. Superintendent Waldron contended that 
the horse is not sound. 

Mr. Fifield moved that the report of the superintendent be sustained. 
Carried. 
Mr. Boyden moved that the society pay the veterinarian for his serv- 

ices. 
Motion lost. 
Superintendent Horses—No report. 
Superintendent Sheep—Verbal report, save notice that he would make 

some recommendations at winter meeting. 
Superintendent Swine—Reported work completed. 
Superintendent Poultry—Reported work completed. 
Superintendent Farms—Reported best exhibit in years. 
Superintendent Dairy—Good exhibit. 
Superintendent Farm Machinery—Good exhibit. 
Superintendent Main Building—Best ever. 
Superintendent Art—Good exhibit. 
Superintendent Needlework—Full exhibit. 
Superintendent School Work—Large exhibit. 
Superintendent Horticultural—Good exhibit. 
Superintendent Gates—Good. 
Superintendent Police—Good order. 
Superintendent Forage—-O. Kk. 
Superintendent Concessions—No friction. 
A protest was received from Adams & Perry relating to the award 

in lot 190, carriage horses 16 hands, on the ground that the pair awarded 
first prize were not 16 hands. 
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It was moved that the protest be referred to the superintendent with 
power to act. 

Carried. 
Mr. Maynard moved that when the committee adjourn, it be adjourned 

to meet in Detroit on September 27th, at 9 o’clock a. m., at such place 
as the president and secretary may engage. 

Mr. Fifield moved as a substitute that the president be requested to 
call a meeting of the executive committee to meet in Detroit at 9 o’clock 
a. m., September 27th. ' 

Substitute carried. 
It was moyed that the place of meeting at Detroit be left with the 

president and secretary. 
Carried. 
Mr. Maynard moved that all after the reading of the minutes of the 

proceedings of the meeting on Thursday be striken from the record. 
Carried. 
Adjourned. 
Meeting of the executive committee at Normandie Hotel, Detroit, Sep- 

tember 27th, at 9 o’clock a. m. 
Present—President Howland, Vice President Baldwin, Treasurer 

Young, Secretary Butterfield, Fifield, Barnes, Custard, Ball, Boyden, 
Rice, Waldron, McKay, Hoffman, Hardy, Dewey, Skeels, Collier, Hall, 
Marshall, German, Anderson. 

Minutes of last meeting read and approved. 
Superintendent of Horses reported protest in lot 190 was sustained by 

hin. 
Mr. Boyden reported that he had asked for affidavit in case of protest 

in Class 10 and would report to secretary later. 
President stated that the meeting was for the purpose of considering 

the site question. 
Mr. Baldwin stated that the Detroit Citizens’ Committee were ready 

with automobiles, to show sites. 
Mr. Hall moved that the hospitality of the citizens committee be ac- 

cepted. 
A recess was taken to 2 o’clock p. m. 

2 o’clock p. m. 
Committee met, same members present, and Mr. Jacobs. 
Mr. Anderson moved that the vote locating at Detroit be reconsidered. 
The motion was lost on a division 8 to 9. 
Mr. Jacobs appealed from the ruling, and asked for roll call. Vote, 

11 ayes, 11 nays, motion lost. 
Mr. Young moved that the committee accept the site known as the 

7% mile site on Woodward Avenue, provided that the conditions prom- 
ised in the proposals made at Battle Creek, are fulfilled. 

Mr. Fifield, Mr. Baldwin, M#?Collier. 
It was moved as a substitute by Mr. Collier, that the Detroit Citizens’ 

Committee be invited to meet with this committee for conference. 
Substitute carried. 
Mr. Jacobs moved that the vote at the meeting of May 6th, accepting 

the Medbury site be rescinded. 
Mr. Young made the point of order, that the motion is not in order. 
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The president decided the motion to be in order. 
The ayes and nays were called for, with the following result: 
Ayes—Howland, Fifield, Boyden, McKay, Hardy, Skeels, Jacobs, Mar- 

shall, German, Anderson, Ball—11. 
Nays—Baldwin, Butterfield, Young, Barnes, Custard, Rice, Waldron, 

Hoffman, Dewey, Collier, Hall—11. 
Mr. Young moved that the site known as the 714 mile site offered by 

the Detroit Citizens’ Committee be accepted as the site for the perma- 
nent location of the annual fairs of this society subject to the conditions 
made by this committee and as submitted to this committee by the citi- 
zens’ committee of Detroit, by written proposition. That possession be 
given in thirty days from this date, and deed be given in ninety days, 
and that the sum of $35,000 in addition be paid to the society within 
six months from date. 
A ballot was ordered, F. E. Skeels and B. E. Hall tellers. Whole num- 

ber votes cast, 22. Yes, 18. No, 8. Blank, 1. 
The president declared the motion,carried. 
Mr. Anderson moved that the committee adjourn to meet in this city 

thirty days from date, at a place to be designated by the president and 
secretary. 

Motion carried. 
Adjourned. 
Meeting of the executive committee, Michigan State Agricultural So- 

ciety, at Normandie Hotel, Detroit, October 27th, at 9 o’clock a. m., as 
per adjournment of September 27th, notice given. 

In the absence of the president the vice president called the committee 
to order. 

Roll called, the following members present: Messrs. Baldwin, Young, 
Butterfield, Barnes, Custard, Ball, Boyden, Rice, Waldron, McKay, Hoff- 
man, Hardy, Maynard, Dewey, Hinds, Skeels, Collier, Hall, Marshall, 
Anderson, Rich. 
Quorum present. 
Minutes of the last meeting read and approved. 
The vice president presiding stated the object of this meeting to per- 

fect the arrangements with the Detroit Citizens’ Committee regarding the 
site selected at the last meeting for permanent location of the fair. Pend- 
ing the arrival of the Detroit committee, the question of purchase of the 
Michigan State Building at St. Lonis was informally discussed. 

Mr. Hardy moved that the matter be referred to a committee, Mr. 
Hinds, Mr. Young and Mr. Hoffman. And that the committee be auth- 
orized to offer $1,250 for this building if in their judgment it is advisable 
to do*so. 

The motion was carried on division. Ayes, 10; nays, 3. 
Mr. Boyden moved to reconsider the motion of Mr. Hardy for refer- 

ence of purchase of the Michigan buildygg to committee. 
Carried. 
The motion was then laid on the table. 
Mr. J. L. Hudson, chairman of the finance committee, of the Detroit 

Citizens’ Committee presented a contract for land of site selected for 
permanent location of the state fair, together with abstracts of title 
and also agreements for laying pipes for water to grounds and facili- 
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ties for electric lighting and also for the payment of $35,000 in cash 
to the society. 

The contract was read, and on motion was referred, together with the 
abstracts and agreements to the business committee and Mr. Young 
with instructions to examine and report. 

On motion, Mr. Anderson and Mr. Rich were added to the committee 
to examine contract and agreements. 

The committee were instructed to report today. 
‘A recess was taken to 1:30 p. m. 
One-thirty p. m., Executive committee met. Same members present. 
The committee to examine the contract, abstracts and agreements 

reported as follows: 
To the Executive Committee: 

Gentlemen: Your committee to whom was referred the contracts 
and agreements submitted by the citizens’ committee of Detroit for con- 
veyance of the site for permanent location of the state fair, has ex- 
amined the papers submitted, together with abstracts of title to lands, 
and find them satisfactory and in accordance with the proposition sub- 
mitted by the Detroit Citizens’ Committee, and by resolution of this 
committee at a meeting held September 27, 1904; and we recommend 
that the contract be accepted for the conveyance of these lands as a 
permanent location for the annua! fairs of the Michigan State Agricul- 
tural Society, and that this contract and the agreements for water 
mains and electric light facilities be placed in the hands of the Sec- 
retary for safe keeping. 

Signed JOHN A. HOFFMAN, 
I. H. BUTTERFIELD, 
C. W. YOUNG, 
JOHN T. RICH, 
M. P. ANDERSON. 

Mr. Hoffman moved that the report be accepted and adopted, and that 
the roll be called on the adoption of the report. The report was adopted, 
on roll call of members, as follows: Yeas—Messrs. Baldwin, Young, But- 
terfield, Barnes, Custard, Ball, Boyden, Rice, Waldron, McKay, Hoffman, 
Hardy, Maynard, Dewey, Hinds, Skeels, Collier, Hall, Marshall, Ander- 
son, Rich—Yeas 21. Nays, none. 
A motion by Mr. Hardy to refer the question of purchasing the Michi- 

gan State Building at St. Louis to a committee composed of Mr. Hinds, 
Mr. Young and Mr. Hoffman, and that the committee be authorized to 
offer $1,250 for the building, if in their judgment, it is advisable to do 
so, was adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 10; nays, 3. 

The committee to whom was referred the purchase of the Michigan 
State Building reported as follows: 
To the Executive Committee: 
Gentlemen—Your committee to whom was referred the matter of in- 

vestigating the status of the Michigan State Building upon the World’s 
Fair grounds and the advisability of making a proposition to buy the 
same, beg leave to report that they have had the matter under careful 
consideration, having had a long conference with Mr. Smith, president 
of the Michigan World’s Fair Commission; have looked over the photo- 
graphs of the building and its interior and gather this fact: If we 
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proceed to act immediately, offering $1,250 for the building, taking it as 
it now stands, we will effect its purchase. We also estimate that less 
than $1,000 will wreck the building and restore the site, placing the 
material upon the cars for shipment. We are not advised as to amount 
it will cost to transport same from St. Louis to Detroit. In fact, we 
have not sufficient figures before us to make an estimate of that item of 
cost. We are of the opinion that an amount not to exceed $2,000 would 
restore the building upon the State Fair grounds, providing same was 
on track within the grounds. In view of the fact that the only indefinite 
item before us is that of transportation, that we are unable to make 
a report upon, we beg leave to report that we recommend its purchase 
by the State Agricultural Society as above indicated. 
We also suggest that very prompt action be taken as the secretary of 

the committee at St. Louis must be advised of our action by 3 o’clock 
this afternoon. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Signed H. H. HINDS, 

CG. W.. YOUNG, 
JOHN A. HOFFMAN, 

Committee 

On motion, the report was accepted and adopted. 
Mr. Skeels moved that the business committee be authorized to com- 

plete the purchase of the Michigan building. 
Carried. ! 
Mr. Skeels moved that it is the sense of this committee that the busi- 

ness committee begin preparations on the new site for improvement and 
holding the fair of 1905. 

Carried. 
Mr. Collier moved that the committee on preparation of plans of 

grounds and buildings which was appointed on May 6, 1904, be author- 
ized to visit St. Louis as well as other state fair grounds they may think 
desirable and inspect the buildings on the Louisiana Purchase Exposi- 
tion grounds and that the business committee authorized to purchase 
buildings or material which they may deem useful and valuable to this 
society in the erection of buildings on the site selected for permanent 
location. 

Motion carried. 
Mir. Hinds moved that at the close of this session of this committee 

a recess be taken to meet at the call of the committee on plans of 
grounds and buildings, if that committee shall deem such meeting neces- 
sary before the annual winter meeting of the executive committee. 

Motion carried. 
Mr. Anderson moved that if any member on plans of grounds and 

buildings is unable to go with the committee on the visit to other state 
fair grounds and St. Louis that the committee have authority to invite 
some other member of the executive committee to accompany them and 
act as a member of the committee for the visit. 

Carried. 
A recess was taken to meet at call of committee on plans of buildings 

and grounds as per motion of Mr. Hinds previously adopted. 
I. H. BUTTERFIELD, Secretary. 
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Adjourned. 
Mr. Fifield being unable to make the trip with the committee on plans 

for grounds and buildings, Mr. M. P. Anderson was invited to go with 
the committee as member thereof as per authorization of the executive 
committee. 

WINTER MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

The executive committee met at the Hodges House, Pontiac, Monday 
‘evening, January 9, 1905, at 8 o’clock p. m. 

Called to order by the president. Roll called.- Present—The Presi- 
dent, Vice President, Treasurer, ‘Secretary and members of the executive 
committee, Messrs. Fifield, Barnes, Custard, Ball, Boyden, Rice, Mar- 
shall, Hardy, Dewey, McKay, Hall, Skeels, Jacobs, German, Hoffman. 

Quorum present. 
Minutes of meeting of October 27th read. 
On motion of Mr. Custard the minutes were approved and adopted. 

Mr. Jacobs objecting to the approval on the ground that the meeting 
was not regularly called. 

President Howland presented no formal address. 
The secretary reported moneys received by him during the year as 

follows: 

American Shorthorn Breeders? ASSOGIAGION. . <.. 6 ci)... «as oe « «slalss Selene $297 00 
Sil peMaanad pomlinye Tees, COLLEGES. «creole. s exes <1 - «cue leis oles «ee suaielelelete 519 50 
NIG EES MND SMIS Ol Clamepat persian passin iavey ose ev eh s|s.0 00a ote fexe'd shaw: ae oh oveuehe olesedess estas 587 00 
SPC CIAMEUICKOLSIRSOIGM cut percactonoleretehere. creiieirols. oe esi oye) aie, e silane’ sire avoltel ol ohete bememebenters 46 05 
JNrolinsipienisiiares ollleyerwexols » ALSKOS} is grog cienn oie Cae ncn IeIcnOIcn eicordin mimioig can 6 Uc Ginic cc 105 00 
PNG eT SIN ewe COMECECO ODA iie cis wis cise «cs is.» atevsieia's « sltaleyae soi) « cuchesiolle ayaa 1,221 00 
FLOM ALCMOLMNEL CCU Smet em ie ta raters ctepe ery a ce/ ore aioae goo mud nntoisl sf chetmils, cuefeisstomelemee set ewere 3 41 
Niehicany Shorthorn: Breeders; Association <<.) 22... 56-2... «cle eel aehe 31 00 

$2,909 96 

A detailed statement is presented herewith. 
Also entries and amounts awarded in the several divisions and classes. 
The report of the business committee was also presented showing the 

business transactions of the year in detail. 

70 
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REPORT OF TREASURER. 

The treasurer presented his report as follows: 

To the Members of the Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agri- 
cultural Society: 

Gentlemen—I herewith present my report as treasurer of the society 
for the year 1904. 

RECEIPTS. 

PHELAN ACIMISSIONS © «s:s(csnvae six o's 6 sicle chets Sioealate fe Siew 4.2 arate wtehetets $15,350 
Mee TACR ET CLMERS EELEN lteter. safotsicinarcle bres wie ake olokereienersiorehe mote, aisle fe e/o\e wie Tole rete 3,164 
MSPS ESOS gee hc a. seis tarcde) casera sayra:'e, afeleRocere sel ece cickel eels W eiets: witeneta (elec 3,882 
LLG MAP NEODTIACION ..\sictc%: s.0 «> ciel clene wile ais eye cis ERC SAE Pee Mn I 5,000 
BS RSENS Revere Rh cira\/ee cc ic, a. cke R pale aiaarchonots ie tele foliia) aie- ere -sicrersorereroterege 2,909 
SPSS CME STSELL GRUP IN GM dve.rorcns fo bois fone egels icles: isis" cvevelaiein dele Wissel otstorereche 3,100 
EAA COUDON fA MISSIONS: © ciiciete terete eis os icine wie oe scd.clere ass 7,673 
MRED ET SOUS ASOLO: “agct ol. fa/cc.cro a eraveteersie dtele: siciese wvcBeie’e e.6 heisre foun iehe 547 
BaaAMCE ONGC ALE MASE TEDOTE: n. cveretes icles «icles a © e1icve spies: sictets cleus 19,414 

DISBURSEMENTS 

EI MLEMOUSIMOSS- ODGCTS)! 27, ops.s\e aie eee nss,oresaieier® si dlee, =e “eve seleielatere $29,375 
ti GesteesDTeMitm: OLAS: 24 < ojo oc cstgalsre eis iew antes woke 6 tein a O00 

arnaiye oe! O05, DalanCe On *HANd, ..\.7c te. icles cucleucreejap-tere sPoisi ites) aystepere oisl = 

All of which is respectfully submitted, 

$61,041 

44,035 

$17,005 

C.. W. YOUNG, 
Treasurer. 

19 

96 

23 

LIST OF ENTRIES IN THE SEVERAL DEPARTMENTS WITH 
AMOUNTS OFFERED AND AWARDED. 

Department. No. entries. Am’t offered. 

RE POU LOMA cia. sicteic<s Naveicls.ovein tec e asco che tte 83 $4,824 00 
“SICUS (DS) iS Ree ee Se Ie 273 2,859 00 

Bes FCAT D MPEG cof sah ote Tok cuavecacalal ats Col Din evar eqs te cave She 1,472 3,166 00 
PPTL CMEMOPA VGN nto oye ca oer dle ic lato be alieeie, Sealers wus 73 2,466 00 
PGi. (ODCR ICOCALL: © ¢ sc.cres0 «ain e here 889 654 00 
OMT y, WCHICAN ©... occ ecc ew ecdle%as oes 641 677 00 
Farm and Garden Products: 

Sa0T 00) OR oe ae ee ei rere ein ear Br 215 261 00 
Roots and vegetables ............ 421 233 00 
OUND "OX NTOITS, eo. ercnyeles sin Risto sue = 6 300 00 

Dairy and Domestic: 

IBULEON SANG CHEESE <.\.c.csus c ncicc.e 5 3 300 00 
SULA AMG: DICAG:s 5 sists his oietelive wn etstecia 83 57 50 
IBGGS ANG TONGY. <5 ocasisie cm sve ewe 42 133 00 

rt. : 

PYOLEASIONAIS i: . seas ceteris soa cere ute 184 565 00 
RTTIUGUING Gao cls a oc eietteitidalate ace c sl cern 188 247 00 
HOTCRTISGULEL ( wiarark\w cine ainks ee nian ere ada 15 84 00 

Am’t awarded 

$3,587 
1,449 
3,063 
1,783 
485 
372 

202 
215 
200 

299 
42 

123 

338 
206 
57 

00 
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Needle and Fancy Work: 

IPRGEGSSLOMAL! <7 ce.c, cue ea eiicicre acter e/a. c 100 $322 50 
PITT ENDS TUIUMNES '« vcoksseyo'ietera oe Se veneers at ove 591 319 50 

Horticultural: 

Special county exhibits .......... 5 500 00 
WOLLGCHION Smrebie © scsfeta-s.<inisra 0 ciehivigec cps: es 36 439 00 

ITISIOMDIALES | <i cre oye hele btertes.s Sasso 684 316 50 
Dried, canned and preserved...... 264 165 00 
Potted: plants, professional........ 10 191 00 
Cut flowers, professional ......... 15 109 50 
Potted plants, amateur,........... 4 29 75 
Cut flowers, amateur ............ 42 45 00 
INON-ENUMETATEd 4.0.0.2. cvecces 64 

School Work: 

IG SCH OOM tape ce creicicne aye Gieiwicts sis: 62 89 00 
(GDN Biectenevctelele coche ice. c ai oul sis s 150 130 00 
Primary and kindergarten ....... 141 121 50 
WiGaa EN Wdehbebbat=2e Silas See IC eee 28 75 00 
Village and district schools .-.... 3 104 00 

Executive Committee—Winter Meeting. 
Date, No. of 
1904. voucher. Name. 

tiene ene Naw Sal, personal EX pense. ©... +... «cies cae 
Aft he Dewey, personal “expense......a.+-s.e2e: 
Sido Haehwice> personal @xXpense......%. snesc cus + oe 
4 W. E. Boyden, personal expense............... 
5 Frank Maynard, personal expense............. 
GeCarAGaWaldron, personal expense... .......0 «52: 
7 G. H. German, personal expense.............-- 
8 W. P. Custard, personal expense...........«.-.- 

% SM. PP) Anderson, personal expense............. 
10 F. HE. Skeels, personal expense................ 
ii eB Herealie personal’ Expense. ..... ose. cess 
12 E. W. Hardy, personal expense............... 
3 John Marshall, personal expense.............. 

14 L. W. Barnes, personal expemse............... 
ihe Vile Dean personal Expenses sz. 4... .s0. ste elec 

. Feb. 3 17 John A. Hoffman, personal expense........... 
April 30 26 WW. W. Collier, personal expense............... 
May 6 36 John McKay, personal expense................ 

3 Cow. Younes. personal expense... .22........<- 
June 30 53 Eugene Fifield, personal expense.............. 

Haecutive Committee—Other Meetings. 

Janelon 10m hy Bo uSkeels) personal expense... .: :..........- 
April 20 21 Frank Maynard, personal expense............ 

22° M. L. Dean, pesonal expense.................. 
23 3 I. H. Butterfield, personal expense............ 

27 24 Stephen Baldwin, personal expense........... 
30 26 W. W. Collier, personal expense.............. 

Zi aekie Wa Hardy. personal expenses... scscs ch esc 
Mavenmo, 200 Jia he Rice, personal! expense.....0. ccs. see 

. Custard, personal expenmse.............. 
. Waldron, personal expense.............. 
= Ball; “personal Expense s:.2.0 ac cae co cre ces 

. German, personal expense............... 
. Dewey, personal expense............... 
. Anderson, personal expense............ 
McKay, personal expense.............. 

30, ) i We Barnes, personal expenses: 5........-.-. 
So) Cla Wii VOUN Sa DeLSONAL | CXeNSE.trtepiet. = </-1-)- cls 

9 41 John Marshall, personal expense............. 
23.43 FE. E. Skeels, personal expense................. 

(J) [oe) 

SmQHas rg OO by 
co ey oO: \=P j=] 

eae woe bo 

— 

CO rm Bb AI OO O11 Ow 

Amount. 

$162 32 
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June 

July 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Nov. 

Feb. 
April 

June 
July 

Aug. 
Sept. 

Mar. 
April 
April 
May 
June 
July 

Sept. 
Sept. 

Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 

May 
Dec. 

Mar. 

May 

3 
30 

co bo 

RPWOAROCOWH 

16 
24 

17 
24 
24 

44 
53 
55 
62 

104 
132 
156 
167 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
194 
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W. E. Boyden, personal expense............... 
Eugene Fifield, personal expense.............. 
John A. Hoffman, personal expense........... 
I. H. Butterfield, personal expense............ 
M. P. Anderson, personal expense............. 
Bien. Hall) personal sex penser. o. aici, « 2.c tote eee aie 

W. E. Boyden, personal expense.............. 

F. E. Skeels, personal expense................ 
HR. Dewey; personal ‘expense ss... .. acct. cleresee 
W. PP. Custard, persoval ‘expense.............- 
W. E. Boyden, personal expense.............. 
J. H. Rice: personal. CxpenSes sinew. cc. sccteerds 
L. W. Barnes, personal expense...............- 
Frank Maynard, personal expense............ 

Byron E. Hall, personal expense............. 
C. A. Waldron, personal expense.............. 
E. N. Ball, personal expense.................. 
M. P. Anderson, personal expense............. 
He Es Binds, personalsexpense.2. 2)... cn seiele ee 
John Marshall, personal expense ............. 

Business Committee. 

John A. Hoffman, blanace salary 1903........ 
ioe Butterfield: texpenSesitie ction cosinor 
Bugens Wineld) “expenses 6.5 saictercic ocls isto sekarelei«.« 
JOuUN! Av EVOmman. OxXPeNSeSsian -. ever cic rsterslsune 
i ee Btbernel ds cexpPenSesiere ac) cienricleteueteuc: seroreiets 
ie ElrButterticlds “expensess.. tas aceiis cine cies 
Eugene Fifield, chairman, salary and expenses 
Hugene SHineld, \OxXPenSes) es ctelacie eiclsapele ciety stels wiles 
John A. Hoffman, expenses and salary........ 

Locating Committee. 

Ieee. BiUtLerield expenses. seriietsee cle eee ioe ate 
I. ER Butterfield; “expenses.o. 2s. facie eavsersians oii 
Wie Ws (Colliersvexpenses!. Sic. ec oh creer ease 

COW WOUN S32) TEXDENSES.2.02)0 < wre erorern es ciel omens 

Mugenes Minleld: expenses .ict Siete sen clcre es ecieve ste 
JOU A PELOmmMans TeOxXPONSES fii cach eee s eee 

Finance Committee. 

M. P. Anderson, expenses and salary......... 

John McKay, expenses salary and clerk...... 

President's Office. 

MBs tArmstrone,, Dutton booth... 1.6 ce 
JW. \COCHTane:' ClObK 3. aoe sic A cicciesc ts ce ciente Ck 
Chas. A. Fisher; button booth.........;...... 
E. Howland, president’s, salary................ 

Treasurer’s Office. 

Cy Wi Youngs “axnenses, 9037 ayes eee cee 
C. W. Young, treasurer’s salary and help...... 

Secretary's Office. 

I. H. Butterfield, paid stenographer weekly 
TOC OUIT Ste ti cain sleds (a tals, & a OER ne, ois, Pannen 

i i) 

a ae) 

WCAOPRHODOOHOOOLN OO 

Hoo et mo 

59. 

fod 
i 

100 

80 
00 

50 
00 

$780 

626 

169 

600 

60 

55 

31 

23 
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Sept. 
Sept. 

Oct. 
Nov. 

6 
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26 
1 
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21 
24 
26 
27 
il 

1905. 
Jan. 

Mar. 

Aug. 

Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Oct. 

Oct. 

Sept. 

Sept. 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Sept. 

Sept. 

24 

16 

26 

45 
52 
62 
67 

108 
126 
143 
155 
176 
tor 

209 

18 
66 

91 
92 

102 
106° 
110 
121 
122 
125 
126 
128 
129 
135 
144 
161 
175 
195 

133 

93 
94 

152 
156 

94 
149 
162 

118 
151 

ial yy 
124 
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Butterilolds-part isalarysy;, «2 se) netyeelerele - 
Butterfield pare Salarys ... aciicme cna ¢ 

Butterfield, paid typewriting............ 
Butteriiclase pant salary. co. .u. eae eee 

MIOUVISHEG LAT Mert ts 1c. o rc pipte cmistele temic leis 
Butterfield, paid clerk (Press).......... 

: Butterfield, secretary’s pay roll, office... 
Fein Nelson Glens ssci2isid ss.c'c cs ha ee tec oes 
Chast As iSmitheselerks s/s... saniss bistawc.e seen 
i Heeb iucernelds) part. Salary. .eee.e sc see ee. 

Ff pf ot 

Ie del, leeinasraateyol qoehan Celehawe eo ecaga soon manor 

Speed Department. 

I. H. Butterfield, Michigan T. & P. Circuit.... 
American Trotting Association, membership 

ORDIEIS Yi Bt5i6 5.6.4 G0 Dies CI CR er es tn 

Eugene Fifield, superintendent purses........ 

Eugene Fifield, superintendent purses........ 

J. T. Rundel, assistant superintendent........ 

Geo. S. Ward, assistant and expenses......... 
M. B. Armstrong. getting entries............. 

Mugene iHinelds tO pay sDUTSES. ....2 6.26. 3. we 
Eugene Fifield, judge and help............... 
I. H. Butterfield, sec., paid advertising bills.. 

I. H. Butterfield, paid printing badges........ 
F. E. Skeels, paid team work on track........ 
Eugene Fifield, superintendent, paid judge.... 

Eugene Fifield, paid John Carmody........... 
Pontiac Pub. Co., printing race cards and list.. 

Hans skeelss paid work on tracks... 2. 3. 
The Western Horseman, advertising races.... 

I. H. Butterfield, secretary, horse hire and ad- 
VEILS TIN OSMAN wey sy erg oleh wis occ yorctale s sdecsseloue alevets 

Horse Department. 

C. A. Waldron, superintendent, expenses, salary 
RING LUGS Cltreneyriecsbarcncrene cays scroi oh oheonc resis sa Polenta ore 

Cattle Department. 

Week, sWMontcomeny. sudden 1. aoc se cuiccs ae 
Wile He PO GUS TCS: Chine ctccyecs s,s, o-e:eevleuesevicen oe aversion 
W. EH. Boyden, supt., expenses and salary..... 
Wir Ho Boydene palde assistant. A... ces clleie 

Sheep Department. 

VV tt nuel OUES Mag Cc. hate ven cyateioleloee’ Areinistetor ores F 
H. R. Dewey, supt., expenses and salary...... 

CAC Me OLE UAL Oe ts ee Soin tsa: 5 deeds cloaca see ere 

Swine Department. 

PND ShWaLt, VIMASE:, act ssc cicte oh ates at onesie ee 

L. W. Barnes, supt., expenses and salary...... 

Poultry Department. 

Daniel Thomas, assistant supt., and expenses. 

I. H. Butterfield, sec., paid judge and clerk... 

$15 0 

50 
1,000 
3,000 

$1,442 3 

5,576 98 

82 63 

144 81 

105 54 

70 85 
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Farm and Garden Department. 

Sept. 26 147 E. W. Hardy, supt., expenses and salary, and 
c [10 E-5; ne  eR IN = O 1 Late a a A tae nS $69 33 $69 

Dairy Department. 

Sept. 17110 M. B. Armstrong, assistant superintendent... $3 00 
24 153 John Marshall, supt., expenses and salary and 

me bo Ieee PRN nS ore tc eae RPE i Aly 85 49 
SS = 88 

Vehicle Department. 

Sept. 16 95 J. E. Rice, supt., expenses and salary......... $88 39 88 

Farm Implement Department. 

Sept. 26 157 John A. Hoffman, supt., expenses............ 36 61 36 

Manufacturers and Main Building. 

wetwee lt 161% BW. Skeels; supt,. paid: help... J.ec8..00...2% 18 60 
Selo i: B askeels~ ‘supt., Salary: i scu.0cnnrc cies ere Oe 30 00 

————— 48 

Art Department. 

Sept. 24 132 B. E. Hall, supt., expenses and judge......... $78 30 78 

Needlework Department. 

Sepi 2o.-l28) H. ms Skeels; isupt:, help paid= 4.2 2... sce 32 25 
Oct: fieGis 2. HeaSkeels: supt.. Help: paldus es... onic oer 12 00 

SGT Hehe SKCCISS SUpts eucicr. ei ee bitten chert ererere aie lee 4-20 
———- 48 

Horticultural Department. 

Sept. 17 112 M. L. Dean, supt., supt. expenses help......... $91 50 
21.123 I. H. Butterfield, sec., wood plates............ 5 00 

124 I. H. Butterfield, sec., paid judge and help.... 23 15 
21 126 I. H. Butterfield, sec., cold storage........... 12 20 

Oct. ° 26 195 I. H. Butterfield, sec.,,glassware.............. 6 20 
Nov. 28 200 M. L. Dean, supt., balance salary unpaid...... 15 00 

—_—— oe 

School Department. 

Sept. 26 150 Frank Maynard, supt., expenses and salary... $67 21 67 | 

Gates Department. 

Soviet soo) W.b. Custard, supt., pay Toll. 5.20 <....fe es. 258 94 
26 154 W. P. Custard, supt., expenses and salary.... 58 41 

——_—_—_—-— 317 

Police Department. 

Sepil eno eH N. Isally SUDL:) Saye OL Mec sctwtetars ktele w areicls sock $730 00 
17 107 E. N. Ball, supt., expenses and salary........ 55 02 

112 Chas, Ps Seider ‘Tent. Col,- Cots ovate clea ee 8 75 
129) Mugene Bifteld; paid” polices <eo ccc cu areis.b sieve cvs 5 00 

oO 798 

Forage. 

Sept. 26 148 G. H. German, supt., expenses and salary..... $39 15 
145: Op (M. Carpenter, ‘straws i: wcities banc wel alarstersts 3828 00 
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Postage. 

= 

T. pits >> MIs 

AS. ELORMAN SS DOSTARC'S 4. cstaste tide le me or eae 

Butterleldae Stamps’; « »<.c.ctetetw ni ctaleveretenatevetate 

EP BULCCEMOLC ee SUATILDS: 4 < are Mieleluny soevaleterd aenietane 

« Wyckot.sbs Mex Stamps:.:. decd s, 1 «.ccoarebtel 

SAVY CROfbem bam Mite » SUELIN DSi tuieuac = pre evchenaeeey 
‘Ate FIOMMaAt ne DOSCALC:... cece ahatert cece & vaneile 

~ BUuLteniields StAMPS':: «5... amiss wee cameras 
PVC ROL Wee Mien STAINS: cteneieeel spore iets okaierene 

PAW GOL es Vie STAM DS alerts es esleleraiene 
. H. Butterfield, stamps and envelopes...... 
ohn AgeHotiman: postace: paid... 1... « eae 
pee PT OKee SuEpOStase) DaAld:...'..-iic.e cletat- ene ceeraree 
Dees Buttertield: postage, paid: ca...asc- ees 
E. Howland & Sons, postage paid............ 
Moree EB Ucbernelds SCC,, DOStALE. cr. <lace wieiele ol ers 

Siebel: sia 5 
| 

Advertising. 

Bannes-Crosbys Cos MaAlitONneS vm. o.tecc ceases 
The Benjamin Printing Co., post cards....... 
The Peninsular Engraving Co., halftones..... 
The Commercial Ptg. Co., blotters and fans.. 
Brown & Bigelow, horse covers.............. 
Jos. Mack Ptg. House, hangers............... 
eheebuuterneld  Ssecy paldonelpn cess. oe te eas 
Barwnes-Crosby, Co. NalftOnes: oa. 1 sels act eels 
ModernyMits: (Co), horse covers)... ....-..- «+. 
Morrison Ptg. Co., banners and half sheets... 
Stephen Middleton, distributing advertising.. 
C. W. Young, treasurer, sundry bills paid.... 
Chas. D. Cowles, dristributing advertising.... 
The Commercial Pte Co., Hangers. .......... 
EK. N. Ball, distributing advertising........... 
EK. A. Orvis, distributing advertising.......... 
Chast sea sceidern Co:, Daginerses ace << elas ies 
Pie Butrerntields Sec Dill Ss pardrasi se acters nel 
F. B. Howlet, posting and distributing........ 
Eugene Fifield, paid posting and distributing. . 
Ie Ele BiUthernheldsSees Palade will Stiseqctaracreter-rsiel te 
le eHeeButcerields iSeGs, DAld wos. orate iets clelale 
Pere Butherheldsesee:, spaid: WiISe . <fy.. cei crelsteuerers 
ieee butterhiclds see, paid: billSs sac. 44- cs) were 
ROonhiaes Gazette AGVieEUISINEl. <r. oc nieteversreccielere 
ihhesGleaners sag vertisin'® “<4 .sc «ites dicrs « ao tare 
The Evening News Association, advertising.. 
The Angelus Pub Co., advertising............ 
Brownell & Humphrey, adv. in list papers..... 
he Abend. Poste ad vertisine i ncite sec c niet 
Pontiac Pub. Co., fair bulletin and ady....... 
Johnie Mekay. paid Gistributines nc. ae << cleccee 
Wee Custard, paid advertisinew. wie cers cece 
Hugh Nelson, distributing advertising........ 
The Detroit Free Press, advertising.......... 
The Detroit Journal, advertising.............. 
The Michigan Farmer, advertising............ 
Detroijeloday: Co: advertising sos .cecia.: 5 siecle 
Y. H. Butterfield, sec., advertising paid........ 
IAeE SBuLkernelassees.  DINMS spalds aaa sae ele ote c 
Pen Buttertields sec: bills™ paidsee-s.-. 1c 
Evening News Association, advertising races. 
Brownell & Humphrey, electros and postage. . 

00 

00 

39 

559 

$300 82 

2,772 09 
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Attractions. 

Sept. 16 98 Chas. EB. Rice, ponies and dog............0+- $300 00 
99) Fe i: .Deviin,- military sdnille «1.4. % eek eee 300 00 

100: ‘Ac Mie Schreyer, high dives oc. 24. = j.wkee oo bee 625 00 
105 G HB. Turk, expenses fire teams... ..0 0). 527.5. 170 00 

21 124 I. H. Butterfield, sec., freight paid........... 56 7 

Y4 teh Wueene. Hifield: fare” firemen... 02. ...6 ./ cs scel 10 92 
Met. 2o 178 1. H: Butterfield; sec, paidC: DB. asst.c 2. .. 15 00 

————._ $1,477 62 
Music. 

SOntaoeLOL” Ci A. Bineham: (bands, - Sssidete ew ae os Secels 6 ale $154 00 154 00 

Ribbons and Badges. 

Sept. 17 115 Fair Ticket & Supply Co., premium cards.... 6 63 
22 140 Armstrong Regalia Co., premium ribbons..... 126 00 
29° 168) Waite. Bros) & Robinson, ‘buttons. ............% 3 48 

Nov. 3 198 Calvert Lithograph Co., diplomas............ 25 00 
Sept. 8&8 90 Somner Badge Co., poultry ribbons.......... OL iis 

21/123 I. H. Butterfield, -officers’ badges............. 16 16 
—_———————— 249 02 

Premium List. 

June 24 49°F. E. SKeels, soliciting advertising........... $142 74 
Jim oe oie HW. B. skeels, soliciting adivertising......2.... 124 00 

28 61 Barnes-Crosby Co., drawing and halftones for 
MEO VGEE merece hatetonescotare, sis tehe von NePen IO cL.oy oyeke Lk tieccrotetete sim ave 242 00 

Aug. 3 75 Printing premium lists as per contract....... 3,780 00 
———._ 4,288 74 

Printing and Stationery. 

Mar. 1 19 SBarnes-Crosby Co., cuts for stationery, etc.... $16 40 
1 20 I. H. Butterfield, photograph seal, etc......... 5 63 

MS pilimom eco wivatl. “butterfield: -Papene we ic ssl eas ccles ovine 30D 
james so 54. Commercial Pte. Co., stationery......2.... oc. 87 00 
July: 19 60 Commercial Ptg. Co., circular letters. ee 2 75 

28 61 Barnes-Crosby Co., envelopes, drawing ‘and cut 23 64 
PomOZee Iyer.  BULLORHeld. "SUNGTICS. pics oo-fejs cee 2 ears) eve 1 40 

PSC VSO LeeED., MBSUCEGTHEIG «<5 10 0, cy atensperereie.@ avs, 019 a slolenel eMecevate 1 40 
Sept. 6 8&9 Commercial Ptg. Co., envelopes.:............. 4 25 

iwi, Mair "Picket & Supply. CoPevicketsS:. .<\.. 4. «<< 47 5 
116 C. & J. Gregory, comp. and special tickets.... 26 00 

A LLG To Ee Butterfield, sec, bills spald. o 22. ... ccrecres 5 80 
Pia eleatt. SBUCLerelG., SCCey DHISMDAIG ...oc.¢ 0% oFerevetes 15 50 
ves. Pontiac: Gazette, PLintie | ces 2% cis 'n,5 s/s) atets: 6, bAcves a) 94 50 

eae OnNtiaACa ep. COn sDUINUIVES clea ciike w.cs/el tere ere 45 25 
ite ee ODT erAce EL OMnis Nes ADIGE: 25/2 ete cle @ chehorofe. Sect cteve 1 85 

Oct. 15.171 Joseph Mack-Ptz.).House, printing:.....3..0..... 6 10 
Po Mii Ls ti Butterfield. pDrimtime Pais 4. <icc «ore ciene « 1 50 
26 ie deel eetterfield.: see... bills spaidis...:... ccaets bvid « 18 57 

19D) ele El. eBUtterneld DLS Paldeyrise ties orcseiccisrsreieras © 10 75 
Jan. UEa0o es Watt. BUbCErheld, gDILIS! RNG eres a6 m1c ours atone neko rs 1h AU 

——_—— 423 84 

General Expense. 

AUS Oran Cy MVM. Crofoot; Trent Ome: .<..0 6 c,.syersret lw Here ee $15 00 
Novia Oaric., Harry Flinds, «sernvieces.<< 0 ates ua kaenlemen 13 23 

ii eLog, | Modern, Mie.46o:, -banners:..* caine «ese bite 26 60 
Mia. Bay City Hardware Col. puUMmCHES. =... ales mae. 19 00 

zowlae 1 os O. Skeels: labor: paldv sis ke er. os ah ese ties 16 50 
15S.) (CC. Hh; Walter, photoerapnhs), .ciisatn «oui. ces ees 32 50 

Oct. 5 165 Michigan Fish Commission exhibit........... 218 22 

Zp eles Ll. el.. BUtterneld, SGC. DILIS) Pade. «cs «<5 25 00 
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Buildings and Grounds. 

OAM: Carpenters tile, (C903)! s.acey sc ants chee 
Oakland County Agricultural Society, rent.... 

Chas, Durkee, cinders on grounds............ 
Heeb keels) pay toll, laDOr. ccs secu etek AG 
HAE SKCCLSaapdyerOl lapOrarcskecsis teres cena 

John Bellis se SON LUUMDEr ou. aeeeteielerete eis seieiare 

F. BE. Skeels, services and expenses........... 
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Haha keels paiva roll wlabOltes +01. = ciotekoneleene tere 
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INS IN Ooioahoy Mlphanl oes Boa amano a eeocdacid oC 
Oakland County Agricultural Society, rent paid 
Maes Ohonyse Jeenhmy (Coe, joebilisa ooo a ooupoodoaccec 
ipo Buiterhield-sS6C.UShOp) wOrkne ac cise cen 
Moderne Mite oO. sremt, GENS a). cs ste e)eictersleleenaiele 
E. Howland & Sons, fence and staples........ 
Hebe skeels cleanings up SroundS)e...4- sae : 

I. sei Butterfield: ‘sec., janitor paid. sa27... 0. 

hE Skeelss woOnks On) SrOUunGdS:. 2. a. = cfeelae elec 

Telegraph and Telephone. 

AOU At ey ELOLOTYLA TI Neth tiss ts chela sce euaitel a cahetekene sitet 
leis BunersaelGl onal seh seGgoscolasedsboGDG 
[ieee uicenn Cla woul, paid... «ti eievrcytecrereseys: 
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Molen AN, Iekopaentin.” [Nl joebolen Sonnac aop ee poco 5 
Michigan Telephone Co., rent and service..... 

I. H. Butterfield, sec, paid telegraph......... 

I, H. Butterfield, sec., paid telegraph......... 
io Butterfield; sec; paid telegraph.......:.+ 

Freight and Express. 

I. H. Butterfield, American Express, paid..... 

eB WGuerieldes diel tit) Dealer ers rerehevrensie oche 

John Wiekaryn express, Dald! yo rieeielie eerste 

American Express Co., express paid......... 

MehLiteButtertields freien. Waid rsneceteies) cre rersiens 

American Express, express paid.............. 
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American Express Co., express paid........... $28 
Jos. Mack Ptg. House, freight on premium lists 95 
THe Butterield, freieht ™paid==..... oe. aes 8 
oe Batterileld .rreight spar: «v:0nts sense eke 2 

Sundry Expenses. 

B. E. Hall, Maccabee admissions rebate...... $12 
Grand Rapids Insurance Agency, bond of sec.. 7 
Detroit Free Press, advertising, 1903......... ile; 
Re Hlhbott;, chaircande Cases esis oi ore 12 
C5 Collins’ attorney: Leeter......- ces. cae: 50 
12H, Butterfield, sundgriess..soe ton es soe ee 3 
Jyohn Bell & Sons, lumber; 1905.0... ............ 6 
W. H. Newton, fence panels, 1903............ 8 
fa Ee Butter nelday. Soames cietic cle s.ctc Soa che 4 
fee. Butterield, sundsy- items... 2a. soe 12 
Hugene Mifield= jerand. Stamde es 6.6 sachet wes 6 
I) Ae Butterfield? sect. bills paid’ s502.% «Ase st 6 
HJ. Hallett, hammer cand tacks s,s ox. = 1 
Eugene Fifield, paid judge election...:....... 8 
I. H. Butterfield, sec., sundries paid........... 9 
ie Butterfield; sec. ‘sundries paid.s..26 =~ o-- veal 
I. H. Butterfield, sec., sundries paid..-........ 2 
I. H. Butterfield, sec., sundries paid........... 8 

New Grounds and Equipment. 

Roy S. Barnhart, treas, Michigan Building... $1,250 
Chas. H. Vick, plates, Horticultural Dept..... 100 
F. BE. Skeels, work on new grounds........... 109 
C. W. Young, treas., expense visiting committee 413 
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$196 64 
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SUMMARY. 

Hxecutive Committee, winter meeting...........ccsccccccccccccccccoce $162 
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REPORT OF MICHIGAN STATE GRANGE FOR THE YEAR END- 
ING JUNE 30, 1905. 

OFFICERS OF MICHIGAN STATE GRANGE FOR 1904-1905. 

Master—G. B. Horton, Fruit Ridge. 
Overseer—N. P. Hull, Dimondale, 
Lecturer—Mrs. F. D. Saunders, Rockford. 
Steward—T. E. Niles, Mancelona. 
Assistant Steward—Oscar Inman, Averill. 
Chaplain—Mrs. O. J. C. Woodman, Paw Paw. 
Treasurer—E. A. Strong, Vicksburg. 
Secretary—Miss Jennie Buell, Ann Arbor. 
Gatekeeper—G. A. Whitbeck, Montague. 
Ceres—Mrs. Emma J. Gehlbach, Fremont. 
Flora—Mrs. Virginia Halladay, Clinton. 
Pomona—Mrs. Ida Haybarker, Leroy. 
Lady Assistant Steward—Mrs. Sarah Inman, Averill. 

‘ EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

EPA CeO Lernes ManlerRADidSirsr icc cis cs os s.cic c1e'ete cle cic oaperele erated crave December, 1905 
EP ACRPELOLG CTI PIGOTT ON Pee betcpo ried Aes Susi s\'s) 21's 's, oveve: wfelere texexele tajeya eterereies, elete rs 1905 
TTT Ova ome OWT rama TCC Iie so crevevclesss)6 0: <le/silovs slie 001%.) 0 a) e le elena, eperevami ere etee 2 1905 
SP Sree ESL RO GUS Mey OFICING Pie cfaye iaict a dais o sve a t's lave oo ole) osaleqs'e evaraysigne @ istate’s 2 1906 
PNme Emi TCT: eek a CAS ea ee eiegne suey acl sifel 6 Sie leve ierscls Aare! oeteroxsna: blow torsvodeietomel s ae 1906 
BPH RICS ae NSO Ale! sc) vencyeleteied gesle cc oe oe > 5d vay acoijalla’ Sc iat ooh a boy ecatatetora ehate ¢ 1906 
Seem VECIN UIT LOTS OA CLAM teney ayer cacti oe. cis1or6. 0:5) vvvece @ atoveire ove) @) stes Giovetole ometenerens a 1906 
G. B. Horton, Fruit Ridge; Jennie Buell, Ann Arbor, ex-Officio. 

The progress of the year is thus set forth by State Master G. B. Hor- 
ton in his address before the Thirty-second Annual Session of State 
Grange, held in Lansing, December 13-16, 1904: 

“Since last we met there has been general activity all along the line. 
Each separate feature of work has received careful attention and resuits 
should in a general way be gratifying to our entire membership. Eighty 
Granges have been added to our list and our membership has been in- 
creased to the point where if all who are retained on the books of local 
Granges are counted, a full 50,000 aggregate may be reported. Our 
treasury is in a substantial condition with invested funds intact, and 
with current receipts and expenditures, leaving a safe balance on the 
credit side.” 

The year ending June 30, 1905, finds 750 subordinate Granges in the 
State, 53 of which have been organized within the year. In addition, five 
county and eight juvenile Granges have been established. The continued 
accession of new and untrained membership has placed upon State 
Grange a duty both important and difficult to fulfill. Thousands of 
men and women, for the most part unused to working together, are here 
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to be schooled and led in organized efforts for the betterment of them- 
selves and their surroundings. That the need of keeping this great un- 
dertaking in touch with the newer life now throbbing through the veins 
of agriculture is fully realized, will be seen from the following para- 
graphs from the State Lecturer’s report: 

“Tf agriculture study is to have a place in our public schools, is it 
less fitting that the mass of farmers who are performing the agriculture 
work of today, be furnished the opportunity of getting instruction in 
the scientific principles underlying their profession? In other words, 
should it not have a place in our Grange school? 

“The number of observers and workers for the government in agri- 
cultural lines are being increased every year and the results given freely 
to the public. The farmer is the one who should be most vitally inter- 
ested and enthusiastic from a standpoint of curiosity, as he is the one 
most vitally affected in the outcome in the commercial enterprises set 
on foot by the results thus secured. 

“This the farmer should be, but is he? We are sometimes led to think 
that other classes are appreciating the ‘new agriculture’ more than the 
farmers. A beginning has been made in the study of agriculture through 
Grange programs and home reading; only a beginning, it is true, but 
along with that a foundation is being laid for an increase to the new line 
of educational work. And that it is in just the stage where it needs the 
most intelligent and careful treatment we are fully conscious. 

“The beginning was made from text book study. This year we sought 
the co-operation of the college; it was freely given and each issue of our 
bulletin has been accompanied by a special bulletin upon agricultural 
topics of which has been prepared at the college. 

“There is no question but what these special bulletins have materially 
aided this extension work, the regret is that more copies of each issue 
could not be obtained to put in circulation. 

“No more important question considering the imperative need of the 
times will come before this meeting than of devising ways and means 
of continuing this Grange extension work in agriculture. 

“Shall the large membership in our order show a lethargy and in- 
difference to that which pertains to their own welfare? National Master 
Jones says: ‘The farmers of today and the future must be students, and 
the Grange is the school, the medium for the exchange of information 
and methods between farmers, that all may profit by the knowledge 
gained by each. And that no great order, any more than an individual 
or a nation, can continue to prosper and etxend its influence unless if 
continues to grow and grapple with the problems that continually appear 
in this age of wonderful progress.’ 

“Our order does not rest upon its past record, but continues to keep 
abreast of the ever changing conditions to uphold the interest of agri- 
culture.” 

In order to meet the increasing demands for some system in disposing 
of farm produce, the Department of Grange Information, organized early 
in 1904, has spent much time and thought upon ways and means to attain 
this coveted end. The state committee in charge of this department, 
reports their work of the first season as follows: 

“The new feature of co-operative work may be properly divided into 
two departments. 
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“JT, That of patron dealing with patron in the state and in different 
states. 

“TT. Selling profitably. 
“So far our Grange co-operative efforts have been concentrated on the 

question of ‘buying profitably.’ Selling profitably is the more important 
question. The following illustration will show its importance: Apples 
were put on board cars in Hamburg’, Mich., which netted the farmer 
twenty cents per one hundred pounds. They should have netted him 
forty or fifty cents a bushel. <A patron from the northern part of the 
state said that he netted sixty-five cents per bushel for choice apples. 

“Early in the year it was found that there was a scarcity of clover 
seed. The bureau after consulting with your acting chairman, made 
arrangements with a large and reliable seed firm to furnish a strictly 

No. 1 seed at a price ranging from fifty cents to a dollar per bushel under 
the prevailing market price. Unfortunately the opening of the bureau 
yas so late in the season that many Granges had purchased their seed. 

However over $2,000 worth of seed was purchased under this arrange- 
ment. Nearly one hundred Granges took advantage of the opportunity, 
and, without a single exception, with entire satisfaction. In fact, the 
seed obtained was of much better quality than that being sold in our 
retail markets at a much higher price. Samples of seed were received 
from dealers in various parts of the state, taken to the college, and 
tested. The seed purchased through the medium of the bureau received 
the highest test, both as regards cleanness and germination. The germ- 
ination test revealed that in most instances the seed was actually worth 
from one to two dollars per bushel more than the seed sold by the deal- 
ers. Hence, it is apparent that the saving to the members in buying 
strictly first-class seed was probably even greater than the saving of 
the actual difference in price. 

“A little later in the season it developed that good seed corn was a 
scarce article. The bureau sought information from members of enrolled 
Granges and others, and succeeded in getting a large portion of the seed 
corn offered for sale tested for germination, and thus assisted many 
members to obtain seed that would grow, saving them the necessity of 
replanting. The bureau also assisted. members having good seed to 
dispose of it at reasonable prices. Here at least is:an instance of patron 
dealing with patron that proved valuable to both. 

“Just how many cedar posts have been purchased by the various 
Granges, I have no means of knowing. Fifty or more carloads at a say- 
ing of from twenty to fifty dollars per car would seem to be a very con- 
servative estimate. 
“Many other satisfactory transactions have been reported.” 
Another recently founded department is that of Grange supervision. 

This is to strengthen all lines of work by the systematic visiting of local 
points by well drilled deputies. The results have been very satisfying 
and the plan is being carried on this year with special emphasis upon 
the lecture hour and esoteric work of the order. 

In the affairs of State, the Granges have notably advocated the pas- 
sage of a direct nominating law and, in national matters, the State 
Grange has continued to co-operate with the National Grange for the 

securing of: 
“The adoption of a postal savings bank system. 

72 
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“An amendment to the constitution providing for the election of 
United States Senators by direct vote of the people. 

“Strengthen national pure food laws. 
“Extend the privileges of the parcels post so that packages of at least 

twelve pounds may be carried through the mails. 
“To extend the markets of farm produce equally with manufactured 

articles. 
“Enlarge the powers and duties of the Interstate Commerce Commis- 

sion. 
“Amend the anti-trust law so as to clearly define what acts on the 

part of corporations would be clearly detrimental to public welfare. 
“National aid to improve the public highways.” 

JENNIE BUELL, 
Secretary Michigan State Grange. 
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MICHIGAN STATE ASSOCIATION OF FARMERS’ CLUBS. 

Report of the Michigan State Association of Farmers’ Clubs for the 
year ending December 14, 1904. 

OFFICERS FOR 1905. 

President—Charles B. Cook, Owosso. 
Vice President—Mrs. Jennie Ford, Jackson. 
Secretary—Mrs. George Auten, Clyde. 
Treasurer—Miss Myra Wood, Mason. 

DIRECTORS. 

Z. W. Carter, Lake Odessa. A. L. Chandler, Corunna. 
James B. King, Marshall. EH. H. Richey, Vassar. 
Rey. J. B. Reynolds, Romeo. L, D. Lovewell, South Lyon. 

During the year the organization of farmers’ clubs has been steadily 
increasing. We are standing today upon a firmer foundation than ever 
before; farmers in our rural communities are becoming thoroughly in- 
terested in this work and are beginning to realize the benefits derived 

. from this organization. 
At our executive meeting my plan for conducting and systematizing 

this work was heartily approved of by the executive committee and the 
following by-law was passed: 

Resolved, That during the month of November of each year, the sec- 
retary of each local club shall report immediately after receiving a report 
blank to the secretary of the state association, all such information as 
may be necessary for said state secretary to keep a short history of each 
club. Such report to be made upon blanks furnished by said state asso- 
ciation. 

I am proud to-say that this plan worked excellent and we have today 
a systematized method of work. 

The following is a correct report as far as these reports have been 
returned to me, up to date: 

Clubs on the revised membership roll, 148; 24 of this number were not 
on the old list and five have been newly organized to date. 

The association has representatives in 34 counties with a membership 
of 6,324, an increase of 690 during the year; 923 club meetings were held 
with an average attendance of 50; 61 of these hold an annual picnic; 
74 clubs are using monthly programs; 17 use yearly ones; 86 elect officers 
annually, 5 semi-annually; 66 clubs discuss the associational question at 
their regular meetings. 

The death of 61 members were reported from the clubs. 
I mailed during the year 689 letters, 279 circulars, 196 yearly report 

blanks, 242 programs, 38 constitution and by-laws of the State associa- 
tion, and 78 local club by-laws. . 
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I do not wish to be understood that this is a report of all local clubs 
in the State, for it is not, but it is a correct report of the clubs who 
returned the yearly report blanks to me in time for my annual report. 

Let our watchword be “Onward, ever Onward,” and let us carry out 
the golden rule, “Do unto others as we would they should do unto us.” 

Believing that the greatest good is to the greatest number. 

MRS. GEO. H. AUTEN, Secretary. 
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